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RELATED STUDIES IN EARLY NINBFSBMFH CENTTRY YUCATECAN SOCIAL 

HISTORY 

Explanatory Hot»» 

For a decade I have beep interested in the several problems 

«hioh the .peninsula of Yuoatan poses in the field of social, 

eoonomio, and cultural relations. The evolution and adjustment of 

Indian «ays end White «ays has been the chief focus of attention, 

«part from the still obsoure developments in the New Empire of the 

olassio Maya and the Conquest by Spaniards in the middles sixteenth 

oentury of the Christian era» the years from perhaps 1790 to 1860 

«ere marked by changes «hieh «ere both fundamental and far-reaching 

and thus form one of the most important epoohs of modern Yuoateoan 

history* The several studies «hioh have emerged from my Interest 

have generally centered around the War of the castes, s dramatie 

clash between native peoples and Yuoateoans representing the loosl 

version of Western Occidental civilisation end culture* As the separate 

essays indio ate, in «hole or in part, the War of the Castes «as s symptom 

of changing relationships that began in the late eighteenth century* 

Another theme running through the separate papers is that by 1860 much 

of the oultural profile of nreeent-day Yuoatan had been outlined daring 

its transitions from ooloniallsm to "modernity** in the early nineteenth 

oentury* The establishment of these never norms and canons ean «1th 

some Justice be sooounted "oonsequenoes" of the ohangea «hioh Preolnltated 

the war of the Castes, and of the atruggle itself, 1847-1865. 

Most of the materials utilised in these studies «ere gathered from 

1940 to 1946* The studies themselves are for the most part unpublished, 

and as my interests have shifted from Yuoatan, are likely to remain so 



for a considerable period* In order of their Preparation, they 

are 

1* uWar of tbe Caatea and the independent Indian States of Yuoatan.* 
January 1941* 

8. "The War of the Caatea and its Consequences." Spring. 1943* 

(a) "Yucatan on the eve of the Caste War.M 

(b) "The Caste War and Ita consequences'* 

(o) "The Mayan oaoloaagoa, 1860-1900" 

3. "Remarks on a aeleoted bibliography of the caste War and allied 
topioa."  Fall, 1944. (Published, 1945). 

4. "The Aurora Yuoateoa and the spirit of enterprise in Yuoatan, 
1821-1U47" Spring, 1945 (*ubliahed 1947) 

6* "Regionsliam and Society in Yuoatan, 1825-1847»a study of 
'progreasivlsm* and the origina of the Caste war." 1945-1946. 

6. "The henequén eplaode in Yucatan." Published 1948. 

7. "The sugar eplaode in Yuoatan, 1825-1850." Published 1948. 

Aa the titles indicate, there is some repetition of topio and 

treatment. Taken as a «hole, the items Provide a uaeful background 

to the aoolologloal and ethnological studies of recent Yuoatan* 

A word of explanation about eaoh of the atudlea r>erhapa «ill olarlfy 

the aeope and emphasis of each* 

1. u«ar of the castes end the independent Indian states of Yuoatan." 

This la a seminar report written for C H. Haring at Harvard University,) 

completed in January 1941* It contains a Foreword, 40 PP* of text* 

and about 80 pp. of note a and bibliography* With extensile use of 

published archival material from Brltlah H nduraa and «1th extensive 

excernts from various souroes, it supplements the treatment of 

quintana Roo provided by Sapper'a standard «ork (1896) and muoh that 

is not found in A* Villa Rojas, The Maya of Eaat Central Quintana Roo 

(1945). 



2* "The war of t be castes and Its Conaequenoes." 

The three studiea subsumed under thla label have a complex history. 

When Chapter III of Villa Rojas' menusoript oame to my view for 

oritioism, i suggested certain changes and amplification» The 

editora asked that in fcaoe of asking Villa Rojas to ohange hia 

version, that I «rite the historical ohapters deeling with the 

War of the castes» Then rather than one, three ohapters «ere 

requested* It «as fl. nally deoided that the most useful «ay of 

handling the situation «as for Villa's original charter to stand and 

to issue separately a brochure on the War of the Castes*. The three 

studiea here, then, BT9  rough drafts of three projeoted ohapters for 

Villa Rojas' volume on quintana Roo* In them, the notes «ere copious, 

as I believed (with some Justification) that it «as unlikely that 

ethnologlata and sociologíats using the volume «ould be *x moved 

to oonsult details in the sources, but might like extension of 

a single t>hrase or sentenoe in the text* 

(a) MYuoaten on the Eve of the caste War.* 27 text r>agea, about24 pp. 
of detailed notes* Tables. Orapha* A summary sketoh of the 
sooisl background of the Caste War and Its outbreak* 

(b) "The caste War and its consequences". text pages; 17 pp. Notes* 
Hap* Tables* Narrative of the struggles and attempta at peace, 
chiefly from the Yueeteoan oreóle side of the story; reninaular 
changes, 1847-1881* Again, uae of British Honduras material and 
offioial U.S. reports adda to previous aooounta. 

(o) uThe Mayan Caoloazgoa, 1860-1890*M 31 text pagea; about 20 PP. 
Notes. Map. An expended and revised version of Study #1 (1941)* 
More attention is neid to the narrative history of the oaoioasgoa 
than in the earlier version* 



fc  3. "Remarks on a safe oted bibliography of the caste War and allied 
topic a.u    ¿Tinted aa Appendix c to A Villa Rojas, The May of 
Bast central Quintana Roo, Carnegie Institution of Washington. 
Fttbll ostión bW U»*o}. 

A comprehensive bibllogrephioal survey of nineteenth oentury Yuoatan, 
with an outline of the major developments in the ares; oovere only 
printed materials likely to be found in reaearch oentera in «-lie 
united States* 

4g 4* "The Aurora Yuoateoa and the spirit of enterprise in Yuoataii, 1821- 
1847"^    Published in the Híspanlo Amerloan B,storlosl Review, 
Vol. XXVII, Ho.l, February 1U47, W.SO-60.    * 

Development of the first steam moved cotton mill in Mexioo, in 
Valladolld. Yuoatan, under Pedro Baranda etal.    The "spirit of 
enterprise" seotions outline briefly mejoFToTJial and eoonomio 
ohanges of the period*    The role of the Hays in the ootton 
mill end in Yucateoan society is stressed in this oaae history 
of an attempt to industrialise the Peninsula. 

# »« 

"Regionalism end society in Yucatan, 1825-1847:a atudy of 
'nrogressivism' end the origins of the Caste war." 

A dootoral dissertation sooepted by the History Department, Esrvsrd 
university, 1947* 

As the work is a massive compilation end analysis, disoussion of 
it merits sepárete consideration below, in general, it expands 
and details many matters touched on briefly in Studies #11Fart I), 
#2a, #8, #4* Narrative of the caste war and its oonsequenoes do 
not reoeive comprehensive ooverage. 

_ i 

"The Henequén episode in Yuoatan, 1830-1890."    Published in 
Inter-Amerloan Economic Affairs, Vol.11, #2, Autumn, 1948, PP.30-SL. 

Chapter 6 (in part) of Study #6. 

£   7.    "The sugar ettisode in Yucatan, 1825-1850."    Published in Inter-Amerloai 
Eoonomio Affairs, Vol. I, #4, Maroh 1948, pp. 79-100•         

*art of Chapter 6 of Study #5, prerared for publication 
after #6, but ermearlng in "rint before it. 

* Editor's Note»  Numbers 3-1*, 6-7 are not included in the Microfilm Collection 
as they have been published elsewhere, as noted above. 
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FOREWORD 

Thin report is divided into two parts.' The first part gives 

a somewhat cen^ml summary of the Caste War, mainly as a background 

to the more detailed and more important second section* The second 

section is a synthesis of available trustworthy information about 

the independent Maya states that were one result of the Caste War. 

The second section is much more detailed then the first, and special 

attention is called to the section of "Notes and References" (pp. 41-57jf 

Many data have been given in detail and at some length because it was 

felt that they are not readily available in most historical libraries; 

being esconeed largely in technical periodicals of a specialized 

nature,. Another reason for their inclusion is that almost without 

exception'.historians of nineteenth century Yucatan have either left 

their work undocumented, or have failed to test their evidence, 

rifforously, assuming all facts to be born equal.   It Is. hoped that 

the reaction from this tendency has not erred in the opposite, or 

over-pedantic, direction. The "Notes and Referances" probably are ~ 

more valuable than the text, which is mainly a summary of them. 

A brief resume of topics discussed in the second section will be found 

on paces 39-¿0. 

Cambridge, Mass. 
January 18, 1941 
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WAR OP THE CASTES AND THE INDEPENDENT INDIAN STATES OP YUCATAN 

Though the War of the Castes was undoubtedly the most important" 

e^ent in Yucatan during the nineteenth' century, very little accurate 

data concerning it are available. The object of this brief and 

admittedly incomplete essay is to present a description and survey 

of the independent Indian states that were direct outgrowths of the 

social strucrp-le and which ware results giving the race war a unique 

character.  Although in many ways the War of Castes followed a nearly 

stereotyped pattern for servile revolts in Latin American countries, 

the establishment by victorious natives of indigenous and autonomous 

states that existed over considerable lengths of time and expanses 

of territory is unparalleled on an equal scale. This is a 

phenomenon largely overlooked by previous historians when dealing 

with the casts war, and their general attitude toward the independent 

ct roups^ is short of dispassionate. This may be seen from a 

statement made by Eligió Ancona, (one of a few who has treated the 

nineteenth c'titun history of Yucatan in detail^ which is nearly 

the sole acknowledgement that there were such independent communities: 
1 

"Terror and fanaticism are their unique elements of government." 

Such is not true. 

The independent communities were a ponderable factor in the 

diplomatic history of Mexico, for they affected that government's 

attitudes toward its somewhat orphaned state of Yucatan, with its 

neighbors, Guatemala, and British Honduras, and with Great Britain 

herself. Some of the results of a misguided policy initiated by 

Maximilian for dealing with them throw additional light on government 

under the Empire.  Such matters, and the fact that there exists 

8 considerable amount of unimpeachable data touching the organization 

iXlfflSJKfrtfcJirfiflttfrgtetJirf 
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and Internal functioning of the tribal states lead to a consideration 

of these patrias' chicas in connection with the Caste War. To a 

larc9 9xtent such evidence has been buried in somewhat technical 

periodicals outside the normal purview of historians, which in     , 
2 

some measure mav account for its being so long overlooked. 
> 

,   That this relatively new and specialized-information be intelligible,; 

it seems advisable to present a rapid thumbnail sketch of -the War 

of Castes'; some of its other major results, before launching into 

the main body of material, that relevant to the three Mayan tribal 

entities. 

THE WAR OF CASTBS 1847- ? 

There ar=¡ a number of conflicting opinions and data as to the remote 

and immediate causes for the devastating struggle that marked the 

middle decides of the past century in Yucatan. Likewise opinions 

and interpretations vary concerning nearly every phase of it, for 

no adequate study has ev^r been made, though the question is not 

entirely unimportant.  Amid all the confusion, a certain sequence of 

events appears, though th9 inter-relations and ramifications, much 

less the underlvinf factors, ere not clearly known.  This struggle 

has by common consent been called the War of the Castes, for the 

croups participating in the struggle were divided according to 

social positions in an almost feudal hierarchy, the ruling class and 

its satellites by and larn-e beinf opposed to a large portion of the 

indigenous Mavan population.  Neither side was ever entirely clear 

as to what its aims were, nor, once started,how the sanguinary 

war mio-ht be„._terminated.  Por such reasons, it is difficult even to 

a^slrm a chronological boundary, for although the traditional date 

.:¿g^vA--3¿u¡¡f* 
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1 
to the outbreak is July 30, 1847, a number of others are just as 

suitable. The Indians considered July 26, 1847, when one of their 

most personable leaders, HamietoAJraAy, was shot as the real outbreak; 

In like fashion no definite time can be placed as a terminating date,- 

for even yet splinter groups resist, and as late as 1984 and 1925 

independent, impartial sources show that there existed calculable 
3 

bands who believed they mere still engap-ed in a war for liberation. 

Por the war had an end\irin<? continuity, carried on by several 

factions on each side, with intervals of quiesence followed by 

short, but violent flare-ups, ao that even now in the remoter regions 

some sparks of 9 revolt nearly a century old still smolder.  Thus 

whan the resources of Yucatan were exhausted, it re-entered the 

Mexican Federation, and the Republic carried the torch, as did.the 

Empire, nnd a"a1n the Republic; more recently the Revolution has 

been embroiled.  Successive "-roups of the revolted Mayas were conquered, ; 

racified or treated <"ith.  A respectable proportion never had engaged 

in overt warfare; in 1853 a semi-satisfactory peace was made with 

part of those remaining rebels, and as will be seen below, attempts 

to quell otbers met with var-^inf success. 

Durinp the bitter ;st years of fighting, from 1847 to 1852, the 

Mantos nearly succeeded in gaining control of the entire peninsula, 

holding all significant positions to within sixteen miles of Merida and 

three miles of Campeche, ife somewhat uncorroborated evidence is to 

^e credited. Unpreparedness, pestilence, faulty leadership, cowardice, 

political bickering, emigration to safer havens and similar factors 

weakened the ceuse of the whites who seemed unable to stop effectively 

the Mayan blitzkrieg.  An appeasement peace, marked by dislike and 

U *i*J¿t!á¡itl¡£Sií*K •:L u). -a • 
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distrust on both sides, was kept by neither, which accounts largely 

for the continued distressing outbreaks, reprisals and counter-reprisals^! 

Such in brief, was, and to some extent,is the War of the Castes. 

The rapidity of development here may only be indicated by 

two trustworthy reports, one written in 1841, the other in 1847: 

Instead of the ominous warnings we were accustomed to receive 
in Central America, his parting words were that there was no 
dancer of robbers, or of any other interruptions; 

Der Pfarrer bestátigte uns leider hierbei die Nachricht von 
ttblen StiTttmunfr der Inianer und versicherte uns, dass er einem 
fflrmlichen Aufstande gecren die Weissen mit tiefem Kummer 
entcreerensehe; zwar sei in seiner Gemeinde noch alies ruhig, 
aber die Unzugtiedenheit gebe sich tEglich durch Worte mehr 
und mehr kund. " 

The tempo increased until peninsula-wide conflict was the outcome. 

Prom this stemmed several social, political, economic, and other 

changes, which can for the s«ke of convenience be tabulated under 

"results" though in fact they were interdependent variables in a 

chanTinfT social equilbrium that finally suffered schizophrenia. 

SOME RESULTS OP THE WAR OF CASTES 

Only the sVeleton of some of the larger changes ar6 here included, but 

amon" the significant events and developments, the following seem 

most important. 

1. Yucatan returned to the Mexican Federation. An early offer of its 

sovereignty, first.to Prance, then to Spain, allegedly to Great 

Britain, finally to the United States was refused respectively by all. 

This attempt $o sell itself to the highest bidder was made in 

the first months after the outbreak, and is quite a complicated 
6 

study in international relations. 

*l UJOá^Uíi„ l^tíOtík^ 
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2. As a practical problem arising from the carrying on of war, 

the custom of selling Mayan prisoners as slaves to Cuba under a legal 

fiction grew to become a lucrative and flourishing practice. This 
7 

tended to perpetuate the social war. 

3. Internal politics were affected by and to a large degree affected 

the war.  One concrete result of such action was formation of-the 

state of Campeche. There were many others. 

4. The existing social system was rooted more firmly than ever, and 

remains basically unchanged. 

5. From ono ocuroo or another (the least of which was directly 
  direct 

attributable to mortality from/action by the rebels), about 

one half of the population of Yucatan remained^in 1853. This 

• is matched by a comparable -decrease in the territory over which • 

the fov9rnm=mt at Merida held effective sovereign control. This 

fact leads to a direct consideration of the independent Indian 

communities, for much (tnough by no means all) population lost 

bv the sovereign state became included in their jurisdictions, 

as well as much land. 

It is the purpose of the remainder of this paper to examine the 

latter conclusion in some detail.  Though the above points are but 

a barebones summary, their inclusion provides a suitable framework 

for .ludp-ino: the importance of the establishment of the autonomous 

areas. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxswxx^^ 
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These notes and references are directed at typifying rather than 
exhausting; the bibliographical material. 

1. Eligió Ancona, Historia de Yuoatáardesde la época más remota hasta 
nuestros días (Merida, 4 v. 1879 + 1 v. 1885), IV, 15-16. General 
accounts of the War pf Castes are restricted to this work and 
the following: Joaquín Baranda, Recordaciones Históricas (2 v., Mexico, 
1907); Apolinar García y García, Historia de la Guerra de Castas 
en Yucatan (Marida, 1865); Serapio Baqueiro, (a) Ensayo histórico sobre 
las revoluciones de Yucatán desde el arfo de 1840 Hasta 1864, (Mérida, 
2 v. 1878-1879 + i v. 1887"), (b) Resaffa geográfica, histórica y 
estadística del estado de Yucatán (Mexico, 1881); Juan F. Molina 
Soils, Historia de Yucatán desde la Independencia de España hasta la 
época actual (Merida, 1921); Hector Pérez Martínez, prologo á 
piarlo de Nuestro Vla,1e a los Estados Unidos por Justo Sierra O'Reilly 
(Mexico, 1938). Most accounts in general histories follow one or 
more of these, for example v. Nioeto de Zamacois, Historia de Mexico, 
XIII, 2^7 ff. See also Carlos R. Menendez, Historia del infame y 
vergonzoso comercio de indios vendidos a los esclavistas de Cuba 
por los tfiLltloos yucatecos, ciesde 1848 hasta 1851, justificación de 
la revolución indígena de 1847, documentos irrefutabTes que lo 
comprueban (Merida, 1923). '. : 

2. See Part II, "Notes and References." 

M. Tozzer, A Comparative study of the Mayas and the 
~ C. Cain, compilers, 

3.  Cf. SH A. .  
Lacandones (N.Y. ,J907)  ;M. S. Metzgen and H. E. 
The Handb"ook of British Honduras (London, 1925), ;S. K. Lothrop, 
Tulum: an archaeological study of the east coast of Yucatan (Carnegie 
Institution Publication 335, Washington, 19~24), 24. 

4. John L. Stephens, Incidents of Travel in Yucatan (2 v., New York, 
1813, edn. of 18-18), 1,120. Of. "ibid., II, 131-132. 

5. Carl Bartholomaeus Heller,•Relsen in Mexlko in den Jahren. 1845-1848 
(Leipzig, 1853), 254. 

6. On some phases of this there is .a bulk of material; see especially, 
M. W, Williams, "The Secessionist Diplomacy of Ifuoatan," .Hispano Ameriot 
Historical Review, IX, 132-143 (1929).  Sources are, in general^ 
United States S"eh*ate Executive Documents, 30th Congress, First Session 
(1847-^8). Documents #4082.45. 45. 49; O'Reilly. DlarícTde Nuestro Vja.je; 
related material such as Diplomatic Correspondence with Texas(1840-41) 
(American Historical Association Report's, 1908, II, f 79-807"),' ' 
Calhoun's Correspondence, ibid., 1899, II, 755-757, and various 
memoirs of American statesmen. 

7. Ancona, Historia, V; Menéndez, Comercio; John Alden Burdon, ed., 
Archives of British Honduras (3 v., London, 1935), III (1841-1884), 
passim.  E.g., p 167 ff. esp. 
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The state of Yucatan, through armed conflict with the rebel 

Indian forces, lost considerable area and population in its eastern 

and southern portions.  Some of the land so lost, as well as the 

population had previously been occupied by non-Indian citizens, 

and the population had been unConfined to. Mayans.  It is within 

fairlv recent times, within the last generation, that some of 
1 

the territory lost has begun to be repopulated.  Within the area 

from which they had driven their, erstwhile masters, the Indians 

erected three autonomous, yet mutually hostile, jurisdictions which 

for lack of proper terminology may be called states.  They were 

qualifiedly recognized as sovereign units by Great Britain, and 

de facto though never de .jure ones by the Yucatecan and Mexican 
2 . 

governments.  These states were neither completely tribal primitive 

units, nor yet were they constitutionally or legally sanctioned 

administrative units.  In short, they were neither fish nor fowly 

nor rrood red meat, yet they existed over a longer space of time 

than some modern states, Czechoslavakia or Poland, for example. ' 

It is the purnose her9 to describe some of their aspects and inter- 

relations. 

The first problems involved are to delimit and define the territory 

held by the rebel Indians, for their gain was Yucatan's loss.  Then 

the internal divisions airons the Indians will be discussed, as will 

other phases that present themselves. 

If a line were drawn from Tulum WNW to within about fifteen leagues 

of Vallodolid, then passed through Peto and Iturbide, and there 

connected with the road that leads to the Republic of Guatemala, most 

»te*- .:»-.vllUtM**Mt-M.l!*----> 
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of the territory to the south and east of such a line would have been 

in control of the three Indian states up to about 1875. On the 

southern and eastern extremities of this territory, the boundaries 

of the Republic of Guatemala and the colony of British Honduras would 
3 

mark termination of the area.   Some idea of the losses sustained 

by Yucatan may be p,o*~  from a description written in December, 1868, 

'»'hich, translated from the Spanish, reads: 

To conclude this rapid survey I ought to make clear that Yucatan 
and Campeche in 1848 counted five flourishing cities, eight villas, 
one hundred ninety one towns, one thousand two hundred sixty 
flvee haciendas, and one thousand six hundred sixty three 
ranchos growiner sugar cane or cutting wood. Of those cities, 
Izamal, Vallodolid, and Takax were lost, and more than two 
thirds of the pueblos, haciendas, and ranchos have disappeared 
entirely. The heroic force of the national guard in the year 
18¿8 succeeded at the cost of much blood and immense sacrifices 
in recovering those three cities and some points at which there 
had been townsj.but these latter have again fallen into the power 
of our enemies. 

The same author, a Yucatecan, describes the three zones of defense 

put up by the government, beyond which were the rebel forces. The 

three lines were those of the south, the east, and the center. 

That of the south began at Tekax, extended through Peto, Tixcocob, 

Zonozel, Ichmul and Tihosuco; the center line stretched from Tunkas, 

Ohichen, Cacalchen, to Motul; to the east, garrisoned from Vallodolid, 

were Tixcacalcupul, Vallodolid, Espita, and Tizimin. He estimated 

that the loss of population in the three districts included in this 

line (Vallodolid, Espita, Tizimin) between 1846 and 1862 was rouehly 
5 

62,000, comprising 19 pueblos,. 124 haciendas, and 211 ranchos.  Though 

to some decree doubtlessly inaccurate, these figures agree to a 

satisfactory extsnt with a somewhat similar comparison between 

the years 18" 6 and 1850, wherein it is shown that the total population 

included in the state of Yucatan fell in those years from some 504,000 

»"l-¿á;;<^i¿^i&ÍteSi l»&n 
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to around 300,000 f+ ?), and in the case of the district of Tekax 
~"    • 6 

included only 22%  as many inhabitants as in 1846.  That the Indians " 

effectively controlled the area, cons i sting of about a third of 

the peninsula is an undoubted fact, for though Mexican punitive 

expeditions misht break through and hold some of the key positions 

for a, short while, the territory never was surrendered, and usually 
7 

th=s Indians repulsed invaders.  The Mexican government finally 

hi a (riven up trying to kill them off.  The most recent authentic 

information, c. 1924, summarizes a number of historical facts:        1 

At the beginning of the twentieth century, the Mexican 
Government, jealous of the trade in chicle and precious woods built 
up by the Indians, started a war of extermination on the east 
coast of Yucatan. For this purpose the jails of Mexico 
were emptied and the men thus released, accompanied by low-class 
prostitutes, were sent to Yucatan, where most of them died 
of malaria or venereal disease. The war thus started was 
waged fiercely but intermittently by both sides. During 
its course the Great Wall at Tulum was occupied three times 
by the Mexicans, but they were unable to advance into the 
interior. Peace which recognized the independence of the 
Indians was made in the year 1913. Since that time the east 
coast has gradually become safe for foreigners, although the 
presence of Mexicans is still resented. Recently the Indians 
have «ranted several chicle concessions.... Whatever their 
faults, one can not but admire their unconquerable spirit arid 
fierce love of the land. They are almost the only members 
of their race who have any spark of what might be called 
patriotism. Their determination to maintain their independence 
remains undiminished after-centuries of oppression and repeated 
attempts at extermination. 

The above conclusions should be qualified to this extent.  Though 

after about 18¿8 much of the eastern territory was not in the hands 

of the Mev-ican-Yucatecan governments, neither was it before that date. 

A larsre slice of territory that became part of the independent Indians' 

habitat was included in virtually unknown and unexplored sections 

inland from the east coast.  It is thus described by John L, Stephens, 

h. Kt- u ^'^fcCciaaátlai-v' 
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who unsuccessfully tried to penetrate it: • >i 

The whole triangular region from Vallodolid to the Bay of 
Ascension on one side, and the port of Yalahao on the other, 
is not traversed by a single road, and the rancho of Molas 
is the only settlement along the coast.  It isQa region 
entirely unknown; no white man ever enters it.  • 

Within the territory wrested from the Yucatecans, the Mayans 

paid little attention to the remains left by the Spaniards and 

creóles. Typical of the descriptions of the state of the territory 

warn,  is that sent to London by a Britisher who had visited the area: 

The whole of the south-western portion of Yucatan is now in 
possession of the Santa Cruz Indians, who drove out the 
Spanish population about fifty years ago.  At that time the 
whole of the country was peopled by the Spaniards of Yucatan 
(Mexico), and all this district must have been in a thriving and 
populous condition, as the ruins of well-built stone houses 
are-now to be seen at intervals along the whole road from 
Bacalar to Santa Cruz, and according to the map, numerous towns 
and villages existed which are not now found. ... There are 
numbers of human bones in the church \_at Bacalar] , and from 
their position thev were evidently not -those of persons 
buried in the church, as some ari in the corners of the chancel, 
whilst two small chapels at' the, side of the church have heaps 
of bones in them.  There is not one complete skeleton, all 
be inn1 mixed up together.  I was told that when the Indians revolted 
and were attacking the town many people ran to the church 
for protection, and were killed just where the bones now lie. 
... No one lives in the town but an Indian guard of about sixty 
men, which is changed once every two months.  They do not 
live in the old houses, but prefer to build their own stick-and- 
leaf huts in the wardens and other open space's. ...The streets 
an no'J" nearly all overprown with bush, and the houses falling 
to decay. 

Thus, then, within the shadow of monuments of grandeur erected by their 

forefathers, and on the prround formerly claimed by their European 

masters, the Mayans affected by both but affecting neither cultural 

background set themselves to erecting a way of life that fused many 
11~ 

elements of their stormy background.  Yet, though these rebel Mayas, 

shared a common lantrnaete, common enemies, and to some degree common 

memories, thev did not melt and amalgamate into one powerful whole, 

but rather split up into mutually antagonistic petty principalities 
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which now have nearly disappeared, so inconspicuous have their 

numbers become. 

In all, for the.greater part of the last half of the nineteenth 

century, there were three distinct groups, alike in certain respects, 

differing in others. These were the Santa Cruz, the Icaiché, and 

the Chichanja, so called because of the territories over which 

they reigned supreme. From the inception of the War of Castes, there 
12 

were at least three rebel groups, acting somewhat in concert.  Whether 

these are the same divisions forming the independent units is not clear, 

but such is doubtful, from the evidence at hand. 

At the opening of histilities, all the rebels were called, 

\ 15 

(if not indios bárbaros) "huithes", meaning breech-cloths, by the      < 

Yucatecans. Northern and southern tribes were differentiated. After 

1853 when an agreement had been reached with the southern group, detailed\ 

below, those still carrying on the battle became known by various 

names.  They wera then called the huites,.more commonly Oruzoob 

or Santa Cruz Indians from the peculiar worship they followed, and 

their government centering about a cross whose mysterious attributes 

«•ill be amplified. The term Cruzoob illustrates to some degree the 

mixture of ideas and attitudes that ruled and rule their lives, for 

it is a neologism compounded from the Spanish word cruz (cross) and the 

Mayan plural enriini?, the suffix oob. The southern group, never as 

licchtly touched by Spanish rule and culture as the Cruzoob, faithfully 

'kept its treaties with the Yucatecan government,• but fought the Cruzoob, 1 

split into two groups, which fought each other, (but would combine against'] 

those from Santa Cruz), and settled respectively at Chichanja and Icaiche. 
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The split in the southern contingent occurred about 1857, when 

Chichanja, the ostensible capital of the "pacíficos" (those not at 

war with Yucatan) was attacked by the Cruzoob to punish them for 

perfidy. At that time part of the southern group remained at Chichanjai <-' 
14 

another part emigrated.    Besides their geographical location, 

and their war-footintr as opposed to Yucatan, another difference 

between the Cruzes and the other group was that the latter had been 
15 

more thoroughly Christianized.  One investigator wrote, in 1867, 

They an Catholics and are proud to show their abomination 
of the heathen worship of the Cruzes.  I have been shown a 
lone memorial, written in the Maya language, containing 
numerous letters, orders, proclamations, etc.  It states 
their motives why they separated from the Cruzes, the principal 
and repeatedly asserted reason being — "We are a Christian 
people." 

In 1895, after making clear that "the southern tribes are divided 

into two distinct states, whose chief towns are Ixkanha, in central 

Yucatan, and Icaiche in southern Yucatan," another observer shows 

the curious terminology necessary to describe these divisions.  He 

describes the chief officers of the southern groups, "Both generals 

use a ->tamp '«bich bears, besides the Mexican eagle, the inscription 

Pacíficos del Sur, in accordance with the customary division of the . 

independent Msyas into the Indios sublevados pacificos ('peaceful 

insurgents') of Ixkanha and Icaiche, and the Indios sublevados bravos 
16 

('^i^htinrr insurgents') of Chnn Santa Cruz."   By 1917 the numbers 

O-P the southern croup had dwindled, so that it" was reported, 

Th3 southern and eastern parts of Yucatan, from Tulum in the 
north to the Rio Hondo in the south, are occupied to-day by 
two tribe«7of Maya Indians, the Santa Cruz and Icaiche or 
Chichanha. 
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The total numbers of the tribes to a degree influenced their 

geographical distribution, their relations with one another, and 

with more legally rooted governments. In all cases their numbers 

declined, until as seen, the southern group became nearly negligible. 

Writing in 18§J7, Berendt, who had made a number of inquiries, came 

to the conclusion which holds throughout the period under question, 

"As to the number of these Indians, the most discordant opinions 
18 

exist."    There are a number of estimates, of varying reliability, 

of the rebel population. One of the first of these is from the 

Superintendent to officer in command of troops of British Honduras, 

informing him that a large part of Bacalar had been burnt, and that 

10,000 Indians are ra-orted to be in occupation of It, and at the same 

time ordering that an officer be sent to make a reconnaissance; this 
19a 

was in April, 1848.     The Austrian observer attached to the 

Mexican Imperial government thought that in the Santa Cruz area 
19b 

there were more than ¿,000 souls.      A Yucateean criticism and 

amplification upped this estimate, in 1868, to some 15,000 to 20,000. 

About the same time (1867), Berendt gave the figures in the following 

manner: 

According to such Belize and frontier traders as are best Judges, 
the Oruzes do not number less than 10,000 and probably not more 
than 15,000 warricrs, and of these half their number only are 
married. Estimating a family to consist of five souls only on an 
averaee, would give for their whole number about forty thousand; 
end the number of the Pacific Indians is considered but littlg 
less. Both together occupy about one thousand souare miles. a 

On November 28, 1867 the Lieutenant Governor of British Honduras, 

reporting to his superior in Jamaica estimated the fighting men of 

the Santa Cruz Indians at 5,000 and the population at 25,000, basing 

his statements on data gathered by an Englishman, John Carmichael 

who was In correspondence with the chiefs of the Santa Cruz Indians, 

19o 
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and who had ,1ust visited their main strongholds of Bacalar and Santa 
19e 

Cruz.      The government of British Honduras was at the time 

se^k'ng to prevent the Ioaiohe group from making a rumored attack, 

settinf t.h9 Cruzoob against them.  In May 1866, the Icaiche were said 

to number only 90 fighting men, and a report in August of the same year 

placed their total population at 150 men, "chiefly outlaws, savage, 
19f 

lazy, and without authority among themselves." 
19g 

Sapper, in 1B95, after recounting some of the raids made by 

the Icaiche Indians into British Honduras, says concerning them: 

At present, indeed, great warlike enterprises on the part of 
the Icaiche Indians are nuite inconceivable, for their number has 
been continually reduced ... so that now the entire population 
of the once feared independent Indian state can be estimated at 
only about 500 souls. ... In the district of of Ixkanha 
the has also diminished, compared with its former number.... 
Nevertheless, the population of the independent territory of 
Ixkanha is probably about 8,000. 

He' sets the figure of the Santa Cruz territory as from 8,000 to 10,000 

souls, and mentions that 

The populntion of Chan Santa Cruz is chiefly confined to the 
strip of territory between lake Bacalar and Ascension Bay, for 
the fierce ond lonp: wars have resulted in an ever-increasing 
concentration of population on the part of the eastern Indians 
and also on that of their enemies, in consequence of which 
uninhabited tracts of land lie between the two factions, in 
which the former roads have been rapidly overgrown and 
rendered impassable by the luxuriant forest vegetation. 

Even at that relatively late date, and despite their insignificant 

power, as a symbol that they were enemies of the Santa Cruz and were 

ready to repel them, the Icaiche Indians maintained a barracks, and 

loaded rifles hunf? on the cross-beams of huts. 
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In 1916, Gann, who had more than twenty year's field experience 

in the area, believed that the Santa Cruz group had been reduced 

to about F,000. He <-uotes the Gula de Yucatan for 1900 as listing 

805 of the Icaiche, but says that they "now comprise not more than 
19h 

200." 

A summary conclusion of the population of the independent Mayan 

states would be that they gradually were reduced to numerical        I 

Impotence by consistent decline over the period from their greatest 

strength, especially from the time for which reliable figures exist, 
twentieth 

to the second decade of the/kxxxxiaidüt century. The Santa Cruz 

group in 1916, for example, were approximately 20$ as strong numerically 

as in 1866-1868.  Several factors account for this precipitate 

descent. 

Among the important factors adversely affecting the population 

growth of the independent states was emigration from them to 

neighboring governments and to other parts of Yucatan.  Nearly the 

only indication of emigration from the outside into the Indian 

communities nre an occasional mention of prisoners who were spared 

nfter punitive raids, and one unique case of 100 Chinese coolies 

"'ho left their master in British Honduras because of neglect, unjust < 

nnd cruel treatment on part of the manager of the estate, bad food,  I 

overwork, end absence of rice.  They deserted to the Santa Cruz 

Indians, who put tham to work, their number having been divided up 

amone the chiefs of that tribe.  Though fed nearly solely on tortillas, 

their mortality was less than in the Colony, for in 1869 it was 

renorted of the 100 that 77 to 80 were still at Santa Cruz, 14 
20 

had died, 2 were murdered, and 4 escaped to the Spaniards. 
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Despite their reputations for cold-blooded assassination of all 

v>ho miirht fall into their clutches, the insurgent Mayas kept 

p.ome prisoners. Even at the height of warlike spirit stirred up 

by attempts of Maximilian's troops to subdue them, it is reported 

of the Santa Cruz that they took some prisoners alive.  "The 

curious thing is," the observer says, "that prisoners who are 

musicians never are killed, because these barbarians formed and 

now have a military band in Chan Santa Cruz composed of prisoner 
21 

musicians.      An 9nually unusual and probably more reliable 

tale is told of prisoners by Engineer Miller, who traversed the 
22 

territory of the Santa Cruz Indians in January, 1888. He reported 

In the village of Chunculche are several purely white people, 
some v'ith fair hair. These I was informed are descendants 
of Spaniards who were not killed by the Indians at the time 
thev revolted, but retained as prisoners. These people speak 
only the Indian lanfuage -- "Maya"-- and in dress and manner, 
and so far as I could judge, in ideas,are exactly the same 
as the Indians by whom they are surrounded. 

It is difficult to assess the value of numerous reports that the 

Indians tended to carry off captives made up largely of women and 

children, for such accounts are highly emotionalVcharged pejoratives. / 

Yet the persistence of the tales and the fact that the independent 

Mayas, espaeially the Cruzoob, were notoriously short of women 

lend some credence, however slim to them.  A similar situation has 

led to similar measures among the present day Lacandones of Chiapas. 

It is reported that 

The women who fall prisoners remain shut up in a species of 
redoubt formed in the mentioned dwelling grounds of the 
main chief and are subject to a heavy servitude, worse than 
slavery. They work without cease; they prepare meals, not 
only for the master of the house, but also for all the 
servants and followers (Indian) connected with it, sew clothing, 
irrigate the crops, guard the corrals, clean hens and pigs, 
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23 
and, filially, fulfill the most oppressive demands* 

Alope; somewhat similar lines is the report rendered by the Crown 

Surveyor to the Superintendent of British Honduras, notifying him 

of an attack and sock of Chichanha, murder of chiefs and men by 

the Santa Cruz Indians, and their carrying off of women and children 

as captives to Bacalar, murdering those on the road who were too 
24 

tired to travel. ¿^But the steady unchecked decline of population 

in the independent areas shows that occasional increments from 

immiKrfltion or capture did not offset the tendency to emigrate 

out from such areas, and further shows that emigration was generally 

not from one Indian state to another, but rather outside the 

Jurisdiction of any.  In some instances the jurisdiction was voluntarily 

withdrawn, as when "a few years ago Gen» Eugenio ceded the - important 
25 

village of Chuntinok to the state of Campeche." 

More important were movements of people into British Honduras, 

the Peten area of Guatemala, and other parts of Yucatan, though 

little information is available on any of these, especially the 

last.  Some liffht on this, as well as a number of other pertinent 

phenomena, is cast by a report sent by the manager of the British 

Honduras Company to his London headquarters in 1864. An abstract 

of it shows cause of invasion of British territory by Zuc, Chief of 
26 

Chichanha Indians to be as follows: 

About 15,000 Indians on account of political disturbances had 
migrated from Yucatan and settled in the Colony. The Santa Cruz and 
Chichanha Indians made an agreement between themselves to restrict 
their activities to their respective districts. Accordingly, each 
party sells trees and rents lands within bis district to the Yucatan 
refugees residing on the British side of the Hondo. One of these re- 
fugees (Braseho Grajales) failed to make payments according to 
contract and Zuc caused his mules which were on the land to be seized 
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for the debt. Grajales on hearing of this armed his Indian servants 
on the British side of the Hondo and sent them into Yucatan ^here 
they recovered the mules by force. Zuc retaliated by invading 
British territory, making prisoners of about 20 persons connected 
vith Grajales, and held them to ransom. 

Berendt, in a relatively brief report, mentions emigres, nearly always 

favorably; thus, after speaking of the indolence of the líegroes of 

Belize, he says "Only where Yucatan Indians have settled among them. 

a cornfield, a banana plantation, or fruit trees are to be found." 

Ac:ain, reporting on the Peten of Guatemala, he writes, "The villages 

in the neighborhood of this farm are of late origin, peopled by Indians 

from Yucatan, almost every one of them formerly engaged in the war 

of races which for tha last twenty years has desolated that unhappy 

country. ... They are by no means hostile to the white man in general; 

their hatred is directed against the Mexican and Spaniard only, while 

th9"T are friendly to other foreigners, and are remarkably frank and 

outspoken with such strangers as speak their language and know how 
27 

to ¡rain their confidence."    Chief reasons for emigration seem 

to include fear of reprisals for crimes, dislike of political oppression, 

distaste for compulsory military service, and desire for economic 
88 

betterment. 

Closely connected, then, with emigration as an attenuating factor, 

was the more or less constant state of armed struggle and watchful 

waiting for attacks from other Indian states or the Mexican government. 

This is a constant, from the earliest outbreak in 1847 to the most 

recent information available, for even when there was neither danger 

from or intention of an attack, garrisons were stationed as in the 
29 

more turbulent clays, or incursions repulsed.    Losses from intestine 

and external warfare do not seem possible of computation. To them 
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must be added a necrology stemming from internal tribal executions 

for political or social objectives, for "Imprisonment as a punishment 

for crinw is unknown, fine, flogging, and death being the only three 
SO 

methods employed for declina: with criminals."    Again it is 

impossible to tell how many deaths depletad the tribes through charges 

of witchcraft, treason, rape, disobedience, and others on the roster 

of Socially sanctioned causes for death, as well as fatalities 
SI 

from drunken whimsies. 

The chief other causes of diminution have been rum, disease, 

and ignorance, all interconnected. Drunkeness among Mayans has been 
n¿4r>l-/   -y' 

a curse since the days of Bishop Landa.  It helped weaken the Mayas 
32 

of th9 independent states, especially toward the end of the period. 

Pestilences and epidemics accounted for many deaths. Half of the 

leaiche Indians were swept off by virulent small pox and whooping 

eoufch in 1892, and small-pox epidemics nibbled at the numbers of 

the Indians of Ixkanha.      Pneumonia, malaria, Intestinal diseases 

from parasites, lack of desire to live, suicide have been numbered 
34 

among the elements lowering the aggregate population.     In short, 

The Indians are a short-lived race, a fact due partly totheir 
indi pre a tibie, and badly cobked food and partly to the prevalence 
among them of malarial fever, with accompanying anemia and 
spienic enlargement, but chiefly to overindulgence in alcohol 
whenever an opportunity offers. Notable exceptions to this rule 
are, however, not uncommon, and once an individual passes the 
four-scoT-e mark he or she is auite likely to live to well over 
100 years, dried up, wrinkled, and faeble, but clinging to life 
with an almost incredible tenacity.55 

To which, asJi contributory cause» for the near disappearance of the 
add 36 

independent Mayas /a couplet attributed to bearers of civilized culture: 

Whatever happens, we have got 
The Maxim Tin and they have not. 
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Turning from the factors underlying the decline in population 

of the independent Mayas, which were shown to be due mainly to 

emieration, a constant state of external and internal strife(political 

an* social), drink, and disease, it seems advidable to glance at 

soma political and economic relations of these groups.  To some 

decree these have been touched on, but the analysis of actions 

of the Indians aci-inc as political beings, dealing with the governments 

of British Honduras, with Mexico, with Guatemala, as well as their 

negotiations '»'ith one another is not without interest. 

For a number of reasons the government of British Honduras maintained 
t 

satisfactory relations with the Indian principalities lso such an     i 

extent that except for a relatively brief period from 1866 to 1872 

(when Marcos Canul <"RS chief of the Icaiche Indians) the Colony suffered 
'37 

no ma*or molestations from their Mayan neighbors»    In large part 

the British policies account for this, but a prime factor was the 

trust the Indinns placed in the word of the English and in their 
38 

good faith.   But probably more important was the fact that it was 

from the Colony that the Indians provided themselves with arms; this 

was a powerful lever in the British policy of setting one tribe on 

another if trouble threatened, as well as a bone of constant contention 

between the colonial crovernment and those of Yucatan, Campeche, and Mexico.] 

Concernine; the latter, there many exchanges of bitter notes which are 

only peripherally relevant here.  On the whole, the English refused 

to lay down an arms embargo, even occasionally denied that they supplied 

munitions, though there is too much evidence to the contrary to credit 

this; the Yucatecan charge, unsubstantiated, was that the residents of 

the Colony continued fomenting insurrections in order to provide arms. 

This latter view seems to be a convenient whitewashing of Yucatecan and 
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39 
Mexican blunders in their handling the Indian problems.  The 

statement of the consistent English policy was enunciated by the 

Superintendent of the Colony on May 9, 1848 in a letter replying 

to a reuest that Indians be allowed to trade with the Colony on 

the asme terms as Spaniards. Writing to the Principal Magistrate at 

Bacalar, the Superintendent stated that all nptionalities without 

distinction enjoy that privilege so long as they conform to the 
40 

IPWS of the settlement.    The Mexican point of view is perhaps 

best expressed in conversations the Governor of Campeche, Sr. Garcia l»**f 

with Mr. J. I. Blockley. The Governor remarked that the Mexicans 

charge the Colony with having caused the destruction of more than 

100,000 people and the entire ruin of many once populous and thriving 

teros by having permitted the rabel forces either to purchase gunpowder 

anfl arms in the Colony or exchange them for property which they 
41 

violently robbed from Mexican subjects.   It was also charged, 

in Merico, as well as by Gov. P. Garcia, that "the uprising of 

the Indians in 1846 (!) opened to them, the English, a wide field 

for satiatinc their avarice and extending their territory. They were 

the ones who in exchange for church jewels and other such things, and 

all manner of effects that the Indians robbed in their incursions, gave 

them oowder and muskets, and who for permission to cut wood on Mexican 
42 

lands, gave them in return all sorts of war supplies." 

It is clear that British Honduras supplied arms and ammunition to 

the independent Indians, for it was one of their major means of 

insuring safety for the Colony. An example of this seems indicated 

in two cases.  In one, after discussing a mutual trade treaty with 

the head of the Icaiche Indians, Eugenio Arana, the British Administrator 

indicates that any Indians who wers not implicated in the troublesome 
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raids on the Colony may come there and trade, punishing the troublemakers ?l 
¿3 r , 

by boycott.     in another letter ,to another chief/of the Santa Cruz,f 

the Lt. Governor takes the latter to task for following the improper y~~- 

proceriure in purchasing arms, stating that there is no objection to 

his buyincr cuns, powder or caps in the Colony, but that it should be done 

openly.     In the first instance the desired results were obtained, 

for Ar«na, successor to Canul whose "foreign policy" he repudiated,  . 

evidently cleared out the trouble-makers, and within a few months 
45 

appeared with 450 unarmed followers in the territory to trade. 

The British, too, had the problem of keeping ,the Yucatecan refugees 

from using their territory as a base to make incursions into 

the Indians' lsnds; effective control over the refugees was obtained 
46 

by threatening them with a loss of British protection.   When, 

because of supposed infractions of logwood cutting contracts or other 

breaches of ''aith, Indians kidnaped subjects from the Colony, ransom 
¿7 

was paid.    A number of data show that on the whole economic 

and diplomatic relations between the British and the Indians were 

on a satisfactory footing, for the Indians acknowledged the British 
48a 

government's right to -mestion their intrusions into its territory, 

and there are constant assurances that friendship is genuine, that 
48b     explanations as 48c 

affairs are tranquil  , evenwHHferinrit to the use made of gunpowder. 

Thus in 1867 the Lieutenant Governor reported to the Secretary- of State 

that the policy adopted toward the two great Indian tribes of Santa 

Cruz and Lochha (Ixanha?) is proceeding satisfactorily and that all 

communications are of a very friendly character.  The latter tribe has 

shown proof of ability and determination to check the marauders of the 

Northern frontier and to capture Canul, Chief of the Icpiche Gang. 
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Many of the clashes between the residents of the Colony and 

the Indians, especially the Icaiche group, arose from disputes 

over logcutting contracts. The case of Zuo and Grajales, mentioned 

above (pp 17-18), is topical.  In 1866 Maroos Canul sent in a claim 

for $2,000, 8 years at $2F0 per annum, due as rent on lands used 

by the British Honduras Tradin" Company which he claimed were under 

his control, although they were on the left-hand side of the Hondo 
50 

river usually considered the boundary.  The company refused to pay, 

which initiated a series of border attacks, counter attacks, pitched 

battles and p-eneral unrest for a number of years.  But on the whole, 

from 18<ü8 when it was reported that Yucateean Indians had crossed the 
51a 

Hondo and fired some arrows at British subjects, to 1881 \and after,) 

when th e annual Lt. Governor's address reported "no Indian troubles 

hflv» occurred since August 1880 and that the most friendly relations 
clb 

now exist," the English policies were successful.  For one thing, 

tbsy considered the Indians people. 

Most of the trade with the independent groups was carried on 

throiifh towns of British Honduras, though the Ixkanha traded mostly 

with Campeche. The center for the Santa Cruz was Corozal, for the 
52 

Iciche, Orange Walk,    The monetary systems of the independent 

states depend somewhat on these connections, for the small coins of 

Guatemala, as well as Chilean and Peruvian units that circulate freely 

in British Honduras are also found in the ar-as occupied by the Santa 

Cruz and Icaiche Mayas, wherens those of Ixleiha, though not accepting 

the decimal system of the Mexicans, continued to use the old medios 
53 

and reales in their dealings.   One of the effects of this trade 

has been to replace, in more recent years, homespun cloth by cheap 
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imported American or English goods, and the ancient sandals are being 
54 

superseded by moccasins, and aven by imported shoes.   Imported guns, 

too, had nearly driven out the more ancient bows and arrows, though 

in 1916, some of the old men could still make fairly serviceable 

ones.    Still,, it is rather hard to credit completely Oann's statements 

concerning the limitations of Indian firearms "which till recent years 

consisted! of a muzzle-loading section of gas pipe, nearly as dangerous 
56 

vh°n discharged to the hunter as bo the game."     For in 1888 Miller 
57 

found th-sm in nossespion of Enfield rifles, and in 1895 Sapper reports, 

The firearms in use are -uite miscellaneous; modern repeating rifles 
are seen side by side with heavy old fashioned muzzle-loading 
muskets.  In general the independ3nt Mayas are considered good 
shots and courageous, efficient soldiers, skilled in the 
strategems of war. The Mayas who accompanied me always carried 
their shoteruns on their shoulders, loaded and cocked, with 
percussion cap on, and usually withggreat promptness brought 
down the came that crossed our path. 

There are not much data available as to other trade relations with the 

Indians of the independent states,  One other aspect of British 

relations with them is of some importance, however.  For because of 

the trust the Indians had in British officials, the latter usually 

acted as intermediaries in discussions between the Mexican and Yucatecan 

governments and the Indian principalities, especially that of Santa 

Cruz. 

. -.Mexican-Indian relations were never, and probably at present are 

not, optimum ones.  After considerable difficulty, some volunteer 

British humanitarians got the two contending parties to exchange views 

after the Cast9 War had been two years aflame, but not to much avail, 

for such views wer? diametrically opposed, as might be expected.  The 
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Indians announced that they were willing to meet the Superintendent 

of British Honduras at Ascención for a conference, but warned him 

that they would not be satisfied with anything less than complete 
59 

freedom from Mexican rule.  Shortly thereafter the Mexican view 

was sent by the British minister to the Superintendent; it stated that 

under no circumstances would the Mexican government consent to permit 
60 

independent government to the Indians*   However, in 1853, as related, 

the southern tribes made peace, reserving their autonomy. In the 

paternalistic manner that marked the British attitude toward their 

Mayan neighbors, the Superintendent of the Colony wrote the Indian 

commissioners a letter regarding this peace, saying in part, that 

from advices received from Mexico he had reason to believe that the 

(rovernment of the Republic will not give its assent to the terms of 

the treaty. The Republic will only pardon acts done during existence 

of hostilities, so he advises them to observe caution in surrendering kit 

their arms or exposing themselves to danger from Spaniards until they 

are assured of acceptance of terms of the treaty. Then he reconmends 

that they abstain from any act of hostility, so long as there is 
61 

hope of a reconciliation.  The terms wer** agreed to, however reluctant- 

ly, as will be seen below. However, it was nearly two generations 

before the Santa Cruz made formal peace with the Mexican authorities 

(see page 9, supra). Typical of negotiations with the Santa Cruz 

was a treaty arranged at the instigation of the British. Both its 

terms, and its reason for failure are characteristic of Mexican-Indian 

negotiations, so merit somewhat detailed scrutiny. 

In January 1884, a treaty of peace was drawn up, signed at the 

Government House, Belize, in the presenoe of the administrator. 
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General Theodosius Canto represented the Government of the State of 

Yucatan, and John Bhuc acted as representative for Jose Cresencio 

Poot, General and Governor of Chan Santa Cruz. The terms of the 

treaty were: 

1. Jose Cresencio Poot shall continue to be Governor of Chan Santa 

Cruz until his death. 

2. At the death of Jose Cresencio Poot a new Governor shall be 

conceded to Chan Santa Cruz subject to the approval of the Government 

of Yucatan. 

3. The Government of Yucatan will not send any official to govern 

Chan Santa Cruz without the consent of the inhabitants. 

¿. Mutual extradition of criminals. 

5. Under the aboye conditions the people of Chan Santa.Cruz acknowledge 

the Mexican government. 

6. A copy of the Treaty to be sent to both Governments for ratification. 

Though it is obvious that nothing of importance was touched in 

such an agreement, except perhaps a face-saving, pride-smoothing for 

the Yucatecans, even this was not gained. On January 30, 1884, Jose 

Cresencio Poot wrote to the Administrator that he has received a 

copy of th9 Treaty, but before General Canto, the Yucatecan represent- 

ative, left the Colony he got drunk and insulted one of the represent- 

atives of Chan Santa Cruz. Poot therefore refuses to ratify the 
63 

treaty.   Comment seems unnecessary, for subsequent evidence indicates 

that the Mexicans returned to their policy of attempting direct assault 

and extermination of the Santa Cruz. 
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Mexican re la tions with the "pacíficos" were not without some 

difficulty, though not of the same order as those connected with 

the Santa Cruz Mayas. Under the terms of the treaty of 1853, cast 

in similar vein to the one cited above, both the states of the Ixkanha 

and the Icaiche wer9 essentially autonomous, except that their 

covsmors were confirmed in their positions by the governor of 

Campeche, to whom they paid lip service. The arrangement is made 

clear by Sapper's report in 1895: 

The office of cacique is not hereditary In any particular family,; 
but at the death of the general the next below him in military' 
rank, the commandant, advances to the position, while at the 
same time the senior captain is promoted to the rank of commandant, 
etc. Durine the absence of the general the commandant acts as 
his representative. The general has supreme command in war, 
and he fills the office of Judge, for which reason» the caciques 
of Ixkanha and Icaiche, when they are confirmed in office by 
the gobernador of Campeche, are as a matter of form officially 
appointed to the position of jefe politico and commandante de 
armas as well as to that of judge.  Both generals use a stamp 
which bears» besides the Mexican enfrie, the inscription Pacíficos 
del Sur....64 

The practical difficulties of such a legally sound but actually 

absurd situation are clearly thrown into relief by two claims of 

impotence. In one the Superior Political Prefect of Yucatan wrote to 

the Governor of British Honduras that he acknowledged receipt of 

complaint against Luciano Zuc[of the Chichanha group] and informed 

him that the Indians of the south govern themselves independently of 

the Government of Mexico but that he will use all his influence to 
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obtain redress sought. A few years later the Governor of Campeche, 

D. Pablo Garcia explained, in answer to similar requests to curb 

th8 activities of Canul, that he would communicate the order to 

Canul, but that the latter was the recognized chief of the Icaiche 

band, recognized by the government of Campeche but that he received 
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no pay from the Mexicans, making use of. rents collected by himself 
66 

without accounting to anyone.  The situation was the same nearly a gener- 
67 

ation later.   it seems clear that Mexican-Indian relations have an 

air of opera bouffe about them and indicate a lamentable pap between 

theory and fact. 

The Guatemalan government, from available data, does not seem to 

have made aven such slim pretense at diplomatic recognition.  The    / 

distances and geogr|i»hy involved between Guatemala City and the 

Indian erdv9rnments probably would account in some degree for the 
68 

salutary indifference. 

The relations of these independent states toward one another may 

best be described as an unensy, antagonistic equilbrium frequently 

upset (up to about 1885J As mentioned (page 17, supra) the Santa 

Cruz and Chichanha groups made an agreement with each other as to 

which lands were theirs, and to restrict their activities to them. 

Occasionally there was a disputed Jurisdiction, minor in som9 cases, 
69 

but leading to friction, in other cases more serious. The prime 

example, of course, being the attempted enforcement of such claims by 
Lieutenant 

Marcos Canul. To avoid future similar trouble, the/Governor of 

British Honduras *ent a map of the Colony to each of the main chiefs, 
70 

designating their areas.  But to the end of the period, compulsory 

military service was the rule in all the independent areas, though it 

erew meaningless as the population became reduced to a shadow of its 
71 

former strength. 
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For fairly obvious reasons, the external relations of the 

independent tribes followed somewhat orthodox and precedanted patterns, 

in outward form at least. The internal structure, though nearly as 

simple, in its political, social, and economic phases was more 

approximately unique, exhibiting a mixture of ttibal mores and 

elements of less ancient polity. In this, the southern groups 

may be considered together, for they were more alike than either 

vas to the Santa Cruz group. The only difference between them 

seems to have been that whereas the Icaiche were able to draw revenues 

from locwood royalties, and inhabited an area in which hunting and 

products of the chase played an important part in their economy, 

the Ixkanha sustained themselves more by agriculture and letting of 

chicle concessions, as well as collecting the sap themselves and 

marketing it. Their territory, being dry, brush-covered plain, 
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was less adapted to hunting.   p0r the sake of this survey, the 

three states may be considered nearly identical, as Sapper assumed 

the^ were, at least in their political arrangements. 

The general in some ways was supreme, for as seen, he acted as 

war commander, judse, and chief executive. In nearly all cases, 

no exceptions havinc been recorded, he owes his position to a successful 

coup d1 etat nnd retains it so long as the factions opposing him 

ire too weak to overthrow his pcovernment. An outline of both the 

theory and the practice in the twentieth century is as follows: 

On the death of the head chief (nob, calan or nohoch yumtat) 
amonp: the Santa Cruz and Icaiche the oldest ••flHTofthe 
subchiefs (ehan yumtopllob) is supposed to succeed him; as a 
matter of fnct there are always rival claimants for the chieftain- 
ship, and the subchief with the strongest personality or 
greatest popularity among the soldiers usually succeeds in grasping 
the office. There are nearly always rival factions endeavoring 
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to oust the chief in power, and the latter rarely dies a natural 
death. The village subohiefs are elected by the people. The 
power of the head chief is practically absolute over the whole 
tribe.73 

Thoush the chief or general seems to be nearly an unqualified 

despot, he must justify his actions before his fellow citizens, who 

in popular assembly meet to consider such problems as have been 

acted upon.  Such a meeting, Sanper says, was called March 1, 1894 

to consider the general's action in allowing a stranger to pass 

74 
throTitrh the territory of the Icaiche.   in connection with his duty 

as head of the state, especially the military, the general pays all 

necessary expenses, including purchase of arms and ammunition, salary 

of clerk and interpreter (the only one who can read or write Spanish), 

and the like, for there are no taxes and duties or public treasury. 

The general draws his income mainly from royalties, and whatever is 
75 

left over after the public expenses are met reverts to him. 

The general siso functions as the supreme judge, from whom there 

is no appeal. Sapper's generalizations are borne out by corrobatory 

evidence, for he said: 

The administration of Justice is prompt and summary, but it is, 
I believe very conscientious, in favourable contrast to the dragging 
uncertain methods of Mexican courts. The accused is either set 
free, or flogged or, in serious cases, among which I was assured 
rape is reckoned, he is shot. There are no prisons and no 
punishment by imprisonment. The existing laws are strictly 
enforced.  I myself experienced a slight proof of this, manifested 
in a logical, though somewhat petty decision of the authorities.76 

Oann, after relating a tale of voluntary suicide by a subchief who had   i 

been «rone too loner from the country, expands the account of the 

administration of justice. 

Pines and flogpings can be administered by the hue subchiefs, and 
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severity is retaliated by the nature of the offense. After it is 

over, the recipient is compelled to express sorrow for his crime 

publicly, humbly kiss the hands of the spectators, after which he is 

priven a large calabash of anise to drink. 

Only the headchief may sentence anyone to death. The trial 

consists of placing the evidence before the headchief who passes 

sentence, fniilty or not. If the defendant is convicted, he wny  then 

defend himself by calline: witnesses in his behalf. If Mft£ unable 

to convince the headchief of his innocence, he is executed. The 

headchief delegates three or four soldiers to carry out the sentence; 

this thev do by chopping the victim to death with machetes when they 

catch him asleep or off guard. Several men always perform this 

act, all chopping the victim simultaneously that no single individual 

may be directly responsible for the death. Treason, sorcery, and rape 

seem to be the chief charges for which death is prescribed.; and of these, 

witchcraft is the most heinous. The victim is usually a woman (pulya) 

and her fate is tvus: 

She is literally chopped limb from limbj but whereas the bodies 
of other victims executed in this way are always buried, that-- 
of the pulya is left for the dogs and vultures to dispose of. 

The general, however, does not act as priest in the pagan Catholicism, 

even amone the Ixkanha and Icaiche, who apparently are somewhat less 

primitive in their concepts than the Santa Cruz. Both Sapper and 

Gann agree that in their economic and social life (excepting perhaps 

the Cult of the Cross) the independent Mayas differ in MHéJK degree, 

not kind from ths great body of Yucatecan Mayans from whom they 

are aomewhat estranged politically. 
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It is beyond the scope of this paper to summarize the economic 

and social aspects of the villagers of the independent states, for 
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abundant literature exists on the subject.  Briefly, however, it 

mifrht be said that their life revolves about agriculture, especially 

erowin.er of corn, hunting, fishing, and a few minor industries such as 

pottery making, boat-building, spinning <?nd weaving, and tobacco 

curing. The synoptic picture presented by Sapper seems adequate for 

the purposes here: 

The dress, mode of life, and occupations of the Independent Mayas 
are very sinrele, and in this respect the general is in no wise 
distinguished from his subjects, except that he keeps saddle 
horses in accordance with his greater wealth.  In dress the 
independent Indians scarcely differ from the rest of the Mayas. 
The women wear a white cotton skirt and a white guipil of the 
same material reaching to the knees, which is often ornamented 
with red embroidery around the hem and the neck of the bodice. 
The hair is gathered in a knot at the back of the head.  Their 
ornaments are large sold earrings.... The men wear white cotton 
trousers and shirts, straw hats, and sandals, which pre fastened to 
the feet with cords. The Indians cultivate the more important 
plants for food, luxury and textile fibers; raise cattle, swine 
and poultry;spin and weave their clothing and braid their 
straw hats and hammocks, etc. so that they are obliged to 
import comparatively few articles, only arms, ammunition, salt, 
ornaments and the like. The products of the chase are of great 
importance to the household of thafiIndians of Icaiche and Santa 
Gruz, who live in forest regions. 

Miller mentions that the men, when travelling, often roll their 

cotton pants high up on the thigh, and leave off the shirt, so that 

they "then appear only to have on a waistcloth. Whilst at the village 

of Oumictl^n the whole male population came dressed in this fashion 

to look at the stranger." This undoubtedly is the origin of the 

apellation "huithe" used by Yucatecans in talking about these Indians. 

A perhaps unimportant difference between the southern tribes and 

the Santa Cruz, owinit probably to their ephemeral dependence on 

Yucatan, was that the Ixkanha and Icaiche Indians were compelled to 

*.    PO 
have passports. 
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As to the social characteristics of the independent Mayas, there 

is a good deal of testimony of varying acuteness.  The view set 

forth by Yucatecans (see page 1, supra) has been the one generally 

enbalmed in historical sources. There are others* It is not the 

purpose here to portray the Indian as an idyllic being in a sinless 

state of Nature; haglography is scarcely more historically acceptable 

than the traditional tendency MI to weight the data on the diabolical 

side. Nor does it seem Justifiable to exonerate completely all his 

acts by pointing in each case to equally opprobrious actions committed 

against him by others, if we are forced to judge and pass moral judgments 

based on western cultural norms, which are not universal nor even 
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accented by the Indian.    There is quite a literature on the debit 

side. 

Miller, when he made his trip into the Santa Cruz area was struck 

by the extreme suspicion of the Indians, and was unable to get 

much information of any sort from them, for every -mestion he 

asked was countered by a auery, "Why do you wish to know?"  It seems 

clear from his account that his interpreters were not of the finest, 

for he has said: 

On one occasion wishing to hear of some ancient Indian ruins 
I was questioning several Indians in the chief's house, and 
R: ettinc unsatisfactory answers, pressed the questions, when 
they turned down their hat brims and peeped at me from under 
them, and simply answered in monosyllables.  This so frightgged 
my interpreter that he refused to go on with the questions. 

Scattering references from accounts of visitors who left records 

in the archives of British Honduras on the whole are favorable to the 

Indians, but more weight can be attached to the findings of Sapper, 

accustomed to dealing with primitives, without ulterior motives, and 

without a background of preconceptions concerning them. 
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Ha found their general state of civilization low. But as to 

their character, "I can make an almost wholly favorite report from 

my own experiences." Their reliability contrasted favorably with 

the eharae"eristics of the natives of Honduras; they were faithful, 

hospitable. "Family life was peaceful and nuiet, wherever I had an 

opportunity to observe it." Though more reserved and auiet-than 

the tribes of Guatemala and Chiapas, "they are by no means of a sullen 

disposition", rather being ~uick to appreoiate jests; to their honesty 

evidence ha^ already been produced. They tend to be cruel, a trait 

he has found even among the mildest of Central American tribes. 

The distrust of strangers is also reported, but, he adds, it "is        I 

very easily explained wh9n one knows how frequently the Indians are 

defrauded and cheated of their stipulated pay by the half breed 
83 

element of th* population." I 

Gann observed a number of interesting things among them in the I 

only reasonably complete study made. The Santa Cruz are at extreme I 

pains to conceal the whereabouts of their villages, placing them I 

in the most inconspicuous spots, surrounded by a maze of paths bewildering! 

to the stransrer. This de?ir9 for secrecy is ^matíasas  carried to I 

the lengths that "The Santa Cruz are said sometimes to cut the tongues I 

from th^ir cocks in order to prevent them crowing and so betraying I 

the situation of the village." The only foreigners who have been allowed I 
84 I 

to reside amone- them were some Chinese.   After the recapture of Bacalar I 

by Yucatecans at the turn of the century, all females among the Santa I 

Cruz by the chief's fiat were made to marry, presumably to increase the I 

population that a recon uest might be undertaken. Both children and I 

adults play many games, more recently even cricket, baseball, marbles, I 

and kites, spinning tops, introduced from British Honduras. I 
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After mentioning that the women are superior mentally and physically 

to the men, G-ann gives a thumbnail view of the Mayas in Santa Cruz: 

They are polite and hospitable, though rather shy with strangers.... I 
They are very fond.of crftssip and readily appreciate a Joke,        f 
especially one of á practical nature, though until one gets to 
know them fairly well, they appear dull and phlegmatic. ... They 
are extremely clean in their persons, and wash frequently, though HX 
with regard to their homes they are not nearly so particular.... 
The women are very industrious, rising usually at 3 or 4 o'clock 
in the morning to prepare the day's supply of tortillas or 
corn cake. ... The men are silent, though not sullen, very 
intelligent in all matters which concern their own daily life, 
but singularly incurious as to anything going on outáide of this. 
They are civil, obliging, and good-tempered, and make excellent 
servants, when the-" can be pot to work, but appear to be for 
+he moat r>art utterly lacking in ambition to accumulate wealth 
with which to acgui.3 comforts and luxuries not enjoyed by 
their- neighbors.85 

It seems clear from this and other data previously presented that 

the independent Indians were not wholly +he demoniacal caricatures 

presented by creóle historians, but were complex and not wholly 

irrational individuals whose ways of life, though differing in 

many essentials from both those of their English and Yucatecan 

neighbors, nevertheless had a definite pattern. That the pattern 

was different and simpler than some others does not necessarily damn 

it, except on dogmatic, unverifiable terms. 

Though the Ixkanha and Icaiche groups tended to acquire at least the 

86 
outifard forms of western culture, the Santa Cruz Indians integrated 

m-jch of their life, especially in the earlier days, around the Cult of 

the Cross.  Their devotion to it seems to have had no"parallel in either 

of the other crroups. 
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The Cult of the Gross may possibly be a survival of the ancient 

Maya yax-eheil cab (first or green tree of the world) worship, 

common in diluted form in several Mayance groups» To some extent, 

though not nearly so important, a similar cult is found in backward 
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Maya villages in recent times.    The history of the Cross that 

played such an extremely significant role among the Cruzoob is 

pretty much a history of the people and the area. 

In the years 1851 to 1852, after some six years of fighting, it 

was believed that in the south the war was more or less drawing to a 

close; Chan Santa Cruz, later the capital of the Santa Cruz Indians, 

was nothing more than a ranchería.  It was somewhat famed for a cross 

that talked and worked miracles, adored fanatically by the Indians of 

the region.  But people stopped coming there after Romulo D. de la 

Vega, on an expedition to Bacalar ViUppened to pass by the ranchería 

and took the cross with him.  In 1853 the war broke out again furiously 

in the east, and the tribe of Maven, beaten by Yucatecan troops,moved 

southward, est°blishin(r some f"milies at Santa Cruz, where the cross 

had been.  Other families gathered there.  The Government^attempted to 

take the place, but were repulsed; the Indians, emboldened, broke 

through the Yucatecan lines of defense, sacked a town, and though 

pursued and attacked won a decisive victory over the Yucatecan 

soldiers, dispersing them and completely breaking their morale. 

It was Just after this victory that the new Cross appeared, taking 

on all the attributes of the old, on a larger scale.  It sweated, 

moaned, and pronounced terrible maledictions on the whites. Emboldened 

by such siptns, the Indians sallied forth, took Tekax and other important 

points, massacred some two thousand persons, much to the dismay of 
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the Yucatecans who thought they had the situation about in hand. 

The town of Chan Santa Cruz was entrenched by twenty-four trenches 

a mile apart, and was never taken by Mexicans, though many attempts 
88 

«are made on it»    Prom that time until well into the twentieth 

century, the Speaking Cross held the fanatic interest of the independent 

Mayas who took their common name, Santa Cruz, from it and their worship 

of crosses.  In a sense, it was the font of sovereignty, for the chief 
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derivad his legitimacy from it.     Around it centered the governmental 

structure, for a curious description by an Austrian outlines this: 

The supreme priest (sacerdote) of Chan Santa Cruz bears the 
name of "patron" and is at the same time the supreme chief (gefe) 
of the population, with an unlimited, despotic power. The second 
bears the title " interpreter of the cross or Ood" or tata Polin, 
an3 the third "the organ of the divine word." Their functions 
are these: in solemn circumstances the totich convokes the 
villasre to the vicinity of the temple, and in the midst of 
darkness interrogates the cross. The organ of the divine word 
is encharn-ed with responding, and the tata Polin communicates to 
the village the divine willi  In this fashion three impostors 
form a triumvirate, the arbiter of life or death of the unhappy 
ones who fall into their hands.90 

Aldherre continues, st^tinc that military categories are classified 

into o-enerals and commanders, but despite their elevated titles, 

whichever of them is accounted delinquent or guilty by the triumvirate 

of the oracle is punished by flogging or more or less serious methods. 

Somewhat weird was the manner of uniting to hear the oracle speak. 

In the afternoon the people hear the sound of a ;cornet, which 

is a signal that ther> is eoing to be an interview between God and the 

triumvirate.  The people become excited, and go around exclaiming, 

"Ood is goinc to descend! (Dios va a bajar!). At nightfall, the three 

uriests occupy their posts in a sort of small cabinlike opening in the 

wall.  The people are outside and inside, frightened and trembling, 

for Aldherre says, "stupid, ignorant, incapable of using their rational 

91 
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faculties, they believe in that farce." After which those to be Judged 

are conducted, with a considerable escort, to the cross and submitted 

to an inte-rosratory.  Then at eight o'clock in the evening, bells peal, 

nil the cornets of the captured military band sound.  God has descended. 

"The awe-inspiring circumstances maintain a profound silence. After 

a few moments the sound of a mysterious cornet warns and orders that 

attention be paid.  Nothing is heard but the indefinable noise of a 

thousand breaths sucked in and the cries of the animales, of the forest. 

Then a sharp repucnent sound is heard; it is the pipe (pito) of the 

orp«n of the divine word; it is the artifice with which those barbarians 

mimic the voice of the divinity.  Then the interrogatory begins by 

means of the three impostors.  At the end the three come out of the 
92 

temple and mmámm.    communicate to the nation the sentence of God." 

The sneaking cross not only was a powerful emotional and dynamic 

force in the belief of the Santa Cruz that they were invulnerable 

and impregnable, but it also complicated diplomatic negotiations 

somewhat.  At various times Englishmen appeared before it for specific 

re-uests.  In 1858 a mission was sent to ransom some prisoners, but 

the cross said that they should be killed; they were, but, it is 

added, "The ransom was honourably returned to Blake.  Only female 
93 

children were spared." 

In another case two lieutenants from British Honduras went to 

Santa Cruz to inquire why they had ventured onto British soil. 

Although previously warned by their superior to have nothing to do 

with the mummeries attendant upon the cro°s unless absolutely 

necessary, upon their return they reported the result of their mission 

somewhat bleakly.  They, along with their escort and interpreters, were 
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made prisoners, and conducted to the Temple of the Speaking Cross. 

The órnele then spoke defyingly of the British Government. After this 

thev were detained for three days and subjected to such things as beine 

hauled and pulled about, forced to swallow Cayenne pepper, drink vast 
94 

quantities of aniseed, hue: and kiss the chief, dance and sing. 

Thus, in the period after 1854 and continuing well down the years, 

the Santa Cruz not only had a military dictatorship similar to that 

of the other two tribes, but functionally connected with their 

government, and inseparable in their minds, was theological control. 

Such an arrangement contained the seeds for great strengths and 

great weaknesses; prafrmatieally the institutional pattern withstood 

disintegration remarkably well.  It depends upon the point of view 

entirely as to whether this was a eood thing or a bad thing. 

Tbere is high probability in favor of, but little corrobaation 

for one "spect of* life in Chan Santa Cruz. Present developments 

under the dictators of Europe, whose governments so strikingly are 

analnfl">us to those above described, would b9 evidence in favor of 

the statements that 

In Chan Santa. Cruz almost everything is mysterious. Espionage is 
admitted as a system, and a secret police are formed after this 
fashion. The triumvires spy on one another; the generals do the 
same.  One of themnis the chief spy.  The Indians call him~ 
"tata Nohoch sul."95 

A summary of the material presented in the present part of this 

paper is somewhat as follows. The territory of the independent Mayas 

was discussed, mentioning the Yucatecan losses, but qualified by 

Stephens' remarks.  It was made clear that the independent Mayas 

did not base their strtes upon either the ancient culture, or the 

hispano-western one.  The three groups were distinguished, divided 
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into two parts by geography, Christianity, and war-footing. Their 

numbers, increments and decline wer? mentioned* Among the major 

onuses for the dwindling were emigration, war, internal disturbances, 

disease, *»nd drink. 

The various important relations ships with their neighbors were 

touched on: the foreign ones, with British Honduras, Mexico (both 

th9 Pacíficos "nd the Broyos). and negatively with Guptemala. 

Too, their de?lin^a with each other, to a lesser degree, were mentioned. 

The internal organization along political, social, and economic lines 

was sketched for the Icniche, Chichanha, and Santa Cruz groups. 

The distinp-uishinp feature of the latter, the Cult of the Cross, 

was treated historically, and its ramifications to some degree became 

evident. 

One conclusion, aside from the treatment of the independent 

Indian states as a ma.^or result of the War of Castes, is that the 

Mayan had not changed much from 1813, when it was reported that 

Muchos indios manifestán inclinacio'h y afecto a los europeos 
y americanos de quienes no han recibido algún agravio;, pero 
fle los -uegge juzgan agraviados, los miran con aversion y 
desafecto. 
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INDEPENDENT INDIAN STATES ADDENDA 

It is particularly crratifyinR to find a number of facts stated 

herein further corroborated by a study that by chanve I located 

on February 15, 1941, well after the preceding rages were written. 

This corroboratorv piece was the work of Alfonso Villa Rojas (collab- 

orator with Robert Redfield on Chan Kom) who entitled it "Notas sobre 

la etnografía de los MRvas de Quintana Roo," appearing in Revista 

Mexicana de Estudios Antopologicos, Volume III, Num. 3, (Sept-dic, 1939),] 

pag es 227-241. Sr. Villa Rojas made trips into the area in 1932, 1935, 

and 1936. Many of his observations are of value for this study. 

His historical background is fairly slim, and for this reason, 

much that he saw was not fully understood.  In the historical skit 

that nrecedes the mora valuable descriptions, he says 

...al estallar en 1847 la insurredón indígena que sacudió 
la estructura social de toda la peninsula, las selvas de 
Quintana-Roo se ofrecieron a los insurrectos como campo 
adecuado papa el asiento de sus madrigueras. Desde entonces, 
el aislamiento de, la region fue aprovechado por los nativos 
para ensayar allí un nuevo modo de vida, basado principalmente, 
en sue propios tradicciones. Finalmente, al iniciarse el 
presente aislo, el ^Gobierno Federal llevo a cabo un camapafía 
militar -me culminó" con la derrota de los indios. A partir 
de esa fecha, el Territorio ha venido perdiendo su aislamiento 
hasta llegar a nuestros dias en que el establecimiento de escuelas 
ha marcado el principio de una nueva era.  (p. 229). 

This is -ualified, however, by the main bodv of the article, which 

deals with one of three present zones, called "aona del centro", the 

other two being North of 20 30 N. lat., and clustering around the Rio 

Hondo. The zona central is the territory of the Santa Cruz Indians, 

and of it. Villa Rojas writes: 

En esta zona se han concentrado los grupos indígenas mas atrasados 
de toda la península y que, hasta fechas recientes, rehusaban 
someterse al dominio de las autoridades federales, (p 230). 
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Though he claims there are sroing to be schools and the like in that 

t>art, he says that the people are firm in wishine to retain their 

autonomy and reserve ancient customs. They are now called Los Separados A 

In ell nine pueblos ari included under this title: Tuzik, Se'nor, 

Chan-Chem, Chan-Chem-Laz, San Jose, Chuncunch*,'Yax-Kax, X-Maben, 

and X-Caeal.  This latter is nlso called Santo Cah, meaning Pueblo 

Santo. 

The territory forms a cacicazgo, and is divided into five sub-parts 

called compañías, each having thre3 sub-chiefs of military rank,- all 

subordinate to the main Comandante. There is also a chief of the 

Church, called Nohoch tata, or Gran± Padre. In a footnote to page 232, 

author vrites that present incumbent is more than 70 years old, the 

grandson of Jose Maria Barrera who founded Chan Santa Cruz, considered 

the Sacred City and Capital, in 1850. Ther^ are also some scribes, 

whose duties include "sruarding" the sacred books, one of which is a 

16th century document in the n tive tonerue. 

Men fo^min? the companies meet periodically at the capital and remain 

ther fifteen days as a Guard for the Santo. Of this, Villa Rojas, 

who evidently has not read any of the literature on these people, 

says, "en realidad lite[Santo] no es sino una pequeña cruz de madera a 

la que, por su carácter altamente sagrada, casi nunca se le expone a 

la vista del publico." (p. 232). Th9 cross is housed in the best edifice || 

in the territory, a building with a palm thatched roof, wooden sides, and 

a cement floor.  It has two rooms, one of which is known as "La Gloria," > 

in '"hich is the altar to the cross; the other is unnamed and served for 

va^ioup other Mayan-Christian ceremonies such as the Tup-kak, Cha-chaac, 

etc., rather familiar to students of Yucatan. (Cf. Gann, 1918). Near 

the church is a public communal building for public dances, business, etc;| 

and around it ^re five barracks used by the respective compañías when 
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thev ar - on duty» 

Though ths intecrrative effect of the cult of the cross fairly 

lepas to the ethnologist's eye, Villa Rojas fails to fullfil his 

promise when he savs 

Come se vera más adelante, la influencia de la Iglesia resulta 
trnnscendent°l en la vida del individuo, el cu"l se ve obligado 
9 P-astar mucho de su tiempo, de sus energías y sus ganadas 
en el cumplimiento de sus deberes rílicriosos.  (p 233.) 

The only further information of much value is that each family 

has crosses which are inherited patrilineally. The data on social, and 

economic organization are of some use also. 

Villa Rojas wrongly attributes the infiltration of outside 

eroods and contact with people outside the area to the period after 

1917, which this study has shown to be a constant factor through trade 

with Belize. Amone th^ articles now found among the independent group 

are nhonoscraphs, sewinu machines, flashlights, canned meats, (p. 234). 

The section on ceremonies and r9iip;ious life froes little beyond 

corroboratine the findings of Gann. 

The total number of inhabitants of the independent area was nowhere 

suggested. 

Bibliocra-nhy was not overwhelming, and cited none of the major 

sources, mainly contemporary ones having little relevance except for 

comparative rMirroses. 

Feb. 13, 1941. 

-.% 
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NOBES AND REFERENCES:  PART II Page Forty-One 

For sake ofoonvenience and clarity, some variation from the 
standardized presentation of citations as set forth in "Instructions 
regarding Reports and Theses" (Harvard University, Department' of 
History) seems .lustified. The bulk of the material used is from 
a limited number of sources used comparatively; to save confusing 
and somewhat valueless constant repetition the following scheme is 
used. The main sources are set down below in chronological order, 
and each is eriven a letter. Citations will be by letter + page 
number, that agreement and number of authorities are readily 
identifiable. Where material derived from other than those so listed 
is used, orthodox presentation has been adhered to.  Table of 
main works for comparative purposes follows: 

A. 1865-6 ?  F. Aldherre, "Los Indios de Yucatan," Boletín de la Soc- 
iedad de G-eograffa y Estadística de la República Mexicana, í\ 
lía Época, tomo I (Feb. 1869), 73-77.  Author was 
"uno de los austríacos que acompasaron á Carlota en la 
expedición que hizo' á" la Peninsula de Yucatán." 

B. 1866     C. H. Berendt, "Report of Explorations In Central America," 
Annual Report of the Board of Regents of the Smithsonian 
Institution. 1867 "(WshTñgton, 1868), "420-426. Author 
was a German whose investigations in Middle America 
remain unparalleled and unchallenged for their scope, 
accuracy, and thoroughness. 

C. 18R8     M. Mendiola, "Notas sobre 'Los Indios de Yucatan1 por 
F. Aldherre," Boletín de la Sociedad de Geografía y 
Estadística de 1Q República Mexicana, lia Época, 
tomo 1 (Feb. 1869}, 78-81.  A diputado from Yucatan, 
familiar with the Indians discussed in A. 

Journey 
D. 1889     W. Miller, "A/from British Honduras to Santa Cruz, 

Yucatan," Royal Geographical Society, Proceedings, 
n.s. XI (London, Jan. 1889), 25-28.  Author was assistant 
survevibr general of British Honduras, interested in mapping; 
the area. 

E. 189F     C. Sapper, "Independent States of Yucatan," Bureau of 
American Ethnology, Bulletin 28 (Washington, 1904), 62F.-6?4Í 
translated from Globus, R7, n.' 13 (1896).  Reputation and 
ability nearly as ftreat as that of Berendt. 

F. 1916     T.W.F.Gann, The Maya Indians of Southern Yucatan and 
Noi-thern British Honduras (Bureau of American Ethnology, 
Bulletin 64, Washington, 1918), esp. 13-4 8 (Part T, 
"Customs, Ceremonies, and Mode of Life").  Outstanding 
American ethnographer and archaeologist. 

ABH Archives of British Honduras, John Alden Burdon, ed. 
(3 v., London, 193F), III U841-1884). 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES: PART II (CONT'D) 

tag© Forty-Two 

1. POT? details of process of repopulation of wasted areas, see,i % 
Robert Redfield and Villa R., Chan Kom, A Maya Vlllag e (Carnegie- 
Institution of Washington Publication 448, Washington, 1954 J. &<» apbv^eU*: 

2. ABH, 266, 267:"Her Majesty's Minister in Mexico to Foreign Secretary 
of Mexico, Jan. 31, 1866, Referring to communication regarding the 
Indian Cacique Canul, the Foreign Secretary begs to inform the Imperial 
covernment that inasmuch as Canul and his tribe are not de facto subjects 
of Mexico and inasmuch as the^ cannot keep up relationship with him 
(Canul) the British Government propose to deal with him as an Indian 
unconnected «,'ith the Government of Mexico." (To which the Mexican 
Government objected, but not effectively). 

3. Accurate maps of the peninsula are not available.  For the purposes 
here, one or the other or both of two have been followed. These are 
"Plano de Yucatan, 184 8," found at the end of Jose Maria Repril and 
Alonso Manuel Peon, "Estadística de Yucatan," Boletín de la Sociedad 
de Geografía y Estadística de Mexico, III (1852-54). 236-340. an 
invaluable essay, and "Karte der Halbinsel Yucatan,  (hauptsachlich der 
von Joachim Hubbe|und Andres Aznar Perez zusammen gestellten, und von 
C. Hermann Berendt revidirten und vertmhrten, 1878), Tafel II, 
Petermanns Mltthellunren, v. 25 (1879) in connection with A. Woeikof, 
"Relse durch Yucatan and die sttdostlichen Provinzen von Mexiko 1874", 
ibid., 201-212. In connection with the latter map, see SappeSt, 1898, 
fi*3_6^/51  which makes important corrections. See '•**}  s»<fv», <g<?? Li^^Jj^u^y^iSl] || 

4. C, 80-81. 

5. A+C, 77, 

6. Regil and Peon, tatib "C" (cited supra, note 3).  These figures 
are intended to be illustrative rather than exhaustive, for the 
"ue^tion of the losses on both sides is not essentially a part of 
a discussion of the independent Indinn states, but is necessary to 
account for» o1 her phenomena shcvn later. 

7. Cf. B, 426:' In the month of October, 1866, I was planning my 
departure from Peten further west...when troubles amonp the Indians 
.in the British colony arose and changed all my plans.  One of the many 
blunders of the unhappy Emperor Maximilian, who, with the best 
intentions. knew too little of the country which he thought so easy 
to reform, and who was especially unlucky in the choice of his 
employes, was a proclamation to the Cruzes, inviting them to a full 
amnesty, but threatening to destroy the very last of them if they 
would not submit to his fatherly entreaty.  The Cruzes were at that - 
time in "reater -part tired of the war, and, undisturbed, had commenced 
to remain nuietly in their districts.  The menace stirred them up again, 
end they armed themselves for resistance with the war implements and sup- 
plies which -t-hey could readily obtain from the Enslish traders. Max- 
imilian's troops finally did not succeed in their operations against 
.them, but had to retreat after a fruitless campaign, much reduced in 
numbers, tjhough coasoling themselves with boastful reports of sham 
victories.  (Movements amonf the Yucatecan Indians stirred up those 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES; PART II (CONT'D) 

7. (cont'd) in British Honduras and the Peten, for ffhey "are not 
much <riven to fighting and always afraid of one or the other invasions" 
of their country, which they imagine to be superior to any, and coveted 
by all nations."). See also, ABH, 296, 284 ff. 
C, 79, 78:"En 1860 oreianizo' el gobierno del Estado una colana de     :f 
mas de 3,000 hombres para tomar a Chan Santa Cruz, cuya fuerza estaba 
apoyada por las lineas militares. ... (description of actions) Las 
perdidas sufridas ascendieron a 1,500 hombres de buana tropa muertos 
en acción y asesinados, 2,500 fusiles, la artillería con sus trenes, 
mas de 300 muías, los víveres y parque. Estos descalabros concluyeron 
con los recursos del Estado, y para siempre con la moralidad del 
soldado. Desde entonces la tropa considera la comarca de Chan Santa 
Cruz, como una tierra maldita, mientras que los indios la consideran 
invulnerable y la defienden con una ciega confianza en el triunfoi' 
(see also ibid description of actions of Maximilian's emissary to 
independent Indians, Salazar Ilarregui; his fate is somewhat interesting,í 
for after taking some Indians to Maximilian --" De regreso a Yucatan, 
el atante volvid a dirigirse al Sur, donde al cabo de poco tiempo fué 
macheteado por los indios", p 80). Results of Maximilian's campaigns 
were this7 ibid, 80: "Excusado es decir que Tihosuco fué inmediatemsnte 
ocupado por los barbaros. Desde el asedio de este pueblo, nuestra 
línea ha retrocedido quince leguas, siendo hoyri86£Qel punto mas 
avanzado la villa de Peto. El pueblo de Ichmul, que formaba parte 
de nuestra línea, lo hemos perdido, y ha sido completamente arrasado? 
Woelkof, 1879, 20?:"Spáter selang es fr$elich den Mexikanlschen Truppen, 
einifre Orte des Innern den Indianern zu entreissen, aber der Osten 
und Siiden blieb doch in ihren HMnden, Mehrere Jahre hindurch war ein 
de facto Waffenstillstand eingetreten, aber 1871 wurde eine grosse 
Expedition gemacht, die Hauptstadt der Indianer, Santa Cruz, erobert 
und eine grosse Beutel dort gemarcht. ... Ais ich im J.1874 in Yucatan 
war, war welder Waffenstillstand und beide Parteien hatten dasselbe 
Gebiet im Besitz, wie vor 1871. Spater, im J.1876, sollen die 
Indianer flertoch in das mexikanische Gebiet eingefallan sein; weitere 
Nachric^ten fehlen mir." 
D,27:"They are armed with Enfield rifles, and machetes made in the form 
of a short scimitar, and aró very confident that they will be able to 
beat any army sent against them by.the Mexican government, which they 
are daily expecting.' 
E, 626:" In 1871 the Mexicans made another armed incussion into the 
territory of the eastern tribes, again captured their principal city, 
Chan Santa Cruz, and again withdrew without the slighest permanent 
success.  After the withdrawal ofthe Mexican troops the Indians quietly 
returned to their former habitations, and occupy to-day '[1895)the same 
territory that thev formerly occupied." 
P, '2, J^^'On one occasion the Mexican Government commenced to cut 
a ro°d throuerh from Peto to Santa Cruz, the Indian capital.  Five of 
the Santa Cruz Indians went to see the work going on and were well 
received and criven useful presents. On returning to their own country, 
however, thev were executed by the head chief as traitors for encouraging 
the entry of outsiders into their territory. ... Small garrisons were 
kept nt Sants Cruz, Chan Santa Cruz, Bacalar, and other Indian towns 
wbere soldiers wer - rernnnently stationed. 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES: PART II (CONT'D) Page Forty-Four 

8. S. K. Lothrop, Tulum: An Archaeological Study of the East Coast of 
  ' '  igt         . 
Washington, 1924), 24. Chkpter I of this work gives an admirable 
Yucatan (Carnegie Institution of Washington Publication No, 355, & 

summary of the history of the east coast of Yucatan from its 
discovery by Europeans, the discovery and conquest of Yucatan, 
and main events to the end of the eighteenth century. Pp 167- 
173 sketch its possible history up to 1458. 

9. J. L. Stephens, Incidents of Travel in Yucatan (2 v., N.Y., edn. of 
18¿8), II, 408. 

10. D, 25, 25. 

11. One of the most persistent myths in the folklore of historiography 
of the Caste War is that the Mayans, through some mystic "racial 
memory" wer^ influenced by the deeds of their ancestors. Opposed to 
this are the facts as found by actual investigation, of which Stephens' 
statement, one of a number found throughout his volumes, is typical: 
"It is my belief, that among the whole mass of what are called Christian- 
ized Indians, there is not at this day one solitary tradition v/hich 
can shed a ray of light upon any event in their history that occurred 
one hundred and fifty vears from the present time; in fact, I believe 
it would be almost imrosslble to procure any information of any kind 
beyond the memory of the oldest living Indian." Indidents, 1843, II, 448. 
Cf, "It was strange and almost incredible that, with these extraordinary 
monuments before their eyes, the Indians never bestowed upon them one 
passing thought.  The question Vhio built them? never by any accident 
crossed their minds.  The great name of Montezuma, which had <?one beyond 
them to the Indians of Honduras, had never reached their ears, and to 
all our questions vre received the same dull answer v/hlch first met us at 
Copan, "Quien sabe*? ""Who knows?" Thev had the same superstitions 
feelin~s as the Indians at Uxmal; they believed that the ancient 
buildings war1? haunted, and, as in the remote region of Santa Cruz 
del Quicjie, they said that on Good Friday of every year music was 
he«rd sounding amono- the ruins." ibid., II, 28. 
The same fueling concerning the ruins lasts until this day; Cf., F, 
í0-^1:"The men (Indians) are very unwilling to dig either in ancient 
mounds or ruins, as they are afraid of beinc- haunted by the pi shan 
[soulsj of those whose remains they may disturb; and nothing will induce 
them to cro into caves or burial chambers in mounds Many curious 
superstitions bang about the ruins found throughout the country." 
Cf,"Within the memory of the oldest Indians, these remains had never beerii 
disturbed.  The account of digfing up of the bones in San Francisco had 
reached them, and they had much conversation with each other and the 
padreoito about us.  It was a strange thing, the-' said, that men with 
str°nfe faces, and a language they could not understand, had come 
amone them to disinter their ruined cities; and, simple as their 
ancestors when the Spaniards first came amone them, thev said that the 
end of the "-orld was ni°-h." Stephens, 1843, I, 372-373.  The Lacandones 
seem to be the only Wa-mnce group left who make use of the "oc-tun" 
for reli-ious purposes. 
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NOTES AND REFERENCES: PART II (CONT'D) •:i 
A 

12. Eligió Ancona, Historia de Yucatán desde la época más remota hasta  **} 
nuestros días (4v.+l, Merida, 1879;, IV, 17-18. 

13. Carl Bartholomaeus Heller, Reisen In Mexlko In den Jahren 1845-1848 
(Leipzig, 18F3), 290: ".,,m±sxm£    einer .... f loh unter deií Vorwande die 
Huites, welche neue Grauelthaten begangen hatte...."LOct. 1847J . The 
Indians throughout the peninsula did and do not call themselves this:   •}. 
"No native ever colls himself a Yucateco, but always a Macegual, or native 
of the land of Maya", Stephens, 1843, I, 139.  "Macegual" means more    * 
"pobre gente" than the nationalistic slant given it here; often they 
call themselves simply as "winik!1, "man", whereas foreigners, especially 
Yucatecans, are "sool , and Europeans, when differentiated from sool 
are "ingleses." 

14. A, 7¿':'E1 plan principal de los indios bárbaros es el exterminio de 
la raza blanca. Después que fueron echados del teatro sangriento de  ^ 
sus crímenes en 1849, se establecieron en un rancho llamado Kampocolche. 
Este punto no les perecía bastante seguro, y se internaron mas en la 
península, fijándose en el lugar en donde plantaron la santísima cruz 
y lo nombraron Chan Santa Cruz, que hasta hoy es todavía la capital de 
ios indios.  Algunos años después, los indios se dividieron en dos 
partidos diferentes. A los que siguieron haciendo la guerra contra 
la civilización se les llamd" indios bárbaros, y a los que se dedicaron 
a los trabajos de la agricultura se les llamcf indios pacíficos...cada 
uno vive como quiere, pero generalmente pacifico!' 
B,<*22:"In thQ v9ar 1857 the CruZ8S invaded the Pacific Indians of the 
district of Chichanja'. Since that time the Pacific Indians of that^ 
district have settled in the formerly uninhabited nxiuduuuc  montana 
(forest plains) around the frontier between Yucatan, Peten, and Belize, 
and their number has been increased by numerous dessrters from the ranks 
of the Cruzes.  They all, threatened by their common enemy, the Cruzes, 
retain certain connections with each other, although those on Belize 
or P=)t9n territory have formed villages under the authority of the 
English and Guatemalan governments, while those in Yucatan and in 
the region of doubtful pertinency*(#f.n. describing t¡ is "No-man's-land) 
remain subject to the chiefs of the Pacific Indians.  To those who 
only know about the insurgent and independent Maya Indians from the 
reports of their barbarous warfare against the whites of Yucatan, it 
is hirhly surprising to see these ferocious warriors organizing themselve 
without anv external influence as quiet settlers, laborious and orderly, 
submitting to their self-elected local authorities, honest in their 
dealings, rigorous against criminals among them, and by far the best 
class of people in either the British colony or Peten.'1 

C, 78: "Un ario después £18R3] encendieron de nuevo la guerra los del 
Oriente, alentados por la tribu de Maven; y rechazados por las tropas 
del estado, emigraron hécia el Sur, repoblando ^aquellos bosques y 
estableciéndose en Santa Cruz algunas familias." 
D, see note 10. 

rx 
s 
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NOTES ANÜ REFERENCES; PART II (CONT'D) 
Page Forty-Six 

note 1¿ (cont'd): FiRThting between those of Santa Cruz and Chichanja, 
for topical report is ABH, 251, Lt. Govr. to Govr, Jamaica, Apr. 13, 
lRfi17, reporting defeat of Chichenja Indians by Santa Cruz Indians in 
Yucatan ^uriir» March.  S, P26,places dats of first attack as 1852. 

IF. B, ¿22. 
lfi. E, 626, fi?0. 

17. F, 13. 

18. B, ¿23. 

19a, ABH, 106. Same memo directs withdrawal of the detachment on the 
Hondo as being utterly inadequate to deal with sneh numbers. 
19b, A, 74:*A"iui" se halla la residencia de ,todos los gefes of caudillos y 
á°i  cosa de 1,000 hasta 1,500 indios, y aqui^in Chan Santa Cruz] se 
reúnen siempre las fuerzas que hacen sus afortunadas escursiones. 
Sus dependencias son: Derrepente or Chancan, Ccom, Santa Rosa, Panah, 
Pinchi y muchas rancherías de menor importancia. También tienen la 
ciudadela y la ciudad de Bacalr en su poder. Toda la población del 
territorio puede ascender a mas de 4,000 almas." 
19c, C,81, editor's note:"Pasamos ya éste articulo para su ultima 
revision al Sr. Peniche y otros seTíores diputados de la Peninsula de 
Yucatan, y nos hicieron la observation, de nue según los datos 
estadísticos, los indios sublevados pueden poner sobre 4,000 hombres 
sobre las armas;asi* toda la población puede ascender a quince o veinte 
mil habitantes en los distritos nue conservan bajo su poder." 

u 19d, B.423. Th>* f-r-1 - w ^ H- *s 

19e, ABH, 296, 297.   in njg report, dated November 18, Carmichael 
report? favorable impression of the oharacter and disposition of the 
three principal chiefs. 
19f, ABH, 269,272. Canul, the Icaiche chief threatening the colony 
was supposed to have his headquarters about ninety miles from its 
frontiers, reached only by paths through forest and swamps. 
19E. E, 627, 628. 

19h. P, 13. 

20. ABH, Lieutant Governor to Governor, Jamaica, Sept. 16, 1869. The 
Chinese wer=5 forced to work at clearing ground and planting corn. 
Cf. P, 34. 

21, A, 75. Cf., E, 627-628: "... they [Indians of Ixkanha] are a somewhat   i 
nearer approach to disciplined military, inasmuch as they use drum and 
trumpet calls, etc." 

ABH, 230-231, Crown Surveyor to Superintendent, July 6, 1860, notifying 
that of a troop of 4,000 Yucatecans who had started out against Santa 
Cruz, only 120 esoaped from a trap. Those captured included "Whole 
of military band captured (including Master) who are compelled to teach 
young Indians to play bugle and drum." 
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22. D,28. Such evidence tends to break down the superstition concerning 
the "innate" superiority of the white skinned peoples. 

23. A,75. Cf. Ancona, Historia. IV, passim. 

24. ABH, 250-251, July 6, 1860. 

25. E,628. 
26. ABH, 258.  Cf. ibid. 225, Supt. to Govr., June 22, 1859 confirming 
figure of IF,000 from Yucatan. 
Cf. note 14, B, 422 "uoted supra. 
The peace between the Santa Cruz Indians and those of Chichanha was 
short-lived, due to MaxiMlian's decrees, note 7 supra, B, 426 auoted. 

27. B, 421, 422. Cf. ibid, 424, re population of Petens."The offspring 
of the prisoners {. Petsn Itza was formerly a presidio-!, of' their keepers, 
and o** the natives, with soma admixture of negro fugitives from the 
coast, tof?eth=?r with the rests of the Lacandon tribe on the Passion 
river and ^he immigrated Maya Indians of the montafla form the actual 
population of the department. In their isolated xxcx situation and 
at a distance of about 270 miles from the city of Guatemala, they 
necesearily have remained in a rather primitive state." 

28. ABH, 516 fn #3:" The Indians of Pach Chakan and some other small 
villages on the British side of the Hondo belong for the most part 
to the Santa Cruz tribes, and migrated to the Colony to avoid  f, 
compulsory military service in the War of Races. (Nov. 13, 1869). 

29. see note 7, supra. Cf. A, 73;B 422;C;D,27;E, 626,627,628;P, 36, 13: 
"This decrease is due to the policy of extermination carried out among 
the Santa Cruz for years by the Mexican government, and the conseauent 
emielation of many of the Indians to British Honduras, Guatemala, 
and northern Yucatan. ... those[ Indians in British Honduras] in the 
north are partly indigenous and partly immigrants drawn from Yucatecan 
tribes who have left Vh^ir homes after various political disturbances, 
especially after the occupancy of their towns of Bacalar and Santa 
Cru? by the Mexican government." 

50. F,5F. see infra, note 76. Also note 73; cf. p.30 infra. 

31. A,75:D,27:"The name of the present chief of the Indians is 
"Aniceto Sul," but h9 is generally known as "Don Anis" or "The Governor." 
...When I arrived there he had just lost the sight of one eye, and 
beliettng he was bewitched, he had killed the man and his wife whom 
he suspected of doing it, the day before my arrival, and he believed 
his eye was crettinc better in conse-uence. '' 
E, 54-3F, 36-57. 
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32. E,632:"it is often said of the Mayas that they are honest in import- 
ant matters, but that they readily steal trifles? but I hava never 
hnd the least tbinpr stolen from me during my travels in Maya territory 
On the other hand, drunkenness is a prevailing vice...." 
F, 34:"Drunkenness is not considered in any way a disgrace, but is 
looked on rather as an amiable weakness. .*. Alcohol effects an 
extraordinary rap'd change for the worse in the Indian's temperament.... 
When thwarted in this condition his temper is likely to flare up at 
the slightest provocation ... and he becomes savage, impudent, 
overbearing, and contemptuous toward the stranter,and ready to       H 
draw *is machete jamMMk  and fight to kill, with friend or foe alike. 

33. E,627, 628. Cf F, 37: Smallpox invading an Indian village is a 
terrible scourge, far worse than in a more civilizad community of the 
same size, wher=» partial immunity has been acquired. Sometimes the 
whole unaffected population depart en masse, leaving the dead unburied 
and ^he stricken lyinc in their hammocks, with a supply of food and 
water, to do the best thev can for themselves.'1 

34. Lothrop, Tulum. 24:"Two characteristics were particularly noticeable. 
In the first place, they are malarial and anemic and succumb very 
easily to attacks of fever induced by fatigue. Two men working for 
us died in this way. Secondly, they are very much dirtier in their 
personal habits than other Indians of the some race living in 
other regions» /& ,< 
F, 36:" MR lar ia ./Without doubt the chief scourge of the Indian's existence. 
... 37 :"Hookworms and many other varieties of intestinal parasites are 
prevalent, owing to the enrth-eating habits of the children, the 
earth being taken usually from the immediate vicinity of the house 
where pigs and other domestic animals have thsir quarters. This 
disgusting habit no doubt accounts in part for the swollen bellies 
and earthv color of many of the children."' Ibid., 36, 35. 

35. F, 35 

36. R. Linton, The Study of Mfln (N.Y., 1936), 51. 

37, ABH, passim. History of British Honduras in period under consider- 
ation may be found in D. Morris, The Colony of British Honduras: Its 
Resources and Prospects (London, J885;;A. B. Qlbbs. British Honduras: 
An historical and descriptive account of the colony from its settlement, 
1670 (London, 1883;. esp. pp. 150 ffjThe Handbook of British Honduras. 
comprising historical, statlatlcñl and general information concerning 
the Colony. M. S. Metzgen and H. É. C. Cain, compilers (London. 1925). 
esp. ppP-36. Cf. Handbook. 36:"Since 1872 there has been no external 
event of historical Interest to add to the account of the Colony...." 
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38. B, 422: ''They are by no means hostile to the white man in general; 
their hatred is directed against the Mexican and Spaniard only, while 
they «re friendly to other foreigners.. .'i 
D, 23:''. ..so far as I oan ascertain only two other Englishmen besides 
myself hnve been to Santa Cruz. I do not think it would be possible 
for a white man of any other nationality to go there. The Santa Cruz 
Indians have a very bad name and there are a good many murders recrofcded 
against them, which cause people to be very careful about going into 
their country." 
E. 632-33, esp. f.n. "a", p 633. 
ABH, e.g. Mar 9, 1849, Revd. John Kingdom to Supfc. mentions that Indians 
entertained unbounded confidence in Englishmen, (p.118) 
July 13, 1863 Lt. Govr. to Gover, Jamaica, reporting receipt of apology 
from Puc, Chief of Santa Cruz Indians, for their occupation of 
British territory. Also reporting threats of Zuc, chief of defeated 
Chichen.la Indians ngainst colony, (p.253). 
Jan. *0, 1868, Lt. Govr. to Govr, Jamaica, reports receipt of satisfactory! 
answer from the Santa Cruz Indians relative to the covduct of D. Isidoro 
Ake in invadiner British territory.... Expressions of friendship made and 
tjromiaes to prevent any invasion of English territory in the future, 
(p 299) 
Mar. 26, 1868, Marcos Canul General in Chief, and Rafael Chan, General 
to Magistrate, Orange Walk, B.H., denying rumors about their hostility 
and expressing their desire for harmony with the English gentlemen. \ 
(p.30l). 

39. There is much contradictory and incomplete evidence on both sides 
of this thorny question which belongs more to the history of British 
and Merican relations than to a survey of the independent Indian states. 
See, e.g., ABH, 124, Oct. 12, 1849, Supt. to Sir Chas. Grey, stating 
"one or two persons in the settlement of great weight and influence" 
wer? assisting Indians with munitions of war, and fears that others 
have "a direct interest in fomenting the present unhappy differences 
which disturb the province of Yucatan." 
Nov. 10, 18*9, Supt. to H.B.M. Minister, Mexico, admitting the sale of 
arms and ammunition to Indians by residents of Belize, where there is 
much indignation against the vexatious proceedings of the Mexican Govt. 
July 11, 18^0, Supt. to Govr., Jamaice, re gunrunning, saying that "In 
any oth^r state of society than that of British Honduras these parties 
mupt h^ve been prosecuted before legal tribunals." (p. 136-137). 
Oct. 17, 18CF, Supt. to Govr., Jamaica, denies complaint made by 
Governor of Yucatan that local merchants are supplying insurgents with 
arms "nd ammunition intended for use against the Government, (p.186) 
May ¿, 1870, General-in-Chief of State of Campeche to Lt. Govr, complains 
of and names 60 merchants and others who are allied with Santa Cruz     '"< 
Indians and who rare molesting the State of Campeche. 
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40. ABH, 107. Cf C, 81, violently anti-English, charging among other 
things:''El gobierno de esa colonia ha celebrado con ellos[the Indians!" 
oficialmente convenciones, considerándoles como beligerante en la 
atroz guerra qu« á* la civilización hacen en un Estado de la república; 
y por ultimo, el superintendente de esa colonia ha puesto precio a 
las esbesas de varios agentes del gobierno del Estado de Yucatan.... 
El edicto fue fijado en las esquinas de las calles de esa población 
IBelizeJ , y uro de ellos ha sido remitido al supremo gobierno." 
He ^oes on to say that complaints have been made to the British 
ambassador in Mexico, "siempre han tenido por respuesta, 'que los 
derechos, franquicias.y privilegios del comercio de las colonias, no 
permitirán prohibir ni restringir la venta de cualnuier artículo al 
primer comprador1." 
As early as December, 1847, the crovernment of Yucatan asked that 
the Colony prohibit sale of arms to Indians, sending D. Alonzo Manuel 
Peon [who was one of the richest men in Yucatan, a polyglot, and 
thoroughly conversant with America and Europe] as a representative 
to treat with Her Majesty's government. ABH,98 (Dec. 31, 1847).Cf. ibid, 
100, appeal from Governor of Yucatan to inhabitants of British Honduras. 

¿1. ABH, 307. 

¿2. B, 81. Cf. ABH, 315, excerpt from Minutes of Meeting of Legislative 
Assemhly of State of Yucatan, July 28, 1869 in which the English 
Colony of Belize is mentioned as an ally of the Indians, especially 
by chanp-ina war-like stores and rifles for cattle, gold, silver, and 
jewels robbed from the Mexican villages by the Indians. 
Cf, also ABH, 18¿9 (Oct. 3) Supt. to Yucatecan commandant, Bacalar, 
informing him t at measures are being taken to prevent as far as 
nosfibls the transport of munitions of war from Belize, (p.124) 
July 21, 18f9, Govr, Jamaica to Supt, transmits despatch from Secretary 
of State enclosing correspondence regarding complaints made by the 
Commissioners of Yucatan against the Settlement of Honduras for 
facilitating the s"le of arms and ammunition. The Secretary of State 
instructs the Superintendent to do everything possible to prevent the 
sur.t>ly of munitions of war by British subjects within British juris- 
diction,  (p.121) 
Feb. 21, 18P0, Govr.Jamaica to Supt, relating to a complaint from the 
Mexican government about supplying arms and ammunition to insurgent 
Indians in Yucatan, which is rebutted. 

¿3. ABH, 333, April IF, 187¿. 

4/i. ABH, 343, Lt. Govr. to General Santiago Pech, Feb. 9, 1880. 

4F. ABH, 329. Craves pardon of "our Queen who has much reason to be 
annoyed." ibid., Mar 16, 1874, Arana states peace and tranquility 
now exist in Ycaiche, and assuring British subjects and others there 
will bo no impediment to trading between the Colony and Ycaiche. 
ibid., Oct. 28, 1874, Magistrate, northern district, to Colonial 
Secretary reports Arana in on British territory with about 450 followers. 
They are unarmed and appear to be in want of food. 
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46. ABH, Mar. 18, 1854 (p. 176), Supt. to Govr. Jamaica, submitting 
copy of circular issued to Mexican refugees warning them against 
committim? nny act whereby they may forfeit protection from British 
Crown. Cf, ibid., 263. 

47. This .was fairly infrequent, but for example see ABH, 271, 251. 

48.aABH, 237. Mar. 12, 1861, the underling at Bacalar warned that his 
action in ordering troops across British territory was an unwarrantable 
infringement, and that his conduct will be reported to patron at 
Santa Cruz (the head chief). A reply to this (? undated), from 
chief of Indians at Santa Cruz acknowledges right of Supt. to demand 
explanation, explaining that whilst his troops had crossed the Hondo, 
they had made no disturbance. Earnestly requests him not to entertain 
any ill-will ap-ainst the Indians, as the friendship which they profess 
for British has been and will always be genuine. (ABH, 222-223). 
¿8b ABH, 308, July 21, 1868, e.g.  ABH passim.  In 1872, typical 
inst-nncs took place: 20 or 25 Indians presented themselves, saying Canul 
vas dead end that they desired to arrange peace. Not having been 
allowed to pass the Rio Hondo, they had left, ther; being no trace of thai 
since. (ABH, 329). 
¿8c. ABH, MO, Gen. Eugenio Arana to Lt. Govr, June 28, 1878, stating 
that his commissioner, Calendio Medina, will come to San Antonio, to 
the bank of Manuel J. Castillo, to purchase gunpowder. He asks that 
his man be not impeded or detained.  Informs Lt. Govr. that regions 
oveí» which he commands qre all nuiet and that the gunpowder is needed 
to burn at the feasts and novenas in the cantons which are under his 
charts.  Cf. ibid., 339 note from Governor, Jamaica to Lt, Goveunor 
stitincr that perhaps the 12 tons of gunpowder being sent to Belize might 
be connected with contemplated Indian raids.  Indians had to 
fret permission to enter the town of Belize, see ABH, 316 Lt. Gov. to 
Gov., Nov 13, 1869. 

^9. ABH, 28'. 

50. ABH, 259, G. W. Rpboteau to British Honduras Trading Co., Feb. 11, 
1865. ibid. 260, Manager British Hondras Co., Ltd. to Marcus Canul and 
Rafael Chan. Cf. ibid, 287 in which Canul demands rent of #400 each 
for certain lands. Sugar estates were to-pay $400, mahogany and loerwood 
works $1,000, Belize $10,000, 0r»nge Walk $4,000 and Crozal $5,000," 
or he threatened to return and destroy all. 

51a.  ABH, 104-105. 
51b. ABH, 347, June 10, 1881. But see E, 633, f.n. "a"»'The two 
Englishmen had crone there (Santa Cruz) to rtuiet the Santa Cruz Indians, 
who h»d been proused by political news recently received, namely, that 
the British government had concluded a boundary treaty with the Mexican 
Government on July 8, 1893, in which, among other things, the English 
bound themselves to prohibit the selling of arms nnd ammunition to the 
independent Mayas. This stipulation aroused such dissatisfaction among 
the Santa Cruz Indians that a raid on Corozal was seriously feared. 
However, a large r-art of the Mexican people claim the northern section 
of British Honduras, including Belize itself, as Mexican territory, and 
on this account condemned the boundary agreementjhence the Mexican 
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Fib (cont'd) Senate, In deference to public opinion, refused to ratify 
the treaty." 
The Englishmen were a Mr. Strange and a Mr. Bradley. 
52. E, 629-650. 

63. E, 630 

54. F, 19. 

55. F, 23 

56. F,23. 

57. D,27 

58. E, 631 

59. ABH, Oct. 1849, Indian Chiefs Puc and Chan to Supt. (p.125). 

60. ABH, Nov. 15, 1849 (p.126). 
61. ABH, 173, Supt. to Indian Commissioners, Oct. 12, 1853. 

62. ABH, 3F2, Jan. 11, 1884. As will be seen, the Mexican government 
tacitly admitted the independence of the Santa Cruz by signing such 
a treaty. They hsd consistently claimed that they were de jure 
subjects of Mexican sovereignty,' but this would render such a claim 
even more nugatory than it had been previously. Cf. Note 2, supra. 

63. ABH, 3F2. 

64. E, 630. 
65. ABH, 2r6, July 6, 1864 

66. ABH, 307, Report of conversation by J. I. Blockley to Lt. Govr., 
July 10, 1868. 

67. E.629. Cf. F, 18:'It happens occasionally that an Individual does 
perforce acquire wealth, as in the case of the head chief of the 
Icaiche Indians, who was paid a salary by the Mexican government to 
keep his people -miet, and royalties on chicle cut on his land by 
various contractors. He accumulated a considerable sum, all in gold 
coin, which he stored in a large demijohn and hid in tha bush. At 
his death, as no one knew the place where the demijohn was buried, the 
money was permanently lost." 
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68. B,42¿: The inhabited part of the Peten is separated by wide deserts 
from fill the surrounding countries. The traveller is obliged to journey, 
in froincr to Yucatan nine days, to Verapaz and Guatemala eight days 
(in bed we"'her elevan,) and to Tobasco and Belize six days, through 
uninhabited country.1' 

69. ABH, 2Fl,J.H.Blake to Lt. Govr., May 5, 1863. , 

70. ABH, 285, Lt. Govr to Govr, Jamaica, April 9, 1867, announcing that 
as a result of the friendly feeling existing between the Government 
of B.H. and the Indiana tribes of Loohha (Ixkanha?) and Santa Cruz, 
report has been received from Encalada and the Triumvirate at Santa 
Cruz that Canul has been captured. Says that a copy of the map of the 
Colony has been sent to Encalada and that he has confidence that 
future complications in reference to the boundaries will be avoided. 

71. Cf. supra 13-1R. 

72. E, 629. The following account of the Ixkanha and Icaiche is based 
larsrely on Sapper and Gann, for the former visited the two groups, but 
did not penetrate to the Santa Cruz (v. E,631). Gann's account seems 
to indicate that the speaking cross as the integrating force was 
no longer extant, for he says (F,4l): For many years, between the 
expulsion of the Yucatecans from Bacalar by the Indians and the 
conquest of the latter by Mexican troops some 12 years ago, no 
Catholic priests were permitted to visit the Santa Cruz country." 
His information concerning the cross cult is not very accurate historical-*! 
ly. V. infra pp. 36-39. 

73. F, 3F. Cf. D, 28:"The last chief of the Santa Cruz Indians was killed;! 
together with about twenty other chiefs, b^y my host at San Pedro, 
Don Anis, about four years ago, and the said Don Anis now reigns in his 
stead and will continue to dó so until some other chief contrives to 
fet a party sufficiently strong to kill him in his turn." 

74. E, 630-631. 
75. E, 629. Cf. p 28, and not e 67. 
76. E, 631. Continues on with illustrative anecdote, 631-632. Cf, ABH, 
"P'O, Magistrate, Northern District to Supt, April 26, 1861, forwarding 
report of Pedro Contreras who was sent bb Bacalar. Contreras states 
that he was well received by the Indians who are greatly concerned 
by the cessation of trade with the settlement and who blame Jose Maria 
Tre.lo as beinfit the cuse. They accuse him of being a two faced man whom 
thev "'ill make pay for his duplicity if he is caught and assert that it 
was n^ver their intention to attack the English, their orders being 
onlv ppainst the Spaniards.  Contreras also states that several Indians 
who etole some of his froods, and an Officer who tried to shield them, 
were eiven 12 lashes. 
See supra, p. 19. 
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T?. F, 35,36. For corroboratory tale see note 31, supra» 
78. F, ¿2: 'The Indians here under consider?!tion occupy an intermediate 
position between the civilized Maya of Northern Yucatan, who have 
lost nearly all tradition and traces of their former civilization, and 
the Laeandones of the Usumaeintla Valley who have probably changed 
but little in their customs and religious observances since the 
con-usst. For further information, see^Pj 13-48; E, 629. 
Cf. Redfield and Villa, Chan Kom: Boletín de la Sociedad Mexicana de 
Geografía y Estadística, 5a Época, tomo 8, 567-463 11918J, an Index 
to "11 vols. by author and subject{Marshall H. Saville, ed., Reports 
on the Maya Indians of Yucatan by Santiago Méndez et al.(Indian Notes   , 
and Monosrophs, Museum of the American Indian, Heye Foundation, N.Y., 
1921, v. IX, #3);A. M. Tozzer, A Comparative Study of the Mayas and 
the Lacandones (Archaeological Institute of America, New York, 1907), 
also works cited in his A Maya Grammar, with-bibliography-and appraise- 
ment of works «***« noted tPea>ody Museum Papers, IX, Cambridge, ±921), 
also Tozzer Memorial volume, The Mayas and their Neighbors (Cambridge, 
1940) and material cited therein. 
For Lacandones, see Tozzer 1907, also since 1907, ant unpublished 
bibliography in possession of present author. 
For comparative material, see various publications on special topics 
by Carneerie Institution of Washington. 

78. E, 629. 

79. D, 28. Cf. supra p.11, also note 13. 

80. E, 671. Another insignificant difference arising from the 
position of the Ixkanha was that a schoolmaster was provided for it 
in the Campeche stats budget, evidently a sinecure, for no one ever 
applied for the position, or actually took it. ibid, 628. 

81. There are ^uite a number of authentic "atrocity" stories connected 
with the War of Castes, which when ripped from their contexts, without 
the proper allowance bein* made for all the relative factors involved, 
tend to be blood-curdling when encountered and judged in terms of a 
current, localistic ethic. Two examples may serve to typify this genre: 
W. P. Robertson, Visit to Mexico, by the West Indies. Yucatan and "EhlT" 
WM*XJH*X United States, etc (§ v.. London"lfiR* 1 r T) gfli.gflfe, HA,»,^ 
other things lately sent to him is a small box, containing some of the 
clcined bones of an unhappy man who was publicly burnt alive by the 
Indians, in the course of the war last year; whence the Padre was led 
to five me many details of an apalling nature, touching the cruelties 
«iiich had, durinr ^h9 course of the rising, been perpetrated by the 
In*i°ns on the whites. These barbarities were, mo?t probably, not without, 
anterior provocation, «nd certainly have led to subsequent retaliations.'' 
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Note 81 (cont'd) F, 18: The Indians are undoubtedly cruel, but not 
wantonly so, as the shocking acts of cruelty reported as being 
perpetrated by them from time to time are usually by way of reprisal 
for similar or worse acts on the part of the Mexicans. Before the 
rising of the Indians in 1848,- they were throughout this part of 
Yucatan practically in a state of slavery, and were often treated 
by their Spanish masters with the utmost barbarity. As an instance 
of this ite is recorded of a well-known merchant of Bacalar that he was 
in the habit of burying his Indian servants in the ground to the neck, 
with their heads shaved exposed to the hot sun; their heads were then 
smeared with molasses and the victims left to the e.nts; and this 
punishment was inflicted for no very serious offense." 

82. D,27. The tone of Miller's report would indicate that he possibly kne| 
more About surveying than o-ettina; p.long with Mayas. I doubt if his 
observations can be much improved for scientific precision in matters 
which he could observe. 

83. E. 632. Cf.note 14,B citation^ note 19e; note 32. 

84. cf. supra page 15. 

8F. P, 16-18; 32, 33. Cf. Lothrop, Tulum. 24:' Wher the Indians 
understood our purpose they placed no obstacles in our way and even 
consented to work for us. We found them persistent and cheerful, 
if not intelligent, workers." 
Cf, supra note 34. 

86. e.g.,E,628:''in Ixkanha, it is true, I saw in th9 church a smoothly 
shaven Indian, not otherwise distinguished from his fellows, who, 
morninn- snd eveninrr conducted relieious services, consisting largely 
of song, in the Maya tonrrue; but he was evidently not a genuine priest/' 

87. Redfield and Villa, Chan Kom. 110-111. £K Cf. 110: ''...although 
some one villa re may have a cross of exceptional power, every village 
xassxhxxsx has the Holy Cross and does worship it.1' 

88. C, 78-79. There seems to be no corroboratory evidence for this, 
but there seems to be no specific reason for disbelisting the account. 

89. B, 42?, f.n.:" They worship the cross, in whose name the tat-ich 
(their hesd chief) and twelve governors (military chiefs, priests, and 
counsellors) govern." 
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90. There is much evidence that this is true. Communications from 
the British government usually were addressed to the Triumvirate, 
sometimes to the Patron, who sometimes did not live at Chan Santa Cruz. 
Cf. also 
D, 26-27:'*Near Tulum is a particular cross, from which the Indians say 
the voice of God issues, and, on all grave occasions this cross is 
consulted and they net in accordance with the directions given by the 
voice which issues from the cross. All the chiefs of the nation are 
appointed by it. A few years ago a Yucatecan priest went by sea to Tulum.| 
He was taken before the. cross and interrogated, when the cross directed 
that the priest should be killed, which was promptly done, and since 
that time no -Driest has attempted to enter the territory. 

I had a creat desire to set as far as Tulum to see this wonderful 
cross, but m men refused to go beyond Santa Cruz, as they stated that 
every r-trano-er had to interview the cross, and they feared the ordeal. 
It is said to be four dnys• journey from Santa Cruz, and the road is 
only a tr^ck through th9 bush. 

It is impossible to ascertain who is the manipulator of this cross 
or to what extent the chiefs believe in it, or are responsible for the 
froud, but I am sure that the majority of the Indians implicitly 
believe that the voice which issues from the cross is the voice of 
God; and they believe tha' if an enemy were ti try to reach Tulum, 
the mower of the cross would make the road full of rocks and holes 
and nrevent an enemy reaching it." 
ABH.239, Magistrate, Northern District, to Supt, April 2F, 1861, saying 
in mrt that these savages are subject to the sole and irresponsible 
control of their Chief who is believed by his dupes to derive his 
authority from heaven, a delusion suprorted by means of pretended dialogue 
with their Deity, a wooden cross, in consenuence of which they are 
prepared to obey unhesitatingly his every command as the will of heaven. 

F, 41:"The headquarters of t^is religious cult was the capital, where 
it centered about what was known as the "Santa Cruz", a plain wooden cross 
2 to 7 feet high, which had probably been removed from some church 
after +-he emulsion of the Spaniards. This cross was supposed to 
be ¡rifted with the power of speech (a belief arising no doubt from 
the erercise of ventriloquia 1 powers by one of the priests), and acted 
as a sort of oracle, to whom all matters of importance -- civil, 
militpry, °mi relicrlous-- were submittsd for decision.  It need hardly 
be said that the cross never filled to return an answer to all these 
uestions, in entire conformity with the wishes of the chief." 

91. See note 76. 

92. A, 7F. In 18F9, the procedure was somewhat diffsrent in minor 
details. Cf. Henry Fowler, "A narrative of a journey across the un- 
explored portion of British Honduras, with a sketch of the history and 
resources of the colony"(Belize, 1879), fide F, 41, f.n.l. 
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93. B. H. Handbook, 14. Complete account in £ P,41, f.n. 1, cited 
note 92. 

94. ABH, 2*7-259, esp 238-239, Lt. Plumridge and Lt. Twigge to Supt, 
April 12, 1861. 

95. A, 76. Th9 Ma^an phrase seems to mean, "head-outsider-chief" 
nrobnbly meaning that he was not "in the know" concerning the cross. 

96. Graneo Baeza."Informe.. .1813."Registro Yucateco. I, 166 (1845). 
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HOWARD CLDJE RELATED STUDIES #2 

"The War of the Castes and its Consequences»" 

(a) Yucatan on the eve of the Caste War. pp 1-27; 

Footnotes, pp 1-22j 
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Yucatan, and especially the area now known as Quintana Roo, was 

changed greatly by a   series of military, social, and economic struggles 

which are usually known in Yucatecan history as the '""ar of the Castes." 

Tn 1^7 groups of  rebel "ayas took advantage of internal dissensions among 

their white Yucatecan contemporaries to carry on ar~»d uprisings which 

ultimately resulted,  among other things,  in the establishment of de facto 

independent Tndian states  in the  southern and eastern part of the Peninsula. 

^stabliFh^nt  of these semi-sovcreLgn  units and isolntion of this   section, 

no»' known as Quintana Koo,  is closely interwoven with  a number  of events 

and conditions of the ti"»;,   all of which   form a  necessary backdrop to 

better understanding of more strictly ethnological   material presented in 

later parts of this work.   ¡J/íQÜCL. <§)lL<v~h*~»~ ^^j 

Strict chronological   boundaries of the Caste   'ar are difficult 

to fix;  its character perplexing to sketch briefly.     Tts  consequences, 

however,   have b-3en of major  importance to both Indians and whites  in 

Yucatan.     It was more than a  local  servile  revolt, and aside from the 

great meaning i¡.  has had for Yucatan,  complexity of events also  involved 

the United States,  Spain, "exico, especially Great Britain and   its  colony 

of British Honduras.     local nolil.ioal   feelings,  atrocities on both sides, 

and othor factors have tended to enfold almost every protean nhase of the 

struggles in emotion,  ore índice, and  distortions,  makinp truths concern- 

ing the "nr of the Caste3 difficult   to establish,     "owever much they differ 

among themselves, most authors agree that  its  immediate results were   loss 

of nearly half the population of the  "eninsula,  complete impoverishment 

of the   government at "orida,   successful   laintenance of independence by 
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Vnyas in Quintana Roo, and impaired race relationships between the indig- 

enous and T^uropeanized elements of Yucatan, ns well as strained attitudes 

between Yucatan and the colony of British Honduras for the latter*?; deal- 

ings with the rebel   Tndians. 

A  brief sketch of  the   Leading antecedents and   occurrences of 

the "ar of tho Castes illustrates   its simiificance for  the "aya  of Ouintana 

Roo.     ''any of their oresent day institutions and attitudes stem from it. 

On the whole,  history of vucatan durine the latter nart of the nineteenth 

and much  of the  twentieth century revolves about the  Caste ••nr. 

YHCm',' ON TUT  FVK OF JJF £A£ o? TIP CASTES,   1^0-^7 

Population. One of the basic conditions pivinp rise to the "ar 

of the Castes was the number and distribution of Tndian and white popula- 

tions In Yucatan. The most striking fact is disproportion between these 

elements. Though figures are far from nrecise, wnerally reliable is the 

fipure of not lesr! than 500,000 and not more thin 600,000 for the whole 

"eninsula  in 18V7.     for purposes here,   the  careful   eomnutations  of Re^il 

and ^eon suffice,  for they place trie  tot.-nl  at about 575,000,  divided 
2 

between indigenous  and other stocks.       The latter were  usually known as 

the  "castes";   they included direct descendants of European strains,  la- 

belled "whites,"  and mixtures  of European and others,   known as mestizos. 

A   few nerrroos and other intrusive elements were present, bit they (and 

their mixtures with Tndians,  nardos),   for purposes of enumeration, were 

lumped with indigenous  '.'aya.     Cultural cleav-ipes tended to  follow racial 

divergences;  Stephens divided Yucatan  into two  ^reat  classes,  "those who 
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fale Taxpayers, a^es 16-60. Multiply by about 3-5 for total population. 

SKCTTONS AND 
DISTRICTS 

raiTKs 
Number 

Per Cent TNDTANS 
Number 

Per Cent TOTA1 
100* 

NORTH C^ITRAJ 
vest;    Ticul 

"axcanu 
Tecoh 
(Outside "erida) 
IWUDA 

2,659 
1,172 
2,665 
6,496 
5.749 

30.0 
44.0 

5,635 
4,131 
5,124 

14,890 
7.254 

70.0 
56.0 

8,294 
5,303 
7,789 

21,386 
13.003 

District of Marida 12.245 36.0 22.144 64.0 34.389 
East;     r/otul 

Tzamal 
3,794 
3.786 

6,603 
8.377 

10,397 
12.163 

District of Tzamal 7.580 29.0 14,980 71.0 22.560 
Total — North 19.825 35.0 37.124 65.0 56.949 

^AST CENTRAL 
Valladolid 
Tizimin 
Espita 
Ynxcaba 

2,856 
2,501 
1,780 
1.839 

14,216 
6,036 
4,251 
7.463 

17,072 
8,537 
6.031 
9.302 

District of Valladolid. 8.976 22.0 31.966 78.0 40.942 

SOUTH 
South central 

Tekax 
Peto 
Bacalar 

3,093 
4,129 

719 

9,688 
11,962 
1.759 

12,781 
16,091 
2.478 

District of Tekax 7.941 25.0 23.409 75.0 31.350 
South Crulf Coast 

Campeche 
.Seibaplaya 
Carmen 

2,840 
1,179 
1.995 

1,695 
1,151 

179 

4,535 
2,330 
2.174 

Ports: 6.014 72.5 3.025 27.5 9.039 
Coast hinterland 

Hopelchen 
Hecelchakan 

543 
2.585 

5,841 
4.328 

6,384 
6.913 

Total inland: 3.128 23.5 10.169 76.5 13.297 
District of Campeche 9.142 41.0 13.194 59.0 22.336 
Total — South: 17.083 32.0 36.603 68.0 53.636 

PENINSULA OF YUCATAN (Reca 
NORTH total 
EAST         " 
SOUTH      " 

pitulation) 
19,825 
8,976 

17.083 

35-0 
22.0 
32.0 

37,124 
31,966 
36.603 

65.0 
78.0 
68.0 

56,949 
40,942 
53.686 

YUCATAN, 1845 45,884 30.0 105,693 70.0 151,577 

*«*<• i--;-#-:••->,:<•-:•-"{<i-::-f r^-.'---..--:• ^-r -* >HH;-if-•M-iRHMi-tMHK'r •¡¡•¡í-ütfiKHH! :•>•<>-. ••«-¡•.-íHHH»- -¡HI-' -tW •*-"-!• tf-i.1-!1*-*- •;•»-:< •it****-SHU;-:: 



wear nant;iloons,  and   those who do not."      The former were Yucatecans, 

"castes."    The latter were Indian; amon/r these "no native ever calls him- 

self a Yucateco, but   always a "accrual,  or native of the .land  of '*aya." 

Though  proportions of one <*roup to the  other varied from  locality 

to locality,  for thn   'eninsula as a whole  it was about  three to one.    This 

gave the number of whites and   nestizos about 143,%0 and Indians some 

/»31,520.       The  latter  tended to be   <\nre. thickly congregated  away from the 

sea-coasts ond older colonial areas, bein/r especially predominant  in the 

eastern part of the peninsula and in  the hinterl-;nd behind southern and 

western Tu If port:~.     Hopelchen   in the south,  for  instance, was more  than 

90-  Indian, whereas the port of Carmen h-ad  les3 than  10*  indigenous element 

in  its environs.       A  detailed  report  from Yaxcaba (in the   south and east) 

showed that i'ayas constituted about  8G? of the  whole section;   tne remainder 

beinp divided into loss than K white,  less th->n 10' mestizo, ,in1 with some 
7 

Tndian-neffro nixturas.       .Southern and eastern lands were frontier lands, 

and mainly contained the noints in which the Caste "ar arose and from which 

it  v.<as carried on. 

"uch of  the area  of prosent Quintana Roo was lightly populated 

by persons  over vhom the /rovernment  at  "orida had effective control,  save 

for a handful at bacalar.     Stephen:;  rer>orted from personal  observation 

that 

the 'vhole  triangular re^i^n  fron Valla-iolid to the Ray 
of Ascension on the one side, and  the  port of Yalahao 
on the other is  not traversed by a  s1 Tifie road.-  .   .   . 
It  is a repion entirely unknown;  no white man ever 
enters  it." 

This last sentence is  only partially true,  for  the Yucatecan .<*ovem.Tient 
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had .-it various times during the   first half of the nineteenth century 
9 

attempted to clear passages  to the coast by -leans of militia. 

On the   whole, however, a  (Treat quadrilateral bounded by .-scension, 

^spiritu Ganto, Champoton, and Petenitza was little known and impenetrated 

by Yucatecans, and the  contif^uous areas were only sli/?htly less known. 

F.-irlier in the  century, Nohbec was thu 3cene  of an attempted colonization: 

the twin aims beinp to  nrovide much-needed "laize   for Bacalar, and to woo 

Indians who h'-d  fled therein after a revolt back  to /*overnment control; 

some  of the latter had had their ears  chopped off.     The  colony at Nohbec 

did  not   flourish,  though a  rud- church was established.    This vast area was 

the  traditional home of  Mayas who p;nd   little  or no attention  to the 

organized government ;.t !'erida, who were known  as  "wild"  tribus  evon before 
10 

the Caste ,iar. Tn  1845  it was  reported that  t'^eir  intercourse with 

^n/jlish at Helize and other establishments  in British Honduras had rendered 

the"i less rude and intractable than mi^ht bo expected. 

•Rut despite  such desultory contacts those "aya  dun? to many of 

their ancient ways, in speech, ways of  life,  and dress.     '<mo:\g the latter, 

especially noteworthy was  their use of a breech-clout known as huit;   it 

became a synbol   if  primitive and bnrbarous status,   and the na-ne huites 

later b  camo a  synonym for all "ayas who rebelled in the ; ar of the 

12 
Castes. The number  of the "wild"  tribes before the  '.'.ar of  the Castes 

is  speculative,   though  one writer  places it  it   from six  to  ei^ht thousand. 
13 

Sect i ">nal Isolation and Kconomy.     Though the area of the "wild" 

tribes wa^  isolated  from the   rost of Yucatan   through  lack of roads and 

other connectinc links,  neither was  the   remainder of the  ' oninsula a 
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self-contained, well-knit unit.    'íeans of effective comunica ti on and land 

transport -.vere   lacking. This had a marked effect  on  population numbers 

for when crops  failed in one section, supplies froTi others with a slipht 

sumlus were nearly impossible to transport.    Deaths from starvation re- 
15 

suited. Such crop failures and famines recurred regularly nearly every 

decade.     This,  nlus equally recurrent epidemics,  kent a  rrither low ceil- 

ing on   DO pul: tion growth,  and  led a   contemporary vucatecan student of the 

problem to declare ''we grow in miseries,  epidemics,   and morality, but not 

in population."16 

In  rural sections medical care was  nearly nonexistent.     The iso- 

lated and unconnected  oopulation  clusters made military operations extremely 

difficult, whether in the civil  discords  that  troubled Yucatan in the IfyO's 
17 

or apain^t rebel   'ayas. 

Physiographic  peculiarities were  largely responsible  for distri- 

bution of population and vuc."tan's economy,     "ntil the commercial  (growth 

of hennequen after the  1860's, very little  larije-scale agriculture was 

atta-ipted, though the introduction of supar cane  and cotton hefran to render 

frontier lands of more value and had already started movements of popula- 

tion into them 
18 

•'aize, boans,   rice and  a  few scattering tropical products 
19 

were the  chief agricultural  interests. By and  Inrpe,  agriculture was 

for subsistence, not  for export.     Kven subsistence  leve1a were not always 
20 

attained,  and   foodstuffs  occasionally had tobe imported. 

Great lack  of water, and  irregular occurrence of rains was a 
21 

rrajor determinative. In Yucatan, whoever controlled water,  controlled 

life of the   community.     iround a  nor-  found  source or supply a new town would 
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AQRTCm.TTm^ IN YUCATAN.   1346-1381 

land cultivated in leading crops, by mecates 

1846a 1881b 

siiBí?isTF:r;cr CHOPS 

l 
"a ize 
Beans 
Rice 
Yucca 

6,000,159 

46,666 

95* 357,698 
1,146 

40 
4,034 

Subsistence: 6,046,825 95.5* 362,918 23* 

COMUERCIAL 

Hennequen 
Tobacco 
Sugar Cane 

181,572 

102,081 

1 ,129,429 
2,079 

63,656 

Co.-nmercial 283,653 4.5* 1 ,195,164 TT% 

Total reported: 6,330,478 100.0*? 1 ,558,082 1003? 

a. From Repdl   and Peon, "Kstadística,"  303* 
b. Fron Baqueiro, Reseña, 146. 
1.     'aize and beans consolidated, as authors believed all beans 

raised in sane milpa as maize* 
2-    Hennequen and tob eco lumped together.    61,557 arrobas of 

hennequen, worth 30,730 pesos were exported in 1845*    Ibid., 
307. 
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22 
quickly arise.   This fact helped increase white control of Mayas, for 

in many sections Yucatecans had monopoly of water supplies and storage. 

Water, being a scarce and controllable commodity, was at the base of the 

hacienda system as practiced in Yucatan. Again Stephens, among others, 

noted the phenomena: 

unless water were preserved -nan and beast would perish, 
and the country be depopulated. All the enterprise and 
wealth of the landed proprietors, therefore, are exerted 
in procuring supplies of water, 33 without it lands are 
worth nothing. ... This creates a relation with the 
Indian population which places the nroprietor somewhat 
in the position of a lord under the old feudal system. 
. . . The Indians are poor, thriftless, and improvident, 
and never look beyond the immediate hour, they are 
obliged to attach themselves to some hacienda which 
can supply their wants; and, in return for the privilege 
of using the water, they come under certain obligations 
of service to the master, which place him in the lordly 
position; and this state of things, growing out of the 
natural condition of the country, exists, T believe 
nowhere in Spanish America except in Yucatan. -* 

Once brought within the orbit of the hacienda system, Indians found diffi- 

culty in avoiding status of serfs. This physiogr-mhic condition was one 

which legislation could not rectify. Fven independence from Spain did 

2L 
not alter it. 

25 
Consequences of Independence from Spain.        Final seoaration 

from Spain, which took place late in the  first quarter of the nineteenth 

century, made many changes.     It  did not,  however, alter the basic dispro- 

portion of ''ayas to whites,  the isolation of communities,  nor many 

controls exercised by the whites.     Independence did introduce disruptive 

tendencies which eventuated in the destructive 'nr of the Castes, which 

was partially an unplanned revolt at the  base of the social pyramid.    Con- 

flict between colonial  attitudes which natural  conditions helped reinforce. 
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plus potent republican and egalitarian doctrines, bred internal dissension 

amon/r the numerically inferior ruling castes, which in turn led to  factional 

disputes.    To provide aid for these, Indians were armed and set against 

other white factions.    When the Indians fought for themselves,  it was 

labelled a Caste War.    Discords leading up to the establishment of inde- 

pendent Indian states in Quintana Koo <*rew out of the social structure, 

and developments in Yucatan subsequent to Independence. 

Class Structure and Interests;    V-Tiites.    Formina a minority of 

the population, whites as a whole remained socially, economically, and 

politically as dominant on the "oninsula un to the Caste ?.ar as they had 

during the  colonial period.    Greater proportions of creólos were concen- 

trated in urban sections  o'oldsr colonial areas, such as "erida and Valla- 

dolid, and alonp the western and southern seaboard.    Alike generally in 

lan^ua^e, cultural heritage, and physical types, whites differed amonjf» 

themselves in important ways,    '.hen considered as a unit, set off from the 

Indians who had non-Furopean background, the white way of  lire was almost 

unanimously favorably reported on by travelers and others who visited 
26 

Yucatan in these crucial years. 

Typical  of the time and place   were   Forman'n conments on "erida. 

)f it he   said 

Its remote and isolated position has prevented its 
participation to any extent in the political strug- 
gles which have marked the history of the City of 
Mexico; and the inhabitants appear to have availed 
themselves ^f their neace and political  composure by 
cultivation of letters, and /general mental cultiva- 
tion to an extent certainly unsurpassed by any 
~rovince of Mexico.¿7 
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Freed from onerous restrictions previously imposed by Spanish 

rule, white literary activity, humanitarianism, and economic development 

blossomed.    The even tenor of social existence was enlivened and punctuated 

by concerts, bullfights, lotteries,  fiestas, even circuses, without much 

nore serious criticism from foreigners than th'it  ladles smoked and f^entle- 

men watered too much.     life in Merida was  favorably contrasted to that 

currently ]ed in parts of the United States.    Yucatecan citizens traveled 

widely, and on the whole were characterized as intelligent, amiable, and 

28 worthy. The aristocratic tradition continued to flourish, despite the 

advancer) social radicalism of various ephemeral political constitutions 
29 

The Bishop and the hi?h state officials, nften drswn from liter- 

ary men and savants of the hacendado class still topped the social 

hierarchy,     "rofessional men, doctors,  lawyers, and lesser office-holders 

still outranked merchants and commercial agents in public esteem.    There 

was  little or no tradition of militarism, for  isolation of the Peninsula 

and its general tranquility (except for a notable Indian outbreak in the 

late eighteenth century)  rendered the army more a pleasant club than an 

30 
instrument of defense or destruction.        Pven revolutions were fraternal 

31 and rather more wordy than bloody.        Beneath this -lacid surface, how- 

ever,  forces which unleashed the ",'sr of the Castes were undermining the 

colonially orected social edifice.    Colonialism completely collapsed in 

the 1360's, and on its ruins iind  from its materials was erected modern 

Yucatan on the one hand and the Indian states in Oulntana Roo on the other. 

'•hite Djrsensions.     Social and economic arievances amon^ the 

different groups of white Yucatecans bred political and military actions 
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TUCATAN IN 18A6 

Relative Areas. Populations, and Person? per Square Mile, by Sections 
(Detailed figures appear in Table        y on Pape .) 

The following graphs show, in this order — Percent of total area of the Peninsula 
occupied 

Percent of total 1846 population 
Density in persons per square mile 

NORTH 

Izamal Total Section 
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which were direct causes of the '."ar of the Castes.     In this causative 

matrix,  economic rationalism was important, though not determinative. 

The older colonial areas,  comprising roughly the district of 

ierid", and some of its adjuncts largely existed on a paternalistic feudal, 

agriculture-for-subsistence, economy.    This wa3 stable,  static, and dated 

largely from Conquest  days.     Mayas on these older haciendas were, accord- 

32 ing to one who controlled many of them, docile and tractable. On  the 

whole, they did not take part in the ''ar of the Castes on the >'ayan 3ide, 

but  in sone instances even  fought  in defence of their master's properties 33 

On the other hand, the ancient feuds between the mercantile 

classes in such ports, as Carmen and Campeche and the  feudal aristocracy 

of "'erida were brought into sharper focus when economic restrictions 

imposed by the Spanish Crov?n were lifted,     ~uch ports expanded rapidly 

during the early years of the nineteenth century as commerce flourished. 

The coastal depots were predominantly mestizo or white, composed of social- 

ly mobile middle-class merchants and politicians excluded from social and 

political equality with the hacendados of "erida and satellites.        The 

"aya population lay largely behind the  ports,  scattered over unexploitod 

and even unexplored areas.    The differing interests of the residents of 

this district of Campeche  led to their ultimate witndrawal from control 

of Yucatan in 1858, after the ''aya hinterland had been organized by the 

Indians into one of the three independent Maya areas.    From 135? on, the 

State of Campeche was a separate unit on the neninsula of vucatan.    During 

early years of the V'ar of the Castes, partisans of Campeche and of ''erida 

charged each other with failing to prosecute the struggle except for 

35 factional ends. 
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To the east and  south of Merida, and inland from the busy Oulf 

coasts lay still another region with interests diverse from either.    Its 

metropolises were Vnlladolid, Peto, Ttublde and ->ther expanding and 

"progressive"  urban centers.-^    This was largely frontier area, and «as 

the scene of numerous new enterprises.    Cultivation for export of sugar- 

cane,  cotton,  and logging operations made n different social and economic 

¡nilieu,  producing differing attitudes.    Valladolid iras the  scene of 

37 incipient factories in which    aya were workmen. •'"xpanding plantation 

economy for export started filling up lands previously closed by the 

Crown.    Sor*» of those lands were haunts of the huite Vayas already referred 

to.    As in the United States of the period,  a moving frontier offered 

opportunity to those unable to find a place in the more tightly organized, 

older areas.    Speaking of Tturbide, which he calls the "Chicago of Yucatan," 

Stephens reported it was a  "jrreat point to which the  tide of emigration 

was rolling," and added 

Crowded and oppressed by the large landed proprietors, 
many of the enterprising yeomanry ...  determined to 
seek homes in the wilderness.    Bidding farewell to 
friends and relatives, after a journey of two days and 
a half they reached the fertile olains of Zibilnocac,   
from tine i'Tune-norlal an Indian rancho.   .   .   .    long be- 
fore reaching it we had heard of this  new pueblo and 
it3 rapid increase.    In five years,   from twenty-five 
inhabitants it had grown into a population of fifteen 
or sixteen thousand.   .   .   .38 

He also mentioned that, in true frontier tradition, citizens of Tturbide 

(mostly white or mestizo)  did little but gamble, living off efforts of 

"ayas thereabouts whom they had practically enslaved through unrepayable 

loans.    1'his virtual peonage on account of small sums was sustained through 

various manipulations. 39 In Yucatan, under different conditions, the 

moving frontier produced different results than in the United States, but 
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it was an equally dynamic factor in the "'ar of the Races. 

In these Yucatecan  frontier regions,  the hacienda system was not 

an exact replica of that  Ion? established in the older places on the ;,enin- 

sula, though many features were common to both.    Isolated and unrestrained 

by the  immediacy of authority and socially erected safeguards like public 

opinion, newer haciendas were  run on a more business-like basis;   desire for 

profit or unrestrained power seems to have produced a number of evils. 

In older areas, over course of two hundred years or more, masters and 

serfs had ironed out many grievances nnd had settled down to mutually 

adjusted relationships.    In many cases these were not transferred to 

newer,   tore commercially oriented plantations.    It  is not a coincidence 

that the most serious revolt of "fayas before the i'ar of the Castes took 

place on  the frontier line of the time, at Quisteil  in 1761. 

Hacienda System and Mestizos.    The hacienda system was no novelty 

in nineteenth century Yucatan, for under various names and different fjuises 

it had operated in nearly all of Tatin Americn  since the Conquest. 41 In 

Yucatan it resembled, and still resembles, the agricultural societies in 

the ante-Rellum South of the United States.    It was a European way of life, 

adapted to the New uorld and local conditions;  though some few Indians 

owned and onerated haciendas in Yucatan, masters of other ,raya3,  this was 
42 

uncommon.        Tn operation the system varied widely from area to area, 

master to master, crop to crop, depending on the a^e, size, and other 

variable asnects of the hacienda. 43 

On  the whole, the  typical   hacienda, as reported by numerous 
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observers, was customarily under direct control of a mestizo mayordomo, 

who miffht have under him one or more mayorales in charpe of lesser units 

on the tract.    Though mestizos mi<»ht be storekeepers,  fishermen,  tailors, 

blacksmiths, or be engaged in analogous trades, they were known and 

usually hated for their positions as -inyordomos on haciendas.        Their 

status and duties were similar, as was their reputation, to overseers on 

southern plantations.    Often the mestizo mayordomo was the only person on 

the place who spoke Spanish as well as "*aya.   *    Equally often he was left 

largely to his own devices,  for most of the owners were absent from their 

properties,  preferring Merida or other points for personal  residence. 

"peaking of a typical case, Stephens wrote that 

The whole apne-ranee of thinps gave an idea of country 
residence upon a  scale of ^rand hospitality, and yet, 
we learned to our astonishment, that   -ost of the  family 
had never seen it.    The only one by whom it was ever 
visited was the  3on who h'id It in charge, and he came 
only for a few day3 at a time to see how things were      , 
conducted,  and examine the accounts of the mayor-dome. 

Judgment passed by the same author, that mestizos possessed "all 

the bad qualities of both and but few of the £ood traits" of cultural srroupa 

whose mixture produced them, accords with general impressions nade on creóle 

Yucatecann, ''ayas, and foreigners. Mestizos were set off from both parent 

stocks by physical types, dress, and habits, ''hether they customarily spoke 

Spanish or !aya seems to have been entirely determined by the culture in 

which  they -.vere most immersed. 

On the whole, both socially and in other ways, mestizos were in an 

anomalous position. Their psychological security was threatened by both the 

creóle whites with whom their interests were most closely linked, and the 
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Maya, whose heritages they could not completely escape.    Their attempts to 

consolidate their status led on the one hand to embracing new movements, 

usually of revolutionary character, and on the other to various manifesta- 

tions of presumed superiority to indigenous persons and habits,  to nake 

their clas3 positions clear and definable. 

Roles of Indians.     In the colonial hierarchy the Indians were 

close to  the bottom of the social pyramid, though most  generalizations 

about positions of Mayas are open to  great suspicion.    On the whole, all 

"ayas held lower places on the scale than any creóle Yucatecan, and sel- 

dom roached heights occasionally occupied by mestizos,   for the latter might 

hold important public offices,  high ranks in the  army, or posts in the 

church. 

Views on Indians current in contemporary and later literature 
¡.a 

are diverse, contradictory, and highly subjective.        They range from 

treating Indians on one extreme as brutes, little better than animals,  to 

the other of idealizing them as embodiment of eighteenth-century concents, 

33 noble savagas and natural democrats.    Much of this   confusion may be 

obviated by remembering that statements concerning "ayas are of little 

value if the  social context is not given,  for among nineteenth-century 

"aya3 there were indubitably a great many common elements, but there were 

also significant sociological differences due to status, class, locale, 

and  nrevlous history. 

Some of the common elements seem to be that most "ayas were rural 

agriculturists of one sort or another, and were numerically superior to all 
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othor non-n.itive elements in the copulation.    On the whole, they clun* 

tenaciously to their native tongue and to many of their ancient folkways. 

The degree of "aya acculturation to European 'nodes nresumably varied, but 

nineteenth-century Wayas lived very much as do th«ir present day descend- 

ants, and had £reat similarities t-> their classical forebears.        Physical 

types  hnve tended, so far as is known, to remain rather constant, varying 

51 slightly from locale to  locale;      whether they vary from socisl class to 

social cln.ss,  as do populations  in other narts  of the world,  has not been 

extensively investigated.    For purposes here, nineteenth century 'Cayas may 

be divided into four main (groups, differing from one another sociologically 

and perhaps otherwise. 

"inimally these four i»roup3 would include "ayas who lived in and 

52 around cities, and were rather highly acculturated.        They ware distinct 

from rural Indians.    The latter constituted by far the majority, and were 

made up of Indians who worked on haciendas, "free" Mayas, and huites. or 

"wild" Mayas on peripheries of frontier zones.    Stephens and others provide 

much information about the hacienda and "free" Indians, but little is known 

about the huites before they were grouoed in the cacicazgos which resulted 

from the V.'ar of the Castes." 

Hacienda ^'ayas merged into the "freo" £rouo by graduated social 

and economic distinctions.    On haciendas some "ayas and their families 

seemed little more than peons, under constant and direct control of the 

majordomo or other authorities.    Others performed only occasional labor 

for their masters, usually on 'tondays, with perhaps an extra stint on 

Saturday; bee-iuse of this they were known as luneros.    They could avoid 
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service on f.iondays by payint? their master one silver real, customary day's 

wage, but the Saturday farina,   sign of servile status could not be thus 

transmuted.    Kxtra work performed for him was paid for or put to the 

Indian's running account, which never seemed balanced, or to be in the 

Indian's favor.        Cowboys, woodcutters and others connected with ranches 

or haciendas received wages without being forced to do -.'onday work;  wages 

were eight to twelve reales a month and  five almudes of corn weekly, part 

55 of which was withheld to keep them from leaving. 

.'. number of villages were made up of "free" Indians unattached to 

haciendas; they supnorted themselves by milpa agriculture, as did luneros. 

56 and in addition might make hats,  cut wood, or fish for livelihood.        Though 

"free" as a group, such villagers would require services of its inhabitants, 

and might force those of their number who were tax-delinquents or who had 

infringed some law to do service for the whole village.''    To nvoid even 

such light burdens, many ''ayan families or groups of families would be 

found in isolated spots in the brush.    ?fore isolated and les3  subject to 

white control even than these were the huites. who seem to have led a 

semi-sedentary, semi-hunting existenco not unlike that of the present- 
58 

day 1/icandones.        Recruits for the Caste '-'-ar were obtained by the "aya, 

and such mestizos :.s threw in their lot with them,  from most all these 

classes except city and peon '.'ayas.    The really servile "aya classes did 

not revolt. 

"liberalism" in Yucatan 1825-1847.    Theoretically Tndians were 

59 enfranchised citizens after 1840.        Radical liberal doctrines in various 

constitutions oromulgated in Yucatan between Tndenendence and the outbreak 
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of the Caste u'ar wore at great variance with existing social and economic 

conditions, but waves of liberalism which preceded and followed Independence 

had many important consequences for both whites and Tndians,  for panta- 

looned classes and those who wore calzoncillos (or hultes).    economic 

liberalism, as seen, opened and intensified existing rifts between sea- 

board areas, the static colonial plantation sections, and more turbulent 

"progressive" regions in the  south and east,     "olitical and social 

liberalism, founded on eighteenth century revolutionary doctrines, empha- 

sizing the rights of man, humanitarianism, and similar familiar concepts, 

brought equally important chancres  for Yucatan in its train. 

Not the  least of those were Church affairs.    like most latin 

American areas, Yucatan traditionally was Roman Catholic, and continued 

to be so after Indeoendence.    Unlike many similar areas, the Church wa3 

not the continual target of anti-clerical or "advanced" legislation; in 

turn it ostensibly stayed clear of politics, 60 It had no need to enter 

them so long as the hacendado class in Merida controlled the state, for 

their two interests were closely aligned. In Yucatan, changes in the 

Church which helped precipitate the Caste '^ar arose rather from within 

the institution itself, with shift in control from regular to secular 

clergy.    The latter were supnorted by political "liberals," for Francis- 

cans were identified with reaction and colonialism in contemporary 

politics.     As a result of Independence, Franciscan monasteries were sup- 
62 

pressed; Congress of Yucatan met in a  confiscated one.        For a short tine 

aftor Independence even secular clergy could not make much headway against 

early surges of anti-cloricalism, but after the first radicalisms died 
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down, about 183A, the elected Archbishop returned to his vacant aeat. 63 

In 1840, obventions were done awny with, and "the powerful secular clergy 

which had substituted for the Franciscans in the rich curacies which made 

up their convents or doctrines, had fallen from the pinnacle of their 

influence," for in 1344 the government nensioned them off. Tn 1850 the 

Church was virtually disestablished. 64 

If any one thing rankled Indians moro,  it was actions of some 

secular clergy of the period.    In 18ii9, when the British government 

investigated causes of the Caste '.'ar in an effort to bring about a truce, 

Indian chiefs claimed oppressive contributions were Its cause;  this vier 

is supported in their letters to ecclesiastical authorities who also sought 

to intervene and halt the war.        Personnel of the Church, like every other 

co/nplicated institution varied greatly;  in some areas the cura was deeply 

beloved by Indians, who performed prodigies of devotion for him;  in turn 

these curas helped restrain Indians from war 66 Yet in other areas, the 

cura was equally hated. One was charged by the Indians with having saddled 

67 and ridden ther. like horses, killing one *'aya by spurring him too much. 

Institutional arrangements certainly gave opnortunity either for 

noble self abnegation or for unbridled avarice.    According to Stephens, 

one customary such arrangement was that in exchange for building a church, 

keeping it in repair, and performing duties and services of a Driest, in- 

cumbents personally kept all fees and capitation taxes of the curacy, 

except one seventh which was paid into Church coffers.        This systen put 

a premium on exploitation;  it tended to Tiake the priest almost a feudal 
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lord, especially if he  controlled water in a villas, as tiany did. 

iiather sparse evidence 3hows the Church, then, not to have been 

a stabilizing factor in the situation in Yucatan Just before the outbreak 

of the  Caste War.    This is   true even though nany curas did their utmost to 

control  their native charges, with all their considerable influence.    A 

second and completely unexpected result from liberalism in Yucatan was 

closely connected with previous role of tho Church, especially the Francis- 

cans. 

I'pon disbanding all but a few convents, much of the educational 

and humanitarian activity previously carried on through church agencies 

was taken ovor by civil authorities, and to a  lesser degree by secular 

clergy.    Doctrinaire liberals believed that nothing but superstition and 

ruin had been outcome of education in Church hands; on slim resources they 

attempted to supplant  it  by secular schools 
70 

An ex-governor claims cost 

of civil discords in the 1840's and 50»s prevented effectually financing 

71 this school program. Tn any event,  local Yucatecan periodicals carried 

humanitarian appeals,  e-npha sizing necessity of  thoroughly educating Indians, 

and painting dark pictures of  their brutish and sottish ways.     Such appeals 

coincided with a  literary movement which,  among other things, plajed up 

horrors of Tndian warfare in novels and discussions of tho  previous up- 
72 

rising of 1761.        Urban Yucatecans (Tn Marida center of this liberal 

literary renaissance) were rather removed from contact with rural Indians. 

Yucatocans evidently becane so thoroughly indoctrinated with these stirring 

expositions that a contemporary critic charged tfnt they "saw a  conspirator 

in every drunken Tndian and an emissary [of rebellionj  in every wanderer."'-7 
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All this occurred just at a time when local  oolitics roso to  fever pitch, 

when various  factions were arming Indians, and TOking theti promises impos- 

sible of fulfillment. 

local Politics and the Outbreak of the Caste '"ar. 18^7»    Though 

theoretically Indians were citizens and had a vote,  this "Bant little in 

practice,    fly common consent among whites they either ware excluded from 

politics or they voted according to instruction.        This tacit compact 

was ruptured during year3 preceding the Caste :'*'ar.    vany vrriters attribute 

75 the  cause  of  the war alone  to this fact. It  certainly was  an important 

factor, but alone it is insufficient to account completely for the outbreak, 

length of  time,  or ferocity which -narked the   ar of the Castes.    The many 

contributory aspects, sketched up to this point, as well as others,  provide 

a necessary complex background to explain the  fact that a working social 

equilibrium, not really violently disturbed since the first shock of Con- 

quest, now suddenly shifted, and that 3uch changes produced the  dire 

results the Caste War displayed.     Political factors are important, but not 

complete when di\rorced from their social background.    The Caste VVar was 

not  pre-ordained, or inevitable,  and it  certainly did not have an immacu- 

late conception. 

Several issues in Peninsular politics which formed rallying 

points for men of different opinions were in part reflections of national 

76 issues, and in part peculiarly Yucatecan.        ^ucatecan questions in the 

1840's centered about whether Yucatan should win and maintain its indepen- 

dence from v,exico, as Texas had done,  and of the relative division of power 

between Campeche and Vferida.    The local issues also involved notional 
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questions concerning the war ''exico was carrying on against the United 

States. 

Attempts in  the early ¿»0's by   'exicansto coerce Yucatan into 

reentering the   'exicsn Confederation had failed, in great degree because 

the Indians had been arriBd,  cajoled, and sent out to drive off the 

77 "interlopers."        Though as early as 1825 "ayas had been used, in sporadic 

instances, as soldiers, this marked their real debut in politics.    v'ith 

justified foreboding, .Stephens wrote in 18/»3, regarding that center of 

"progressivism," Valladolid: 

There for the first time,  the  Indians were brought   out 
in arm3.    Utterly ignorant of the political relations 
between "exico and Yucatan,  they came in from their 
ranchos and milpas under a promise by General Tman that 
their capitation tax should be remitted.    After the 
success of the first oil break, the government endeavoured 
to avoid the fulfilment of this promise, but was com- 
pelled to compromise by remitting the tax upon women, 
and the Indians still  look forward to emancipation from 
the whole.    Víhat the consequences may be of finding 
themselves, after ages of servitude, once more in the 
possession of arms,  and in the increasing knowledge of 

•   their physical strength, is a  question of momentous 
import to the people of  that country, the solution of 
which no man can foretell. "* 

A three-cornered battle among parti sans  of Parbachano, represent- 

ing Merida's interests. Barret, from Campeche but differing from his 

compatriot,  and "endez, pro-Campeche,  later broke out through controversy 

over the  course the Peninsula should pursue in 'Mexico's war with the United 

States.    Part of Campeche  remained neutral; another part, which had pre- 

viously received aid  from Wexico against Verida, raised a revolution late 

in 18^6 against the latter.    The whole "eninsula was divided into two armed 

camps while tha   primary issues were lost in a flurry of manifestoes and 
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proclamations.     'fendecistas declared that Barbachonistas allied with 

and nr-ied Tndian3, and that  the "'ayas took advantage of the occasion to 

79 
declare a race war. 

The precipitating episode certainly is wrapped in confusion. 

Allegedly an Indian cacique named I'anuol Antonio Ay wrote a letter (never 

produced in evidence)  to another'Indian,  intimating that he was going to 

attack Tihosueo, whether as a  political move or otherwise is not clear. 

Immediately the  cry of "race war" was raised by whites.     -\ veritable reign 

of terror swept i'erida; many respectable Indians were assassinated on mere 

81 
suspicion.        Ay also was summarily shot, and Yucatecan troops raided 

Tepich an Indian town, burning "various women,  children, and old men, 

82 together with the  houses in which they were shut up."        This was done, 

because "the  simple announcement of a caste war, which for some time had 

hung as a threat over the heads of the white race,  obliged taking extra- 
go 

ordinary and violent msnsures." 

Indian retaliations for this, on July 30, 18Z»7 is considered by 

8A. 
Yucatocana  to be the opening date of the War of the Castes.        There is no 

definitive terminating date.    Different groups fighting for different objects 

have kept the conflict alive until recent times.    During the passage of 

time the early objectives on both sides changed,  a3 the war changed and 

grew. 

Early Objectives of the Caste War.     In the beginning whites 

claimed they were  fighting in self-defense,  in a war forced on them by 

barb?'.rous Indians determining to exterminate the white race.    They asserted 
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that Indian odium stored up for three hundred years since the Conquest 

grasped the opportunity of rifts in white ranks to reclaim ancient rights 

85 
for "aya3. 

This is highly questionable, for Tndians even forgot locations 

of wells where their immediate ancestors drew water, in a  land where water 

is  Ufo.    They preserved little or no "temory of the classic "aya civiliza- 

tion or events of the Conquest,  though a substantial substratum of agri- 

cultural and every-day custom has been preserved. 

The Indians, on their part,   similarly claimed they fought at 

first in self-defense against whites who had forced a war on them.    Their 

grievances were more specific and concrete.    They h-id two basic demands. 

The first wa3 that Yucatecans stop hunting the-? like animals through the 

bush, whipping them, raping their women, hanging them *nd burning the-n. 

The other was that capitation  taxes be fixed at one real, as promised, 

and that iiarriage and baptism fees be fixed at ten and three reales 

respectively, "the same for  the Indian as for the Spaniard."   '    Tndians 

(like whites) also claimed they were fighting against barbarism and 

sacrilege, charging that Yucatecans knocked down their Catholic saints, 

cast excrement on them, and stabled horses in their church.    In February 

1848, one Indian chief sent a letter to whites, demanding that they lay 

down arms within twenty-four hours on threat of being burned at the stake. 

Tf they were not  so controversial, his statements would have a touch of 

grandeur, for he wrote to white priests who were appealing to religion in 

trying to pacify the Indians: 
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fthy didn't you remember or even consider the True (Tod 
when you were doinp to us so much damage?. Now you are 
not prepared nor have coura/*e to accept the exchange 
for your blows.    For if we are Villinp you now, you 
first showed us the way.    If the houses and haciendas 
of the whites are burning now, it  is because previous- 
ly you burned the town of Teplch and all the ranchos 
on which there were poor Indians, and the whites ate 
up all their cattle.    How many cribs of corn were 
swished that whites -nif^ht eat, and these same whites, 
they raped the milpas when they passed by them,  search- 
ing for U3 in order to kill us with punoowder.    V.'e 
£Lve you twenty-four hours to lay down arms.    If you 
are prompt, no harm wi]l  come to you, nor to your 
houses,  because houses and haciendas of all whites 
who do not lay down arms will be burnt, and nore, 
they will be killed, because they have instructed us 
30.    likewise, for overythin/r the whites have done 
to us,  wo shall do the  same   olus P.   little bit more 
in order to see if they are content with this pay- 
ment.^ 
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sobre el Manejo, vida y costumbres de los Indios, 1813," Registro 
Yucateco, I (MeriUa, 1845)» 165-178. See Bibliographical notes on this 
in Marshall H. Saville, "Re, orts on the Maya Indians of Yucatan," 
Museum of the American Indian, Indian Notes and Monographs, DC (New 
York, I92I), 133-226. Baeza, p. 166, gives population as 

TAXCABÁ, 1813 

Europeans 
Yucatecans (Creole) 
Mestizo 
Pardo 
Maya 

0 
70 
850 
229 

7>A42 

8,591 

- .8% 
• 9.9* 
- 2.8* 
-86.53 

'100.0 
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Note 3» Add: ^ardos "were of a mixed blood, which "lakes, perhaps, the 
worst race known, viz., the cross between the Indian and 
African, and called v1ardos."    Stephens, Yucatan. TT,  110. 

Note 6.    (re indigenous element in Carmen), add,  "see numerous  tables and 
maps in J.   del Rosario Oil, "Isln del Carmen:     descripción 
estadística del Distrito de la  comandancia militar de la  isla 
de Carmen .  .   .   ," Boletín de la Sociedad "ex i cana de Peo grafía 
I Estadística.  TTT  (1853),  437-70. 
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8. Stephens, Yucatan (1843), TT, 408. 

9. J.  J.   de T. ,  "Ta montaña de Sacalar" Re/ristro Yucateeo. I ("árida, 1*45), 
217»    This is an extremely valuable» contemporary article rivinp "iuch 
useful geographical and historical information about  this little known 
area.    Article  includes Dp.  209-17, loc.   cit.    Cf. Regil and ?eon, 
"Estadística," 242,  "Bacalar";  266, "Riohondo." 

10.    .1.   J.   de "Bacalar," 215 ff- 

11. Juan Jose Hernandez,  "Costumbres de las indias de Yucatan," Registro 
Yucateco. TTT (Marida,  1846),  291 [whole article,  pp.   290-98J.    This 
article was incorporated nearly verbatim 5n a longer one written by 
Santiago "endez,  "Tndios de Yucatan," woletin de la Sociedad ,fexlcana 
de fleografía y Estadística. IT a ppoca,  t.   2 (Mexico, 1870),   374-87. 
Tatter has been translated in Sav.lllo "Reports," 143-95» 

12. Hernandez, "Costumbres,'' 290 describes hult as of 1346.    See below, 
p. ,  for evolution to 1888.    ''endez "Report"  (Saville trans.), 
190-1 has good description of huit. 

13. Heller, reporting outbreak of Caste War In July, 1847 nentions  "Der 
Stamm der Huites in Osten den landes, 6-8,000 an der 7al," Reisen.  285. 

14-    Regil and "eon,  "Estadística,"  325-27," "iflcultad de I03 Transportes" 
and e3p.   "Caminos,"  325-7.    Baqueiro. Reseña. 106-107, quoting Memoria 
of 1851.    Stephens, passim.    Tn a moral   dialogue of the era, one 
character asked another if there were  'progress'  in Yucatan when "here 
maize is most abundant at 4-5 reales a cargo, and 18 in Campeche,yet 
one does not   take advantage of this   3itu»tion to   transport  it 18 or 20 
leagues throur+i lack of roads'?"    Registro Yucateeo. TTT (Herida, I846), 
461. 

15-    Regil  and Peon,  "estadística," 293, 295  ff.    Cf.     "The danger appre- 
hended fro• the rainy season wns coming to pass, and under the antici- 
pation of a failure of t.he next crop,  corn had risen from two reales 
to a  dollar  the  load.     The distress occasioned in this country by the 
failure of the  com  crop cannot be ?'ell   imagined.    Tn  1836 this 
calamity occurred, and  fron the  same  cause that  threatened to produce 
it now.     Along the  coast n  supply was  furnished from the United 
States, but  it would  not  bear expense of transportation into the 
interior, and in this region com rose to four dollars a load, which 
put the  staff of life completely beyond the  reach of the Indians. 
Famine ensued, and the poor Indians dind of starvation.     At the time 
of our arrival, the criados, or servants, of the hacienda, always 
improvident,  had consumed their s^all   stock,  and, with no hope from 
their milpas, with the permission of  the master were about moving 
away to regions where pressure would be less  severe.  .   .   it <nay not 
be amiss to mention that at the moment of "T-iting the calamity 
apprehended had cone to pass; the ports of Yucatan are thrown open 
and begging for bread, and that country in which, but a   fow short 
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months since, we were moving so quietly and experiencing continual 
acts of kindness, is now groaning under famine superadded to the 
horrors of war." Stephens, Yucatan, II, 289-90. 

16. Famines occured in the years 1805, '07, '17, '27, '37. '46 and through- 
out Caste War, Regil and Peon, "Estadística," 293. "Between 1535 and 
1835 there were 15 more great famines in Yucatan, the intervals aver- 
aging 19.8 years." Ste^gerda, Maya Indiana of Yucatan (Carnegie Insti- 
tution, Publication 531» Washington, 1941)> 135. Pestilences occurred 
in the years 1826-7. 1833, killing 110,000; also in 1834. Ibid. Notable 
description of the two horrible cholera epidemics in the year 1853 ap- 
pears by Fabian Carrillo Suaste, "Juan Pio Perez: Memoria biográfica," 
in Juan Pio Perez Diccionario de la lengua Maya (Marida, 1866-7). pp. 
xüi-xix, and in Baqueiro, Re sena, 108. 

Quotation from Regil and Peon, "Estadística," 293. 

17. Stephens, Yucatan, II, 186. "The rich go to Campeachy or Merida, and 
put themselves under the hands of a physician; the poor linger and 
die, the victims of ignorance and empiricism." 

18. Regil and Peon, 295-318. esp. "Industria Azucarera," 309-H» "Industria 
del Jenequen," 311-14- 

Sugar cane, 1830-40 exported 2,158 arrobas of sugar, 6,406 bbls. 
aguardiente annually. 

1845 exported 6,738 arrobas of sugar, 61 bbls. 
aguardiente annually. 

Hennequen - exported 1845  64,684 arrobas 
"     "    1,087 arrobas to United States 

1847 100,000   "    "  "    "   raw hennequen 
1847  84,648   "    "  "    "   manufactured 

hennequen 

"Desgraciadamente la exterminadora guerra de castas que nos aqueja 
tavadla 1.1852 j venó a dar un golpe que paralizo la producción y el 
aboracion de este precioso fruto LhennequenJ porque abandonado como 
casi estaba en manos de indígenas, la sublevación de unos y la ocupación 
en la querrá, ó dispersion de otras, han menguado de tal modo la pro- 
ducción y la elaboración, como lo demuestra la duplicación y aun tripli- 
cación de su valor, que a la vez revela la insistencia de la demanda y 
la escasez del ofrecimiento." Ibid., 313. Cf. below, pp.    , note 
For early curious note on hennequen, see Jose Maria de Lanz, "Observa- 
ciones . . . sobre la planta nombrada henequén ... 1783," Registro 
Yucateco, III (Mérida, 1846), 81-95. 

19- Regil and Peon; 295-308. 

Rice: introduced in 1750 
1811 produced 250,000 arrobas annually 
1846   "    70,000   "   (min.) - 80,000 (max.). 
100 mecates yields approximately 150 arrobas. 
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20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

2/». 

25. 

Beari3: 

Maize: 

1846 yield:    240,000 cargas, all in milpa. 
1845, exported 5,782 arrobas. 

1811 crop: 
1846 

6,107,168 mecates yielded   4,46?,693 cargas. 
4,500,000 carpas (estimated). 

Regil and r>eon,  "Estadística," 300.    Tn 1843 3ome 250,600 carp-as were 
imported.    See above, Note 15- 

Regil and Peon, "Estadística," 261-5 "Aquas";  266-7 "Clima."    P-aqueiro, 
Hesena, 14-15-    Heller, Reisen,  273.    Stephens, Yucatan. TT,   31-5, 77, 87, 
esp.   143-55 and 255»    A.  ".  Tozzer, Ed.  and trans., Tandafs Relación de 
las cosas de Yucatan.     Papers of the "eabody ''useum of American 
.irchaeolofry and Ethnology, Harvard university, VfITT (Cambridge,  1941), 
243-44 for summary of references.    David Casares, "A notice of vucatan 
with some mm» rks on its water supply," American Antequarian Fociety, 
Proceedings.  WIT  (Worcester, 1907),  207-30.    Old but good. 
A.  Voeikof, "Reise durch Yucatan und die slidostlichen Provinzen von 
Jtexiko, 1874," Petermaan's 'üttheilungen. YVT (Gotha, 1879),  201-212, 
Tafel TT.    Good map.    Oiscusses physiographic determinism and its 
social consequences ably, p.  202.    Ftegger*da, Tndians (1941),  89-152 
gives summary discussion of relevant  factors affecting Yucatecan maize produc- 
tion and animal husbandry.    His discussion ::f importance of weed growth, 
etc., were earlier discussed (1845)  in Regil and Deon, "Estadística," 
295-300, a treatment which he has not seen. 

Stephens, Yucatan (1843), TT,  231 describes growth -if Becanchen to 
6,000 persons in 20 years after a milpero first struck water there. 
Ibid. , 211-17 tells how in 1837 a newly taptied source of water drew 
Indians  for leagues around,  creatin.fr a new town on an hacienda. 
See esp.  Note 69, below. 

Stephens, Central America and Yucatan. TT, 403-18. Quote on p. 403« 
Cf. Woeikof, "Yet it is not the possession of land that makes these 
families rich, but the ownership of water."    "Roise" 202. 

Cf. ViVjeikof (translation),  202:     "Fo hare we see, through natural 
conditions, a  situation brought about, a relationship between the 
working population and landowners which is  nearly serfdom.    And 
precisely thus it has stood without significant change since a credit- 
able history of Yucatan began." 

Treatment which follows is based on a number of sources.    As a whole 
sketch    erein gives a different view of the Caste 'A'ar th.-n that found 
in standard, nineteenth and twentieth century secondary sources. 
Herewith are brief bibliogrnohical notes on ma lor standard sources 
for Yucatan since Independence: 

Bibliographical aids:    Nearly all Carnegie Institution nub!ications 
dealing with Yucatan have fairly complete bibliographies of their 
subjects.    Outside these the  following are also helpful: 
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Marshall H.   Saville, "Bibliographic Notes on llxmal, Yucatan," Vuset; ' 
of the American Indian, Indian Notes and Vonographs. IX (New York, 
1921),  55-131-    Items from 1556-1920, riving complete citation, 
comment.    Toes beyond scone title indicates.     (Monografías 
Bibliográficas Mexicanas, XIX, Mexico, 1930) 675 items-    True also 
of Fr.  J Santa l'-aria, Bibliografía General de Tabasco. 

Klena Gomez Ufarte and Aurora Pajaza, Bibliografía Sumaria del 
Territorio da Quintana Boo, (Bibliografías "exicanas. 3, H. A. P.P. , 
Vexíco, 1937). Home 390 items nlus mans and nhoto indices. Help- 
ful, but f;ír from complete or "summary." 

Felipe Teixidor, Bibliografía Yucateca f,fusf>o arqueológico e Historia 
de Yucatan, Mérida, 1937)-     About 1Z(60 items, but bndiy arranged 
and without  complete bibliographical apparatus.    See also monthly 
issue of Boletín de bibliografía Yucateca by same "useum at fierida. 

"econdary Works:    Voet writing on the Caste ' ar has been done by Yucatecans. 

Following aro some important secondary works: 

A.  (Torcía y Garcia - Historia de _la (lierra de Castas, sirviéndole 
de prologo una reseña de los usos, costumbres e Inclinaciones pe- 
culiares do los indígenas (Herida,  1865)•    larroly loose generaliza- 
tion by contemporary, but with some value.    Population tables good. 
Hnsound asa '••hole.    Brief (20 pp.). 

Serapio Baqueiro, Knsayo histórico sobre las rpyoluciones de Yucatán, 
desde el añv> 1%0 hasta .1364.     T3 v. , "é*rida,  l«7f?-S7).     rioneer 
work which has not been superseded,    '"specially valuable for 
numerous documants reprinted,    limited by partisanship and lack  of 
perspective, as wrote almost contemporaneously with events described. 

Fligio Ancona,  Historla  de Yucatan.  desde la e'poca más remota hasta 
nuestros días (5 v. • Barcelona   and Verida, 1889-1905).    Vol.  TV, 
•la Guerra Social" deals with '¡'ar of the Castes.     Incorporates 
much of Baqueiro's material, ad-is some on loc.°l politics, etc. , 
on th« whole, the best extant account, but limited by nationalistic and 
provincial biases.    Mostly local poriodical  materials,    Valuable 
bibliographical notes in V.   TV,   /+00-11, of oeriod 1821-31. 

Joaquín Baranda, Pecordaclones Históricas !2 v.,   'exico, 1907), 
summary history of Yucatan.    Vol.  T,   117-49A treats Yuc-itan and 
"exico through war with united States,   giving tangled politics 
of period from partisan view.    Vol.  IT,  1-123 deals with period of 
Caste »ar. 

Carlos H.   Menéndez, Historia del infame % vergonzoso comercio de 
indios (í'érida, 1923).     A polemical and unbalanced treatment 
incorporating much valuable local materials.    limited because 
author cannot di-icriminate fact  from testimony:  overemphasizes 
politics.    Though highly heated and verbose, work is important. 
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J.  F.    bolina Solis, Historia de Yucatán desde la  independence a de 
España hasta  la ¿poca actual (2 v. , fíérida, 1921-27).    Makes few 
new departures; adequate summary.    Carries on beyond 1352 which 
is terminal point of Aneona. 

Héctor Pérez "artínez, "Notas y prologo"  for Justo Sierra O'Reilly, 
Diario de Nuestro Via le a los Estados 'faidos; J¿L pretend ida anexión 
de Yucatan, (Biblioteca histórica de obras inéditas, XTT, ,fexico, 
1938).    Based on secondary sources;   sketch map.    Yucatan point of 
view. 

One or several of these sources form most secondary treatments in general 
works on Caste War. 

26. 

Old and nearly contemporaneous is H.  H.   Bancroft, History of ''exico. 
vols., V, VI  (Works, XTTT, XTV San Prancisco,  1833).    Tt should be 
remembored that Bancroft's histories represent uncoordinated compila- 
tions of several   workers he hired to ¡either and synthesize materials 
published un-ier his name.    The authors of thos* volumns were: 

Vol. V 1804-61):    ,T.  J.   Peatfiold (about  3/4 of whole), Thomas 
Savage (1/3), ' m.  Nemos.    Bancroft, 1 chapter. 

Vol.  VT  (1861-83) '"m.  Nemos (first and last chapters), Thomas 
Savage (2/3,  including Vaximilian's ^mnire and "nxican Tnstitu- 
tions), an-i small amount by J.  J.   Peat field. 

In all, Bancroft wrote at a maximum 1 page in 50 of "his" v-'orks.     American- 
ists are still unaware of t^is, e.p. , A.  V.  Tozzer,  "Stephens, Bancroft, Pres- 
cott and others" in Tos "ayas Antiguos (Colegio de México, ''o:d.co, 1941). 

See Bancroft, Titarary Industries (Yiorks, XTXIX, San Francisco, 1890), 
592-617; H.  T.  Oak (Chief assistant),  "J iterary Industries in a New light" 
(San Francisco, 1893),   and esp. V-'m.   .*.  "orris,  "The Origin and authorship 
of the Bancroft Pacific States Publications" Oregon Historical cocioty, 
Quarterly. IV (December, 1903),  287-364. 

Beside Stephens'   invaluable Incidents,  an-? Holler's able documentation 
in his Reisen, B.   '.'.   Norman, Rambles in Yucatan,  including a visit to 
the remarkable ruins of Chi-chen, Kabah. Zayi. Hxmal &c.. (Few York, 
1S43),  is a superficial source, yet does contain first-hand observations. 
Contemporaneously Yucatecans thought his work "the most crnzy and ridiculous 
which we have recently seen," Registro Tucatecó. T (1846),  372.    The 
editors offered to publish an analysis of his errors "in which his pro- 
found will become patent and his book relegated to the oblivion it 
merits."    Ibid. 

Wm. Parish Robertson, Visit to Mexico. by the V'est Indies. Yucatan. 
L t"e united States etc.  (2 v.  London, 1853)  is accurate, but touches 
only lightly on Yucatan. 
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27. 

28. 

Norman, Rambles.  35*    Cf. Heller, Reisen. 274-5,  starting out and 
continuing in the vein "Die Bewoner Meridas haben ihrer Iiebenswurdigkeit- 
eien vorthoilhaften Ruf, den ich niir bestatigen kann.    7sitraulichbeit, 
offenheit, freie Bewegung.  .   . Liebe zum Oesang und Piano zeichnet aie 
aus."    Stephens'  descriptions are classic, e.g.  Central America. TT, 
398 ff.. et passim. 

Tife in "erida, 1847-    Norman, Rambles,  45 Heller Relsen. 214-15-    Regil 
and ^eon, "estadística," 253. 

Periodicals;    Heller, Reisen.  275; Stephens, Yucatan (1843), IT,  433- 
Registro Yucateco. I (1845),  233-7 gives check-list of 
all periodicals published on Peninsula 1813-1345; largest 
circulation - 350. 

PullfightB. Stephens, Jaratan,  (1843), T, 26-38; 
Cockfights. Norman, Rambles. 49» 
Paseo. Stephens, Yucatan (1843). 40-1; Heller, Relsen.  274* 
Concerts. Stephens, Yucatan (1843), T, 42-44; Norman, Rambles, 42. 
Fiestas. Norman, Rambles.  27-32, Stephens, Yucatan (1843), I,  16 ff. , 44 ff. 
Intellectual circle». Norman, Rambles.  61-2. 
Dress. Stephens, Yucatan (1843), II, 433; Robertson, Visit T,   162-3. 
Hospitals. Baranda, Recordaciones. I,  57. 
'•'.omen gmoking. Norman, Rambles.  22. 
Circus. Stephens, Yucatan (1843). TT, 457-59; Palloon Ascension: 

Registro Yucateco. I,  155-6. 
Lotteries,  etc., Stephens, Yucatan (1843), T, 22-3, 291-2. 
Kconomic conditions 

Prices:     12 cargas maize - 20-40 pesos.    Heller, Reisen.  284; 
hogs - $10-412 each.    Stephens Yucatan (1843), IT, 178; 
beef, 1 meal (3 strings) - medio and a half, Stephens 

Yucatan (1843), IT,  206. 
Money.  250 cacao grains - l/2 R.    Norman, Rambles.  54;  also adds that in 

outlying areas pieces of soap pass as currency.    Cf. Stephens, 
Yucatan. I,  196-7, where whole question is discussed ably. 
Wages - servant » $3-5 monthly. 
"Commercial transactions are limited to the supply of retail dealers. 
..." Norman, Rambles. 66. 

Some articles in Registro Yucateco, 1845-6:    \rol-  I,  "Academy of Drawing," 
118;  "English Education" ¿52;  "Theater," 97-8, etc. 

U.   3.   - Yucatecan Contacts; Cosmopolitaniam:    Stephens reoorts, among many, 
cas«3 of Yucatecans *ho had studied in the TT.   S.   or Europe, and spoke 
English:    Yucatan (1843), I,  109;  86-7;  114-5-    Central America, TT, 
379;  399.    Registro Yucateco announces Sr.  Antonio "alias brought 
back from H.  s.  a Daguerrotype (invented 1838), I, 160.    Announces 
type and presses from New York, I, 236.    Cf.  Heller, Reisen.  "Viele 
Herrén des Handelsstnndes sprechen zwei und drel sprachen, Franan 
vtiehen sich der "usik und wolhabende ge3chaftl3se i.'finner beschaftigen 
sich mit dem vaterlandischen literatur und Oeschicte," 214» 
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29-    Upper Class Yucatecans:    Aristocratic tradition:     Stephens, Central 
America, 1841. records Sr.  Hebren had hacienda of 30,000 cattle worth 
*200,000 with house worth $20,000; sons going to IT.   S.   schools. 
Imported flour from Rochester, New York.    T,  379.    Cf.  Heller, Reisen, 
219-    Don Simon Peon, a typical and important figure of the period, 
owned several haciendas, as did his brothers, esp.   Monzo "who was 
educated in New York and sooke English remar kav>ly well."    Stephens, 
Central America (1341), Til    Yucatan. I,  90, 189,  199, 212; IT,  62. 
The family had been intensely Royalist up to Independence when the 
elder "eon retired in disgust.    Stephens, Central America.  TT, 410-11. 
Cf.  Heller, Reisen.  255 ff« 

Regil and Peon, "Estadistica," Table I,   shows 4,083 fileros owned 
5,638 fincas worth %,349,801 (pesos),  in 1338. 

nolitical constitution of 1P41 established "doctrines more advanced than 
that of 1857 [famous Mexican "Reform" TawsJ," Baqueiro, Resefla. 68. 

30.     Army:    Stephens, Yucatan (1843), T, 82$ II,  244-7-    Norman, Rambles, 
31 describes cavalry:     "They were headed by a  snail bloody-looking 
"sxic.-n with a pair of mustachios that the proudest Castilian might 
have envied.    He was dressed in a blue roundabout, loose white trousers, 
and a  glazed "exican hat.    His followers were mounted upon mules of the 
most faded appe-ratice,  saddled and caparisoned with manila  -rotting 
and ropes.     Each wore a shirt, trousers, and a  straw hat; and was bare- 
footed, except a pair of huge spurs, which embellished the otherwise 
naked heel of each rider.    Their usual arms were the broadsword and 
pistols,  but this  squadron was not well equipped; and the common 
bayonet, with the:n, was frequently compelled to do duty for one or 
both the other weapons." 

Army. 1841, Norman, Rambles.  50 (Merida):     "The latter part of the day 
was   spent on the Square, where the re were about three hundred Yucatecan 
soldiers collected for drill.    They were dressed in a  shirt and short 
trousers, with the former article upon the outside, and a broad-brimmed 
palm-leaf sof-fcrero.    Their military equipments were in good keeping. 
They were officered principally by boys, vho hnd received nothing 
more  than a common school education, wore jacket and trousers, and 
used cancj as substitutes for swords.    During the drill a  slight 
shower commenced, which dampened the martial propensities of our 
heroes with marvellous rapidity.    Whatever might have been their 
preferences to a fight, they certainly preferred to drill another 
day." 

Bishop:     "The Bishop w 3 the   greatest man in "erida and lived in the 
greatest style.   .   .   ."    Stephens, Central America (18A1), TI, 401. 
Adds he was an ardent politician.    Description of Bishop, Norman, 
Rambles.   50.    He "looked the bishop to the life.    He was clad in a 
blue silk gown, anda   cap of the same material,  resting upon the 
crown of his head; and embellished with a massy gold chain around 
his  neck.   ..."    Conversed abouL ''.  S.  and his   friends there. 
Heller, Reisen, reports in 1847 that the Bishop changed his  fruit 
hacienda into a powdermill,  "wo man mit nordamerikanschen ''aschinan 
Ziemlich schSnes und gut Schiesspulver erzengt," 278. 
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See above, Note 28.    In •!.  V.  Acosta VaUes, A_ Través da las centurias 
(3 v., Merida, .1923-31) there is much biographical and prenealógica] 
data on these aristocratic Yucatecan families, some dating far back 
into Spanish Peninsular times. 

Governor, Etc.:    .Stephens, Yuca tan, I,  rt2, description of "endez; 
Norman, Rambles,  27, (description of "endez), also 45, 61-2. 

31. Stephens, Central America (1341), IT,  395, "The tone of the place 
was warlike.   . .   .    The revolution .   .   .   had been conducted in a 
spirit of moderation;   .  .   .   the  co.-nnandant, who had been very 
tyrannical and oppressive, was taken and the   character of the revo- 
lution would have been stained by his nurdnr,  but he was  put on board 
a bungo and escaped." 

Classic description of a  "revolution"  is ^iven   in Steohens, 
Yucatan (1?543), TT, 244-7.    It broke out  near Tekax, and "the saw 
day it  reached Tekax,  and  the   next   torninc,   instead  of falling upon 
each other  like so many wild  beasts, the officers and the three 
patriots were seen v<alkin.? arm in arm together in the  plaza.    The 
former promised /rood offices to their rew frionds,  two reales apiece 
to the Indians, and the  revolution was crushed,     ill dispersed,  ready 
to take up arms again upon the same  terms.   ..."    [247J 

Yucatecan political history is largely a record of such 
"revolutions;" they bulk large in print but have little beyond 
antequarian interest. 

32. Regil and Peon, "17stadisticn,"   306 "Condición del   lornalero del campo." 
See below, p.   16, notes 54,55. 

"¡ee oa'^'í     33.    '•'•'.  1.  Herndon, Commander, ".  S.  Steamer "Iris" to W.  C.  "erry, 
9a Commander  in Chief, Oulf Naval Squadron, "arch  16,  184#,  "Pon Simon 

Peon, who is  the owner of several haciendas in the  interior,  stated 
that the  Tndlans in his employment had asked for arms for the purpose 
of defending his property,"    TJ.  5.  Senate, 30th Congress,  1st Session, 
Document 43, p.   21.    These are reports of H.   s.  Naval commanders on 
the Caste Vi'ar.     Documents of this   30th Conf»re3s,  2nd Session, cited 
hereafter as STCD,  plus  document number  and pair» of document. 

34-     Heller,  Re i 3en,   214   ff.   is best source for Campeche white  society; 
he regained there  to .• tudy medicine.     Cf    Robertson, Visit,  T,   219-20: 
"V.e made  some other acquaintances amone the  kind inhabitants of 
Campeachy .   .   .  our next door neifrhbor, Don.    N.  Casasuz .   .  . 
introduced U3 to some  of his   fashionable  friends.     It was  he who 
originated the subscription (bachelor's) ball  for us.    And yet our 
'vecino'   claimed no higher rank  than that of shopkeeper and trader.   .   . 
I'.r.  Casusuz was one of the leaders of the haut ton,  spoke English 
and French well; danced well .   .   .  not only danced well himself, but 
played well to otte rs when a musician uras wanted." 
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Note 33:     Ancona, Historia. IV,  136-7 says hacienda Indians "commenced 
to come before the rrovernment, manifesting that they wanted 
to contribute their strength to defense of civilization" and 
adds "many numbers of the official periodical of the  epoch 
(18/tS)  contain testified manifestations alonfj this line, 
affixed with hundreds of signatures."    Such Tndlans wer« 
relieved of certain taxes, and were called hidalgos, which 
Ancona says "mi^ht  flatter the Indians a hit." 
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35»    Most all secondary sources, Note 25, are full for this largely from 
Merida's point of view.    See Jose Raimundo Nicolin,  "la Division de 
Territorio en Yucatan:    Colección de los editoriales .   .   .   en 'la 
Censura',  periódico publicads en Campeche «n los afíos de 1849 y 
1850"  (Juan Carbó, ed. , Mexico, 1861);   plus Tomas Agnar Rarbachano 
and Juan Carbó;  Memoria  sobre la conveniencia, utilidad y, necesidad 
de erigir constitucionalmente   ...  el antiguo distrito de Campeche 
.   .   .  (Mexico, 1861)  for contemporary information, including maps, 
census, decrees,  etc. , of Campeche.    The Memoria, pp.  1-104 traces 
in great  detail the political, economic, even physiographic differences 
from earliest times.    Heller, in October, 1847, was in Campeche when 
the "!Var of Neutrality" between Campeche and Merida broke out,  and 
writes  it was  "ein urn so sch.lechteres omen for ein Land, sin welchem 
der Kastenkrieg noch nebenbei verheerend urn sich griff." 290-1. 

36.    This,  so far a s I  know,   is tte   first occasion the "frontier hypothe- 
sis" has been applied to Yucatan, yet it makes clearer many phenomena 
not satisfactorily explained in terms of personal political rivalries, 
which were outgrowth of othe r dynamics.    Cf.  Mote 54«    Contemporane- 
ously see Angel Cuervo,  "Yax-ha," Registro Yucateco. TIT (1846), 
15-16 for description of sugir hacienda started in wiWerness which 
now (by 1846)  "competes in beauty with the  best of its type."    Numer- 
ous otter articles  in the Registro called attention  to those unex- 
ploite-1 but valuable areas and called  for their being used, or detai-led 
how they were being used:  e.g.  - "las Costas de Yucatan," I,  121-30, 
"Industria," ibid. , 201-6;  "la Montaría de Bacalar,"  ibid. .  209-17; 
"Xtacunbilxunaan" [mainly about Bolonchenticul], 248-57;  "Cocom" 
[tobacco used at Chichanha],   349-50;   "Costa   de  la Ascension,"  392-40. 
The other 3 volumes of the Registro contain more such expansionist 
materials.    Sugar cane became important only after 1823, Regil and 
Peon,  "Estadística,"  2?5. 

Stephens  found the   south and east booming.     Bolonchen:     popula- 
tion 7,000, "one of the most thriving villages in Yucatan."    Yucatan. 
TI,  155.    Peto;  ibid., TI,  277. 

Heller in 1847 was  amazed at Jequelchan boc.-.use on his map3 it 
was shown unpopulated, but he found a school, church, and was the 
only town besides ''erida and Campeche that had its  streets lighted 
at night.     Re i sen.  252. 

Cf.  Regil and Peon,  "Estadística,"  242-55.    They follow Humboldt's 
theory that the west of the peninsula was populated by Spaniards first, 
leaving the more fertile east alone, because ths  Spanish government 
wanted an isolated strip between Belize and ths  Merida areas.     (253). 
The west was nearer Cuba,  population reservoir for Yucatan, and its 
main link with Spain. 

Tekax "cuidad nueva" y de regulares edificios, que debe a la 
prosperidad por muchos arios creciente de la  industria azucarera .   .   . 
politicamente Inquieta.   •   .  .    Esto fue' lo que, agregándole una 
población flotante que de los numerosos  ranchos  de cana venian a 
ella en busca de habilitación o provisiones de todo género et  que 
estuvo bien surtida,  le dio .  .   .   aquel aspecto de vitalidad tan 
poco común en nuestras "íuertas y silenciosas poblaciones."    Regil 
and "eon,  "Estadística,"  255. 
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37. Stephens, Yucatan (1843),  323-30.    In 1835 only 70 pieces of cotton 
had been produced;   to produce 18 yards cost the  owner $8,000, but by 
1843 the "Aurora" was successful, .1e3Dite crop failures,  tnmines 
and snuggled competitivo goods from British Hondruas.     Cf.  Regil  and 
""•eon, 254, and 275 "Algodón" sod "Cana."    Vicar general of the  church 
resided in Valladolid, Stephens, Tucatan (1843), IT,  327. 

Both Heller,  Reisen.  275» and Norman, Rabbles.   54 note absence 
of any factories near Merida , the latter saying "Manufactories are no- 
where to be  seen;  the clatter of the loom or the  noise of the  hammer 
never disturbs thn quiet of i'erida." 

38. Stephens, Yucatan, IT,  174. 

39-     Stephens, Yucatan.  II, 204;  179,  ff.     "The poor Indians, in their 
ignorance, are  rrround to the earth to support lazy and profligate 
masters."    This  is a strong statenent from the normally mild 

"Stephens. 

40. "The Indians are cruel, but not wantonly so.   .   .   .    Before the 
rising in 1848, they were throughout this part of Yucatan practi- 
cally in a state of slavery, and were often treated by their Spanish 
masters with the utmost barbarity.     As an instance of this, it is 
recorded of a well-known merchant of Bacalar that  he was  in  the 
habit  of burying his  Tndian servants in the ground to the neck, 
with their heads shaved, exposed to the hot sun;  their heads were 
then smeared with molasses and the victims left to the ants;  and 
this punishment  «as inflicted for no very serious offense.    It is 
hardly to bo wonierod at,  that such treatment  left in the Indians' 
hearts an undying hatred for their masters which, when  in their 
turn they pained the ascendancy, found vent in acts of the most 
horrible cruelty — flogging, burning, mutilation, and even 
crucifixion."    Thomas ft.   F.  Oann, The "aya Indians of southern 
Yucatan and northern British Honduras (Smithsonian Institute, Bureau 
of American Fthnology, Bulletin 64, Washington, 1918),  18.    Cf.     "Among 
other things lately sent to him [Padre Camacho, owner of a nuseum 
in Campeche] is a small box,  containing some of the calcined bones 
of an unhappy man who was publicly burnt alive by the Indians .   .   . 
whence the Padre wa3  led to give me many details of an appalling 
nature.   .   •   •    These barbarities were,  most probably,  not without 
anterior provocation,  and certainly have led to subsequent relalia- 
tions," Robertson, Visit.  I, 204-5*    See esp.  Note  54, below. 

41. Summary discussion of this in Isaiah Bowman, The Pioneer Fringe 
(American Geographical Society, Special Publication.  13, New York, 
1931),  296-345'     Wain conclusions:     "The plantation system in 
South America oersists in some places because it is  economically 
best  for all concerned, while in other places it is a device employed 
by the  Landowners for maintaining an essentially aristocratic  system 
based on land,"  303- 
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Yucatan in the 1840'3 showed both tendencies — the first in the 
East and South, second around lierida. Same (background) factors and 
results illustrated by Bowman, pp. 296-303 a¡>ply to Yucatan. His ex- 
planations of why Brazilian lowlands have not been penetrated help 
explain phenomena cited above, Note 36» for similar geographic and 
human conditions existed in eastern Yucatan. 

/¿>2- 

42. Rancho of Kewick:  "This proprietor was a full-blooded Indian, the 
first of this ancient but degraded race whom we have seen in the 
position of landowner and master. ... He had inherited the land 
from his fathers, did not know how long it had been transmitted, 
but believed that it had always been in his family. The Indians on 
the rancho were his servants, and we had not seen in any village, 
or on any hacienda, .iien of be.ter appearance or undor more excellent 
discipline." Stephens, Jüicataa. (1843)> 69-71. t'endez, "Report" 
(Saville trans.), 155:  "In order to be able to cultivate at one 
time as much as possible of their extensive lands, the wealthy 
Indians pay their day-laborers and volunteers exceedingly well, 
either in money or in its equivalent in provisions at a price below 
its actual market value, especially in times of scarcity. They aro 
guided in thi3 by the rule, 'This is the sweat of my brethren and 
it is not right that they should pay it too dearly."' And, 159» 
"The caciques of today, aa well as those who were in office in tho 
past, and the most prominent or ?/ealthy Indians, live just as simply 
as the rest, v/ithout the slightest variation. They all are respected 
by their subordinates, whom they do not oppress to their own advan- 
tage, nor do they demand any services from them without compensation." 
Such arrangements fitted in well with the Spanish legal notion of 
the senor natural, carried from early colonial times and Iberian 
experience, see R. S. Chamberlain, "The concept of the senor natural 
as revealed by Castilian law and administrative documents," Hispanic 
American Historical Review, XIX (1939), 130-7- In calculating value 
of real .ro;,erty, Regil and Peon disregard all indigenous owners, 
"Estadística," 259- 

43» Stephens, Central America (1841), II, 403-18 is best where he dis- 
cusses whole arrangement on basis of much observation. Also Stephens, 
Yucatan (1843), I. 130, 143; II, 282-3, II 244, et passim. 

Norman, Rambles, 42-4-  Heller, Reisen, 255 ff. 
Suaste, "Perez," Diccionario, pp. xii-xiii describes Perez's 

hacienda near Muna. 
Variations; Finest haciendas of state were those of Tabi, 

Xcanchakan, Vayalke, Stephens, Yucatan (1843), II, 62. Near Merida 
was Ake, "small, neglected, and in a ruinous condition." Ibid., II, 
441. 

Logwoodr Tankuche, "This hacienda w: s a favourite with Don 
Simon LPeonJ as he had created it out of the wilderness, and the 
entire road from the village he had made himself. ... In general 
it was the most busy place of all his haciendas. ..." Ibid., I, 
202. 

Sugar cane: Ibid., II, 172-3• 
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44*    A.    Mestizos:    occupations (outside Mayordomos; a typical, not 
exhaustive list): 

Blacksmiths:     mestizos and Indians worked together in an 
artillery manufactory in Herida, Stephens, Yucatan 
(1843), I, 92-3, 373-4 (albino). 

Fishermen, boatmen,  etc.:    Ibid. , TT,   353* 
Storekeepers:    Norman, Rambles. 82.    Woeikof, "'ieise," 202. 

Stephens, Yucatan, TI,  62-3» 
Tailor:    Stephens, Yucatan. TT,  350. 

D.    Mayordomos: 
Hacienda of Tabi. Stephens, Yucatan. TT, 172-3. 

San José. Ibid. . T, 149-50.    Mayordomo previously 
there left; cf.   description hacienda  in Stephens, 
Central America. TT, 412, where mayordomo had 
worked in New York at Delmonicos. 

nxmal. Hollar, Reisen.  255, 26?. 
Opposed to usual picture is case of mestizo who ran Stephens'   l'ayan workers: 
"Knowing the character of the Indians, speaking their language, and being 
but a few degrees removed from them by blood, he could ret out of them 
twice as much work r*s I could.    Him, too,  they could ask questions about 
us, and lighten labour by the induüp^nee of social humour.  ..." 
Yucatan,  I,  373-4-     Ancona. Historia. TV,  36 records that mayordomos 
(jot killed in Caste War even though they appeared to be Maya. 

More typical  is Stephens'   statement "These mayordomos form a 
class in Yucatan who need sharp looking after.   .   .   .    They are not 
particular about wages, and are satisfied with what little they can 
pick up around the house.    This is the character of most of the mayor- 
domos.   ..."    Central America. TT, 412. 

At the Hacienda of Valalquex (owned by Simon Peon, 1,500 Indians) 
mayordomo "was a young mestixo, and had fallen into his niace in an 
easy and natural way by marrying his nredecesnor'n daughter ...   it 
struck me that he thought quite as much of the place he cot with her 
83 of herself."    Stephens, Central America. TT, 405.    This was an 
early hennequen plantation. 

45. Stephens, Yucatan. T,  161; Central America. TT, ¿.11. 

46. Stephens, Central America, TT, 407.    Cf.  Tbid., 411,  re. >bcmal "his 
family never visited it, and he only for a few days at a time." 
"Throughout Yucatan 'el campo' or the country is considered unhealthy 
in the rainy season.   .   .   .    The proprietors of haciendas were still 
cautious about visiting them, and confined themselves to the villages 
and towns," Yucatan. I,  152. 

47. Stephens , Yucatan. TT,  258. 

48. f.    Dress:    % Heller, Reisen, 215; Stephens, Yucatan. TI, 93. 
d1 Stephens, Yucatan. TT, 98 - "shirt and nantaloons .   .   . 

yellow buckskin shoes, and low, round-crowned hard- 
platted straw hat, with narrow brim rolled un at th? 
sides, and trimmed with gold cord and tassels."    Cf.  Tbid. , 
T, 113. 
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B.    language;    See Note 44 B, but mestizos at Nocacab - "many of the 
white people could not speak Spanish t and the conversation was 
almost exclusively in the "aya tongue," Stephens, Yucatan. I, 
380.    Cf.  '.filler's findings on mestizos amongl'aya, p. , 
below.    Woeikof's  statement, "Reise," 204 "Such die "estizen nShern 
sich in ihrer I«benweise mehr den "aya alsden Furopaern und 9prechen 
unter sich Maya-Spreche" is founded on incomplete knowledge and 
hasty survey. 

see ni.rr^       49.    Contemporary views and attitudes toward Indiana 
]/,a Yucatecan or Mexican:     ííenendez, Comercio. Ch.  TT, p.   24 ff-   et passim 

has compiled number of such statements, from 1S38 onwards.    See also 
%eza, "Informe" (see note 7). 

Jose Hernandez, "rl Indio Yucateco" Liceo Mexicano. T (Mexico, D.  F. 
1845), , reprinted also in Registro Yucateco. TTT (1846), 425-30, 
signed these "J.J.H."    Point of view is  that "el indio es enemigo 
natural de la  sociedad y .   .   .al mismo tiempo es también ciego partidario 
del fatalismo.   .   .  .", fitting into Rousseau's statements. 

Hernández "Costumbres";  Méndez, "Report"  (see Hotos 7, 11); Oarcia y 
barcia Historia (Note 25), and nineteenth century secondary sources. 
Typical is Ancona, TV, 18 speakinp of "el carácter reservado e 
hipócrita del Maya." 

Foreign:     see,  for contemporary summary of materials, Albert Oallatin. 
Notes on the Semi-Civillzed Nations of "exico. Yucatan and Central 
America.   American ethnological Society, Transactions. I (1845),  1-352. 
Heller, Reisen,   216-17; Norman, Rambles.  30-1, 71-2, 87-8 et passim.; 
Stephens, Central America and Yucatan, passim; Robertson, Visit. T, 
149-56-    V.   Aldherre,  "Tos  Indios de Yucatan," Boletín de la Sociedad 
de Oeog rafia v_ estadística de la He publica Mexicana. II a ^pc-ca, 
tomo I (Mexico, February 18o9), 73-73. 

50. Modern accounts:    literature on Mayas is extensive,    ^ne of earliest 
objective monographs is A.  ".  Tozzer, A. Comparative Study of the Mayas 
and the I acandones (Archaeological Institute of Arteries, New York, 
1907).    Besides works mentioned in Note 25, Tozzer's, £ "aya Grammar, 
with bjhliography and appraisement of works noted (Peabody "'useum, 
Papers IX, Cambridge,  1921) and his Tanda (1941)  pive wide bibliogra- 
phical sweeps;  to these, add collection of essays and bibliography in 
The "aya and their Neighbors (New York,  1940), Robert Redfield's 
Folk Culture of Yucatan (University of Chicago, Chicago, 1941), which 
cites most treatments up to publication date on relevant topics, ¡is does 
''teggerda, Indiana (see Note 16).     See also F.   Starr, "Notes unon the 
Fthmgraphy of Southern Mexico, Part II" "avonport ^Ta)  Academy of 
Sciences,  Proceeding. IX (1902), 12-22.    A non-scientific but interest- 
ing account is Eunice R.  Blackburn, "Primitive Methods in TTse in 
Yucatan," education. IX (December, 1939),  209-12 by principal of 
American School in.Me>ida. Host comnlete Mbllon-^hy to *ate  Is Rafael  Heli 
Valle . ^Bibliografía •••aya ."SalsLlQ Bihl;!->graf-ico de atronó lo?; a  agieri cana, 
v.   I-Tv  v Mexico ,  193^-40),   Anennice, wit.p its ovm nn<n. nation,   contal nitrfr ¿tf6 

51. Physical anthropology:     earlier accounts: 0f 
F.   Starr,   "Physical  character of Indians of Southern !'exico" decennial 

Publications.  IV (University of Chicago, Chican, 1902),  50-1.    Mayas 
of Tekax, 100 c?. 25 $>. 

po. 
it ems. 
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Noto ¿9:     contemporary re-orts on Indians,    [make necessary correction 
regarding thi3 itemj — The article which appears in Vol.  Til 
of He gist ro Yucateco originally first appeared; Gerónimo 
Castillo, "Carácter, costumbres, y condición de los indios en 
el Departamento de Yucatán," liceo Mexicano (Mexico, 18i»¿0, 
49-51, dated Dece-nber 30, 18A3, with same woodcut as in 
Registro Yucateco. which seems to have borrowed other articles 
from this  mainland periodical. 
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52. 

•Torge Engerrand,  "On caso de cruzamiento entre un chino y una Yucateca 
de origen indígena" International Congress of Americanists, Proceed- 
ings cf mith Congress (Mexico, 1910), 105-6.    Photos also. 

Modern;    George D.  Williams, >(a.ya-Spanish Crosses in Yucatan (Peabody 
Museum, Papers. TTTI, Cambridge, 1931).     "orris Steggerda, 
Anthropometry of adu]t '*aya Indians;    a study of their physical 
and  physiological characteristics (Carnegie Tnstitution of 
'"ashington, "ub 11 cat Ion. 434-    Washin-'ton, 1932).    Summary discus- 
sion, plus  new data on short series.    Steggerda, Tndians (1941), 
Ch.  IV ""hysical and physiological features," pp.   153-95- 

"City" 'tayas:    Norman, Rambles,  41; Robertson, Visit. T, 212; Heller, 
Reisen, 215» who says "Differing in all things from urbanites are the 
dwellers of the  country.   .   .   ."    Cf.  Hernández, "Costumbres," 290 who 
distinguishes city Indians, coast Indians, and "wild" Indians. 
Menendez, Comercio. 77 ff. quotes in extenso a polemic pamphlet describ- 
ing services had to perform in towns; see also, Norman, Rambles.  81 
for clock at Izamal which was struck hourly by a live Indian stationed 
there. 

53.    Contemporaneously the  hulthes were merely known as "wild".     Cf. Note 12, 
and "Pero mientras continúen la misma rutina que hasta aquí .   .   .   nuestros 
indígenas se irán alejando más y más de las poblaciones hasta 
confundirse con los salvajes que existen entre nuestro territorio y 
Honduras," Registro Yuojteco. HI (1846), 430. 

54*    Hacienda Indians;     (See Notes 29, 43). 
Regular peons;    Stephens, Central America. TI, 414 ff.    "There is but 
chance of his ever paying off the smallest debt .   .   .   from the  time 
[he] receives his  first dollar, TheJ goes tirough life in bondage, 
varied only by an occasional change of masters.   •   .   •    The master is 
not obliged to maintain the Indian when he is sick;  though, as he 
derives a profit from his  labour, it is to his interest to do so, and, 
on broad grounds, a3 it is an object always to increase his labradores, 
it is his interest to treat them in such manner as to acquire among the 
Tndians a reputation as a gpod master."    Cf.  ibid. , TI, 407 which accords 
with Norman, Rambles. 72 which says state of peons is bad,  but "without 
much positive suffering."    Also Stephens, Yucatan. I,  204,  335-6, 146 
et passim; II, 101-8 for peculiar institution to relieve Indian-white 
frictions, on older haciendas, relationship between peons and masters 
was in good working order:     "At no tii»  since my arrival in the country 
had I been so struck with the peculiar constitution of things in Yucatan. 
Originally portioned out as slaves, the  Indians remain as servants. 
Veneration for master is the first lesson they learn, and these 
masters, the descendants of the terrible conquerors, in centuries of 
uninterrupted peace, have lost all the fierceness of their ancestors. 
Gentle .  and averse to labour themselves, they impose no heavy burdens 
upon the Indians, but, understand and humor their ways, and the two 
races move on harmoniously together, with nothing to apprehend from 
each other,  forming a staple, primitive, and almost patriarchal state 
of society.  ..."    Stephens. Yucatan. I, 207-8:    Ibid. . TT, 449-50 
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repeats same sentiments,  adding "In both, all traces of the daring and 
warlike character of their ancestors are entirely gone.    The change is 
radical, in feelings, and instincts.  ..."    Cf. Notes 36-41» 
"oons-I uñeros:    Méndez, "Report"  (Gaville trans.),  155-6.    Annually 
they also prepared 20 mecates of land for master, equivalent to 
12 l/2 pesos worth of work, at 1 real a day.     C156].    Stephens, Central 
America, TT.,  414, add3 that luneros got 3 cents worth of maize besides 
1 real for day's work.    This «as also the going rate on new sugar 
plantations, Stephens, Yucatan. II, 172-3-    luneros derive their name 
from Monday (Sp.   lunes) work.    Woeikof, "Beise," 202, also notes mild- 
ness on old plantations he saw, and mentions luneros.    Regil and Peon, 
"Estadística," confirm these estimates, agreeing that daily wage "no 
pasa comunmente de un real diario y medio almud de maiz, que pueda 
calcularse en una cuartilla f3 l/8 centsj,"  "Jómales do Campo," p.   306. 

55-    Méndez, "Report," (Saville trans.),   157-8;  Stephens, Central America. 
TT, 414.    Variation in this rate is given by Regil and Peon, "Estadís- 
tica," loe,  cit.:     "los hay también de salario fijo, que varía según 
la mayor o menor abundancia de brazos, así como también según la 
diferencia del valor de los frutos, y estos se ocupan en la ganadería, 
o en otros servicios separados del cultivo.    En los partidos de 
Campeche, Seibaplaya, y el Carmen, los brazos escasen, y los salarios 
son los mas altos de todo el Estado; así es que en ellos un vaquero 
gana 30 ó 36 pesos anuales, cuando en el interior apenas obtiene de 
12 á 15 pesos." 

56.    Méndez, "Report"  (Saville trans.) lists occupations as quarrymen, 
masons,  shoemakers,  tailors, muleteers, drivers, and also Indians 
provide "firewood, charcoal, and fodder," 149.    They also make pottery, 
extract salt, fish, and sail boats.    Ibid. , 148, where weaving, hat- 
nakinj?,  leatherworking,  sacking, etc. , are cited.    Cf.  Heller, Reisen, 
282 ff.   reporting on such persons in 1847. 

Regil and Peon "estadística," esp., "palmas," 2^7;  "Industria," 
308 giving products Indians make or gather;  "Fabricación de sombreros," 
322-3, where mentions besides providing for internal consumption, 5,865 
dozen exported, all made by Indians. 

57-    Stephens, Yucatan. I,  335-6 where nentions village officials were often 
elected without  their knowledge, and one  function of outgoing officials 
was to capture the new incumbents and lock them up till time to receive 
their staves of authority.    Ibid., TT,  241 regarding necessary service 
to village if in debt to it, or be punished by stocks.    Such Tndians 
raised no hemp or sugar, .just maize.    Ibid. , T,  233-6. 

58.    A.  Ranchos: 
Rancho of Schawill - "under the civil jurisdiction of the village of 
Nohcacab, but the right of soil is their own by inheritance.    They 
consider themselves better off than in the villages, where the people 
are subject to certain municipal regulations and  duties, or than on 
haciendas,  where they would be under the control of masters."    Com- 
munal group of 100.    Stephens, Yucatan. TT,   14-16.    They would 
not  narry village "ayas,  and were fanatic Christians. 
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Rancho of Sannacte.     "At the distance of two leagues we reached the 
rancho of Sannacte,  the Indians of which were the wildest people in appear- 
ance we had yet seen.    As we rode through, the women ran away and hid 
themselves, and the men crouched on the ground bareheaded, with long 
black hair hanging over their eyes, gazing at us in stupid astonish- 
ment.   .  .   .    The  rancho was entirely destitute;  it had no pozo or well 
of any kind .  .  .  and the inhabitants procured their whole supply from 
the village of Sabasche, two leages or six miles away."    Ibid.. TT, 36. 
In this country there were few white men, but sometimes traders pene- 
trated to buy hogs, maize, or fowls.    Ibid., TT,  11.    This was one of 
the "frontiers,"  not far from Tekax.    (See Note 36 "Tekax"). 

B.     analogies to 1 acandones;    Major secondary works;  sources irrelevant 
here.    Tozzer, "ayas and Tacándonos,  passim,    ''ore recent works on 
lacandones:    David W.   Amram, "Kastern Chiapas," 'Geographical Review. 
XXVII (New York, January, 1937), 19-36; 1.  Raustelle, "Some observa- 
tions on the religion of the Lacandones of Southern Mexico," Congres 
International des sciences anthropologiques et othnologiques, 2 sess. 
fCophenhagen, 1938), Compte Rendu. 286-7 (1939);  Jacques Poustelle, 
"Notes sur les lacandon du lac Peljá et du rio Jetjá (Chiapas), 
Journal de la Société des Americanistes de faris, N.   5.  XXV (1933), 
153-30; also his:     "Les idees religienses des Tacandons" I_a Terre et 
la Vie. V (Paris, April 1935), 170-8;  "le Totemismo des Iacandons" 
Uaya Research. IT (October 1935), 325-344;  "Vers le lac sacre des 
Tacandons" Revue de Paris. 42 Annee, #11 (Juin, 1935),  627-49; 
la Culture "aterlelle des Indiens Tacandons (These, Societe des ím- 
cricanistes, Paris, 1937).     Manuel B.  Trens, "los indios lacandones: 
su vida y su historia," Boletín de la Sociedad Mexicana de Heografía 
I Estadística. XLIT (July, 1930), 2"67-96"T 

59«    Sources in general are those cited, Note 25»    Not until 1843» were 
certain legal restrictions to complete equality removed.    Ancona, 
Historia. IV,  372. 

60. Baqueiro, Resoffa.  110-11.    Rut see above, Note 30, "Bishop."    Ancona, 
Historia. IIT,  for legislation,  etc.    Curious and interesting is 
textbook of history written in the period. Cresencio Carillo y 
Añcona, Cateclsmo de Historia de Yucatan 0'erida, ISfV? and many 
later editions).    Stephens noted one "liberal priest."    "I never 
saw a priest oT more respectable appearance.     And he was a politician 
as well as a priest.    He had been a member of the convention that 
formed the constitution of the state.   .  .   .    The Constitution which he 
had assisted in forming debarred priests from holding civil offices.   ..." 
Yucatan.  TT,   389- 

61. ' oeikof,  "Reise" 202 has some interesting comments on this. 

62. The monastery had been in charge of Jesuits. Norman, Rambles. 44-6. 
Our Franciscan monastery in 1841 was a blacksmith shop. "The altars 
were thrown down and the walls defaced.   ..."    Stephens, Yucatan.  92-3- 
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63. Carrillo y Ancona, Catecismo. 75»    Bishop's  return was instrumental 
in "evading the danger of a break between  church and state." 

64. Baqueiro, Reseña.  109-110.    Norman, Rambles.  "Only a few of the 
order TranciscansJ remain in Yucatan, and they are supported by 
the church," 46. 

65. Archivos of British Honduras (F.d.  John A.  Burdon, 3 v. , Tondon, 1935), 
Til (1841-8477 .    [Hereafter thin work and volume cited ABH. ] 
"Answering Letters of Rebel Indians to the Peace Commission," Baqueiro, 
ensayo. I, Doc.  #42, pp.  592-7. 

66. Cura of Ticul, Stephens, Yucatan. I,  265-6 was "pride and love of the 
village."    Cf.  Ibid. , I, 288 curacy of Tekoh.     "His curacy consisted 
of nearly two thousand souls, and, except his ministro, we did not 
see a white man among this population.    He was under thirty, bom and 
bred in "erida, and in manners and attainments apparently out of 
place in such position; but his  feelings were identified with the 
people under his charge." 

In 1847, Keller reports of the Cura of Becal.     "Meser ?reise 
Priester lebte schon 40 Jahre unter seinen Tndianern.    Der Tarrer 
bestatigte uns leider hierbei die Nachricht von der ¡iblen Stimmung 
der Indianer und versicherte une, dass er oinmen formlichen Aufstande 
getrpn die V'eissen mit tiefem Kummer entgegensehe;  zwar sei in seiner 
Oemeinde noch alies ruhig, aber die Unzufriedenheit gebe sich tiglich 
durch V.orte mehr und mehr kund.    Zu gleicher ?eit empfal er uns die 
groaste Vorsicht und versah uns mit einem Indianischen Fuhrer der 
sein voiles vertrauen besa33."    Reinsen. 254.    Cf.  Stephens, Central 
America. II, 187, "as yet the padres were safe:     the Indians con- 
sidered them almost as saints."    See esp.  Stephens, Yucatan.  T,  126 
for cura whom Tndians voluntarily served by cutting a  road 6 miles 
long lest he leave them.     Padres usually contracted liaisons with 
villagers, and "persons of what is considered respectable standing 
in a village do not shun left-hand marriage with a padre."    Ibid. , II; 
115-6. 

67»    Francisco Caamal to Commissioners of Peace, February 19, I848, "Letters 
of Rebel Indians," Baqueiro, Fnsayo. I,  593. 

68.    Stephens, Yucatan. TI, 82.    Standard source for ecclesiastical history 
is Cresencio Carillo y Ancona, Kl Obispado de Yucatan:    Historia de 
3U fundación jr de suá   'bispos (Herida,  1892JT 

69-    Cura of Xxtl - "report said he was rich, and a money-making man, and 
odd.    Among his other possessions, he was lord of a ruined city.   .   .   ." 
Stephens. Yucatan. TI, 81.    When Stephens  found this man, he reports 
of Xul.     "At the  time of his appointment, the place now occupied by 
the village was a mere Indian rancho.    The land comprehended in his 
district wan, in general,  good for maize, but like all  the rest of 
that region,  it was destitute of water ...   he had dug a well two 
hundred feet deep, at an expense of fifteen hundred dollars.    Besides 
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70. 

this, he had large and substantial cisterna, equal to any we had seen 
in the country ...  by furnishing this  necessary life in abundance 
he had drawn around him a population of seven thousand."    Ibid.. IT, 
82.    Cf.  Note 23-    The Cura at Tuncax got little from his area. 
Norman, Rambles.  85.    The one at Peto (in Indian country)  "was one of 
the most valuable in the church, being worth six or seven thousand 
dollars por annum," Stephens, Yucatan. TI,  277.    Cf.  Note 55 for 
comparative incomes.    A mecate is approximately l/10th of an acre, 
varying slightly from the   usual 20 meters per side, according to 
Steggerda, Maya Indians. 94, incorporating Redfield's Chan Kom 
measurements. 

Hernandez, "Costumbres" Registro Tucateoo. ITT (I846),  293, 295; 
"Indios" ibid. , 428 ff.    Regil and Peon, "Estarlistica," want combina- 
tion nf secular schools, but church discipline in morals, 255-6. 
Baqueiro , Reseña.  tabulates schools,  passim;  viz 

1847 - 20 
1848 - 37 
1849 - 28 
1857 - 32 
1881 - 49 

(Herida - 20, campeche - l)    p.  89 
) 
)- p.  108 
) 

(2,513 out of 22,302 children attend), 125- 
Ancona, Historia. TV,  374-35 summarizes educational efforts from 1821-81. 

He gives for I84I-67, 1857-27. 
Cf.  Norman, Rambles.  51, 64-5- 

Stephens, Yucatan. T,  330-1 describos one of these rural schools. 

71.    Méndez, "Report" (Saville trans.)  146-8.    Cf.   "a* medida que se 
multiplacaban las revoluciones,  disminuía el número de las escuelas," 
Ancona, Historia. IV,  376. 

72.     Adolfo acarrea de Bollra, "Maria, Ja Hija del Sublevado (leyenda 
histórica)," Registro Yucateco. I (I845),  394-422;  "Jacinto Can-ek: 
Relación del suceso de Tuisteil, manuscrito inédito," Ibid. , 81-96, 
f.n.   p.   81 saying "Fn nuestro Museo Yucateco dimos a luz otro relato, 
sobre el importante suceso de Tuisteil."    "Pocumento inédito: 
Kolación .   .   .   acerca de la muerte de Jacinto Can-ek y socios, 1761" 
Registro Yucateco. TV (1846), 99-103- 

73*     Ancona,  Historia. TV, 45-6, quoting Amigo del Pueblo of Campeche. 
The independent (i.e., non-administration papers)  pointed out none 
of the evidence actually warranted calling Indians conspirators. 

74«    Stephens gives several descriptions of mechanisms whereby Indians were 
kept from voting.    Most have been cited in Notes 23, 43, 44» 

75-    See Note 25. 
Ancona.Historia. IV, ch.  1 sunmarize3 main arguments;  Ancona y 
Carrillo, Catecismo,  79-    Baranda, Recordaciones. IT,  34-5» 
Cf. Sierra to Buchanan, November 24,  I848, SED *40, p.  6 for con- 
temporary view, sinco elaborated;   it never wa3 questioned, but is 
based on  faulty analysis and fact that most Yucatecan historians 
also were politicians. 
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Kote 69, page ref for AM (archives British Honduras cited first there)  is: 
Supt.  to Oovr. , Yucatan, December 10, 182»9, p.  127; British 
''inister, Mexico to "upt., January 16, 1850 reported "exican 
government,  "owing to Indians'  complaints of the exactions of 
the priests ...  is willing to send them priests paid by 
the government.    If absolutely necessary, they will   consent to 
tax the Indiana more lightly than the whites of the district." 
ABH,  128.    Cf.   Tndian proposals in "Carta de florentino Chan y 
Venancio Pec, que contienen las ultimas condiciones .   .   . 
para el arreglo definitivo de la paz ...   no fueron aceptadas 
por el gobierno del Estado,"  Ancona, Historia, TV, Apéndice, 
pp.  xxi-xxiv, esp.  Ttems 2,5. 
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Currently, the Caste War is being made political fodder for the anti- 
hennequenero Mexican government.    Typical of attempts to "indoerinate" 
Mayas is seen in bilingual,  simplified text (Spanish and "%yal.    Tuis 
Alvarez Barret and Santiago Pacheco Cruz, Cartilla Cívica para 
Trabajadores (traducida a lengua Vaya).  (Mexico, 2933) 62-63 "la Guerra 
Social." ~ 

Despite all literary historians, neo pie   of Yucatan  (outside of 
few professional politicians) were unconcerned with factional disputes. 
Norman, usually with able eye for muckraking remarks, "it is very 
evident to a ntranger that a majority of the population are perfectly 
indifferent ••hother they return rto Mexican juris die ti on J or re-nain 
under their present rulers."    Rambles.  65.     As a southern politician, 
Morman was interested in the matter. 

76.    Standard secondary and prime sources of 'r«xican history are included 
in able treatment by Vi.   H.  Calcott, Santa Annat    The story of an 
Fnigma who once was ''exlco (TFniversity of Oklahoma, Norman, Oklahoma, 
1936). 

Contemporaneously tangled situation summarized for foreigners 
in Stephens, Yucatan, T,  80-83, TT, 459-61, Robertson, Visit. T, 
149-56.    Heller, Reisen,  213-9, passim.     Pro.  Méndez (Canpeche- 
neutrality-anti-Mexican faction), but  rather complete survey in 
A.   McKenney to Commander U.   S. flulf Fleet, 1?.   C.   Perry (undated, 
but about January, I848), SKD #43, pp.   12-19. 

For secondary,  specialized analyses, see Albino Acereto, evolu- 
ción histórica de las Helaciones Politicss entre México ^ Yucatan. 
(Mexico, 1907), esp.  49 ff• , and Ignacio Rubio ''afie, "Fl Separatismo 
de Yucatán," (pam., Merida, 1935)  esp.  42 ff•, both by Yucatecans. 
See also Carlos R.  MenOndez, J_a_ Huella del C-eneral D.   Antonio I o pez 
de Santa Anna en Yucatán (Herida, 1935). 

77-    Menendez, Comercio. 25-40 summarizes most literature from Yucatecan 
sources.    See also McKenney to Perry [cited Note 76] whare McKenney 
gives false information.    Cf.  Mote        below,     A curious aspect to 
Yucatan's troubles with Mexico was its alliance with Texas, also 
independent 1340-43.    Yucatan paid ?3,000 a month toward the upkeep 
of the Texan navy which protected it against Mexico.    Stephens, 
Yucatan. T,  30-3-    See Diplomatic Correspondence with Texas. 1340-1. 
(American Historical Association, Reports.  1903, pt. TT,  579-307), 
passim. 

78.    Stephens, Yucatan, TI,  331. 

79- See above. Note 75, 25. Tn "ay, 1347 Heller reported "Tm Tande hier 
war es nun ziemlich ruhig geworden und ich beschloss eine Reise nach 
der Hanpstadt Merida zu machen," Reisen,  272. 

80.     Ancona, Historia. TV ,  20, says that a hacendero 10 leagues from 
Valladolid thought ho sensed a conspiracy,  so sent his mozo to 
investirte ranch of Jacinto Pat.    The mozo returned with a tale 
that the English had armed the Indians vho were froinir to revolt. 
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This seeiTis to be the slim foundation for the Yucatecan atrocities and 
charge of complicity against the British in Belize.    One may reasonably 
doubt (1)  that the mozo ever went to the ranch of pat (2) Reported 
anything but what his -raster "dshed if he did go.    Mb sos are not 
unimpeachable witnesses, and their testimony is not of first grade 
in a cnse like this.    See ibid. , TV,  21-33.    i'ost sources follow 
Baqueiro, Knsayo. T, 228 where ''letter"  is reprinted;  see Ancona, 
Historia. TV,  21,  f.n.   1, Menéndez, Comercio.  34t among others. 
Baqueiro does not cite his source. 

81. Ancona, Historia. TV,   38-45, Msnendez, Comercio.   34-40.    For Ay's 
death warrant, giving ostensible reasons for execution, see Baqueiro, 
Fhaayo,  I, Doc.  37, pp.   582-3, and for Francisco Uc, ibid. , Hoc.   38, 
pp.   583-4. 

82. "El ligio XTX," Num 12 (1847), quoted in Aneona, Historia. IV,  33« 

83- Ancona, Historia, IV, 22.    Cf.  bombastic statements:     "Cada uno de 
sus habitantes (Valladolid) que tenía una gota de sangre española en 
las venas,  comnrendió que si no hacía un esfuerzo supremo, la 
conflagración se extendería rápidamente por toda la peninsula y 
ninguno escaparía a la saña del salvaje.    Todo3 veían suspendida 
sobre su cabeza la cuchilla que había hecho tantas victima?; en 
Tepich:     la indignación, el horror, y el deseo de la venganza se 
mezclaban en confuso tropal en su imaginación, y el periódico 
oficial hacia aparecer en 3113 columnas estas palabras:     'Fstómos alerta 
los de las otras castas:     seamos un Argos para observar, valientes 
para itacar al enemigo coman, inexorable para castigarlo.    Sanpre, y 
no mas que sangre de indios  sublevados debe ser el santo de nuestros 
puestos."    Ibid. .  29. 

84- Carlos K.   "enendez, Noventa Años de Historiq de Yucatan.  1821-1910 
(J'erida, 1935),  236.    This contains a vast artount of antequarian 
lore arranged only according to day and month (without regard to 
year) which Í3 well ni!?h impossible to use because of odd arrangement 
and other reasons,    unfortunate that so much work in compilation should 
yield 30 little reward. 

85»    See abcve, Notes 25, 75-78.    Thi3 was the view President Polk (basing 
on Sierra Communications) gave H.  S.  Congress, "oik to Congress, 
April 29,  1848, SED,  040, p.   1. 

86.    Stephens, Yucatan.  1843t It  372-3, TT,  28, 285 et paaaim.     His final 
conclusion, after much travel and work in Central   America and Yucatan 
was that,  "It is my belief,  that among th<? whole mass of what are 
called Christianized Indians, there is not at this day one solitary 
tradition which can shed a ray of light upon any event in their 
history that occurred one hundred and  fifty years from the present 
time;  in  fact, T believe it would be almost impossible to nrocure 
any information of any kind beyond thsmamory of the oldest living 
Indian."    Ibid.. IT, 448.    Recent research has slightly qualified 
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the last generalization, to include body of information pertaining 
to agriculture, hut not history,  3ee Note 50, ""odem accounts." 

87. Ancona, Historia. TV,  22, relates that basic argument with Manuel Ay 
was due to f;>ct he claimed to have deposited monies collected by 
him as "chief"  to a mestizo named Ior£a for delivery.    The latter 
denied any knowledge of the transaction.    Ancona claims this money 
wa3 for a "la conspiración .   .   .  [quej tenía otro objeto que reducir 
a  un real mensual la contribución que pagaban los Indios.   ..." 
The Indians' view is set  forth in their letters.    See Note 88.    Hellor, 
Pelsen reprints a similar Indian manifesto, p.  2931 an^ glosses it, 
285-7.    Indians claimed that invasion of their cornfields disturbed 
the ¿rods of the maize-fields.    One "night suspect that the references 
to Chilam Balara were invoked by the more literate Indians much as the 
"Talking Cross" later appeared to spur them on, ¡"See Pt. IT,  pp. 
Pt.  IIIj, rather than being authentic indigenous tradition;  references 
to Chilam Balam may be found in textbooks of the period.    Heller, 
like Stephens rsee Note 78J was right about Caste '"ar, "dessen Fnde 
nicht ab-zusehe'n 1st," Reisen.   23'\ 

88. Fco Caamal et al to Commissioners, February 19, 18/|8, Baqueiro, 
ensayo. I, Doc. 42, 593-6, and "letters of Indians," passim. 
For early peace efforts see Ancona, Historia. TV,  85-120. 
Some of the original sermons in "aya preaching peace to Indians 
by commissioners are preserved in the Berendt linguistic Collection, 
Pennsylvania University "useum, according to D.  0.  Brinton, 
for  native documents,  including some peacn sermons, etc., in 
the University of Pennsylvania Berendt linguistic Collection, see 
Daniel 0.  Brinton, "Catalogue of the Berendt linguistic Collection," 
Pennsylvania university 'ru3eum, Bulletin. II (Philadelphia, Way, 1900), 
203-34, esp.  Items 42, 44»  the latter containing "proposiciones de 
los  indios sublevados" (p.  213-4)» 
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Basic conditions in Yucatan, the underlying and immediate causes 

sketched in the previous chapter produced the War of the Castes in 1847. 

They helped keep it aglow for many years. Punctuated by armed truces• in- 

terspersed with savage fighting! struggles continued with dwindling interest 

to present times. As circumstances among the Mayan and white groups shifted 

with the passing years, renewed action varied accordingly. On the whole 

there are two main periods of the War of the Castes, unequal in span or im- 

portance. The shorter and inore important phases cover the years from 1847 

to 1880, while the other period, datin/; roughly from 1880 is as yet entirely 

unfinished. 

The first and most eventful period of the revolt covered a number 

of events and tendencies which set patterns for the following years. Vil th- 

in a short time of outbreak in 1847» most of the southern and eastern part 

of the Peninsula fell completely in power of revolted Mayas. In 1853 their 

ranks split when a large body of them withdrew from the fray on officially 

signing a peace which allowed them de facto if not de .jure independence. 

Thenceforth the Mayas of the east, known under various names, carried on 

battle* It was tinged with crusading, and was directed against Yucatecans, 

and also now against their erstwhile allies, characterized by them as 

"traitors." From these events three main cacicazgos of the Mayas in Quin- 

tana Roo arose, and continued into the twentieth century. 

During the same period after 1847 white Yucatan and its prose- 

cution of the war underwent changes. After vainly offering its sovereignty 

in futile appeals for aid against the rebels, Yucatan returned to the 

-1- 
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Mexican nation and did not even attempt to leave it thereafter. Dissatis- 

fied elements in the old district of Campeche managed to revolt success- 

fully from the State of Yucatan in 1858. Fuel was added to the War of the 

Castes when politicians at Merida by decree authorized sale of Mayas, os- 

tensibly prisoners of war, to Cuban plantations in efforts to raise revenues 

and pare expenses. 

Probably most important of all, though little noted at the time, 

was perfection of a machine for mass-processing hennequen, a cactus-like 

plant whose manufactured fibers found favor as binding twine in the rapidly 

expanding grain lands of western North America. The plant was one of the 

few which would flourish on the semi-arid Peninsula; besides acting as a 

protective ring around Merida, the haciendas on which it was commercially 

raised served as a new source of badly needed revenue. The highly lucra- 

tive, monopolistic hennequen industry helped rebuild a ruined country, '.vhlch 

in turn began to be more closely knit by communication networks. Besides 

making a compact economic and social unit from the old colonial areas around 

Merida, new trade helped divert attention from the now wearisome War of the 

Castes. New orientation of economics also regained for the north and west 

portions of Yucatan their colonial,  social and political hegemony, for 

devastated areas of the quondam "progressive" east were but slowly repopu- 

lated. 

Newer tendencies, among the Maya cacicazgos and recent develop- 

ments among the white sections of Yucatan, split Peninsular territory into 

two separate zones, isolated from one another by wide strips of neutral 
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territory. Aside from sporadic raids and border clashes, Quintana Roo and 

the State of Yucatan were politically» culturally, and economically virtu- 

ally separated in the last half of the nineteenth century. Slave trading 

with Cuba stopped when Yucatan's own plantations absorbed its surplus labor 

supply. 

Subsecjuent to 1880, War of Castes was confined largely to Yucatecan 

or Mexican attempts to retrieve or control Chan Santa Cruz areas, and to re- 

gain some honor and prestige, diminished by previous humiliating defeats at 

hands of despised Indians. Though from 1847 to 1880 Yucatecan forces seldom 

won on the field* they often do in nationalistic history books. 

To quell the remaining rebels several different policies were tried 

out, with varying success. From 1865 to the close of Maximilian's Bnpire, 

there was a sand-comic interlude when sweetness and light replaced direct 

but futile assaults on Chan Santa Cruz. Attempts at extirpation marked the 

policy of Porfirio Diaz's regime. More recently» governments stemming from 

the Revolution of 1910 have somewhat more successfully tried peaceful pene- 

tration. Meantime, from various factors, the originally large populations 

of the rebel Maya states dwindled to a nearly negligible number. A remnant 

of the first rebels, a splinter group composed of descendants of early and 

most thorough rebels, forms the subject of this monograph. 

Such, in brief» are leading points of the War of the Castes, from 

1847 to 1940. Details form the bulk of this and the two following chapters. 

The present one treats of Yucatecan attempts to enlist outside aid, course 

of the war from 1847 to 1880 and events leading to formation of the independent 

Mayan cacicazgos after 1850. 
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YUCATBCAN ATTEMPTS TO SECURE OUTSIDE AID 

//9 

Condition of the State after Outbreak. 1847-8. One event which 

slightly preceded the Caste War was Méndez*s successful revolution! making 

him governor of Yucatan, February 2, 1847.  He found the Caste War which 

started shortly thereafter (partially because his men tried to collect taxes 

he promised the Indians would be remitted) was different from the petty 

barrack uprisings and local revolts which hitherto had marked military ac- 

tivity in Yucatan. The Indians were in earnest, were resolute, and were 

winning. Méndez set about doing what he could to reverse this stream of 

events» after Tihosuco had been taken by Mayas. "But," a contemporary re- 

port to a United States Navy commander states of Méndez 

he suffered great embarrassment in his operations by the 
scarcity of resources! the finances of the State exhausted, 
the quota of arms belonging to the State ruined by use and 
exposure» a great want of workmen to repair them» and the 
difficulty produced by malevolent persons who represented 
the rising of the Indians as a trifling circumstance and a 
mere interlude to the drama which had been so long before 
the people. The troops were worn out by a tedious, and to 
their view, an interminable campaign; destitute of clothing 
and wanting food, desertions became frequent, and the com- 
mon discipline of the camp could hardly be enforced by the 
officers. These circumstances discouraged the commanding 
officers, and to prevent desertion, they were obliged to 
remain in their barracks. During these fatal but unavoid- 
able delays, the Indians increased in numbers and daring, 
and their arms, which were very few at the commencement, 
were augmented by those of deserters who abandoned their 
flag.2 

The Secretary of State of Yucatan reported that the military resources of 

Yucatan consisted of its permanent army, 1 battalion of infantry, and 2 

companies of artillery, "whose numbers have been reduced to an insignifi- 

cant force," and the militia. These latter, he stated, were excellent for 

a very brief moment, but practically useleao for "a long lasting and 
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tiresome war» in the bush and mountain war those barbarians are waging 

against us."  Uerida had about 2|000 men in the field• but if lucatecan 

and foreign accounts are to be trusted» they were of little use. The 

American naval com anders» who were dispatched to the scene to do what 

they could short of armed aid» were completely baffled by the fact that 

there seems to be no disposition on the part of the men 
of property» tradesmen, mechanics, or, in short» of those 
who have something at stake» and feel a real interest in 
the preservation of the city, to bear their share in the 
toils and dangers of defence. They prefer hiring a miser- 
able soldiery» more prompt» it is said» to pillage than to 
fight> 

/20 

One would think these numerous accounts overdrawn wore it not 

for the fact that obviously no resistance was offered to the Indians. 

They went on taking place after place, driving the whites before them to 

the coast. It was believed by Yucatecans that during two months following 

April• 1843 all the whites would be exterminated if outside help were not 

5 
forthcoming.  American naval commanders who viere  in possession of points 

along south shore of the Gulf, having captured them in the still current 

war against Mexico; these places were overwhelmed by refugees. One Amer- 

ican military governor reported that "there are now thousands of men, 

women, and children on the beach, suffering and in want," and again "the 

Yucatanos j,lj are already scared and running from their homes. Every nirtht 

carts, wagons, stages, etc. are coming in from the interior, with families 

whose houses, farms, etc. have been destroyed." Three or four thousand 
6 

refugees came from Espita, Tekax, and Tizimin.  A Yucatecan account notes 

that among the soldiers sent to defend one point there was but one cart- 

7 
ridge, not each, but for all men.  A change in governors of Yucatan did 
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not ameliorate matters» but rather caused the few remaining soldiers to 

mutiny, arid one commentator was unkind enough to charge that "perhaps the 

troops who wished to retreat took advantage of the change in government to 

8 
screen their cowardice." 

Rebel Indians» Opposed to these forces of the Tucatecan side, 

possibly 3.000 at a maximum estimate• were great numbers of Mayas. Con- 

fusion exists as to their exact number• for often their number and ferocity 

were magnified either to explain defeat, to make any brief white triumph so 

much the greater, or to move pity in foreigners from whom aid was sought. 

Tet relatively impartial sources agree that the effective rebels outnumbered 

9 
Yucatecans at least four, and possibly as much as twenty to one.  Likewise, 

a number of the atrocity stories are authenticated, though some current in 
10 

Tucatecan literature are obviously fantastic.   By March, 1848, less than 

a year after outbreak of hostilities, the Indians held the main centers in 

the south and east, for Izamal. Valladolid, Tizimin, Espita, Yaxcaba, Peto, 
11 

and Bacalar had fallen. 

In the face of t-his, completely paralyzed from fright, lack of 

resources, and still torn by party differences, the government of Yucatan 

despairingly tried to bargain its sovereignty for aid, after simple appeals 

to common humanity had failed to move foreign chancelleries. 

United States. Sierra Mission. One of the first sources of 

potential aid tierida tried to tap was the United States. A special emis- 

sary, Justo Sierra, famed as literary figure, was in the United States 

seeking special privileges for Yucatecan ports during the Mexican War when 
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12 
news of the disasters began to pour in to him.   He in turn transferred 

them to Buchanan, President Polk'a Secretary of State. First, Sierra 

asked merely for 2,000 men and a half million dollars, to stem the hordes, 

but his pleas grew more rhetorical and his requests larger as time passed. 

All the United States did for him was allow some shipments of powder to 

reach the technically blockaded ports of Yucatan, care for refugees who 

fled to points then under United States protection, and collect great 

13 
bunches of documents which were transmitted to Congress.   The political 

atmosphere ivas not propitious for aid to Yucatan, and even less so for its 

annexation. 

In fact, the "Yucatecan Question" brought forth full dress debates 

14 
which effectively ended the annexationista' demands for "All of Mexico." 

Spain. One of the levers Sierra tried to use in prying out help 

for his beleaguered compatriots was threat that Yucatan would go back under 

the Spanish flag. Spaniards at Cuba did send, part officially, part un- 

officially, muskets and artillery. The suspicious United States fleet care- 

16 
fully saw that nothing but humanitarianism was aimed at.   Though Yucatan 

had purportedly twice previously offered its sovereignty to France, nothing 

but pleading letters from the French consul to American naval forces, in 
17 

behalf of Yucatecans, seems to have resulted. 

Mexico. Now that even the Church Jewels had been pawned and spent, 

in last desperation, Yucatan gave up its ephemeral independence and re- 

entered the Mexican nation August 17» 1848. Henceforth, the War of the 

Castes was a Mexican concern as well as a Yucatecan one, from Santa Ana's 
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dictatorships through Lázaro Cardenas. This reineorporation was done under 

Barbachanoi after a second secret attempt to gain Cuban support had failed. 
18 

British Honduras. Though Yucatan did offer its sovereignty to 

England also, chief focus of their interest was the British colony of Hon- 

duras. It had long been more closely linked to the Mayas of the east than 

had Yucatan itself. As seen below» when Mayans set up their independent 

cacicazgos» relationship was even more apparent. For this and other reasons» 

charges are often made that the iinglish from greed and avarice helped foment 

the War of the Castes» continued to keep it aflame» and stirred up troubles 

for Yucatan whenever possible. Though such belief has almost become an 

article of faith for authors dealing with the War of the Castes, facts of 

19 
the case do not support all or many of these contentions. 

The record shows the English far from blameless» but impartial 

investigation seems to indicate that they have been made scapegoats for 

Yucatecan shortcomings. Charges against them were largely political fodder 

with sure-fire emotional appeal. Because English of Honduras had on the 

whole a rather powerful influence in the Independent Mayan states» espe- 

cially that of Santa Cruz» the controversial question merits some attention. 

Great faith in Siglishmen (or Americans, whom Mayas called "Ingleses") 

arises from a long record of fair dealing with the Maya; Queen Victoria 

has a niche in Maya folklore, and contemporaneously some of them thought 
2U 

she was their protector. 

Born of a long opan of distrust, Yucatocan feeling that the 

English were supplying the rebel Mayas with arms led them in L%7 to 
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dispatch Alonso Manuel Peon to Belize. He requested no amis be sold Indians» 

21 
but that Yucatecans be permitted to buy them.   This was an opening shot 

in a controversy that dragged on till the Treaty of Belize in 1893, when the 

British colony agreed to stop selling arms to Indians. Suspicion that they 

continued doing so continued well into the twentieth century, though an 

American long resident in Yucatan took pains to refute the charge, and 

pointed out thut probably as many rifles were sold to rebels from Merida 
22 

as were obtained at Belize.   This question, connected with that of Yuca- 

tecan stopping of British vessels, controversies over refugees, a minor 

boundary dispute, and the slave trade in Mayas kept relations strained 

between the two governments on the Peninsula during the whole period of 

the Caste War. 

Earlier attitude of the British regarding sales of arms vas con- 

sistent, if not particularly flattering to aristocratic sensibilities. In 

May, 1848 the Superintendent of the Colony notified the principal magis- 

trate at Bacalar that Indians would be supplied on same terms as Spaniards, 

confirming the principle that "all nationalities without distinction enjoy 

that privilege so long as they conform to the laws of the Settlement." 

Though this v;as the official attitude its asperity was toned down in action. 

The Governor in Jamaica, nominally in control of British Honduras, ordered 

everything possible be done "to prevent the supply of munitions of war by 

British subjects" reaching Mayas. Two special magistrates were stationed 

to see that these orders were fulfilled, with instructions "to board and 

search every British vessel for munitions of war." The Governor's actions 

were designed to check those who "had a direct interest in fomenting the 
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„24 present unhappy differences which disturb the province of Yucatan."   Though 

in 1849 he had admitted that some arms slipped through, in 1855 resident 

superintendent of the Colony flatly denied complaints by the Governor of Yuca- 

25 
tan that local merchants were supplying insurgents with arms* 

So thorny and controversial has question of how many Yucatecans 

British Honduras had caused to be destroyed by selling arms that seldom 

is it noted how many they saved by other actions. Like the temporarily 

held American occupation portst points in the British colony were flooded 

vdth refugees, both white Yucatecan and "loyal" Indians. Problems facing 

British Honduras were how to keep these persons from making the Colony a 

base from vdiich they could sally forth against the Indians and return to 

safety when threatened, and how to keep preponderant numbers of Indians 

from overrunning British areas in retaliation. Strict neutrality in Yuca- 

tecan affairs was the British policy. On the one hand they protected re- 

fugees by getting Imperial troops from Jamaica, and on the other by seeing 

that no cause was given for Indian attacks by threatening to withdraw pro- 

tection from the Yucatecans who had settled in their are<is, mainly around 

Punta Consejo. After the Superintendent of the Colony had gained some 

measure of respect from the rebel Indians, he wrote their commander that 

"all Yucaticos armed v.ith a Ticket of Residence signed by the Colonial 

Secretary, Belize, are to be considered as enjoying British protection and 

26 
are not to be molested."   When once again Yucatan made efforts to quell 

the huithes in 1859, stirring them up, special barracks and garrisons were 

provided refugee settled areas to prevent their being massacred. By such 

means the Caste War was localized, and Yucatecans in British Honduras 
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permltted to become welcome additions to the underpopulated territory. This 

is seen from a report rendered to the Governor in Jamaica: 

Under the shelter of our protection twelve or fifteen thou- 
sand Yucatecans now flourish within sight of their ruined 
native land; and the tide of Indian rebellion and devasta- 
tion in its progress to the southward was checked by the 
strong English force in the Hondo,  and prevented from fil- 
ling the channels already dug for it in Guatemala and other 
countries. . . . The Hondo is interesting as being the 
boundary between this territory and ... the revived Maya 
republic which is now supreme in southern Yucatan. The one 
side presents a scene of total ruin and devastation. Not a 
house standing, not a Spaniard left alive. The other is 
still hapoily enlivened by the industry of the English wood- 
cutters. ' 

Peace Effort3. The Slavery Decrees. Though from 1847 to 1853 

Yucatan failed to quell the rebels, internal divisions, necessity for 

raising food, and other reasons kept the Mayas from completely routing 

28 
white forces and razing Merida as they had other tov,ns.   Like most mass 

uprisings, Lhe Caste War in its early phases was marked by preponderance 

of an undisciplined Maya group on one side, inherently unstable and with 

varying objectives. As among the whites, quarrels and feuds weakened 

their united front as the war progressed. 

These rifts were exploited. In 1849 Barbachano began negoti- 

ations with Pat, one of the chiefs; a Yucatecan reported contemporaneously 

that "the object which the governor has in view is to create dissensions 

29 
among them. . . . Our only object is to gain time. ..."   This early 

peace was signed, but not kept on either side, for the Yucatecans then had 

no intention of recognising rebel Indians as persons capable of being 

treated with; Indians on thear side were chary of trusting any whites, and 

appeared to sign a peace with 10,000 troops rather than the 50 stipulated. 
30 
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Part of Maya distrust arose from signing of decrees by Governor 

Méndez in 1(348, allowing Mayas taken as prisoners to be transported to 

Cuba as virtual slaves. This traffic continued until about 1861» when it 

was forbidden by the Mexican Government, under Benito Juarez, on May 6, 

31 
1861.   British e forts to suppress this traffic did not endear them to 

32 
those Yucatecans who engaged in the trade.   At the end of the century 

hardly a trace of transported Mayas could be found in Cuba. 

Efforts by various agencies were bent again in 1849 to bring 

peace to Yucatan. This condition was partially restored in 1851-2, when 

a preliminary treaty was sinned with a number of Maya rebels in the 

southern part of Yucatan by representatives of the Indians and Yucatecan 

34 
government. The definitive version was signed at Belize in 1853»   From 

1849 onward the British Government had been attempting to bring about some 

sort of a modus vivendi for the Indians and Yucatecans; these efforts are 

now considered to be proofs of the British desire to advcince their terri- 

35 
torial interests.   Delays in negotiations by the Mexican government» 

the Superintendent reported to his superior, weakened his influence with 

36 
the Indians. 

Meantime, a priest from Quatemala, to which the southern Indians 

looked with more favor than to Yucatan, and one from Yucatan had come to 

Chichanha, one of the centers of rebellion in the south; their influence 

and arguments resulted in a peace, signed in 1851» in which the Indians 

allegedly submitted to Yucatan's rule. At this t-jne British agents re- 

ported of the rebels that "the Indians are weak in numbers, badly armed, 

37 
and that great numbers are deserting." 
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After much waiting, commissionera for the Indians and representa- 

tives of Yucatan signed a definitive treaty permitting the Indians almost complete 

autonomy. Tucatecan representatives had been given secret instructions to 

38 
exclude the British Superintendent from any active part in the peace;  he 

in turn equally secretly advised Indian commissioners. He told them he had 

reason to believe that the Mexican government would not assent to all terms 

of the treaty just signed, but -would j;rarit pardons only for acts committed 

during hostilities; on that account he recommended them "to observe caution 

in surrendering their arms, or exposing themselves to danger from the 

Spaniards until they are assured of acceptance of the terms of the treatyi" 

whilst also recommending they should "abstain from an act of hostility so 

39 
long as there is a hope of reconciliation." 

Direct result of this peace, and the preliminary one previously 

arranged by the priests in 1851, was radical split in the erstwhile rebel 

Maya ranks, partial relief for Yucatan, and localization of the Caste War 

in the east. Henceforth matters in the south were relatively calm. Nego- 

tiations with eastern Mayas broko down after 1851 when the Yucatecan priest 

40 
would not permit their being annexed to Guatemala as the Indians wished. 

After 1853, the War of the Castes lay largely with Maya of the east. They 

seceded from peaceful southern ones, and they carried terror both to the 

latter and to the Yucatecans for a good many years thereafter. Quite as 

much turbulence resulted from Mayas fighting one another as from their 

combined efforts against the whites, but the latter felt safer for awhile. 
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CACICAZGOS. AND CASTE WAR TO 1861 
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Once the Yucatecan policy of dividing the Mayas to subdue them 

had borne fruit in the Treaty of 1853» much of white fears were temporarily 

relieved. All the quondam rebels were still almost completely free from 

white interference» organized into areal and cultural units known as 

cacicazgos i ruled over by a native leader who always st;, led himself "gen- 

eral."   The internal organization of these native social entities is 

detailed in the next chapter, but it can be said that they were much alike, 

differing mainly in details, except for the cacicazgo of Chan Santa Cruz 

whose founding and whose cult of the Cross estranged it from others. 

The group which signed peace with Yucatecans were then known by 

various names. They called themselves "Christians" to distinguish them 

42 
from the "pagan" huithes of Chan Santa Cruz.   The more tractable Mayas 

were largely centered in the south, and were known officially at a later 

period as "Pacíficos del Sur" (Peaceful Ones of the South), or by the 

paradoxical title, "Peaceful Rebel Indians," to distinguish them from the 

43 
"Fighting Rebel Indians" of the east.   These latter called themselves 

Cruzoob, a neologism formed from the Spanish word for cross (cruz) and the 

Mayan plural ending (oob);  it admirably illustrates the mixture of old 

in new in their almost unique culture. They were customarily called 

"Barbarians," "fighters" (bravos), or just Santa Cruz Mayas, from the name 

of their capital city and their cult of the Holy Cross. These cacicazgos 

were similar to ones formed in other parts of Latin America, and for the 

same reasons} Nordenskiold reports an analagous "state" set up by Bolivian 

Indians because some of their number were sold to rubber plantations in 
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the 1880*s. 
45 

One common tendency of the cacicazgos, both of the Pacíficos and 

of the Cruzoob, was to split up into smaller units over the issue of peace 

or war. Among the former, at least four separate units resulted, and among 

the Santa Cruzt the twentieth century residue at X-Cacal are currently known 

as "Los Separados" or "those who separated," because they withdrew when less 
46 

intractable compatriots made peace.   The first such main split arose in 

December» 1852 when the eastern group made war on the main body of southern 

Indians at Chichanha for signing the preliminary treaty with the priests. 

The eastern ones were beaten at this time, and withdrew. But to secure aid 

and friendship of ¡owerful allies against expected retaliatory action» leader 

of the Chichanha» one Tzuc, made haste to sign the treaty (already referred 

to) in 1853» Under this convention, the Chichanha Mayas agreed to furnish 

47 
400 men to help the Tucatecans quell the eastern grou; s.   In 1857 the 

Santa Cruz from the east attacked Chichanha, and although they were again 

beaten, some of the "peaceful" southern group split off from the main body 

at Chichanha and emigrated to Icaiche; their numbers were considerably 

augmented in 1863 when the Cruzes in force again attacked Chichanha and 

48 
decisively devastated it. 

In the south» also, but nearer the Yucatecan and Campeche borders 

wee two other cacicazgos, Locha and Uesapich. The latter two units were 

included in the state of Campeche when it declared independence of Yucatan 

in 1858; the census of 1861 gives the Locha area some 3,069 inhabitants» 

49 
and that of Mesapich 11,331.   Presumably about half of the section of 
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Champoton» and possibly part of other areas would swell the total, for in 

50 
1871 Campeche only really controlled its seaboard. 

Founding of Chan Santa Cruz. Shortly after the split between 

those favoring peace and those against it (in 1852) a beaten bunch of the 

latter» traditionally from a small village, Maven (near Mesapich), emi- 

51 
grated eastward, joining the still insurgent huithea around Bacalar. 

These rebel groups had as their ostensible center a small rancho known as 

Kampocolche, but in 1850 or 1851» finding this spot untenable or unsuitable, 

they started congregating at a site known as Chan Santa Cruz, later known 

as Santa Cruz del Bravo from tile Mexican general who recaptured it in the 

52 
twentieth century. 

In 1852, Chan Santa Cruz was a small site famous among the Maya 

for a «nail cross "which had fame because it spoke and worked miracles, 

and which the Indians adored with a fanaticism peculiar to them." Pre- 

viously they made pilgrimages to the spot, but these ceased after a Mexican, 

53 
Romulo de la Vega, removed the original cross and took it to Bacalar. 

Chan Santa Cruz, though its cross was gone, now became a refuge for the 

rebels, whom Yucatan was now free to pursue, having managed to alienate 

them from the other Mayas. Chan Santa Cruz grew in numbers, and was a 

center of resistance, so in 1854 the government started extensive cam- 

paigns which lasted until I860, in efforts to root out the dangerous center 

of resistance. 

These efforts proved in vain. Force after force v.*as thrown 

against the Mayas, who had now entrenched their capital to a distance of 
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24 miles, the trenches being one mile apart. Main result of the Yucatecan 

campaigns from 1853 to I860 was to produce the Talking Cross, and to give 

the Caste War, from the Mayan point of view» a religious and crusading turn. 

The Talking Cross of Chan Santa Cruz.  In 1854-5> the Yucatecans 

made two attempts to take Chan Santa Cruz. The first failed. The second 

time a cholera epidemic wiped out most of the troops, and the remainder 

were routed, "leaving on the field their wounded and SíCK. , who were hor- 

ribly assassinated," among whom were the commanders. It was at this time 

the new Talking Cross appeared. It is said to have "renewed the miracles 

of the old one, and on a greater scale, because this one sweated, groaned, 

54 
and emitted terrible maledictions against the whites." 

Undocumented tradition attributes invention of this device, or 

renewal of an old device to one Jose líaria Barrera, a mestizo of Peto who 

had Joined the Indians. He is said to have used an Indian named Manuel 

55 
Nahuat as ventriloquist to operate his device.   However fraudulent the 

Cross appeared to outsiders (and there are few who do not tjiestion its 

authenticity) it provided powerful appeal for the rebel Mayas. As the 

Cross claimed it would prevent their being killed, they no longer remained 

on the defensive. They immediately took to the field, besieging Valladolid 

and other points which Yucatecans had regained. In 1858 they retook, with 

900 men, the main center, Bacalar which also had been sorely won back. A 

generation later an English surveyor saw the bones of those who had been 

56 
trapped in the church and slain.   It was no wonder that the British in 

Honduras re.orted that "a thrill of horror ran through our northern dis- 

tricts when it was learned that all the inhabitants whom the first rage of 
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the assailants had opened In the captured town of Bacalar were solemnly 

sacrificed to an idol in the moon lighted massacre of the first of March." 
57 

In I860 the Yucatecans determined to launch a grand assault. 

The expedition was organized and included 3»000 meni besides the regular 

military forces on the lines of defence which had been established. In- 

experience, fear» and ineptitude brought this grand expedition to complete 

ruin after it reached Bacalar. A contemporary sadly reports: 

Losses incurred reached 1»500 trained troops killed in 
action or assassinated; 2 «500 rifles; artillery and its 
ammunition; more than 300 mules; provisions; and other 
ammunition. These disasters finished off the resources 
of the state• and forever the mor.de of the soldiers. 
From thenceforth, troops considered the area of Chan 
Santa Cruz a cursed land, while the Indians thought it 
impregnable1 and defended it with blind confidence in 
victory. Following these doleful occurrences» the State 
saw it was an impossibility to take the offensive» and 
their forees were restricted to repelling attacks of 
their enemies» not always triumphantly» for some towns 
disappeared under the fiery torch of barbarism.5° 

Yucatecan Losses in the War of the Castes» 1847-60» Having for 

the time being riven up trying to exterminate the Santa Cruz, Yucatan 

turned to other affairs nearer Merida and the Gulf ports. It was a greatly 

diminished Yucatan from the state which had claimed nearly the whole Penin- 

sula in 1347. 

Its population had been nearly cut in half. All these losses 

were not» however, directly resultant from the War of the Castes. 3ni- 

gration to Cuba, to other parts of Mexico, and to Guatemala and British 

59 
Honduras accounted for some.   Two terrible cholera epidemics in Merida 

in 1853 left scarcely a home untouched. Maize had to be imported from 
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NORTH 
Merida  Izamal 

EAST SOUTH WHOLE 
Total Valladolid  Tekax Caifipeche Total   TOTAL 

POPULATION 
"TSAS— 

1850 
1881 

Losses 
1846-50 
% of 1846 
% of Total 

Proportions (per cent 
% 1846 total 
1850 
1881 
1846 vs. 1881* 

Races 
1846 (see Table  ) 

Whites 
Indian 

1881 
Whites 
Indian 

135,495  82,201 217.696 
91,229  67,423 158,652 

126,608  73.897 200,505 

44.266 14.778 
32 % 18 % 
16* 5 * 

of total population) 
23.6% 14.3* 
30.5 22.5 
48.8 28.2 
93.5* 89.0* 

36.0Í 
64.0 

47.0 
53.0 

29.Oí 
71.0 

36.5 
63.5 

69.044 
31 í 
21 * 

y?.w 
53.0 
77.0 
92.2* 

35 .Oí 
65.0 

43.0 
57.0 

111,129 
23,066 
33.177 

88,063 
79 í 
32 * 

19.256 
7.7 

12.7 
28.7* 

22.Oí 
78.0 

36.5 
63.5 

152,780 
35,505 
26,947 

117,275 
77 % 
43 * 

26.3Í 
11.8 
10.3 
17.7* 

25.0Í 
75.0 

47.0 
53.0 

93,756 246,536 575,361 
82,232 117,737 299,455 
— 26,947 260,629 

11,524 128,799 275,906 
12 í 52 % 48 % 
4 t 47 % 100 í 

16.6Í 
27.5 

41.0* 
59.0 

42.9Í   100 í 
39.3   100 
10.3   100 
17.7 45.3 

32. } 
68.0 

47.0 
53.0 

30. * 
70.0 

43.0 
57.0 

AREA 1846 
Per cent 1846 
Actual 1846 
Leagues2 

Kilometers 
Miles2 

6.2Í 5.2Í   11.4* 

516 439 1,055 1.398 3.345 
9.000 7,500 16,500 24,400 58,500 
3,480 2,890 6,370 9.430 22,600 

16.5*    40.3*   31.8*   72.1* 100.0* 

2,665 6,010 8,363 
46,500 105,000 145,900 
17,900  40,500  56,300 

DENSITY, 1846 (Persons per square mile) 

38.9   28.2   34.1 11.8 6.7 4.8 6.1   10.2 

«Per cent of 1846 total poptJ-ation replaced by year 1881. 
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abroad because of disturbed conditions, but starvation added its horrors, 
60 

though Mexican humanitarians contributed to relieve the situation.   in 

1857 the military forces again consisted of about 2,000 men after a great 

effort had swelled the total previously. After 1850 the Church was well 

nigh disestablished, because one real monthly was too much to pay, and 

Laws of Reform began to take effect in Yucatan. In 1858 Campeche had man- 

aged to achieve its ambition and became a separate unit, costing Yucatan 
61 

some 83,000 people and large slices of territory. 

Territorial losses to the Indians were considerable, in the east 

and south. Writing in 1368) a Yucatecan summarized them as follows: 

I must make clear that Yucatan and Campeche in 1848 
counted 5 flourishing cities, 8 villas, 191 towns, 
1265 haciendas, and 1,263 cane sugar and lumber cut- 
ting establishments. Of these cities have been lost 
Izamal, Valladolid, and Tekax, and more than two thirds 
of the towns, haciendas and ranches have completely 
disappeared. The heroic attempts of the national guard 
in the year 1848 successfully recovered at the cost of 
much blood and immense sacrifices those three cities 
and some other points where there were towns, but these 
latter points have again fallen into the povmr of our 
enemies.°2 

In 1331 Baqueiro reckoned the independent Mayas occupied an area 

of some 69,504 square kilometers, or 3,945 square leagues, extending from 

63 
Becanchen in the District of Tekax to the Mexico-Guatemala frontier.  As 

may be seen, eastern and southern sections of Yucatan suffered losses in 

people and territory far out of proportion to their relative strengths in 

1846. For them the Caste War was doubly crippling. Uuch of their Maya 

labor supply was lost, and their earlier expanding economy was choked off 

64 
by changing world conditions, plus fear of incursions from Santa Cruz. 
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SECTIONS AND 
DISTRICTS 

WHITES 
Number 

Per Cent INDIANS 
Number 

Per Cent TOTAL 
POPULATION (10C#) 

NORTH CENTRAL 
West"? Ticul 

Maxcanu 
Tecoh 
Progreso 
Acanceh 
Hunucma 

Outside 

10,754 
5,731 

3.248 
4.852 
5.24,3 

10,269 
12,926 

726 
18,515 
11,419 

Per Cent 
Total Pop. 

Merida 
HERIDA 

29,828 
29,543 

36.0 
64.0 

53.855 
13.382 

64.0 
36.0 

83.683 
42,925 

32¿ 
16.5 

District of 
Merida 59,371 47.0 67.237 53.0 126,608 48.8 

East; Motul 
Izamal 
Tlxkokob 
Temax 

6,651 
7.844 
3.790 
8.797 

14,639 
10,625 
11,768 
9.783 

District of 
Izamal 27,082 36.5 46,815 63.5 73.897 28.2 

Total 
NORTH: 86,453 43.0 114.052 57.5 200,505 77.0 

EAST CENTRAL 
Valladolid 
Tizimin 
Espita 

4.303 
4,344 
3.412 

11,365 
4.562 
5.191 

District of 
Valladolid 
EAST TOTAL 

12,059 36.5 21,118 63.5 33.177 12.7 

SOUTH CENTRAL 
Tekax 
Sotuta 
Peto 

6,696 
3,188 
2,798 

6,699 
5,185 
2.381 

District of 
Tekax 

SOUTH TOTAL 

12,682 47.0 14,265 53.0 26,947 10.3 

STATE OF 
YUCATAN 111,194 43.0 149.435 57.0 260,629 100.Oí 

** ^H^^HHP>*•^H^#*•^KHHHH^¡HHHHHH^*^Ht^HH^^H^>il *-«• »1HHHHKHt1HHt<BHHfWH^BHMHHHHHHHHBHB^ 

Source; Serapio Baqueiro, Resena Geográfica, Histórica £ Estadística del Estado de 
Yucatan (Mexico, 1881), Doc. #1. 

RELATIVE STRENGTH OF SECTIONS, 1846 vs. 1881 

1846 1881 

NORTH 

EAST 

SOUTH 

37.9* 

>9.2 

-42*9- 

77.0Í 

12.7 

10.3 
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History of the era was written in its cemeteries» which in these regions 

were aaid in 1881 to be "true monuments, dumb but eloquent witnesses to the 

fact that in this desert there are advanced sentinels, palpitating proof 

of the civilisation and past grandeur of Yucatan."   Only within recent 

years has the area begun to be repopulated to much extent; even yet it has 
66 

not reached its former status, relative to other areas.   Merida» after 

mid-century, far outstripped Valladolid, due largely to hennequen. 

In more ways than one the plant saved Yucatan. Its plantations 

formed a protective belt some twenty or twenty-five great leagues (5Ü-65 

67 
miles) around Merida, making inrushes of raiding Mayas more difficult. 

Railroads and other communications connected Merida to its newly formed 

port of Progreso, and at the same time extension of communication networks 

made a compact unit of the north and northwest sections of the Peninsula, 

68 
leaving Merida's hegemony unchallenged.   Pre-existing haciendas and their 

system were more firmly rooted and changed; now henequéneroa ruled much 

like colonial ecoiaenderos. 

6y 
Statistics help tell the story of the new orientations.   In 

the Peninsula as a whole, in terms of mecates, areas devoted to some 

leading crops in 1880 were: 

Subsistence 

Maize 
Beans 
Rice 
Yucca 

357.698 
1,146 

40 
4,034 

Commercial 

Hennequen 1,129,429 
Sugar Cane 63,656 
Tobacco      2,079 

With growing stability of economic and social life, politics of 

the era became more tranquil. In the period from 1848 to 1853 there had 
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70 
been fourteen uprisings, eight governors, and three governing juntas.  This 

was changed after Campeche left and removed one source of friction, but mainly 

the whole peninsula was stabilized by its new monopoly. One writer, casting 

up accounts from the outbreak of the War of the Castes to his day, after re- 

counting loss after loss, deaths, and ruination said of his time, 1881: 

Yucatan did not have any industry . . . but divine Provi- 
dence gave it one in recent times in that saving plant, 
and with it all its necessities remain fulfilled. ... 
In effect, everything in the State is on account of henne- 
quen. If there is foreign commerce in abundance, if ex- 
ports exceed imports, if there has beun improvement, if 
we are able to sustain such a powerful hacienda system 
... if there is movement, if Merida lives in luxury and 
abandons its ancient usages and customs, it is all on 
account of hennequen. . . .• 

After a decade and a half, Yucatecans were eager to forget the 

miseries, hunger and death which had m?j:ked the Caste War on their side. 

With affluence came desire to wipe out some of the stain on their escutch- 

eons; while their writers glossed the history of the War, various expeditions 

were sent out to quell the still powerful Maya. But on the whole, by about 

1870, and 1880 at the latest, the two main contingents on either side, i/.erida 

in the west, and the Santa Cruz in the east were each wrapped in their own 

concerns, and fighting consisted mainly of professional troops on the white 

side, less eager to fight, but more able than those defending their own 

homes and towns. 
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FOOTNOTES TO PART- rt] 
1. Sources: In general» sources are the same as for preceding chapter, 

except travelers' accounts. Main reliance here falls on hitherto 
unexploited documentary material from non-Tucatecan places. These 
Yucatecan materials have been rather thoroughly reviewed by the works 
mentioned in Note 25 of preceding chapter. Travelers* tales are re- 
placed by documents• for few travelers entered this area during the 
Caste War» except specialists whose accounts form much of Part III, 
infra. 

Foreign documentary materials; 

SED " United States, 30th Congress (1847-8), 1st Session, Senate 
Executive Documents» vols. V» VI, Documents MO» 42, 43, 45, 
49* Each document contains several communications, and each 
document has its own pagination. Some of these have been 
reprinted in William Ray kanning, Diplomatic Correspondence 
of the United States (12v. Carnegie Endowment for Interna- 
tional Peace, Publications, Washington, 1932-39)» Interamerican 
Affairs, 1831-60, VHI. Some Spanish translations of a few 
are contained in Menendez, Comercio, and Sierra O'Reilly, 
Nuestro Viaje. See Note 12 for calendar. 

ABH " Archives of British Honduras (John Alden Burdon, ed., 3v., 
London, 1935), HI (1841-84). Few, if any Yucatecan or other 
authors have used this important prime source which casts 
much new light on several controversial questions. 

Secondary; (see note 19) cited below, passim. 

(a) Main treatments are: 
Eligió Ancona, Historia de Yucatan desde la época más remota 

hasta nuestro d¿as (5v. Barcelona and Herida, 1879- 
1905), IV, "La Guerra Social" is chief secondary 
source. 

Carlos R. Menendez, Historia del enfame £ vergonzoso comercio 
de Indios vendidos . . • . (Marida, 1923) summarizes 
most old Yucatecan material and dií-s up some new to 
document his theses. 

(b) Valuable for special aspects are: 
Joaquín Hflbbe, Balice L1880-81] (Carlos R. Menéndez, ed., 

Merida, 1941). Based on thorough combing of Yucatecan 
and Mexican sources; anti-British. Highly reliable 
except those parts based on emotion and prejudice, 
clearly discernible. 

Federico Aldherre, "Los Indios de Yucatan," Boletín de la 
sociedad de geografía y_ estadística de la república 
Mexicana, Ha Época, tome I (1869), 73-8» and M. 

-1- 
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Mendiolea, "Ampliaciones a 'Los Indios' por F. Aldherre," 
ibld., 78-81. First article by an Austrian soldier who 
accompanied Maximilian's Empress, Carlotta to Yucatan, 
and second by a well known Yucatecan, bringing data on 
Caste War up to December, 1868. 

Sorapio Baqueiro, Reseña geográfica, histórica y. estadística del 
Estado de Yucatan (Mexico, 190.77). Does not reach high 
level set by Peon and Regll. "Estadística" for period 
1840-50, but is very useful survey by contemporary. 

2. A. McKenney to 1!. C. Perry, April, 1848, SED:43» p. 17* Report 
(pp. 12-19) gives much useful data. Is pro-Mendez politically. 

Cf. Justo Sierra to Ja3. Buchanan, April 3, 1848; "The barbarians 
have destroyed vdth flames four towns, and more than fifty hamlets; 
they have swept away about two hundred farms and many other cotton and 
sugar plantations; they have ravaged immense fields of grain; they 
have murdered hundreds of white families; and, in fine, they are mas- 
ters of the whole eastern, and nearly the whole western portions of the 
Peninsula." SED: 40, p. 13. 

Ancona, Historia, IV, 5-133 covers period of SED, as does Menendez» 
Comercio, 72-90, et passim. 

3. Nicolini to Cadr. Perry, February 1, 1848, SED:43» p. 10. 

4. Lt. C. H. McBlair (U. S. Brig. "Stromboli") to Cmdr. M. C. Perry, May 
8, 1848. SED: 49» pp. 5-6. Also M. C. Perry to J. Y. Mason, Secretary 
of Navy, Washington, March 13, 1848, "Such is the disgraceful panic of 
the Yucateco soldiers that man;.' of them fly upon the very appearance 
of the enemy. . . ." SED: 43» p. 8. McKenney to Perry» January, 1843» 
"Yucatecan troops" either completely routed or yielding to an unaccount- 
able panic, have precipitately abandoned the field of battle, in some 
instances losing their best officers and men." SED: 43» P« 17« M. 
Mason ("Vesuvius") to J. Y. Mason, Secy. Navy, SED: 43» P» 19. Perry 
to J. Y. Mason, "The whites make little or no effort to defend their 
firesides, but fly at the first appearance of the Indians," SSD: 43» 
April 2, 1848, p. 23* Also Joaquín Guterrez de Estrada LYucatecanJ 
to Perry, April 28» 1848: "The terror which the barbarians inspire 
is inexplicable, even to us who have witnessed this desolating war 
from its commencement," SED: 49» p. 7« Nicolini, Secy, of State 
(Yucatan) to Perry* "from these circumstances have resulted the ap- 
parent triumphs of the Indians — the vacillation of our troops, and 
the conflict in which the whole country is involved," February 1» 1843» 
SED: 43» p. 10. 

5. sierra to Buchanan, April 18, 1848, SED: 40, p. 16. Also Sierra to 
Buchanan, April 3» 1848, "The government cannot support the Immense 
number of troops which it noeds» nor has it arms and ammunition to 
give them. ... In fine, sir, the country is falling to ruin, and 
its white population on the point of being extinguished by the savages, 
unless it should receive the sympathy, protection, and support of 
civilized nations," SED: 40, p. 14. 
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6. M. Mason (Brig. "Vesuvius") to J. Y. Mason, Secy. Navyt March 18, 1848, 
SSDt 43» p. 19. John McGregor, U. S. Consul to A. Blgelow, Mil. Govr. 
La Laguna, March 22, 1848; M. Mason to A. Blgelow, March 22, 1848, etc., 
SED: 43» PP« 22-6 passim. 

7« Baqueiro, Reseña» 99. Ancona, Historia, IV, 265-74» paaaim. Menendez, 
Comercio mentions that in a revolution (1846) ammunition for 149 men 
lasted only 1 hour» 74. 

8. Barbachano replaced Méndez, March 25 through latter's handing government 
over in desperation. Ancona, Historia, IV, 110. This was one reason 
peace did not last, for Barbachano had got •'-ndians vdth whom he was 
negotiating to write Gov't. that they would treat only with him as Govr. 
This was then called a partisan peace, and soon was recaptured. See 
below: 

Perry to J. Mason, April 15» 1848, reporting change of governors, 
revolt of troops, 5ED: 43, p. 30. A. Bigelow to Perry, "The parties 
seem to be as divided and hostile to each other as ever; or, perhaps 
the troops who wished to retreat took advantage of the change in the 
government to screen their cowardice," April 4» 1848, SED: 43, 31» 

9. McKenney to Perry, March, 1848, SED: 43» p. 18 estimates 30,000.a"1 Indians 
effective. M. Mason to Perry, April 2, 1848, SED: 43» p- 18 estimates 
60,000, in 4 columns. French Consul to Perry, May 9, 1848, SED: 49, pp. 
8-9 estimates Jacinto Pat has 15-18,000, and 20,000 marching on Campeche. 
Pat brought 10,000 to sign peace. Superintendent to officer Commanding, 
April 23» 1848, ABH, 106 rejiorts 10,000 Indians holding Bacalar. 

10. Possibly authentic: Handbook of British Honduras (ii,  S. Metzgen, H. E. 
Cain, compilers, London, 1925), 12 summarizing report of Major O'Connor 
(1849) who saw roasted bodies. There were undoubtedly many many more, 
for Indians threatened to use burning, stakes, cruxifixion etc. if 
Yucatecans did not surrender. See "Letters of Rebel Indians to Peace 
Commissioners," Doc. #42, Serapio Baqueiro, Ensayo histórico sobre 
las revoluciones de Yucatan desde el año de 1840 hasta 1864 (3v.» 
Merida, 1873-87), I, 592-7. 

Unsubstantiated, but oosoible are the many reported in Yucatecan liter- 
ature. Some happened, but on the whole, they improved with age and be- 
came cliches. E. G. Baqueiro, Reseña, 98-9. See photostat, Part III 
this essay. Horror of ¿idieais is part of political stock in trade of 
times, hiding much political chicanery, and is also part of Yucatecan 
defense against ineptitude. But see ante, Part I, pp.   Notes   , 
and infra, pp.    , Notes  . 

11. McKenney to Perry, April, 1848, SED: 43, p. 18. 

12. The Sierra Mission dates officially from July 27, 1847. when Domingo 
Barret was accredited as commissioner for Yucatan. Sierra, Diary, 
Doc. #1; SED: 42; Manning, VIII, #3716, to final resume of affairs. 
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June 16, 1848, Sierra, Piarlo. Doc. #37; Manning, VIII, #3770, p. 1089. 
Sierra, Diario, Docs. 2-6, pp. 60-4 give his reports to Governor en- 
route; Docs, in Sierra, Diario which do not appear in SED or Manning 
are #9» 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 16, 20, 22, 23, 31, 36; Sierra Diario does 
not contain valuable material from SED: 43» most of SED:42» 45, 49* 
Some of the major phases of lucatan's attempts to secure aid are sum- 
marized in M. W. Williams, "The Secessionist Diplomacy of Yucatan," 
Hispanic American Historical Review, IX (1929), 132-43, but without 
adequate background of Caste War, or materials contained in Sierra 
Diario. See alao Ancona, Historia, IV, 155-7; Menendez, Comercio  . 

13. C. W. Lawrence to R. J. Walker, March 2, 1848, SED: 42; Polk to Congress, 
April 29» ir-kB,  SED: 40; Polk to Senate, May 9. 1848, SED: 43; J. Y. 
Mason to M. C. Perry (confidential). May 12, 1848, SED:45; J* Y. Mason 
to Polk, May 15» 1848, SBD:45; and esp. J. Y. Mason to M. C. Perry, 
March 8, 1848, SED: 42i Yount to Lawrence, March 10, 1848, SED: 42. 

14. John D. P. Puller, The Movement for the acquisition of all México, 
1846-1848 (Balto., 1936); J. A. Dix, Proposed Occupation of Yucatan 
(Washington, 1848) is contemporary, Fuller's is resume and cities 
much relevant literature. "The Yucatecan question is dropt for the 
present. ... It was one of the wildest and most absurd measures 
ever proposed by the Executive," John C. Calhoun to J. E. Calhoun, 
May 22, 1848, Calhoun Correspondence, American Historical Association, 
Reports (1899), II, 756, and Calhoun, Vvorks, 454-78. Spanish trans, of 
arguments on "Yucatan 8111," Sierra, Piarlo, Doc. #35» 113-6, and cita- 
tions, Ancona, Historia, IV, 157. 

15. Perry to J. Mason encloses editorial from "La Union" of Merida, February 
8 in which Yucatan said would ask for 2,000 muskets (with bayonets), 6 
pieces of mountain artillery» 200 quintals of powder, 400 swords» 200,000 
silver dollars, to be paid back by mortgaging 1/5 of customs revenues, 
ending up with "therefore, away with despair1 To your arms» Yucatecos!" 
SED:43» pp» 4-7; H. Hoppenstadt to M. C. Perry, February 29» informing 
him Governor Gen. of Cuba sending man-of-war, Yucatan having asked for 
$200,000 and 2,000 guns, ibid., 6-7; Perry to J. Mason, March 13, reports 
arrival of 2,000 arms, 4 pieces of artillery, 200 quintals gunpov/der. 
Ancona, Historia, IV, 164, 159-60, the commissioners sent to Cuba were 
to authorize sale of island of Cozumel if necessary, to get aid from 
Cuba. 

16. Spaniards were not to penetrate more than 10 yards inland. 
to J. Mason, February 29, SED: 43» Also 

A. Bigelovi 
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17» Perry to J. Mason• March 13. 1848» reported French consul told him 
Yucatan had twice offered its sovereignty to France, SED: 43» p. 8, 
but this is probably untrue. On March 25» Gov. Méndez sent notes to 
the United States» Spain, and England with such offers, and after 
Barbachano became governor (see Note 8) he reiterated offers to same 
nations» though previously he had discredited Sierra in the United 
States by publishing a notice that Sierra was acting for private in- 
terests, not the govornment of Yucatan. Ancona, Historia, IV, 156, 
165* Laisre de Villareque, Consul of France to M. C. Perry, May 9» 
1848, SED: 49. pp. 8-9. 

18. Baqueiro, Resella, 86-7; Menendez» Comercio, 82-4» quoting a political 
pamphlet markedly anti-Barbachano, which among other things said the 
Yucatecans "had to prostrate themselves to the Supreme Mexican Govern- 
ment ... saying 'We have sinned, have pity and mercy on usl' and the 
generous Government, forgetting their infamy in the American War re- 
ceived them with open arms, gave them sweet peace, and because of the 
scarcities, aided them with more than 300,000 pesos and equipped men. 
..." Temple Jewels were sold in New Orleans and Havanna, ibid., 14. 
Baqueiro, Ensayo, II is source for most secondary accounts, including 
Ancona, Hlsto; 
of Yucatan. 

a, IV» 165-70, who adds notes from Boletín Oficial 

19» See Note 17. Material on Belize is tremendous; herewith typical not 
complete items: The controversy between British Honduras and Yucatan 
over boundaries and Indians is typical such Latin American dispute 
over useless territory for nationalistic reasons, as outlined in many 
cases by S. Whittemore Bo/r»,gs» International Boundaries: a study of 
boundary functions and problems (New York, 1940)» 74-93. ~3outh American 
Boundaries," and Preston James7 "The Distribution of People in South 
America," in Geographic Aspects of International Relations j.C C. Colby, 
ed.» Chicago, 1938j, 217-42. Especially latter's discussion of national 
vs. effective sovereignty. A fine article. Most recent versions, 
Yucatecan aide: series of monographs by Curios R. Menendez, who re- 
cently has devoted much time to collecting materials to document a 
thesis; "Now that there seems to exist a movement of justice, tending 
to revindicate for Mexico its just property, the territory which present 
day Belize comprehends» with nullification of the Spencer-Mariscal which 
the government of General Porferio Diaz with that of Queen Victoria in 
1897. we believe it pertinent to save from oblivion the notable labor 
of Hflbbo. ..." Intro, to Httbbe, Bailee, p. iii (.September, 1940]. 
See also Note 35* 

Older Yucatecan views: 

Alejandro Villasenor y Villaseftor, "La Cuestión de Bellce" (Mexico, 
1894)» collection of newspaper articles appoaring in "EL Tiempo" 
of Mexico City; Ancona, Historia, IV» 221-35; Hübbe, Balice (cited 
Note 1, above); Mendiolea, "Ampliaciones," 81; Manual Azpiroz, 
"Establicimiento inglés de Beliee," Boletín de la sociedad Mexicana 
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de geografía y estadística, Ep. II, t 4 (Mexico, September, 1872), 698- 
715, reprinting documents and miscellaneous notices in Mexican Government 
files; scanty commentary. Manuel Peniche, "Historia de las relaciones 
de España y México con Inglaterra sobre el establecimiento de Balice," 
Boletín de la sociedad de geografía y_ estadística de la república Mexi- 
cana, Ep. iTT t. 1 (1869T, 217-56, 377-402, with map p. 405J good for 
Spanish sources* 

"typical version is that given Buchanan by Sierra, March 7, 1848, "the 
people of Yucatan were suffering from a war, forced on them by barbarous 
Indian tribes who live on the eastern frontier, who had evidently been 
armed and incited thereto by some secret power. ..." SED: 40, p. 11. 
See below, Notes 20, 25, etc. 

British views: Archibald R. Gibbs, British Honduras: An Historical and 
descriptive account of the colony from its settlement, loTO (London, 1883); 
Daniel Morris, The Colony of British Honduras, its resources and prospects, 
with particular attention to its indigenous plants and economic productions 
(London, 1883) contains map showing Indian areas and helpful bibliography 
144-5; earlier tnan either of these is George Henderson, An account of the 
British Settlement of Honduras, being a view of its commercial and agri- 
cultural resources, soil, climate, natural history &c .... (London, 2d 
ed., lsny: 

Recent: John Burdon, Brief sketch of British Honduras: past, present, and 
future (London, new and revised ed., 1928) with map; British Honduras 
(Great Britain, Foreign Office, Historical Section, Peace Handbooks, vol. 
XXI, #3 whole number 133» London, 1920); A. W. '-im, British Honduras: 
Financial and economic position (Parliament Papers by Command, Reports of 
Commissioners, 1934, X, 1-221, London), as well as British Honduras, Blue 
Book, 1904- (annually, Belize). 

Main points of issue for period here treated, 1848-30 appear in both ABH, 
and in Correspondance diplomatique exchangee entre le gouvernment de la 
Republique et celui de sa ¿tajaste Britanique relativament au territore 
appele Balice,"*1872-l§7F"(Ministerio de relaciones exteriores, Mexico, 
1878), of which first 48 pages are correspondence, followed by 19 docu- 
ments. The value of all these for Quintana Roo is that in passing much 
valuable data are given for the Indian groups in the disputed area. Most 
of following pages are based on ABH (see note 1). 

20. Margaret Park Redfield, "The folk literature of a Yucatecan town," Carnegie 
Institution, Contributions to American Archaeology, III (#13, V/ashington, 
June, 1935), 1-50. Pp. 31-2 give accounts of Caste War as told by present 
day informants; Queen Victoria and Diaz's wife are confused; author's com- 
ment incorrectly attributes Caste War to 1841. See also. Note   Part III. 
Nomenclature of "ingleses" is noted by J. L. Stephens» Incidents of Travel 
in Yucatan (2v. New York, 1843, ed. of 1848), I, 328. Rev. John Kingdom, 
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in touch with revolted Maya» reported to Supt. at Belize that "the 
Indl;ms entertained unbounded confidence In Englishmen," ABH, 118 
(March 9» 1849)» In 1922, a German reported (HFC trans.), "The 
Mayas are favorably disposed toward the ¿hglish and Negroes of 
British Honduras. They hate the Mexican-Spanish and call them 
'uach.' As a group white Englishmen and Americans are called 
•chac-pol»' i.e.» •red-head.*" H. Adrian, "Einiges ttber dia Maya- 
Indianer von Quintana Roo," Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde zu Berlin, 
Zeitschrift. 1924 (Notes 5-7)» 235-47- Citation, p. 247. It is 
nearly impossible to explain to Latin-Americans why this is so» 
that Indians do not trust them, and this inability to analyze 
thoroughly causes of friction undoubtedly underlies much of the 
gratuitous attribution of "plots" etc. to British by Tucatecan 
writers. See Note 19. 

21. Secretary of the Governor of Yucatan to Supt., December 31» 1847» ABH, 
98. On February 1» 1848 the Governor of Yucatan appealed to all in- 
habitants of British Honduras "for united support to suppress the War 
of Races which was being waged by the Indians." ABH, 100. Governor, 
Jamaica» to Supt.» transmitting correspondence concerning charges made 
by Governor Yucatan that aid and comfort given Indians through arms 
supplies, August 19, 1B48, ABH, 110. 

22. Henry A. Case, Views on and of Yucatan, besides notes upon parts of 
the State of Campeche and the Territory of Quintana Roo (Merlda, 
1911), 207-8. Cf. ibid., "by a school book that we have recently 
seen, the young are taught that the territory iof Quintana Rooj has 
been reconquered from the rebellious Indians by the mighty power of 
the Federal Government» but unfortunately that statement can hardly 
be considered exactly correct. . . * We have bean told by intelligent 
Yucatecans that at the moment it is an excellent place to keep away 
from." 212. Case seems to have spent most of his life in Yucatan, 
wrote a very informal volume. Equally interesting but topical is 
Alice D. Le Plongeon, Here and There in Yucatan: Miscellanies (New 
York, 1886), collection of essays on varied topics which struck her 
fancy. Nothing much about Quintana Roo, but items on Mayas of 
Cozumelj very entertaining. 

23. Supt. to Principal Magistrate, Bacalar, May 9, 1846, ABH, 107• 

24* Governor, Jamaica, to Supt., July 21, 1849» ABH» 121. Supt. to Com- 
mandant, Bacalar» October 3» 1849 advising means being taken to prevent 
arms being transported from Belize» and stationing of second magistrate, 
ABH» 124. Supt. to Newly Appointed Magistrates» St. Helena and Douglas» 
advising as per quote in text» adding that other vessels (not British) 
were merely to be questioned. No physical force under any circum- 
stances» ABH» 124* Mexicans did not trust these men» so boarded and 
searched British vessels also, Supt* to Commandant, Bacalar, October 
23, 1849» ABH, 125. The famous "Four Sisters" which figures so largely 
in later disputes was said to be seized by one Yucatecan, Padre Trujillo, 
"to facilitate his own traffic in arms with the Indians," Magistrate, 
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Northem District to Supt., adding that Jacinto Pat was murdered by 
Mayas because he was believed to be in favor of peace with Yucatecans; 
Pat was cacique of rebel Mayas, October 13, 1849» ABH» 124* In June 
(27)» 1849 Supt. had protested to Commandant» Bacalar at indiscriminate 
seizure and search of British vessels, ABH» 120, and in same month 
Commandant at Bacalar informed Supt. he was releasing as a favor one 
such seized boat, claiming it was a lawful prize, ABH, 119. Supt. to 
Commandant, October 23, 1849 complains vessels seized, though armed 
with passes from inspecting magistrates, ABH, 125, but also informing 
an Shglish firm he was refusing to demand restitution of a vessel which 
had been engaged in unlawful enterprise, Supt. to Messrs. Vaughan 
Christie & Co., October 25» ABH, 125. Supt. to Sir Chas. Grey, re- 
porting appointment of two magistrates because of reasons cited in 
text, October 12, 1349. ABH, 124. 

25* Supt. to H. B. M. Minister, Mexico admitting sale of arms by residents 
of Belize, November 10» 1849» ABH, 126. Memorial from Merchants to 
Supt., July 25» 1850 praying that smuggling be prevented, ABH, 137* 
Supt. to Governor, Jamaica» denying complaint of Yucatan's Governor 
that local merchants supplying arms and ammunition» October 17» 1855» 
ABH, 186. 

26. April 20, 1848 one Matias Estevas from Bacalar reported Indians had 
besieged it» ABH» 106, upon which Governor, Jamaica sent 100 men from 
Jamaica to protect frontier, suggesting to Supt. "that a proclamation 
might be issued declaring the friendship of this Government towards 
the Indians provided there should be no invasion of our frontier with 
hostile designs," May 21, 1848, ABH, 107. So much for British inciting 
the Caste War. 

Military Commandant, Bacalar, to Supt.» February 19» 1848 asking 
permission for families from Bacalar to establish themselves at Punta 
Consejos» ABH, 101; Supt. to Commandant, Bacalar, February 24» 1848, 
assuring him of protection of such families, ABH, 102; Supt. to Mag- 
istrate, Bacalar» June 24, 1848, demanding assistance in recovering 
two Spaniards taken from Colony by Indians, ABH, 108; Petition from 
Inhabitants of Punta Consejo, expressing gratitude for protection, 
fearing renewed Indian attacks» January 1, 1849» ABH, 114; Supt. to 
Commandant, Bacalar» assuring him all efforts being made to restrain 
both English and Yucatecans from taking part in military actions in 
Yucatan, January 5» 1849» ABH, 114; Supt. to Governor» Yucatan» 
November 1» 1849» complaining of acts of aggression by Yucatecan 
troops against refugees at Punta Consejo» ABH, 126; Supt. to Indian 
L?] Commander of Troops, Bacalar, May 6, 1850 advising Yucatecos with 
ticket of residence not to be molested, ABH, 135; Supt. to Governor» 
Jamaica» March 18» 1854» enclosing circular issued to refugees warning 
protection to be withdrawn if forfeit such right» ABH» 176; Governor» 
Jamaica to Acting Superintendent» April 6» I860 advising that barracks 
be built at Punta Consejo for Jamaica troops to be stationed there 
to prevent raid and massacre by Indians which would involve Colony 
in war with Indians, ABH» 229. 

For present status of such refugees and descendants, see 
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21.    Supt. to Governor, Jamaica» June 22» 1859» ABH, 225» 218. Cf. Supt. to 
Governor» Jamaica» January 11» 1850 telling of capture of 2 refugees 
who had settled near a spot owned by a Mr. Welsh 300 others had gone» 
who "have became very useful to the Colony by cultivating maize for the 
Belize market. They will probably settle here permanently," ABH» 128; 
Magistrate, Northern District to Supt.» suggesting schools be set up, 
also lamenting the ignorance and immorality of refugees» who "are most 
partial to the bullfight» which is often a scene of revolting and bar- 
barous cruelty. On more than one occasion the tongue of the bull was 
cut out while the poor brute was still alive," January 5» I860» ABH» 
227» The amount of friendliness between rebel Indians and logoutters 
may have been overrated» for the Supt. constantly received news of 
Indian incursions and raids» e.g.» 
Supt. to Officer Commanding Troops» March 4» 1848, asking that 30 men 
be sent to Rio Hondo to protect mahogany cutters against Indian at- 
tacks» ABH» 103; Letter to Colonial Secretary» March 17» 1848» stating 
Indians» with bows and arrows» had attacked 100 families on Siglish 
side of Hondo» beaten back by firearms» ABH» 104-5; Messrs» Hyde & 
Co.» January 17» 1850 reporting 72 lbs. of powder and 6 bags of shot 
intended for their works removed by two Yucatecans (Spaniards) from 
their boats, ABH, 128. Tear 1856 was especially troublesome. Supt. 
to Governor» Jamaica reporting Luciano Que» chief, has demanded extor- 
tion at toll on logs of Messrs. Young and Toledo» September 9» ABH» 
192; aggression reported by same to same» September 16» ABH» 193; 
June 15» 1857 Messrs. Young» Toledo & Co. report armed Intrusion» 
ABH» 196; Supt. to Governor, July 16, 1857 reporting a conspiracy by 
armed men of Yucatan to destroy Corozal» ABH» 196. 

28. Ancona» Historia, IV» 134-54* Whites began to stiffen and win» because 
(1) political leaders of army removed (2) more church property was 
pawned to get supplies in Cuba (later claimed were stolen by British) 
(3) hacienda Indians began to fight on white side (ibid.» 136) on promise 
their taxes would be remitted» and "ellos regaron con profusion su 
sangre en los campos de batalla» en defensa de la civilización" (p. 
137); (4) many rebels returned home to make milpas in the rainy season. 
Main reason Merlda was not attacked was that hacienda Indians did not 
join rebels as had Indians in other areas penetrated by huites. See 
supra, Part I (Yucatan in 1840; Roles of Indiana) for distinctions 
among Mayas pp.   > Notes 52-58 (Part TJ, 

29. Joaquín Gutierrez de*Estrada to Cmdr. M. C. Perry, Campeche, "The 
Governor, Barbachano» has commenced a treaty of peace with an Indian 
chief called Pat» who, it appears is at feud with another principal 
chief called Chi. The object which the governor has in view is to 
create dissensions among them. . . . Our only object is to gain 
time." April 26, 1848, SED:49, p. 7. May 23» 1848 the same day 
Sierra announced to Buchanan the signing of the Indian treaty of 
Tzucacab, he announced it had been broken by the Indians» Sierra» 
Diario, 116-8; SED:49j Manning, VHI, #3765» pp. 1084-5. Cf. Ancona, 
Historia, IV, 92-3; Menendez, Comercio, 47-53» Treaty was signed 
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April 19» 1848, reprinted in Menendez, Comerciot 51. Also, Capt. Lindesay 
Brine, R. N. "Throughout my journey I found the Indians in revolution — 
Guatemala, in Mexico, and in Yucatan. They still fight bravely, but with 
the same want of discipline and combination as in the sixteenth century," 
"On the Ruined Cities' of Central America," Journal of the Royal Geograph- 
ical Society, XLII (1872), 354-68, 359. Good, practically unknown, article 
by sound observer. 

30. Laisre de Villareque, Consul of France, to M. C. Perry, May 9» 1848 re- 
porting Pat's actions, SED: 49» p. 8. 

31. Carlos R. Menéndez, Historia del infame y_ vergonzoso comercio de indios 
vendidos a los esclavistas de Cuba por los políticos yucatecos desde 
1848 hasta 1861, .justificación de la revolución indígena de 1847, docu- 
mentos irrefutables que lo comprueban (cited Note 1) is standard source 
on this. It is rather a neo-muckraker approach, and some of the 
"irrefutable documents" are refutable, but it is extremely valuable, 
and on the whole the major part of his thesis is sustained; this ap- 
pears on pp. 88-89. Whole problem stems from unfortunate situation that 
as soon as Tucatocans set free captured Mayas, they started fighting 
again; when Yucatecana kept them, depleted resources of the country 
were further exhausted to feed them. To solve both difficulties, Miguel 
Barbachano on November 6, 1848 issued a decree allowing them to be de- 
ported, which in effect meant selling them to Cuba. This was subsequently 
elaborated until a full-blown slave traffic grew. Decree is cited, 
Menendez, Comercio, 22. Contemporary situation in Cuba, not exploited 
by Menendez appears summarily in Re;ort on the Census of Cuba, 1899 
(United States War Department, Office Director Census of Cuba, Washing- 
ton , GPO, 1900), Appendix XIX, 727-35 where contemporary Cubans report 
importation of Chinese and Mayas to relieve labor, and of latter it is 
said, "If they had only been imported in larger numbers they might have 
solved the great labor question of the island" (733); in 1859 there were 
only 576 male, and 192 female Mayas in Cuba, mainly around Habana (735). 

32. Census of Cuba 1899, reports only one Mayan woman, married to a Negro 
and living in the impenetrable Zapata Swamp, though adds "there are 
doubtless remnants of these Indians still in Cuba," 67* 

33* Supt. to Naval Commander, Bermuda, June 10, 1653 stating 30 Yucatan 
Indian men, 3 girls taken aboard the "Alerta" for delivery in Cuba as 
slaves; rates for sale of slaves given as Males, 16-20 yrs., $25 ea., 
12-16 yrs., $17, under 12 yrs., $8;  females, 16-20, $17, under 16, if 
sound and "without addition," $8; also points out that because of bitter 
hostility between Indians and Yucatecans, latter should be watched 
carefully "as regards traffic in slaves." ABH, 167; Supt. to Govr., 
Jamaica, reports with reference to a conviction of Slave trafficking 
that LIndianJ commandant at Bacalar expresses thanks for steps taken 
to suppress slave traffic and kidnaping of the Indians of Yucatan, 
ABH, 170 (July 16, 1853)} June Term, Grand Court, The Queen vs. John 
Baptiste Anduze and Carlos Carillo, charged with fitting out & c. a 
vessel in order to deal &c. in persons as Slaves; found quilty, sen- 
tenced to 4 and 3 yrs. hard labor, respectively, ABH, 168. 
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34• Hübbe, Bélico, 109 ff.» translating relevant parts from Henry Fowler, 
A narrative of a .journey across the unexplored portion of British 
Honduras, with a short sketch of the history and resources of the 
colony (Belize,~Í879)« Hflbbe, Bellce, 131-7» based on Yucatecan 
sources, reprinting treaty, 135-7» Ancona, Historia, IV, 275-95 
touches on this. Yucatecan sources always name Rev. John Kingdom, 
chief English mediator and Protestant minister as "Juan Kindan." 
Kingdom's peace efforts fell through because Barbachano would not 
yield "a palm of territory" to the rebels (Ancona, Historia, IV, 
294). 

Actual negotiations outlined by reports in ABH: Jacinto Pat, Com- 
mandant in Chief of Indians to Messrs. John Kingdom, Edward Rhys et al. 
acknowledging receipt of proposal of peace and arbitration, February 18, 
1849, ABH, 116; Residents at Bacalar to Indian Chiefs suggesting medi- 
ation through British channels, February 29, 1849, ABH, 118; Indian 
Chiefs at Bacalar to Supt., expressing willingness to divide Yucatan 
with Spaniards, asking for commissioner for purpose, March 22, 1849, 
ABH, 119; Revd. John Kingdom to Supt., stating Indians resolved at any 
cost to secure complete separation from Yucatan, aiming at reconquest 
of Yucatan as their patrimony, and failing this, would sally forth to 
make reprisals as they could; Indians have "unbounded confidence" in 
Englishmen, March 9* 1849, ABH, 118; British Minister, Mexico to Supt., 
informing him (Col. Fancourt) accepted as mediator, August 10, 1849» 
ABH, 122; Fancourt to Chiefs in Yucatan, reporting same, September 17, 
1849i ABH, 123; Magistrate, Northern District, to Fancourt, October 13, 
1849, Jacinto Pat murdered "by his own people because of his suspected 
desire for peace,11 ABH, 124; Chiefs Puc and Chan to Supt., announcing 
willingness to treat, but complete freedom from Mexican rule sine qua 
non, October, 1349, ABH, 125; Supt. to same, October 30, interview 
arranged, ABH» 125; British Minister, Mexico to Fancourt (Supt.), re- 
porting Mexico refuses recognition of sine qua non, November 15, ABH, 
126; Fancourt to Governor of Yucatan, giving an account of interview 
with Indians: Origin of quarrel is oppressive contributions unfairly 
levied on Indians, fact that instructions from government of Yucatan 
not followed by subordinates, and that promises made by Yucatan are 
broken; Indians not satisfied with anything short of independence, 
with Fancourt as their governor; if this impossible, will emigrate to 
Honduras; December 10, 1649, ABH, 127; Magistrate, Santa Helena to 
Supt., April 12, 1850 announcing that Jec, Pat's successor deposed 
because he also suspended hostilities at Fancourt's instigation; while 
Jec remained inactive Yucatecans had attacked Indians and inflicted 
damages on them, ABH, 131-2; Oovr. Jamaica to Supt. proposing another 
mediation, accepted, February, 1850, ABH, 129-30. 

Obviously Yucatecan charges that British Honduras used peace efforts 
to support claims to territory are not based on perusal of these docu- 
ments, but on secondary sources. 

35* Carlos R. Menendez's recent work has been oriented toward stimulating 
"irredentist" sentiment in Yucatan. See Note 19* He edits Cuadernos 
de Historia (Merida), viz., "La pavorosa situación de Yucatan en 1849" 
^Miguel Barbachano's statements), II (1938); Lt. Col. E. Rogers, 
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"Britiah Honduras: its resources and development" Manchester, 1885t 
translated by M. G. Canton Ramos, III (1938) an obscure pamphlet 
designed to lure settlers from England; "El proyecto expansionista 
de Inglaterra en Yucatan, en 1849»" IX (1939)• in which Kingdom's 
peace efforts are supposed to include taking large parts of Yucatan, 
which was not ever controlled by it at any time; and reproduction of 
Manuel Peniche's "Historia de las relaciones de España y Mexico con 
Inglaterra'. . . ." (cited note 19 in full) in 1940. Value of these 
as sources is indubitable, but the Cuadernos appear in small, limited 
editions and seem designed to buttress apriorl claims rather than 
objective editing; much value would accrue by translation of Gibbs 
(1883) and Fowler (1879) to balance the picture. 

36. On May 10, 1850 the Supt. informed Indian chiefs that the Mexican 
Government agreed to truce, and would negotiate with him for permanent 
truce, ABH, 135; in September of same year Supt. to H.B.M. Minister 
in Mexico stated delay of Mexican government had inflamed public 
feeling in Belize, weakened his influence with rebel Indians, and 
expressed opinion Indians would never return to Mexican allegiance; 
also adds "the amount of gunpowder reported to have been sent from 
Belize to the Indians is greatly exaggerated." September 17, 1"50, 
ABH, 138. Negotiations seem to have started the previous January 
when British Minister notified Supt. that Mexican Government approved 
Superintendent's action as mediator, stating Mexico willing to grant 
Indians lands in perpetuity, and "owing to the Indians' complaints of 
the exactions of the priests, they are willing to send them priests 
paid by the Government. If absolutely necessary they will consent to 
tax the Indians more lightly than the whites of the district." 
January 16, 1850, ABH, 128. 

37. Magistrate, Santa Helena to Supt., April 12, 1850, ABH, 131-2. 

38. HQbbe, Belice, 133-4 and reprinting secret instructions. 

39. Supt. to Indian Commissioners, October 12, 1853, ABH, 173. 

40. HObbe, Bélico, 133- Ancona, Historia, IV, 320-24 gives a slightly 
different version, saying that Modesto Méndez, whom Hübbe identifies 
as Yucatecan was the corregidor of Peten, and his cura accompanying, 
Juan de la Cruz Hoil was also from Peten, according with Hübbe; ac- 
cording to Ancona, it was the Chichanha group which wanted to annex 
itself to Guatemala, but Ancona seems to have confused the two dis- 
tinct attempts at peace, first with the Chichanha (successful) and 
secondly with the Cruzoob (unsuccessful), basing his text on "El 
Siglo XIX" which is likely to be inaccurate; Hübbe does not ^ive his 
source, but his account is inherently more probable. Hübbe seems on 
the whole to be a more careful workman than Ancona, where he has 
sources available; both are highly nationalistic in regards anything 
Yucatecan vs. British. 

41. Hübbe, 139 and below, Port III, panaim. 
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42. C. H. Berendt, "Report of Explorations in Central America," Smithsonian 
Institution, Annual Report, 1867» 420-26. "They are Catholics, and are 
proud to show their abomination of the heathen worship of the Cruzes. 
I have been shown a long memorial, written in the Maya language, con- 
taining numerous letters, orders, proclamations, etc. It states their 
motives why they separated from the Cruzes, the principal and repeatedly 
asserted reason being — 'We are a Christian people.'" Cf. A. U. Toüzer, 
A Comparative Study of the Mayas and the Lacandones (Archaeological In- 
stitute of America, Report . . . 1902-5, New York, 1907)» "The Mayas 
recognize the Lacandones as speaking the same language, but as a people 
very slightly connected with them. . . . When any mention is made of 
the Mayas of Tabasco and Chiapas, they are always described as no son 
cristianos." 38. 

43» Carl Sapper, "Independent Indian States of Yucatan" in Mexican Antiq- 
uities (Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 28, Washington, 1900), 
625-34. Citation, pp. 630-31. Original article in Globu3, v. 67, nr. 
13 (March, 1895), 197-201, with map, p. 200. Sapper visited the 
"Pacíficos" but his information on the Chan Santa Cruz is not eye- 
witness account. See C. Sapper, "Beitrage zur Ethnographic von Sddost- 
Mexiko und Britisch-Honduras," Petermanns Mltteilungen, XLI, hft. VIII 
(1895)» 177-86, and esp. Tafel 12 giving nis route, and also map in 
Globus, loc. cit. 

44* Berendt, "Explorations" re rebel Mayas:  "Those of the south and east, 
known by the whites of Yucatan as the Huithes ('breech-cloths') but v.iio 
call themselves Cruzoob, or Cruzes, have continued an uninterrupted 
war. ..." Cf. Part I, Notes 12-13. 

45. Erland NordenskiBld, Indianer und V.else (Stuttgart, 1922), 72-7. citing 
other literature for South America. These Bolivian Indians ran their 
own church and school, and would only allow whites to remain in their 
cacicazgo 24 hours; the cacique was ;uite literate. 

46. R. A. Villa R, "Notas sobre la etnografía de los Mayas de Quintana 
Roo," Revista mexicana de estudios antropológicos, III (México, 1939), 
227-41, 231. 

47. Hübbe, Belice, 1331 135-7; "Nota con que el D. Gregorio Canton remitió 
al General Vega los tratados celebro con algunos indios del Sur, por 
comisión especial quo le confirió el gobierno," Ancona, Historia, IV, 
Apéndice, pp. xxv--xxx (Belize, September 17, 1853); "Carta de Florentino 
Chan y Venancio Pee ... para arreglo definitivo de la paz. ..." 
ibid., pp. xxi-xxiv. 

48. Berendt, "Explorations"; Hübbe, Balice, 139-44; Sapper, "Independent 
States," 626; Lt. Govr. to Govr., Jamaica, April 13» 1863» reporting 
defeat of Chichenha Indians by Santa Cruz Indians during March, ABH, 
251. 
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49* "Censo de población del Estado de Campeche en 1861," Doc. 44 in Tonas 
Aznar Barbachano and Juan Carbo, Memoria sobre la Conveniencia Utilidad, 
jr Necesidad de erigir ... Campeche (Mexico, 18ol). Census is un- 
paginated, but see, "Resumen" for Locha, Uesapich; Httbbe, Belice, 139. 
This Memoria has two excellent maps. 

50. A. Woeikof, "Reise durch Yucatan und die sudOstlichen Provinzen von 
Mexiko 1874i" Petermanns Mitteilungen, XXV, hft 6 (1879)» 201-12, 
Tafel 11, 205, "Campeche wurde zu einem Hafen ohne Hinterland reducirt." 
Map is superb, but should be used with verbal corrections of Sapper, 
"Independent States," 634; cf. map in Barbachano and Carbo, giving 
areas of "Indios pacíficos" and "rebeldes" in 1861. Census figures 
in this Memoria may be false because Campeche was trying to prove it 
had 80,000 inhabitants and therefore should be a State, yet they 
coincide with other figures; they may be probably true for on basis 
of census (broken into age groups), taxas were levied. 

51. Mendioloa, "Ampliaciones," 78; Baqueiro, Ensayo, II, 386 ff.; Ancona, 
Historia, 17» 313-4» 316-17» where according to official but not 
necessarily truthful accounts, 100 Indians were killed at Karapocolche, 
January 3» 1851» and on March 21, Indians were driven out, leaving 
behind some crosses; in this battle the ventriloquist Nahuat was 
allegedly killed, p. 317* Actual first occupation date of Chan Santa 
Cruz seems impos ible to fix. 

52* Case, Views, 204-8 gives account of General Ignacio Bravo which differs 
from that found in Quintana Roo; Album Monográfico (G. A. Menéndoz, ed., 
Mexico, D. F.» 1936), passim. Yet a different aspect is given by a 
foreign eye-witness in Maurice de Périgny, "A travers le Peten et le 
Yucatan," La Geographic, XIII (Paris, 1906), 482-6, 485» which also has 
good map of area. He found 300 people, 50 soldiers at Santa Cruz del 
Bravo. 

53. Accounts of the cross vary widely. Baqueiro, Ensayo, II, 386 takes 
"la tradición" as his basis, admitting it is quite shaky; Ancona, 
Historia, IV, 314» announces his account rests on "it is said" 
(decirse). Account here followed is based on Mendiolea» "Ampliaciones," 
78 as being nearest to date of action and being corrected by several 
Yucatecans contemporary with events. See Part III, pp.   and Note . 
This may be dubious» because Romulo de la Vega purportedly did not 
arrive in Yucatan till May 15, 1851, Ancona, Historia» IV, 320. 

54» Mendiolea, "Ampliaciones," 78. Such a "sweating image" is reported as 
remembered in this area by present-day Mayas, M. P. Redfield, "Folk 
literature," 31. One of the maledictions has been preserved by Villa, 
see below» Part III» pp. 

55. Ancona, Historia» IV, 315» basing account on Baqueiro» Ensayo, II, ch. 
VI. 
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56. 

57. 

58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

Mendiolea, "Ampliaciones," 78; Ancona, Historia, IV, 329 bases his 
statements on the renewed action of the eastern Mayas on the belief 
that it was due to "nuevos auxilios que los sublevados hablan recibido 
de Balice" and that Yucatecans had left the area due to hunger. He 
does not give details of defeats, in order not to tire his readers. 
Km* Miller, Crown Surveyor reports his critical examination of bones 
in Bacalar» "A Journey from British Honduras to Santa Cruz, Yucatan," 
Royal Geographical Society• Proceedings, n.s., XI (January, 1889), 
23-8* among other interesting information. 

Supt. to Govr., Jamaica, June 22, 1859» ABH, 224» Ancona and Baqueiro 
both break off before this point in their earlier volumes. I have 
been unable to see Ancona, V» or Baqueiro, III, both of which were 
issued much later than the original volumes. As they were contemporary 
with events described by them, they are partially prime and partially 
secondary sources. 

Mendiolea, "Ampliaciones," 78-79; Aldherre, "Indios," 78 gives great 
amount of data on organization of Yucatecan defense lines, for one 
of the objects of his article was to summarize the military situation 
that proper steps might be taken to chock the Cruzoob. 

Baqueiro, Resefla, 107 quoting Memoria of 1851 which said few Yucatecans 
had left, adds, p. 1U8, that in 1857 a great drop in population was 
due to epidemics of cholera, fevers, and virulent diseases» as well as 
immigration. Carl Heller, Reisen in Mexiko in den Jahren» 1845-1848 
(Leipzig, 1853) noted on April 19» 1847 thatTtrans.) "Many families 
fled to Tabasco and the West Indies» poor and forlorn» to seek new 
homes." Menéndez, Comercio, 68 documents wholesale emigration, espe- 
cially by young men. 

Joaquín García Rejón and Alonso Manuel Peón» "Estadística de Yucatán»" 
Boletín de la Sociedad Mexicana de Geografía £ Estadística» III (1853)» 
237-340, esp. 330-6, and Baqueiro, Reseña, 107-8 for importation of 
food. Baqueiro, Resefta, 88-89, 120-1 recapitulates most of losses of 
Caste War. See Part I» pp.    and Notes    thereto. Of the several 
travelers who visited Yucatan» F. A. Ober» Travels in Mexico and Life 
among the Mexicans (Boston» 1883» rev. ed.» 1887), Part I "Yucatan" 
is most reliable and valuable though by no means matches Stephens for 
earlier times. Ober is especially good on hennequen (Ch. IV), and the 
logwood industry (ch. VII)» for unlike most, visited several parts of 
the Peninsula; for other traveler's accounts, see Marshall Saville, 
"Bibliographic notes on Uxmal» Yucatan," Museum of the American Indians, 
Indian Notes and Monographs, IX» #2 (New York, 1921). 

See supra, Part I, pp. 
102-3. esp. 105. 

Note 50 this section; Baqueiro» Resefla, 96, 

62. Mendiolea, "Ampliaciones," 80-81. 

63> Baqueiro, Reseña, 13. 
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64. See Table  . Other cotton, and more modern sugar producing areas 
developed in other parts of the world, 1850-80. In 1853 Regil and 
Peón wrote of Valladolid, "a really noble town, which today, like 
fallen nobility, only retains (among the ruins of its lonely hospi- 
tals and among its poor inhabitants) a coat of arms and a list of 
ancestors as renbrance of what they were, "Estadísticas," 254. 

65' Baqueiro, Reseña, "Estado de Cemeterioa," 135-137; cited on p. 137. 

66. Morris Steggerda, Maya Indians of Yucatan (Carnegie Institution of 
Washington, Publication, 531» Washington, 1941)» ch. I, "Piste — 
Past and Present," pp. 1-26 provides case history of town in devas- 
tated area (esp. pp. 6—12), as does Robert Redfield and A. Villa R, 
Chan Kom: A Maya Village (Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Publication? 448. Washington, 1934). 

67. Baqueiro, Reseha, 117* 

68. Baqueiro, Reseña, 130, 124» 140-2. For those interested in economic 
history of the Peninsula, see rather complete bibliography in Museo 
Arqueológico e Histórico de Yucatan, Boletín de bibliografía Yucateca, 
No. 12 (August, 1940), "Bibliografía de los ferrocarreles de Yucatan, 
1861-1937." esp. pp. 2-11 covering 1861-1900. Cf. Case, Views, 5-40, 
esp. p. 16 giving hennequen exports from 1880-1909» total value of 
$393,786,420.74. Woeikof, "Raise," 203 summarizes much data as of 
1874, on maize culture, sugar cane, and hennequen. Joaquín Castillo 
Peraza, Articulo»! sueltos (Uerida, 1899). 10-15, 48-55. 72-5, 85-126; 
his "Consumo de Uaiz," 131-4 is interesting. 

69* Cf. ante, Table I. Source: Baqueiro, Reseña, 146. He also enumerates 
404 steam engines (mostly for hennequen;, 899 hennequen rasping 
apparatuses, and 20, 767 "sirvientes radicados en las fincas de campo" 
though it is difficult to know just exactly what criteria were used to 
select these. A mecata is approximately l/10th of an acre, varying 
slightly from the usual 20 meters per side, according to Steggerda, 
Maya Indians, 94» incorporating Redfield's Chan Kom measurements. 

70. Baqueiro, Reseña, 105-6. 

71. Baqueiro, Reseña, 116-7. Cf. similar statements, 17 et passim. In 
1653 Regil and Peón forethoughtedly wrote of even the small hennequen 
production of their day, "but never is there enough to meet foreign 
market demands. This fact, coupled with the advantageous price, has 
made in recent times its cultivation prodigiously extended, and with- 
out doubt it is called to be one of the most valuable for the industry 
of the country." Regil and Peón, "Estadística," 274-5» also giving 
history of cultivation from early, faltering attempts to rot suitable 
machinery. Boletín de bibliografía Yucateca, No. 6 (March-April, 1939) 
has reproduction of rare pamphlet on hennequen, being rules for first 
establishment in Yucatan, 1830. Ancona, Historia, IV, 386-99 briefly 
summarizes some economic changes 1821-81, saying hennequen began to be 
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exported in small ([uontities even before Independence, but it grew 
greatly after 1853 when "the hacendados again dedicated themselves 
with heat to its cultivation, as soon as diminution of the war per- 
mitted them to arrange for the necessary laborers," p. 389• 

A great deal of information and excellent bibliography on 
hennequen etc. is found in C. F. Cross» "Fibres," Encyclopedia 
Brltannica (14th ed.)» IX, 212-6, and ibid., XX, 720, "Sisal Hemp» 
which illustrates cleaning machinery. Useful compilation and bibli- 
ography beyond its title scope is found in E. F. Castetter, W. H. 
Bell, and A. R. Groove, "The early utilization and distribution of 
agave in the American Southwest," University of New Mexico, Studies 
in the American Southwest, VI (1938), esp. "Introduction." Also see 
W. B. Marshall, "Useful products of the century plant: A Lesson on 
Mexico," Journal of Geography, I (January, 1902), 6-171 splendid 
photos; Alice Foster, "Sisal Production in semi-arid karst country 
of Yucatan," ibid., XXIX (January, 1930), 16-24; C. L. White and E. 
J. Foscue, "Henequin: The Green Gold ofYucatan," ibid., XXXVIII 
(April, 1939)» 151-55 (map, photos). "La Crise du hennequen et 
1'economic du Yucatan," Annales de Geographic, XXXVIII (Paris, 
1929). 183-4» citing other lit. 

For social conditions and influence of hennequen on government, 
see U. S. Senate, Hearings before Subcommittee» 64th Cong. 1st Seas., 
Importation of Sisal and Manila Hemp (s. Res. 94» 2v. Washington, 
1916), containing 1,943 pages of miscellaneous testimony about the 
industry; also highly subjective and confessedly muckraking is John 
Kenneth Turner, Barbarous Mexico (London and New York, 1911), dealing 
with hennequen haciendas in Yucatan, Ch. I, "The Slaves of Yucatan." 
At that time there were 8,000 Yaqui Indians, 3.000 Koreans» and 100- 
125.000 Mayas on hennequen plantations LP» 7J. 
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THE MAYAN CACICAZGOS. 1860-1900 

Though the Caste War up to I860 had resulted rather disastrously 

for Tucateeansi reverse of the picture is presented by the independent 

cacicazgos resulting from splits among the rebel Mayas. Though in other 

parts of Latin America similar Indian quasi-atates arose in the nineteenth 

centuryi few are as well documented as are the onos which controlled terri- 

tory now compromising Quintana Roo. In many respects they acted as sovereign 

states» and maintained independence longer than some Siropean states of like 

area. Their relations with one another remind one of the palmy days in 

Yucatan when the Tutul-Xiua and the Cocomas arranged and dissolved feder- 

ations, compacts» and leagues. Thore is no reason to believe that there is 

any continuity between the "foreign policies" of earlier Maya cacicazgos 

of classical Mayan periods and those of the nineteenth century» for the 

latter were a product of specific recorded conditions. 

Some internal mechanisms of the latter-day groups have definite 

pre-Conquest backgrounds but such older elements blended with newer modes 

to form completely new cultural compounds, markedly indigenous. The 

present chapter treats of two interdependent aspects of the cacicazgos; 

first, their external relationships vdth each other and with their Euro- 

peanized neighbors. Secondly, the cultural and social arran^üoionts which 

arose and flourished in them during the latter half of the nineteenth 

century are dealt with. By far the most complete record of the first as- 

pect is found in the archives of British Honduras, for the British colony 

was constantly embroiled vdth nearly all the cacicazgos during the whole 

period. 

-1- 
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BRITISH HONDURAS AND TOS CACICAZGOS. 1860-84 

As the white part of Yucatan drew closer within its military lines» 

Indian principalities in the east and south came more and more to depend on 

British Honduras for their contacts with the outside world. Chief exception 

to this was the area lying behind Campeche, comprising the Locja and Mesapich 

groups. Even these» though almost equally dependent on the Mexicans» were 

drawn into the orbit of Grosapolitik on the border zones. British found their 

indigenous neighbors troublesome on numerous occasions» and especially so when 

various Mexican governments threatenod to exterminate or otherwise disturb 

the independent Mayas. 

On the whole» the British policy toward the Mayas was not unlike 

1 
that previously followed.  They attempted to maintain strong guards against 

incursions from the Indian states» to treat their neighbors fairly» and to 

set them on one another when turbulence threatened. Their attitudes toward 

the "Bravos" of Santa Cruz, and the "Pacificos" of the various Chichanha 

areas were approximately the same. If anything» relations wore wanner be- 

tween them and the more numerous and powerful Cruzoob. A sketch of the 

major events gives an insight to a. relatively unknown history of the inde- 

pendent cacicazgos. 

British Honduras and the Cruzoob, 1860-1867. With variations» 

British relations with the revitalized Santa Cruz rebels form a pattern 

which was also followed toward more Christian but equally bothersome 

2 
Chichanja and Icaiche "Pacificos."  Questions mainly concerned incursions 

into British territory, ransoming prisoners» and logging rights. 
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After the fall of Bacalar to the Santa Cruz in 1858, a Mr. Blake 

attempted to ransom some of the prisoners still not slaughtered. He was 

unsuccessful, for after the Cross had been consulted, as was customary for 

all official business transacted in Santa Cruz, Cruzoob killed all the male 

prisoners but one, sparing females. Mr. Blake's ransom money was returned 

3 
"honorably," except for a trifling bit of merchandise.  Not much is heard 

about other transactions until Yucatecan punitive expeditions of 1860-61, 

when a good deal of trouble was brewed. 

On July 6, I860 the Crown Surveyor notified the Superintendent 

of the Colony that an arciy of some 4,000 Yucatecans had been ambushed, 

and that only 120 men escaped alive. The military band of the Yucatecan 

force was captured and musicians wars now "compelled to teach young Indians 

to play bugle and drum." At the same time he told of an attack by. Santa 

Cruz on Cliichanha group in which a number of women and children from the 

latter were taken captive, some of whom were killed en route to Chan Santa 

Cruz when too tired to travel. His belief that the Santa Cruz "are too 

much alive to their own interests to quarrel v;ith the British, their most 

useful neighbors," provud unfounded, for shortly thereafter (July 9), a 

British agent was dispatched to the Holy City to learn why Indians kid- 

naped another Indian from the British side of the Hondo. The Indians 

denied that they were armed, or that they had compelled a British vessel 

to carry their troops; passage vas paid for. 

However, incursions continued through 1861.  This led to the 

visit of Lts. Plumridge and Twigge, an affair with humorous overtones. 

Their accounts of the Cult of the Cross are very valuable, for they had 
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reason personally to learn of it. Because Santa Cruz had been stealing 

cattle and kidnaping persons from British soil, the two were dispatched to 

Chan Santa Cruz, with instructions "not to listen to the superstitious 

oracle of the Cross or take part in any such mummeries unless under com- 

7 
pulsión."  Involuntarily they disobeyed these orders; they reported that 

they, their escort and interpreters were made prisoners, and were conducted 

to the Temple of the Speaking Cross. Its Oracle spoke defyingly of the 

British Government, and afterwards they were kept three days. During this 

time, they bleakly reported, they were "subjected to the most degrading 

familiarities, such as being hauled and pulled about, forced to swallow 

Cayenne Pepper, drink va3t quantities of aniseed, hug and kiss the Chief, 

8 
dance and sing."  The Cross and the Indians demanded gunpowder.  Martial 

law was immediately proclaimed in neighboring British districts, because 

it was feared that this treatment meted the lieutenants (which the Super- 

intendent in his demand for an apology deemed "insulting and inhuman") 

foreboded war. The British were loath to trust the Chief, "a wretch not 

less signalized by habits of intemperance than by acts of the most san- 

guinary cruelty, and who is believed by his dupes to derive his authority 

from heaven, a delusion supported by means of pretended dialogues with 

their deity, a wooden cross, in consequence of which they are prepared 

9 
to obey unhesitatingly his every command as the will of heaven." 

These fears were unfounded. An immediate investigation revealed 

that the Santa Cruz Maya were concerned over cessation of trade with the 

Colony, and unjustly blamed it all on a Yucatecan whom they claimed stirred 

up trouble for them. The British emissary reported also that they 3aid 
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10 
it was not their Intention to attack the Ehglish» just Spaniards.   Some 

of the British envoy's goods had been stolen while in Chan Santa Cruz, 

but an officer in charge had them returned and punished the malefactors 

11 
with 12 lashes*  Martial law in Honduras was rescinded. 

Peaceful cooperation continued until Maximilian's Qapire began to' 

make itself felt in faraway Santa Cruz. Meantime, an internal revolution 

took place. Some sub-chiefs* headed by Dionisio Zapata, deposed the ruling 

Triumvirate; they told the Mayas of Santa Cruz they were going to divide 

up the spoils of the Cross gathered by the former Triumvirs, and told the 

12 
Mexicans they would make peace in return for Mexican support.  On the 

assassination of Puc, the chief, it was reported to the British that the 

13 
Santa Cruz wanted "peace and cessation of their lawless mode of life." 

But shortly thereafter the peculiar policy of Maximilian caused fresh out- 

breaks, .md a counteraction removed Zapata and his adherents from the Trium- 

virate. 

British Honduras and the Pacíficos. British troubles with the 

Maya cacicazgos of the south were in part due to actions of the Santa 

Cruz Indians, part due to Mexican and Yucatecan instigation and part due 

to greed of the Caciques. After Santa Cruz beat Chichanha in 1863, the 

defeated Chichanha chief, Zuc, threatened to invade nritiah Honduras, in 

14 
the belief the British were the cause of his defeat.   In 1864 he did this, 

capturing prisoners and bootyj the Governor of the Colony wrote the Governor 

of Yucatan that perhaps much complication would be avoided if Zuc's com- 

15 
mission as an officer of the Mexican Government were cancelled.   The reply 
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was that "the Indians of the south govern themselves independently of the 

Government of Mexico," but that he "will use all his influence to obtain the 

16 
redress sought."   Prisoners were ransomed by the British, and investigation 

disclosed that Zuc had some justification for his seemingly lawless acts. 

The case is typical. Both Chichanha and Santa Cruz Indians had 

mutually agreed which areas they controlled! renting from them logging rights 

to Tucatecan refugees. The latter had crossed the Hondo and were resident 

in British Honduras. One of tht.se refugees• one Braseho Grajales, rented 

from Zuc but refused to pay him; Zuc seized Grajales* mules in efforts to 

collect what was regarded as just due. On hearing this» Grajales armed his 

servants on the British side of the river and sent them into Yucatan to re- 

cover the mule8 by force. This in turn brought retaliation, and Zuc captured 

about twenty of Grajales' men. Shortly thereafter, three of these latter 

were arrested by the Government of the Colony for attacking the Indians. 

17 
This was a Caste War in miniature. 

Death of Zuc in December, 1864 and accession of Marcos Canul to 

chieftanship of the now-styled Icaicho (having moved thereafter 1863) 

cacicazgo brought numerous headaches for British Honduras. Maximilian's 

dreams even touched these distant parts. His announcement that British 

Honduras was rightfully Mexican property threw the whole boundary question 

again into the open, and his wavering Indian policy threw both the Pacificos 

and the Bravos of Santa Cruz into an uproar. 

Maximilian's Empire (1864-1867) and the Cacicazgos. Maximilian 

appointed one Salazar Harregui commissar of the Peninsula of Yucatan in 
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September» 1864*   Salazar is described by a Yucatecan as a man "with a 

head full of illusions," for he believed the Indians had previously risen 

in arms merely to defend themselves, and that the Empire would set them on 

the path of civilization; his first policy is described as one of "love and 

charity." The Indians merely thought it was another trick. Salazar sent 

an agent to the southern districts where he rounded up some ladinos which 

were shipped to Mexico City for paying homage to Maximilian in name of the 

19 
"rebel Indians."   When this agent returned to Yucatan, he vas chopped to 

pieces by compatriots of the "commissioners" he had passed off as envoys. 

Maximilian in 1867 set the whole region aflame by demanding surrender of 
20 

the Santa Cruz, on threat of extermination.   The Cruzes attacked first, 

in the same style as in the early years of the War of the Castes; it was 

again reported they "burned men and nailed women to stakes, cutting off 

21 
their breasts, condemning them to this horrible martyrdom." 

Imperialist troops took to the field against the Santa Cruz but 

fared little better than had the Yucatecan forces in 1R60. Galves, the 

Imperialist general, lost "three artillery pieces, all his ammunition, 

and more than 400 men" out of the 1000 with which he had started. Tihosuco 

was besieged successfully by the Santa Cruz, and the Yucatecan frontier 

22 
regressed to Peto. 

During this time, British relations with the Santa Cruz, and 

with the Locja group improved, despite first fears that they would be 

invaded as Yucatan had been. Martial law remained in force, however, 

mainly because of the actions of Marcos Canul of the Icaiche cacicazgo, 
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connected with the Mexican Qopire's grandiose claima to former Hapsburg 

lands in British Honduras. 

Maximilian, British Honduras, and Marcos Canul, 1865-7. Maxi- 

milian's contention that part of British Honduras belonged to his Empire 

caused British to warn their citizens no help might be expected where 

titles were dubious.   The threatening attitude of Marcos Canul under 

normal circumstances would have brought about a strengthening of such 

frontier posts. Canul and his aide, Rafael Chari, demanded back payment 

at the rate of $250 for ei.nht years» because under new Maximilian decrees 

they claimed the left bank of the Hondo was and had been Mexican» and that 

they should be paid back rents at the some rate as for their own lands on 
24 

the right or admittedly Yucatecan bank. Maximilian's government evi- 

dently backed up this claim. The British pointed out that though Canul 

might be an Imperial subject de jure, he was not so do facto, and they 

intended dealing with him as an individual unconnected with any Mexican 

or Yucatecan government. In 1866 Canul» with 125 Indians» raided a camp 

and abducted 50 men» 14 women» and 8 children» for whom he demanded 

25 
$12,000 ransom. 

The number of Icaiche was then supposed to be about 5»000. They 

were said» however, to have few real fighting men; their main settlement 
26 

was located 90 miles from the British frontier.   All during 1866 Canul 

kept the Colony upset. First, British had to ransom prisoners» which was 

done at a cost of #3»000 for bribes. Next, defence had to be planned. 

To this end Mayan Indians of the San Pedro area in British Honduras were 

furnished with ar./is; a Prussian was ^iven charge of regulating military 
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27 
operations.   The San Pedro Mayas proved traitorous» and the Prussian in- 

effective. Icaiche Mayas continued plundering and marauding» aided by 

half-castes and San Pedrefíos. In one instance they loaded between 20 and 
28 

40 mules with booty. 

/¿J" 

At this juncture» British friendship with the Santa Cruz and Locja 

independents stood them in good stead. Triumvirate of the Cruzes checked 

Canul» in conjunction with Encalada» chief of the Locja area. In November 

of 1867 to arrange these matters John Carmichaol visited the Chun Santa 

Cruz» and was very favorably impressed with them. At that time the Cruzoob 

wanted to know whether the British would t;tke over territories they might 

wrest from the Icaiche, and whether, if the Cruzoob would lay down arms, 
29 

they might become British subjects.   The Triumvirate sent the Government 

of British Honduras a letter saying the Icaiche might be expected to attack 

soon, but that Cruzoob would either stop them or warn the Colony beforehand; 

30 
they promised to turn over Canul if he were caught.   At this time Car- 

michael estimated the total population of the Santa Cruz at 25,000, with 

5,000 fighting men. A working agreement among the Locja» the Santa Cruz, 

and the British had been established by the latter's sending a map to the 

Patron of the Cross and to Encalaca delimiting the respective boundaries. 
31 

Sequel to the Canul episodes are anticlimatic; they dragged on 

till his death in 1872. He and his second in command, Chan, wrote in 

March, 1868 denying any rumors of their hostility, expressing desire for 

32 
"harmony with the English gentlemen and Yucatecans in the district." 

In 1870 there was another invasion from Icaiche, in which the Lt. Governor 
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thought there was "evident complicity of many of the oldest and moat respected 

Yucatecan residents"; again arms and ammunition were doled out and the Volun- 

33 
teers called up» but soon a report appeared that the Icaiche had withdrawn. 

Nothing much was heard from them until September, 1872 when 20 or 25 shouted 

across the Hondo that Canul was dead and that they desired peace; when they 

were not allowed to cross the boundary» they disappeared. Shortly thereafter 

Rafael Chan» who had automatically succeeded to the chieftanship wrote humbly 

asking forgiveness. He added that the faults of his predecessor should not 

be held against him; he claimed he was always for peace» but had to obey Canul. 

He craved the pardon of "our Queen who has much reason to be annoyed .„34 

Chan's tenure seems to have been short» for in 1874 Eugenio Arana 

was chief of the Icaiche group. At that time it was said "peace and trari- 

quility now exist in Icaiche." Arana wanted no barriers to trade; British 

35 
officials told him there would be none.   in October, 1874» he and 450 un- 

36 
armed followers came to the Colony, apparently in want of food.   In 1877 

the British ambassador in Washington claimed the Icaiche were going to rise 

with the aid of a Guatemalan soldier-of-fortune, but nothing seems to have 

37 
backed the rumor.   Last communication to the British of any importance wa3 

from Arana in 1878; he was sending a man to buy some gunpowder; everything 

was quiet, the gunpowder was needed for fiestas and novenas in the cantons 

38 
under his charge. 

Chan Santa Cruz» 1868-84» As usual» the Chan Santa Cruz at first 

acted toward the Knglish largely in direct proportion to pressure from 

Yucatecan military activities. It will be observed that usually when the 
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Santa Cruz were hard-pressed by the latter» rather than drawing closer to 

the iiiglish Colony• as might be expected, they acted hostllely towards It. 

It is as though the tensions induced by war mobilized all their aggressive- 

defensive responses. This pattern continued in the years 1868-72 when under 

their chief» Isidoro Ake» Cruzoob carried on a real war of extermination, 

to within 14 leagues of Campeche and 20 of Uerida. 

16,1 

One of the earliest signs of impending hostility 3howed in 1868. 

Upon asking three servants of one Ayalla whero they bought their clothes» 

and receiving reply "from the Knglish," Isidoro Ake — "turned upon the 

39 
three and chopped them up."   One of his policies was to repatriate in 

Santa Cruz all the many deserters who had fled from there to avoid military 

service in the War of the Castes. During 1867, from October to February, 

78 persons had been taken» but 49 escaped back to British soil. Strong 

protests seem to have ended this practice, for in July it was reported that 

40 
the Indians were again on friendly terms with the Colony.   The Lt. Gover- 

nor viewed with concern their progress in exterminating Yucatecans» and 

believed the Cruzoob aimed at "extinguishing the European Race and re- 

41 
establishing Indian Dominion."   Many of the refugees had also fled to 

the Peten area» where Berandt in 1867 rendered a highly favorable account 

of their activities and industry. After spending some time in the area» 

he wrote 

To those who only know about the insurgent and independent 
Maya Indians from reports of their barbarous warfare against 
the whites of Yucatan» it is highly surprising to see these 
ferocious warriors organizing themselves without any ex- 
ternal influence as quiet settlers, laborious and orderly» 
submitting to their self-elected authorities» honest in their 
dealings» rigorous against criminals among them» and by far 
the best class of people either in the British colony or 
PetenA2 
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Again the charge was brought against the British that they had 

allied with the Indiana, to exchange war stores for cattle• Jewels, and the 

like robbed from Mexican villages and churches. The Governor of Campeche 

told a British representative that they "charge this Colony with having 

caused the destruction of more than 100,000 people and the entire ruin of 

many once populous and thriving towns during the past twenty years by having 

permitted the rebel Indians either to purchase gunpowder and arms in the 

Colony or exchange them for property which they violently robbed from Mexican 

43 
subjects." 

During 1867, insolent with success, a new Cruz chief, Bernabel 

Ken carried forward with vigor Ake's policy of "repatriating" Santa Cruz 

who had fled. This caused commotions even as far away as the Peten, and 

caused native uprisings in British Honduras which cut off all industry and 

44 
orderly movements.   Borendt, the great Americanist, lost his supplies on 

this account. 

In 1871 Tucatecans launched another great expedition from western 

Yucatan. Its chief effects were to occupy Chan Santa Cruz temporarily, 

and to bring back to Herida an altar picture from the church there for the 

Museum. V.oaikof, a Gorman traveller present at the time, reported this to 

be "a marvellous mixture of Christian symbols with those of the old Mayan 

religion, which, as those who have knowledge of the country are wont to 

maintain, continues in secret even among Indians who did not revolt against 

Mexico." By 1874» the status quo ante was restored as an armed truce con- 

tinued till 1876, when again the Cruzoob started attacks.   in 1881 the 

Lt. Governor of Honduras reported that "no Indian troubles have occurred 
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since August, 1880» and that the most friendly relations now exist." 
46 

In 1884 the long War of the Castes almost came to a close. At the 

behest of the English, a representative of Yucatan, and a commissioner rep- 

resenting Jose Cresencio Poot, chief of the Santa Cruz signed a treaty. Its 

terms were that Poot should remain governor of Chan Santa Cruz until his 

death, at which time, they might elect anyone, subject to Yucatecan approval; 

Yucatan was not to send any official to Santa Cruz without consent of the 

Cruzoob; mutual extradition of criminals. Under these conditions the Chan 

Santa Cruz Mayas were to acknowledge Mexican sovereignty, upon ratification 

of the treaty by both governments. Unfortunately, General Canto, the Yucatecan 

representative got drunk and allegedly insulted Poot's representative, where- 

47 
upon the Mayan state refused to ratify the treaty.   Another phase of the 

Caste War had ended, for these negotiations set others in motion which even- 

tuated in the Treaty of Belize, starting a new aspect of the strurgles. 

Such is the record of the Caste War from 1847 to 1884, viewed 

externally. These pressures of war, constant vigilance, and discipline 

ineradicably set their marks on the internal institutions and social 

arrangements of the Maya of Quintana Roo. This impress still exists on 

their descendants, so attention must turn to the cultural background and 

inner mechanisms of the Mayan cacicazgos which existed in the present 

territory of Quintana Roo. 

*«•«•« * -•* •*  -tí 
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Constant war with whites and with each other, as well as other 

outside influences helped shape internal mechanisms of the independent Mayan 

cacicazgos. Their cultures were composed of many elements» from ancient 

times, from the colonial era, and from their history during the earlier parts 

of the nineteenth century. Most reports on these separate entities date 

from the later part of that century» after they had been rather fully de- 

veloped and were already beginning to wither away. In general, the social 

and institutional arrangements bear close resemblance to the ones of X-Cacal 

outlined in the second part of this volume, lineal descendant of earlier 

ones treated here. 

Circumstances which brought about erection of the various cacicazgos 

have already been noted. By the time Sapper, chief source of information on 

their sociology, visited them in 1894, three main ones controlled a vast area 

now known as Quintana Roo. Pacíficos of the south were divided between 

Icaiche and Ixkanha. Presumably the cacicazgos of Locha, Mesapich (also 

previously part of the southern, Christian group) had either coalesced under 

the leadership of Ixkanha or there had been change in terminology; parts of 

the southern group were gradually being reabsorbed by the State of Campeche 

49 
even in the nineteenth century.   The other main division of the Pacíficos 

del Sur, the Icaiche, were badly weakened, though it h.is been seen how their 

chief, Marcos Ganul, was a ponderable figure from 1866 to 1872. Allowing 

for topographical differences, the sociology of these two groups was very 

similar, differing in many respects from that of the Santa Cruz. 

The latter still continued on war footing, for punitive expeditions 

continued to be sent out against them by Yucatan and Mexico. Divisive 
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tendencies marked this group, especially in the twentieth century. In the 

nineteenth i their Cult of the Cross and their strong social organization 

were leading characteristics. In general, like the Pacíficos, they were 

agricultural, isolated, and extremely suspicious of outside interference. 

CHAN SANTA CRUZ, 1851-1900 

The area which Stephens reported in 1843 no white man ever entered, 

"the whole triangular region from Valladolid to the Bay of Ascension on the 

one side, and the port of Yalahao on the other," was largely included within 

the cacicazgo of Chan Santa Cruz during the second half of the nineteenth 

century. It extended from Tulum on the north to Lake Bacalar on the south, 

50 
and as far westward as the Yucatecan defense outposts.   Estimates of popu- 

51 
lation range from 40,000 downward. 

Capital of this vast region was Chan Santa Cruz, the "holy city" 

of the Mayas who took their name from worship of crosses and the Cross 

which originally gave the site its name. In 1868 the town was described 

as "a heap of rustic and miserable huts, located here and there, without 

order or symmetry. In one of its small squares arise two buildings of stone 

and mortar, to whose construction neither art or good taste has contributed." 

One of the buildinps housed the military commander of the plaza, ranking 

military figure among the Cruzes, and in the other was the Patron of the 

52 
Cross and temóle of the Cross itself. 

It will be remembered that following withdrawal from Kam; ocolche, 

large groups of rebel Mayas began to congregate around Chan Santa Cruz 

formerly site of a wonder working cross. Following victories over Yucatecans, 
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a second and more elaborate speaking Cross appeared as a dynamic factor in 

the War of the Castes. It claimed to be the Trinity» and claimed it would 

protect the Indiana against all hurt. Typical of its Mayan exhortations 

is the follovdng 

I command all of you, great and small, know you that the 
day and year in which my Indians shall once more rise 
against the Whites has now arrived. ... I command them 
to have in their hearts and souls that none shall be done 
any hurt» however much they hear and observe firing on 
them from rifles of the Whites, for the hour and the day 
in which my native Indians again enter combat v.lth the 
Whites have again arrived, as in the days of old. You 
must know, 0 Christian folk, that I shall always be with 
you, all times. I shall be always in the vanguurd, con- 
fronting the enemy, so that no harm may befall you, my 
deir Indians.53 

There seems to be no reason for doubting that this speaking cross 

was a continuation of a much earlier tradition of such devices, reported 

widely from the Maya area. Cozumel, Sotuta, Tayasal and other places in 

colonial times had had experience with analogous customs, and the fact that 

the Speaking Cross of Chan Santa Cruz merely reinforced an already present 

tradition in its specific locale helps clarify the enormous influence it had 

54 
on the Santa Cruz, who take their name from its worship.   All life in the 

cacicazgo revolved about it, for it was an integrating factor in political, 

social, and religious life. 

The Talking Cross and the Triumvirate. Descriptions of the Talking 

Cross differ, for one of the primary objects of those who guarded it was to 

make it and its workings as mysterious as possible, and to keep profane eyes 

55 
from learning how effects were produced.   After the original ventriloquist, 

Nahuat, had been killed, the Cross (a rather small one) was housed in a 
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church of palm leaves. Elaboration of its cult made it more mysterious and 

likewise helped to conceal activities of the Triumvirs who formed the prime 

governing political and religious organ of the community. The church housing 

the Cross was divided into halves, the inner part being known as La Gloria 

56 """ 
where only priests mif^it go.   Three wooden crosea, "daughters" of fcbo 

original Cross and clothed in blouses, had their altar within 1_ Liorna. 

To give a more impressive sound to noises the Cross made, a cask ..a:> laced 

in the hollow, cabinet-like rear of the altar, amplifying and distorting its 

57 
"speech." 

Later, more elaborate edifices on the same plan successively 

housed the Cross. First came an ordinary stone, rubble and mortar oratory, 

called Balam-Ha (House of the Officials) because the chief of the tribe, 

who was also chief priest, lived therein. About I860, on threat of whip- 

pings and chains, Indians erected a larger one on a foundation of stone and 

58 
lime.   This is still standing on the eastern side of the Santa Cruz plaza. 

Measure of devotion and efficacy of discipline can be inferred from its 

bulk, as it measures 35 meters long, 20 wide, and 14 high. Presumably from 

this church came the odd picture mentioned by Woeikof. The building was 

59 
never finished, for towers and part of the plastering lack,  a fitting 

symbol to the social system of the Santa Cruz. 

Political Attributes of the Cross. All official business in 

Santa Cruz was transacted in name of the Cross, which was thought to be 
60 

God itself.   When Indians needed gunpowder, always the Cross demanded 
61 

it through its agents, the Triumvirs.   These latter three were divided 
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by function. Supreme priest and head of the state ivas the "Patron of the 

Cross," known as tatlch. with almost unlimited power. Second of the Trium- 

virs in rank and power was "Interpreter of the Cross or God»" entitled tata 

polin, and the third was "Organ of the Divine Word." Most of the foreign 
62 

relations of the tribe were carried on by the Patron. 

One of the earliest of these w;is Juan Puc de la Cruz. His letters 

were sent to other villages, advising them to submit to the will of the 

Cross for whom he acted as minister, because he possessed power of entering 

heaven and conversing with God, his angels and cherubims. These letters 

bore his signature, followed by three little crosses. He seems to have been 

one o:' the earlier Patrons, for he styled himself "Creator of Christians" 

or "Son of God," even "I Our Lord Jesus Christ of the Holy Cross." 

Triumvirs convoked their people when important business, such as 

judging captives or settling community policy, was in order. It has already 

been seen how the unfortunate Lts. Plumridge and Twigge were hailed before 

it, despite Y/arnings to have nothing to do with its mummeries. These had 

been reported by Blake and a companion from similar experience in 1861. 

Procedure seems to have changed some in time, but in 1868, an Austrian gave 

a graphic account of it: 

Under solemn circumstances the tatlch convokes the people 
around the temple, and in the midst of obscurity interrogates 
the cross. "The Organ of the Divine ,ord" is charged with 
responding, and the tata polin communicates to the people 
the divine will. . . . The manner in which these Indians 
meet to hear the divine word is as follows: Always in the 
afternoon the people unexpectedly hear the prophetic note 
of a trumpet which announces one of these supposed inter- 
views between God and the triumvirs. The populace becomes 
disturbed and agitated. God is going to descendí At night- 
fall the three sacerdotes take their posts in sort of an 
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open cabinet In the wall* Outside and around the temple the 
people wait, frightened and expectant. . . . After those to 
be judged have been conducted thither Kith considerable es- 
cort a they submit to Interrogation. Following this* at eight 
in the evening bells ring, and all the trumpets of the pre- 
viously mentioned military band sound. God has descended1 
Awe maintains profound silence» broken a few minutes later 
by mysterious trumpets which call for attention. Only the 
indefinable murmur of a thousand respirations and the animals 
in the bush are heard. Then a sharp and ugly sound. This 
is the whistle of the "Organ of the Divine Word," an artifice 
simulating the voice of divinity. Interrogation by the three 
impostors begins, and at the end they come from the temple 
and communicate the sentence of God to the people.°^ 

Earlieri in Blake's time (1859) music seems to have ushered in a period of 

silence before divinity sounded. Unconfirmed report of Lts. Twigge and 

Plumridge's conference with the Cross credits it with a voice Bpeaking in 

65 
Maya, originating (seemingly) in midair.   At that time prisoners whose 

safety was the object of Ills visit were slain. Similarly, like fate befell 

66 
a priest who entered the area by way of Tulum.-  An unconfirmed rumor by a 

usually reliable observer (who wrote in 1380) mentions that the God was 

thought to be more pleased if bloody human hearts were given it, which was 

one reason prisoners were usually slain. This is possible but not probable 
67 

As its effectiveness for social control became apparent. Cult of 

the Cross spread to other parts of the cacicazgo. Whether diffusion was 

due to efforts of the original worshippers of Santa Cruz, or arose in other 

previously Independent cacicazgos in the north iss not certain. The Cross 

of Tulum had hardly less fame than that of Chan Santa Cruz itself, for it 

acted in like manner, and was adored with equal fervor. Miller reported 

that "the majority of Indians implicitly believe that the voice which issues 

from the cross [at Tulum] is the voice of God; and they believe that if an 

enemy were to try to reach Tulum, the power of the cross would make the road 
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full of rocks and holes and prevent the enemy reaching it."   Oddly enough 

(among the masculinely ordered Maya) a woman was chief priestess• or "Inter- 

preter" at Tulumj this was learned when she barely escaped capture by Yucatecan 
69 

forces.   All these local crosses with similar attributes» at Chancah, Chan- 

pom • and at San Antonio Muyil enjoyed limited prestige relative to the main 

one at Chan Santa Cruzi but performed analogous functions in their isolated 
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Politico-mi1itary Organization. In Chan Santa Cruz the military 

leader was separate and inferior to the Triumvirs of the Cross. The latter, 

as may be inferred> acted with judicial as well as political and religious 

powers. Aldherro, who seamed especially interested in such matters (as a 

soldier might be) reported the head of the military forces was known as tata 

Chlkluct and lived in the other permanent building in Chan Santa Cruz» called 

71 
Chikiuc.   This official was highest in the rank of military commanders 

and was "under the orders of the tatlch and receives the same punishment as 

the others." Aldherre had previously remarked that "the military ranks are 

classified into generals and commanders. Despite these elevated titles» 

whomsoever the Oracle of the Triumvirate declares delinquent or culpable is 

72 
punished by blows or other more or less severe means."   The political and 

religious institutions were functionally connected to military organization 

73 
and administrative groupings by a system known as Guaitl of the Saint. 

At «01 times 150 men were expected to be available to care for the 

sanctuary of the Cross, and defense of the territory. Miller reported finding 

such a guard amid the ruined houses of Bacalar in 1889» as wall as 150 in 

Santa Cruz. So the inference is that the 150 which made up the Guard of the 
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Saint were duplicated on frontier posts. Other duties of the Guard were to 

spy» to act as postal runners, and to maintain law and order. At the head 

of each company of 150 were local officers, cabos, headed by a commandante 

or commander. The latter in turn were under orders from the tatachikiuc, 

or commander of the plaza, controlled by the Triumvirs. The cabo or local 

chief was the lowest official position in the hierarchy; he was elected by 

the members of his force from a list of the most worthy proposed by the 

commandante,  selection from which continued until one person was found 

Ik 
mutually pleasing to men and commanders. 

Death in the official hierarchy meant immediate promotion of all 

lower officers upward, automatically requiring selection of a new cabo. 

No ceremonies or rites clustered about such promotions, and the only dis- 

tinguishing sign of rank above regular fighting man was that cabos wore 

75 
slightly better quality ear-ring in the left ear than their men.   The 

married males and those over 16 were obliged to belong to one of the com- 

panies which formed Guard of the Saint in rotation. As Berendt reported 

there were 12 such commanders, it might be plausibly inferred that the 

Guard changed monthly when he wrote in 1867, but in 1889 every two months 

76 
was the rule.   Thus at one time the Santa Cruz had a skeleton force to 

protect their aroa while the greater proportion of the productive popula- 

tion was freed for agriculture or other purposes. Under similar conditions 

the White Yucatecans on the Santa Cruz frontier met the same problem in a 
77 

like way. 

Political Changes. The selection of leaders was easier than 

getting rid of them. As may be seen there was no way an unpopular or 
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incompetent official could be changed except through hie death, and the 

death of those who supported him» or by his withdrawal from the cacicazgo, 

usually with followers. There could be only one policy and the manner of 

altering it from below was to extirpate its adherents. Thus in 1864 the 

three commandantes who wished peace with Mexico and fairer division of the 

constant stream of gifts given the Cross» assassinated the Patronj earlier, 

Pat was killed for talking of peace with the British, later, Cresencio Poot 

was murdered seemingly because his underchiefs tho-ight he was losing his 
78 

power and could be overcome* 

This system of leadership or death was a selective one. Weak 

leaders were weeded out; close rapport between leaders and people was nec- 

essary* Price paid for strong leadership by this crude process was a con- 

stant air of suspicion, espionage» and bloody civil wars between factions 

of approximately equal strength, or, equally debilitating — weakening of 

the group by withdrawals. Aldherre claimed there was a regular espionage 

system headed by an official called tata Nohoch Sul; it is more likely that 

his official attentions were directed to finding out enemy doings than to 

79 
spying politically for the Patron among underlines, as claimed.   When 

disputes over higher offieos arose, the most powerful personality won, for 

all the lower hierarchy had an interest in the mat er, their status de- 

pending on the outcome. 

Punishments and Solidarity. Punishments were not overly severe 

for minor offenses» as the Cruzes dared not wantonly waste manpower. Whip- 

ping, fettering the feet, and compulsory labor for communal benefit seem 

to have sufficed for minor infractions like quarreling, petty larceny, 
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default of debt, mistreatment of wives, libel and false witness, as well as lor 

vagrancy, habitual drunkenness or failure to cooperate in faginas or com- 
80 

munal work projects.   These canons of behavior obviously aimed at foster- 

ing strong community morale, absent in some other Maya groups, and here 

necessary in view of constant threat of extermination by whites. Crimes 

which would foment community discord, such as witchcraft, murder, and as- 
81 

sociation with whites brought death.   Gann reports, for a later period, 

many instances of this. The Santa Cruz were so desirous of hiding from 

enemies that they are said to have cut the tongues out of roosters lest 
82 

their crowing reveal village locations.   Miller, and especially his in- 

terpreters, were markedly impressed by the suspicion displayed toward them, 

83 
in 1888. 

Ritual and Religion: Integratlve Factors. Community spirit was 

reinforced by participation in worship of the Cross. Each day Mass was 

said at dawn, vdth another one later in the day; in the evening rosaries 

84 
or novenas were held.   In addition there were special ritual occasions 

when the Cross would speak its prophecies or deliver its orders. As seen, 

as on any important occasion the whole cacicazgo was convened to hear for- 

eign prisoners Judged. Ordinarily daily services were conducted by native 

ritual functionaries called maestros who retained some knowledge of prayers 

85 
and forms of Catholic ritual. 

Two special cyclical fiestas attracted Mayan pilgrims, similar 

to processions formed in pre-Conquest times to visit shrines of speaking 

crosses. These were fiestas to The Conception of Mary, held December 8, 
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and to The Holy Cross» May 3- A lesser• but important, pair of ritual periods 

were the days in Holy Weak, and the first Thursday in June* The first men- 

tioned occasions were especially celebrated as manifestation of the whole Cruz 

group spirit, tribal or national in scope and purpose. They were occasions 

of temporary letting down socially imposed barriers erected against constant 

peril; drinking» feasting, fireworks, dancing, bullfights released long grow- 

ing tensions. Religious aspects were also emphasized, for Masses and rosaries 
86 

in the principal church claimed equal if not more attention than gayety. 

Movement of Population; Prisoners. Group solidarity was seldom 

broken by intrusion of foreign elements. Desertions, which, with diseases 

and violent deaths, helped reduce the Cruzes to numbers which could be more 

87 
easily conquered.   Prisoners of war, except musicians, and sometimes, 

women, were either immediately killed, or put to work. Women prisoners 

seem to have been rather servants of the community than special property, 

for they lived in a sort of redoubt near the temple of the Cross and pre- 

pared meals for the Patron, for his aides, and attendant Indians. Men were 

89 
assigned to chiefs for work on their ranches.   The accompanying photostat 

is a broadside issued in Merida to raise funds for ransoming white prisoners 

held by the Santa Cruz; the accompanying text details many atrocity stories. 

90 
Note the artist's conception of the Cross of this group. 

In 1869 some 100 Chinese who had been imported into British Hon- 

duras fled from the plantation there because of bad conditions, and took 

refuge among the Santa Cruz. They claimed cruel treatment and absence of 

rice motivated their escape, but they found little better shrift in Santa 

Cruz, for they were put to work in the milpas, and their food was tortillas. 
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However • mortality among them was less than In the British Colony, for 77 

or 80 were still there, 14 died, 2 ware murdered, and 4 escaped to Yuca- 

91 
tecan lines* 

In 1889 Miller reported seeing white persons, descendants of 

original European population of Bacalar, completely Mayanized in speech 

and thought. Their dress and manner were identical with that of the 

92 
Indians by whom they were surrounded. 

Droaa and General Characteristics. Miller also said that the 

Haya of Santa Cruz "dress in cotton trousers, and shirt, and a straw hat, 

sandals on the feet. . . • The trousers are made very wide in the legs, 

and when travelling they are rolled up high on the thigh, and when off 

duty they frequently leave off the shirt and then appear only to have on 

a waistcloth." Such had the huite become by 1889* He was also impressed 

by their military appearance when on duty as Guard of the Cross, for they 

had two straps over their shoulders, crossing on the breast and held at 

the waist by a belt; one supported their omnipresent machete, the other a 

cartridge box. 

Among individual Cruzes there v.as probably as much variation in 

personality typos as is found in any large human group. As a group the 

Santa Cruz Maya appeared highly suspicious of strangers, who variously 

reported them as drunken murderers or that they made favorable impressions. 

In summary it might be said that they had erected and maintained 

by their own efforts a military theocracy integrated about the worship of 

a Cross, vdth an economy based on agriculture and rental of land for logging 
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operations. Their cultural milieu was a new blend of old and new elementa 

resultant from their previous traditional ways and the exigencies of the 

Caste War. 

CACICAZGO OF ICAICHE — 1852-1900 

Nearest geographically and culturally to the Santa Cruz cacicazgo 

94 
was the area of which Icaiche was chief center.   As noted, Icaiche's 

original founding arose from attacks in the 1850's on the previous center 

of Chichanha by Santa Cruz. The latter thought that submission to the 

whites by the southern Indians was treachery. Repeated incursions by the 

Cruzes drove the remnant of Chichanha Indians to Join with their fallows 

who had moved to Icaiche» near the Campeche border. 

Humber8 of the Icaiche were less than for other Mayan cacicazgos. 

In 1866 estimates of their fighting strength gave them only 150 fighting 

meni who were said to be "chiefly outlaws» savage» lazy» and without any 

95 
authority among themselves."   In the troubles with British Honduras 

shortly thereafter» this total was swelled by San Pedro Mayas of British 

Honduras» under Ascension Sk, and by half-castes who evidently joined to 

96 
share in plunder got by Canul.   In 1889 Icaiche was thought to contain 

some 1,700» but following a smallpox epidemic in 1892, Sapper estimated 

the population as 500. The Guia de Yucatan in 1900 gave them some 803» 

97 
but Gann in 1916 believed 200 a liberal estimate,   The village has now 

disappeared» for the inhabitants have moved to Botes on the Rio Hondo; 

98 
better school and economic advantages motivated the emigration. 

During the last half of the nineteenth century» the Icaiche 

derived their revenue from rental of logging concessions to British firms 
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at the rate of ¿250 annually for each*   Like the Santa Cruz they supple- 

mented their mil pa agriculture by products of the chase and forest, making 

them nearly self-sufficient. As already seen, they occasionally came to 

British Honduras, especially Orange Walk, for their outside supplies such 

as gunpowder. Too, like the Santa Cruz» the Icaiche kept themselves on a 

war-footing, even when their numbers grew too small to present much obstacle 

100 
to their enemies, the Cruzes. 

The town of Icaiche was essentially a defensive redoubt, situated 

on the summit of a 400-foot hill» surrounded by a palisade of bamboo with 

but two openings, east towards Belize, west toward Campeche. Inside wide 

and straight streets were edged by huts, each separated from its neighbor 

101 
by tinber hedges. Military service was compulsory. 

Similar to the Cruzes, political organization reflected fear of 

invasion, not from whites, but from other Mayas. Supreme commander, or 

"general" was given most power, mainly to punish crimes, by the lash or by 

death. If the latter were inflicted, for crimes such as murder, the con- 

demned was executed sitting in a chair with arms crossed while his victim 

102 
was being buried nearby. 

Unlike the Santa Cruz, the Icaiche were on ostensibly peaceful 

terms with the Mexican government, and were nominally subject to it. In 

actual fact they were autonomous. The Governor of Campeche explained to 

a British complainant that the "generals" were recognized by the Government, 

but were not paid by it; the cacique "makes use of the rents collected in 

103 
his district and nives no account of the amount so received by him."   In 
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view of his semi-official status, the chief used a seal bearing a Mexican 

eagle, vdth the inscription "Pacíficos del Sur"; as a matter of form on 

their accession they were made political, military, and Judicial repre- 

104 
sentatives of the Mexican government for their district.   Within the 

group, a military-political hierarchy had been established, and promotions 

were automatic for those below on the death of any in the hierarchy, and 

succession was not hereditary in any one family. Results similar to the 

workings of such system among the Cruzes ensued. On the whole, however, 

the Icaiche were less tightly knit militarily and politically than the 

Cruzes whom they feared, for the external pressures were sporadic and 

105 
potential, not constant and intense. 

Partly through this, and because they had been longer and more 

subject to white influences even before the Caste War, no Cult of the 

Cross integrated their activities. Nominally they were Catholic, vdth 

services in charge of natives known as maestros. In the village church 

were statues and effigies of saints, painting of the Crucifixion, Sacred 

Heart, and the Virgin of Guadalupe, Mexico's patron saint. They welcomed 

Catholic clergy, and a priest from Belize who spent three weeks there in 

1889 recorded that besides the daily masses, instruction, and rosaries he 

gave children and adults, he performed 73 marriages, 200 baptisms, and 

106 
heard 300 confessions. 

When not engaged in occasional forays such as those of Canul, 

the Icaiche lived in peace and worked hard. It is so reported both by 

Sapper, who saw them in 1894, and a Mexican government official who 

visited them in 1898. 
107 

The Caste War seems to have left less deep 
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impress on them than on their northern neighbors» the 5a':ta Cruz. 

CACICAZGO OF IXKANHA, 1853-94 

Because of their geographical location and the topography of their 

area, the Mayas in the cacicazgo of Ixkanha differed least from the great 

mass of dependent Indian population in the white controlled areas of Yucatan 

and Campeche. 

Ixkanha controlled a district some 70 kilometers long by 20 wide, 

southeast of Lake Chichankanab, on the savannah country near the Campeche 

border. Jungle country on the eastern side of this prevented attacks from 

the Santa Cruz. Because of this nearly impenetrable belt, and threat from 

their enemies, most of the few outside contacts the Ixkanha had wore with 

the Mexican port of Campeche. To it they took «null amounts of chicle, 

for they did not engage in letting out logging contracts as did the Santa 

Cruz and the Icaiche, necessary communications lacking. From Campeche 

were brought salt, armo, gunpowder and isetal implements. Aside from such 

few things, the group subsisted entirely through its own efforts. I¿aize 

formed their food, and from the other plants clothing was made. They spun 

and wove their own cotton, manufactured palm-leaf hats for sale, and made 

hammocks of hennequen. Cattle, poultry, and swine furnished further re- 

source for their pastoral-agricultural existence. 

In size, this cacicazgo was estimated to be about 8,000. Reports 

were that their domestic life was tranquil, and that they were hospitable, 

faithful to their promises, though given to excess alcoholism. 



Internal arrangements among the Ixkanha seem to have paralleled 

almost exactly those of the Icaiche, with whom they kept sporadic contacts• 

At the head of the cacicazgo VAS a "general" or cacique» confirmed by the 

Mexican Government and also allowed to use the seal of the eagle and the 

108 
inscription "Pacíficos del Sur."   Passports seem to have been issued to 

109 
both this group and the Icaiche to denote their status and privileges. 

The "general" was supreme in military and judicial affairs» but on some 

occasions of importance seems to have been responsible to assembly of the 

group for his acts. Like the other areas, whipping and death were chief 

modes of punishment» summ.uily carried out on the word of the cacique. 

Even less threatened than the Icaiche, and much less subject to 

punitive efforts than the Santa Cruz, no cult of the Cross ras present. 

As among the Icaiche, Catholic ritualism was preserved by local native 

priests. In the church of palm-leaves and timbers daily masses were said. 

Around the church was the barracks» where in rotation, companies of men 

guarded the town. This seems to be the main cultural residue cf the War 

of the Castes, v.hich was over for the Ixkanha after they signed the 

treaty of 1853- 

THE TREATY OF BELIZE, 1893 

The preliminary treaties and attempts of the Santa Cruz to reach 

some accord failed in 1884» as seen. In accordance with its policy of 

"Pan o Palo" (Bread or the Club, peace or death), the Mexican government 

under Porfirio Diaz reached a convention with the British which ultimately 

succeeded in scattering, if not annihilating the remaining Santa Cruz 
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independent Mayas.   Beside» fixing the legal boundaries of the two States, 

the contracting parties in 1893 agreed that arms sales to the rebels by na- 

tionals of either nation were to be prohibited,  and that there would be mutual 

cooperation to prevent rebel Maya hostilities. Shortly thereafteri the final 

phases of the Caste War opened» as again Mexican troops followed the foot- 

Ill 
¡¿eps of their predecessors into the "cursed land" of Chan Santa Cruz. 
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martial   law rescinded, Hondo-Northern River district, ABH, 240. 

11. Magistrate, Northern District to Supt. 
April 26, 1861, ABH,  240. 

enclosing Contreras'  report, 

12. Meeting of executive Council, May 25,  1861, replying to Tovr.  Jamaica, 
stating inadvisable to threaten or remonstrate vdth Indians unless 
Oovt.   prepared to back  up with action  if necessary, ABH,  24-1;  Supt. 
to C.0. , Belize, January 15, 1862, recommends strengthening fortifica- 
tions, ABH,   III,  243;  Supt.   to CO.,  Februnry 28,   1862,  not apprehensive 
of early attack by Indiacs on North District, no permanent barracks 
to be erected, ABH,  245; T.t.  Hovr.   to Tovr., -Tamalea, July 13, 1363, 
reporting apology from nuc, chief of Stfi. Cruz Indians; ABH,  253» 

13. It.  Govr.  to Oovi., Jamaica, reportin/r assassination of puc, and 
expression of Sta.  Cruzes'  desire for  peace, February 10, 1864, ABH, 
255«    Hflbbe, 3elice,   from Yucatecan sources reports revolt headed 
by Dionisio Zapata against Venanciano Puc, December 2/*, I864, 
ostensibly to divide booty of Cross, but also wanted to put Chan 
Santa Cruz under Yucatacan rule; when  commissioner sent, reaction 
against revolt had set in, so no peace,  149-50.    Hflbbe gives 
Zapata's status asa prisoner,  but he seems to have been one of 
the commandants, the other two being Ieandro Sanchez and Venancio 
Puc,  see J.  H. Black to U. Ctovr., April 30, 1863, ABH, 251. 
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14»    Lt. ^ovr.   to Govr. ,' Jamaica, July 13, 1863, reporting defeat of 
Chichenha Indians by Sta.  Cruzes, during "arch, and threats against 
colony by Zuc, leader of Chichenha, ABH,  251,  253»    Previously 
British Honduras had tried to keep Chichenhas friendly:    It. Govr. 
to Acting Colonial Secy., September 25, 1862 exempting western 
border Indians from $1.00 alien tax, ABH,  248; It.  Govr.  to K.  I. 
Rhys, October 4,  1862 instructing him to proceed to Yalbac to 
ascertain possibility of raids,  and "to make, if possible, friendly 
overtures to the Chichuya [Chichenhaj Indians and to avoid committing 
the government to action which would necessitate having to send a 
large armed force to the Western Frontier," ABH,   248. 

15. Governor Kyre, Jamaica to Governor, Yucatan, June 22,  1864, ABH, 
256.     23 persons were taken captive,   20 men,  3 women,  1 child.    Report 
by Officer Commanding Troops, Belize, July 23,  I864, ABH,  257. 

16. Superior Political "refect, Yucatan to British '"tovr. ,   Tamaica, 
July 6, 1864, ABH,  256,    J.   H.  Rlake to Govr. , July 20, 1864, reoort- 
ing ransoming of prisoners except two who had attacked Zuc, ABH, 
257. 

17. Govr. Jamaica to It.  Govr., August 24, I864, ordering no retaliatory 
measures against Zuc, ABH,  257; J.  Hodge, tianager, to British Honduras 
Co., Ltd., London showing cause of Zuc's incursions, September 20,  1864. 
ABH, 258; It.  Govr.   to Govr., Jamaica, reporting death of 7uc, 
December, I864,  ABH,  258; Lt. Govr.   to Govr., Jamaica, reporting 
arrest 3 implicate: in attack on Zuc in "ay, December 15, I864, ABH, 
259. 

18. Maximilian's  policies and their effects in vucatan are well-nigh 
virgin fields historically,  for glamor of rmpire has seamingly con- 
centrated efforts on more exotic and dramatic aspects on the main- 
land and in Europe.    Though Serapio Baqueiro says that  the such 
establishment of Empire is "one of the most memorable accomplishments 
of our modern history .   .   .  because it marks a true epoch, a limit 
between old times and recent ones, an epoch in which disappeared a 
moral order known up to  that time, to bo substituted for by another 
very different, philosophical as well a3 political," he touches it 
only in passing, Reseña geográfica. histórica y_ estadística del 
Estado de Yucatan (México. 1907). Ill;  other accounts are unsatisfactory. 

Appointment of Salazar, ibid., 153.    Salazar was commissar 
September, 1864-i'arch, 1866, broken for a brief moment, then again 
October-November,  1866, to  Tune 1867 (end of Kmpire.) 

19. Mendiolea,  "Ampliaciones," 79, rabidly anti-empire;  Aldherre, "Indios" 
74, one of Austrian soldiers accompanying impress Carlottn to •ucatan; 
some of his accounts sound as though it might have been taken from 
apolinar García y Garcia,  "Historia de la Guerra de Castas de 
Yucatán,  sirviéndole de prólogo una reseña de los usos, costumbres 
e inclinaciones peculiares de los indígenas" 0'erida,  I865) a brief 
outline of a more ambitious project that never seems  to have been 
realized, dedicated to the Emperor and Empress; very anti-Indian, 
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but with some helpful tables; mainly polemic and apologia. For 
purported letter from Indian envoys to "aximiliran, see Berendt 
linguistic Collection, University of Penn., Ttem ¿2, (Vol. T), 
#13, in "aya.  [Per Rrinton's Catalog, cited ^art T, Note 88 
above.J 

20. Mendiolea, "Ampliaciones," 80; Berendt, "explorations" 426 reports 
"In the month of October, 1866, I was planning my departure from 
"eten further west . . . when troubles among the Indians in the 
British colony arcee and changed all my plans, ^ne of the many blunders of 
the unhappy Emperor "aximilian, who, with the beat intentions, knew too 
little of the country which he thought so easy to reform, and who was 
especially unlucky in the choice of his employees, was a proclamation 
to the Cruzes, inviting them to a full amnesty, but threatening to 
destroy the very last of them if they would not submit to his fatherly 
entreaty. The Cruzes wero at that time in greater part tired of the 
war, and undisturbed by whites had commenced to remain quietly in their 
districts. The menace stirred them up again, and they armed themselves 
for resistance. ..." which in turn caused all tribes even in 
British Honduras, to fear them and the emperor's troops. November 1/*, 
186/», the Government Gazette of Yucatan had been transmitted to British 
Honduras shovdng all noten and British Honduras as part of the F-ipire, 
AWT, 258, and on July 1, 1865 the Forfign Office in letter to Colonial 
Office in British Honduras refers to "the excitement amongst the 
Chichanha and r.anta Cruz Indians, and the Proclamation by the Mexican 
authorities in Yucatan on .leptember 19th last, according to which the 
Colony was included within the limits of the "'exican Umpire," ABH, 
262.  August 3, 1865 and August 17 the British Minister in ??exico 
protested these happenings, announcing incursion of Indians into the 
Colony, etc., to Mexican Minister of Foreign Affairs, who replied 
"there must be some error in the case, as "exico had never enunciated 
the pretensions indicated. . . ." ABH, 264, and again H. B. V. Minister 
protested alteration of boundary of British Honduras on map3, October 
18, 1865, ABH, 265. 

21. Mendiolea, "Ampliaciones," 80; Aldherre, "Indios" 76, claiming that 
Claudio Novelo "ahora tatich en Chan Santa Cruz" had been inly a 
military leader then. 

22. Mendiolea, "Ampliaciones" (December, 1868), "It is unnecessary to 
state that Tihosuco was immediately occupied by the barbarians. From 
the siege of this town, our line has retrogressed fifteen leagues, 
the most advanced point today being the villa of Peto. The town of 
Tchmul, which formed part of our military line, we have lost, and 
it has been completely razed," 80. The lines as they stood in 1365 
are verbally rno mapj outlined in Aldherre, "Indios," 77. 

23. !t. Oovr. to O.C. ""roops, "ay 3, 1865, fearing Indians would be 
drivnn into colony account Imperial troops, ABH, 261; same to same, 
June 3, -eoorting Mexican troops headed north, so removing troops 
from Northern District, Foreign Office to "nder-Pecretary of State, 
July 6, 1865, re dubious titles, ABH, 263. 
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2k'    '""  ''•'•   Raboteau to British Honduras Trading Co. , February 11, 1865, 
forwarding letter from Canul and Chan denanding back rent for left 
side of Hondo, ABH,  259.    Manager, B.H.T.C. , to Marcus Canul and R. 
Chan refusing to pay claims, but offering *250 to protect mahagony 
gangs against other Tndians, March 21,  1365, ABH, 260. 

25-    H. 8.".   Minister to Foreign Secretary, *'exico, re status Canul, 
October 20, 1865; same to same, January 31,  1866, ASH,  266, re 
status Canul;  same  to same, February 17, 1866, in answer to letter 
from Mexico's F.0.   re Kmperor's objection to considering Canul 
independent, ABH,  267-    Attorney, Rritish Honduras Trading Co., to 
It.  Oovr. , reporting raid and death of 1 man,  capture of others, 
May 2,  1866, ABH,  269. 

26.    It.  n.ovr.   to n.C.  Troops, "ay 16, 1866, ABH, 269-    Tcaiche waq said 

to be "accessible"'only by paths through the forests and  swamps; 
Canul «as supposed to have only 60 men, "unaccustomed to the use of 
arms."    The figure 5,000 is a hazardous one, based on opinion of 
Ascension Fk, cacique of San Pedro; Tndians are notoriously unreliable 
for large enumerations of persons. 

27>    San "edro Mayas — History and Present life. 
The village of San Pedro is near the three-point disputed boundaries 
of British Honduras, Guatemala, and Yucatan.    In 1851, Mexico claimed 
it, but British tried to retain title, Supt.   of Commandant, Bacalar, 
September 26, 1851, ABH,  150.    In 1859 a long memorial-report from 
the Supt.   to Oovr., Jamaica describes the San Pedro and Chichanha 
people:     "In the more civilised districts they are mixed up with 
persons of other races.  .  .  .    There are, however, other tribes 
of Tndians within our borders who come in contact with civilization 
but once a year.    They cultivate maize somewhere in the depths of 
the  forest and fatten nigs whose surnlus produce they annually 
bring to some village market, procure what they require, principally 
salt, and disanpear again.    We know but little of these people.    They 
have learnt to respect the mahogany tree in their clearing operations 
so there is peace between them and our woodsmen.    When fallen in with 
accidentally these men are found in the usual Tndian working dress — 
a hat and a towel — and are manners civil but shy.    The southern 
portions of our territory have never been explored, and according to 
the Crown Surveyor,  they contain inhabitants who, he believes, have 
nevar yet been seen by Kuropeans ^r croóle."    ABH,  221-2.    This is a 
splendid report as a whole.    The San Pedrenos seem to have been  nart 
of a group which aolit off from Chichanha an'l Tcaiche; Berendt  spent 
much time -with them, stating "The villages in the neighborhood .   .  . 
are of  late origin, peopled by Tndians from Yucatan, almost every one 
of them formerly engaged in the war of the  races.   .   .   .    T had 
opportunity to become acquainted with many of them, and obtained 
interesting information as to their social and political condition.   .   . 
They are called Pacific Tndians.    Tn the year 1857 the Cruzes invaded 
the "acific Indians of the district of Chichanha.     Since that time 
the Pacific Tndians of that district have settled between vucatan, 
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28. 

Peten, and Belize, and their number has been increased by numerous 
deserters from the ranks of the Cruzes.    They all, threatened by 
their common enemy, the Cruzes, retain certain connections with 
each other, although those on Belize or "eten territory have  formed 
villages unrter the authority of the F.nglish or Guatemalan governments, 
while those in the region of doubtful pertinency remain subject to 
the chiefs of the Pacific Indians."    Alcaldes in Snn Pedro were ap- 
pointed and paid by the English, and supplied with staves of office, 
It. Govr.   to E.  I.  Rhya, October /*,  1862.     ABH,  2/.R.    Tn 1867, 
Canul,  (head of Tcaiche) an-1 Ascension Fk,  leader of San Pedro Mayas 
joined forces because of indiscreet foray by a British regiment, 
plus fact that the boundary survey of 1860 had stopped 3hort of San 
"edro,  leading Indians to believe they were outside British limits, 
It.  Govr.   to Govr. , February 7, 1867, AST!, 280.    Previously the 
British had given Fk /runs and powder to protect frontier against 
Canul, xtay, 1866, ABH, 270-3.    Tn 1863 Fk had petitioned powder 
and arms,  "in case some treason that may happen in this mountain, 
or some faction from Chichanha that may surprise me empty handed 
because we live in alarm," Asuncion Fk to  Antonio Mathe, "ay 8, 
1863, ABH,  252.    The present mode of  life, plus much historical data 
on this group arc  found in J.  Eric Thompson, Fthnology of the Mayas 
of Southern and Central British Honduras (Field Museum of Natural 
History, Publication 274. Chicago, 1930). 

Chief Justice's Report on the trial and conviction of Marcellino 
''ontego  and Esteban Toon alias Juan Toon, sentenced to death for 
the Murder of Thomas Severn, April 18,  186? billed in Canul and 
Kk's  raid on Indian Church], giving details, ABH, 287.    Treatment 
and policy of British Honduras after pacific»tIon of area by 
troops is given in Memorandum and Regulations by It.  Govr. J.  0. 
Austin, February 28, 1867, (a) Indians must pay rent (b)  each village 
to select its own cacique who will be responsible for peace therein, 
plus rendering semi-annually a list of nersons and occunations of 
each 'KB:     none of  these reprinted in ABH, though would be of great 
value to ethnologistsj (c) caciques will be aided ' > °olice when 
necessary, and a resident  priest will be supported (d) No Indian to 
carry -i gun without license (e) Cacique  responsible for maintenance 
of roads and Govt.   levy of labor it a fair wage.    The San Pedreñbs 
either could iccept these terns or return to Chichanha. 

29*    It. Govr.  to Oc-vr. » Jamaica,   'ugust 14, 1867, reports there is no 
alliance and none being sought with the ^ndi-ins of Santa Cruz or 
locha, ABH,  294;  Lt. Oovr.  to Secy,  of State, reporting favorable 
effects of oolicy toward "the two pre*t Indian Tribes of Santa Cruz 
and Locha."    Also, Caot. John Carmichael to It. Oovr., November 15, 
1867,  ABH,  296. 

30. It. Govr. to Govr. , Jamaica, November 28, 1867, transmitting trans- 
lated letter from Triumvirate dated Chan Santa Cru?. October 30, ABH, 
297- 
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31.    U. Oovr.  to Oovr. , April 9, 1367, ABH,  285.    The Tcaiche and the 
Locha group had earlier been rivals for letting of logrln»* contracts 
to British, which helped keen their mutual hostility alive, J.  H. 
Blake to It. Oovr. , May 5, 1863, reporting 800 Tcaiche had come to 
collect rents from one Méndez to prevent Tocha group from collecting 
same, ABH,  251-2. 

32.    Marcos Canul, General in Chief and Hafael Chan, General to 
Magistrate, Orange Walk, March 26, 1868, ABH, 301.    Tn May, 1868, 
friendly relations seem to have been about to be established through 
a Mr. Panting, when a new survey of the Colony passed a line within 
9 miles of Icaiche,  causing uneasiness, which broke into overt 
action in .Tuly.    In 1870 It.  Plumridge and Mr.  "anting made an 
understanding with Canul, but on April 19 he entered and captured 
a town, yelling 'Mexico forever*   (ABH,  320);  by May he had retired. 
ABH,   302-21. 

33*    It. Govr.   to Speaker, April 21, 1870, ABH,  321.    The British are as 
convinced that the Yucatecans set the Indians on them, as the Yuca- 
tecans are that the British instigated all attacks, e.g.. Council to 
It. Govr. May 20, 1875, mistrusting peaceable attitude of Tndians, 
"willing tools of the Yucatan government," ABH,  335.    Cf.   infra. 
Note 43.    Withdrawal of Tndians, "ay 2, It. Oovr.  to Speaker, ABH, 
321.    Canul had merely entered to see that no Santa Cruzes were at 
Corozal, Marcos Canul to Govr. , June 11, 1870. 

34- Canul was wounded in a raid on a logging camp, details of which see 
Major Vim.  Johnston to Lt. Govr., Sentember 11, 1872, ABH 327-9. 
Indians appeared shortly thereafter, M.   J.  Castillo to Major Command- 
ing Troops, September 21, 1872, ABH,  329, on 26th of same month Chan 
wrote quoted dispatch, Rafael Chan, Chief, to It. Govr., ABH,  329. 

35- Eugenio Arana to It. Govr. , March 16, 1874; Administrator to Arana, 
April 16, ABH, 333;  Administrator to Arana, September 13, 1876, 
ABH 336. 

36. Colonial Secretary to Magistrate, Northern District, July 27, 1874, 
directing him to receive Arana and staff, and that "he be well 
received with all respect and courtesy" ABH,   3%. Cf. Note 47. 
Magistrate, N.  District to Colonial Secretary, October 28,  1874, 
reporting arrival Arana, ABH,  334» 

37. Sir ^dward Thornton, Washington to It. Govr., March 23, 1877; 
Govr.  Jamaica to Lt. Oovr., March 25t Colonial Secretary to Magis- 
trate, Orange V<alk, "arch 31; 0.  C.  Troons to Ad-ninistrator, 
April 3, 1877, ABH 337-8. 

38. Eugenio Arana to It. Govr., June 28, 1878, ABH,  340. 

39-    Note, January, 1868, ABH,  299- 
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40. Address to Assembly, January 30, 1868; It. Oovr. to Speaker, February 17, 
1868, ABH, 299, 300. Tt. Oovr. to Oovr. Jamaica, January 11, 1868, 
reporting capture of Ake, ABH, 298; same to same January 30 reporting 
satisfactory apology for invasion by Ake, ABH, 299. 

41. It. Oovr. to Oovr., Jannica, July 21, 1869, ,\BH, 308. 

42. Berendt, "explorations," 422-3. 

43»    Mr.  J.  T.   Plockley to Tt.  Oovr., July 10,  1868, reporting conference 
with Dablo Oarcia, Oovr.  of Campeche, ABH,  307-8;  transcript of 
"inutes of Meeting of Legislative Assembly of State of vucatan, 
July 28, 1369, in which Belize is  charged as being "an ally of the 
Indians, especially by changing war-like stores and rifles for 
cattle, gold, silver and lewels robbed from "exican villages by the 
Indians."    ABH,  315» "endiolea, after mentioning that British were 
illegally on the Peninsula anyway, having erected a  colony from a 
logging camp, added "But their ambition was not content with this 
infraction, which surely did not give them the security for which 
they hungered, and the revolt of the Indians in 1846 rij opened to 
then a wider field of operations to satiate their avarice and to 
extend their territory.    They were the ones who,  for  lewels of 
churches and Drivate persons and all sorts of effects that the 
Indians robbed,  gave them in exchange powder and puns, and they 
were the ones,   for permission to cut wood in "exican territory 
gave in return all  the elements of war.    The government of that 
Colony has officially signed conventions with them considering them 
as belli/rerents in the atrocious war they -ake against civilization 
in a state of the Republic, and  finally, the Superintendent has 
placed a price on the heads of various agents of the  Government of 
the  state of Yucatan.   .   .   .    The «diet was displayed on street- 
corners of th/.t place Belize and one of them has been remitted to the 
Supreme Oovernment."    "ampliaciones," 81.    Cf.  f'ote 33 above, and 
notes 19, 35 "art TT; Carlos R.  Menendez has started a like campaign 
under the guise of history.     Mendiolea wrote in December,  1868. 

44*     Lt.   Oovr.   to Govr., Jamaica, November 13,  1869.     Bernabel  Ken in- 
tended r-iding "ach Chakan peopled   na inly by St a.  Cruz who had departed 
to avoid military service in Ca3te vrar, ABH,   316.    These troubles, 
following those of Canul and "aximilian's  threats stirred up area 
Berendt was in, see 'vote 42. 

45. A.  IVoeikof,  "Reise durch Yucatan und die 3lldostlichen provinzen von 
"exiko 1874" Petermanns Mitteilunffen. XVf hft.  vj (1879^, 201-12, 
p.   203. 

46. It. Governor's Address, June 10, 1881,  ABH, 322. 

47» Treaty of Peace botween General Theodosius Canto representin/r the 
Government of the State of Yucatan and John Chuc representing Hon 
Jo3e Cresnecio "oot, General and Governor of Chan Santa Cruz, signed 
at the Government House, Belize, January 11, 1884; Jose Cresencio 
Poot to Administrator, January 30, 1884; Administrator to General 
Canto, February 11, 1884, ABH,  352-3-    Cf. below, Note 
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48.    See below,  pp. Notes 110-111 this section.    Villa, "ayas of 
Quintana Roo, Chs.  TV, V carry on narrative of the military campaigns 
and other attempts to pacify the Quintana Roo area very ably.    His 
data should be supplemented by information appearing in Kl »'aestro 
Rural [DAPP, México, D.  F. j, v.  TX, ffG (November,  1936).    Tn this 
semi-official review of Mexican rural education, problems and 
history of Quintana Roo since 2903 are taken up in four articles 
"Noticias históricas de Quintana Roo" [pp.   5-7, 24], "^conomia agucola 
del Territorio de Quintana Roo" Tpp*   8-10],  llr,l problema education 
en Quintana Roo" [pp.  11-12j, and "La  población indígena maya en Quin- 
tana Roo" rpp.   13-lÁj»  all illustrated, with one badly reproduced 
map of the area in 1936.    Seo also Adrian "Maya-Tndianer," cited 
infra. , Note 49, for materials ca.   1920. 

49a.  Main sources;     A  rather good sketch (with map)  of physical geography 
of area appers in "Kconomía agrícola del territorio de Ouintana 
Roo," Kl Maestro Rural. IX, No.  6, pp.  0-10.    Karl Sapper,  "Indepen- 
dent Indian States of Yucatan," translated in Mexican Antiquities 
(Smithsonian "institution, Bureau of American ethnology. Bulletin 28, 
"ashington, 1904)  627-34, from C-lobus. I,r7TT, Wr.   13 (1895), 
197-201 (with map p.   200).     Sapper visited the Tcaiche and Txkanha, 
but not Santa Cruz, according to maps in f-lobus,  loc.  cit. and in his 
"^eitrlire zur ''thnographie von Sfldo3t-Vexiko und "ritisch-Monduras," 
^eteraanns "itteilungep TIT  hft.   8 (1895),  177-186, ^afel 12,  "iven 
over to linguistics (Part I,  pp.   l77-82), and comparative cultural 
levels (Dt.   TT,  132-6)  in which the  independent groups are mentioned 
in passing, as their "Mnabhangigkeit datiert erst aus dem Jahre 
1849 ...   so dass sie in ethnologiseher Hinsicht nur wenip ''igenart 
bewahrt haben" which was not suitable  to Sapper's purpose. 
Tann, ''aya Indians (cited Note 3 above)  gives a brief but valuable 
sketch of ethnology as introduction to archaeological report.    William 
Miller,   "A Journey from British Honduras to Santa Cruz, Yucatan," 
Royal Qeographical Society, proceedings.  n.s., XT  (January, 1839), 
23-8, with map.    Author was Assistant Surveyor Oeneral of Colony, and 
made his trip in  1388, accompanied by interpreters,     "ldherre,  "Tndios" 
(cited Note 2) was an Austrian in service of "aximilian, and seems 
either to have visited Santa Cruz himself, or to have collected much 
first-hand data from those who had; helpful on Cult of the Cross. 
For cacicazgos at slightly later period, see C-ann, also H.   Adrian, 
"rinigfís über die ."aya-Tndianer von Quintana Roo," f-esellschaft 
fur ^rdkunde zu Berlin, Zeitschrlft.   1924 (Nr.   5-7),  235-47.    He 
and companions made -i  survey in 1922, spending most time at Chunpom, 
which seems to have transferred almost _in toto much of the  earlier 
Cult of the Cross from Chan Santa Cruz, though he  also visited 
continguous areas.    His information is mainly from one informant who 
was a .mestizo raised by the independent "ayas.     Alfonso Villa R. , 
The Maya3 of Quintana Roo (unpublished ms.), chs. TTT-V, giving 
data from Yucatecan sources and field work; only the literary 
sources have been utilized hern, as many used by him are ephemeral 
and not obtainable readily in the  libraries accessible to American 
students. 
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49b-    Diminution of cacicazgos mentioned by Sapper,  "Independent States, 
saying "a  few years n/*o Oen.  Eugenio Arana ceded the important 
village of Chunchintok to the State of Campeche," 628. 

50.    Sapper, "Independent States," 628; Gann, 'faya Indians.  13-14, with 
small map;  Adrian found the Santa Cruz divided into two main bodies, 
one at Chunpom, the other nt Santa Cruz,  "Maya-Tndianer," 235*    Por 
territory at various times,  see attached maps.    The small 
cacicazgo of Kantun'il reported by Hubbe, Belice.  145, seems 
either to have been absorbed by Yucatan or Chan Santa Cruz in the 
1850's.     Tn  1936,  it was reported the 'Tayas of Quintana Roo were 
as follows:     (a) Kanta Cruz del 'iravo and Satellites,  (b) Chumpom 
and Satellites,  (c)  Icaiche, under cacique Juan Ke, and (d) Kantun 
ilkin-colferino, "que ys  están enteramente civilizados y tienen sus 
autoridader. proprias, de acuerdo en todo con el Gobierno TMexicanoj," 
SI Maestro Rural. IX, No.   6,  PD.   13-14-    Total population estimated at 
2,600-3,000. 

51. See supra. Note 9, Part II for estimates during 1840's; Note 29 this 
section where Carmichael estim-'ted them at 25,000 in 1867.    Barendt, 
"explorations" says "As to the number of these Indians, the most 
discordant opinions exist.    According to such Belize and frontier 
traders as are the best judges, the Cruzes do not number less than 
10,000 and probably not more than 15,000 warriors, and of these half 
their nuiber only are married.    Estimating a family to consist of 
five souls on an average, would give for their whole number about 
forty thousand.   ..."    ¿22-3.    Sapper, basing his estimate on similar 
sources ("those familiar with the country")   gives them 8-10,000 in 
1895-    In 1916 Oann thought then reduced to 5,000; Adrian notes that 
the  combined army of Chunpom and Sta.  Cruz would be about 1,500 men, 
drop from 19th century being largely due to a  smallpox epidemic in 
1913, "Maya-Indianer," 237.    In 1936 it was thought only 250 men 
were able to be put "en pie de guerra," Kl "aestro Rural. IT,  %, 
p. 14. 

52. Aldherre, "Tndios," 73} he  thought the number of Sta.  Cruz Indians 
might "be greater than 4.000 souls" (74), but the editors thought in 
1869 the population was 15-20,000 (p.  81).    A French observor has this 
to say of Chan Santa Cruz, "La position de la ville est bien choisie, 
prés du centre d'action des Indians, avec de l'eau potable, tirée dfun 
cenote,  puite natural, et amanee sur la place céntrale au milieu 
d'un jardin.  ..."    Maurice de PeYigny, "A travers le Peten et le 
Yucatan," la 0eographie. TJII (Paris, 1906), 482-6, p. 485, with 
map. 

53. For appearance of the cross, nee above nart TT, pn. , Notes 51-55» 
Quotation from Villa, Maya Indians of Quintana Roo (cited hereafter QR) 
ch.  3, note 6, where Villa notes he got exhortation from Ms.  in 
possession of scribe at X-Cacal, cacicazgo descended from Sta.  Cruz. 
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54- Villa, QR, Ch.   3, notes 9-10, based on Cogolludo, 1868, TI, 83-4, 
Vi 1 lagutIerre,  1933, 387.    Cf.  Vendiolea,  "Ampliaciones,** 78. 

55- Aldherre,  "Indios" 77.    Crann, Vaya Tndians.  3ays it was 2 or 3 feet 
high, but he never saw it, 41; cf.  above, Note 9. 

56.    Villa, QR,  ch.   3, note 12, basing account on memoirs of an officer 
who entered St. Cruz in 1852, appearing in "Diario de Yucatan" 
September 9, 1923:     "Tn their dingy old galley of a church, there 
was at one end an alter which no one could approach excepting him 
who had in his  care the three crosses.    On top of the alt-:r were 
these garments of hipil and skirt; behind the altar there was a 
pit in which wa3 a cask serving as a sounding board, imparting to 
the voice a low and cavernous sound.    All thi3 took place altogether 
out of sight of the people in the body of the church; the  spokesman 
in the pit would busy himself communicating whatever Barrera    wished 
him to  say to the multitude which was oblivious to this artifice.    So 
it happened the Indians would bring oblations of maize, poultry, wax, 
swine, money, and whatever he wished, for the crosses nnoke endlwa- 
ly.   ..."    Seventy years later, in Chunpom the church was similarly 
divided;  in the outer room stood two large drums, and behind this 
room was a  smaller one, entered on only by kneeling.    Two natural 
crosses had candles burning before them, and on the back wall was 
an altar on which stood several small crosses,  completely covered 
viith cloth, including a great cross likewise enveloped; the real 
Cross, or Santo, however, was not aven seen there; only ritual 
priests could enter the inner sanctum.     Adrian, "f'aya-Indianer," 
238-9. 

57-    See preceding note, and Aldherre, "Indios," 74-5* 

58. Aldherre, "Indios" 73-4; Villa, QR,  notes 15-16. 

59. Villa, QR, ch.   3 on personal measurement;  ¡Voeikof, "Reise," 203* 

60. Aldherre was disgusted at the   sacrilege,  "They have adopted the Holy 
Cross a* primary object of their adoration,  and give to it all the 
attributes of the Supreme Deity.    For them the Cross is Ood himself; 
God and Cross, the same thing.    They take this  sanctified instrument 
of our redemption as the Supreme Being which nade it holy, and, con- 
verting it into Ood,  use it at  the same time for an instrument of 
impious and stupid iniquities."    "Indios," 74;  see letter quoted 
note 8 where Indians name the Cross, "Santa Cruz Tres Personas"; 
Cf.   "The Trinity (cilich oxll.  "cilich," holy, "ox," three) is most 
important; Ood appears only in conversations, as 'Cod is paid'  (dios 
bootic)  for 'thank you.'    The holiest thing of all, 'Santo',  is the 
Cross or Crucifix, the visible thing to which prayers are offered, 
but which is seldom mentioned in conversation or in prayers."    Adrian, 
"Vaya Tndianer," 238.    filler, in "Santa Cruz" remarked in 1888, 
"It  is surprising to hear the pious ejaculations of those neoole when 
one remembers the number of atrocities laid to their charge.    Their 
term for 'Thank you'   is  *C-od protect you,'  and when I was leaving one 
and all piously hoped that Ciod would be with me on the journey."    27. 
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61. Account of the Triumvirs taken mainly from Aldherre, "Indios," 75» 
Villa, QR, has later developments mixed with earlier phases. 

62.    See above, Note 8, et passim. 

63-    Baqueiro, Ensayo. IT,  391 and Villa, QR,  ch.   3, note 14. 

64. Aldherre, "Indios," 75*    Fowler, who based his book on official 
reports The was Superintendent of the Colony of British HondurasJ 
describes the ceremony:     ".   .  .  all the available Indians in Bacalar 
arrived in front of the home where the Santa Cruz is kept.    The boy 
attendants or sentries on the idol, called angels, were in front of 
it, and the drums and bugles sounded at recurring parts of the song. 
The chief was inside with the image and the angels.    The subordinate 
chiefs and soldier knelt outside,  and did not rise until the service 
was over,  when they crossed themselves and rubbed their foreheads in 
the dust.    About 11 o'clock the Indians were heard running backward 
and forward,  and an order was given to bring the prisoners.   ... 
All were calm except the children, although it was known Santa Cruz 
was pronouncing their doom.    A squeaking whistling noise was heard 
issuing from the oracle, and when it ceased it was known the Santa 
Cruz wanted a higher ransom for the prisoners."    Narrative, quoted 
in Oann, "aya Indians,  41.    The report of Blake and Anderson appear 
in ABH,  201-4, but unfortunately a binding error omitted this from 
copy at my disposal. 

65. Villa, QR, notes 17-18, relying on a pa-nphlet issued by F!.  Rogers 
which Twithout rcy having seen the originalj  seems to one of several 
issued around the 1880's trying to get settlers to British Honduras, 
prefacing account of the fertility of the colony with a short 
historical sketch.    Rogers states "in the midst of the silence that 
followed was hoard a  rather weak voice which seemed to originate in 
the  -nidst of the air and which spoke in the Maya  language,"  (Villa, 
QR,  note 18), but this tale is  not supported by the account of the 
persons to whom it purportedly occurred, Its.  Plumridge and Twigge, 
in their report to Supt.  April 12, 1861, ABH, 238-9. 

66.    Miller, "Santa Cruz," 26.     ".   . 
attempted to enter the country. 

• since that time no priest has 

67. Hfibbe, Balice.  112.    This  seems based on Fowler who said  in 1879 
""he Santa Cruz was mixed up with some Catholic rites,  but retains 
the leading characteristics of the god who was best propitiated 
by placing bleeding human hearts within hi3 lips" (Oann, lac.. £i£.). 
Thi3 is opinion, not testimony, and rather confused opinion at that; 
Aztecs'  and Vayas'  deities have here been telescoped. 

68. filler,  "Santa Cruz," 26-7. 

69. Villa, QR,  ch.   3, note 31, basing account  on report by commander of 
"exlcan expedition, who based his on "documents seized at Tulum," in 
1871 when the priestess, "aria ill cab was driven out temporarily, 
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though har servants and one son was capturad; source: 
Yucatan" Sunday, April 28, 1935. 

"Piario de 

70. Villa, QR, eh.   3» no source given for distribution of crosses or 
power within areas.    Fifty years following 1871, Adrian found 
cross cult centers at Yo-tz'not, Chum-on, Tulum, which had super- 
imposed on (or varying from) the Cros^ Cult one of ritually killing 
3 or U steers for the Cross, "Maya Tndianer," 239. 

71. Udherre, "Indios," 75-    Villa, QR,  note 23 discusses Miller's passing 
mention that "all chiefs of the nation" are appointed by the Cross. 
Miller's bad interpreter (see Note 83)  plus fact that other sources 
more clearly indicate relationships, make such elaboration unnecessary. 

72. Aldherre, "Indios" 75. 

73-    Villa, QR, basing on present day remarks of Tndians.    Adrian reports 
similarly for  1922, though neither source may be» considered accurate 
for nineteenth century.    Adrian mentions that of the whole armed 
force in Chunpom, only 20 at a time are on guard;  they stay in 
barracks near the temple of the cross for two weeks at a time.    The 
commander of the guard acts as priest, holding mass twice daily, at 
U a.m. and 7 a.m.    The soldiers 3pend most their time preparing 
hennequen fibers for weaving hannocks, etc.    There is a regular mail 
service between Chunpom and Santa Cruz, for there were literate 
perons in both places, but to smaller clusters messages «re orally 
transmitted.    Still in 1922 there was a comolete intertwining of 
secular and religious duties, which led Adrian to remark, "Religion 
is the most important of all things for the Maya, and it is impossible 
to discriminate the overlapping of public aspects and private lives. " 
In 1922, the "Mayor of the Church" was the most important official 
of the cacicazgo,  with the military commander, who lived in a different 
town, second in importance. 

74. Villa, QR, ch.  3, on verbal accounts. 

75. Villa, QR,  ch.   3. Sapper, accounting for Txkanha and Tcaiche says 
"The dress, mode of living,and occupations of the independent Mayas 
are very simple, and in this respect the general is in no wise 
distinguished from his subjects,  except that he keeps saddle horses 
in accordance with his greatsr wealth," "Independent States," 629- 
A curious (and undated)  transformation reversed the signs of leader- 
ship sometime in Chunpom,  for "'One day1, related Juan Vega,  'a book 
and a letter in pure JJaya were found in the chapel at the entrance to 
the village; no one knew from whence or by whom thay came.   ...    Tt 
was said their appearance was from Heaven.'    In the  letter they were 
strongly reproved, and warned not kill one another.    And from then 
onwards the situation became improved,  and also, for this reason, no 
one again wanted the title of 'General'  or would otherwise distinguish 
himself.    This fear even went so far that all  the higher officers 
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went about without   gold earrings, while each soldier wore a beautiful 
gold ornament in the left ear."    Adrian,  "Maya Tndianer," 237. 

76. Rerendt,  "yjcplorations," 422,  saying "They worshin the cross, in 
whose name the Tat-ich (thoir head-chief) and twelve governors, 
(military chiefs, priests, and counsellors) govern."    But "iller 
says of Bacalar that it was guarded by 60 men "which is changed 
once every two months.    They do not  live in the old houses, but 
prefer to build their own stick-and-leaf huts in the gardens and 
other open spaces," and that "Santa Cruz is very similar to Bacalar, 
and is occupied by a guard of about 150 men, but nobody lives there 
permanently.    The chiefs meet there for consultation and for settling 
the affairs of the nation."    "Santa Cruz," 25, 27.    It is  small wonder 
that the Mexicans found only 1 Indian there when they "captured" it 
in 1901, Villa, QR. , cMV, note 3. Adrian, "Maya-Indianer" reports 
biweekly change of guird in 1922, p. 237. In 1365 Aldherre reported 
400 men guarding Santa Cruz.     "Indios," 76. 

77. Aldherre, "Indios," giving arrangement of Yucntecan defense lines, 
"while half work in the  fields, the other half, armed, guard the town 
and establish sentinels on the highest point; they explore the 
country." p.  77. 

78. See above, Part II, Mote 39 (?) reporting death of ^at; this  section, 
Notes 12-13-    Villa, QR,  ch.  3, note 25, based on reprint of contem- 
porary newspaper article in "Diario de Yucatan" February 16, 1936 
which relates that Poot, his generals, friends and 67 militia were 
killed in a change of government; presumably this was connected with 
his peace efforts as outlined above, Note 47»    Miller notes that 
Pool's successor, Aniceto Sul was responsible for "The last chief 
of the Santa Cruz Indians was killed, together with about  twenty 
other chiefs, by my host at San Pedro, Hon Anis [nickname for SulJ 
about four years ago, and the said Don Anis now reigns in his stead 
and will continue to do so until some other chief contrives to get  a 
party sufficiently strong to kill him in his turn,""Santa Cruz", 
28.    frann, Maya Indians gives outline of ideal pattorn  for changing 
government, prefacing remarks with statement "there are always rival 
claimants for the chieftanship, and the subchief with the strongest 
personality or greatest nopularity among the soldiers usually succeeds 
in grasping the office.    There are nearly always rival factions 
endeavoring to oust the chief in power, and the latter rarely dies 
a natural death,"  35.    For the "holy" mechanism that  put a stop to 
this  weakening of the ingroup see Adrian, "?'aya-Tndianer," 237, quoted 
in extenso Note 75t above. 

79-    Aldherre,  "Indios" 76, saying "In Chan Santa Cruz almost everything 
is mysterious,    espionage is admitted as a system, and for this 
reason forms sort of a secret police.    The Triumvirs spy on one 
another;  the generals do the same one of them is chief spy." 
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80.    Villa, QR, baaed on García y García, "Historia de la Guerra de 
Castas," 12;  it is doubtful if García y García was an eyewitness. 
Oann, ,faya Indians,   35 rives the indicated crimes. 

81. Miller, reporting on Aniceto Sul, said '"Then I arrived there he had 
just lost the sight of one eye, and believing he was bewitched, he 
had killed the man and his wife whom he suspected of doing it, the 
day before my arrival, and he believed hin  eye was getting better 
in consequence.    "Santa Cruz," 27-    Oann notes that the pulya or 
witch W3S greatly dreaded; when caught, she was chopped limb from 
limb, and not buried, like other victims, but left for dogs and 
vulture to dispose of, >teya Indians, 36. 

82. Gann, "aya Indians.  35 re death for association with whites.     Ibid. , 
32 for concealment of villages by cutting out rooster's tongue.    This 
may be a myth, for Stephens found the same rumor current about a 
non-existent city in the land of the lacandones, ".   .  . the cocks 
they keep underground to prevent their crowing being heard.  ..." 
J.  I..  Stephens, Incidents of Travel in Central   America. Chiapas, and 
Yucatan (2 v. New York, 18U, edition of 1848), II,  195-¿.    Writer 
knows by personal survey that no city exists therein. 

83. Miller, "llanta Cruz" reported "It would not be safe to use any 
surveying or astronomical instruments there, as the people are 
constantly in dread, and watching for spies.   ...    Tt is impossible 
to get any information from thorn, ss they strongly object to being 
questioned.    Some very simple questions which T  asked were answered, 
but were always  supplemented by the counter-question ""hy do you 
wish to know?'    On one occasion wishing to hear of ancient Indian 
ruins,  I was questioning several Indians in the chief's house, and 
getting unsatisfactory answers,  pressed the questions, when they 
turned down their hat brims and pepped at me from under them, and 
simply answered in monosyllables.    This so frightened my interpreter 
that he refused to go on with  the questions."    26-7.    Miller is in- 
correct in stating only 2 Englishmen had ever got to Santa Cruz 
before him. See above, passim. 

8/».    Villa, QR,  ch.   3, note 21.    Cf.  Adrian's account, cited Note 73» 
He adds that early mass costs 1 peso, and later mass 1.50;  presumably 
to encourage industry, 'Waya-lndianer," 238. 

85. Villa, QR,  ch.   3»    Cf.   in "la Población indígena Maya en Quintana 
Roo, El .¿aeatro Rural. TX, No.  6 (Mexico, November, 1936).     "La 
religion de los indios es un cristianismo simpliata 'sui generis,' 
pues adoran la Santa Cruz y ningún santo.     Ade-nás como nunca 
tuvieron sacerdotes católicos, desde hace muchos años por su 
hosulidad con el Gobierno y la fslta de dinero,  3e han formado sus 
sacerdotes proprios quienes a su vez les han creado liturgias 
especiales, cánticos y ceremonias enteramente propios," 1Z». 

86. Villa, QR, ch.   3* 
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87. Seo above, Notes 39-49, 78, 51. Oann, Maya Indians, reports on 
disease, 36-39-  At various times outbreaks of cholera in British 
Honduras were reported, but whether they spread to Santa Cruz is 
not known; they occurred in 1854, 1367-8, with the latter epidemic 
lingering "where the want of medical attendance, the excessive wet 
weather, and the apathy of the Maya population combine to perpetuate 
it. ..." Lt. Govr. to British Consul, New Orleans, February 7, 
1868, ABH, 300; 299, 175. 

88. See Note 4, reporting capture of Yucatecan hind. Aldherre, "Indios" 
reports "The curious thin/» is that prisoners who are musicians are 
never killed, because these barbarians form and now have a military 
band in Chan Santa Cruz, composed of musical prisoners," 75»  In 
yjL "aestro Rural. IT, No. 6. There is a Dhoto of a native violin 
maker on p. 13» 

89. Udherre, "Indios,"  75-6. 

90. Original of this broadside in Peaborty Museum namphlet collection, 
Cambridge, "/«ssachusetts.    Under the affidavit of the T!.  S.  Consul 
that the Society is bona-fide may ba seen names of the orisoners 
believed still to be alive in Chan Santa Cruz in 1878.    The illus- 
tration illuminates the text at the bottom of the circular. 

91. CHINES? AWNO MAYAS, History ft Present. 

It. Oovr.  to Govr., Jamaica, September 16, 1369, ABH,  315 on Chinese 
in Santa Cruz. 

These Chinese were a new element in British Honduras.    In February, 
1*360, the Assembly there  passed an net for encouragement of Chinese 
immigration (ABH,  228), but this was disallowed by the British 
Government (ABH 233)  in 1861.    By 1864, by bonding the company 
importing thera,  permission was given to ship 475 from China (ABH, 
257)  provided that proper buildings and nedical arrangements were 
provided;  sufficient security had to be forthcoming to prevent the 
British government paying for their upkeep, ABH, 258.    In 1865 the 
ship "light of Amoy"  sailed from China with 480 Chinese, consisting 
of 445 men,  14 women, 16 boys,  2 girls,  find 3 infants, ABH, 261, 
and the Government Gazette in June reports an immifrration agent was 
appointed, and reprints form of indentures for Chinese, ABH,  262. 
Presumably, however,  the Government loaned money to planters to 
support this immigration,  for in 1874 it was referred to  as "that 
unprofitable loan," ABH,   333 (Govr.'s speech in Council, January 26), 
and in 1876 it was reported that at long last the debt had been 
extinguished, (it.  Govr.  to Session, December 14), ABH,   336. 
Internally the Chinese groups seem to have been troublesome,   for 
disturbances are reported near Corozal where they rere planted, 
September 22, 1865, ABH,  264, but by May 2, 186^., there were renorted 
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some 3t000 Chinese, divided among 7 estates, on whom a  favorable 
renort was -a-ide, ABH,  269.    In 1867 the Tt. Oovr.   in his annual 
message said th'^t he had been negoti^tinc with the Santa Cruz to 
"secure a return to the Colony ...   of the Chinese who deserted 
from the Rritish 'fonduras Co.   in New River" and that hereafter the 
Indiana would secure those who absconded, ABH, 288.    Tn 1868 the 
Immigration Agent reported that of the 474 Chinese who actually 
landed in 1865, only 211 were left,  flight and disease having 
reduced them, ABH,  310.    Of 108 deaths, 68 were from fever, 9 from 
dysentery, 8 from drowning, 4 from debility, 3 from murder and the 
rest from miscellaneous causes, ABH,   313»  and in 1869, as quoted, 
100 deserted to the Santa Cruz.    G-ann incorrectly reports that 
these Chinese coolies "were well received and married Tndian wives," 
though the latter may be partly true,  for he further reports "among 
their offspring,  it is interesting to note, are found a very 
unusual proportion of defectives" Maya Tndians.  32, which may be 
accounted for by fact that only women available were cast-offs who 
could not get Maya husbands.    Recently '.i.  3teg«erda in 'laya Indians 
of Yucatan (Carnegie Institution of 'Washington, Publication 531, 
Washington,  1941),   157-8 reports very close correlation of "ayan and 
Chinese dermatoglyphic features, but this -neans nothing because 
history of the group on which Mayan data were taken was recorded; 
"ayan dermatoglyphics among the Lacandones, outside sphere of pos- 
sible Chinese intrusive contact may or may not show like similarity, 
see 
There has been rather a sizable amount of Chinese infiltration on 
various parts of the Peninsula, not only from British Honduras, but 
also on the hennequen areas of the west.    Turner, Barbarous Mexico, 
reports 3,000 in 1911.    See also, Jorge ^ngerrand, "T7n caso de 
cruzamiento entre un chino y una yucateca de origen indígena," 
XVTIth International Congress of Americanists O'exico, 1910), 
Proceedings.  105-6 with photo. 
Villa, QR, ch. V,  under "Origin and racial composition" of X-Cacal 
notes only two descendants of Chinese refugees, whose first appear- 
ance he incorrectly attributes to the 1880'.°. 
Future anthropometric measurements among ''aya groups should be ac- 
companied by genealogies, whose value M.  J.  Herskovits ha3 adequately 
documented in his The American f'egroi    A_ study in racial crossing 
(?'ew York, 1928),  6-11 and literature therein cited. 

92.    Miller, "Santa Cruz,"  28. 

93.    Wilier, "Santa Cruz," 27-8. 
"Indeoendent States," 629. 
1845-60. 

Cf. frann, "sya Tnoians,  15-20, Sapper, 
See Note 12, part I,  for hulte ca. 

94. Sapper, "Independent States" is chief source for this;  he visited 
the area in 1894. 

95. Lt. ftovr.  to Oovr. , August 14 ,  1866, ABH,  27?; on "ay 9 It.  r>ovr. 
transmitted information that number of Santa ^ruz was 5,000 (troops), 
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but that the Icaiche had only 60 men,  "unaccustomed to the use of 
arms."    ABH,  269- 

96. See Note 27 for coalition of San Pedro Mayas and Tcaiche. 

97* Sapper, "Independent States" 627: Oann, "aya Indians. 13» 

98. Villa, QR,  ch.  3, quoting Album monográfico. 218. 

99- See Notes 17, 24 this section. 

100. Sapper, "Independent States" reports, "Nevertheless, in Tcaiche, a 
few Indians are always stationed as sentinels in a special hut 
called the cuartel ('Barracks'), and in the house in which I   lived 
during my residence there,  five loaded repeating rifles hung on the 
crossbeams of the roof, a  sign that the Tcaiche are always on guard 
against the Santa Cruz.   ..." 627. 

101. Description of Tcaiche in Villa, QR, ch. 3, source not 'ndicated. 
Compulsory service, Oann, "aya Indians. 36. 

102. Villa, QR. ,  relying on impressions of a Catholic Tissionary,  cited 
his notes   37, 40 to ch.   3« 

103- J. I. Plockley to It. Oovr., July 10, 1868, ABH 307-8, reporting 
conversation with Pablo Garcia, Governor of Canpeche. 

104.    Sapper, "Independent States,"  630. 

105*    Sapper,  "Independent States," 627- 

106. Villa, QR, note 41, ch.   3. 

107. Villa, QR,  note 42, relying on Album monográfico;  Sapper, "Independent 
States"  628-9. 

108. Sapper, "Independent States," 627-9.     >   schoolmaster was provided 
for in the Campeche budget for the Txkanha, but "nothing is gained 
by it, since no candidate ever applies for the oosition"    (Ibid., 
628). 

109. Sapper, "Independent Indian States," retailing anecdote of travel 
stoppage, "The Indians of Icaiche and Txkanha are compelled to have 
passports,  and therefore ray Tcaiche men could not journey further.   .   ." 
631. 

110. Carleton Beals, Porfirio Diaz: Dictator of Mexico (Philadelphia, 
1932) is least unsatisfactory secondary source on policies of his 
government; cf. Villa, QR,  ch.  TV. 
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111.    Treaty is reprinted in several official and secondary sources.    For a 
French comment on it (also reorinting treaty) see, Oustave Regolsper^er, 
"Wouvement Oengraphique" Revue de Geographic XXTTV (Paris, 18%), 
452-3-    For history of Independent "ayas in the twentieth century 
see references Note ¿8 above, and see esp.  pedro C.   Sa'nchez and 
Salvador Toscano, "Breve reseña de una exploración en Quintana 
Roo, 1916-17," Sociedad científica "Antonio «Ízate," "enorias, 
vrxVTTI (México, June,  1919),  199-22*7 [with map, p.  22,6] for physical 
£*ography and Mexican attempts to  settle this area 1903-17. 
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"RÍBI0NALI3Í AND 90CIÜPY"  (Study #5j cells for extended comment. It was 

originally written (and then rewritten) to fit into the general series 

of publications sponsored by the Carnegie Institution of Washington's 

Yucatan Froject, although resources <NB for carrying on t he research 

were never furnished by the institution. Por various reasons, publication 

of the study in full was not Possible. 

As may be seen from the Analytical Table of Contents and other lists, 

the monogr '"h contains 669 text pages, 150 VP»  of Notes and References, 

and a bibliogrephy of about 40 si ngle-sPaced peges, 2 chronological 

outlines, 62 tables, 8 reproductions or plates, and 4 maps. 

Analysis Indicated that the three regional divisions used for Studies 

#2a and #2b did not fit the date end gave an incorrect view. Therefore , 

in the longer work (#5), a regional division of Yucatan into 4 socio- 

ou Ltural areas was attempted and seems to give fruitful results. 

Since completing the research for the volume in mid-1946, I have 

come across a number of sources which would shade but not invalidate 

most of the findings issued here. The appearance of the Enciclopedia 

Yncatanense provided sor.ie new materials, but by and large, the volumes 

of that valuable set which had come to hand before termination of tthe 

dissertation were of somewhat less help than subsequent volumes (III, V+VIII) 

would have been.  Revision of the present study for 'Publication is not 

contemplate d for the near future, as since 1943 my interest has been 

drawn primarily to the chinantec areas of the state of Oexaca. 

For purposes of Quick review, aprended herewith is a brief summary 

of "Regionelisra and Society in Yucatan." 



SOTMAHY OF "RBGXOII&USH AHD SOCIETY IN YUCAIAÍJ, 1026-1647." 

by H* F. CUHE, Harvard University, 1947 

The following paragraphs briefly suuuarise the methods* preliminary 

results, and materials used In "Hogionalisa and Society in Yuoatan, 1826- 

1847."   Tho subtitle* "A study in •ProgreesivisEi* and the origins of the 

Caste war»" indioatos^iuinor onphosts*   5»e study esquiares eenewhs* 
A. 

tentatively Hi*» ohangins situation and developments on the Mwcioan penin- 

sula of Yuoatan in tho yean that proceded an Indian uprising there,known 

In local annals as the "Casto liar" (1047-83).   For reasons which the papor 

sets forth, a largo body of l*ya natives revolted against their numerically 

«nailer but dominant «hite «voters, the Yucateoans. 

Although tho course of the war and its oonsequenoes are not treated 

In this work* tho struggles significantly and observably influenced the 

subsequent history of Yuoatan* •*»« *fl fl"W»co. 

Despite tiio fact that many and exooUent local studies have appeared 

to account for the origins of the war, their utility has been limited by 

tho faet that Yuoatocen explanations have generally tonded to limit thera- 

selves to purely political matters*   She present paper stresoos a nuaber 

of developments that have fallen outside the scope of nost previous treat- 

ments, by applying to Yuoatan in the early nineteenth century sooo of tho 

techniques and practices whieh have proved fruitful in otter fiolds of 

history* notably .American social and economic* 

In addition, oertain useful oonoepts from allied disciplines — human 

geography, sociology, ethnology, and to a lossor degree, economics — have 

aided insight*    Confessedly tills investigation has been an attempt to o reato 



and apply in e United manner a brood approach to a typical Uxtftn 

American historical problem.   Results fall short of an ideal "Integrated" 

treatment of an area, but the broadened base from whloh the work pro» 

oeedod from the outset indloated that c*s> existing explanations of the 

origins of the Casto Víar have been inadequate and ovor-siaplified. 

She view which is documented here essentially rests on the fact that 

from tlie late eighteenth to and through the middle of the nineteenth oen- 

tury» Yucatan was changing from an isolated and stagnant place to one 

which was moro and more entering the main streams of thought end events 

in the western world*    The eelf-oonsolous attempt of Yuoateoaas to bring 

themselves abreast of their times by altering their eoonomio order» ex- 

tending thoir intellectual and humanitarian aspirations» and re-ordering 

tlteir society through education and other means» led in general to tso 

major consequences. 

On tho one hand* a generation of able and honorable men laid the 

firm foundations for an intellectual and social advance which has kept 

Yucatan abreast or ahead of many Msxloan areas*   A virtual rsnaissanoe 

ooourred after 1840.    It had important manifestations in art» literature* 

education» and humanitarian strivings.    An eoonomio revolution was simul- 

taneously initiated} oonaerelal crops» especially sugar and lienequen 

(Sisal hemp)» took root and provided income as well as new links with 

world markets*   Population expanded and,as one result» a visible frontier 

was seen moving through lands hitherto lightly inhabited*   Xhose border- 

lands were attached to main ©enters by a rapidly developing network of 

roads (that traced pattis for the railroads of the following generation). 

3he important sea outlet at Progreso (now the second city of Yucatan) 

was founded in the 1040*s by merchants* 



rtolitloally tí» various steps toward modernity were narted by 

oonotltutioiía, each more litoral*   The Constitution of 1041. as an 

example, separated Church and state, provided for enfranchisement of 

natives» and embodied tho doctrine of ángaro» a Judicial device later 

borrowed and embodied in the Moxican constitutions of 1857 and 1917* 

2hus in the face of considerable odds a rather sisable startAtovard 

modernizing Yucatan*    It certainly, by 1847, «as a changed place from 

17CC. 

On the othor hand, these several developments led to the Viar of tho 

Castes*    Boonomie and social regionalism not only bred political factional- 

ieci, but simultaneously altered the older balancee and attitudes beteoon 

YAioateeana and lapa in ttr four major sections tint had emerged from 1825 

to 1847*   old questions of land and labor appeared in a newer and acre 

acute form*   Comercial haciendas* aimed at producing exportable surpluses 

for cash in world mnrtote, bogan to elbow out the stable subsistence plan- 

tations of oolonial days.   Sugar lands lay in territories claimed by Indians i 

tfcey reacted violently against intrusion and settlement and to impressment 

as a labor force* 

11» frontier areas in tho east and south were also those in whioh 

least attention waa paid to tho ideals voiced in the oidor stabler sections, 

that of integrating natives into an emerging Yuoateoan nationality by 

extending the J*ya benefits of education, suffrage, and nobility*   one of 

the frontier sections, that around the old center of Velladolid, reacted 

violently in an opposite direction! its whit» oitisenry attempted to re- 

store a situation raminisoent of Itepsburg oolonial days, «hen Valladolid 

shared with Uorida (the capital) and Campeche (the port) Hm hegemony of 



VMve^W^uf;^-^ **w*t^ 
the peninsula*   Voxy little^nas needed to touch off a race war in the 

sugar arms around the aw frontier oenter of Tetaax or the festering end 

decadent section near Volladolid.   A series of Ineldeats on the boundary 

buwesou then sufficed In 1047 to pull the trigger»   Thus Hie reverse side 

of material and Intellectual advance f no 1025-1047 provides a broader 

inflight into the origins of the Caste War* as well as illustrating the 

uneven depth to which the nsswr dootrlnes of •progress* had penetrated 

at different points in the territory and into the social structure of any 

one of its four sections• 

The mechanism by whioh some of these larger conclusions are ©voted 

is essentially a geographic one* that of regional ism*   To establish the 

limits of areas and illuminate tho process through whioh the peninsula 

was split into four parta during the crucial generation from 1026 to 1047 

is a prime focus*   Though the study as a «hole la primarily analytical 

rather than descriptive or narrative» necessarily a considerable body of 

oonorete date, underlies an attempt to manipulate an areal concept as well 

as a chronological one*   Por instance* touch of the available statistical 

aatorials on Sueatan appear in more than fifty tabulations scattered 

through the text*   iiapa* too, play an important role* 

'ñw sources of data aro various*   Tho formal bibliography numbers 

over 600 iteas of diverse sorts*   Chief reliance has been periodicals, 

traveler's accounts* contemporary official and ssml-offlclal papers* and 

o-ttior published Materials*   In the formal bibliography* shout 276 entries 

are considered primary sources} in addition* raonographio Buscaríais deal- 

ing with a brood range of fttoateoan topios aooount for another 190} the 

remainder are either general works of a secondary character* or biblio- 

graphical and soholarly aids*   The chief raanuseript materials are papers 



of the Hacienda Chlohen, and scattered papera, encountered in the 

Archivo General of JJoxioo «hile research along another line «as in 

procreas*   itoriodleale cone almost exclusively froa private libraries 

in Itaxieo, and fit» collections in the Library of Congress and various 

Harvard special collections} these last» and especially the Law School» 

yielded on inporbant harvest of pamphlets» 

In suxaary, the study portrays a typical Latin American, area re- 

sponding to new stimulus which followed political independence froa 

Spain»   She varying responses» by owe., by class, by «tfenio groups 

(oreóles* nestisos, Usya) to the nearly inported doctrina-of Progress* 

revoal that tho generation from 1026 to 1847 left their heirs a twin 

legacy i   the broad and wel Inlaid foundations on which tee future new 

sooiety oould bo built» and the Caste Viar, «hioh for forty years threat- 

ened that future» 
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PREFACE 

Thla study explores the related economic, sooial, 

and intellectual developments jita Yucatan during the de- 

cades whioh followed its separation (in 1821) from the 

Spanish Empire. The work is confessedly an experiment 

in a method of historical investigation.  It applies to 

a Mexican area some of the techniques and the general 

approaches whioh for some time have proved fruitful in 

American social history. In addition, I have oonsciously 

attempted to adapt methods and concepts from sooial dis- 

ciplines allied to history and to focus them within this 

regional and chronologioal framework. Such a cross- 

disciplinary view helps to illuminate and clarify the 

relationships that a wide range of sources reveals. Human 

geography, sooial anthropology, sociology, and to a less 

degree, political science and economics, have contributed 

ideas as well as useful information. 

The final result falls short of the ideal integrated 

treatment of an area. But a prime object of the historical 

investigation has been accomplished. Originally the aim 

was to survey and to analyze a native uprising (of Maya 

against Yucateoans) known in local annals as the War of 

the Castes, 1847-1853. As research proceeded, however, 

this object changed its scope.  It became clear that there 

was less utility in correcting and revising the rather 



extensive body of historical writing that dealt «1th the 

narrative of the war than there was In probing for Its 

°risln8- 0,-^ 
Farther study Indicated that the origins wereA«nr 

meshid irl*-1- "Tl1**""'R3; dislocations,  Most of these rose 

from new activity on Yucatan, as a result of changes that 

hadAstartad to occur In the late eighteenth century. Thus 

the prime object altered, and finally emerges as an attempt 

to give a broad view of the place and times, to detail and 

relate to each other theAvarious transformations Yucatan 

was undergoing. This seems a legitimate end in itself. 

Special interest in the origins of the Caste War re- 

mains» but has taken a subordinate plaoe as a separate 

topic. The narrative here ends with the outbreak of the 

Caste War in 1847; the course of the struggles and their 

major consequences do not appear. For those who might 

wish to learn something of the events after 1847, I have 

published a brief essay which outlines some «g-M*e major 

events and the written materials which cover them.1 Since 

its preparation in 1944, I have learned that an important 

collection of letters in Maya, exchanged among native 

leaders during the war, is in the hands of Alfredo Barrera 

Vasquez, a well-known Mayanlst. They should give new 

1. H. F. Cline,"Remarks on a seleoted bibliography of 
the Caste War and allied topios," Appendix C in Al- 
fonso Villa Rojas, The Maya of Bast Central Quintana 
Roo, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publication 
55» (Washington, 1945), pp. 165-78. """ 
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Insight into the struggle; revision of views waits in part 

on their translation and publication. 

Analysis of the origins of the Caste War is a lesser 

problem than how and why changes occurred through the whole 

structure of Yucatan. The former topic derives from the 

latter and larger one. The posited relations between the 

two are summarized in Chapter Eight, "Why the Caste War?" 

More difficult and diffuse is any treatment of a society 

in transition from a colonial way of life to a "modern" one. 

That shift was occurring in Yucatan, with visible results, 

after 1825. 

As a convenient point of departure, I have stressed 

the growing acceptance of the idea of Progress among Yuca- 

teoan leaders. It was a moving foroe elsewhere in the west- 

ern world through much of the eighteenth and nearly all of 

the nineteenth oenturies. Apparently the oonoept (whose 

history has been given In classic consideration by J. B. 

Bury In his The Idea of Progresst an inquiry into Its 

origin and development [1920])was implanted in Yuoatan 

toward the close of the eighteenth century, along with other 

disturbing thoughts. It began increasingly to produce tan- 

gible effeots before the middle of the nineteenth century. 

There seems no question(but that Yuoatan altered from 

a self-centered and Isolated province, with a static sub- 

sistence eoonomy and a reluctance to change. By 1847 it 

was a dynamic and bustling place, whose inhabitants were 
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desperately trying to "modernise" themselves and refurbish 

their institutions. The attempts they made and the specif- 

Ac suocesses they achieved are outlined in the following 

pages. 

An underlying general theme gives some coherence to 

the scattered details. Developments of the period built 

up two cumulative major consequences: On the one hand, 

firm bases for subsequent developments of modern Yucatan 

were laid in many fields — communication and transport, 

education and journalism, literature and drama, eoonomics 

and trade, and a host of associated activities. These en- 

dured through the Caste War.  On the other hand, Maya did 

not wholly accept the new urges which moved so many of the 

creóle Yucateoans; natives were unaware of the projected 

future benefits which material progress was said to bring 

to all, but they were disturbed by the changing relation- 

ships and pressures put on them.' These latter were logioal 

consequences of the new doctrines.  Old questions of land 

and labor took new forms and a feverish vitality,  m its 

concrete local manifestations, the idea of Progress had 

many diverse reperoussions. 

One was a heightening of peninsular self-consciousness 

to the point of political nationalism. Yucatan hoped to 

become a separate country, in control of its own political 

destinies, backed by a national literature and self-con- 

tained culture, supported in part by trade abroad. More 
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significant for the immediate future, especially the 

origins of the Caste War» was simultaneous growth of 

cultural and political regionalism within the peninsula; 

it stemmed in part from a changing economic system. At 

least four areas emerged into view, each with a group of 

distinct traite and aspirations. Three of these regions, 

respectively the territories around Merida, Campeche, and 

Valladolid, had deep roots in the past. The fourth, be- 

ginning to focus at Tekax, was relatively new. 

Each of these four regiong reaoted differently to the 

surge of new ideas.  From the several goals that "Progress" 

sanctified, Yucatecans selected diverse ones for emphasis. 

The actual achievement toward them varied by these four re- 

gions.  Each was changing, but toward something not only 

different from its earlier form but somewhat distinct from 

other similar areas of the peninsula. Traditional balances 

within each were upset. The differential growth and inte- 

gration of sections affected the peninsular political and 

economic balances, as new ones arose to replace those found 

at time of Independence. These several disturbances were 

reflected in factionalism. The mounting pressures bore on 

the Maya within any one section with different degrees of 

intensity. 

The attempt to set forth and analyze these inter- 

related developments gives the present work its title, 

Regionalism and Society in Yucatan, 1825-1847;  a study In 
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wProgresslvlsm" and the origina of tho Caste War. The 

ohronologioal limits are In fact extremely flexible. The 

main data come from the crucial years between 1825 and 1847. 

The organization of materials by topic Illustrates this 

elasticity of chronological limit» and revéala the dual 

objective of the study: to preaent a picture of Yucatan 

in the process of change, and, secondly, to isolate from 

it the particular elements that gave rlae to the War of 

the Caatea. 

The work Is divided into two Parta, preceded by a 

chapter of background material. The latter, Chapter One, 

aketches some of the major physical features of Yucatan, 

but is devoted chiefly to an historical synopsis. The 

survey touches aroheological and early colonial materials 

only very lightly, with more detail for periods after the 

middle of the eighteenth century. A considerable body of 

bibliographical data is purposely inoluded in the Notes; 

these are less bulky in subsequent chapters, which deal 

with less general phases and smaller ranges of time. 

Part I spans the years from around 1790 to the out- 

break of the Caste War, and is devoted to discussions of 

regionalism and society. Chapter Two sets up many neces- 

sary constructs and provides data on population, both by 

its geographical distribution and its inner divisions: 

groups are thus considered in terras of physical and social 

distances.  Chapters Three and Four provide an almost 
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microscopic view of the major region» around Merida, and 

then its peripheral dependencies. The three chapters (II» 

III, IV) stress the years just before the Caste War. 

Part II focuses and restates some previous material, 

but deals mainly with elements that had special bearing on 

the origins of the Caste War. Chapter Five considers the 

separate characteristics of the hacienda complex and of 

the milpa system, and their relations to each other. Chapter 

Six treats economy, and then merges into topios set apart 

in the following chapter (VII) -- land legislation, the 

relations of Church to state, partisan politics, and the 

incidents that precipitated the Caste War in 1847.  Chapter 

Sight, the final one, merely extracts, in summary fashion, 

some earlier findings. 

Perhaps a word needs to be said about scholarly appar- 

atus.  I have tried to maintain consistent practice in the 

numerous footnotes.  Some of them give a brief bibliography 

of the subject with which they deal, while others are more 

restricted in character. Pull citations have been included, 

as not all the scattered references, many of them from 

periodicals, are repeated fully in the Bibliography. The 

text rests on primary sources, aided by specialized scholarly 

investigations, and rounded out with some general works. 

The Bibliography reflects these interests and emphasis. 

About 500 Items are listed»' of whioh 875 are primary 1M- 

ehnfflft^nr, a l***--!» "•••• \\>»»  inn .jin«<n^»art frr» fch" Qw>of 
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ami about a hundred general i—Qlbllufei'apülual alda find 

"rf'Mfli1** nr>nnnnt foi tilín rnnmlmlur. 

Tabulations play a large part.  In every case they 

have been checked and adapted to the special needs of this 

study.  Percentages aro to slide-rule accuracy only. In 

but few cases are the original data trustworthy enough to 

warrant any refinement beyond this, or^treatment by more 

sophisticated statistical techniques than simple percent- 

age tables.  I would think that accuracy beyond two sig- 

nificant figures in any quantitative compilation is 

dubious, but I have retained the extra digits. ( UhfOrtUn- 

ately the maps are not as numerous aeatrof— the "technical 

quality that I^wTShV Time and expense were important 

factors in limiting them to the present unsatisfactory 

four.^ m One published form of this essay, I believe fehat 

this defect w1 n he PoaieiUufl.—TUB aaiua considerations- 

In setting down the results of this research, I have 

been conscious of the needs and interests of several differ- 

ent groups of prospective readers,  ^y1"* **«» r«*rrA~n T'y 

ptinfaQni^nftl h/"+fQ^"^n (who nlll n iniiiiitlj pnnn nn Un 

technical offlmpetonce) "fhe work has «few» been^almed af a 

body of)professional Mayanists and Americanists. Their 

concerns range from archeology to studies of contemporary 

community  groups; I have tried to place in their hands a 

synthesis which preserves many of the details so necessary 

for comparative purposes, and for -ttoete "acculturation" studies. 
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The essay has in some degree.alap 1 been aimed at a 

group of general readers, in Mexico, and more especially, 

in Yucatan. Mexican and Yucatecan writers have provided 

excellent summaries of Yuoatecan political events and the 

men involved in them.  Until recently, only minor attempts 

were made to go outside the political arena and to trace 

and inter/relate the equally important sooial and economic 

developments with the political. A giant stride forward 

in this respect has been taken under state auspices, with , 

appearance of the Bnciolopedla Yucatanense. Tfe-4a an eighty 

volume survey with a broad coverage of topics in long arjt- 

Aicles by qualified authorities.
2 To date I have seen only 

fair volumes (Ij^II, IV^vÍT. 

Perhaps one of the services the present study can 

perform is to draw Yuoatecan attention to some sources in 

English and German that are sometimes not exploited to the 

fullest by local investigators. In the hope that others 

will be aided in their efforts to complete a picture of 

Yucatan, I have arranged the footnotes and bibliography 

in the form advocated by historians, rather than according 

to that of disciplines from whom I have borrowed concepts 

and data — ethnology, archeology, geography, sociology and 

the other similar fields. 

2. Bnciolopedla Yucatanense, conmemorativa del IV Centenario Jmeioiopeaia Yucatanense, conmemorativa aex iv content 
de Merleta y val ladoi id (Yucatan J, patroclndada por el 
gobierno del Estado...publicada bajo la dirección def 
Carlos a Bohanove Trujlllo (8 vola., 1944- TI    See my 
review, Hispanic American Historical Review for QaSt. 1947 
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Pleasant but always difficult are acknowledgments for 

aid in collecting and arranging the scattered materials 

that I have utilized.  Uniformly helpful have been the 

several librarians, bibliographers, and archivista on 

whom so much of scholarship depends.  Por careful prepara- 

tion of the typescript I am grateful to Mrs. Sylvia L. 

Reynolds^ ^ **- e^^l fJi*h^^ -Aw¿»^ -k>  MA«/. 
Jifa CVA^WV£ >V,¿O¿«¿WV . 
0        Among Mexican friends who provided me with aid I 

should like especially to thank Guillermo Schaniz.  In- 

valuable for my purposes were diverse materials which 

Yucateoans freely placed at my disposal; the manuscripts 

and periodicals of the period which Alfredo Barrera Vásques 

has collected were especially useful and delightful, ac- 

companied as they were by unbounded hospitality. Ricardo 

Lopez Méndez»s private library, containing rare Yucatecan 

periodicals and almost unobtainable books and some manu- 

scripts, is a treasure; López Méndez' kindness in prepar- 

ing microfilms of any items that struck my fancy will not 

soon be forgotten.  Unfortunately, circumstances prevented 

my search in the collections of the Archeological Museum 

in Yucatan, or in the large private collection of Carlos R. 

Menéndez in Merlda. 

In this country, Ralph Roys and France V. Scholes eaoh 

have helped me. Through Roys I have had access to the 

Hacienda Chichen papers, copied for him and the Carnegie 

Institution of Washington by Jorge Ignacio Rubio Mane, 
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and to some Maya letters which Roys has translated. Dr. 

Sonóles has saved me from some egregious blunders in Yuoa- 

teoan colonial history; on the positive side he has been 

generous with information and constructive criticism. 

^Professor Clarence H. Haring originally suggested the Caste 

War as a topic of investigation, and has made helpful cor- 

rections while the manuscript was in progress.  Robert 

Redfleld and Dr. Alfred Kidder of the Carnegie Institution 

have each encouraged the research. I owe a special debt of 

gratitude to Paul H. Buck, ProvostJ for the time and the 

fellowship funds he allocated for completion of this study. 

Harvard university, through him, has borne the, financial 
M^4o   p*»¿4»**f«SK ,v dfcfl. St, 

brunt^ In addition, as tutor and friend SsTopened up for 

me the vistas of social history. 

It goes almost without saying that none of these 

persons can be held responsible- for errors which undoubt- 

edly have crept in.  I am sure that the present study has 

all the defecta of a pioneer work, and can only hope that 

Theral utility will counterbalance them. 

H. P. Cline 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 
January, 1947 



CHAPTER  ONE 

The Background: fk   survey view 

"The province of Yucatan, which on 
maps has the shape of a pear, is 
a peninsula surrounded by sea on 
three sides. It is not like the 
other lands God created, but much 
different. And because of this it 
does not appear that God created 
it, but that later it created 
itself." 

Pr. José Paredes, local XVIIth 
century savant. 

"All of the many who have seen 
Yucatan say that it is a myster- 
ious and unique land; they agree 
that it is well named 'The Country 
that is like no ether.' This is 
certainly true, especially when 
one views it from the outside 
looking inward." 

Antonio Medís Bollo, a modern 
Yuoatecan poet. 



CHAPTER ONE — THE BACKGROUND: A SURVEY VIEW 

Through Yucatan's history one constant them© of its 

development has been regional individuality.  Consistently 

its peoples have given a peculiar and typical impress to 

the main currents that have touched the peninsula from 

outside. Both as a colonial province in the realm of New 

Spain and then as part of the Mexican nation, Yucatan has 

been a unit» conscious of its own differences. Because 

of its geographic isolation, Yucatan has sometimes stood 

merely on the edge of important movements that reached full 

force elsewhere in the area that is now modem Mexico, with 

the result that they affected Yucatecans little, belatedly, 

or even not at all. Conversely, removed by distance and 

other barriers from centers of authority, its leaders and 

people have usually had an opportunity to pioneer.  On 

occasion this freedom from pressure has allowed them to 

make significant contributions which perhaps would have 

been hindered by more rigid orthodoxies elsewhere.  What- 

ever its causes, there has been and continues to be among 

Yucatecans a self-conscious and vivid sense of regional 

distinctness. 

The spirit of particularism now falls short of an 

imperative urge to political autonomy.  In the period 



treated here, the early part of the nineteenth century, 

Yuoatecans made a number of attempts to cap their cultural 

unity by a political self-sufficiency, either as an auto- 

nomous republic or a self-governing area only very loosely 

linked to Mexico, Upon one occasion, they kefeod to join 

the United States.  Hopes for annexation to the United 

States, or even plenary control of local affairs within 

a Mexican framework, were£eompletfely dissipated by a native 

uprising.  Its complex origins are a chief topic here. 

During the second half of the nineteenth century, 

the political relations between Yucatan and Mexico reached 

a stable equilibrium.  It has endured to the present. 

Localistic tendencies are almost completely confined to 

literary spheres,  strivings for political independence 

ceased after Mexican troops were called in 1849 to help 

quell the War of the Castes. Twentieth century Yucatecans 

have been at some pains to disavow the early nineteenth 
o 

century efforts at political separatism. 

A number of elements have combined to produce the 

modern feelings of distinctness and regional solidarity. 

The pre-oonquest existence of a sole native tradition, the 

Maya, then its long interaction with a single western one — 

colonial Spanish evolving to Yucatec creóle — has been an 

important feature. Yucatan was not a melting pot; only 

two main streams commingled there. Yucatan's position 

as a peninsula is significant.  The habitat is a sharply 



defined topographic unit without noteworthy marginal 

Indian or European cultures.  Its physical limitations 

have regularly exerted powerful» and usually negative, 

influence on the populations occupying it. To gain some 

insight into the complexity of the Yucatecan experience* 

investigators from a number of allied disciplines have 

long been busy studying Yucatan, ancient and modern, from 

various points of view. 

Both a geographical and historical perspective seems 

essential for understanding the place and its people. Al- 

though simple geographical determinism is wholly Inadequate 
•aft*»*- 

to explain fully^cultural developments in Yucatan, there 

are few areas of Mexico where the insistent forces of geo- 

graphy stand so clearly revealed. And even to the casual 

observer the press of the past is unescapable. The para- 

graphs below attempt a brief sketoh and summary of estab- 

lished reference material, to give the minimum information 

about its geography and history needed as background for 

the reader unfamiliar with Yucatan. Little or no attempt 

is made to give a novel interpretation to either or to 

contribute many new bits of data beyond those already 

familiar to specialists. 

Fortunately the essential items of information about 

Yucatan as a physiographic unit are few and simple. Prom 

the sixteenth century to the present have come descriptions 

of the place. They have grown in number, and are increasingly 



more specialized during and after the nineteenth century. 

Aocuracy of the views has been uocessively refined from 

the early days when Yucatan was believed to be an island, 

or when all of New Spain was called "iucathan.**4 Like a 

great work of art, under the apparent simplicities of 

Yucatan lies a complexity of detail and design which be- 

comes more fascinating as analysis proceeds. 

II 

Yucatan is a peninsula of newly uplifted limestone. 

The province is a quadrilateral, karsted shelf that juts 

thumblike out to the north of the Mexican-Guatemalan 

highland mass. Bathed by the Caribbean and Gulf of Mexico, 

when viewed from them it appears for the most part as a 

low, semi-arid, tropical region. Three sides are water- 

bounded, and on the fourth two large bays. Ascension and 

Laguna de Términos, make deep indentations on opposite 

sides.  Continuation under the water for a distance of 

fifty to a hundred miles of the limestone shelf forms 

shoals. These hinder an approach by vessels of deep 

draft. The undersea portion of the limestone appears on 

charts as the Great Campeche or Yucatan Bank. Passengers 

and cargoes from ocean-going craft must resort to shallow 

draft lighters, an unsatisfactory and expensive means of 
5 

getting to the actual shores of Yucatan.  A continuous 



sand-and-shell bar, lying oloae offshore like a rim runs 

parallel to the northern and part of the western coast 

which acts as an additional hindrance to entry via the 

6 sea. 

Though structurally connected with the highland mass 

on its fourth aide, Yucatan is effectively out off from 

intercourse with it by vegetation and lowland swamps. 

That is the Justification for distinguishing "the main- 

land" from "the peninsula," a distinction found through- 

out the following pages. The belt is a continuation of 

growth which is typical of the general Gulf Plain regions 

of Mexico. Together with a broad area filled with driedN 

up water courses, seasonal lakes, and useless savannah, 

it insulates the northern plain of Yucatan, on which 

traditionally its people have collected, from the large 

and powerful Mexican highland communities, historically 
7 

the major centers of control over the appended lowlands. 

Yucatan has many of the disadvantages of an island 

without its corresponding benefits.  Its surrounding 

waters, useful defensively, are but poor highways. Vegeta- 

tion covers the eastern parts of the peninsula to consider- 

able depth, so that its people are cut off from Caribbean 

ports and commerce on that side.  In thought and deed 

Yucatan has been tied to the Gulf.  It is not surprising 

that the first Spaniards thought It was an island. 



The land mass forming the peninsula la without major 

elevations. The area slopes gently downward from Its 

connection with the land at the south.  It has a mean ex- 

tension of about two hundred miles before the shelf enters 

the water.  Its mean breadth is approximately two hundred 

miles.  The base line on the landward side has been vari- 

ously selected, so that the territorial extent is diversely 

stated at from 47,000 to 55,400 square miles.  This is about 

the size of itogland.  Nearly seven hundred miles of coast 

form three of its boundaries, yet Yucatan has but few im- 

portant natural harbors.  In addition to shoals, its ports 

are hampered by adverse winds, including tropical hurricanes 

or less violent but hazardous "northers."  The province 

has never developed significant maritime importance or 

seapower. It lies across no major trade route.  In its 

domestic difficulties with Mexico in the middle of the 

nineteenth century Yucatan had to rent the Navy of the 

Republic of Texas. 

The local landscapes and relief present a rather uni- 

form picture. With the exception of rainfall, climate 

shares this regularity.  Natural endowments are few. Yucatan 

has always offered to its populations unfavorable and even 

some irreducible natural circumstances to which they have 

had to adjust. What the peninsula lacks has fundamentally 

affected its human evolution by setting with almost Inflex- 

ible insistence some low ceilings and narrow boundaries for 



human activity.  Variable and often scant rainfall, prac- 

tically no surface and little stored water, generally poor 

soils, together with negligible deposits of exploitable 

minerals and no water-power have limited its economic life 

to a few specialized forms of agriculture and to small ex- 

tractive forest industries. 

The sole natural elevations that vary monotonously 

flat territory are two small ranges of low hills. The higher 

is generally known as the Sierra de Yucatan (to the Maya as 

uitz); the other and lower takes the Maya name of Puuc. One 

end of the Sierra begins on the west coast just below Cam- 

peche. Its blufflike rises parallel the coast northward 

nearly to Maxcanu, then bend sharply eastward. The com- 

munities of Ticul, Tekax, and Peto mark the course of the 

Sierra eastward across the plain.  Each of these lie at 

the southern foot, and are known as "Hill towns" though     ~ 

placed at the base rather than on the heights. From an 

eastern point near Peto, the Sierra then stretches toward 

the southeast; it eventually loses itself in the various 

mountains of British Honduras.  Maximum elevations in Yucatan 

do not exceed a thousand feet. The range consists of long 

wormlike ridges, in the longitudinal valleys of which are 

pockets of reddish and rather fertile loam. The Sierra 

acts as a useful point of reference, as its west-east 

course bisects the habitable portion of the peninsula. To 

the north lies a rough but level limestone plain. To the 



south behind it stands a raised plateau dotted with de- 

tached hills.10 

The Puuc Is even less significant than the Sierra. 

It is often considered as a part of it rather than as a 

separate formation. The Puuc is essentially one long low 

rolling hill which stretches from Maxcanu to Becanchon, 

paralleling the Sierra at short distance to the north of 

it. Though inconsequential in comparison to lofty ranges 

on the mainland ra&3s from which Yucatan extends, the 3light 

elevations represented by the Sierra and the Puuc have been 

influential in shaping population patterns. The two have 

been more an inconvenience than a real barrier to internal 

communication and development. 

The plain to the north of the Sierra slopes almost 

imperceptibly to the Gulf. Slightly different in geolog- 

ical structure from the area to the south, it appears as 

an undulant limestone floor with outcropping ridges and 

hummocks of bare rock, between which thin pockets of soil 

collect. No rivers are found on the plain. Its water 

supply consists of cenotes, discussed below. At the base 

of the Sierra and continuing south of it more fertile soils 

are found, but their full utilization is handicapped by 

insufficient natural watar supply. 

The often worthless soils of Yucatan range in charac- 

ter and color from hard pale yellowish on the plain, known 

as chlch-lum and taekel, to more useful loams near and behind 



the Sierra.  These latter are blackish ones (ek-lum or 

box-lum) or reddish (chac-lum) with intermediate types 

(yax kax).11 One type found in the north is of relatively 

reoent origin; it has small economic worth. At old estab- 

lished henequén plantations the accumulated refuse of 

stripped agave leaves creates a soil known as tierra de 
12 bagazo.   Compared to soils of higher latitudes, those 

of Yucatan are less fertile.  The useful ones are few* 

and discontinuously distributed.  Large scale agriculture 

for raising cereals, for instance, would be unlikely there. 

Lying wholly in the tropics, Yucatan records high 

temperatures.  They are not offset by any altitudes, though 

they are often tempered by cooling easterlies.  Summer 

months finds the weather hot, cloudy, and humid, with 

winter months warmer, drier, and clearer, — hot days and 

cool nights being the rule.  Interior parts and the south- 

ern half of the peninsula are generally warmer than the 

northern coastal fringes and the northern half, over which 

refreshing winds may play.  Relative humidities, an index 

to human comfort, display much the same trends:  lower in 

the north, higher in the south. High temperatures and 

humidities, heavier rains, poorer soils make the southern 

half of the peninsula much less appealing as a habitat 
i 13 than the cooler, drier, more healthy north. y 

Rainfall underlies many local diversities. As an 

almost exclusively agricultural area, Yucatan's rain or 
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its lack becomes highly important to the social well- 

being of its inhabitants.  Rain is unevenly distributed, 

in place and time.  The total amount of rain that one 

section receives differs significantly from that of an- 

other. The rainfall tends to increase progressively from 

northwest to southeast in the northern half of the penin- 

sula.  The southern half gets more rain and gets it oftener 

than does the northern.  Progreso, a port on the northwest, 

reports only a scant eighteen inches of rain. This in- 

creases to about thirty at Marida and forty-seven at Chiohen 

Itza; at a point slightly beyond Valladolid perhaps fifty 

inches may fall. Thus the area from the northwest coast 

to Herida is a semi-arid zone» with insufficient rainfall 

for general agriculture.  From Merlda to around Chichón 

lies a zone of seasonably abundant but not overabundant 

rain» while beyond Chichen to the east and southeast be- 

gins an area of sufficient to perhaps overabundant moist- 

ure. 

Unfortunately these general tendencies are sometimes 

upset.  From year to year amounts of rain within a given 

area display large ranges.  Much less or much more than 

the "average" is likely either to starve or to drown the 

zone.  Most of the rainfall in the northern half of the 

peninsula is concentrated in a few months» from May or June 

to September or October.  Rains are followed by the dry 

season» a period when little or no rain falls» when the 
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peninsula becomes semi-arid, with vegetation sere and dry 
14 

and the people dependent on stored water. 

Variability of the date when rains begin makes the 

15 native agriculturist weather-conscious and weather-wise. 

If error in his prediction creeps into deciding the time 

to start preparing for a crop at the end of the dry season, 

there is given little chance to rectify his mistake. The 

consequence is misery for a year. The ritual calendar of 

native groups corresponds closely with the rhythm of the 

rains, and even the military operations of the Caste War 

adjusted to it.16    Redfleld has remarked that the "piling 

up of the clouds in the spring, and the first thunder, and 

the first downpour remind the Indian of the reality of his 

rain-gods; but the uncertainty as to whether enough rain 

will fall to enable him to raise a crop suggests their 
17 

worship and propitiation.n 

Climate and especially rain are, of course, directly 

reflected in plant zones. The high forests on the east 

and south, the shorter mixed forest and savannahs of the 

central sections, and the low scrubby growths in the drier 

seotions of the extreme north and west are also an index 

of agricultural possibilities of those areas.  Nearly all 

the peninsula is covered by plant cover of one sort or an- 

other, ranging from swampy growths on the coasts through a 

dry scrub forest in the northwest (generally about twelve 

to twenty feet high, with isolated trees as high as sixty 
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to eighty feet) to high tropical forests that ring it on 

18 the east and south.' The plateau south of the Sierra 

gives way at its lower extreme to swampy ground that then 

19 
edges into very high forest growth. 

Among several natural conditions conspiring to restriot 

sizable groupings of Yucatecan population is hydrography. 

Yucatan has no rivers at all in its northern half, and only 

few and unimpressive ones in the far south.  Host of its 

rainfall rapidly sinks through porous limestone into under- 

ground systems. Hydrography has several and obvious social 

repercussions. They range from native water-god cults to 

20 
the evolution of a peonage system.   Water supplies are a 

constant preoccupation of native agriculturalists.  Moat of 

them would choose a lesa fertile patoh of land near water 

in preference to a more productive one far from a water 

21 
supply.   Maya ruins cluster around water supplies, and 

but few natural water supplies fail to show evidences of 

occupanoe. 

The two major natural souroes of water have been cenotes 

and caverns, sometimes supplemented by natural or artificial 

reservoirs. Well-digging techniques were not highly devel- 

oped among the pre-conqueat Maya, but were introduced (in a 

limited way) by Spaniards.  Not until late in the nineteenth 

century did steel windmills become a characteristic and note- 

22 
worthy feature on the Yucatecan landscape. 
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Caverns oí' great depth» in the bottom of which is 

water, seem to have formed the water supply In the hilly 

and raised land south of the Sierra. Entrance to the 

underground grottoes often was long, rough, and dangerous. 

John L. Stephens, and hia artist companion Frank Catherwood, 

nineteenth century explorers in Yucatan, left graphic des- 

criptions of the difficulties Involved in obtaining water 

from then. 3 Apparently lack of water had caused some Maya 

to abandon the area even before Conquest. * 

North of the Sierra, cenotes are characteristic. They 

are natural wells formed by erosion of limestone when sur- 

face water passes through it. Depending on the degree of 

erosion, several different types of cenote are distinguish- 

able, but all are more accessible than caverns, usually a 

cenote is a circular opening in the limestone, from one to 

several yards in diameter, below which (at varying depth) 

is found water. Often the walls are relatively perpendicular, 

but the sides may be either concave or convex. When over a 

long period limestone rubble fills the bottom of a cenote, 

its outward sloping sides form a ouplike depression that is 

a reservoir rather than a self-renewing source of fresh 

water after debris has blocked it off from underground 

feeders. Such a natural reservoir is then known as an 

aguada.  If sufficiently large, an aguada may hold water 

through most of the dry season.  In the nineteenth century, 

such a supply gathered round it a motley human and animal 
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population whose regular supplies had not withstood the 

long dry period. In addition to aguadas, both preconquest 

Maya and their sueoesaors constructed rook tanks and other 

means of storing liquid.25 Various minor sources of water, 

suoh as artificial wells» and even spring holes of fresh 

water under Gulf waters» supplemented but did not wholly 

replace cenotes, aguadas, and caverna as chief water sup- 

pliers in the middle of the nineteenth century. 

Migration and settlements followed upon discovery or 

creation of new water sources, m less than twenty years 

after an Indian searching for an agricultural site struck 

water, Beoanchen grew there from a wilderness to a oommun- 

2t> 
ity of six thousand.   One remarkable feature of nineteenth 

century Yucatan was that the Maya descendants of natives 

who had tilled and built before the coming of the Spaniards 

had apparently lost the location of many watering places 

used by their forefathers. This unusual lapse and break 

in tradition» remarkable in a semi-arid land, was paralleled 

by their inability to account for objects found within Maya 

ruins or to muster many credible historical traditions con- 

27 
nected with them.   Creole entrepreneurs were more wont 

to renovate and make use of the water supplies and storage 

facilities associated with ruins than were Maya.  In doing 

so» they assured themselves of a stable labor supply. This 

was more especially true for areas south of the Sierra than 

north of it. 
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Writers a hundred years apart noted that water rights 

and Its control, rather than ownership of land» was the 

principal base on which rested the oligarchic society of 

Yuoatan. An eighteenthAcentury offiolal pointed out that 

Indians were willing to bind themselves over to white 

hacienda owners in return for use of his land and especially 

his water. Nearly a century later a German traveler wrote 

that although most of the land was in possession of a few 

families, it was chiefly their ownership of water that 

created a characteristic serfdom.28 Stephens (and his 

companion Catherwood) often commented on the enormous 

social force ownership of water could bring to bear. 

Stephens noted that most of the wealth and enterprise of 

large proprietors was devoted to procuring and storing 

water to act as a lure for Indian labor. When through 

force of circumstance natives made use of hacienda facil- 

ities» they were brought within the web of debt peonage and 

usually became permanently attached to the place. "This 

state of affairs," he wrote in 1842, "growing out of the 

natural position of the country, exists, I believe, no- 
29 

where in Spanish America except in Yucatan." 

As a habitat, then, the Yucatan peninsula is character- 

ized by insularity, low and monotonous relief, aoned land- 

scapes and rainfall lines, and an almost wholly subterranean 

water supply system.  Its advantages do not generally offset 

its poor agricultural resources, its lack of minerals, and 
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its unpredictable rainfall. Most of the population has 

traditionally clustered in the more healthful and tillable 

northern half of the peninsula, and most generally in the 

central and western sections of that area.  Archeological 

sites and reports indicate that in earlier times more habit- 

ation in the east was not unknown. 

During the period from 1821 to 1858 Yucatan was a 

political as well as a topographic unit, except at its 

southern corners. At its extreme southeast and southwest 

limits, each tending to overlap on to the main land mass, 

were two political units: British Honduras and Tabasco. 

The former centered around Belize, with whose officials and 

smugglers Yucatecana had difficulties throughout the Caste 

War. Tabasco enters the narrative hardly at all. The re- 

mainder of the peninsula was "Yucatan," as employed in the 

following pages.  Sometimes it was labelled a "province," 

at others a "department," or a "state," depending on the 

prevailing official fashion in nomenclature. Centralist 

politicians liked to call the Mexican units "departments" 

to emphasize their dependence on the central national 

capital, while Federalists acoented the idea of looal 

sovereignty Implicit in the word "state." Most nineteenthA 

century officials shied away from the term "province" as 

smacking of discredited colonialism, against which the 

wars of Independence had been fought. Earlier, of course, 

"intendancy" or "provinoe" were the customary terms. 
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Yucatan» as consistently employed below» included a 

large territory. It was the whole peninsula» minus British 

Honduras and Tabasco, The administrative unity of the area 

was broken in 185U by official Yucateoan recognition of the 

separate State of Campeche» confirmed by national legisla- 

tion in 1861. A second partition was the erection of the 

Territory of Quintana Roo in 1902. The parent unit, the 

pre-caste war State of Yucatan» was thus successively re- 

duced in size. Where in 1830 there had been but one local 

political capital for administration of the whole peninsula» 

in 1861 there were two» in 1902» three. Colonial geographic 

unity was successively shattered within a century of Inde- 

pendence. 

Over the years since men first lived on Yucatan» the 

territory was organized by them for their needs in differ- 

ent ways. To describe the processes and results which alter 

a cultural landscape in the hands of diverse civilizations 

which suooessively dominate and occupy an area» geographers 

invented and use the term "sequent oocupanoe." 30 Eaoh 

society imposes upon the habitat a characteristic impress» 

guided by its needs and notions» by its own ideals and 

necessities. Land use and settlement patterns thus reflect 

a culture; the change or persistence of these patterns gives 

a due to historical continuities or important transforma- 

tions wrought at the hands of intruders. Adaptation and 

rejeotlon of traits and practices» acculturation and 
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assimilation, also leaves a record on the land. Yucatan 

has had "sequent occupance." 

Ill 

The general sequence of peoples and cultures on Yucatan 

is fairly well-known.  Important details of its history be- 

fore the Spaniards came, its Maya pre-history, are currently 

in the process of revision, and are therefore controversial, 

but lying outside the zone of dispute even for those epochs 

is a relatively large body of established material. Though 

gaps occur in its post-conquest history, developments then 

'are on firmer ground, thanks more to documentary than to 

aroheologioal testimony. 

The stream of events which preceded 1541-42, a date 

when conqul3tadores finally and permanently established 

themselves, in general forms the pre-history of Yucatan. 

Its more formal history follows.  Until 1821, a handful of 

colonial Spaniards ruled the area and its Haya populations 

under the Spanish Grown; usually termed the Colonial period. 

prom  independence in 1821 to the present is the "modern" 

era.  In each of these long spans of time numerous and 

different shifts book place» with the tempo of change, 

especially accelerated in the past four or  five generations. 

Before the high developments of Maya civilization 

occurred, the peninsula was occupied by peoples about whom 

little is unequivocally established.  Reoent publications 
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call them "Proto-Maya." Two long and variant phases of 

Maya civilization have left numerous marks and remains; 

so-called Maya Old Empire and New Empire sites and arti- 

facts provide archeologists and an increasing corpus of 

fact on which to base hypotheses. When Spaniards arrived 

in the early sixteenth century» a form of Maya New Empire 

culture and society blanketed Yucatan. After an initial 

period of shook, when some major disparities between Maya 

and European institutions were adjusted by force if neces- 

sary* Spanish hegemony was extended and matched by the slow 

evolution of a local Hispano-Indian colonial society; its 

main features became stabilized before the end of the six- 

teenth century, and the equilibrium continued beyond the 

middle of the eighteenth. 

Stemming primarily from directed royal reforms under 

the Bourbon monarchs who replaced Hapsburgs, a variant form 

of colonial development began to appear in the last half 

of the eighteenth century, and in some respects continued 

to dominate for nearly a century.  The institutions and 

ideas resulting from the Bourbon Renaissance and its con- 

tinuation in the early days of independence could be 

labelled nNeo-colonial." They seem to be a blend of the 

older Hispano-Indian Yucatecan ways, shot through with 

newer doctrines, in the main derived from the Cartesian 

rationalism and the leading ideas of the eighteenth century 

enlightenment in politics and economics that burgeoned 

especially in western Europe and North America. 
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The cultural Nao-colonial period was broken politic- 

ally by various movements for independence and autonomy. 

For New Spain these finally succeeded in 1821, giving birch 

to the modern sovereignty of Mexico.  Colonial dominanoe 

in social and cultural fields did not wane as rapidly as it 

did in the political; it is recognizable and significant 

possibly as late as the triumph of the Mexican Reform in 

1857, and maybe did not terminate definitely until a,decade 

later, when French Intervention was unmistakably overthrown 

in 1867. In word and deed Mexico from that time has been an 

integral part of the modern Machine Age, whose complex and 

Internationalized forces have had increasing regional re- 

flection and significance. 

As later parts of this study indicate, the peninsula 

of Yucatan began to drift into the Machine Age a little 

earlier than.many other parts of Mexico. With the exception 

of a few cataclysmic events like Conquest and the Caste War, 

transition from one to another period was generally slow and 

peaceful, as well as incremental and cumulative: at any 

one time many features of the preceding eras stood side by 

side with budding or partially developed characteristics 

of a new. An impressive fact about the evolution of Yucatan 
\ 

is the oontinued stability of its basic social institutions. 

In the nineteenth century over them the heat-lightning of 

political factionalism played from time to time, usually 

without major effect. 
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TENTATIVE CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINE OP MAYA  PRE-HISTORY 
(adapted from Horley) 

PERIOD m>?mb mm 
Christian Maya notation 

TENTATIVE 
NOMENCLATURE    CHARACTERISTICS 

??V3000 B.C. 
to 

??1000 B.C. 
PROTO-MAYA 

EPOCH 
Pre-Old Em- 

pire I 

Nomadic occupa- 
tion of Yucatan 

II ?UO00 B.C. 
to 

353 B.C. 

Pra-Old Em- 
pire II 

Introduction of 
agriculture; 

maize cultivation 

III 353 B.C. 
to 

317 A.D. 

7.0.0.0.0 
to 

3.14.0.0.0 

Pre-Old Em- 
pire III 

Invention of 
calendar» chron 
ology, hiero- 
glyphs  

IV 317 
to 

633 

8.14.0.0.0 
to 

9.10.0.0.0 

FIRST  MAYA 
EPOCH 

Old Empire I 

FIRST  PERIOD 
Beginnings and 
extension of 
Maya civiliza- 
tion 

633 
to 

731 

9.10.0.0.0 
to 

9.15.0.0.0 

Old Empire II MIDDLE PERIOD 
Consolidation 
& integration 

VI 731 
to 

987 

9.15.0.0.0 
to 

10.8.0.0.0 

Old Empire in GREAT PERIOD 
Golden Age & 
?Catastrophe 

VII 987 
to 

1194 

10.8.0.0.0 
to 

10.18.10.0.0 

SECOND MAYA 
EPOCH 

New Empire I 

RENAISSANCE 
League of 
Mayapan 

VIII 1194 
to 

1441 

10.18.10.0.0 
to 

11.12,0.0.0 

New Empire II MEXICAN  INFLU1SNCI 
Hegemony of 
 Mayapan 

of | 

^-4 
IX 1441 

to 
1542 

11.12.0.0.0 
to 

11.16.3.0.0 

New Empire III pBCADENCE &C0ftiv¿TJ 
Disintegration 
Civil wars 
Conquest 

SOURCE:    S. 0.  Morley,   "Historia general de los antiguos Mayas," 
Enciclopedia Yucatanense,   II   (Mexico,  1945),   5-52, 

 Tablas  1,  2. 
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The extant of the total span of Yucateoan history re- 

mains controversial.  The date when first groups permanently 

settled there Is still questionable. Some of the older 

views, that significant populations did not exist until 

perhaps the fifth or sixth century of the Christian era 

have been rather completely revised by more recent finds 

of dated artifacts, Maya stelae and lintels, which indicate 

that a sophisticated civilization had been present in the 

upper part of the peninsula in A.D. 475.  Pottery, plus 

architectural sequences at different sites point to even 

longer earlier ocoupance and a relatively undisturbed 

evolution. The accompanying chart has presented a simpli- 

fied and still tentative view of the history, or pre-hlstory, 

of Yucatan as recently seen by a leading Mayanist, Dr. 

31 
Sylvanus G. Morley. 

Fairly certain is the fact that native peoples flour- 

ished on Yucatan for from one to two millenla before the 

advent of Spaniards. Two major epochs of high civilization, 

the Old and New iinpires, have left archeological remains 

and cultural heritages; the Old Snpire had a wide extension 

in Middle America, with its chief centers on the mainland, 

but with frontier places in the present Yucatan peninsula. 

Northern Yucatan was a major focus of New Qnpire activities, 

and it was one of the latter phases of New Empire Maya that 

Europeans encountered there.  Colonial Spanish domination 

lasted about a quarter of a millenium. 
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Inevitably Conquest brought important changes in cul- 

ture and society on Yuoatan.  Sixteenth century Spaniards 

found a civilization that offered native Maya satisfying 

and practical answers to most of the problems of daily 

existence and recurrent crises in the life cycle of the 

individuals. Authority was sanctioned by tradition. The 

culture was still a sophisticated on6, but had apparently 

declined in quality, perhaps in content, from arrangements 

in vogue during various earlier periods of Old and New 

Qapires, some of whose Inventions and achievements in art 

and science remained unmatched. 

Sixteenth century Maya fell below standards of excel- 

lence and skill set by their forebears, but they continued 

to practice many of the techniques developed earlier. Priests 

could still manipulate the complex calendar; hieroglyphic 

writing had not disappeared as an art (or science). Daily 

existence seemingly was much the same as in earlier days, 

but larger political unities or unity no longer bound Maya 

together. Localism had developed rather far after a break- 

down of a semi-national feudal state of New Bnpire times, 

when city-states had leagued together, or had finally suc- 

cumbed to the hegemony of Mayapan. The first Spanish 

settlers and administrators encountered the area subdivided 

into perhaps eighteen or twenty small units (which they 

called provincias or cacicazgos) without larger political 

unification.  Famous earlier centers — Chiohen, Uxmal, 

T'ho ~ were not in extensive use. 
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Apparently there remained to these sixteenth century 

Maya at conquest some oommon general features. They used 

a common tongue, a social system based on recognised classes, 

a widely-shared pantheon whose mythical beings probably 

varied In number and attributes from one looality to an- 

other, a vast corpus of folk tradition for guidance of 

everyday activity, and memories of a Golden Age. At con- 

quest Maya as a group on Yucatan had sentimental and some 

social homogeneity, but virtually no political unity or 

sense of nationality beyond the bounds of their provínola.*3 

Perhaps they were a nation; they were not a state. 

The changes and interchanges between this high native 

culture and the Spanish version of Western European civil- 

ization has been and probably will continue to be subject 

both of careful Investigation and of heated polemic. There 

is no question that native heritages and aspirations under- 

went change, some forced and obvious, others slow, incre- 

mental, and in spheres not yet investigated. The Spaniards 

established their form of society on the peninsula, and 

sought to extend its ideals, aspirations and forms by force, 

persuasion and example, in the belief that while contribut- 

ing to their own self-interest the benefits of European 

civilisation would improve Maya in this world and the next. 

When the two cultures are Juxtaposed, native Maya and 

colonial Spanish, each seems respectively relatively homo- 

geneous; yet when both are separately examined with some 
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care, rather wide variations within each are not unusual. 

The result was that Interaction of the one group with the 

other did not always produce uniform, predictable, and 

universal consequences.  Even though continued contact 

produced a generalized Hispano-Indian society peculiar to 

Yucatan, regional and sectional variations survive.  De- 

pending largely on purpose in view either the likenesses    , 

or the differences may be legitimately stressed; both were 

present, each is important. The dynamics of the process 

are far from clear, but from historical interaction between 

the two vital ways of life, Indian and Spanish, emerged a 

society sui generis, a fusion of elements in each that pro- 

duced a blend which in many respects was unlike either parent. 

IV 

Conquest of Yucatan, and pacification of Maya there, 

finally took place between 1542 and the end of the sixteenth 

century.  Compared to other similar Spanish conquests or 

pacifications, the Spaniards on Yucatan found few major 

difficulties and exercised a minimum of cruelty.  Numbers 

of natives voluntarily pledged their loyalty to the Montejos, 

a family to whom this conquest had been delegated in 1526. 

By the end of the sixteenth century, the country was secured, 

not only in a military sense, but socially as well, under 

political domination of Spaniards. The usual organs of 

control, political, judicial, and economic had been 
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established» and wore functioning. Under Franciscans a 

missionary program was put under way, and grew apace after 

the first dangerous native reactions to conquest had been 

quelled.34 

Details of institutional growth» and development of 

Spanish domination in ecclesiastical» social» and other 

spheres on Yucatan are topics of investigation whloh lie 

outside the boundaries of this study. Relevant» however» 

to the extended treatment of sectionalism and localism in 

Yucatan provided below» is brief mention of the Spanish 

policy which helped preserve particularistic sentiments 

among the conquered Maya.  Conquerors adapted and left 

relatively intact the administrative machinery of local 

communities» even fairly sizable areas by accepting as 

subordinate but co-rulers the native nobility which they 

encountered on arrival.  Political unity of the province 

was obtained through incorporation of native leaders in the 

colonial administrative hierarchy. 

Each  cacique» later often indifferently termed gober- 

nador, was responsible for his territory» sometimes a 

hereditary family domain,  liach major settlement had a 

cacique or gobernador of native stock. To aid him in 

administrative tasks» annually elected were aides» who» 

with him» formed the "Republic" of the community, its 

official governing body. Their duties and functions 

varied slightly from place to place» but generally one 
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was appointed to see that natives prepared a minimum 

number of maize acres to sustain their families; another 

was given charge of the town buildings, still another 

(the fiscales) acted as liaison between the priests and 

the natives, collecting dues and seeing that children 

attended school. 

Often an extensive community or an area was subdivided 

into barrios. At the head of each barrio was an indio 

principal name»* by the cacique, responsible to him.  In 

turn barrios were again subdivided into blocks, each of 

which formed a company of Indians headed by a cabo, "so 

that thus these subdivisions each looks to its prinoipal 

Indian, who is named by the cacique," said a seventeenth 

century writer.  One unusual official in the barrio was 

the Patrón de los enfermos; elected the first day of each 

new year, this official's duty was to visit the sick, and 

as badge of office was allowed to carry a cane with a cross 

on the top.  Creation of the post did not stem completely 

from charitable instincts or pity for the unwell; the patron 

visited them daily so that when they were about to die he 

could fetch the priest who would perform final rites, so 

that the soul would rest in Christian peace.  Thus below 

caciques, administration was rather insulated from European 

interference.  Ralph Hoys has provided information on the 

mutual adaptation of the pre-conquest local governmental 

system and its development into a Hispano-Indian institution.3^ 
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The Spaniards maintained a pax hispánica by recogniz- 

ing local caciques, but substituting treaties and confer- 

ences among them to settle problems rather than letting 

them settle their differences by war.  In Yucatan, ad- 

ministration of Indian affairs was kept as distinct aa 

possible from the organs which regulated life of the 

Spaniards. This separation was generally throughout 

Hispanic America, and in general reflected contemporary 

ideas about the nature of the Indians.  For some purposes 

considered free vassals with souls to be saved, still they 

were special wards of the Crown since for designated phases 

of life they were held to be less morally and legally re- 

sponsible than iáuropean Christiana.  Through most of the 

colonial period, for instance, they were not subject to 

processes of the Inquisition. 

Extensión of Spanish ways proceeded from main centers 

like Merida, Valladolid, and Izamal, with lesser hubs of 

diffusion at Izamal, Campeche, and places where monasteries 

were early established.  Bacalar, deep in forest, remained 

a garrison outpost.  Only Merida was a city; Campeche, 

Valladolid (on a new site, in its present location), and 

Bacalar were villas. The area comprised within a line con- 

necting them rather well bounds the areas of colonial Span- 

ish influences, more strongly fixed in the triangle made 

by linking Merida to Campeche and to Valladolid, and these 

latter to each other. 
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Yucatan's colonial development paralleled other agri- 

cultural regions In Hispanic America, with due allowance 

for the usual local variations Imposed by history and habitat. 

This phase of its history has received considerable investi- 

gation, which more or less establishes the generalization 

that although some unique tendencies might have been found 

there, due to its isolation and presence of the Maya, in 

very broad terms it followed trends characteristic of the 

Empire. At first its Spanish population labored zealously 

to pacify, settle, and Hispanicize the area.  Within two or 

three generations after first conquest enthusiasm and activ- 

ity waned, as stability, routine, and security took root. 

Its annals of the seventeenth and early eighteenth century 

are punctuated by few notable events, and those chiefly 

raids of corsairs, expeditions against the British at Bellce, 

and wordy Jurisdictional battles among Crown officials or 

the settlers whose prerogatives seemed threatened.  Chief 

Impression of these decades is that they represented an 

epoch of incremental change, wherein with little bloodshed 

the unmistakable Impress of Hispanicization marked Yucatan, 

at least externally.  Conquerors and conquered learned to 

live together with decreasing number of recurrent rebellions 

and massaores. 

Uneventful existence tended to lapse almost impercept- 

ibly into lassitude.  Provincialism became ingrown. Through 

the Empire, under the later Hapsburgs, crept a slow paralysis, 
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stifling and inhibiting. Administration grew topheavy 

and corrupt; economic life in agricultural areas dwindled 

slowly toward a standstill; pioneering surges grew less 

frequent, as basic adjustments in older settled areas 

crystallized and remained hardened. Resistance to change 

was strong and incentives for it were lacking.  In litera- 

ture, a studied obscurity and ambiguity known as Oongorism 

or culteranismo displaced the virility of earlier chronic- 

lers and poets. "Colonial churches were overloaded with 

Jewels and color; saints were overdressed in velvets» silk, 

and tinsel.... There was also a baroque element in fashion 

and in conversation.  Men exaggerated in dress, manners, 

speech, dancing, praying. They had a florid way about them., 

In the artificial and flowery court life of Mexico and Peru, 

an easy» gallant, or picaresque tongue was always welcomed; 

court poets tried to surpass each other in ornate phrases, 

fantastic images, high sounding verses, and unusual con- 

ceits.... Thus, the Creole style in ideas as well as words 
•^36 

was overladen, conceptual, and artificial. é.,V 

With probably but little exaggeration a Yucatecan^ 

writing from the vantage point of 1845 when "progressivism" 

was at its height summed up the general condition of the 

province in 1720,' "Sad indeed was the scene which the 

country presented: corrupt Franciscans, ignorant seculars 

of impure habits, public authorities trafficking in a most 

ignominious manner to the common shame, citizens suffering 
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under a degrading tyranny, and the unfortunate natives 

converted into slaves. Certain families, frequently with 

the connivance of the Governor, had turned the colony into 

their patrimony.  Robbery, extortion, and force were en- 

thronedi* . gven later In the eighteenth century, when reform 

became an official policy, attempts to change the situation 

met opposition. ' 

A shift of dynasty in Spain from Hapsburg to Bourbon 

ultimately sent revitalizing influences through the Snpire. 

In a peculiarly Spanish way, later imperial policies were 

an offshoot of the Age of j&ilightenment and benevolent 

despots in Europe; reforms undertaken by Bourbons aimed 

less at relaxing previous restrictions for the sole object 

of liberal colonial rule for its own sake than at efficient 

administration which would make dependencies more profitable 

for the strengthened Crown. Although foreshadowed from the 

beginning of the century when Bourbons took over the throne, 

most of the rejuvenating actions took place during and after 

the reign of Charles III. His ministers and colonial ad- 

ministrators energetically attacked many anachromisns and 

tried to modify important colonial Institutions and prac- 

tices to reinforce Bourbon regal!am and forward economic 

renovation of the empire.30 

If reports may be credited, Yucatan at this time was 

still a statio area where commercial and social life moved 

slowly. Apathy characterized its inhabitants, reported two 
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royal commissioners. Creoles trained their children to 

'u/       be like themselves» that wa?, less addicted to trade and 

to war than to "love. Inaction, and repose." Though Yuca- 

tecans had capabilities the torpid atmosphere created by 

forest growths had apparently impaired full development of 

their potentialities, the officials averred, but they has- 

tened to point out that the same forests presented oppor- 

tunities useful to Yucatecans and the Itaplre.  Lack of vigor 

among creóles accompanied poverty, ignorance, and natural 

laziness of Maya, "a nation born to perpetual pupilage." 

The commissioners felt that natives had to be guided toward 

civilization, which they might pos-sibly reach in the dim 

future if Maya kept hard at work; the investigators warned 

against hasty reform that would lessen labor, as such a 

policy would mark Spaniards as "indiscreet parents" of 

their Indian wards. The report outlined suggestions for 

material improvement of the peninsula, which under the free 

trade doctrines its writers advocated, would make Yucatan 

valuable to the Qnpire as an agricultural, possibly even a 

maritime province.39 Though its memory was still fresh, 

the commissioners did not stress the severity of a servile 

revolt in 1761, though apparently it made deep Impression 

40 
on Yucateoan minds.   Other views of Yucatan at the same 

time provide less detail but emphasize its inhabitants' 

disinclination for trade and their general desire to main- 

tain without change the status quo. 
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Bourbon reforma, however, began to enliven the penin- 

sula in the closing years of the eighteenth century. Shortly 

after Campeche became a "free port" in 1770, the whole 

42 
province was opened to free trade.   Partly beoause of its 

new commercial importance, partly in recognition of its serv- 

ices to the Crown, especially against pirates, that place 

was raised in status to a city in 1777, after preliminary 

negotiations in 1724 and 1770.  Campeche now shared that 

distinction with Marida, the capital.  Not until 1812, how- 

ever, did a second port, Sisal, share Campeohe'a monopoly as 

a port.42 Under trade revival oheaper imported goods low- 

ered but did not wholly extinguish demands for Yucatecan 

cloth made around Valladolid; cotton production there de- 

clined perceptibly, though previously the area had produced 

twice as much as Campeche and Marida combined. From Yucatan 

the chief exports continued to be salt, wax, hides and cat- 

tle; when logwood was freed from export duties its produc- 

tion and shipments abroad rose sharply. Rice was introduced 

as a commercial crop, and a plan under way to form commercial 

fisheries never quite came to completion. 

Increased trade swelled Crown revenues, as could be 

seen in detail from statistics.  One noteworthy feature in 

Yucatan's developing commercial life was the fact it de- 

manded and secured a special tariff, distinct from those 

more generally applicable to New Spain. The Crown granted 

Yucatecans special tariff privileges, and these subsequently 
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became a source of contention between Mexico and Yucatan 

when the latter, after independence» demanded similar 

44 treatment. 

Administrative changes formed an important part of 

Bourbon reform.  In 1785-86 Indians whom Yucateoan families 

held in encomienda were transferred to jurisdiction of the 

Crown, so that native towns no longer paid fixed tributes 

to private holders of these grants, but individual Indians 

were responsible for paying annual tribute dues directly 
45 

and solely to agents of the Royal Exchequeur.   Though the 

system of Indian tribute payable to encomenderos had been 

generally proscribed through the Qnpire in the first decades 

of Bourbon rule, Yucatan had been exempted from proscrlptive 

legislation; until the change came in 1786* only fourteen 

villages had paid tribute to the Crown (which in turn doled 

these sums out in the form of pensions), but afterward all 

male adult Maya fell under its direct and sole civil fiscal 

control, while the dispossessed encomenderos received pen- 

sions during the remainder of their lives to recompense them 

46 
for loss of Income from natives. 

The Ordinances which regulated the transfer from priv- 

ate to royal hands also simplified administration by equaliz- 

ing levies, requiring more frequent and exact census data, 

and even unsuccessfully attempting to relieve Indians of 

47 
certain Church dues. 
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At about the sama time, Yucatan became an Intendancy 

under a new system of administration being applied to New 

Spain. These reforms aimed at relieving central authori- 

ties of onerous detail by delegating certain responsibili- 

ties to a provincial official, the Intendant, and in turn 

to his lesser local aides, sub-delegados.  The latter had 

rather extensive powers, given him purportedly to carry 

48 
forward needed adjustments of long-standing abuses.   In 

Yucatan, sub-delegados in general purchased their offices 

and ran them on a profit-making basis rather than whole- 

heartedly attempting to alleviate social ills, especially 

49 
those involving exploitation of native Maya.* 

Intellectual and sooial movement accompanied these 

other changes.  In education, for instance, a seminary was 

established, and while learning was by no means unshackled, 

over strenuous protests of some clergy the courses of study 

offered in Marida were broadened slightly; they still re- 
50 

mained nominally ecclesiastical.   Elementary schools for 

Indians were planned in great detail, and some may actually 

have functioned.51 A zealous Intendant and Captaln-Oeneral, 

Lucas de Qalvez, undertook civic reform and material improve- 

ments, especially around Merida. At his order street lights 

appeared for the first time in the capital, and after his 

time, in Campeche.  His other activities are contained in 

a proposed inscription for a monument to him suggested by 

a Yucatecan in the 1840»a: "to the memory of the illustrious 
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functionary who opened and repaired the publio roads that 

Yucatan now has, who constructed the Alameda of this cap- 

ital» improved its streets» and established good order in 

it. w52 Too» under Galvez there appeared a detailed oensus 

that indicated for 1789 some 333*382 Inhabitants (exclus- 

ive of Tabasoo), of whom nearly sixteen percent were whites, 

53 with almost ten percent Negro hybrids, the remainder Maya. 

The figure was a marked gain over the 214,974 souls reported 

for 1772, and a slight increase over 1789 to 1794 could be 

54 
noted in the total of 358,287 enumerated then. 

These evidences of stirring and growth in late colonial 

times were quantitatively and substantively small. They were, 

however, signs that lethargy was slowly giving way to activ- 

ity. They are of interest as first stages of tendencies 

that reached high development on the eve of the Caste War, 

when public inclination for material and intellectual pro- 

gress displayed the fervor of a cult. From 1810 to 1821 

some of the main directions Yucatan was to travel to and 

through the Caste War became more clearly evident.  To an 

unusual degree the latter decade was a political one, as 

in it the influences of Europe reacted strongly in the 

colonies, and especially in Yucatan. 

The complex affairs on the Continent left a legacy 

of difficulties to Yucatan, though undoubtedly the Bnperor 
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A SUGGESTED OUTLINE OP THE COLONIAL HISPANO-MAYA EPOCH, 
1541  -  1787 a 

Period Phase Tentative 
Nomenclature 

Some key character!atiea or event 

I 
1541 
to 

1633 
A 

1541 
to 

L588(?) 

B 
1580 
to 
1633 

AGGRESSIVE 
EARLY COLONIAL 

A 
Conquest and 
Organ!gation 
(Prime shock and 
first readjust- 
ments ) 

Campeche founded(1541); Herida 
founded(1542); New Laws(1542); 
Revolts(1546); Lopez* Ordinances 
(1552); Land Treaty of Manillas!) 
Blsnop Toral (1562); Inquisition 
(1562); Diego Quijada trials | 
(1563-72); Landa'a RelaolSn | 
(1566); enoomenderoa* Relaciones 
(1579-81); first monasteries;, 
Idolatry trials. Cattle economyj 

B 
Consolidation 

and Extension of 
Hlapanlclzatlon" 

(Secondary re- 
adjustments ) 

Ponce's Rolaolbn (1588); Diction- 
ary of Motul(?); San Francisco 
Dictionary l?); Mirones expedi- 
tion (1621-24); Lizana'a 
Historia (1633); spread of mon- 
asterles; compilation of 
grammars, etc.     

II 
1633 
to 

1688 

STABLE 
MIDDLE COLONIAL 
(Routine admin- 
istrative prob- 
lema; incremental 
changes) 

Sanchez de Agullar, Informe 
(1639); Campeche sacked toy 
filibusters(1633); Belize . 
founded(1633); foreign loggers 
established at Carmen(1642 ff.)¡ 
English land expedition in east 
(1684); Cogolludo's Historia 
(1688); ReoopllaclSn de leyes 
de Indias iio80j« Apogee of 
Franoiaoahs. 

Ill 
1688 
to 

1787 A 
1633 
to 
1765 

B 
1765 
to 
1787 

DECADENT AND RE- 
NASCENT LATE 
COLONIAL 

Wane of Hapaburg 
Imperial ays' 
(Change of Span- 
ish dynasty from 
Hapaburg to 
Bourbon 1700) 

Ineffective punitive expedi- 
tions againat Belize. Famines. 
Beginning of oattie penetration 
in eaat Yucatán; lati fundísmo 
inoreases; Indian revolt of 
Cistell (1761); Cook*s Journey 
(1765). Logwood trade grows 

Bourbon Renais- 
sance 

Centralized re- 
gal! sm) to nNeo- 
Colonial" (1765- 
1867) (emphasis 
on commercialism, 
technology, 
mater!allam). 

Galvez* commissioners' Discurso 
(1766); free trade(1770); flam-" 
peche a city(1777); suppression 
of encomiendas(178Ü-86) Ordin- 
ance of Intendenta(1787). Rice 
introduced (177o). 
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Napoleon «as unaware and uninterested In the faot.  In 1808 

he managed to capture and hold the reoently enthroned King 

of ¿¡pain, Ferdinand VII, his prisoner in Prance, substitut- 

ing as ruler a Bonaparte brother. The Spanish people evicted 

the usurper within three weeks and managed the country them- 

selves through local, regional and a national assembly known 

as the Cortes. From the members of the Cortes a regency was 

formed to govern in the King's name, and to the Cortes came 

representatives from the overseas possessions which gener- 

ally recognized its legitimacy. Though inner dissensions 

often split the Cortes it consistently legislated in a 

humanitarian, liberal, anti-clerical vein, as many members 

had been wooed and won by the heady doctrines of popular 

sovereignty and the Rights of Man emanating from nearby 

revolutionary France. 

Consequently laws issued in the King's name by the 

Cortes undermined many bases of the Bourbon anclen regla»: 

The new principles of limited monarchy, popular rule, and 

other innovations were codified in Cadis in 1812 and shortly 

thereafter were officially adopted as a Constitution, to be 

the law of the land and overseas possessions. Specific lib- 

eral decrees and laws continued to flow from the Cortes 

until as a result of Napoleonic collapse in 1814, Ferdinand 

VII was returned to his throne in Spain. Although actions 

of the Cortes had represented the wishes of a people that 

had almost bled themselves white for their captured monarch, 
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Ferdinand's first acts were to nullify acts of the Cortes 

and the Constitution of 1812. This was followed by per- 

secution of its sympathizers and proponents» in a futile 

attempt to re-establish Divine Right of Kings and the old 

Bourbon ways. 

Eventually popular opposition grew sufficiently strong 

and organized to force Ferdinand's recognition of the Con- 

stitution of 1812, some nine years after it had first ap- 

peared. Meantime in the colonies movements for complete 

Independence had gained strength and direction in face of 

opposition. Actual separation took place in 1821» after 

colonial aspirations went beyond willingness to remain de- 

pendent on an overseas monarch. Yucatan was apathetic until 

late» perhaps 1818 or 1819.  Its two famous sons, Lorenzo 

de Zavala and Andrés Quintana Roo» helped liberal foroes 

on the mainland, but found their home peninsula apathetic 

to notions of independence. However, after 1808, political 

activity there became marked, and was accompanied by other 

changes, generally initiated by the Spanish Cortes. 

One such shift stemmed from the Constitution of Cadiz, 

Article 310 of which provided that numerous local communi- 

ties be given organs of popular government, town councils. 

Up to that time only Merida. Campeche, and Valladolid had 

been considered important enough to warrant an ayuntamiento: 

other communities which were not wholly Indian depended on 
55 

one or another of these.   Following current doctrines, 
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Indian communities ware divorced administratively from 

channels which guided communities of vecinos» creóle 
Kg 

Spaniards. 

Indian settlements wore locally administered by a 

república de indígenas or native republic  It oonsieted 

of a cacique or gobernador nominally appointed by the 

Governor of the province, together with annually elected 

native officials to aid him. A traveler In 1765 left a 

description of these functionaries; the cacique was then 

called an alcalde, and was distinguished from his aides by 

a square blue cloth embroidered at the corners, 
hung to his left shoulder. The Teniente, a wand 
with a croas at the top of It. The Fiscal wears 
a key, and a kind of a cat with three tails, be- 
ing by office both the prison-keeper and executor 
of punishment. These badges of his office he 
always wears to his waist, hung to a sash around 
his body. 

Though ostensibly responsible to the Governor, caciques and 

Indian affairs in general were handled for him by a special 

Tribunal in Merida, of which he was member.  The Constitu- 

tion of Cadiz made no distinction between Indian communities 

and those of vecinos in ordering establishment of ayunta- 

mientos.  Both Indians and creóles were eligible for posts 

in them, as the Constitution had simultaneously abolished 

purchasable memberships. The several components were to be 

elected directly, and in some of the elections, Indiana be- 

came part of un important municipal council.  Under provision 

of the Constitution need for the Indian Tribunal ceased and 

57 
it temporarily disappeared. 
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Orno reason for increased number of councils was that 

they were to be the first steps in an electoral system 

based on popular sovereignty.  Each munioipal council 

elected representatives to a provincial assembly; it in 

turn chose delegates or representatives to the general 

Cortes in Spain.  Nomination for offices above posts In 

an ayuntamiento/ (unlike election to the latter) was in- 

direct.  Wider suffrage immediately produced political 

jockeying for public favor; politics bred factionalisms, 

both in the period of the King's absence from 1808 to 1814 

and again after 1820 when the Constitution of 1812 was re- 

established. 

In the first era liberally minded creóles grouped 

around a small debating sooiety which took the name San 

Juan from the barrio of Merida in which it met.  Origin- 

ally the sanJuanlatas were pious laymen and minor clergy 

who met to discuss reform within the church; the chief 

extent of their activities was to circulate manuscript 

oopies of Las Casas* denunciations of mistreatment of 

natives.58 To their roster were added young liberal re- 

formers after 1812; the original nucleus expanded into a 

political party that espoused reform and barraged opponents 

with polemic* as political zeal had led to importation of 

Yucatan's first printing press in 1813, and the appearance 

of its first periodical. El Misceláneo, in March of that 

59 
year. 
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Less organized but potent «as opposition to sanjuan- 

lstas and their ideas. High royal officials, many ex- 

encomenderos, upper clergy, and others whose interests 

were threatened by reform were named by sanjuanlatas as 

"the Serviles" or "Followers of Routine" (rutineros). The 

division was similar to that in the Cortes itself, where 

"Liberals" opposed "Persians." Through their incessant 

efforts, sanjuanlatas managed to gain control of most town 

councils, but their opponents, through means offered by in- 

direct methods of selection, were a majority and preponder- 

ant influence in the provincial assembly and sent conservative 

delegates to Spain. The return of the King scattered the 

sanjuanlatas, whose center of influence had been Merida; 

some were exiled and Imprisoned, others merely recanted 

their lapses into liberalism. 

When opportunity offered in 1820, political parties 

again formed, on slightly different bases.  Campeohe rather 

than Merida was the center of anti-conservative tendencies. 

In 1813 some shipwrecked liberals had there established 

Masonic lodges which acted as the spearheads of liberalism. 

Many former serviles enrolled, either because they wanted 

to spy or because they had lost their taste for Bourbon 

• /  measures. An attempt to reestablish the Society of San 

Juan was not an unqualified success; so many shades of 

opinion were found, ranging from old-line conservatives to 

those who now openly advocated independence, that it lost 
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Its effeotiveness.  In many respects party groupings mir- 

rored regional rather than philosophical differences: 

Merida was in general less radical than its port» though 

all but a handful of creóles now favored increased home- 

rule and reforms.  In the period immediately after inde- 

pendence the party labels changed, but political complexion 

60 
and alignments did not. 

Merida represented a rather conservative approach to 

solution of the peninsula's problems» while Campeche headed 

a group that took a stronger line or which merely disapproved 

-¿hat followed in the capital.  Other consequences of early 

factionalism which carried over were bad habits the press 

had formed and the tendency of political groups to resort 

to extra-legal actions to attain party ends. The press was 

avowedly partisan and made little pretense of impartiality 

or self-restraint.  Various groupings of official bodies 

during the period from 1812 to 1814, and again after 1820, 

joined to depose royal governors and other officials by 

alleging the will of the people and publio emergency as 

justification.  Generally these coups were peaceful if not 

orderly and legal, but precedents set were not favorable to 

development of polltioal habits demanded by the democracy 

theoretically established after independence. 

IXiring the rule of the Cortes a feound source of par- 

tisan differences was Spanish legislation on Indian affairs 

and the relations of natives to their masters.  Strong in 
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V 

their humanitarian and egalitarian beliefs, members of the 

Cortes by a few strokes of the pen sought to undo the de- 
go 

velopments of three centuries.   The impact was especially 

disturbing to Yucatan, an area «hose population «as over- 

whelmingly native.  Grant of suffrage to Maya for eleotions 

to ayuntamientos» though radical in contrast to the conserv- 

ative practices of the place, presented no real threat to 

creóle supremacy; as long as they controlled the economic 

life of Indians, political direction of them «as relatively 

simple. 

But in accepting their new status as voters and 

political equals, Indians lost some benefits which colonial 

legislation had bestowed on them as a special group. For 

instance, their cotmiunity funds, collected annually by 

the Republic of Natives for each settlement and applicable 

by Spanish authorities to the needs of the local community, 

now became part of the general provincial funds.  Probably 

the blow was not a great one, as the accumulated sums, amount' 

ing to a hundred eighty thousand pesos, had already been 

hypothecated by the Viceroy at the end of the eighteenth 

63 
century.   When Yucatan and Mexico separated themselves 

from Spain, the former clamored for repayment, an added 

complication in the troubled relations between the mainland 

and the peninsular governments. Too, as seen, suppression 

of the special Indian Tribunal in Merida, which by and large 

did as creditable a Job as possible under the circumstances, 
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left Maya virtually unprotected in the torturous mazes of 

creóle legal and administrative channels. 

More dramatic in consequences was a decree issued 

November 9, 1812. The Cortes in it detailed Indian social 

rights and privileges. Forced labor «as again abolished» 

excepting only clvio obligations that bore with equal weight 

on all classes; these were generically known as fatigas»and 

usually meant work on community projects — roads or public 

buildings.  Indians» which the Cortes said were on a par 

with all other classes, were to pay Church dues that were 

levied equally on other groups.  This aimed at abolition of 

obventions, a money or work payment (sometimes transmuted 

to a fixed amount of goods or products) which alone was ex- 

acted from Indians, in distinction to the tithes which 

natives did not pay but which non-Indians did. The deoree 

further demanded that Indians be given land in individual 

parcels for their own private use, and that they be eligible 

for scholarships and grants now especially to be set aside 

for them in educational institutions.  Presumably the clause 

about lands was inspired by the same sentiments that led the 

Cortes to order that land be granted to veterans and loyal 

communities who had aided in wars against the Frenoh, in the 

belief that small private holdings would build prosperity.64 

The decree of November 9 was not wholly disregarded on 

Yucatan. A previous one that with equal force threatened 

the well-being of the colony had not been acted on, for on 
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Maroh 33, 1811^ the Corte3 had stated that payment of tribute 

to the Crown was to cease. This would have wiped out nearly 

half the revenues of Yucatan, and Increased by some hundred 

twenty thousand pesos Its annual operating deficit of more 

than eighty thousand pesos.   By dubious reasoning the ef- 

fects of the decree of 1811 were avoided, but even the great 

delay Interposed between receipt of the order of November 9, 

1012,and lta publication on Yucatan in February,1813, merely 

postponed without avoiding the oonsequences. 

One aspect of the repartlmiento system, foroed labor, 

was thus again removed.  Over protests of Yucatan and other ' 

provinces it had once.been abolished in 1786 by reforms of 

that year, but apparently had in fact merely changed its 

name.GG By it natives worked at a low but legal wage, the 

profits on their labor reaped by contractors and entrepren- 

eurs.  In Yucatan one form of labor was preparation of cotton 

cloths, known locally as patles (from repartimiento?) by 

67 
Indian women.   Production of cloth stopped after February, 

1813.  Economic life of the peninsula, obviously dependent 

on Maya labor, was thrown into chaos.  Price of cloth rose 

to extraordinary heights; Indian men oeased to collect wax, 

and rather than producing an exportable surplus, Yucatan 

was forced to borrow it from Cuba to keep churches alight; 

native agriculturalists raised only enough maize for house- 

hold needs, so that four boatloads had to be imported for 
6ft 

creóle use from the United States. 
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Church establishments, secular and conventual, were 

hard hit.  Seculars relied heavily on obventlona to main- 

tain the parochial churches, and they «ere main support of 

convents.  Indians melted away from convents and refused 

to attend masses or other servioes. Bven though presumably 

fees for Indian marriages, baptisms, and burials had been 

lowered to bring them into line with charges on other 

classes, natives did not voluntarily take advantage of the 

lowered costs; one Yucatecan historian ironioally stated 

that Maya "did not believe that baptismal water did their 

children any special good, nor that they needed the bless- 

ing of the priest to propagate their species» or that to 

be burled in a cemetary consecrated by the Church advanced 

the soul more than in the forest.N As revenues dropped off, 

smaller churches olosed entirely, while others lacked care 

and candles. Clerics flocked to Merida, where strong op- 

position to the decree was mobilising. Many conservative 

but non-clerical elements did not actively support church 

pleas for retention of obventions.  Hacienda owners and 

other employers of Indian labor customarily were expected 

to advance to the Church payments for their Indians; the 

suma were added to the running accounts of the latter by 

which they were kept in peonage.  Often Indians ran away 

or otherwise left the employer to bear the loss of suoh 
go 

advances, which were regarded as a nuisance. 

However, in the midst of an acrimonious controversy 
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over obventions and privileges of Indians» return of Fer- 

dinand out the ground from under radicals and left conserv- 

ative elements triumphant. By special act of the Council 

of Indies (a session the King personally attended) the 

obventions «ere re-instated* and apparently the dootrine of 

forced labor again ruled. The actions of the Maya left 

strong impressions on even the most liberal Yucatecana; 

native reluctance to work unless forced seemed clearly to 

prove "the small influence that nearly three centuries of 

European civilization had been able to exercise over the 
rtn 

conquered race."   The question of payments by Indians 

to church and state was not so easily settled: the prob- 

lem remained to vex Yucatan and to act as one oore of dis- 

content which eventually produced the Caste War. 

In 1821, as a result of political and military auctions 

in Mexico and the character of the last Spanish Governor, 

Yucatan became independent of Spain. The transition was 

simple and bloodless. The sanguinary oivil wara^whlch 

after 1810 had been gouging Mexico were absent from the   '> 

peninsula. The historically famous separatist movements 

headed by Hidalgo, Morolos, and Guerrero in proclaiming 

and maintaining independence were not matched, and hardly 

even noticed* on Yucatan. The Grito de Dolores, the Mexican 

declaration of autonomy, did not re-echo there. Beyond 

contributing a handful of famous men, Lorenzo de Zavala 

and Andrea Quintana Roo, for instance, isolated Yucatan 
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stood aloof even from thoughts of severing political 

bonds with the metropolis, until very late in the day, 

but independence was finally declared. 

The peaceful character of this Important action is 

chiefly attributable to Juan Maria Eoheverrl, last royal 

Captain-Oeneral and Governor of Yucatan.  He took office 

January 1, 1821, after local partisans had displaced pre- 

vious royal officials as unacceptable. The Cortes had 

approved their illegal action but disregarded their nomin- 

ations, sending JScheverri instead.  He «as a liberal; dur- 

ing his short incumbency he seoularised the Franciscan 

monasteries of Yucatan; in all more than two hundred monks 

were affected. His chief problems, however, emerged from 

events in Mexioo rather than from anti-clerical legislation 

71 
sent him by the Cortes. 

Turbulence in Mexico followed restoration of the 

Constitution of 1812.  Agustín Iturbide, nominally a royal 

officer of the army, had gathered to him by various means 

many of the dissident creóle factions through publication 

of a program that satisfied eaoh in some part. Guerrero, 

one of the staunch defenders of independence whom Iturbide 

had been sent to quell, was won to Iturbide, and collaborated 

with him on the so-called Plan of Iguala. Their combined 

forces moved the Viceroy of New Spain to recognize It in a 

treaty. The Plan had among its several articles three 

main guarantees: Mexico was absolutely Independent of 
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Spain — but would continue under a monarch, preferably 

Ferdinand VII or any Bourbon who would take a Mexican 

throne (otherwise the Mexioana might eleot their own 

ruler); secondly, the Catholic religion waa the only 

tolerated one and all the privileges of the Church would 

be safeguarded; thirdly, all social classes, including 

creóles and Indians, were eligible for publio offices and 

preferments. The troops under Iturbide and Guerrero, now 

known as the Army of the Three Guarantees, were prepared 

to march into refractory provinces which did not support 

72 
the Plan and its declarations of independence.   This 

threat faced Echeverrl in Yucatan* 

When he heard that Tabasco had willingly fallen to 

forces of independence, he called an unusual assembly of 

notables on Yucatan, in which all factions were represented. 

Some claim his actions were designed to give military re- 

inforcements time to arrive from Cuba, others presume that 

his sentiments were more noble. He queried the group, com- 

prised of civil, military, and ecclesiastical authorities, 

on a course of action; they responded by a declaration of 

independence on September 15, 1821. At Echeverrl'a sugges- 

tion, they passed interim legislation which were designed 

to prevent public disorder by continuing in force the Con- 

stitution of 1812 and other laws that did not conflict 

with independence. Although the post of Intendente, Captain- 

General, and Governor of independent Yucatan was offered 
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several times to him, Echoverri refused the honor; he 

stayed on until Campeche took the definitive step of un- 

furling the flag of Three Guarantees, despite MerIda's 

unwillingness to commit its destinies to Iturblde until 

more information could be got." 

Scheverri sailed to Spain, where,it is said, despite 

personal difficulties at Court for having given up the 

province without a struggle he still cherished fond memor- 

74 
les of Yucatan.   Thus, as one Yucatecan has stated, 

culminated "one of the most notable evolutions of our 

history, without costing one drop of blood from any in- 

habitant.  It seemed a good augury for the people who now 

started, after three canturles of vassalage, to have an 

independent life of their own. «75 

VI 

The hopes were short-lived.  In linking its destinies 

with those of Mexico, Yucatan became embroiled in the dis- 

turbances on the mainland which arose as recognized author- 

ity there disintegrated into chaos and anarchy. Partisan- 

ship in Yucatan flared up immediately. For a short while 

after ficheverri's departure there were two rival Captains- 

Qeneral who tried to rule, the one at Merida, the other in 

Campeche. To understand the bewildering shifts in control 

on the peninsula, once this early impasse was cleared, 

requires brief mention of tendencies in Mexico of the period. 
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The ephemeral unity engendered by the Plan of Iguala 

faded «hen Iturbide proclaimed Mexico an Empire, with 

himself as Emperor. Thereafter two major groups alter- 

nately ruled and revolted.  One «as composed of Centralists, 

persons who thought Mexico should have a centralized form 

of government; government mainly oentered in the nation's 

capital, with subordinate officials appointed by it in the 

states or departments» regarded as convenient administra- 

tive units with but few local powers or rights.  Opposed 

to Centralists were Federalists; Tihey conceived Mexioo as 
TV 

a confederation of sovereign states tied together by common 

interests and delegating to a national government a few 

necessary powers, but retaining local control in most ad- 

ministrative matters, such as appointment of officials. 

Conservative, clerical, and military interests supported 

the centralist view, while among federalists were numbered 

the liberals and various radical elements.  Important 

financial and eoonomic questions lurked behind party labels: 

when centralists were in power, troops and other apparatus 

of government, including corruption and patronage, were 

maintained by Mexico City, which levied taxes, oolleoted 

and disbursed the revenues; under federalist regimes, 

troops were paid locally and their influence on legisla- 

tion could be better controlled, with the added advantages 

of local patronage. 

The early period of independence was punctuated by 
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monotonous attempts of centralists to unseat federalists 

and vice versa.  In the process, Mexioo rolled up an 

enormous national debt, «as embroiled in three wars» and 

teetered constantly on the point of breaking into small 

units.  Instability, insolvency, and revolutionary activity 

were hallmarks of the period, often symbolised by its chief 

political figure, Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna. First a 

Federalist, then a Centralist, he initiated and profited 
76 

from much of the reigning confusion.   One of his first 

stops on the road to notoriety was military commandant and 

then governor of Yucatan. Federalists sent him there in 

77 
1824 to unsnarl a complex local difficulty. 

In typical fashion, factionalism had created an impasse 

and had clouded peninsular relations with the ourrent Mex- 

ican government, nominally Federalist. Yucatan had gener- 

ally supported Iturhide's Empire, even though Merida had 

refused to reoognize or to implement his tariff legislation. 

The Captain-General which he appointed to Yucatan ruled 

rather peacefully until Iturbide was forced to abdicate. 

During that time Indian tribute was abolished in favor of 

"Patriotic contributions" which all males, Indian and 

creóle, paid unless physically incapacitated or on active 

duty with the army.  Iturbide's abdication disorganized 

Mexico:  three national groups jockeyed to take over con- 

trol. Yucatan then ruled itself through  Juntas or com- 

mittees, which appointed as Captain-General of Yucatan 
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a military man from Marida unacceptable to Campeche. The 

port thereupon called from exile the former Iturblde appointee, 

so that Yuoatan for a while had two governments. This minor 

contretemps was cleared when yet another local Junta (on 

which Campeche was represented) voiced the view that un- 

less Mexico was reorganized as a Republic under a truly 

Federalist system,. Yuoatan would depart from the nation. 

Such a system was to allow Yucatan full soopa to run its 

own affairs:  to the national government would be delegated 

only powers necessary to carry on foreign relations and 

right of appointment by it would be limited to naming 

military men above the rank of brigadier-general, eccles- 

iastics above bishops. The remainder of government activ- 

ities would be carried on locally by representative 

assemblies in the provinces. On August 20, 1823.such a 

plenary group had met in Yucatan, calling Itself "August 

Constitutional Congress," and then shortly (August 27)     <-••••. 

severed the peninsula's connection until Mexico met Yuca- 

tecan demands for Federalism.  Not long thereafter, in 

November, Yucatecans drew up for discussion a constitution 

for a proposed "Republic of Yucatan." 

The expected Federalist coup In Mexico transpired, 

and in January,1824,a national Federalist Constitution 

appeared.  It did not meet all the demands Yucatan made, 

as, for instance, it did not provide for local administra- 

tion of tariff, a chief interest of the peninsula. Yucatecan 
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authorities at Marida therefore refused to ratify the 

document* but those at Campeche did. Moreover, the 

national government demanded that a formal declaration 

of war on Spain be made by Yucatan; again Merida refused 

to take this step, but Campeche complied, and went farther 

by gleefully removing„men thought to be tainted with love 

for Spain from public office. Campeche was a hot/bed of 

the anti-Spanish feeling which moved Mexico for at least 

a decade, to the extent of later proscribing appearance 

of coats-of-arms or other reminders of the fact that New 

Spain had once been dependent on Spanish monarchy; the re- 

sounding Spanish names, previously prized by oreóles as a 

sign of high European connections in the distant past, 

began to drop out, replaced by simplified ones minus the 

"de los" and "de las" which had been a characteristic 

feature.79 

Thus Merida, where Yucateoan government was centered, 

would neither fully recognize the Constitution of 1824 nor 

yet declare war on Spain. Behind the latter attitude was 

an economic fact; commerce to and from Merida involved 

Havana, still a Spanish possession, and on córameroe de- 

pended state revenues, which In turn permitted the peninsula 

to take Its independent stand against coercion or control 

from Mexico.  In addition, the new Congress (chiefly made 

up of Merida elements) decreed that Spaniards could hold 

office and those dispossessed by Campeche were to be 
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reatorad. When the port disregarded this order* Merida 

sent troops to enforce it, which met with.resistance by 

Campeche garrisons* resulting in what was locally known 

as "The War of the Flying Column." Fighting was not very 

severe; one commentator said it was merely "an exohange 

of communications* treaties* and agreements* without 

positive results^ Cannon-shot were purposely directed 

to do a minimum of damage* so that the brush was also 

known as "War of the Cold Balls" (i.e.* shot were not 

heated red-hot* as was customary.r? 

By the end of May* through torturous local intrigues 

and diplomatics* Merida withdraw troops and promised to 

publish the Constitution in full on the understanding f. 

Campeche would restore the Spaniards to office.  Neither 

action transpired.  But a nominal peace among the factions 

settled down* especially after a single executive to head 

the Sovereign State of Yucatan was substituted for the 

previous cumbersome committees and juntas.  The first 

governor was- from Campeche* Francisco Antonio Tarrazo* a 

quite young man* who entered office on April 23* 1824. 

Meantime the national government entered the picture i 

disturbed by commotions on Yucatan* It ordered peninsular 

authorities to declare open war on Spain and to extend 

constitutional guarantees to Spaniards — that is* restore 

the displaced officers and officials in Campeohe. When 

both demands were rejected* or at least disregarded* It 
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sent Santa Anna there to "restore order," though in fact 

there «as a suspicion that the Mexican government wished 

to sand him as far from it as possible. Hence his post 

in "Mexico's Siberia," where he arrived May 17, 1824.81 

The scene onto which he strode was a politically 

troubled one.  Opposing views had crystallized around two 

main parties, "The League?" and "The Cabal" (Liga and 

Camarilla), the former strongest in Campeohe, the latter 

in Merida. All shades of opinion could be found in eaoh: 

the Liga represented the joint feelings of earlier aanJuan- 

latas, antl-&npire, anti-Spanish, persons, but curiously 

enough included a number of liberal clergy, so that it 

sometimes was dubbed "Holy League" from the mouthings of 

its party organ, "The Yucateoan, or Friend of the People." 

The Camarilla was mildly Centralist. Masonic lodges in 

eaoh city, as well as in lesser centers, carried on polit- 

ical activities, as in the days preceding Independence; 

York rite ones were generally Federalist, while Scottish 

rite usually took an opposite view. Some lodges, auoh as 

the first-founded Aurora, changed from York to Scottish 

..  82 
rite. 

Apparently few or no major principles divided one fac- 

tion from another, but strong rivalry fooussed on contending 

personalities and the ancient and continuing feuds between 

port and capital. The two had divergent political and econ- 

omic interests: Campeche, exporting salt to Mexican Gulf 
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ports felt that the peninsula's fate should be more tightly 

knit to the nation, while Marida, exporting and receiving 

goods mainly via Cuba had less sentimental or economic ties 

with Mexico, and these were easily overridden by local 

eoonomic pressures. 3 

Not long after his arrival Santa Anna reported the 

current situation to national authorities, without ventur- 

ing many opinions.  He pointed out that Merida still refused 

to declare open war on Spain and thus deprive itself and 

the peninsula of the revenues that supported it, and that 

Campeche refused to recognize Herida's peninsular authority 

until that step was taken. He pointed out thatto offset 

financial losses which Yucatan would suffer if the Havana 

commerce was stopped, the national government would neces- 

sarily have to send subsidies, and reminded the government 

that its debt to Yucatan for the hypothecated Indian com- 

munity funds now amounted, with interest, to more than four 

hundred thousand pesos. He warned that to embargo Yucatan's 

trade was likely to drive the peninsula, only loosely at- 

tached to the confederation, either to declarations of 

political independence or annexation to a foreign nation 

that could and would proteot and give proper consideration 

to Yucatan's special problems.84 

When the government in Mexico merely repeated its 

earlier orders, Santa Anna followed a course which eventu- 

ally led to a Yucateoan declaration of war on November 16, 
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and publication of the complata Constitution on November 21, 

1824.  In course of achieving these results» however* he 

alienated and stirred up nearly every interest on the penin- 

sula. At first he associated himself with the Liga in 

Campeche, then with the Camarilla in Merida. He forced 

out the elected civilian governor and took the job himself. 

Though for a while steering a course which seemed to Cam- 

peche to benefit Merida's interests, he lost the latter*8 

support by declaration of war on Spain,  New enemies In 

Yucatany — the deposed governor, the discontented mer- 

chants of Campeche and Merida, chastened military commanders 

and others — Joined older ones in Mexico.°° 

They openly criticized Santa Anna for disposal of 

troops, peculations, meddling in local elections, exile 

of enemies, overbearing censorship and other familiar items 

of Mexican politics and Santa Anna's career in particular. 

They hinted that his collection of troops was aimed at a 

coup d'etat in Mexico, and otherwise made his gubernatorial 

position untenable. At length Santa Anna gave up the post 

of governor of Yucatan, but not before he had projected a 

somewhat fantastic expedition to liberate Cuba from the 

Spanish yoke, an enterprise that had little chance of suc- 

cess and which remained merely in the planning stage until 

other events whirled him off the peninsula into mainland 

politics. 86 
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VII 

While charges and countercharges about Santa Anna's 

conduct were being exchanged on Yucatan and in Mexico, 

legislators on the peninsula had been busy re/organising 

internal affairs. Their efforts culminated In a constitu- 

37 
tion, promulgated in April,1025.   The legislation which 

preceded it and which flowed from it may be considered as 

a unit, as like it, these laws aimed to plaoe Yucatan on 

a self-determining basis, socially, politically, and 

economically. To the degree that any one event can signal* 

ize an epoch, the Constitution of 1825 marks for Yucatan 

its entrance, on a self-conscious basis, into the main 

streams of nineteenth century tendencies in the modern 

political and economic world. To that time its institu- 

tional arrangements and policies had been guided by Span- 

ish codes, from the Laws of the Indies to the Constitution 

of Cadiz, which the new oodea replaced. 

The Constitution was an ambivalent document In which 

colonial doctrines stood side by side with advanced ideas. 

The latter pointed to the directions in which Yucatan was 

to move to and through <the Caste War. Strongly Federalist 

in tone, as might be expected from the general temper and 

spirit of Yucateoan particularism, the Constitution of 

1825 provided for republican, representative, and popular 

government, nearly all of which was to be directed and 
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controlled locally. Politically, It marks the beginning 

of an era «hen Yucateoans began to grapple seriously with 

self-determination, just as economically it ushers in a 

period during which strenuous attempts were being made to 

shift from a now outmoded subsistence economy dependent 

on imperial policies to participation in free enterprise 

in world markets through attempted commercial produotion 

for export.  Socially and intellectually the groundwork 

was laid for blossoming of a local culture and society 

whose dignity and achievement Yucateoans hoped would be 

commensurate with their new status as a semi-sovereign 

entity linked voluntarily to the Mexican confederation. 

The hopes of the place — for roads, schools, laissez-faire 

eoonomic policies, more equitable relations with the Church 

as an economic institution, special tariff needs, and numer- 

ous minor points — had already been drawn up for presenta- 

tion to the Cortes in 1821.88 

Now that Yucatan seemed in position to legislate on 

these matters for itself, it fell to tackling the problems 

with unbounded zeal and apparent determination. The decade 

following the Constitution was essentially one of planning 

and experiment. Basic decisions were reached in the era. 

By 1835 some concrete results rather than plans began to 

appear, and by 1845 Yucatan had moved a considerable dis- 

tance away from the colonialism that is so readily apparent 

in the legislation from 1823 to 1828. 
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In these years to 1835 nearly every phase of activity 

was reformed, to purge the laws of subservient attitudes 

and dependence. Education received notice in establishment 

of a secular university which ultimately was to train med- 

ical men as well as lawyers and administrators, and in 

provision for primary education.89 Administrative organs 

and procedures were revamped, and with them fiscal affairs; 

a uniform poll tax on malea, import and export taxes, fees 

on numerous articles and activities, including sealed paper 

and cockfights, and revenues from sale of public lands 

formed the chief classes of state income. ° 

As seen below, there was urgent conoern with stimula- 

tion and protection of new crops, especially sugar and 

henequén, which were seen to be the principal economic 

hopes* Closely interwoven with economic aspirations was 

desire to stimulate immigration by offering the best publio 

91 
lands to strangers.   Fortunately for the planners of this 

early period, Church affairs and interests did not represent 

the threat to reform that they did in other Mexican areas. 

The See of Merida was vacant; no strong arohbishop or 

powerful group of clergy attempted to subvert or deflect 

the larger aims of the civil administrators. Yet the 

latter generally followed a conservative and partially pro- 

clerical course.  On the mooted question of obventions, 

which had so plagued the liberals in the previous decade 

when the Cortes ruled, legislators proved amenable to 

92 
Church claims. 
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In this matter, as in the thorny questions of native 

obligations and responsibilities, oreóles tended to be 

extremely cautious about innovations.  Indians, enfran- 

chised in part under the Constitution of Cadiz — at least 

to the point of voting for local officials and eligible 

to hold offices in an ayuntamiento — were disfranchised 

by again being segregated into their republioas de indígenas, 

each headed by a cacique «ho «as responsible to creóle of- 

ficials for his town or barrio. In this instance, to effect 

a shift legislators invoked colonial doctrine, frankly re- 

establishing the institution in its "ancient form" by 

reference to Articles thirteen and fourteen of the Ordinance 

of Intendants (1787) for operating specifications.  In the 

law which revived the old device of segregation, part of 

the duties of caciques were to "make Indians obey the laws," 

and to see that each householder raised sixty me oatas of 

maize, as in Hapsburg times. 3 

In analogous manner, the responsibility for Indians 

to maintain their oofradlaa was established. The cofradía 

was an institution whereby natives performed labor on lands 

or properties belonging to their local parish, often an 

hacienda or similar productive unit left as a bequest to 

the parish by a pious parishioner to support or supplement 

needs of a church or chapel. Numerous abuses connected with 

forced labor on cofradías had led colonial governments in 

the late eighteenth century to proscribe them, but once 
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again they «are revived.  Problems conneoted with oofradias, 

however, lessened with passage of time; within a few years 

land reform assigned them to local communities or ordered 

their sale to private persons» so that by 1840 or 1841 few, 

if any, of these Church hadiendas existed. 

But from the provisions regulating repúblicas de 

indígenas, obventlons, and cofradías, fairly obvious is the 

conclusion that creóles tended to continue and even strengthen 

colonial doctrines of Indian control without at the same 

time maintaining the numerous legal safeguards and sense of 

wardship that was usually associated with them, however in- 

effective the latter might have been in practioe. Though by 

re-instituting repúblicas de indígenas Maya were officially 

segregated and barred from any legal participation in polit- 

ical life beyond the bounds of their towns, the special 

Tribunal of Indians to which under the colonial regime they 

had recourse was not revived. 

The thoughts of creóle Yucatecans pointed to the six- 

teenth century rather than to the future, so far as assimila- 

tion of the masses of Maya into provincial life and affairs 

was concerned. The trend and direction is adequately in- 

dicated by a law dated August 27, 1847, which, after a 

preamble disparaging the aptitude of natives to participate 

in the national life Yucatecans were attempting to foment, 

re-established "the ancient laws for the rule of Indians," 

and provided that they could be moved from place to place 
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so that they could be forced to meet their civil and re- 

ligious obligations ~ a euphemism for forced labor.95 

Application of this law, rather than quelling the small 

spark of rebellion ignited in July, soon fanned it into 

the flame of race war. 

In most lines of endeavor the Yucatooans of 1825 pro- 

vided a sound foundation for future developments. They 

early provided for the administrative, economic, intellec- 

tual, and social growth of Yucatan, by tempering and adapt- 

ing extant colonial and blending in with them progressive 

ideas of the nineteenth century. But they were blind to 

or unwilling to meet and solve issues involving the Maya 

as a group. As indicated later, Indians were generally 

viewed as a barrier to progress or as a reservoir of labor, 

neoessary to creóle plans for an expanded commercial economy, 

direction and benefits of which largely accrued to whites. 

VIII 

From 1825 to 1835 Yucatan's economy began to undergo 

important transformations, described at length below. By 

1840 economic and apparent sooial progress had engendered 

sentiments for independent existence, to which Yucatooans 

were strongly inclined from the outset, but which had seemed 

rather chimerical in 1821. Though in the decade from 1825 

to 1835 the general tone and avowed hopes of many Yuoatecans 
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favored virtual autonomy under the guise of Federalism, 

peninsular militarist and clerical groups from time to 

time seized political control of the peninsula for Central- 

ism. In this they were aided, even abetted, by similar 

groups in Mexico who had won Santa Anna and his cohorts to 

their point of view. From 1825 to 1829, liberal and nomin- 

ally Federalist factions united to run Yucatan; by a coup 

d'etat they were displaced until 1833.96 After a short ten- 

ure, during which interrupted reforms again came into the 

foreground (from September.1833 until May, 1834) Federalists 

were displaced by a military clique headed by Santa Anna's 

brother-in-law.  For a while isolated Yucatan was, paradoxic- 

ally, the only province in Mexico openly Centralist. But in 

1837, while at war with Texas, the whole nation adopted that 

97 
regime. 

Texan capture of Santa Anna eclipsed the Influence of 

his brother-in-law in Yucatan, but until 1839 men of similar 

sentiments managed to hang precariously on the reins. Pent-up 

dissatisfaction, especially over the fact Yucateoana were 

forced to fight in foreign parts, plus a brief economic 

depression in Campeche (stronghold of Centralist rule and 

capital of the department under it) due to closing the ship- 

yards there, as well as a widespread expectation that under 

a different regime Yucatan's new agricultural enterprises 

would receive more favorable treatment all combined to     —, 
A 

strengthen the localiatic sentiments which always lurked 
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just beneath the surface of Federalism. The fact that 

Yucatan contributed nearly two hundred thousand pesos an- 

nually, representing from twelve to seventeen percent of 

state revenues, to the Texan war in which it had no direot 
98 concern was also a oause for grievance. 

As a result of converging pressures of politics, econ- 

omics, and more intangible pressures almost all Yucateoan 

factions and interests were united in a successful effort 

to clear the peninsula of Mexican Centralist troops and 

authorities in 1839. The Yucateoan revolt in 1839 and 1840 

was ostensibly to favor Federalism. The peninsula refused 

even to disouss attachment to a Centralist regime in Mexico 

City after the last garrisons had been dislodged from Cam- 

peohe in 1840. The movement was in faot virtually a second 

fight for independence. Yucatan wanted freedom now from 

Mexico; in 1021 it had been from Spain. 

By June 6, 1840, when every Centralist soldier had been 

driven from Yucatan.an epoch in local history had ended. 

Many, if not most, of the older leaders active in independ- 

ence days and in the re-forganization of Yucatan thereafter 

had passed from the scene. The older internal political 

alignments were shattered and altered by the movements of 

population mentioned later in detail and by emergence of 

new economic forces. Nearly all groups on the peninsula 

agreed that Yucatan should have the paramount voice in 

direction of its own destiny; they disagreed chiefly on 
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the methods and framework within which such autonomy should 

operate.  One forthright and powerful group demanded sever- 

ance of all ties with Mexico and ereotion of a Yuoateoan 

Republic; another equally powerful, maintained that equal 
A A 

benefits would accrue from membership in the Mexican nation* 

provided that basic economic and political concessions were 

granted Yucatan. Around these propositions new parties 

formed, reflecting sectional economic aspirations and the 

latent feuds over prestige and control dating from late 

99 
colonial times. 

The consequent partisan bids for power wracked Yucatan 

from about 1041 to and through most of the Caste War. Polit- 

ical bickering not only helped engender the struggles, but 

they hampered Yucateoan efforts either to gain decisive 

victories over rebellious natives or to negotiate an accept- 

able peace whioh would put an end to the devastating oper- 

ations. 

The Constitution of 1841, replacing that of 1825 (as 

modified from time to time), sunned up an era and forecast 

the future.3,00 In the years between the two documents, 

Yucatecans had become wholly self-confident of their ability 

to run their own affairs: For nearly two decades self- 

government in one form or another had given them at least 

a modicum of practical experience.  Some of the problems 

left to them in 1825 had practically disappeared, or were 

on the point of solution. For example, the question of 
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obventions and relations with the Church was less Important; 

within a short time after 1841 obventions were completely 

abolished and the Church became a state-supported institu- 

tion, controlled financially by civil authorities who held 
101 

the power of the purse.   Spurred by the ideal of material 

progress and peninsular self-sufficiency, social and economio 

developments had taken ¿reat strides since independence 

despite the generally negative effect that struggles for 

political power had exercised.  In some resDects Federalists 

and Centralists had vied with each other usefully to improve 

and stimulate education, industry» commerce, and cultural 

institutions: For example, Centralist Campeche received 

public works, a new theater, and other improvement at the 

hands of Francisco Paula Toro, Santa Anna's brother-in-law; 

Santa Anna himself donated a pension voted him by consérva- 

lo» 
tive Yucatecans to support a school. 

Some lawmakers of the period even felt that the Maya 

might eventually be included in the political life of Yuca- 

tan. The Constitution of 1041 enfranchised them in theory, 

but carefully worded literacy and property qualifications 

closely limited native suffrage and virtually removed Maya 

eligibility for important public offices.  It may be that 

Yucatecan aspirations for complete autonomy influenced de- 
A 

cisión to grant votes to Indians. To point out that the 

peninsula boasted more than half a million citizens was 

useful publicity for export and as a bid for recognition 
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in foreign capitals, especially when omitted «as explana- 

tion that two-thirds or three-quarters of the inhabitants 

were illiterate, politically naive and economically ex- 

ploited Maya. Stephens, who visited Yucatan just before 

and just after the Constitution of 1841 was promulgated^    V 

was struck by the wide gap between theory and practice of 

democracy that included socially dominated natives. For a 

short while some of the repressive institutions re-established 

by the Constitution of 1825 were abolished or ameliorated; 

repúblicas de indígenas were wiped out, and with them the 

cacique system. But such were the counter-pressures of 

tradition and economic interests, as well as the inability 

of Maya to accept the aims and ideals of creóle "progress," 

that, as stated, legislation placing Indians in tutelage 

was re-enacted, together with strengthened peonage laws/ 

and various legal devices to assure oreóle entrepreneurs 

a stable labor supply and fertile lands for their new 

haci andas. 

Some of the reforms and doctrines written into the 

Yucateoan constitution of 1841 anticipated those of the 

famous Mexican one of 1857.xw In turn the latter was 

basis for the revolutionary document of 1917. As in sim- 

ilar cases, the Constitution of 1841 was a political plat- 

form for the future rattier than a description of current 

practice. But from its tone and provisions clear indeed 

Is the fact that Yucatan, had by now waded more than ankle 
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deep into the main streams of nineteenth ^century thought.   -/ 

Outlook on the peninsula approved an acceleration of ten- 

dencies which would lead to change, especially economic 

betterment, and was marked by growing hope of completely 

independent existence.  Possibly the latter was stimulated 

by the example of Texas. The Lone Star Republic with which 

YUcatan had international dealings, had for some time 

managed to cut itself loose from Mexican control and re- 

main free. 

As did Texas, Yucatan came into open conflict with 

the central government of Mexico, which distrusted the 

separatist sentiments of each.  Political balances In the 

capital were precarious and unstable, which in part helps( * -' 

explain the confused relations between Yucatan and Mexico 

from 1841 to 1847. An historian of Mexico summarised the 

situation at the beginning of 1841 by saying, "Plots con- 

tinued; Yucatan, triumphant over government troops, as has 

been said, was separate and Tabasco imitated it; resources 

to send an expedition for restoration of order were lacking; 

the public treasury was exhausted, commerce paralyzed, in- 

dustry failing, agriculture ruined, and Texas continued 

independent."  In addition, tribes of northern Indians had 

revolted in a caste war similar to that which was to sweep 
104 

Yucatan within the decade.    One of the first steps Mexico 

took was to dispatch, at Santa Anna's suggestion, an ex- 

105 
peditionary force to Yucatan under a Mexican general. 
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In anticipation of such a move, Yuoatan had made a 

pact with Texaa whereby the rather formidable naval squadron 

of that infant republic was to aid Yucatan in return for 
106 

payment of eight thousand dollars a month.   Before the 

Mexican expedition got embarked, however, it was used to 

aid in a political revolution which raised Santa Anna to 

temporary power on  the basis of a program known In Mexican 

history as the "Bases of Tacubaya." The Bases attempted to 

be both Federalist in tone/ and Centralist in result by 

plaoing all power of sovereignty in the hands of a single 

individual, to be named by representatives from each of 

the provinces. That individual, of course, was to be 

Santa Anna. During the period before the assembly met, 

Santa Anna was faced with the problem of Yucatan, father 

than force, he employed diplomacy to win the area back to 

Mexico.  Andres Quintana Roo was delegated by him to treat 

with local peninsular authorities, to woo Yucatan into the 

union and to pledge support of Santa Anna.  On December 28, 

1841, commissioners for Yucatan reached an agreement with 

Quintana Roo; the covenant guaranteed Yucatan's virtual 

autonomy: its own tariff, no Yuoatecan troops to be raised 

for campaigns outside the peninsula, its ohief political 

and Judicial heads to be Yucatecans, and a number of minor 

provisions of like tenor.  Though Quintana Roo signed the 

agreement, its final ratification was up to the local Con- 

gress of Yucatan and to Santa Anna in Mexico.  ' 
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Santa Anna not only refused to accede to the terms, 

but after falling to win the peninsula by diplomacy sought 

to coeroe Yucatan into the union by refusing to admit their 

representatives to the constituent assembly that was to 

plan Mexico's future. He hit at their commerce by declar- 

ing that until Yuoateoans acceded to the Bases of Taoubaya 

and gave up aiding or being aided by Texans they were 

enemies of Mexico and pirates and would be treated as such. 

To implement his threat, Santa Anna gathered a force of fif- 

teen hundred men which sailed to attack Yucatan in August. 

1842.  Yucatan^ although factionalism had already begun to 

widen the rifts between competing parties,! united to meet 

108 
the threat.    Again the Texas Navy was employed. With 

its help, and by use of Indians and local militia, Yucateoans 

soundly beat Mexican forces under Matías de la Pena y Bar- 

ragán, who surrendered April 23, 1843. A Mexican relief 

expedition arrived, and attempted to carry on further war; 

Yuoateoans, though victorious, agreed to treat for peace 

and re-establishment of relations with Santa Anna's govern- 

ment.109 

By December 28, 1843^ arrangements agreeable to Yuca- 

teoans had been worked out and signed by the Mexican govern- 

ment.  They were wholly favorable to Yucatan, especially in 

the parts relating to commerce.  Among them were provisions 

that reciprocal free trade should exist between Mexican 

ports and Yucatan, for the products natural to each place; 
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Yucatan was guaranteed its own tariff» the revenue from 

which was applicable to its own expenses of government, 

though Mexico w as obligated to supplement these funds in 

case of war from abroad.  Practically the only concession 

Yucatan made was to abandon the Yucatecan national flag 

it had created and flown; its commissioners now agreed to 

hoist the Mexican national emblem. Yucatan's flag was a 

tri-color, green, red and white, on which was emblazoned 

five stars to signify the five administrative districts 

established in 1837.  Both parties to the agreement avowed 
HO that they would let bygones be 'forever" forgotten. 

The tranquillty that resulted from the arrangements 

of December 1843 was ephemeral. It lasted only until 

February of the following year, when once again Mexican- 

Yucateoan relations were strained; they did not improve 

until the Caste War drove Yucatan to seek support from 

Mexican troops and treasury.  In February 1844 Santa Anna's 

minister of the Interior sent to all national ports a list 

of the "natural products" of Yucatan that were to be ad- 

mitted tree,  under the agreement of December.  But the list 

omitted in fact nearly all the major commercial items on 

which Yucatan's commerce depended — salt, hides, tobacco, 

cotton, even maize. All these, as well as other minor 

products, thus were subject to tariff. Yucatecans rightly 

thought that their victories in battle and in diplomacy 

were cancelled by an administrativo trick.  Immediately 
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they appealed to the Mexican government for It to live up 

to the original agreements signed with Santa Anna. With- 

out tangible results they oontinued these attempts from 

the spring of 1844 until 1848 In the hope of persuading 

various short-lived governments in Mexico to honor the 

commitment made in December,1043. Mexican refusal spurred 

Yucateoan movements for independence and autonomy. 

The Mexican-United States war complicated an already 

complex situation so far as Yucatan «as concerned. Part 

of its people tried to declare the peninsula neutral; others 

wished to deolare independence of Mexico and annex Yucatan 

to the United States; others favored a Yucatan Republic; 

yet others wished to join Mexico and oust the invaders from 

national soil. As one or another of these groups oaptured 

control of policy, Yucatan was offered to the United States 

and to Spain, but eventually In 1848 it rejoined the Mexican 

nation. The Caste War in 1847 and early 1848 had been 

marked by an almost unbroken string of Maya victories 

which drained creóle resources. Without demands for 

special concessions, Yucatan returned to Mexico, and was 

thankful for professional troops and money which the main- 
118 

land government furnished to check Maya incursion. 

Yucatan's re-entry into the Mexican family of states 

in late 1848 marked the end of an epoch, and the final end 

of aspirations for political autonomy. From that time to 

the present the peninsula has not attempted to depart and 
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run its own affairs. By 1855, Mexican and Yucatecan mil- 

itary forces had not wholly re-conquered the parts of the 

peninsula held by rebel Maya, but the battle, lines had been 

stabilized to permit normal developments in the areas around 

Merida and Campeche. 

In 1853 major groups of southern rebel Maya had made 

a nominal peace that left them a large measure of autonomy. 

The most fanatic of native groups had emigrated to the east 

and had established itself at a strategic point north of 

Lake Bacalar.  Unwilling to make peace with Yucatecans, 

whom they distrusted completely, these eastern Haya sallied 

forth from their fortified strongholds around Chan Santa 

Cruz and continued to harass Yucatecana by raids that often 

reached the center of the peninsula. They were a more con- 

stant threat in the east, especially to the area beyond the 

garrisons which ran from Dzitas southward. Almost seasonally 

the eastern Maya attacked, in an effort to annihilate the 

settlers around Valladolld, to decimate the punitive columns 

of professional soldiers sent against them, and to maintain 

undisturbed an unusual society integrated around worship of 

crosses. These eastern Chan Santa Cruz Maya controlled the 

eastern parts of Yucatan until well into the twentieth cen- 

tury, and remnants of them still are hostile. To combat 

and scatter them the Territory of Quintana Roo was created 

in 1902. The area has been governed by military officers 

in charge of its "pacification," a synonym for extermination.113 
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IX 

Y 

Such is the barest skeleton of Yucatecan local polit- 

ical history from a remote past through the War of the 

Castes. 

Prom the foregoing survey, certain very general con- 

clusions may be usefully extracted.  One of the most ob- 

vious» and important, is that Yucatan's position as a 

peninsula has had an intimate and significant effect on its 

historical development, more especially in years before the 

twentieth century. Rapid transportation by air has broken 

down some of the isolating barriers Imposed by its compara- 

tively inaccessible coasts and an impenetrable belt of 

vegetation on the land.  -Squally important has been its 

lack of physical resources -- exploitable minerals, sources 

of power (coal, oil, or water), or vast tracts of highly 

fertile lands. From the earliest Maya to the present pop- 

ulation, chief eoonomic interests have centered on agri- 

culture/ rather than on industry and commerce. With but 

little to loot or evoke some of the less pleasant character- 

istics of early Spaniards, their domination of the place 

tended to be mild, once some of the major difficulties of 

grafting European control on an already operating native 

civilization had been accomplished. 

The reduoed number of Europeans, their essentially 

non-aggressive aspirations, and their manifold links with 
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each, other through marriage and common objeotives underlay 

a patriarchal and undisturbed existence, based on docile 

native labor working at its customary concerns.  Soon after 

Conquest was created a stable oligarchic society of homo- 

geneous strata1. 

Whether life of the Maya under the conquistadores and 

their descendants differed in essentials from that which 

they followed under the hierarchically arranged institutions 

of pre-Conquest times is debatable.  So far as material and 

emotional satisfactions are concerned criteria are various 

and subjective.  On the whole the Spanish Crown was willing, 

until late in the eighteenth century, to permit local control 

by dominant creóle families and to make concessions to them. 

This lenience occurred chiefly beoause of the limited value 

Yucatan had in the imperial scheme of things. The continued 

existence of the encomienda system there until 1786 is, of 

course, a prime example of successful Yucateoan lobbying 

and the Crown's tendency to condone it.  Since Yucatan was 

neither very dangerous nor very productive of strategic 

materials or revenue, and as it oooupled a peripheral and 

minor position in relation to the important highland centers 

of New Spain it was not a major concern of imperial Spanish 

officials.  Only occasionally would some great abuse be 

specifically and consistently corrected by outside officialdom. 

As one result of salutary neglect, the handful of Euro- 

peans and the vastly greater number of agricultural Maya 
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settled down to a shared existence rather early and on a 

peaceful basis. The emergent Hlspano-Indlan culture of 

Yucatan was a compromise between the European alms and 

aspirations of colonizing Spaniards who were willing to 

sink their roots in a poor land, content with small but 

steady returns from grazing and agricultural enterprises» 

and the ancient ideals derived from theocratio and agri- 

culturally based society of the Maya. 

Into this relatively static* and certainly stable, 

equilibrium intruded the doctrines of progress, material 

alms, and urge to change that characterizes mid and later 

_ /   eighteenth century thought in the western world. National- 

ism, democracy, laissez-faire economics, secularization of 

thought and government, all became respectable ideals whose 

explosive qualities led to well-known revolutionary results 

in both the Old World and the New.  In Yucatan,when they 

were fused with an introverted and closely-knit provincial- 

ism, the resultant complex gave a context of new principles 

to old localistic sentiments: appeal to them allowed Yucatan 

to disavow, in whole or part, control by Mexico City in 1821, 

1823, 1829, 1834, 1839-40, and 1845-48. Though sometimes 

Yucateoans could unite to repel what they considered outside 

meddling in their affairs, areas of agreement among them grew 

fewer and fewer as more and more special interests on the 

peninsula jockeyed for control of polioy. Bach group, re- 

gional and economic sooial and political, increasingly 
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pressed its special claims to preferment» and without an 

effeotive" agency over all to adjudicate and balanoe the 

merits of each, there was but little recourse hut appeal 

to force — economic or military. The unanimity of views 

shared by the creóle oligarchy in the middle of the eigh- 

teenth century had within two or three generations dis- 

solved into a spectrum of philosophies, hopes, and ideals. 

The emphasis on commerce, economic improvement, and 

new enterprise — groundwork for which was laid in late 

Bourbon times — not only bore fruit in factional diffi- 

culties, but disarranged long-standing balances between 

Maya and whites. Though colonial problems of land and 

labor had never been resolved by a wholly satisfactory 

solution, the force of oustom had evolved a tacit set of 

agreements, Indians felt these were being violated by the 

new and dynamic creóle developments, while creóles viewed 

the latter not only as legitimate, but necessary if Yucatan 

was to take its destined place in the modern world.  In 

short, the Indians changed but little in their views, if 

their deep-lying and usually inarticulate sentiments can 

be so labelled, but the European elements had swung around 

in a relatively short time from viewing change as dangerous 

and inadvisable to hearty acceptance of Innovation and 

alteration of the status quo as not only expedient but im- 

perative. Where conservative colonial Europeans had dom- 

inated docile and conservative Maya, now dynamic whites 
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were seeking to impress a new set of values on the 

as well as on themselves, and to force the former to live 

up to them. Ultimately their efforts led to the Caste War. 

The latter struggles can be viewed in a number of 

lights, depending on the particular perspective one chooses. 

In one sense the Caste War was a late and especially bloody 

extension of Conquest, as in the nineteenth century Euro- 

peans began pushing in numbers to regions never wholly 

paoified during Spanish colonial times; unfortunately for 

their efforts they did not enjoy the superiority of arm- 

ament and equipment which their Spanish forefathers had 

used to good advantage.    The rebel Maya of the nine- 

teenth century possessed or obtained fire-arms and con- 

trolled the fields of battle, usually restricting them to 

known terrain, with the result that it is scarcely too much 

to say that Yuoatecans never won a decisive victory in the 

Caste War. 

Probably more near the larger truth, however, is con- 

sideration of the Caste <Var as the end-result of changes, 

or attempted changes, from Yucatan as a colonial province — 

isolated, neglected, and static — to Yucatan as a would-be 

republic, filled with zeal and enthusiasm for all the won- 

ders that liberty and free enterprise oould provide.  One 

of the fundamental facts about developments from independ- 

ence to the Caste War is that oreóles did not envisage the 

difficulties or complications in which their efforts to 
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bring the place abreast the western world would Involve 

them. The Caste War came as shock and surprise to a 

peace-loving, Intelligent, and wholly unprepared creóle 

group who were doing what they believed was best for their 

small and poor land. There is no evidence to indicate 

that white Yucateoan society was made up of persons aiming 

deliberately to exploit, impoverish and exterminate native 

groups for selfish ends.  On the contrary, all indications 

point to the opposite — that Yucatecans singly and in 

groups had persuaded themselves that for the time being 

Maya could be disregarded while the fíente decente put the 

requisite props under social, political, and economic pro- 

gress, and that while this prime task was being performed 

(at the cost of considerable white energy and thought) 

natives would be better off under tutelage — a typically 

colonial attitude which has never wholly been eradicated 

from the modern Mexican or Yucateoan scene.  Indeed, the 

very first reaction that Yucatecans had to the war was a 

surprised disbelief that Maya could be so ungrateful for 

the benefits which were going to aocrue to them. 

Yucateoan historians have rather generally taken the 

implicit view that it was the fault of colonial handling 

of Indians rather than post-independence policies which 

gave the shattering force to the uprising of 1847. They 

predicate that rancor had been storing up for three hun- 

dred years and was then given an opportunity of release. 
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Obviously without conquest in the sixteenth century, no 

war would have transpired in the nineteenth, but one 

soaroely needs to invoke the MonteJos and their companions 

as culprits if the proposition is acoepted that the War of 

the Castes developed from the rapid and novel changes 

transpiring in Yucatan following its release from Spanish 

imperial control and in its attempt to pursue the new goals 

common to western societies in the early nineteenth century. 

The following pages attempt to elaborate the latter hypo- 

thesis by examination of the forms, direotlon, and rate of 

changes which were transforming Yucatan in the decades from 

1830 to 1860. The major one was the Caste War, from 1847 

to 1853. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Casto,  Class»  and Regionalism 

"Yucateoan soolety is found 
divided Into two groups, accord- 
ing to the classification made 
by peninsular creóles: Yucateoans 
and Maya. The Yuoateoan is a 
descendant of European and mestizo, 
with common economic and cultural 
links. The Maya is Indian, and 
mestizo, occasionally creóle, 
with similar bonds.... The div- 
ision between Yucatecan and Maya 
is so profound that the upper 
group has no idea of what would 
improve the lower and then argues 
they are dependent on them for a 
living. The quality of the first 
is above the seoond, but the idea 
that when balloting in a demo- 
cratic assembly ten Indian votes 
are worth more than one oast by 
a oreóle or mestizo of the domin- 
ant class is not understood by 
the latter." 

Alfonso Fabila, Exploración 
Bcon&mico-80olal"dei Estado 
de Yucatan. 



CHAPTER TWO — CASTE, CLASS, AKD REGIONALISM, 1790 - 1847 

"Social" War is one common synonym for the "Caste" 

War.  It emphasizes the true nature of the military con- 

flicts from 1847 to 1853. The Caste War, the official 

and more usual term, «as indeed a social disturbance of 

major proportions in the development of modern Yucatan. 

Unlike the barracks revolts and political coups which had 

ocourred to that time, and which had been mainly fought 

by manifestos, the War of the Castes seemed a grim fight 

for survival between its main participants, white Yuca- 

tecana on one hand, native Maya on the other.  Each side 

apparently was bent on the extermination of the opposing 

group. 

Most Yuoateoan writers., consider the struggle! a 

landmark in their nineteenth century history, however 

much they differ among themselves on other points. Under 

a sooial upheaval of the magnitude the Caste War represented 

in peninsular affairs should lay a complex matrix of un- 

resolved tensions. But in place of assuming this and 

exploring the various conditions whose ramifications gave 

rise to the oonflicts, Yucatecans for the most part have 

been content to consider factional politics the chief 

cause of disasters which overwhelmed Yucatan in 1847. 
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To aocount for Maya determination, they have Joined to 

oreóle politioa a belief in a widespread native con- 

spiracy, nurtured among Maya over the years to 1847. 

,- I i , ^hls explanation seems oversimplified and in part is 

fallacious, although it is generally accepted. It of- 

ficially is authorized in elementary textbooks of Yuca- 

teoan history. 

With variation in emphasis and detail, the usual 

account states or implies that original hatred against 

Spaniards, engendered by Conquest, was compounded by 

• grievances against natives whioh they suffered through 

the colonial regime. This feeling of resentment was in- 

herited by successive generations of proud but oppressed 

Maya. After 1840 partisan politics split a unity of pur- 

pose among the heirs of the Spaniards, the white Yuoateoans, 

and while their attention was defleoted to arranging their 

own concerns, opportunistic Maya brought the old conspir- 

acy to a head.  In 1847 they raised the banner of a raoe 

war. At first they were aided or at least enoouraged by 

equally opportunistic creóle politicians eager to wring 

advantages from Indian support. The long-incubated and 

widespread conspiracy of the Indians could thus become 

open revolt, and under the guise of helping partisan fac- 

tions, the Maya really aimed at establishing native rule 

by^extermination of non-Maya and creation of an all-Maya 

state. The Caste War was the military attempt on part of 
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natives to carry this program into effect, a policy op- 

posed by creóles fighting to maintain western civilisation 

and their homes against the inroads of barbarism. A minor 

strand in recent historiography is doctrinaire or polemioal. 

It assumes that the Caste War was a typioal outcome of a 

class struggle, in which exploited Maya rose against the 

exploiting whites. - 

There are obvious elements of truth in these hallowed 

explanations, which are seductive in their simplicity. Yet 

they do not seem wholly adequate nor correct. There is 

but little trustworthy evidence of a plot based on the 

dammed-up hatred purportedly accumulated through genera- 

tions of Maya.  Partisan politics indeed lurked importantly 

in the background of the Caste War, but party struggles 

seem to be symptoms of deeper cleavages and strains in the 

society rather than satisfactory and self-sufficient as 

causes of the Caste War. Curiously enough the Maya long- 

est oppressed did not rebel in 1847; natives in areas with 

most extended history of Spanish domination fought for the 

creóles rather than against their white masters. Causes 

and origins of the Caste War go deeper than politics, and 

though culpable in part, creóle politicians were not 

wholly or exclusively responsible for the tragedy. 

A number of collateral developments — social, econ- 

omic, emotional, and political — were somewhat independently 

heading toward climax in 1847, when they converged to form 
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a complex and explosive situation from which the war re- 

sulted. The Caste War was not necessarily inevitable. 

In years previous to 1847 the whole social scene was 

undergoing alteration and was in a high state of ferment. 

Processes at work were rearranging colonial and neo-colonial 

balances, and were setting up new aspirations among differ- 

ent groups» ideals which often wore mutually exclusive. 

Changes and "progress" heightened old problems and created 

important new ones. 

The following pages try to lay bare some of the pro- 

cesses at work which were transforming Yucatan from a 

backward colonial area, whose people were more addicted 

to love and repose (as reported in 1766), to the more 

nearly modern place on the eve of the Caste War* where 

bustle and activity were normal. To do 30, the wider con- 

text from which emerged the War of the Castes necessarily 

must be indicated, as one of the fundamental contentions 

here is that the Caste War was less an isolated and pre- 

eminently politically engendered episode than the logioal 

end-product of numerous small intellectual, social, emo- 

tional and economic changes which in themselves appear 

minor» but when added together show a cumulative pressure 

of considerable magnitude. The Caste War was a response 

to change, but was not a simple reaction to a single and 

homogeneous effort to alter Yucatan. 

Unfortunately it has become necessary to present a 
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rather lengthy description of society and movements within 

it which were transforming it, prior to extracting the 

elements that seem to have combined to produce the War of 

the Gastes.  Thus the succeeding pages and chapters really 

have a dual purpose. The one is to describe* the other to 

analyze. Description covers a wide field of activity, some 

of which is not immediately relevant to the more restricted 

question "Why the Caste War?"  One Justification for in- 

cluding it is the faot that few such descriptions are avail- 

able for a Mexican area of the period, and that perhaps the 

comparative data may be helpful not only to specialists 

attempting to understand Yucatan at different periods of 

its development, but also more generally to historians and 

others who deal with early nineteenth century Mexico. In 

painting a broad canvas, on which the numerous activities 

of Yucatecans sometimes appear in elaborate detail, in- 

evitably the narrower ones that bear dlreotly on the origins 

of the Caste War are inoluded.  Often the two problems are 

obviously olosely related. 

One assumption made at the outset is that the same or 

similar motives underlay much innovation, but that the 

particular forms which changes took varied from place to 

place, and were more marked at some times than at others. 

With that idea in mind, the present chapter examines some 

of the elements connected with Yucatan's populations, their 

relative growth and structural relations to each other from 
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lata colonial times to the outbreak of the War of the 

Castes, with some special attention to the types and mature 

of communities, ethnic diversities,, and social differentia- 

tion into classes. From suoh an investigation emerged the 

fact that there was marked regional variation among these 

things, but that oertain associations occurred within any 

one region, possibly explicable on historical grounds. To 

set up a regional framework for the analysis of differences 

also forms an important part of this chapter. The two suc- 

ceeding ones explore the regions thus derived, with the 

dual aim just mentioned. 

II 

When the state of the population of Yucatan in 1847 

is examined, at least two noteworthy items catch the eye. 

One is that from late colonial times the number of people 

had increased greatly; the other ia that (although colonial 

social stratification had been somewhat reduced) social 

position, class, was still closely identified with Imputed 

ethnic background.  Problems created by an expanding pop- 

ulation in limited habitat were serious, and have been 

overlooked.  White creóles became heirs of the Hispanic 

tradition, and fought to retain their places at the top 

of the social pyramid, at the botton of which were the vast 

mass of native Maya.  Between these groups stretched a thin 

layer of various ethnic and cultural mixtures, with corres- 

ponding class and social distinctions. 
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Differences of major importance divided Indiana from 

creóles. Within each of these two strata were internal 

subdivisions and antagonisms, often arising from local 

Interests and history.  Marginal groups, suoh as mestizos 

and Negro hybrids, added complexity to the scene.  Before 

the tangled skein formed by the interactions of each group 

can be unravelled, consideration of the numerical weight 

of each seems appropriate as a point of departure. A later 

section of this chapter takes up the mooted questions of 

definition.  Nearly everyone who has not worked Intimately 

with Indian groups Is certain that he can spot a "native" 

when he sees one, but experienced hands are a little more 

cautious. Because of the way in which Indians have re- 

acted culturally to a quarter of a millenlum of outside 

influences, because of the several ways in which local 

societies are organized, and for a number of similar reasons, 

the criteria which set natives off from non-natives tend to 

be flexible and quite subjective through Middle America. 

Standards vary from town to town and from time to time, 

even among natives themselves. 

Por the time being, "Indian" is used to classify a 

person or groups of persons of Maya extraction who looked 

upon themselves as natives, and whose definition was gener- 

ally acoepted by other Maya and non-native contemporaries. 

Standing apart from Maya were other groups, whom Tfucatecans 

generically lumped together as "Whites" often in spite rather 
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than because of their skin color, "whites" included 

creóles, mestizos, and some Negro hybrids. 

The Spanish term orlollo, of which "creóle" is a 

translation, does not carry with it some of the overtones 

and connotations which cluster around the English word. 

Criollo is a descriptive term indicating birth in the New 

World of predominantly European ancestry.  In opposition 

to the European born and.bred Spaniard, a creóle was Amer- 

ican bom, of parents who also were creóles or Spanish 

Europeans.  Mestizos are mixed breeds, the off^spring or 

descendants of mixed breeding between Indians and creóles; 

they carry both ethnic strains, but may vary widely in the 

cultural traits for which they have most affinity. Quanti- 

tatively speaking, Indians, creóles, mestizos, and groups 

between could all, by increase in numbers, create population 

pressures. 

Figures in Table 1, summarizing population changes 

from 1700 to 1862, are shrewd contemporary guesses rather 

than precise statements of fact. Though all data found in 

middle nineteenth century Yucatan are more or less suspect, 

population enumerations probably vary more widely from truth 

than do most classes of enumeration, with the possible ex- 

ception of maize production figures which are the least 
\ 

dependable of all, due to the high emotional factors sur- 

rounding maize.  Census data formed the basis for military 

drafts and fiscal levies, both of which became increasingly 

common in the years following independence. 
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Table 1. FLUCTUATIONS  OP POPULATION,   1700  - 1062 
(Exclusive of Tabasco) 

YEAR POPULATION PERCENT  OF 
Population 
of 1794 

SOURCES2 Reported 
Figure» 

Personal 
Estimate 

COLONIAL    YUCATAN 

1700 138,400 38.6 a 

1772 214,974 60.0 b   
BOURB-ON    REFORMS 

1789 333,382 93.2 c 

1793 358,261 100.0 d 

1794 358,287 100.0 e 

1803   465,700 130.0 f 

1814 500,406   139.5 g 

INDEPENDENCE    FROM     SPA I H 

1832 574,496 160.0 h 

1835 578,939 161.0 i 

CIVIL    DISTURBANCES    & E P  I D E MIC 

1837 582,173 162.5 J 
1841 472,876 525,000 146.5 k 

1841 481,400   134.0 1 

1845 504,635 575,361 160.0 m 

1845 504,635 580,329 162.0 n 

1846 505,041   141.0 o 

WAR     OF    THE    CASTES 

1850 299,455 83.8 P 

1857 256,381 70.5 q 

NOMINAL     PEACE 

1861   350,000 98.0 r 

1862 320,212 89.5 s 

Sources: See Note 2. 
-      i 
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Dishonesty, laziness, and real difficulties in trans- 

portation and communication on the part of tabulators 

aocounted for 3 0me error, but the chief obstacle to accur- 

acy was fear. Typifying similar statements by other 

officials, one Yucatecan explained, "enumerations are 

always uncertain, but they are even more so among us than 

in other areas, partly because of the semi-nomadic character 

of our native population which easily improvises a home in 

the forest, partly because the vexations of the past 

twenty-five years have created not merely annoyance but 

terror at the news of any census whatsoever." The degree 

of reduction in figures due to falsity cannot now be de- 

termined directly, but informed contemporaries thought it 

ranged from ten to fifteen percent. 

Though normally the results of a census would tend to 

be lower rather than higher in relation to the truth, for 

political reasons the opposite might occur. For lnstanoe, 

probably the results reported in 1814 and 1837 were In- 

flated, as proportional representation in legislative 

assemblies depended on their outcome. In the period around 

1846 when a political party was toying with the Idea of 

autonomy for Yucatan, the census data became a political 

football. Proponents of Independent existence of Yucatan 

as a nation proclaimed the magnitude of the peninsula's 

human resources, only to be opposed by orators who dis- 

counted the debatable figures by producing smaller ones. 
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In 1850 similar debatas arose when formal separation be- 

tween Campeche and Merlda was broaohed; one side contended 

that the numerous population made division desirable* but 

in defense of peninsular unity, opponents remarked that so 

few people did the area have/ that to partition Yucatan 
4 

would be like trying to divide a zero. 

Despite their several drawbacks» the population figures 

are useful to illustrate some general tendencies.  It should 

be kept constantly in mind, however* that all results from 

manipulation of Yucatecan statistics of the period repre- 

sent very rough approximations; the answers they yield are 

only of limited precision. This important qualification 

applies with special force to demographic information* but 

generally covers the numerous patches of other quantitative 

data found throughout the succeeding pages. 

In the faoe of possibly high subjeotive content* fig- 

ures demonstrated that the total number of people on Yucatan 

had increased significantly from time of the accession of 

the Bourbons to the period of independence. Thereafter 

growth was a little slower. Hopeful Yucateoans amused 

themselves by calculating the population which Yucatan 

might had had if the earlier rates of increase had only 

continued* From their computations emerged the theoretical 

(and astronomical) sum of 1*458*000 souls» nearly three 

times the actual count. 5 
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Famines, plagues, and wars had intervened after 1821 

to offset what they believed to be favorable elements. Among 

the latter they listed healthful climate, high fertility of 

soils, introduction of vaccines in 1804, and the great re- 

productive oapacity of Yucatecans, but above all, free 

government.6 One writer lamented in 1845 that "we grow 

in misery, in epidemics, and in mortality, but not in 

population.N He echoed a common sentiment when he wrote 

that if the lazy Indians could have been forced to work 

harder, with more modern agricultural techniques in years 

propitious for maize, and if the abundant crop resulting 

had been oentrally stored against reourrent famines, then 

instead of a vain hope the million population which resulted 
7 

from calculations could have been a reality in 1846.  The 

actual numbers then probably did not quite touch even the 

six or certainly the eight hundred thousand claimed by 

optimists.. Most observers agreed that the total popula- 

tion of Yuoatan in 1847 was slightly over half a million. 

An expanded and expanding population acted as a social 

force in the years from the late colonial period to the eve 

of the Caste War.  One tangible manifestation was the in- 

creased number of new settlements. Their emergence, to- 

gether with growth of older communities, disarranged 

colonial land allocations and patterns; the problems thus 

created were in process of solution when the Caste War 

arose. 
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Table 2. GROWTH OP NEW SETTLEMENTS AND POPULATION,   1794 vs.   1845 

Year Citlea Villas Towns Ranchos Haciendas 
Gross 

population 

1794 
1845 

2 
5 

2 
7 

205 
252 

643 
2,040 

872 
1,388 

358,287 
575.361 

Net 
(Jain 
Percent 

3 
150J¿ 

5 
250# 

47 
23^ 

1,397 
221# 

516 
59% 

227,074 
63.5$ 

Sources: AHY,  1: 209-34;   Reg11 and Peon,   "Estadística," 253-55. 

Table 2 illustrates that population increase did not 

affect all settlements equally; some types grew faster than 

others.  Despite this differential growth in numbers of 

settlements, the aggregate gain was notable.  In 1700 a 

somewhat vague tabulation took into account only one hundred- 
Q 

ten places.  Pull social impact of expanded population 

seems to have lagged somewhat behind its increase, the 

major disarrangements occurring in the years just prior to 

the Caste War, when rate of growth seemed to be falling off 

slightly. The population figures for the years around 1838 

may be low estimates, because to avoid military service 

against Texas, it was reported,tfaat^ large numbers of Yuca- 
g 

teoans hid themselves.  But though details in the total 

number of inhabitants in 1794 and in 1845 may be unreli- 

able, there is no question that over-all growth had occurred. 

It was also reflected in the number of new settlements and 

in the expansion of older ones.  The percentages for the 

rise of new places all showed an upward trend. Usually 

It was as great or greater than that for the total population. 
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iíach of the settlement forms involved were an essential part 

of the social scene -- urban communities like cities and 

villas, semi-urban ones like towns and hamlets, as well as 

rural ranchos and haciendas.  It seems advisable to describe 

them briefly and indicate some of their relationships to 

each other and to other parts of the whole structure. 

Ill 

One of the problems of administration facing Yucatecans 

after their independence was the organization or re-organiza- 

tion of community life. They leaned on colonial precedents 

and extended the traditional Spanish concepts to meet their 

current needs.  As mentioned previously, only three major 

municipal jurisdictions were found on Yucatan in the late 

eighteenth century.  For purposes of much local administra- 

tion, each of the several other kinds of communities were 

attached to one of the ayuntamientos of Merlda, Campeche, 

or Valladolid. The first two were cities, the latter was 

a villa. 

Under colonial doctrine, a city was a community of 

prime importance.  Normally it might be the seat of a cath- 

edral with a bishop or even an archbishop; it would have a 

coat of arms, a title, and be governed by a large council 

(ayuntamiento). For prestige and privileges the status of 

city was high and prized.  Only slightly less important were 
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villas. Their privileges wore lesa extensive than for 

cities, and did not include right to a coat of arms and 

royal title.  Other urban communities were likely to he 

classed merely as "places," lugares. They might or might 

not be permitted an ayuntamlonto, depending on their sise 

and importance. These distinctions applied only to settle- 

ments of colonial Spaniards, then of creóles.  Indian com- 

munities were distinct and were defined and governed by a 

different body of administrative law.  In general, their 

local affairs were regulated by their República de indígenas, 

10 
headed by a cacique responsible to Spanish officials. 

In 1812 and again in 1820, the Spanish Constitution 

granted to numerous small communities the right to limited 

local self-government by permitting several of them an 

ayuntamiento, a privilege not widely extended by either 

Hapsburg or Bourbon kings.  In Yucatan some hundred and 

fifty-eight communities were allowed to elect a council, 

in accordance with Article 310 of the Constitution. Among 

them were even some purely native centers like Dzibalchen 

and Pich. Distinctions between towns comprised chiefly of 

natives and those of Spaniards, vecinos, were only tempor- 

il 
arily wiped out.   Within a relatively short time after 

independence from Spain in 1821, communal organisation re- 

verted to a modification of the earlier colonial situation. 

First and most important, distinction again appeared 
A 

between native towns and those of oreóles. The older pattern 
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emerged in re-institution of the repúblicas de indígenas 

on July 26, 1824.  Such native communities were placed 

under a cacique, «ho with a scribe, «as to be responsible 

for collection of tribute.  In addition, the cacique «as to 

take the census, make the Indians obey the laws, see that 

each head of family cultivated a maize plot, help the min- 

ister collect religious dues, and keep good order.  The law 

re-establishing Indian Republics harked direotly back to 

the Ordinance of Intendenta (1786). The law of 1824 stated 

that they were to be the same as those outlined in Articles 
12 

13 and 14 of that code.  With the brief exception of a 

period from 1841 to 1046, repúblicas de indígenas continued 

to function in Yucatan until late in the nineteenth century. 

The Indian Tribunal, to which colonial repúblloas had been 

principally responsible, was not simultaneously re-instituted 

in 1824, so that the affairs of Indian communities were 

supervised by the regular creóle administrative hierarchy, 

headed regionally by the jefa politico, mentioned below. 

Nearly as important was reduction of the number of 

ayuntamientos in oreóle communities, especially suppression 

of several smaller ones.  By a decree of September 20, 1824, 

all ayuntamientos were abolished except those in cities, 

villas, and the head village of each partido.  The latter 

was an administrative division, whose largest town was 

known as a cabecera.  Lesser places were to have either an 

elected Junta, made up of three persons, or be governed by 
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13 

an alcalde auxiliar appointed by the ayuntamiento or Junta 

of the nearest community which «as large enough or Import- 

ant enough to support one. However, towns over three 

thousand population who claimed to have enough "citizens 

of capacity," might petition to have an ayuntamlento. 

Possession of this council still conferred prestige on a 

community, and entitled it to the important privilege of 

setting a number of local tax rates. 

Qualifications for membership in an ayuntamiento in- 

cluded a literacy requirement that undoubtedly barred Ind- 

ians, and a property restriction, re-affirmed from time to 

time and then finally enbalmed in the Constitution of 1825. 

Soon after Independence, the villa of Valladolid joined 

the rank of cities, in December 1823. For nearly two de- 

cades no more were added, until re-organizations inoluded 

14 
Izamal and Tekax in 1841. 

The importance of ayunt ami ento s helps explain the in- 

tense localism often found in Spanish American areas, and 

especially in Yucatan.  They operated as miniature republics. 

To them pertained many of the delegated powers of sovereignty. 

Strengthened by customs from far back into Spanish history 

and then transferred to the New World, local municipalities 

really governed.  One of their several duties or privileges 

was taxation. Each municipality arbitrarily levied duties 

over a wide range.  Different rates on the same items ap- 

peared from town to town; there was no standardization on 
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diverse products and services.  This may explain why such 

municipal revenues were known as arbitrios. Usually about 

sixty items fell under exclusively municipal taxation. The 

municipal list had to be approved by the state congress of 

Yucatan before it was effective. 15 Other duties of the 

council included dividing the community into wards or 

barrios» taking its census every three years, and arrang- 

ing that good order was kept.  Special attention was paid 

to exclusion of vagabonds and other undesirable characters. 

The spread of civilization and the growth of towns was 

reflected in numerous changes of status of communities and 

in their new place-names.  Prom small settlements governed 

by an alcalde auxiliar» a rancho might become a town, then 

even grow to be a contnunity sufficiently large to head a 

bigger administrative unit, the partido.  In this case it 

would automatically be entitled to its own ayuntami onto. 

There was considerable rivalry between communities of nearly 

equal size in the same partido to become its cabecera.  As 

large ranchos became small towns, through their increased 

size and importance, there was a strong tendency to replace 

their former Maya names with new patriotic labels or other 

names reflecting the times, such as "Progress." Though 

trivial in some respects, this minor feature unmistakably 

was an index of cultural penetration by creóles into tradi- 

16 

tionally native parts. 17 Probably all the communities listed 

in Table 3 contained ayuntamientos. 
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Table 3.  POPULATION OP MAJOR COMMUNITIES, 1847 

Cities 

Herida 24,090 Izamal 5,335 
Campeche 15,357 Tekax 5,000 
Valladolld 11,457 

Villas and Towns 

Chemax 7,554 Abala 3,625 
Espita 7,285 Teooh 3,596 
Tioul (Villa) 6,988 Carmen (Villa) 3,480 
Tlhoauoo 6,622 Mani 3,468 
Becanohen 6,094 Teabo 3,468 
Bacalar (Villa) 6,078 Tixcancal 3,458 
Bolonchenticul 6,055 Calotmul 3,442 
Dzibalchen 5,877 Tizimin 3,425 
Muna 5,845 Acanceh 3,416 
Peto (Villa) 5,241 Dzibalche 3,406 
Hunucma 4,995 Teklt 3,372 
Hekelchakan (Villa) 4,912 Ichmul 3,311 
Maxcanu 4,892 Barbaohano 3,286 
Halaoho 4,625 Xcan 3,147 
Kanaxin 4,624 Sacalaca 3,145 
Yaxcabá 4,560 Hopelchen 3,095 
Tljolop 4,419 Tenabo 2,978 
Unan 4,395 Tajdziu 2,929 
3otuta 4,328 Tunkas 2,846 
Temax 4,303 Calkinl (Villa) 2,829 
Oxkutzcab 4,288 Dzitas 2,790 
Mama 4,030 Tela 2,765 
Noxcacab 4,025 Xkomchen 2,701 
Motul 3,915 Saban 2,675 
Tixcacalcupul 3,841 Sisal (Villa) 984 
Senotillo 3,672 

Administr ative Districts 

Marida 118,859 Izamal 72,096 
Campeche 82,232 Tekax 134,000 
Valladolld 97,468 Total 504,635 

Divisions and communities 

Administrative 
districts 5 Towns 246 

Cities 5 Haciendas 1,388 
Villas 7 Ranchos and sitios 2.040 

Source: Santiago Nigra de San Martin, "Plano de Yucatán, 1848," 
in Stephen Salisbury* 
their history (private 

jr. The Mayas: the sources of 
ly printed, Worcester, Mass. 1877). 
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Table 4.  RELATIVE SI¿K OF TOWN COUNCILS (AYUNTAMIENTOS). 
 Iá24 va. Í84l  

A. Deoree. November 19, 1824 

Sise of Community Síndicos-     Total 
(Total population) Alcaldes Regidores Procurador Ayuntamiento 

none - 3,000 1 2 1 4 

3,000 - 5,000 1 4 1 6 

5,000 - 9,000 1 6 1 8 

9,000 -15,000 2 8 2 12 

15,000 -20,000 2 10 2 14 

Capital and 
over 20,000 3 12 2 17 

none - 3,000 

3,000 - 8,000 

8,000 -13,000 

13,000 -18,000 

over 18,000 

B.  Law. March 31, 1841 

4 

6 

8 

10 

12 

7 

9 

11 

15 

17 

Sources: 

A. "Sobre el gobierno Interior de pueblos," J. M. Peon 
and Isidro Oondra, Colección de leyes etc. I, 168-72 
(Art. 2). 

B. Alonzo Aznar Perez, Colección de leyes etc., II 96-108 
(Art. 16). 
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To preserve the relative Importance of larger places, 

an arbitrary scale controlled the sise of counoils among 

the communities which from time to time there was some 

hesitancy over where the dividing lines between larger and 

smaller communities should fall. Table 4 Indicates the de- 

cisions in 1824 and in 1841.  In 1841, by change in the 

general law regulating government of towns, creóle and 

Indian communities whioh did not merit an ayuntamiento 

were either governed by alcaldes munolpalea or a Juez de paz. 

Towns and hamlets were eligible for the former, while small 

aggregations known as ranoherlaa eleoted the latter official. 

As in 1824, literate men of property were the only ones who 

might serve on an ayuntamiento» but for alcaldes and Jueoes 

18 
de pax the property qualification was dropped. 

Towns and hamlets without ayuntamientos were subdivided 

into those with less than three thousand population, and 

those with more. Three alcaldes municipales governed the 

one, while two sufficed for tinier communities. Minimum 

rather than maximum size of rancherías apparently determined 

whether or not they would get even a Juez de paz, or be 

governed completely by the ayuntamiento or alcaldes of a    "' 

nearby settlement. To warrant a Juez (who ranked the oaolque). 

a rancho or ranchería had to be permanent, devoted to agri- 

culture or industry, and contain at least ten men who could 

19 
read and write. 

The legal existence of ranchos and ranoherlaa, the 
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basic native agricultural community units* was reflected 

in laws granting them common lands. There was always con- 

fusion and inconsistency over definition of these places. 

Competition for land was keen, so that lawmakers necessarily 

had to arrange a hierarchy of communities. The chief diffi- 

culty came at the lower end of the scale, to decide how 

small a community could be and still be eligible for a full, 

standard grant. For a full grant of ejido, amounting to 

four square leagues (measured one league in each cardinal 

direction from the church).a hamlet was expeoted to contain 

at least one hundred fifty contrlbuyentes,  that is, males 

from fourteen to sixty. The minimum size of a fully re- 

cognized civic community thus defined comprised about seven 

hundred fifty inhabitants. This was a hamlet, the minimum 

standard.  Below it in size, communities were rancherías or 

ranchos, entitled to partial grants. 

Rancherías, communities below minimum, proved trouble- 

some to define. At first an attempt was made to lump them 

all together. Places that had more than twelve heads of 

families but less than a hamlet, were reoognized for the 

purposes of- granting public lands. Smaller rancherías up to 

twelve families were not. They were directed to attach them- 
20 

selves to another civic community.   Apparently dissatisfac- 

tion arose over the hazy statements which disregarded these 

groups of up to sixty persons, but gave as much to a commun- 

ity of 65 people as to one of 700. Soon rancherías were 
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re-classified. Those between sixty and one hundred fifty 

families were allowed slightly less than half an ejido grant, 

if the people of the place were all "subject to civic re- 

sponsibilities and living under community rules for conduct 

of their collective economic and administrative life." Those 

with less than sixty, but more than ten families (from about 

50 to 500 persons) received smaller parcels.  Places with 

less than ten families were still denied legal right to ex- 

istence; state officials were ordered to see that they were 

congregated at or near a known place, and legally attached 

to it.21 

No very consistent distinction was made contemporaneously 

between the terms rancho and ranchería.  Both were small 

settlements less than minimum town size.  Generally ranchería 

was applicable to a civic community that one day might hope 

to advance and even graduate to size and importance enough 

to be granted its own junta, then perhaps an ayuntamiento, 

if development continued.  Ranoho was a flexible term whioh 

usually designated a rural settlement temporarily established; 

if it tended to attract more people and thus take on per- 

manency", the old name rancho might cling even though techni- 

cally it had become a ranchería, by the very fact of its 

permanence. 

Ranchos in most cases were first made on public lands 

or on communal holdings, for the purpose of raising maize 

or lumbering.  Becauso of the milpa system of agriculture, 
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by which every third year a new site need be found, sites 

of a rancho might be abandoned by a group after they had 

twice or thrice returned to it.  But if water was near, 

more likely the agriculturalists would remain after their 

A   / first milpas had abandoned in favor of nearby patches. 

Sitloa were uninhabited plots, usually fenced, in which 

cattle or other animals roamed; ranchos and sitios seldom 

used the same vicinity.  Without exception sitios contained 

a well, usually corrals, and perhaps a permanent building or 

two; like ranchos, sitios characteristically were placed on 

public lands, for which low rental was due the state. The 

two, ranchos and sitios, were often joined in official re- 

ports.  (See Table 3.) 

As Chapter Five explains in detail, haciendas were a 

predominant type of Yucatecan rural holding.  One writer 

characterized them as a property consisting of associated 

"possessions dedicated to grazing and agriculture, with a 

group of buildings, corrals, and a sweep well, all in pri- 

vately owned hands, but in some circumstances utilizing 

23 
surrounding territory of public lands."   Specifically, 

the core of an hacienda — its planta — was private property 

held by an hacendado; his Maya might make milpas, even 

ranchos on  adjoining public lands, which he rented, and his 

cattle would be pastured In sitios, also on public lands 

rented for the purpose.  In some cases a large hacienda 

might have more resident population than many of the smaller 
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but autonomous civic communities.  In lata colonial times, 

when Indians ware flocking to haciendas for various reasons, 

an official lamented that while many municipal communities 

were virtually deserted, "haciendas seem like populous towns." 

One hacienda seen by John L. Stephens in 1839 had perhaps 

fifteen hundred population, nearly twice the minimum size 

of a municipal community entitled to a full grant of ejido 

The population of Yaxcaba, listed below (Table 8B) was 

divided between five towns, five haciendas, and their ranchos. 

The crucial difference between haciendas and civic com- 

munities lay in their purpose and control.  However populous 

the former might be, together with the associated holdings 

its proprietor directed, the resident group was under direct 

responsibility of a proprietor, who usually through agents 

managed it for private gain by regulations prescribed for 

his own interests. Cities, villas, towns and hamlets, on the 

other hand, were civic entities whose corporate interests 

were the communal welfare, directed through instruments of 

government acting for the whole; membership in the community 

conferred privileges and responsibilities fixed by law and 

sanctioned by custom.  The one was a capitalistic enterprise, 

the other a political unit.  Both, however, provided a nucleus 

for local loyalties and a framework for everyday activities 

which might be quite similar. 

24 
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IV 

Stress on small places like hamlets and haciendas 

seems proper in view of their great significance to the 

many people concerned.  For many, their village or their 

hacienda was the ultimate bound of existence» within whose 

limits could be found the necessary elements for daily 

existence — emotional, economic, social.  Governments 

might change and one or another party gain temporary 

ascendancy, but the firm fabric interwoven from dally 

contacts of like members in a small place, generally 

soaked in tradition, had great powers of resistance. 

Knowledge of an external world, filled with men and move- 

ments, competing political and economic aspirations and 

visions of social change tended to remain somewhat vague 

and nebulous beside the known reality of the small group 

and their hopes and actions. 

Perhaps such knowledge was extended to encompass a 

neighborhood comprised of somewhat similar settlements. In 

Yucatan, the traditional bound of such unit above the local 
A, 

community was the partido, a unit somewhat analogous to a 

county or shire, but with social overtones not usually 

shared by those Anglo-Saxon divisions in recent times. 

Under various names, and with slightly altered bound- 

aries, partidos had existed in Yucatan from early colonial 

days. Though details of the historical geography have not 

been worked out, one might hazard a guess that between 
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colonial partidos and pre-conquest Maya jurisdictions known 

to Spaniards on their arrival as provincias or cacicazgos 

there was some congruence, even generic relationship. There 

were eighteen of the latter, while fourteen or fifteen 

partidos sufficed for colonial administration, successively 

headed by a corregidor, then a "Captain of War," and finally 

by a aub-delegado.  In general the duties and responsibili- 

ties of the latter can be compared with those of the pro- 
na 

conquest halach ulnlo, perhaps the Maya batab."" After 

independence the official in charge of a partido was usually 

called jefe politico. The extent to which sentiments of 

unity and loyalty attaching to partidos in 1847 compared 

and continued pre-conquest loyalties to a cacicazgo can only 

be conjectured. 

Apparently some memory of older times was kept alive 

among Maya over matters dealing with traditional bounds of 

pre-conquest lands.  Lawsuits well into the nineteenth 

century brought forth testimony of colonial and earlier 

days. There is some slight indication that villages which 

had been grouped in the same cacicazgo tended to feel some 

unity for action.  Such shared sentiments had small contin- 

uity with the attitudes those villages had taken at time of 

conquest. There seemed to be no consistency of earlier and 

later action.  For example, in the native uprising of 1761 

the villages that had formed part of the Cupul and Sotuta 

cacicazgos remained loyal to Spanish rule, though earlier 
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they had put up stiff resistance to oonquest. The villages 

of the former provínola of Cochua, which had been allied 

with those of sotuta and others to resist Spanish domina- 

27 
tlon, however, revolted almost as a unit.   Redfield and 

Villa mention that the present day disinclination of 

villagers in Chan Kom to include as "our people" those of 

Yaxoaba may "preserve the political alignments of the six- 

28 teenth and seventeenth centuries." 

For eaoh partido (in the nineteenth century) there «as 

its chief village, the cabecera, seat of the Jefe politico» 

usually also the cabecera was an economic and social hub, 

as well as a political focus. Sarlier in colonial history 

a oabeoera might be the place where a church with a resi- 

dent minister had been established. It was a pariah head, 

and served neighborhood chapels and lesser ecolesiastloal 

structures; in this case it was distinguished as cabecera 

de doctrina, (de parroquia or de ministro) from a political 

center, cabecera de partido. All the latter were also de 

doctrina, but not all ecclesiastical oabeoeras were at the 

same time political fonts. At one time there were about 80 

parishes, eaoh with its cabeoera de doctrina, while only 

about twenty villages were also cabeceras de partido. 

By 1840 the single term oabeoera tended to replace the 

earlier distinction between the two and applied only to 

towns which had officially been designated head of the 

political partido. The honor of being cabeoera went to 
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the largest community, and with It «as privilege of main- 

taining an ayuntamiento» as mentioned. Around the cabecera 

clustered its satellite settlements — other towns and 

villages similar to it» but slightly smaller, its own and 

their ranchos and rancherías, Interspersed with haciendas 

and their associated holdings. 

The changing doctrines and population movements which 

shifted cabeceras from one town to another are mirrored in 

Table 5.  It can be seen that by 1837 twenty partidos were 

needed, a somewhat unwieldy number, but required by the in- 

crease in population. The number dropped to eighteen in 

1845, and to seventeen in 1847 when the partido of Teooh 
29 

was eliminated.   The reduced number of partidos over the 

decade from 1837 to 1847 was accomplished through administra- 

tive reorganization described below. 

As principal villages or towns, cabeceras were likely 

to have had a pre-conquest history, and almost certainly to 

have been of some importance before Yuoatan declared inde- 

pendence from Spain in 1821.  Too» more often than not, they 

were Hispano-Indian communities laid out in accordance with 

a rather standard town plan which marked Spanish urbanism. 

Marida was an example of the gridiron scheme common to His- 

panic Amerioa from early times, and one which was general 

30 
through Yucatan.   Around a central plaza and facing it 

were public buildings, the cathedral or church, curacy, 

chambers of the ayunt ami ento, jail, perhaps a store or two 
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and maybe the residence of the chief citizen. On the 

streets extending straight from the plaza, intersected at 

right angles by others to form even squares .were built 

the stone or brick permanent residences of principal cit- 

izens.  At the edges of this core of highborn and important 

citizens were less elaborate dwellings of other creóles» 

perhaps a few mestizos» and then at the edges of the 

settlement were huts of Indians. 

Pew creole-dominated towns had no Maya, but not in- 

frequently Indian towns had but few non-natives.  Suoh 

places displayed less precision and regularity than did 

Hispano-Indian communities.  In accordance with Maya prac- 

tice the entrances and exits to the village might be oriented 

to cardinal directions, but within its bounds irregular 

paths served as thoroughfares, on which were spotted at 

irregular intervals the native huts and their surrounding 

garden patches or bowers.  But even in native hamlets there 

was pretence of public buildings, for local authorities, 

and inevitably a chapel if not a church near the center of 

"51 
the scattered group of houses." 

Larger creóle centers like Marida, Campeche, and 

Valladolid formally separated the area occupied by creóles 

from those inhabited by natives or lower-class persons suoh 

as mestizos, negroes, and cross-breeds. Their centers were 

the barrios.  Around the central plaza of each, faced by a 

church or chapel dedicated to its patron saint, unpaved and 
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Irregular paths were flanked by huts similar to those found 

32 
in rural areas.   Barrios seem to bo a compromise between 

the rigid formalism of the planned community and the un- 

planned growth typical of Indian communities in the hinter- 
53 

land.  Sentimentally they were of the city but not in it. 

Barrio government was the same as the other repúblicas de 

indígenas.  Just as rivalry between neighboring villages 

was a constant source of feud and bickerings, so inter- 

barrio competition existed. Around Merida, each barrio had 

generally known characteristics in which its members took 

pride. A novelist, in laying some of his scenes in the 

capital, wrote of San Cristobal, "one notes a certain an- 

cient rivalry between its numerous inhabitants and those 

of other barrios.... San Cristobal, however, is one of the 

most industrious and richest of the suburbs: from it goes 

forth a prodigious quantity of cured hides which form such 

1.34 an active commerce with Havana." 

The villa of Ticul, cabecera of its partido, typified 

Hispano-Indian communities of mid-century Yucatan.  Por its 

period, and even later, Ticul exhibited many of the features 

which a century later Redfleld attributed to Dzitaa, a type 

community.  Like Dzita3, Ticul was larger than most villages; 

it was a center of regional trade, and lay on an axis of 

communication. Ticul Included in its population nearly 

every Spanish and Indian intermixture. Too, it lay "on the 

frontier between the urban and rural ways of life," at the 
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point of division between "the world of the villages and 

the little settlements out on the haciendas or situated by 

themselves in the bush ... and the world of Merlda, main» 

tained in some degree by the more mobile* edueated, and 

economically advantaged families who live chiefly in the 

center of the town and maintain connections with the other 

towns and with the city."   Unlike Dzitas, however, whioh 

developed size and importance only after coming of railroads 

at the end of the nineteenth century, Tioul had been signi- 

ficant in pre-conquest days and has continued its influenoe 

to the present. 

The nearby ruins of its "old town," the pre-conquest 

site of settlement attested to extent of earlier Maya 

'P¡       oooupance7.  On the arrival of Spaniards, Tioul was capital 

of a subordinate jurisdiction; its governor, like those of 

similar small states integrated about Muna, Mama, Teldt, 

^        Oxkutzoab and Tekax acknowledged overlordahip of the Xiu 

family, rulers of Manl. Along with the province of Manl, 

Tioul was given in encomienda to Adelantado MonteJo, but 

when he was stripped of holdings (by the New Laws of 1542) 

these grants were annulled and the village reverted to the 

Crown, to whom natives paid their tributes.  In late colon- 

ial times, and early in the nineteenth century, Tioul headed 

a division of the peninsula known as Sierra Alta, leadership 

of which was disputed with Tekax, a rising place of increas- 

ing importance.  In the re-districting of Yucatan in 1837, 
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Tioul emerged as cabecera of a separate partido attached 

to the District of Merida rather than to that of Tekax. 

In 1845 the partido claimed 26,645 Inhabitants* and the 

number may have reached 30,000. Nearly seven thousand 

lived within the villa Itself. The remainder were found 

in Its satellite communities* eight towns* forty-two ranchos, 

and forty-seven haciendas, one of which was the famous one 

of Uxmal.57 

One of the towns within the partido was Nohcacab, 

"great place of good land." On its three wells perhaps 

six thousand people, mainly natives, were dependent, carry- 

ing water with them to their distant ranchos formed in a 

region that Stephens found "retired and comparatively un- 

known. The village does not lie on the way to any plaoe 

of general resort...» Notwithstanding the commencement of 

improvements it was the most backward and thoroughly Indian 

of any village we had visited.... Many of the white people 

could not speak Spanish, and the conversation was almost 

exclusively in the Maya language.... Merida was too far off 

for the Indians to think of; but few of the vecinos ever 

reached it, and Ticul was their capital."sa 

The villa of Ticul showed nearly all qualities which 

other Hispano-Indian communities shared in varying degrees. 

"Altogether, for appearance, society, and convenience of 

living," wrote Stephens after visits there in 1841, "it is 

perhaps the best village in Yucatan, and famous for its 
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bull-fights and the beauty of Its Mestiza women." Tloul 

was a pleasant quiet place, where town and country Joined, 

laid out around a grassy central plaza flanked by a large 

church and a Franciscan convent that had already deterior- 

ated. The balcony of the latter offered view of a "great 

plain, with houses of one story, flat roofs, high garden 

walls, above which orange, lemon, and plantain trees were 

growing."  Off the plaza also was a well supplied market, 

where meat of cattle butchered on the street was sold, as 

was bread superior to that of Herida, together with other 

edibles.  Several stores, among which Guzman's was leader, 

supplied the wants of Ticul and extended their trade to 

39 
lesser places like Nohcacab. 

The stone houses of Ticul*s creóle and mestizo popula- 

tion, perhaps three hundred families, grouped on the rec- 

tangular squares around its plaza.  Building material for 

them had in large part come from Maya ruins surrounding the 

town.  The mestizos were characterized as numerous, orderly, 

and well-to-do, engaged principally in the manufacture of 

hats for export and earthenware for the local market. Beyond 

the permanent residences of the whites commenced the Indian 

sections, which extended for perhaps a mile in each direction. 

In them were seen typical native huts, generally plastered, 

"imbowered among trees, or, rather, overgrown and concealed 

by weeds" enclosed within stone fences.  Maya worked on 

milpas of adjoining haciendas, wove hammocks and hats, aa 

well as manufacturing cigars. 
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Indians and whites alike joined to produoe the annual 

village fiesta each February.  Funds for it were raised by 

public gambling parties, and its celebration was marked by 

religious ceremonies, horse-races» bull baitings and re- 

gional dances peculiar to the area.  One of these permitted 

an exchange of roles between creóles and mestizos, for the 

former dressed and acted as hacienda hands, ruled for the 

evening by two lower class persons dressed and acting as 

the fiscales of colonial days who kept good order by use 

of the whip. Yet to reaffirm thalr class superiority, the 

creóles later presented a semi-formal ball that excluded 

41 
mestizos and Indians except as spectators. 

Even in smaller things Ticul was typical.  Its female 

population outnumbered its male. The ready social recogni- 

tion of illegitimate children offered them no real barrier 

to acceptance in the village group.  Even the local cura 

had as mistress the prettiest of the mestizas; his colleagues 

in other parts of Yucatan might be less fortunate in the 

pulchritude of their compañeras, but the practice of keeping 

mistresses was a generally condoned state of affairs.  It 

was not at all unusual for a priest to "stand in the posi- 

tion of a married man," and in this status to perform "all 

the duties pertaining to the head of a family," except, of 

course, to pay taxes.  At a ball in Nohcaoab, the most dis- 

tinguished damsel was a natural child of the cura, "who, 

strictly speaking, ought never to have had any daughters." 
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Prom time to time the state legislature had as one of its 

official duties the legitimization of bastarda, and gave 

them rights and privileges equal to legitimate offspring.'2 

Whether sanctified post-partum or the fruit of more 

orthodox unions, an increased number of births^.a«d fewer 

deaths had by 1837 raised Yucatan's population to a level 

where the old system of partidos as the largest administra- 

tive unit had become unwieldy. The partidos were retained 

as smaller divisions, but reorganization that year created 

five administrative districts, to one of which each partido 

was assigned.  The district was headed by a jefe politico 

de distrito, under whom were the several jefes políticos 

who topped the system in the partidos. With but slight 

changes the district system endured until late in the nine- 

teenth century. In 1845, the eighteen partidos were allocated 

among the districts as shown in Table 6.  In 1847, Teooh 

was absorbed by the partido of Merida and that of Ticul. 43 

Table 6. ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICTS AND PARTIDOS, 1845 

Districts 

MERIDA CAMPECH3          |    VALLADOLID     |     IZAÍ4AL TEKAX 

Partidos 

Merida 
Ticul 
Maxcanu 
Tecoh 

Campeche 
Eekelohakan 
Hopelchen 
Selbaplaya 
Carmen 

Valladolid 
Tizlmln 
Sspita 

Izamal 
Motul 

Tekax 
Sotuta 
Peto 
Bacalar 

Source: "Censo,  1845," Regil and Peon,   ME3tadlstI ca," Table C. 
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As seen, the ecology of particular Hispano^Indian   -/ 

communities like Tlcul manifested the general arrangement 

of the statet a white core, fringed by mixed breeds, «1th 

Maya on the verges.  Cities, villas, large towns and 

haciendas were typical of white-dominated areas; Indians 

were found on them, sometimes in considerable numbers, but 

socially and spatially in less desirable and inferior posi- 

tion. Small villages and independent ranchos marked Indian 

territories. 

The relative proportions of these forms of settlement 

gave due to the ethnic and cultural tones of a given re- 

gion, as the two ways of life, creóle and Indian differed 

in many respeots, even though there might be a large body 

of commonly shared sentiments and attitudes. The simple 

diohotomy between "Indians" and "Whites" was one which 
44 

officials in 1845 still used.  For many purposes the basic 

division was useful, though it did minor violenoe to social 

facts. The background of this simple division is illuminat- 

ing, reflecting as it does a whole philosophy of man and 

society. 

At the very beginning of the nineteenth century, Baron 

Humboldt used two main classifications, with subdivisions 

of each, to account for the socio-ethnlc diversity he found 

general through New Spain (Table 7). His prime category was 

"pure-bloods." The second was "mixed bloods," known generic- 

ally as oastas.  Among pure-bloods he placed Europeans, mainly 
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immigrant Spaniards, together with creolea (American born 

persons of European extraction and descent); in combination 

these formed the "Whites." Also among pure-bloods were two 

other sub-categories: Indians and Negroes.45 The three 

pure-blooded groups obviously differed markedly from eaoh 

other in ethnic background and in social prestige. The 

actual heterogeneity of each group. Whites, Indians, and 

Negroes, was hidden under a label that thus implied homo- 

geneous raoial origins. 

From intermixtures of pure-bloods derived the pastas. 

This general grouping had numerous subdivisions.  "Mestizos" 

were preponderant numerically and socially; they were hy- 

brids, formed through more than ten generations of inter- 

breeding, and cross marriages (on occasion) between Indians 

and whites.  Occasionally, when amounts of white blood had 

been augmented through careful marriages, a mestizo family 

or individual would be officially raisedvby order of the 

Audiencia to "White" status from that of casta. 

The other chief divisions of the pastas resulted from 

Negro mixture with White or with Indian, or with Mestizo. 

Negro and Negro hybrid crosses with whites produced mulattoes 

and a series of reoognized breeds whose names indicated the 

proportions of negro and White blood, counted to four or 

five generations. Liaisons between Negroes and Indians 

resulted in progeny who were classified as chinos ("Chinese"); 

in Yucatan, the more common rubric for them was pardo. 



PART I   SOCIETY AND KBGIONALISM, 1790 - 1847 

"The industry, energy» and activity 
of the Inhabitants la remarkable» and 
Indeed unparalleled for Mexicans.... 
In Yucatan» a suitable basis has been 
laid for the establishment of political 
liberty — the elements of a great 
republic are there...." 

Nlles National Register. May 16» 1840. 
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46 
although on oooasion the odd label chino «as employed. 

White, Indian, Negro, mestizo, mulatto, and pardo were 

terms most commonly encountered, but colonial society dis- 

47 
criminated upwards of forty ethno-social classes. 

Preoccupation with purity of lineage had practical 

implications.  By law the important social distinctions 

accompanied these imputed ethnic origins. Membership in 

the White colonial group obviously brought privilege; lack 

of It was basis for graded discriminations.  Even within 

the small oligarchy of those with proved White ancestry, 

the creóles were placed at a disadvantage; Spaniards from 

the metropolis outranked them for political and other pre- 

48 
ferments.   Not until the very end of the colonial period, 

for example, did a Yucatecan creóle occupy the high poet of 

Intendent-Governor of Yucatan, and that was largely by 

49 
acoident.   Exclusion of creóles from highest social and 

administrative positions was an Important element in their 

willingness to support movements for independence from 

Spain, as can be seen from their support of Iturblde's Plan 

of Iguala.  Once consumated, however, independence for them 

did not signify eager desire to extend their new privileges 

to all the classes still thought Inferior: pastas, Indians, 

Negroes.  Once European Spaniards were displaced, creóles 

topped the old hierarchy. 

Oven toward the end of the colonial period, ethno- 

social classifications were not completely standardized. 
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They varied from place to place and from time to time in 

the same place. Listed as white might be European Span- 

iards, nicknamed gachupines or chapetones, as well as 

creóles. The latter were more and more calling themselves 

Americans. Even mestizos might find themselves in company 

°j        with Whitesw' on census reports.  Because of differential 

A</     tax rates and other reasons, Indians were usually listed 

separately, though "noble Indians" whose privileges nearly 

:>Y' /  equated them with whites might be set off from commoners. 

"People of color" sometimes were broken down into mulattoes 

so 
and pardos, or lumped as castas."  For comparative purposes 

Table 7 indicates the subdivisions of population in New 

Spain as a whole near the end of the colonial period. 

Colonial census data from Yucatan in Table 8 illus- 

trates divergences from standard norms, and also indicates 

the proportions of groups within the total population on 

the peninsula.  Possibly the figures for Negro hybrids are 

high. Certain Negro crosses paid higher tribute than Ind- 

iana. But pardos, for example, paid none and were eligible 

to join the provincial militia. The distinctions between 

Negro mixtures who were free from tribute and those who 

were required to pay it beoame blurred; in 1802 the Intend- 

ant of Merida wrote the Audiencia of Mexico that due to 

intermixtures it was quite difficult to distinguish Spaniards, 

Indians, and mulattoes in his province and that to obviate 

difficulties not only Indians but castas having Negro blood 
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Table 7. COLONIAL POPULATIONS'-ETHNIC DISTINCTIONS, 
NEW SPAIN, 1803 - 1805  

A.  ESTIMATES OP BARON HUMBOLDT, 1803 Number Percent 

European Spaniards            70,000 1.4 

Creole Spaniards            1,025,000 21.3 

1,095,000 (22.7) 

1,231,000 25.5 

2,500,000 51.7 

6.100 0.1 

100.0 Total 4,832,100 

Source: Alexander von Humboldt, Essai politlque sur le royaume 

de la Nouvelle~3spagne (5 vola., Paris. 1811) ,   II, 459. 

B,  ESTIMATES OF CONSULADO, 1805 Number Peroent 

European Spaniards            75,000 1.3 

Creole Spaniards           1,000,000 17.3 

Total Whites 1,075,000 (18.6) 

Castes 2,369,000 41.2 

Indians 2,300,000 40.0 

Free Negroes                 10,731 0.1 

Slave Negroes                10,000 0.1 

Total Negroes 

TOTAL POPULATION, NEW SPAIN 

20,731 (0.2) 

5,764,731 100.0 

Source: "Noticias de Nueva España en 1805 publicadas j. >or el 

tribunal del Consulado," Sociedad mexloana de Historia 

e Geografía, Boletín, II (1851-52), 4. 
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Table 8.  COLONIAL fíTHNIC DISTRIBUTIONS, YUCATAN, 1789-1813 

A. 

1789 -- Total Peninsula, Including Tabasco 

Spaniards & Mestizos 
Indians 
Negroes & mulattoea 

Total 

number 

53,866 
264,955 
45.201 

364,022 

percent 

14.8 
72.7 
12.4 

100.0 

Source:  DHY, III; 99; AHY, I; 250. 

1794 — Province of Tabasco 

number percent 

Europeans 
Spaniards 
Indians 
Pardos 
Other castes 

Total 

151 0.4 
1,178 3.5 

19,438 56.7 
11,184 32.6 
2,300 6.8 

34,251 100.0 

Source: AHY, I; 237. 

C. 

1789 - Province of  Yucatan, reconstructed estimate 
(Excluding Tabasco as of 1794) 

Spaniards & Mestizos 
Indians 
Negro orosses 

(questionable) 
Total 

number 

52,537 
245,517 
31,717 

329.771 

percent 

15.9 
74.5 
9.6 

100.0 

Source: Numbers of Table A less numbers of Table B; 
assumes that the 30,640 reported for Tabasoo 
were distributed in 1789 as were the 34,251 
for 1794; for 1794 detailed ethnic breakdown 
was provided, but not for 1789. 
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Europeans 
Spaniards 
Indiana 
Mulattoes 
Other castea 

Total 

D. 

City of Moriaa, 1790 

number 

126 
3,286 
14,751 
3,416 
6.250 

27.829 

percent 

0.4 
11.8 
53.0 
12.3 
22.5 

100.0 

Source: DHY, 3x113; AHY, 211 (gives date as 1794) 

E. 

Curacy of Yaxcaba, 1813 

number    peroent 

Europeans 
Spanish Americans 
Mestizos 
Indians 
Mulattoes or pardos 
Negroes 

Total S'ggl 

0.0 
0.8 
9.9 
86.6 
2.7 
0.0 

100.0 

Source: Bartolomé del Granado Baeza, "Informe.•• 
sobre el manejo, vida y costumbres de 
los Indios...," Registro Yucateoo. I; 
165-78 (1845); ref. pp. 105-éfi. 

51 
should uniformly pay tribute.   It may well be that persons 

who/ with equal facility could claim either Negro or Indian 

ancestry, emphasized the former to gain definite social ad- 

vantages: possible freedom from tribute, plus escape from 

the repartimiento system of forced labor and purchase of 

goods, and similar usages that usually pressed more heavily 

*    52 
on Indians than on castas. 
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Data on Negroes in Yucatan are scant and unreliable. 

Probably Yuoatecan Negroes and Negro hybrids were concen- 

trated chiefly in Tabasco, also in or near the urban centers 

of Merida and Campeche. Some few, such as those listed for 

Yaxoaba in 1813 (Table 8E), may have been slaves. Few records 

are available on them. In that year (for the province as a 

whole) the total number of castas, including all Negroes, 

some mestizos, and possibly even "free" Indians who were 

enlisted in the militia ("Hidalgos" )A was estimated at 55,000, 

while 70,000 persons were officially tagged as whites; the 

remainder* 375,000 were tribute paying families of Indians. 55 

For purposes of analysis only, these social groupings 

may be ranked according to the prestige then attaohed to 

ancestry. Whites — European Spaniards and Amerioan creóles -- 

may justifiably be called upper-class, on basis of the high 

value they and others placed on their presumed ethnic herit- 

age. At the other end of the scale, lower-class, were Indians; 

probably slightly below them were slave Negroes and slightly 

above, free Negro hybrids. Somewhere between Indians and 

whites, forming a nebulous middle group were the mestizos. 

Table 9 attempts to localize to Herida in 1790 the varying 

proportion of these ethnio groups, based solely on their 

ancestry, and equating it to class as Just described. 

Analytically independent are the contemporary recognized 

positions and posts. These are what sociologists like to tag 

as social status, and with it, role.  These can also be ranked 
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by prestige. Obviously In Merlda, the titled gentleman 

oarried more social «eight than did a pauper. Between 

these extremes wore official or recognized roles which both 

law and custom distinguished. Table 10 attempts to arrange 

them hierarchically, together with tho number of persons 

occupying each "discharging that role." 

There Is a double purpose to such arrangement: by 

comparison of social classes based on lineage (Table 9) and 

those based on sooial role (Table 10), the common generaliza- 

tion that there was a high correspondence between the two 

can be indicated quantitatively, for this particular place 

at a given time, 1789-90.  Such comparison is made by 

Table 11. Secondly, arrangement of social roles In 1790 

provides a useful base of comparison between society in 

Marida in late colonial times and in the era of Independence. 

Though perhaps all the reasons for sooial change cannot be 

conclusively stated, the fact that social change did take 

place between 1790 and 1845 can be demonstrated. Table 11 

deals with 1790, placing class status based on ethnic herit- 

age beside the range of social roles. 

Table 9.  STfíNO-üüCIAL GROUPS AND Tlílílfí CLASS STANDING, 
MERIDA, 1790 

Class Colonial Distinctions Number Percent 

Upper 
Middle 
Lower 

Europeans, American Spaniards 
Mestisoa ("other castes") 
Indians, nep,ro  hybrids  
Total 

936 
1,683 
4,507 

13.1 
23.5 
63.4 

V,li¿b  1UU.U 

Source:  DHY, III, 113, AHY, I, 211. 
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Table 10.  POSTS, PROFESSIONS, OFFICBS AND VOCATIONS, 
IN IfflRIDA, 1789 

UPPER CLASS STATUS (Professlons. Offices, Hereditary Status,etc.) 

Titled gentleman —- Conde de Miraflores  
Hereditary citizen—military, with fuero militar. 
Church functionaries  

Secular clergy 
Curates 
Beneflced clergy 
Vicars 
Ordained (titulares de clérigo) 

Regular clergy and auxiliaries 
Friars 
Nuns & lay Sisters 
Minor Orders - Lay Brethren 

Special 
Inquisition 
Cruzada 
Seminary 
Offices in Hospitals, etc. 
Chaplains 
Patrimonial posts 

5 
13 
11 
103 

93 
81 
29 

1 
3 
38 
5 
3 

42 

Civil and Administrative Functionaries  
Royal Exchequer 25 
Law Court (Foro) 3 
Commissioned recorders (escribanos) 10 

Professional  
Lawyers 4 
Dootors 2 
Surgeons 2 

Students  
Noble Indians (hidalgos)  

1 
748 
427 

38 

297 
153 

MTDDLK  p^ASK   STATlffift   * OftftiiPftfctonn.   Voftafclni 
Merchants & storekeepers 
Sacristans  
Barbers & Bleeders  

[comerciantes 
uLL 

321 
38 

102 

L0WBR_ CLASS STATUS   (Occupation»,   amnlovmant) 
Artisans and craftsmen. 
Day wage laborers  (semi-skilled), 
Unskilled labor (labradores)...., 
Servants In Institutions. , 
In jail , 
Paupers , 
Unclassified 

Sick in hospitals 
lane Insane 

social 

29 
A. 

1,551 
787 

1,874 
114 

41 
51 

ioclal role or functioñnfsTaTu^^TRimb^r^^^TRrceírt 
Upper class 1,672 25.4 
Middle 461 7.0 
Lower 4,418 67.3 
Unclassified 32 0.2 
 rota g,saa        1QQ.P 

Sourcesz    See Note 54. 
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Table 11.  CASTE STATUS vs. VOCATIONAL STATUS, MERIDA, 1789 
(Comparison of Table 9 and Table 10) 

Presumed Class 
Level 

Gaste Status 
(Ascribed lineage) 

Vocational Status 
(Achieved position) 

Upper 
Middle 
Lower 

13.1# 
23.5 
63.4 

25.4JÉ 
7.0 

67.3 

Tables 9 to 11 may be interpreted to mean that a genera- 

tion before independence the leading places in Merida were 

wholly filled by whites. This group would include all Euro- 

pean and American Spaniards, some few mestizos, and by cour- 

tesy, the hereditary Indian nobility. Some mulattoes and 

non-noble Indians may have edged into positions here attri- 

buted to the middle class, but more probably mestizos filled 

most of them, leaving the less rewarding and less respected 

occupations to Indians and mulattoes, shared by a sprinkling 

of mestizos with strong affinities to the latter groups. 

Social prestige graded downward from European Spaniards and 

old Creole families to Indians or Negro-Indian crosses. 

A detailed Inventory of social positions for 1847 (sim- 

ilar to that of 1789) would show relatively small over-all 

changes. The shifts following independence took place mainly 

in the upper reaches. Comparable material is lacking on 

which to base a numerical comparison between 1789 and 1847. 

The following chapter provides a more detailed view of 

changes taking place in and around Marida, so that the 

following examples are illustrative, to highlight some of 
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the differences between late colonial times and Ytma%an on 

the very eve of the Caste War. 

The top of the hierarchy, one titled gentleman of 1739, 

disappeared, in 1840 the title was not actively flaunted; 
tie 

it had been proscribed.   In 1789 it was relatively new as 

it was a Bourbon creation in 1772.  Before independence it 

had passed to a second-generation Creole (in 1810), when 

Bernardo de Peon y Maldonado married the defunct Count of 

Miraflores' daughter* Two of their sons died without issue, 

but the third one carried on the line; their daughters married 

Yucateoana identified with public affairs on the peninsula in 

the 1840«s.56 

In 1840 many whose fathers and grandfathers had been 

inoluded on the roster of fuero militar continued to maintain 

elevated position and still to bo conscious of the sooial 

superiority possession of the fuero conferred.  It was less 

a patent of valor than proof of untainted anoestry.  Some- 

times ancestry dated to the first oonquiatadores and 

encomendero» of the peninsula; its possession conferred some 

important legal exemptions.  Holders» however, generally 

drew their chief income from haciendas rather than from pro- 

fessional careers as militarists.  On Yucatan, properly 

speaking, there were no militarists.  Until 1834, aside from 

an occasional raid by pirates,the Indian revolt of 1761, and 

the "War of the Cold Balls," cannon fire had not been heard 

for three hundred years, "except in civil and religious 

ceremonials. it 57 
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Possibly typical of old oreóla familias which would 

hold fuero militar were the Cámaras. In his youth Felipe 

de la Cámara y Váidas was enrolled In the colonial militia 

and was a captain by 1314* later a lieutenant-colonel; for 

his merits he was decorated by Iturbide's Empire; his son 

Camilo entered the militia in Merida after Independence 

and became a captain; by 1847 he was a colonel» ranking two 

of his sons» a lieutenant and a captain; after 1830 the 

chief interests of the family had turned to henequén. Their 

ancestry traced back to unions among the Cámaras and Pachecos 

58 of Yucat8can conquest fame.   Newer creóla families and 

mestizo military careerists might enjoy the political priv- 

ileges conferred by post-independence grants of fuero militar, 

but it is dubious if they were fully admitted to the high 

social circles which the honorific grants in colonial times 

had circumscribed. 

In numbers and influence Church functionaries of 1847 

would have declined from those listed in 1789. The eccles- 

iastical establishment consisted mainly of secular clergy 

with but a handful of regulara, as in 1821 most of these 
59 

had been given choice of secularization or deportation. 

The civil administrative list would probably show some ex- 

pansion» but creóles rather than Europeans held the major 

posts.  ¿Snrolled among the professions, or at least con- 

sidered in the upper group» would be found not only the 

colonial categories» but also new oneay editors, artists,   __ 
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self-supporting writers and others «ho helped ferment and 

sustain the Intellectual renaissance of Herida in the 1840's. 

One product of the changing age was an increased number of 

teachers and students* from the primary through the oollege 

grades. They would also be upper class. 

Merchants* by 1847, had definitely moved upward, both 

in numbers/ and certainly in  prestige.  Significantly, the 

two major political groupings were headed by opposing mer- 

chants, Santiago Méndez and Miguel Barbaohano.  Probably 

earlier few creóles of old families would have faoed public 

disapproval by carrying on business from their ancient fam- 

ily houses in Merida, yet by 1833 the atmosphere was such 

that Joaquín Garcia ReJon, of a prime Yucatecan family, in 

remodeling the colonial casa de solariego made part of it 

into a store; many of the objects sold In "el Iguano," 

liquors, soap, and candles, were made in his patio, while 

under the name of "Rejon and Sons" a brisk trade In grain, 

hides and similar products flourished there. 

Independence affected the middle and lower classes 

rather less.  Traditional crafts were carried on in much 

the same way by mestizos, pardos, and Indians^ They-we*» 

carpenters, silversmiths, blacksmiths, tailors, saddlemakers 

and artisans of various sorts.  Indians of the barrio of San 

Cristobal were notable leather-workers, their tanneries en- 
61 

sconced in the barrio's banana groves and trees. The un- 

skilled or semi-skilled jobs required In the capital and 
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62 
countryside «ere filled mainly by Indians.   No real urban 

proletariat had yet emerged. Sizable manufacturing establish- 

ments that might have spawned it were still non-existent. 

Labor organizations likewise had* not appeared. Two creóles 

thought them necessary for balanced government and that 

their lack indicated that colonial concepts of monopoly and 

exploitation still surged strong.   Guilds rather than labor 

unions held sway. A range of officially recognised crafts 

may be seen in Table 12, which also shows the length of time 

a youth needed as an apprentice in each. 

By 1847 two ethno-social groups of earlier colonial days 

were no longer sharply defined nor were they present in 

significant numbers. European Spaniards and Negroos, at 

opposite ends of the colonial scale of social values» never 

large groups, each disappeared ad separate categories. The 

former had ceased to immigrate, and in general those on the 

peninsula in 1821 had either cask their lot with creóles or 

had been forced to emigrate to Cuba or other Spanish-held 

possessions. Those who elected to remain tended to concen- 

trate in Marida, although some also were found in Campeche. 

By definition their offspring were Creoles. They might join 

conservative groups, even royalists, but in the main they 

identified themselves with Yucatecan affairs without notable 

deviation from the various attitudes taken by other creóles.64 

To account for Negroes and Negro hybrids is less simple. 

Unlike Spaniards and their creóle offspring, few records of 
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Table 12.    ARTISANS AND CRAFTSMEN , 1851 
' 

Spanish 
Name English 

Term of Apprentice- 
ship (years) 

Escultores Sculptors 10 

Carpinteros Carpenters 8 

Plateros Silversmiths 8 

Pintores Painters 6 

Albañiles Masons 6 

Herreros Metalworkers 6 

Talabarteros Eo&ters 5 

Concharos Shellworkers 5 

Panaderos Bakers 4 

Curtidores Tanners 4 

Toneleros Coopers 4 

Barberos Barbers 3 

Zapateros Cobblers 3 

Cordeleros Cordmakers 2 

Sastres Tailors 2 

Jaboneros Soapmakers 2 

Herradores Blacksmiths 2 

Guitarreros Guitaraakers 2 

Impresores Pressmen 1 

Empastadores Binders 1 

Tabaqueros Cigarmakers 1 

Faroleros Lamplighters 1 

Veleros Candlemakers 6 months 

Source:  "Reglamento de talleres de 
capital," July 4, 1851, SU 
leyes etc., I, 63-73. 

artes y oficios de la 
ñío  Ancona, Colección de 

—-. 
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their activities and ultimate fate remain to the present. 

There were Negroes on Yucatan shortly after its oonquest. 

When the olty of Merida was formed, one of its appended 

65 
barrios, Santa Lucia, was designated for them.   unlike 

the Indian barrios which it resembled, Santa Lucia did not 

preserve its identity even through late colonial days 

(Table 13). Though Indians were residing in Santa Catarina, 

San Sebastian, San Cristobal, Santa Ana and other specific 

localities, no one place belonged to Negroes and mulattoes. 

In 1766 investigators mentioned that the curacy of Jesus* 

said to be poor, and probably located in the Center of Merida, 

was comprised ohiefly of Negroes and mulattoes. Just as 

66 
within the curacy of Campeche a church was devoted to them. 

In the nineteenth century their numbers are not known. 

Census reports took no special cognizance of Negroes, and 

travelers' accounts usually mention them only in passing* 

if at all. As early as 1814, Schánove lamented that no 

Negroes were available to work canefieldsv when Indians   ;' 

refused to.67 Writing in 1330, a famous Yucatecan patriot, 

Lorenzo Zavala, stated that Negroes were scarcely known, 

and that at a maximum perhaps there were two hundred slaves, 

68 
most of whom resided near Campeche.   Possibly others of 

whom there is no available trace purchased their freedom 

from slavery, as did Melchor Fardo, whose father had come 

from Guinea, or Antonia, manumitted by the versified will 

of her master at his death. 69 Of travelers, Waldeok in 1834 
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apparently made no mention of Negroes.  Stephens in 1839 and 

1841 wrote briefly that pardos» derived from Negroes and Ind- 

ians» made the worst raoe known; beyond that his information 

is scanty.70 At about the same time Norman, a New Orleans 

bookdealer sensitized to race problems, thought the number 

of Negroes in Yucatan very small, but did remark on a small 

village of them recently formed on the north coast by about 

71 seventy runaway West Indian Negroes, Heller and Morelet 

in 1846-47^ scarcely touch on the existence of Negroes in 

72 Yucatan. Further, the lack of political excitement over 

various abolition efforts from 1823 onward may Indicate 

73 
that the number of slaves was few.   The generalization 

which Redfield applies to 1940 probably was equally true a 

century earlier/ "Negroes can be ignored since they gradu- 
74 

ally disappeared through miscegenation." 

VI 

The War of the Castes derives its name from the social 

characteristics that contemporaries assigned to ethnic groups. 

Castas, in the Spanish and Spanish American sense, bear little 

relation to the elaborately organised caste systems of India, 

but underlying both is the assumption that the cultural herit- 

age of a social group is indissolubly linked with its physical 

heritage, that "by nature" people of a given genealogical 

background are superior or inferior to others of different 

common antecedents. The doctrine is a familiar one through 
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history and in our times*  In Spanish America It was re- 

inforced by legislation premised on the idea that Europeans 

and their legitimate descendants were by that very fact 

fitted for pre-eminenoe, that "blood would tell." To combat 

such powerful and comfortable theories by pointing out that 

modern investigations do not support them is a thankless 

and unrewarding task, as the weight and press of history 

continually reinforces the «motional basis of popular think- 

ing, making it virtually impervious to rational criticism. 

While in the course of the last century scientific thought 

has generally drifted toward the conclusions that race, 

language, and culture are independent variables, without 

necessary interconnections, history has witnessed the rise 

of powerful movements and nationalistic efforts based on 

exactly the opposite foundations. Without entering into 

the devious and often disputed connections between the ethnic 

and biological factors examined by students of race, and those 

non-biological elements investigated by sociologists, ethnol- 

ogists, and other students of social phenomena (of which 

linguistics is an integral part), here it can only be 

categorically stated that on dispassionately verifiable 
A 

basis there exists little substantive proof that because 

of ethnic elements Indians, whites, and mestizos must differ 

75 
markedly in achievement.   The fact that Yucateoan con- 

temporaries consciously or subconsciously thought they might 

is of supreme importance in assessing relationships. 
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Distinction between the groups was basic to the organiza- 

tion and functioning of their society. 

In mid-century Yucatan, as at the present, definition 

of an Indian, or a mestizo, depended chiefly on cultural 

rather than biological criteria. For social convenience, 

features like skin color were seized upon as a ready index 

of ethnic heritage/ and (therefore) social worth.  On straight 

biological and ethnic grounds there were other, perhaps more 

important differences, not ~nly between Whites and Indians, 

but among Indians themselves.  Even today all these differ- 

ences are not known, and certainly their connections with 

the culture in which they are found have not been satis- 

factorily established. 

Ethnically considered, creóles could be classified as 

pertaining to the Caucasic or White stock, within it to the 

Mediterranean race, and possibly to one or more breeds 

formed locally by inbreeding among creóles on Yucatan, with 

common intrusive elements from cross-breeding with Maya. 

Creoles did not vary significantly,from like groups in other 

parts of Mexico or In Spaing In respect to heritable physical 

traits/ Data for historical or comparative purposes are 

practically non-existent.   In skin color, amounts and dis- 

tribution of body hair, height, and in some socially un- 

important traits like pulse rate they stood apart from 

Indians. 

Maya may tentatively be classified as an offshoot of 
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New World Mongoloid stock, Amerind race, and local breeds, 

all generally characterized by a varying number of common 

elements. Among Maya are found short chunky bodies, long 

arms, deep chests, straight dark hair on broad round heads, 

good teeth, pronounced curved noses, long narrow ears, and 

uniformly dark brown or blaok eyes.  In the young these have 

a typical epicanthic fold, which like a purple sacral spot, 

77 
usually disappears with increasing age.   Sapper professed 

himself able to distinguish at least three breeds within 

the Maya of Yucatan, corresponding to the north, central, 

and southern parts of the peninsula.   Other investigators 

have generally confined samplings to groups from a single 

zone between Tekax and Valladolid, which iaay account for 

the slight divergences among their findings. The anthro- 

pometric techniques needed to establish significant differ- 

ences between one and another group of Maya from scattered 

parts of Yucatan and other Maya regions were not available 

to the Yucateoans or others in 1847, even had they wished 

to employ them.  However, the situation is much the same 

today; a modern writer mentions that racial anthropology 

"has not even furnished an adequate description of the types 

79 
of any particular area."   Coastal Maya and other sub- 

cultural groups of Yucatan have not been measured. 

No reliable information touches the mid-century mestizo, 

and little for modern ones.80 Presumably true for them is 

the tendenoy of other hybrids, to form breeds sul generis. 
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Rather, for Instance, than providing median averages halfway 

between measurementa of parent breeds, biologic selection 

seems to combine and transmute whole items. Thus a cephalic 

index would not measure halfway between that of a white and 

Indian, but might be slightly larger, or smaller than either. 

Skin color of mestizos often approximated that of creóles, 

as did their ability to raise mustaches and beards. These 

prominent and identifiable traits made passage from lower 

to higher status easier for mestizos and their offspring, 

when opportunities and desire coincided. The precise point 

where mestizos shaded off into oreóles at the one end of the 

scale and into Maya at the other could not be fixed on ethnic 

grounds. But social necessity required Immediate, and rather 

clear-out divisions.  Lines between Indians and others were 

therefore generally drawn on cultural indices rather than on 

purely ethnic ones. 

Dress, speech, surname, self-characterizations, habits, 

residence and other differences between one group and another 

served to identify their members as Indians, mestizos, or 

creóles.  Over the years from conquest group attitudes to- 

ward themselves and to outsiders had been traditionally 

fixed and perpetuated to a degree that they seemed as im- 

mutable as the shape of one's nose.  For instance, the white 

creóle of 1845 had behind him a long and generally unquestioned 

view of Indians aa inferior beings, born to pupilage and by 

nature incapable of much improvement; a few writers may have 
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dissented from that view, but often they erred in the op- 

posite direotion, picturing natives as unspoiled children 

of Nature, with fine inner "instincts" at variance with 

81 
crude manners of Europeans who exploited them.   There is 

indeed little evidence of what Indians thought of whites, 

but the tendency has been to assume that natives felt as 

.Europeans would have in their places, i.e., resentment and 

resignation. 

One of the dearest indications of caste status, and 

its dependent class standing, lay in dress. Creoles and 

mestizos hoping to be accounted white, dressed the part. 

Men followed New York modes in their suits, shoes, and 

shirts for formal ocoasions, and even in periods of relaxa- 

tion could be distinguished by their European type of pant- 

aloons and shoes.  In the hinterland, Stephens noted, creóle 

merchants wore a sort of fur hat as the hallmark of oivil- 

82 
Creole dames upheld their status by following 

83 

ization. 

European modes in their gowns, coiffure, and footwear. 

There were local variations. Travelers a century apart 

noted with some pleasure that the ladies of Merlda liked 
84 

low-bosomed gowns and disdained corsets.   In distinction 

to Maya and mestizos who clung to folk costume, creóles were 

gente de vestido, "people who dressed." 

Typical costume separated Maya and mestizos from creóles, 

In areas where 3pani3h influence was quite strong, Indian 

men wore pajama-like pants, calzones or calzoncillos, over 
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a breeoholout; generally the drawers were rolled to the 

knees. The upper garment was a slip-on shirt. A carrying 

pouch and a machete slung on the left shoulder oompleted 

the costume, although occasionally a floppy straw hat known 

as "jipijapa," made near Beoal, and sandals of hide with 

henequén cords might be employed.86 Maya at the edge or 

beyond settled areas might not use the drawers, retaining 

only the ancient breech-clout. This, a long strip doubled 

around the waist and knotted at the umbilicus with an end 

hanging in front was generically called huit, and by metonomy 

the term beoame synonymous with "wild Indian,11 one unaffected 

by oreóle civilisation.8' Among this latter group also were 

found those who clung to the ancient melena, a hair style by 

which tributary Indians were known; it consisted of Na lock 

of hair on each side of their temple, which they are con- 

strained to wear as a badge of subjection to the Spanish 

monarchy.»88 s„..>....,, •-•   •    .-; 

Indian women wore a long akir ^fastened at the waist 

and reaohing to the ground/-made of white cotton.  Over the 

lower garment hung a low-cut, sacklike garment known as a 

huípil. At the square out neok and on the lower hems below 

the waist were elaborate embroidered figures. A white 

headcloth, without embroidery, known as a toca, usually 

covered hair, face, and bosom similar to use made of the 

89 
modern reboso.   Seldom was footwear employed, and in the 

prlvaoy of home all garments but the skirt were dispensed 
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90 
with, leaving the upper part of the body bare.   Red 

trade beads, and those from animal teeth bone» were oo- 

91 
oaslonally employed* along with cheap rosaries.  Travelers 

commented on the extremo cleanliness of Maya, men and women, 

02 
and their frequent bathing.   This trait kept busy fifty - 

two soap factories in 1844. 

Mestizo costumes were a variation of the Indian dress. 

Though similar, men's shirts were of better quality than 

Indian ones. The calzonea usually were left unrolled, and 

terminated in a flare, making them bell-bottoms. Their 

sandals were the elaborate form known generioally as cacles, 

often with high, decorated heels.  On occasion, if they 

could afford it, mestizos wore European type shoes, usually 

yellow, with bulbous toes. They, more than Indians, used 

scrapes, but known by their foreign name in Yucatan, plaids. 

While working mestizos used an apron-like oloth known as 

ooti, generally blue or striped; though variation ooourred 
94 

in the shirts and vest, little occurred in the apron. 

Two occupations traditionally reserved ohiefly to mestizos 

had their own costumest mayordomos of haciendas had an 

elaborate outfit, characterized by a round, hard straw hat 

95 
with tassels.   Vaqueros, cowhands, used leather clothes 

Qfi 
adapted to thorny brush.00 Most mestizos, like Indians, 

carried machetes, the useful and omnipresent tool of rural 

Mexioo. 

Mestizas dressed in folk costume that had evolved from 
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that worn by Indian women. Like them they wore long skirts, 

with huipila.  But ornamentation of theae garments was more 

elaborate; characteristically mestizas wore shoes, sometimes 

stockings, and numerous jewels — real or artificial. Their 

headcloths likewise were highly ornamented with embroidered 

figures; only recently have colored rabosos taken their 

place.  Filigreed rosaries and beads* often strung between 

gold pieces, were usual. They employed a characteristic 

97 
coiffure known as t*uch.   With their jewelry, their semi- 

transparent huípiles, and their fancy shoes, mestizas made 

'IT    98 
a strong impression on travellers.   Traditionally part of 

a mestiza costume was a man's black hat, worn over a blue 

headcloth.  By 1840 this apparently had been generally 

abandoned, though it could be seen on festive occasions. 

Language as well as costume divided oreóles, Maya, and 

mestizos.  Most Yucatecans, as creóles preferred to call 

themselves, had a bowing acquaintance with Maya, if for no 

other reason than that their nursemaids spoke it. The prime 

and official language of creóles was Spanish, but men whose 

contacts lay largely in rural areas perforce learned the 

native idiom, as many Maya refused to learn Spanish.  Offi- 

cial decrees necessarily were issued on a bii*lingual basis. 

In addition to Maya, a number of creóles spoke English, 

French, and other modern languages, and there was a strong 

tendency to send young creóles abroad to the United States 

100 or to Europe for education.' Creole names were Spanish, 
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or hlapanicized.  As mentioned, earlier they had clung with 

pride to a string of Spanish patronymics, but in the anti- 

Spanish feelings of the 1820»s these were simplified; for 

a while the customary salutation due a creóle, "Don" was 

replaced by "Citizen," in the era when revulsion against 

the Spanish metropolis and its ancient ways led to plaster- 

ing over the proud coat of arms on the Adelantado Montejo's 

stately residence.  ^ By 1840 at least most creóles and 

many mestizos were willing and eager to be known merely as 

Yucatecos, but Indians seldom if ever employed this self- 

characterization and creóles were chary of extending it to 

them.  Yucatecos continued to characterize Indians as thiev- 

ish, lascivious, lazy, brutal, drunken, uncivilized, and 

fanatic. To this day the epithet "Indian" applied to a 

"102 
creóle Yucatecan has an unflattering connotation.xw* 

The Indian called himself a macehual and continued to 

use a Moya surname.  With but few and unimportant dialect- 

ioal differences the Maya tongue was the same throughout 

the peninsula, and was the tongue in which nearly all busi- 

ness was transacted outside the cities. The ability of Maya 

to retain their spoken idiom against attempts to displace 

it by Spanish was remarkable.  Outside of cities (and in 

many parts of them) Maya remained a standard medium of com- 

munication among natives, and between natives and creóles. 

The latter usually spoke Maya in addition to Spanish, but 

less frequently did Maya speak Spanish in addition to their 
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own tongue. Creoles even reached a point in the 1840*a 

where they criticized the vulgarization of Maya through 

intrusive loan words, and set about teaching Indians to 

speak the native idiom properly and grammatically. During 

the time when there was considerable distaste for things 

Spanish (as signs of colonialism) even the language was a 

target.  In 1826 a governor of Yucatan thought the "aris- 

tocracy of language" should be destroyed, and therefore 

advocated extensive use of Maya.  He noted that earlier 

Yucatecana had not stressed the "perilous contrasts" between 

the two tongues, but had employed Maya quite as frequently 

as Spanish; the situation was still the same, in that legis- 

lation and change affected more people who thought and spoke 

Maya than Spanish.  Democracy would not work until the chan- 

nels of communication between the two linguistic groups were 

cleared. Actually, there was considerable interplay between 

the two tongues.  Yucateo Spanish developed a characteristic 

pronunciation and intonation, as well as absorbing many 

loanwords from Maya.  To a somewhat lesser extent, the 

latter borrowed sounds, words, and ideas from the European 

language. 

With the exception of some new creolized communities, 

most place names were Maya.  Natives who took the names of 

Christian saints for their given names nearly always Mayan- 

104 
ized them.    Maya clung to traditional native surnames. 

Colonial and later Yucatecans fostered the myth that persons 
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who bore Haya surnames were Indian (in the ethnic sense)» 
105 

r 

whatever their true biological backgrounds might have been. 

The Maya group characterized itself as macehuales, never 

as Yucatecana. The word macehual (with variant spellings) 

derives from Náhuatl and in general means "plebeian," or 

"commoner.  Maya called the creóles dzul. "stranger." In 

a curious polemic of the early nineteenth century, represent- 

ing a conversation between two Maya, these natives referred 

to the Spanish creóles of Merida rich enough to ride in 

coaches as chlmeses. The term may have been general, but it 

seldom makes an appearance in writings of the period before 

107 
or after the Caste War.    On occasion creóles and Maya 

alike have characterized Mexicans from the mainland as 

huachos, or huachob. though creóles themselves were likely 

to come under that derogatory label, applicable to them by 

108 
Maya. w Probably in 1847 the natives called mestizos kaz-dzul, 

"half-stranger," and that the attitudes behind the tag were 

like those found by Hedfield and Villa nearly a century later, 

"a slight disposition to mix the superiority accorded the 

•kaz-dzul1 with a modicum of contempt: he is neither the 

109 
one thing nor the other." 

Indeed, from very early times mestizos have appeared 

ambivalent.  Usually they were bi-¿lingual.  Whether they 

bore Maya or Hispanic surnames seems to have been a matter 

of chance and particular family history and aspiration.  A 

Spanish name might be a heritage, to signify an early, perhaps 
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oasual liaison signalized only by the name; the later 

person who bore it could well be wholly Indian in appear- 

ance, in thought, manner of living, and residence; apparently 

among some native groups the rightful possession of a Span- 

ish surname conferred some slight prestige.    For most 

purposes, a mestizo with an Indian surname, on the other 

hand, would be counted by creóles as Indian, despite the 

fact his interests and outlook might coincide with theirs 
A 

and that he identified himself with them socially and psycho- 

logically.  In various lists, Indian names appear among 

Spanish ones; at this time and distance it is difficult to 

know whether they were "noble Indians," white in every re- 

spect but ancestry and name, or mobile mestizos aping the 

ways of their presumed betters.111 

The ambivalent and unstable social environment surround- 

ing mestizos seemingly produced in them an insecurity which 

attracted unfavorable attention. Mentioning their deriva- 

tion, from crosses between Indian and Spaniard, Stephens 

summed up the Impression made on foreigners by mestizos, a 

mixed breed which displayed "all of the bad qualities of 
112 

both and few of the good of either." 

In this mestizos differed little from most hybrids. 

Their difficulties are generally psychological rather than 

the inevitable manifestation of hybridization; in a soolety 

like the Yucatecan where social groups were defined on im- 

puted ancestry, the mestizo was an unadjusted Individual. 
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"His Immediate group has no respected plaoe in society. 

In ideals and aspirations he is identified with the cultur- 

ally dominant group; in social role and cultural participa- 

tion he is Identified with the excluded group.  He is» in 

113 
consequence, a man of divided loyalties."   So long aa 

identifiable cultural traditions of sub-groups in a society 

do not form a oontnon and well-adjusted blend» the marginal 

men are subjected to the excluding pressures of the groups 

between which they stand. 

It should be clear that the terms white» mestizo, and 

Indian represent sociological rather than biological labels. 

The divisions among them extended to all realms of activity. 

Though in 1841 a liberal Constitution sought purportedly to 

enfranchise all Yuoatecan males, without respect to race or 

social position» it was drawn in such fashion to exclude  * ' 

Indians (and mestizos allied with them) by including literacy 

clauses. Property lists, on which taxes were levied, omitted 

Indian properties as it was generally assumed they fell be- 

low a minimum value of two hundred pesos. 

For most purposes the several colonial classifications 

among whites, castas, and Indians had been simplified in 

Yucatan to the difference between Whites and Indians, based 

on the cultural criteria briefly mentioned above. The one, 

"whites," was composed of a minority of gente de vestido 

who characteristically spoke Spanish and dominated the polit- 

ical» economic, and social life of the peninsula. The other, 
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Table 13.  POPULATION, MEREDA AND ENVIRONS, 1794 

Place Status Population Percent 
Urban pop. 

Merlda 
San Cristobal 
Mejorada 
Santa Ana 
Itzimna 
Chubulná 
Kanasln 
Santiago 
San Sebastián 
Santa Catarina 
Cauoel 
Ucu 

Casco (Center) 
Barrio 
Barrio 
Barrio 
Pueblo 
Pueblo 
Pueblo 
Barrio 
Barrio 
Pueblo 
Pueblo 
Pueblo 

5,358 
9,060 

885 
3,745 

484 
304 
479 

6,102 
1,573 

34 
301 
203 

18.0 
32.6 
3.8 
13.1 
1.7 
1.0 
1.6 

21.0 
5.5 
0.0 
1.0 
0.7 

TOTAL 28,528 100.0 

SUMMARY 

Merlda (whites, mestizos) 

Barrios (mestizos, Maya) 

Absorbed towns (Maya) 

5,358 

20,480 

2,690 

18.0 

72.3 

9.1 

Total 28,528 100.0 

Source: "Merlda y au Jurisdicción,M AHY, I, 207-2QR, 

"Indians,w was a group largely rural, of Maya who dressed 

in folk costume, thought and spoke Maya, and served whites. 

When the occasion demanded, Whites included some mestizos, 

but usually the latter were identified with natives, whom 

they moat closely resembled in dress, speeoh, and prestige. 

The terms white and Indian in many ways were as much a 
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recognition of economic olasses as they were ethnic» or even 

social labels.  By 1845 the several classifications of 1795 

had given way to two main ones» whites and Indians.  Generic- 

ally the former also were called vecinos; in colonial times 

the term had a restricted and rather technioal meaning, 

applicable only to a portion of the white group, one who 

held property and was an acknowledged member of an urban 

community.  In the middle nineteenth century» the term 

whites also covered marginal groups other than creóles who 

had kept their ancestry relatively free from Indian admix- 

tures. The word oould be loosely applied to some mestizos» 

even Negro hybrids. Essentially whites were those who were 

not Indian» and thus formed a more or less residual category. 

Difficulties of distinguishing between one and another 

group waaT, illustrated and solved by a Yucatecan historian /^. , 

who wrote that "generally on Yucatan the name Whites is not 

given solely to those who maintain pure European blood in 

their veins» but even to those who carry it mixed in what- 

ever quantity with native.  For this reason» and especially 

when one is talking about the Social War» our people may be 

considered divided into two great sectionsz Indians and 

Whites. The former are descendants of Maya who have not 

mixed their blood with any other; the latter are individuals 

of all other races who inhabit the peninsula.  Whatever may 

be the impropriety of these labels, we believe it convenient 

114 
to employ them...." 
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VII 

Quantitative data on the number of Whites and Indians 

are few and unreliable, but they do not wholly support the 

general contemporary reeling that Indians comprised three- 

quarters of the total population. A tax list of 1845 dis- 

tinguished between vecinos (whites) and Indians; only a 

little more than two-thirds of the total were classified 

as native.  Presumably in such case more whites would be 

able to escape listing than would Maya, so if anything, the 

picture would be skewed to show relatively more Indians than 

Whites. Rather than one White to three Indians, which Yuca- 

teoans currently believed to be the usual relationship, the 

tax lists indicates7 three Whites to seven Indians. The latter 

seemingly formed slightly less than 10%  rather than 75# or 

more of the total population. Table 14 recapitulates the 

tax data, adapted here to illustrate the relative propor- 

tions of one and another of the main groups, the Whites and 

the Indians. 

A more revealing mode of expressing relationships be- 

tween number of Whites and Indians is by simplified ratio. 
A 

With some exceptions, Indians outnumbered whites in nearly 

every partido on the peninsula. The number of Indian males 

to each white male of taxpaylng (and fighting) age gives 

clue to the sort of society and problems which might be 

found in the partido. Over  the whole peninsula, there was 

ly 
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Table 14.  PERSONAL TAX CATEGORIES, 1845: INDIANS vs WHITES 

Tax List Category Whites Indians Total Ratio 
Indians 
per 

Taxable at 4 reales 
Taxable at 2 reales 

2,342 
33,593 
7,738 
3,580 

10 
81,903 
17,952 
5,928 

2,352 
115,496 
25,690 
9,508 

Prospective (age 15; 
Exempted (over 60 

eto.) 

dross, all listings 47,253 31.0# 105,793 69.0£ 153,046 2.3/1.0 

Actual taxpayers 
only 35,935 30.4% 81,913 69.6JÉ 117,848 2.2/10 

Actual plus pro- 
spective 43,673 31.0 99,865 69.0JÉ 143,538 2.3/10 

Source: Regil and Peon, "Estadística," Table D (adapted). 

a general ratio of 2.3 Indians to each white, but there were 

wide variations from this figure. Table 15 lists in descend- 

ing order of "whiteness" the ratio of eaoh partido. It is 

readily seen that those along the west coast below Maxeanu 

had relatively fewer Indians than did the remainder of the 

peninsula. The eastern colonial city of Valladolid was a 

white island in the midst of a strongly Indian region. Vari- 

ous degrees of transition can be noted in the long settled 

colonial areas around Izamal and Uerida, giving way to more 

strongly Indian territories at the north around Espita, and 

especially at the south around Tekax. Arbitrarily limits 

can be set on the points where "White" areas give way to 

"mixed white" and so down a scale to "Indian." The criteria 

and suoh arrangement are included in Table 15. 
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Table 15.  PARTIDOS, 1845, BY RATIOS OF INDIANS PSR WHITS 

Partido White 
males 

Indian 
males 

Total 
males 

Ratio of Ind- 
ians per white 

A. "White" partidos: 0.0 to 1.0 Indian per «hite: 

Carmen       1 1,855 
Campeohe     1 2,740 
Selbaplaya   I 1,154 

161 
1,629 
1,118 

2,014 I     0.1 
4,569 1     0.6 
2,252 |      0.9 

B. "White-mixed* partidos: 1.0 to 2.0 Indians per white 

iderida 
liekelchakan 
Teooh 

5,594 
2,480 
2,465 

6,502 
4,058 
4,755 

11,896 
6,558 
7,218 

1.2 
1.6 
1.9 

C. "Mixed-transitional" partidos: 2.0 to 5.0 Indians per white 
Iaverage) 

Ticul 
Isamal 
Hotol 
Bacalar 
Bspita 
Tlglmln 
Peto 

2,470 
5,475 
2,709 
691 

1,679 
2,568 
4,021 

5,269 
7,685 
6,014 
1,709 
4,016 
5,827 
11,749 

7,759 
11,160 
8,725 
2,400 
5,695 
8,195 
15,770 

2.1 
2.2 
2.2 
2.4 
2.4 
2.5 
2.9 

D. wIndian-mixed" partidos: 3.0 to 4.0 Indians per white 

Tekax 
Hopelohen 
llaxoanu 

2,895 
1,781 
1,082 

9,181 
5,479 
3.927 

12,074 
7,260 
5,009 

3.0 
5.1 
3.6 

S. "Indian" partidos: 4.0 to 5.0 Indians per white 

Sotuta 
Valladolid 

1,682 
2,766 

6,897 
15,891 

8,579 
16,657 

4.1 
5.0 

Total, Yucatan 45,675 99,865 145,538 2.5 

Source: Hegil and Peon, "Estadística," Table D, adapted. 
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Before closer examination of the disarrangements caused 

by growth of population from 1794 to 1845 can be undertaken» 

more suitable analytical apparatus is needed. The seventeen 

or eighteen basic partidos «ere linked together by other 

interests and characteristics beyond their apparent ethnio 

make-up. The next section of this chapter groups them into 

four general regions «hose common likeness is not outweighed 

by important internal differences. The foregoing paragraphs 

have been largely concerned with descriptive material, show- 

ing that population was expanding, that various forms of 

settlement reflected essentially Indian or white way of life, 

and a highly stratified colonial society had been modified 

to a rather á simple dichotomy between Whites and IndiansA 

in 1845. 

VIII 

The term "frontier" has numerous connotations and 

diverse meanings. Here and in the next pages it is used 

to characterize "an incidental product of migration, and 

designates an area with somewhat indefinite boundaries 

which gets its speoial character from the alarms, excursions, 

and rapid changes incident to the invasion and settlement 

of a new population in a relatively vacant or sparsely 

settled territory.  In this sense of the word, a frontier 

is not so much a mark or boundary as a zone on the margin 
116 

of an advancing population." 
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V 

Local iasues and sentiments have had a directing in- 

fluence on the history of Yucatan and Mexico as a whole. 

This was more eapeoially true in the first half of the 

nineteenth century than it is at present, but even yet 

strong vestiges of sectional sentiment remain, to delight 

the antiquarian and to plague the administrator. The mov- 

ing frontier in Yucatan, rather than levelling off and wip- 

ing out looal feelings of solidarity tended merely to oréate 

one new region in addition to three old ones that had de- 

veloped on Yucatan after Spanish conquest. 

In Mexico, the term patria oblea, "little homeland,n 

has very speoial meaning. It distinguishes one's prime 

loyalties to a local place of varying sise from one's 

allegiances to the nation. República. The phrase patria 

chioa is symbolic of the undoubted (and often underestimated 

fact) that localism and particularism is still a major force 

in Mexican history. Its intensity is often baffling to out- 

siders, especially to Americans, whose national patterns of 

existence have developed rather uniformly over wide area, 

leaving only a few "pocket regions" that retain linguistic 

and cultural survivals as reminders of an older day when 

local patriotism took precedence over responsibilities and 

awareness of membership in a national group. 

In the last two or three generations national as op- 

posed to looal sentiments have gained muoh headway in Mexioo, 

but still the oonoept of patria chica is strong. In the middle 
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of the nineteenth century it was overpowering. Charnay, 

In passing correctly summed up the situation, "Federalized 
A 

though Mexico may be, the bonds which unites Its parts is 

very weak, and one may say that there is no other nation- 

ality than the nationality of a province. The inhabitant 

of Puebla is a Poblano; that of Chiapas a Chiapeneco; never 

will you hear it said he is a Mexican. This spirit of 

117 
clocher la found everywhere... .•* *f 

Similarly in recent times a speaker was perfectly com* 

prehensible to a Mexican audience in stating that although 

a Mexican he was also a Yucatecan.  "By mentioning it, I am 

not adding a new word to the lexioon of names whloh dis- 

tinguish natives of each of the world's lands," he added, 

*tout am employing terminology by which the various sons of 

the different provinces that form Mexican nationality are 

known.  By it a native of Orizaba may call himself vera- 

cruzano. one from Tehuantepeo, oax^ueno, one from Tampioo, 

tamaullpeoo.... The struggles in which the unfortunate 

Mexican land has been embroiled In the course of national 

existence have aimed at destroying the link between my 

118 
tierra chica and the grande." 

Patria chica for any individual talking to a national 

audience tends to be his native state or province, but when 

similarly discussing matters in the province itself, the 

frame of reference shrinks. Within the province itself the 

patria chica for most is a small part of it, a territory 
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slightly largor than the inmediato native town or village» 

but still not inclusive of the total area. With reduction 

in size, strength and number of looal and particularistic 

sentiments increase; sharing of these «1th other members 

forma the patria. Beyond rather narrow limits live "strang- 

ers, " outsiders who are fellow provincials; inside its peri* 

meters live "our people." Often there Is awareness of 

larger worlds outside the patria, but usually the reactions 

to affairs and happenings there are weak.  Bxperienoea and 

outlook circumscribed by reason of membership in larger 

groups pale beside the vivid sense of belonging to the 

119 
looal community, the patria. 

Previous pages have suggested that in Yucatan the 

administrative partidos resembled if they did not actually 

form such basic units of experience. Yet in some oases 

common loyalties, canons of taste and action, modes of con- 

duct and thought over/reached their limits without at the 

same time being peninsula-wide. With some aoouraoy In 

principle, though possible error in detail, lines may be 

drawn between the twenty or so partidos and the province 

as a unit, to form regions or sections which approach being 

patrias chicas for the people within them. Sectional senti- 

ments olustered respectively around Merida and Campeche, as 

already indicated.  By extending the concept to other sec- 

tions also recognized, a useful analytical tool is at hand, 

created from the social and emotional realities of the time. 
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In addition to Marida and Campeche, Yucatecans gener- 

ally recognized two other similar divisions that had typical 

characteristics. Certain loyalties and modes «ere attached 

to a somewhat indefinite area called the "East," oentered 

at Valladolid. Around Tekax was the "sierra.tt Neither of 

these had by 1845 completely developed a highly self- 

conscious regional feeling comparable to those of Campeche 

and Merida.  Bach was showing acoelerated growth in this 

direotion» until the Caste War put a bloody end to it. As 

sections or regions, neither the East nor the Sierra matured 

fully. 

As one consequenoe of their slower or arrested sophistica- 

tion, neither produced a body of publicists and historians 

to plaoe their olaims before posterity. Host writings about 

Yucatan» both for the period and later» have been produoed 

by men nurtured in Merida or Campeche) as against the ex- 

tended number of chroniclers from the western areas, a minor 

handful in the eastern parts have put their findings on 

paper. The name of Baqueiro Anduze» a young man whose re- 

cent death was a blow to local scholarship» stands nearly 

alone as representative of Valladolid, perhaps joined by 

Peres Alcalá and Canton Rosado.120 

Annalists of Tekax and the Sierra region are virtually 

non-existent.  Perhaps an explanation lies in the fact that 

in the period when it was becoming defined as an economic 

and social entity» from 1825 to the Caste War, its citizens 
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«ere more intent on aotion than reflection and literary 

endeavors. During the war it was the theater of most in- 

tensive operations» and afterward suffered from schizo- 

phrenia. Fart was joined to the new state of Campeohe 

when it broke away from Marida in 1858, while the remainder 

stayed attached. A looal investigator of importance, how- 

ever, was Juan Pio Perez* whose Mayanlat studies in the 

middle of the century have continuing value. Young men of 

scholarly bent from the East and from the Tekax areas tended 

to gravitate to Marida and Campeohe, where intellectual 

atmosphere and facilities were more favorable.  Often they 

remained in these larger centers. The career of Justo Sierra 

O'Reilly, born in Tixoacaltuyu (between Tekax and Valladolid) 

but identified first with the capital, then almost completely 
121 

with the port, is a typical example. 

From the sources, especially those devoted less to 

politics than to social and economic developments, it seems 

reasonably clear that four sections existed in Yucatan on 

the eve of the Caste War. Two were highly developed, around 

Marida and Campeche; the other two were nascent, beginning 

to integrate respectively around Valladolid and Tekax. All 

were changing under common doctrines and ideas that were 

beginning to gain full sweep after Yucatan's independence 

from Spain, but in changing each tended to accentuate differ- 

ent and selected features in the common climate of opinion. 
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Differential change within sections upset old balances 

between them and created tensions which now had no unified 

imperial policy, laid down in Crown circles overseas, as a 

resolving instrument with respected power of adjudication. 

Factionalism and partisan jockeying ensued in the scramble 

for local power, since that of Mexico generally failed to 

make itself effective in Yucatan. Factionalism and its 

consequent disruption of political unity was an accompani- 

ment, and in a sense the by-product, of changes in the 

creóle world in Yucatan, stemming from the several shifts 

occurring in each of its regions. 

These changes affected not only the oreóles participat- 

ing in them, but also the natives, excluded from voice in 

sectional or peninsular policy making.  When cumulatively 

changes endangered or actually became detrimental to the 

few and simple needs which Maya believed basic, sense of 

grievance mounted. As such grievances piled up along many 

lines, spirit which could give birth to a widespread revolt 

was incubating, finally to become powerful enough in 1847 

to break out openly. Thus the origins of the Caste War are 

multi-lateral, genetically and organically bound to the 

numerous shifts occurring among oreóles, often if not always 

along sectional lines. 

Because the process is complex, and because the material 

is relatively novel, considerable space is devoted below to 

tracing some of the tendencies toward change which collectively 
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and cumulatively formed the origins and oausea of the Caste 

War.  It seems neoessary to point out the movements and 

impulses within each of the various seotions which led the 

creóles in them to act as they did, and then to relate the 

points of agreement and antagonism among the seotions. 

These are most clearly visible in the economic realm, but 

are manifested as well in the political.  Land and the 

Church involved issues of high emotional content, both for 

creóles and for Maya; changes transpiring and affecting 

these aro directly related to the outbreaks in 1847. Follow- 

ing chapters treat the individual sections as self-conscious 

units, the differences between the hacienda and rancho 

societies, the major economic problems of the peninsula, 

and their impact on local politics, the questions of land, 

and various relations with the Church. 

The sectional framework employed throughout the re- 

mainder of this paper may be considered merely a helpful 

analytical device.  Its chief utility rests on its conveni- 

ence for sorting and arranging a mass of heterogeneous de- 

tails, confusing and perhaps meaningless in themselves. To 

establish each of the four sections as patrias chicas in 

their own right is not a major purpose here. There is no 

question but that sectionalism existed in Yucatan at the 

time, but to place its several bounds is confessedly a sub- 

jective operation.  The boundaries set forth here are limits 

which might not meet full approval of Yucateoans now or in 
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the period under review.    They would generally recognise 

four divisions, but certainly the labels here attached 

would be unfamiliar.    These are consciously oonfeeted to 

emphasize their tentative nature,  and to avoid confusing 

nanea of things with the things themselves.    Seotions are 

abstractions, without external reality.    Consistently the 

terms Old Colonial, West Coast,  East Colonial, and Border- 

lands indicate these four divisions.    They can be defined 

in terms of the partidos which apparently comprised them, 

as more or less arbitrarily allocated.    Table 16 sets 

their limits in terms of partidos. 

Table 16.     S3CTI0HALISM  IN YUCATAN,   1845 

Sectional    Division 

OLD COLONIAL WEST  COAST EAST COLONIAL BORDERLANDS 

Constituent Partidos 

Marida 
Fioul 
liaxcanu 
Tecoh 
Isamal 
Motul 

Campeohe 
Hekelchakan 
Seibaplaya 
Carmen 

Valladolld 
Tlzimin 
¿Capita 

Tekax 
Hopelohen 
Peto 
Bacalar 
Sotuta 

Unavoidable inconsistencies appear by oonstant adher- 

ence to these limits, but their usefulness as a working 

hypothesis offsets minor irritations which nearly always 

emerge when a taxonomic problem is first posed and the 

first approximate solution given. The criteria on which 

one or another partido is assigned include physiography, 
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eoonomlc interests, historical development (especially 

following 1821), lntellectvial and social aspirations, 

characteristic forms of land tenure, population density, 

and above all, socio-ethnlc make-up as revealed in the 

ratio between Indians to Whites.  Practical considerations 

also play a part, but distortion of truth is minor; stat'- 

/  istics are colleoted in terms of political administrative 
'     A 

units, even though these units may be bisected by an im- 

portant and clearly visible boundary of another nature. 

Sotuta offers example of arbitrary allocation here; in 

pre-eonquest times it lay between the lands of the Cupuls 

and those of Man!, which extended to the West nearly to 

Opichen and south to Hopelchen.  Colonial developments tied 

it to Merida, but between its chief centers, Sotuta and 

Yaxcaba, was rivalry.  Early oartroads tied Sotuta to Merida, 

Yaxcaba to Tekax. On other grounds, with equal propriety, 

Sotuta could be included as part of East Colonial, or Old 

Colonial, but largely because of its ethnic make-up and the 

fact that its Indian forms were rapidly being "creolized" 

(see Table 22), it seemed to have greater affinities with 

other Borderlands partidos than with those of the Colonial 

areas.  In like manner Bacalar could well have been included 

in East Colonial through its history and creóle character- 

istics. 

The sections correspond in general to administrative 

Districts, with one or two noteworthy exceptions. Comparison 
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will reveal that the Districts of Merida and Izamal hare 

been combined to form a single unit. Old Colonial. The 

Districts of Campeche and Tekax remain differentiated» 

but the partido of Hopelonen has been subtracted from one 

and assigned to the other, forming respectively the West 

Coast and Borderlands.  East Colonial is exactly the same 

as the District of Valladolid.  Primary concern with ethno- 

cultural characteristics, whose importance in analysis of 

differences between areas concerned with Indians and those 

which were not seems self-evident, is mirrored in Table 17, 

which provides a summary view of them, based on the white- 

Indian ratios previously discussed.  Other criteria are 

skeletonized in Tables 18 through 24. The ensuing chapters 

attempt to justify and clarify the meanings of these various 

compilations of quantitative data. 

One or two general observations need be made.  Although 

following pages stress the sectional tinges or biases given 

them, strong common elements shared by all or a majority of 

regions are equally noteworthy. From numerous details on 

education, road-building, amusements, literary habits and 

other traits comes the almost inescapable conclusion that 

by 1845 Yucatan was a place rather different from the static, 

lethargic province described in the later eighteenth century. 

With overwhelming insistence most Yucateoan creóles were 

advocates of change, progress, improvement.  Large and small 

problems beset their path, staggering in number and bewildering 
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in their range. To get the proper perspective on the 

complexities of the time and place, it la convenient to 

view them against a broad historical past, not confined 

to Yucatan, or even Latin America.  Problems which face 

men living in society recur again and again; the solutions 

differ from age to age and locality to locality.  One of 

the jobs of historians is to point that out. 

One general set of problems which troubled Yucateoans 

in the 1830's and 1840*s seems oomparable to those which 

became prevalent in Europe when the medieval world gave way 

to the Renaissance and then to the Reformation.  Students 

familiar with Spanish American intellectual currents and 
A 

cast of thought perhaps do not stress sufficiently the 

essentially medieval nature — not only in vocabulary, 

approach, and concept — of colonial Latin American clim- 

ates of opinion and the residue which remains to the present. 

Perhaps perpetuation of the scholastic tradition in formal 

and self-conscious phases of life such as literature, art, 

and government can be attributed to the favored place of 

the Church in the New World, an institution within whose 

framework the Middle Ages took form.  In any event, the 

roots lay deep. 

Secular thought of consequence did not take shape in 

Mexico until about the last quarter of the eighteenth cen- 

tury, and then seized, for political reasons, on polemic 
A 

aspects rather than on premises of doctrines opposed to 
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divine right of kings, union of Church and State, laissez- 

faire economics and other non-Catholic dogma which had been 

developed outside Spain and given a revolutionary edge in 

Prance and the United States. With achievement of political 

independence, revolutionaries in Mexico still had to battle 

the «eight of history, a frame of mind, in a society organ- 

ized on the patterns of medieval Sirope.  Often they did not 

recognize the momentum which continued development for three 

centuries in the New and more in the Old World had given to 

functioning institutions.  The inertia of history is not 

easily overcome by fiat, as nearly every Mexican president 

finds out, generally in the second or third year of his term. 

The messianic optimism which has characterized reform move- 

ments in Mexico usually have as common basis the tendency 

to wipe out by decree all that transpired before their     • 

arrival on the soene.  Such certainly was the case in Yuca- 

tan after independence, and especially in the 1840's. 

The introduction of new scales of value, bearing the 

prestige of suooess in foreign lands and victory over 

Spain's attempts to remain medieval and dominant, compli- 

cated life. Not only present were the old values, retained 

among entirely honorable and Intelligent men of conservative 

temperaments, still powerful though not regnant, but com- 

peting with them were the newer ones, derived from Protest- 

ant, revolutionary traditions which had flowered in Britain, 

the United States, and France.  Teleological views of a 
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static universe centered around Qod vied with utilitarian 

theories of a perfeotible world where man's activities at 

present are of greater immediate concern than hi.-j here- 

after. The aorimony between partisans of one set of values 

and the other reached considerable pitch because of the 

emotional overtones involved. Fortunately in Yucatan the 

excesses which marked the religious wars in Reformation 

Europe, which were paralleled on minor scale in nineteenth 
A A 

century Mexico, remained largely verbal.  But the secular- 

ization of thought and activity is perhaps one of the most 

important contributions the generation in Yucatan from 1830 

to 1860 made for its successors. The respectable» maternal 

orthodoxy of the colonial tradition was now rivalled by a 

bevy of seductive and siren heterodoxies, attractively 

clothed, tantalizingly fresh. 

Another sort of problem, that took uncommon abilities 

to handle properly, is analogous to those arising elsewhere 

at the same time and later when attempts were made to shift 

a whole economic base of life.  Under the hot breath of 

Progress, Yucatecans warmed to the idea of commerce with 

the world. As a later chapter points out, their older 

colonial products were not wanted, except for a limited 

amount of logwood for dye.  Yet around production of these 

things their life had been lived for two and a half centuries; 

some still thought it a good life. There were fundamentally 

divergent* points of view between men who wished to retain 
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the essentially small subsistence type of rural establish- 

ment, the colonial hacienda, and those who put their faith 

in a more dynamic one, a sort of rural factory whose op- 

eration was premised on production for export, world 

markets, mechanization, and if neoessary, exploitation 

of labor. 

Though the parallel should not be pushed too far, one 

can see in Yucatan its peculiar version of the struggles 

that occurred in England^ over Enclosure and the Corn Laws. 

Sugar rather than wool led to eviction of Yucatecan natives 

from traditional holdings to which they held no legal title; 

struggles between landed gentry (on cattle haciendas) were 

with these rural sugar entrepreneurs rather than industrial 

burghers. The fact that by 1860 the economic bases for 

Yucatan's development to the present were laid out is also 

a significant matter. 

One of the results of surge to change, of seculariza- 

tion of thought, and of an economy in transition was the 

Caste War. Another, and perhaps counterbalancing one, is 

that broad foundations for intellectual, artistic, and other 

developments were solidly placed. Though, as the outbreak 

of the Caste War itself proved, Yucateoans made many errors 

of judgment and policy, that does not exclude recognition 

of the very real virtues and abilities of the generation 

which was mature or maturing from 1830 to 1360.  One can 

see why Yucateoans were hailed in the nineteenth century 
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as usually men of unusual training and talents. For ex- 

ample, two of the three Important Ministers of Education 

in Mexico in the last quarter of the century, Joaquín Baranda 

and Justo Sierra (who re-founded the National university of 

Mexico) were capable sons of illustrious Yuoateoana who 

played important roles in the period under review. To 

stress or to relate only the baleful effeots without 

adequate mention of their more affirmative and lasting 

achievements would be to do injustice to a generally able 

and honorable generation of men, overwhelmed as they were 

with all the problems of a modern world with inadequate 

training, or even opportunity, to solve them. They at 

least arranged matters so that their sons and descendants 

would be better equipped. 

For convenience and for referenoe the tabular material 

that defines sectionalism and indicates the direction of 

some changes is here inoluded as a block. The next chapter 

gives details on the largest, most important, and best docu- 

mented of these, the Old Colonial, with Merida at its core, 

the region often passed into accounts of outsiders as repre- 

senting the whole of the peninsula.  In many ways it did, 

but the characteristics and interests of the three areas 

peripheral to it — West Coast, East Colonial, and Border- 

lands — have their special claims.  These are then outlined 

in a succeeding chapter. 
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IX 

Distinction drawn in Table 18 between n""1 "*»1 density 

and effeotive density* nominal area and effeotive area, 

needs an explanation. Normally throughout the world many 

areas are relatively continuously and uniformly ocoupied. 

If their total population is divided by their area a ratio 

known as density» inhabitants per unit of territory» results. 

In Yucatan» however» to assume that inhabitants were evenly 

distributed through the territory involves a major error 

of fact; and figures derived from it lead to serious mis- 

conceptions of the actual situation.  People congregated 

in relatively large clusters which were often far distant 

from the boundaries of their territory» leaving between 

the clusters and the borders great stretches of virtually 

uninhabited expanses. 

To assess the true social» political or military 

strength of a section» therefore» only a reduced percentage 

of its total area can be counted as effeotive. Subjective 

and perhaps wilful judgment of the extent of effeotive 

territory» continuously and rather uniformly ocoupied» must 

necessarily be made» based on prolonged study of maps and 

other souroes of information. The results perhaps warrant 

it.  For instance» the nominal density of the Borderlands 

is simply calculated at 9 persons per square mile» that of 

the VJest Coast at 3.  When compared with Old Colonial at 38» 
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these figuras give no indication why the formar oould 

possibly rival the latter. Yet the effeotlve densities 

of the Borderlands and the West Coast, 32 and 13» intimate 

why they, in combination with East Colonial, could be con- 

sidered by Morida as potential rivals rather than as under- 

populated dependencies, easily controlled. 

Table 17.  I-ITHNIC CHARACTERISTICS OP 3BCTI0N3, by PAKPIDOS 
(Sed above, Table 15) 

Ethnic character Old West 
Coaat 

JSast 
Colo; gial 

Bordar- 
Jandj 

Peninsula 
of Yucatan. 

3 
7 
3 
2 

White 
White-mixed 
Mixed-transitional 
Indian-mixed 
Indian 

Total partidos 
Indian-white 

Katio 

18 

1.9 o.a 3.5 3.2 2.3 
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Tabla 20.    CHIEF PRODUCTS,  BY PARTIDOS,  1836 177 

OLD COLONIAL VÍBST COAST EAST COI -    BORDERLANDS 
SECTION SECTION ONIAL SECTION 

• Í 
9 
3 

•0 
•A U * 

i-l 
m 
o 

9 JS i-t a o a 
m 
•a 
f. 

r-l 

l O 

•3 
9 o • 

1 o 
t i P. t o 

rH 
a 
M 

•o 
m t 

M 
3 
M I I 

ft 
M 
M 

• 1 S m o • 
CO £ £ •H 

n 
a o 

ca M A 
CATTLE,  ETC. 

• • 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Hornad eattla 
Horses • 4 4 4 4 4 

Mules • 4 4 4 4 4 

Hides—raw 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Leather • 

Jerked beef • 4 4 4 4 

Sheep 4 4 

Haga 4 4 4 4 4 

Tallo. 4 4 4 4 4 

SUGAR 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Raw 

Molasses 4 4 4 

Snirits 4 4 4 4 

RICE 4 4 4 4 4 

HENEQUÉN 
4 • 4 4 4 Raw 

Manufactured • 4 4 

TOBACCO 
4 4 4 4 4 4 Raw 

Clears 4 • 

COTTON k FABRICS 4 

MINERAL 
• 4 4 4 4 Salt 

Marble 4 

Gypsum 4 4 4 

FOREST 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 Logwood 

Timbara • 4 4 4 4 4 4 

Copal 4 4 4 4 

Aohiote 4 

Castor oil 4 4 4 

MARINE 
4 Fish oil 

Salted fish 4 

Tortoise shells 4 

Aaber • 
VEGETABLE 

4 4 Pepper 
Staroh 4 4 

Vanilla 4 4 

Saffron 4 4 4 

Saraaparilla 
Indigo 4 ,_J  
Souroat    "Tableau Statistique da la Provinoe d'Yucatan, d'ap res las renseignc » 

ments qui m*ont éte donnés par MM. Espinosa,  Rejón, Hernandos," 
Waldeolc,  Voyage,  p. 77. 
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Tabla 21.     DIFFERENTIAL GROWTH   OF 3ECTI0N3,  1794-1845 

Section TflWtffljr1 
•áUñk Changa 

(Relativa) 

Old Colonial 
wast Coaat 
Saat Colonial 
Bordarlands 

172,344 
39,134 
43,398 

103,411 

210,029 
51,999 
107,215 
175,856 

48.2 
10.8 
12.1 
28.9 

38.5 
9.5 
19.6 
32.4 

Total 358,287    545,099 100.0 100.0 

flourceat (a) AHÍ, I; 245; (b) Regll and Peon, "Satadiatloa," 
Table C, adapted (10# added to given totals, making 
groas slightly lesa than their "oaloulated aotualn). 

Table 22.     DISTRIBUTION  OF INDIAN MALB3,  1794 va 1845,  by SECTIONS 

Seotion Indian "fiff fK! P8Pf Relative 
Change I9SÍ TBII lWl 1846 

Old Colonial 
west Coaat 
Saat Colonial 
Borderlands 

26,573 
7,708 
6,269 

19,026 

34,250 
6,966 

23,734 
35,015 

44.6 
13.0 
10.5 
31.9 

34.3 
7.0 

23.7 
35.0 * 

Total 59,576 99,965 .  100.0 100.0 

3ourcea:   (a) AHY. u 209-341   (b) above. Table 15. 

Table 23.     ¿TUNIC  CHANO33  IN 30TUTA-YAXCABA  PARTIDO,   1794-1845 

Total Population 
stales,  14-60 
Indian malea 

ratio 

1794 

Numbers 

25,686 
? 

b or Pen' 
lnaula 

7.2 
? 

¿814. 

Humbera 
ft 

25,618 
8,591 
7,442 

or Pen 
lnaula 

5.1 

9.4é 

6.5 

¿84 

Numbers 

36,113 
8,579 
6,897 

of 
Penln, 

6.6 
6.0 
6.9 

4.1 

Sourcea:  (a) AIII,  1} 216-17)   (b) Bohanove, Apuntadonea. p. 7} 
(o) Table H   above;  (d)  Sohanove, Apuntaciones gives 
70,835 ror last tabulation of Indiana in 1507;  (©) 
Regll and Peon,  "astadlatlca" Tables C and D (adapted). 
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Table 24. SETTLEMENT PATTERNS AND CULTURAL FEATURES OF SECTIONS , 1846 

• 

o 
09 

Comparable 
It«»8 

Old Colonial West Coast East Colonial Borderlands 
Tuoatan 
(100#) 

N H * n Tfc % > 

• Cities 2 1 1 1 5 

a VIlifts 2 3 1 1 7 

* Towns 84 36.0 29 12.4 49 21.0 71 30.6 233 

a Haoiendas 884 63.7 112 8.1 193 13.9 199 14.3 1,388 

• Ranohos 468 22.9 251 12.2 500 24.6 826 40.4 2,044 

b Urban hold- 
ings (1836 

2,788 49.4 2,142 38.0 351 6.2 367 6.4 5.638 

a Rural hold- 
lags (18SB) 

1,241 61.6 203 8.4 668 23.0 411 17.1 2.413 

b Urban value 
(000»s of 
posos) 

1.798.8 41.4 2,086.9 48.0 184.6 4.2 280.3 6.4 4,349.8 

0 Rural value 
(OOO's of 
posos) 

1,655.3 63.6 633.8 18.4 283.7 9.8 524.1 18.2 2,894.9 

ft Ueoates of 
meice(OOO's) 

1.211 36.4 319 9.5 568 17.0 1.233 37.1 3,332 

ft Schools 46 56.6 16 18.5 5 6.2 16 19.8 81 

ft Pupils 3,134 56.3 1,116 20.0 310 6.6 LplO 18.2 5,569 

ft Prissts 39 42.9 1   12 13.2 18 19.81 22 24.1 91 

So urosst "Menor 
"Estad 

la, 1845, 
lstioa," 

" in Heller, Ret sen, p. 226» (b) Regil ai 
Table A (adapted)| (a) ibid.. Table C. 

ad Peon, 



CHAPTER THREE 

The Major Region: 

A Changing Old Colonial Society at Merida, 1825-1845 

"Regions are relative generalizations, 
defined according to seleoted criteria, 
constructed subjectively, or organized 
temporally for special purposes*... 
Regional division is not only conven- 
ient but essential for effective 
organization of human life. Since there 
is no hope of finding absolute regions 
to serve all purposes, the best alter- 
native is the recognition and use of all 
regional combinations for what they are 
worth, acknowledging existing regional 
divisions and organizing new ones in 
areas where,common problems call for 
comprehensive solutions. The inevitable 
overlapping of regions is not to be do- 
plored but must be acknowledged and may 
be useful in overall coordination of 
human relations.... In spite of the 
world relations to be regulated, the 
personal limitations of human beings 
and the looalness of human life are 
permanently established in nature.* 

R. 3. Platt, "Regionalism in World Order," 
Association of American Geographers, 
Annals. XXXIII (December 1943), 230-31. 



CHAPTER THRBE — TUB MAJOR RE» I ON: 

A CHANGING OLD COLONIAL SOCIETY AT MBRIDA, 1825 - 1845 

In many, if not all, respeots, the area around Merlda 

tended to overshadow the peripheral regions centered at 

Campeche, Valladolld, and Tekax.  So dominant was its pres- 

tige and influence that travelers and even Yucateoans almost 

automatically equated developments there as representative 

of the whole peninsula. Generalizations about Yucatan of 

the period usually rest on information about Merlda and its 

surrounding oountry^sideS.  In the main, this tendenoy to 

confuse the most sophisticated part of Yucatan with the 

whole is harmless. As the next chapter indioates, however, 

important differences existed between the Old Colonial area 

around Merlda, and the other components, the West Coast 

centered at Campeche, the East Colonial at Valladolld, and 

the emergent Borderlands that began to focus on Tekax. The 

activities in the three lesser sections take on significance 

chiefly as deviations or reflections of those in the Old 

Colonial. Rivalled only by the West Coast, it set the social 

tone and guarded most of the other norms. 

The general characteristics of the Old Colonial region 

can be derived from the detail which follows.  It was central- 

ized, stable, and self-conscious, usually conservative in 
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politics and economic thought,It remained to 1845 rather 

thoroughly saturated with Spanish colonial culture, part 

of which Included Herida*s continuous tradition of hegemony. 

Sxoeptlng only the amount of territory under Its jurisdic- 

tion, It was dominant over the other sections by nearly 

every measure. From about 1825 to the Caste War, the Old 

Colonial section had difficulty maintaining its political 

and eoonomic leadership, but was virtually unopposed in its 

command of the social and intellectual spheres. 

II 

As used here, the area considered Old Colonial Included 

the two administrative Districts of Merida and Isamal. Divided 

between them were the partidos of Isamal and Hotul, Herida, 

Tioul, Maxoanú, and Teooh, so long as the latter existed; in 

1847 the communities comprising the partido of Teooh were 

partitioned between that of Ticul and of Merida.1 

In general the Old Colonial section in the first half 

of the nineteenth century is the same area which later in 

the second half became the commercial henequén zone, the 
O 

"Region Baja," of modern agronomists.  Merida was its 

prims urban nucleus. Sisal its chief port, though unsatis- 

factory; the city of Izamal was a secondary center, with 

Dsllam a poor auxiliary outlet to the sea. Bounded by the 

coasts between the Booas de Chisacab on the west and the 
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Booas de Dsilam at the north, the cultural and aoolal re- 

gion extended Inland to an uncertain line that probably 

passed between Beoal and Calkini, Tab! and Piste» Tanoah 

and Cenotillo, and slightly to the east of Dzonoaulch and 

Buotzotz, so that nearly all settlements in the Old Colon- 

ial lay within a radius of forty or fifty miles around 

Marida. 

Viewed topographically, the section displayed first 

an arid strip of nearly vegetationless sand on the coast, 

whioh shaded progressively through dry hard soils, greater 

plant cover, to; reach the relatively fertile and tree, 

oovered zones at the foot of the Sierra. Near the ooast 

runs a band of swamp, then low and brushy growth, dumps 

of oaoti and grasses. Not far from Marida, some trees and 

orchards appeared. As explained earlier, the rainfall 

gradient runs inland, with a sparse eighteen inches of 

annual fall near Dzilam to perhaps forty or forty-five 

near Oxkutzoaband Piste. The Old Colonial was essentially 

a zone of cenotes; they occur at short irregular intervals, 

becoming less frequent naar the coast and to the east and 

south. Although it would be unwise to push the matter too 

far, there seems to have been some physiographic unity to 

the Old Colonial region, but to mark it off sharply from 

East Colonial along these lines is risky. 

The Old Colonial section was well-connected to its 

peripheral sections and was itself knit together by a 

-7 
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network of oart roads. The main ones radiated like spokes 

from Herida, but chief points within the region were Inter- 

laced. Most of the subordinate areas beyond the Old Colonial 

had but one or two main ways* each of which finally linked 

with those going to or from the capital.  In 1793 under^   /.<.< 

regime of Lucas de Oalvez, Izamal had been joined to the 

capital, and at about the same time a start had been made 

toward pushing oart roads from Merida to the Sierra towns, 

especially Tioul (at that time more nearly a part of 

Borderlands than Old Colonial), and to Campe ones' each of 

these extended about six leagues from Merida. From late 

colonial times until some political stability had emerged 

in Yucatan following its independence, "but. little more     / 

road-building was done. A few efforts were expended to 
3 

improve connections between Merida and its port at Sisal. 

As a war measure, the latter was allowed after 1812 to 

handle oommeroe (as it had in very early colonial times), 

the first break in Campeche*s monopoly of overseas trade. 

In 1827, again in 1833*and later, some comprehensive 

legislation gave strong impulse to development of communica- 

tion. Existing roads were improved and extended, new ones 

created under laws which required all males either to con- 

tribute payment for substitute workers or donate from four 

to six days a year of their own time in road construction. 

The Sierra cartway was pushed from near Merida clear to 

Tlhoauoo, a stretch of about forty-eight leagues, and the 
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rood to Campeche was completed. From Izamal the Merlda 

road was extended eastward to Valladolid, with a separate 

spur to Tizimln, linking the capital with the "Queen of 

the East," Valladolid, thirty-six leagues away. Not count- 

ing short feeder roads, by 1345 Yucatan possessed one 

hundred thirty-two leagues (320-350 miles) of main cart 

roads, pointed toward Merlda. This was a considerable gain 

over the sixty-five miles reported for the years Just be- 

fore Independence.4 

Business leaders of the colonial region* especially 

those in Merida, were anxious to improve not only the 

vestibule» but also their doorway to the sea. As a result 

of their efforts a new port site was elected, and plans 

were made to connect it with Herida. Details of the enter- 

prise perhaps illuminate the processes of change more 

clearly than do generalizations. 

In 1840 three men who had been thinking about the prob- 

lem of better communication between Merlda and its overseas 

markets in New York and Havana took a canoe trip around the 

west and north coasts of Yucatan to seek out an appropriate 

spot for a shipping point. These three» Pedro do la Cámara, 

Simon Peon, and Juan Miguel Castro, were hacendados and 

merchants in Merlda.  After the death of Cámara, Peon and 

Castro were joined by Darlo Salera, who jointly petitioned 

the state legislature for the two square leagues of land, 

about nine thousand acres, which were In the public domain 
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at the point they had picked, the present locale of Progreso, 

which received its name at this time. On the land grant 

thus acquired, the entrepreneurs projected a port that would 

supplant Sisal.  By 1846, Castro and his companions had con- 

vinced the other merchants of Merida of Progreso*s superior- 

ity over the older place. As a group they memorialized the 

legislature for aid. 

The petition of the merchants pointed out that from 

Marida to Sisal was a distance of nearly thirteen leagues, 

which required thirty-six hours to traverse by cart, while 

Progreso lay only eight away.  In cartage costs alone they 

hoped to save eleven thousand pesos annually by use of the 

newer plaoe, once a road to it was completed. They men- 

tioned that such a road would have the cumulative effeot 

of reviving agriculture and trade through the hinterlands 

and increasing the prosperity of Merida; Valladolid, TizLmin, 

and other towns would raise and ship goods there rather than 

to Campeche, and thus a paradoxical situation whereby lazy 

Indians held the peninsula's most fertile lands without 

exploiting them would be resolved as new business took them 

over. The merchants explained that to date all the legal 

faginas of communities along the new road to Progreso had 

been expended without completing a passable cartway, al- 

though five of the eight leagues were now ready. The road 

was about ten yards wide, and tapped a population of about 

four thousand souls in 44 towns, sitios, ranchos and haciendas 
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within two leagues each side of it. The merchants requested 

that the state legislature recognize Progreso as a public 

place and provide for special faginas whioh would complete 

the road to it. 

At first blush the scheme looks like an attempt to 

enrich the land speculators who had aoquired all the hold- 

ings in Progreso» but in fact this was not so. Castro and 

his companions offered to return their grant to the state 

if the legislature would provide for growth of the port. 

They and the merchants requested that two thousand pesos be 

appropriated to pay labor for completion of the cartway, 

that the Yucateoan customs house be shifted from Sisal to 

Progreso, that the state make a map and lay out the new town 

into lots, sale of which would provide for the requested two 

•thousand peso appropriation.  On April 27, 1846 these terms 

were met by the legislature, contingent upon a favorable re- 

port from experts that the port of Progreso would prove 

satisfactory and adequate. Two licensed pilots, Buena- 

ventura Vivo and Francisco Alama, accompanied by civil 

officials, reoonnoitered the site by sea and expressed 

their approval in May. Political disturbances Intervened 

to interrupt work on the road and the expected transfer of 

the customs house. 

In like manner, the Caste War then prevented completion 

of the cartway, and vested interests of Sisal delayed the 

official recognition of Progreso as ohief port of entry. 
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*  / 

After 1853 the system of faginas was renewed, and by 1855 

only one league of cart-road laoked to connect Merlda with 

Progreso. A group* still headed by Castro, kept exerting 
6 

pressure to dislodge Sisal»a hold on commeroe.  Finally, 

In 1872, a generation after it had been first announced as 

a plan, Progreso was given full municipal status and became 

the official port. Soon a railway paralleled the cart-road, 

and subsequently Progreso boomed as henequén rose to import- 

ance. In recognition of his vision, Castro's name was added 

to that of Progreso, so that its official title is Progreso 

de Castrof in size, the town is second only to Merlda in 

the state of Yucatan.  Its name, NProgress,w correctly sums 

up the spirit of the times in which it was first projected. 

In the years just before the Caste War, Merlda was 

still an over^grown Spanish village, rather than a matured 

metropolis in the sense Implied by modern geographers. It 

clung to the familiar gridiron plan, which had not yet been 

overlaid and modified for more rapid passage of vehicular 

traffic; automobile traffic did not become serious until 

long after 1891, when the first car made Its appearance in 

Merlda. For the greater part of the colonial period, Merida 

had been the sole city; in 1847 four others rivalled it, 

though of the five Merida remained largest, the most highly 

developed and ornate. It was the nerve-center of the Old 

Colonial region, and to some extent, the entire peninsula. 
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III 

Herida, like most other communities of the time, was 

expanding and undergoing change. It was considerably 

larger than in colonial times. By the year 1831 the 

original number of blocks laid out in 1542, some twenty- 

five or thirty, had grown to nearly six hundred (599). 

From 1831 to 1906, growth was slow as in the latter year 

these had increased only to 652. Chief spurt in urbaniza- 

tion has taken place in the past generation, as in 1938 

the figure of 1,213 had almost doubled that of 1906. One 

tendency from late colonial times to the middle years of 

the nineteenth century had already beoome apparent by 1832, 

and has continued to the present,7 — that for the Center 

to encroach upon and absorb the barrios. From 1794 to 1832, 

the total population of Marida and its barrios rose 14.3£, 

but in the years from 1832 to 1845 this gain disappeared. 

The changing relations of Center to barrios, however, 

apparently continued.  As "creoligation" through schooling, 

mixed marriages, and other elements tending to break down 

the formerly rigid lines between the social classes of the 

one and the other continued, more and more the meaningful 

distinctions between those resident in the Center and 

barríanos have lessened in number and importance. Through 

most of the nineteenth oentury, however, separate administra- 

tion of barrio affairs reinforced sentiments of barrio loyalty. 
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The individual character of eaoh barrio occasionally found 

place in literary efforts of the time.  Unfortunately the 

comparative quantitative data on the proportionate number 

of residents in Center and barrios cover only the period 

from 1794 to 1832. Table 25 seems to provide a self-evident 

conclusion, that In the latter year a significantly greater 

proportion of people «ere considered to reside in the Center 

than had lived there in 1794. 

Table 25.  COMPARATIVE POPULATION OF MERIDA AND ITS BARRIOS, 
1794 vs. 1832 

Center (Iforlda) 
Barrios 

San Cristóbal 
Santa Ana 
Santiago 
San Sebastian 

Ahitan fes M qenfc*ff*« 
Lfi22_ 

5,358 

9,060 
3,745 
6,102 
1,573 

22,624 

4,753 
3,984 
4,788 
1,652 

20.7 

34.9 
14.5 
23.6 
6.3 

59.8 

12.5 
10.5 
12.6 
4.6 

Totals 25,838 37,801 100.0 100.0 

CENTER 

BARRIOS 

5,358 

20,460 

22,624 

15,177 

20.7 

79.3 

59.8 

40.2 

Sources: Table 13, above; Waldeok, Voyage, p. 19, based 
on estimates by Dr. Juan Huboe, 1832, before 
cholera epidemic of 1832*33. 

As in the past, the Center not only dominated its de- 

pendent environs socially, but overlooked them physically. 

-/'  Seventeenth century arches, remnants of defensive activity 

against threats of bucaneer invasion, marked off the section 

of vecinos from the small barrios. In the Center, private 
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and. public buildings surrounded a main plasa, much, as they 

had from foundation of the city.  On the east, the Cathedral» 

on the west* the Ayuntamiento were chief structures flanking 

it; opposite the government palace and jail on the north side 

was the ancient property that had belonged to the Adelantado 
Q 

Montejo." 

One sign of social change and the increasing mobility 

of Yucateoan society w as the fact that ancient properties 

like that of the Montojos was being bought and sold in the 

open market. Entail» by which inheritances of real estate 

were kept in a family line, was tending to die out. In news- 

papers of the day, numerous offers of properties are en- 

countered. Typical of the waning tradition was the MonteJo 

residence. From its ownership in that family from the days 

of the Adelantado, the property had remained in entail until 

sometime in the 1830»s. After rapidly passing through a 

number of hands, it finally lodged in those of Simon Peon 

by 1839. He took steps to modernize and renovate the ancient 

colonial house.  In like manner, the abutting mansion, dating 

from the same early period, was purchased by Darlo Galera. 

It will be remembered that these two citizens were part of 

the triumvirate which pushed the foundation of Progreso. 

Merchants thus began to fill in the ranks and places in the 

Center reserved for its principal personages. 

A number of other public, semi-public, and ecclesiast- 

ical structures (aside from those flanking the main plaza) 
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were scattered through the Center. They inoluded, for in- 

stance, thirteen ohurchea, two convents, and a general 

hospital, as well as a fortress. The latter, San Benito, 

enolosed part of a ruined Franciscan monastery; it served 

as an arsenal and provided space for administrative offices. 

Some of the fortress had been removed in 1834 to permit new 

construction on the park-like Alameda, a recreational area 

laid out in 1793.   In addition to these, there was also a 

public alms-house, whose reputation was more picturesque 

than its edifice. 

The almshouse, Casa de Beneflciencia, replaced a so- 

called Casa de Amparo in 1833. The latter institution was 

more nearly an orphanage than a poor-house; in it young boys 

were taught to weave, and were given clothes, food, education, 

and a peso salary monthly. Founded in 1821, by 1826 it had 

degenerated into na school of little or no morality." The 

Casa de Beneflciencia which emerged from reorganization 

was designed to cope with the growing problem of beggars 

in Merida; its operetion was not a marked success/ along 

those lines.*2 Waldeck, a French traveler who resided in 

Merida for a year in 1836, reported that the Casa was generally 

considered to be a semi-official brothel rather than a haven 

for the poor. During the day young prostitutes remained 

there and manufactured oigars, or sallied forth for common 

trade; at night the place was a discreet bawdy-house, whose 

clientele was restricted to public officials.'1'3 
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From tima to time the Inmates oomplalned about the 

food and administration* and Investigations revealed that 

It was Indeed difficult to put the Casa "on the footing of 

true public utility.11 Lack of funds made It Imperative 

that the inmates beg for food.  From time to time they 

were transferred to other buildinga, while the Casa served 

as a school or a prison. Not until 1861 were its affairs 

straightened out, when the institution was refounded under 

the name "Casa de Beneficencia Brunet" in honor of a Yuoa- 

teoan family that had been generous publio philanthropists 

14 
in the earlier years of the nineteenth century. 

That waldeek's impression of the Casa in 1836 was still 

substantially true a decade later seems indicated by a public 

letter penned by "Two Friends of the Common Weal.n On numerous 

occasions, they pointed out, honorable poor girls who lived 

in the Casa became confused in the public mind with others 

less honorable, sent there to keep them off the streets. 

When the virtuous poor wished to marry, they found difficulty, 

owing to their residence.  It was the opinion of the writers 

that the police or some other agency should see that hungry 

and shelterless prostitutes were fed and housed/ rather than 

15 
to herd them into the almahouae.   Perhaps in this connec- 

tion it is worthy of note that knowledge of contraceptive 

devices began to be generalized among the white Yucatacans 

of Marida. At the beginning of the nineteenth century they 

had been introduced on the peninsula, and though their use 
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was attacked by the Church* It increased markedly, especially 

16 
after 1840.   Cost of contraceptives probably restricted 

their use to upper classes.  The somewhat checkered history 

of the Casa de Beneficiencia should not obscure the fact 

that a number of other charitable institutions did fulfill 

17 social needs, in a less flamboyant atmosphere. 

Perhaps a newly established hotel in Tlerida qualifies 

for inclusion as a public building.  It reflected the fact 

that more and more foreign visitors — traders, political 

refugees, scientists, adventurers, and others of unstated 

business — were beginning to come to Merida and that not 

all of them were eligible for the easy hospitality which had 

been customarily extended to the few travelers of an earlier 

day.  In June , 184í¿, its proprietor, Antonio Prado, advertised 

that the recently opened Hotel de Diligencias offered many 

conveniences: rooms, separate bath-rooms, and meals, as well 

as refreshments and beverages. Yucatacans and strangers were 

asked to try them.  Norman, an American with many peculiari- 

ties, thought highly of the new hostelry; he compared it with 

similar ones he claimed to have tried in Switzerland, to the 

advantage of the Yucatecan. Both before and after the hotel*s 

short life, most travelers were accommodated at a large 

boarding-house run by a Doña Micaela Lavalle, whose rates 

Norman thought were too high, but whose services Stephens, 

Ileller, and Charnay approved.  With Teutonic thoroughness 

Heller noted that for a peso a day he got lodging and food, 
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"fairly well served. •* Charnay on hia first trip had stopped 

at the hotel, at Micaela»s pension the second, hut In 1860 

/ • —| / found no public accommodations, so-w*s put up at a private 

house. The hotel had disappeared by May 1847, «hen Heller 

found that Micaela was the sole hope of travelers.18 So 

presumably it was not a victim of the Caste War, which did 

not break out until two months later. 

Most households in Merida, however, provided sufficient 

food, so that the clientele of the hotel was probably limited 

to strangers.  A colorful source of oomestibles was the open 

market, not far from the Alameda, and for poorer persons 

whole meals or cooked dishes could be purchased there. Gener- 

ally its goods consisted of bread, meat, vegetables, fish, 

and other locally obtained produce, as well as pottery and 

other household effects of hand fabrication.  Booths or fixed 

sites of vendors were divided functionally: the fish mer- 

19 
chants were separated from those who sold meats.   Morelet 

in 1846 noted that the creóle diet made much use of poultry, 

game, and fish, and that among the vegetables were found 

onions, cucumbers, potatoes, and mad-apples (aubergines).20 

Possibly few vendors or purchasers had read a volume published 

in 1832 by Maria Ignacia Aguirre entitled Prontuario de Cocina 

para un diarlo regular, a cook-book that preserved the secrets 

of Merida's still excellent cuisine, as most of the trade 

carried on in the market was among Maya and mestizos 21 

The upper classes, whose cooks undoubtedly then as namJ 
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found the market as much a aoene of recreation as of supply* 

also had at their disposal a number of stores which stocked 

semi-luxury items. Imported cookies, wines, and beer were 

advertised; for one real the interested oould buy a Bordeaux 

wine, while champagne ran higher* at six.  Fort was midway 

between at three reales a bottle. Stores and shops also 

provided wheat bread from Imported flour. Mostly for upper^ 

class tables were limited supplies of milk and Yucateoan wine. 

A public-spirited citizen wrote that if Yucatan really wished 

to have the substance of Progress, as well as its forms, shop- 

keepers should put more real wheat in their white bread, should 

cease watering the milk, and that the wine merchants should 

desist from adulterating their stock with a liquid he pre- 

sumed was dyewood extract.22 

In general the hours of meals corresponded to the climate, 

where midfday heat kept most people at home.  After an early 

rising, moat Yucateoans took chocolate and sweet bread (pan 

dulce).  At nine in the morning/ and at three in the after- 

noon came full meals; Morelet remarked that these two repasts 

were "equally serious." A light lunch might be served in the 

evening.  "Despite the heat," said Morelet, "one eats a lot 

in that land."23 

A noteworthy feature of transactions in the market at 

Merida, and in other similar ones through the peninsula, 

was continued use of cocoa grains, cacao, as a medium of 

exchange.  Its persistent appearance as small change reminded 
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the thoughtful that before the coming of Spaniards, caoao 

had served In Maya marts. The ancient Maya practice had 

evidently survived the colonial regime virtually unchanged. 

Sven In mid-century Yucatan metal coins «ere scarce, 

and the smallest, a medio, worth 0.0625 pesos, often proved 

too large for the minor sales among natives; occasionally a 

medio would be halved, each section then passing as a cuar- 

tillo; halved again, each cuartillo was worth two of the 

fractional chicas thus produced. Customarily, however, a 

number of cacao grains would pass hands in such instances. 

A medio would be equated, depending on market value* to a 

given number of grains, grouped In a unit known as a 'twenty'; 

at one time a medio would comprise four 'twenties', another 

time perhaps sixteen of them. Each 'twenty' could be broken 

into sub-units of fifteen, ten, or five.  In Norman's time, 

1841, a medio equalled two hundred fifty grains — twelve 

twenties and a ten according to usual nomenclature.  In 1847 

Morelet found that only from eighty to one hundred sixty 

were needed to form a medio. Thus the smallest unit, a "five" 

of oacao grains In 1842, would have amounted only to 0.00125 

pesoj 

As late as 1850 the merchants of Marida petitioned to 

have use of caoao "coins" suppressed in favor of small copper 

ones. The local Congress stated that it could not act on the 

plea, as monetary policy rested with the national government.^4 

Apparently not long afterward, though, cacao grains were 
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supplanted by small coins made of lead, known as senas. 

Later» on henequén plantations private coins of wood, 

copper» nickel» aluminum and other metals were furnished 

workers and had currency in the area where the plantation 

was known. 

The very low cost of many items should be kept in mind 

when making comparisons on returns on labor and investments. 

Possibly the peso of 1845 purohased at least five, and per- 

haps ten times as many goods or services^ as that of 1945. 

The Yucatecan peso of 1848 was equal to one U.S. dollar, as 

Justo Sierra pointed out to those who were unsure of the 

proper amounts they should receive for foreign monies. 5 

Another survival from earlier times, probably occasioned 

by the large masses of natives and illiterate lower classes 

in Marida, was the manner in which its streets were named 

and marked. Grotesque effigies and images of birds, animals, 

and mythical beings were used as indicators, usually attached 

to corner houses or perched on their roof-tops. The names 

ranged from fairly commonplace ones like "The Canary" or 

"The Two Bulls," to more exotic labels like "The Harem," 

"Japan" or "Thought." Waldeck thought it a deficiency in 

Yucatecan character that no streets were named for national 

or local heroes.  Night watchmen, serenos, made their rounds 

announcing by whistles that all was tranquil; in 1860 reg- 

ulation of the force required them to carry two pistols» a 

oape, a lantern, and a rain^coat.  Not long thereafter, in 
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1865, a complicated "scientific" system of designation by 

numerals and direotions replaced the picturesque names and 

images. Although some traces of these lingered into the 

twentieth century, when Ober visited MerIda in 1881 only 

a few of the older signs remained, "Street of the Elephant,n 

of the "Flamingo," and the "Street of the Two Paces." Hark- 

ing memory back to Conquest times and before is a plaque on 

a modern house recalling that earlier this street was called 

"Impossible and difficult" because an ancient Maya pyramid 

had originally existed there. 

Yucatecans in the first half of the nineteenth century 

stressed the fact that Merida's streets were "wide, straight, 

and level, but dusty," and that it had many wheeled vehicles 

traversing them. Typically the city was said to be marked 

by numerous "ample and solid habitations, by spacious plazas 

and streets on whioh move a great number of carriages; by 

these it indicates its luxury, greater than other cities." ' 

Merida displayed some vehicles that were peculiarly regional; 

28 
local artisans made and deoorated many of them.   In general 

the coaohes were not used much during ordinary days, but in 

the evening, and especially on Sunday they turned out in 

force for the traditional paseo; until then they were care- 

fully kept under wraps.29 The paseo, a pretty custom that 

still lingers in provincial centers of Mexico, was a pleas- 

ant ritual in Marida on the eve of the Caste War. Eligible 

bachelors and marriageable young ladies slowly ciroled the 
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plaza or the Alameda, the men in one direction, the girls 

in another, chaperoned by sharp glances from the elders 

who in their carriages circulated through the neighboring 

streets. 

Within the closed group of upper-class oreóles, dom- 

/  estio life was tranquil and easyfgoing. The slow rhythms 

of existence in the large houses of Marida was at some     <-•- 

variance with the fiery sentiments that the masters ex- 

pounded in political forums, and the greater or smaller 
A 

changes occurring in arts, intellectual realms, and the 

marts of trade.  Colonial canons of taste held sway.  Ob- 

servers judged the domestic customs of Yucateoans according 

to their own temperaments and backgrounds, so that they were 

variously described as superficial and monotonous, or a    •* 

pleasing pattern of amenity. As might be expeoted, Waldeok 

and Norman thought that life and conversation in Merida was 

banal; Stephens and Heller considered it pleasing and were 

appreciative of the hospitality extended them. A young 

Latin considered social intercourse there "electrifying.w 

Among the creóles/ there was relatively small variation 

in scale and style of living.  As yet the gaps between those 

with large fortunes and those with none had not subdivided 

this socially dominant group.  The largest personal fortune 

did not exceed perhaps fifty thousand pesos.  Even the most 

modest households supported a number of domestic servants, 

usually drawn from the Maya or mestizas of the barrios. 

.30 
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Occasionally servants were people from the country-side» 

from as far away as Tizimin. They acted as nursemaids, 

cooks, house-keepers, maids, and performed odd jobs. 

Customarily the family secured children aged six to eight, 

whoKin return for board, lodging and clothes, performed 

minor tasks and were trained for more useful duties. Adult 

domestics received monthly wages, usually from three to five 

pesos. Even at that rate — perhaps four times the income 

of an agricultural worker — they performed their duties but 

31 
indifferently.   But in general, Yucateoan home life in 

Merida was pleasant and easy-going, the social life some- 

what slow and ordered. The faot that women significantly 

outnumbered men, that ladies smoked cigars, that gambling 

was oommon, and that many, if not most, of the leading 

gentlemen kept mistresses drew comment from travelers, not 

all of it unfavorable. 

The slow tempo of existence on the peninsula could be 

discerned in the rather simple pleasures that whiled away 

leisure hours.  But like much else in Yucateoan life, in- 

creasing traces of the new age began to modify, or at least 

co-exist/ with the heritage of the.past. The pageantry and 

gayety of religious festivals still were a high point; their 

processions/ and the traditional activities that accompanied 

fiestas — fireworks, bullfights, musio and dancing — re- 

curred at frequent intervals; to honor the patron saints of 

barrios and the numerous churohes of Merida. 
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Such activity usually culminated in the annual Carnaval» 

for which Merida is still famous.  It was a general frolic 

whose solemn religious overtones sometimes were drowned out 

by merry-making.  On occasion the somber shadow of political 

factionalism cooled the enthusiasm; once» under a Centralist 

dictatorship» public authority carefully prescribed the masks 

and disguises which could be used» and especially forbade any 

that would burlesque the Church. Again» on the eve of the 

Caste War» the Carnaval of Merida was forbidden entirely by 

a newly triumphant but uneasy Campeche government; though 

undoubtedly the three-day period when the community cavorted 

in disguises provided an excellent opportunity for a counter- 

revolt, still by tampering with Carnaval/ Campeohe managed 

to arouse feelings of resentment in Merida that extended be- 

32 
yond the small coterie of professional politicians. 

The urban environment of Merida offered a number of 

places and activities to while away an idle hour. For the 

men/ a great number of cafés and billiard parlors served at 

recreational centers. The Church and visits to dressmakers 

(some of whom were male) had to suffice for their ladies. 

From time to time public gaming tables combined sport and 

oharity» as usually the games of lotería (like "lotto" or 

"bingo") were ostensibly run to provide funds for public 

or pious benefit. Less exciting» but perhaps more profit- 

able to winner and community alike was a state-sponsored 

lottery.  Organized sports like baseball did not make an 
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appearance until after 1880, but traditional spectator-sports 

like cock-fights gathered mixed crowds of Indians* mestizos, 

and creóles, all equally excitable.33 The fact that one 

entrepreneur* Casiano Tejero, stated that he had an adequate 

supply of double-distilled liquor (as well as good tobacoo) 

to accompany his Sunday cock-fights may help to explain the 

latter tendency to enthusiasms. 

The general population had an unexpected treat when 

sundry special events enlivened the scene. From the United 

States, for instance, came a circus, replete with strange 

animals, and cause of pleasant confusion and wonder. A dar- 

ing areonaut astounded Yucatecans with a balloon asoension; 

one report declared that he had risen to height of not less 

than seven and a half thousand feet.  In ten scenes, outside 

promoters provided an "Interesting exposition — Cosmorama 

and great encyclopedia machine by which movement is given 

in various senses to a multitude of figures, in an agreeable 

and surprising manner," said their blurbs; for adults the 

admission was one real, but children and "barefooted people" 

(natives) were admitted at half that price.   In general 

travelers were struck by the easy mingling of social classes 

at these various public spectacles. 

IV 

On a class rather than a mass basis were cultural activ- 

ities that were chiefly the concern of the literate. These 
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creóle affairs tended to be considerably more formal and 

self-conscious than the artless and often naive ones that 

seemingly satisfied desire for expression among the less 

favored.  More in the European tradition than in the native 

was the attention paid to balls, routs, concerts, the the- 

ater, to literature, sciences and a host of new impulses 

that invigorated Marida. 

A group of earnest young performers formed a Phil- 

harmonic Association/ to raise the cultural tone of the 

place.  Its performances were scantily attended, though a 

few men and more women lent it some support by their dutiful 

appearances.36 Yuoatecans were, however, oonscious of rausio, 

and the charm, perhaps the prestige, that ownership of a 

piano might bestow. The instruments which the various 

papers advertised seemed to be chiefly of English manufac- 

ture, and to range in price from a hundred fifty to a hun- 

dred eighty pesos.  Always they were said to be in good 

state, and one was said to have improved its sweetness 

after its arrival on Yucatecan shores. 

Various young gentlemen, usually immigrants, attempted 

to earn a living by offering to give singing and piano 

lessons. One such, for example, was Jaime Samaruc, newly 

arrived from Barcelona in 1842. A little later Rafael de 

Anglada proposed to Instruct any one twice a week for the 

modest stipend of five pesos a month; slightly higher, at 

eight pesos, was the feo of Francisco Jacinto Oviedo, but 
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be pointed out that "young ladies will be attended with 

the delicacy and decorum which the beautiful aex demands 

and merits." That there was substantive excuse for his 

extravagant speech may perhaps be implied by Heller*8 re- 

port that "The daughters of Merida belong among the loveli- 

est women whom I have found in Mexico...characterized by 

love for singing and the piano.1*3 

Drama was less in the hands of amateurs than on a firm 

commercial base.  An enthusiastic publio first provided 

funds by subscription for a promoter to have an old build- 

ing renovated by a Guatemalan architect and to contract for 

a troupe from Cuba.  Unfortunately the latter arrived before 

the edifice was ready, but despite difficulties the theater 

opened for business on November 20, 1831.  That night the 

curtain rang up on Shakespeare's "Othello."*- Both as an 

artistic venture and a business enterprise/ the theater was 

successful.  In 1834 its ownership changed hands at a re- 

puted seven thousand pesos; a decade later it was valued 

at double the sum.  Yucatan, with a flourishing theater in 

Merida and a rival one in Campeche, equalled Mexico City's 

two. The doings in Merida were as faithfully reported and 

criticized by the local press, notably La voz pública, in 

form and detail of dramatic criticism written in the 

national capital.39 

One interesting current-in Yucatecan dramatic spheres 

was use of the theater as a vehicle for nationalism. Attempts 
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of politicians to ereot Yucatan into a separate nation* 

free from Spanish and Mexioan influences» were paralleled 

by growth of playwriting that aimed at artistic independence 

for the peninsula. Some plays were based on colonial history» 

familiar to most Yuoateoans.  Others» such as Cipriano Arias' 

"A Night in 1843» or Yucateoan Valor/* tapped the more recent 

past*  One critic said that "It seems that within a short 

time here animation increases in the theater, presenting 

«40 
productions from our own history.1*   Artistically perhaps 

the use of colonial items left a deeper impress on tradition 

than did patriotic pot/*boilera, due ohlefly to the fact that 
v.. 

the two best authors exploited the former. 

The ranking dramatist of the time was not a native of 

Yucatan» but was a frequent visitor there. He was the Span- 

ish poet Antonio Garcia Outiérrez.  In 1845 he wrote for a 

Yucateoan audience "The Aloaldes of Valladolid»1^ which oast 

Into dramatic form an eighteenth century episode involving 

a political murder in the church of that villa. A sequel» 

"The secret of the hanged»" appeared in 1846» in which 

Gutiérrez continued the narrative. 

The first wholly Yucateoan play» written by a native 

son who treated a local theme» was José Antonio Cisneros* 

"Diego the Mulatto.*^ it adapted incidents from the bizarre 

life of a Campeche pirate; it was a drama baaed on the Yuca- 

teoan novel of the same name recently written by Justo Sierra. 

The production first saw light on the evening of June 2» 1846. 
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At its end» the spectators not only called the author, but 

had Gutierres crown Cisneros with a wreath of white roses, 

symbolic of his status as the foremost Yuoateoan author. 

The reporter for Voz pública thought this a highly moving 

touch, as not long before a Spanish audience had similarly 

crowned Gutierrez to indicate his leading position in Span- 

ish letters. A dinner and dance topped off the historio 

evening. ~* Although special honors went to local dramatists, 

all presentations were not narrowly nationalistic. The the- 

ater at Merida oast a wide net; classios and modern works of 

continental authors — Greek, Spanish, French, and British — 

with a range from tragedy to bedroom farces were produoed. 

43 
Most of the actors continued to be Spanish or Cuban. 

Artistic endeavors in other lines received publioy and 

sometimes official support.  Perhaps the outstanding case 

is that of Gabriel Gaona, who under the pseudonym of "Pioheta" 

occupies a high place in the history of Mexican graphic arts. 

Recognizing his talent, the local government subsidized his 

training. At state expense he was to complete his studies 

by a four year sojourn in Italy, on the understanding that 

upon his return to Yucatan he would give free courses to poor 

boys also desirous of learning drawing and painting. Though 

the financial difficulties of Yucatan depleted the funds from 

which his fellowship was to be paid, Gaona did spend some 

time abroad.  On his return to Merida he and other youths 

put out a humorous magazine, MMr. Busy-body^ (Don Bulle-Bulle) 
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in which his sardonic sketches of the contemporary scene re- 

main the highlight. Yucatecana immediately recognized his 

ability, and a eulogy of Qaona's skill at making wood-blocks 

soon followed the first number of Don Bulle-Bulle. Later 

critics have in general supported the contemporary view of 

his worth, even though at the time some of the subjects he 

44 caricatured squirmed under his views of them. 

The idea that the youth of ilerida should have an oppor- 

tunity to be grounded in sketching and painting was widespread 

Apart from the courses offered or required in the schools 

(treated below), drawing was a prime Interest of at least 

five academies, chiefly private, in 1846.  In 1847, just be- 

fore the Caste War broke out, Juan Arfian advertised that he 

was enrolling a new class/ at a fee of two pesos a month.*5 

In addition to these provisions for beginners, some stirrings 

in the artistic field were Indicated by the several offers 

of painters to do portraits.  Possibly the standards of such 

work were not exalted, as one, Manuel Petri, stated that if 

the subject did not think his sketch or oil painting a true 

likeness, the fee of eight pesos would be cheerfully refunded. 

Graphic arts were especially amenable to improvement by 

the technological developments which were beginning to show 

up in so many places in Yucatan.  In general Yucatecana were 

quick to adapt new techniques and devices.  The introduction 

of the daguerrotype and its stimulation of lithography is but 

one example.  A daguerrotype was an early form of camera. 

46 
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Independently in France J. Nicéphore Niepce and Louia Jacques 

li.  Daguerre had been working on a photographic process early 

in the nineteenth century; in 1829 they joined their in- 

vestigations, and a decade later, August 19, 1839, upon 

granting Daguerre and the hairs of Niepce a pension, the 

French government published the first complete account of 

the new technique.  Within a short time, daguerrotypea were 

in Yucatan and other parts of Mexico. 

The first such device was brought to the peninsula by 

Baron Friederichstahl in 1841.  With it he photographed the 

ruins of Izamal and Uxmal, but the owner of the hacienda 

Chichen did not extend him hospitality or permission to use 

the instrument there.  In May 1841, the Baron advertised 

that he would photograph the citizens of Marida — eight 

pesos for the whole body, six for half.  He asked the pro- 

spective sitters to avoid wearing black, yellow, or white 

clothes, but mentioned that flowers oould conveniently be 

included in the portraits.  He charged the Yucatecans who 

were interested in seeing examples of daguerrotype photo- 

graphs and the machine a price of two reales for admission 

By 1844, an immigrant had established a permanent shop 

in Marida. The Registro Yucateco, which reported the event, 

said that the newcomer, Antonio Pallas, had oome there after 

a trip to the United States; though Yucatan had enjoyed the 

advantages of daguerrotypea, previously they had been tem- 

porary, as the machines had been introduced by curious 

47 
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travelers or speculators — possibly the first referred to 

Stephana1 trip In 1842, and the aeoond to the Baron. Pallas' 

Instrument required only thirty seconds of exposure for the 

plato — "so far has the art advanced."   Within a few 

years other shops opened.  In 1847 Ricardo Carr, for In- 

stance, advised the public he had Just received a daguerro- 

type of advanced design from Europe, and that he was willing 

to take portraits of one or more persons at four pesos a 

view.*9 Thus even before the latter year Yucatecans wishing 

to preserve their own likenesses for posterity had a choice 

between employing the young artists they were training or 

newly Introduced technology. 

As a reoent investigator has noted, to establish litho- 

graphy as a local art or a science seemed almost an obsession 

with Yucatecan editors just before the Caste War. The Re- 

gistro Yucateoo hailed the founding of Pallas' shop as an 

important step toward this, their 'golden dream.' He prom- 

ised its editors to reproduce pictures of archbishops and 

to photograph the Cathedral "and other elegant buildings of 

this capital" for inclusion with their articles on these 

topics. Not until 1846, however, did the Registro provide 

illustrations; though possibly based on daguerrotypes by 

Pallas, the actual lithographs in it seem to have been pro- 

50 
duced in Havana. 

Apparently the earliest successful lithographs created 

on Yucatan were the work of José Dolores Espinosa Rendan. 
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Ha was a lad of fourteen or fifteen when the Caate War 

"'.='    broke out, and^having learned the rudiments of drawing in 

¿i I       Yucatán, moved to Havana in 1848.  A little over a decade 
A 

later (1859), he returned and set up shop with the press 

and materials he brought from Cuba, as well as opening an 

51 
Academy of Natural and Lineal Drawing. 

The success of Espinosa Rendón contrasts with earlier 

efforts of a youth to solve the technical problems involved 

in lithography and to apply science to life in Yucatan. 

Manuel Tiburoio Almeida was in many ways a typioal product 

of his era. He was born in the very late colonial period 

and died shortly before the Caste War, at the early age of 

twenty-nine. Trained in mathematics and in physios and 

chemistry, the small amount of science whioh the peninsula 

offered, he turned to inventing as a way of making himself 

useful to the country. His first work was a machine to dip 

candles} it was said not only to save time and labor, but 

to produce beautiful candles.  Somewhat similar was a mechan- 

ism for soap manufacture, followed by a book-binding apparatus. 

But his chief claim to remembrance was the effort to estab- 

lish and improve machinery to produoe lithographs.  It was 

said his experiments hastened his death by tuberculosis. 

In addition to his mechanical bent, Almeida was a musician 
CO 

and a writer. 

Yucateoans thought that if Merida was to fulfill its 

"very noble ambition to March along the road to Progress," 
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it should have a library and a museum. So stated oitizens 

in 1845 and 1846. The cry had gone up earlier, «hen Justo 

Sierra had pleaded for suoh foundations in 1841. The ob- 

ject of a public museum would be to survey and guard the 

53 
antiquities of the peninsula.   Yucatscans were becoming 

consoious of their own past, partly through the writings 

of local antiquarians like Pio Perez, partly through the 

interest displayed by foreigners like Waldeck, Friederioh- 

stahl, Stephens, Catherwood and others, partly as an out- 

growth of the mounting nationalistic spirit seen in politics 

and drama.  When this trend was at its height in 1847 one 

enterprising chap offered to open an academy in which would 

be taught "looal idiom and history," if enough heads of 

families enrolled their off /spring.54 

Though in periodicals of the time there was consider- 

able discussion of history and historiography and some short 

essays on antiquarian themes, no full scale works appeared. 

In 1852 a political party subsidized a writer, with a salary 

of a hundred fifty pesos a month, to summarize peninsular 

events after 1840, a change of regime put an end to what 
A 

apparently was a sinecure; the politicians who voted the 

original grant had reserved the right to "rectify'' the 

55 
findings of the historian. 

Along with pleas for a museum came those for libraries. 

After 1840, a society of readers formed to promote a "Cabinet 

of Readers," to Interchange books, but during the Yucateoan 
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war with Mexico in 1843 it dissolved.  In 1846 its former 

treasurer thought the time was ripe to launoh a full scale 

public library* He asked that each person of means con- 

tribute a book and a monthly fixed sum that would be spent 

for book purchases in Europe, and that perhaps as a sideline 

the founders could maintain a museum of curios.  For instance, 

he pointed out, Felipe cámara y Zavala had an extensive 

collection of rare coins that he would donate. The author 

of the article called on the Yuoateoan "spirit of associa- 

tion! sm" to carry forward the enterprise and on the govern- 
56 

ment to provide a proper building.   Perhaps the appeal 

stirred some interest, but for whatever cause, soon there 

were two libraries in Merida, though neither was wholly 

public. The one, with nearly two thousand volumes, had 

been opened by an organization of youths who called them- 

selves the Society of Jesús Mary; it was the larger collec- 

tion.    An adjunct of a municipal Academy of Arts and 

Sciences was the smaller.  The librarian of the latter, in 

reading a report which outlined the ourrent book situation 

in Merida, pointed out that each library was the work of the 

57 youth of the place, a new generation. 

The American traveler Norman correctly summarized the 

views of other foreigners when he wrote that Yucatecans 

"appear to have availed themselves of their peace and polit- 

ical composure by cultivation of letters, and general mental 

cultivation, to an extent certainly unsurpassed by any prov- 

ince of Mexico.w5S Not only as readers, but as writers and 
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Journalists the men and women of the day seemed grimly 

determined to create a self-respeoting and looal literary 

milieu. Though romanticism was often rampant it often was 

given a Yuoateoan habitat; foreign favorites like Alexander 

Duma a> Eugene Sue, Victor Hugo among the French, Bulwer 

Lytton and Walter Scott among the British, and the Amerioan 

Washington Irving and James Penlmore Cooper were not scorned, 

but critical essays stressed the necessity for adequate ex- 

59 
prossion of looal virtues. 

The regional stamp was placed on literary effusions 

of varying merit. Then, as at present, nearly every liter- 

ate person of voting age wrote verses, which sometimes 

reached the height of poetry, and often of local inspira- 

tion. Wenceslao Alpuohe and Mariano Trujillo as poets fol- 

lowed the footsteps left earlier by Andres Quintana Roo, 

with many lesser luminaries around them.  In 1839 Trujillo 

and "other Yucateoans, lovers of good literature," published 

the first anthology which rounded up examples of Yuoateoan 

poetry. Although a recent and excellent survey of Yucateoan 

literature attributes the cultivation of poetry in Yucatan 

("perhaps more than in other parts of the world") to their 

devotion to womanhood, other motivation produced a long 

dramatic poem that appeared in 1838, lovingly written by 
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Pedro Almeida.   It was an autobiographical and historical 

work of a patriot who had participated in the movement for 

Independence and the early politics of Yucatán.  It oontains 

antiquarian lore of considerable utility, sandwiched among 

strophes to objects and people of the peninsula.  Its title 

only vaguely indicates its heterogeneous naturet A Mexican; 

The Sin of Adam.  Poem. Twelve Days' Work In Twelve Cantos» 

with allusive notes to the events of Mexican Independence in 

general^ and relatively to this peninsula of Yucatan. Though 

serious in intent, Almeida's heroics subjected him to consider- 

able ridicule by contemporaries, with the result that he had 

nearly the whole edition of the book burned, so that now it 

is a rarity. 

Prose was subject to the influences that were shaping a 

genre or local color literature. Novels, or rather short 

stories elongated by a plenitude of incident, began to appear, 

especially after Justo Sierra had started experimenting with 

this literary form.  In his Museo Yucateoo in 1841-42 may be 

found early attempts at historical fiction ~ The Bands of 

Valladolld, and The Filibuster are notable — which became a 

virtual fad. While he was producing his two most famous 

novels, A Year in the Hospital of San L&garo/ and the Daughter 

of the Jew» the one taking characters from nineteenth century 
A 

Yucatan, the other laid in seventeenth century Merida, others 
CO 

were busy in similar strain.   Gerónimo Castillo's A Pact and 

a Quarrel, though short, exploited the Yucateoan scene and 
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customs perhaps to a degree unmatched before and not often 

equalled since; It dealt «1th Herida In the first quarter 

of the nineteenth century; though this was his sole novel, 

he also wrote sketches which similarly combined romanticism 

and localism, an example of which Is his "A Scene of Carnaval." 

A disciple of Sierra, Vicente Calero, wrote shorter pieces, 

novelettes or novelas, such as "Grievance and Vengeance," 

and "The mysterious letter." Yuoateoan history also proved 

a mine for Rafael Carvajal. Typical of his best Is "A seven- 

teenth century Priest and a Pirate." With more than purely 

provincial fame were the short and sharp essays on Yuoateoan 

foibles and environment by Manuel Barbaohano.   One common 

element among these writers was their self-conscious attempts 

to father an autonomous literary culture. 

The tendenoy of dramatic literature to adapt episodes 

from the colonial history of Yucatan was clearly apparent in 

64 
prose for home consumption.   An accident of fate, that only 

a small range of incidents seemingly lent themselves to 

romantic treatment, may well have had a direct, and almost 

certainly an indirect influence on bringing the Caste War 

to a head. Through recurrent use of materials on an Indian 

uprising of 1761, which took place in the Borderlands under 

the leadership of a Maya named Can-Ek, a barrage of stories 

and articles kept the possibility of an Indian uprising con- 

stantly in view. 

The chief sentiment of this unconscious propaganda was 
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that the Haya plotted to overthrow white supremacy and that 

natives were able to organize an effective conspiracy. The 

topic slipped easily into the pattern of other flotion» in 

which were commonplace occurrences sudden and gruesome death 

(often from esoteric diseases) and the existence of hidden 
A 

conspiracies within complex intrigue. But the lepers and 

noblemen who peopled these plots were certainly less numer- 

ous and more unreal than the grandsons of Can-Ek'a followers. 

Periodicals contributed a minor tributary to the stream of 

fear about a repetition of the revolt of Cisteil by reporting 

in some detail the uprisings among Indians of other Mexican 

65 areas. 

Apart from this special topic of Can-Sk and his revolt 

in 1761, when Maya entered stories and articles at all, they 

often were seen through a mist of unreality.  One common 

approach was presentation of them as Rousseau's noble savage 

and Nature's nobleman.  Squally misleading but quite as in- 

trusive were variations on the colonial concept of the Maya 

as a degraded race, born to pupilage, and akin to dangerous 

animals unless kept in leash by hard work. As the idea of 

Progress took firmer roots in Yucatan, a subsidiary to this 

view was that Maya were a barrier to the economic development 

of the peninsula beoause of their laziness and inability to 

grasp the beauties of a rampant materialism, European and 

American model. 

Occasionally a brush with real Indians temporarily 
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disturbed these stereotypes. An interesting and believable 

anecdote was related by the son of (Jerónimo Castillo, eye- 

witness to the incident.  In mid 1845 a clean and middle- 

aged Maya presented himself in the family's print-shop and 

inquired if there was a copy of Cogolludo's History of Yucatan 

for sale.  When asked, he preferred a well-bound copy to the 

cheaper unbound sheets, and though he thought the price of 

eighteen pesos somewhat dear, he paid it in cash. At the 

termination of the transaction, he gave his name as Jacinto 

Pat, of Tihoauoo.  In view of his later effectiveness as a 

leader of rebel Maya, Yucatecans interpret the episode as 

his first step to form the gigantic conspiracy against whites 

and to formulation of his plans for the Caste War. 6 

The most common channel that gave outlet to the literary 

urges was publication in periodicals, although some books 

appeared. In some Instances to identify the authors of 

articles, stories and poems that filled the columns of mag- 

azines and newspapers is difficult, as anonymous writers, 

those who used pseudonyms, or merely signed their initials, 

were more common than the ones who openly took responsibility 

for authorship by appending their correct names.  Some of the 

pseudonyms are well-known.  Possibly the most famous was 

Justo Sierra's anagram, "José Turrisa," although on occasion 

he also wrote as "J. Tomás Isurre y Ara." Manuel Barbachano's 

anagram, "Arach Noabb," is much rarer in this period than his 

more usual signature, "D. Oil de las Calzas Verdes."  Rafael 
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Carvajal generally screened himself behind the pseudonym 

"Adolfo Ecarrea de Bollra." Contemporaries and later In- 

vestigators familiar with the Intellectual scene of the 

time oould make reasonably accurate Identification of those 

«ho merely Initialled their work, but many of the anonymous 

pieces are still of unknown authorship.   Books were less 

often issued under disguised names than were the avalanches 

of periodical contributions. 

Magazines and papers sprang up in great profusion, but 

often lived only a short life.  It has been said that you 

will always find one Yucatecan working on an article, that 

when two get together/ they form a literary society, and 

delegate to a third mutual friend the editorship of its 

journal. To a degree quantitative data give an impression 

of the fecundity of the Yucatecan tradition of founding 

organs, a tradition that began after the first one, ffl. 

Misceláneo, appeared in 1813.68 The Caste War slowed the 

tempo but did not stop the tendency, which continues until 

the present.  The following tabulation (Table 26) is perhaps 

not a complete inventory but it illustrates the Yucatecan 

proclivity for new journalistic enterprises. 

The infant mortality among journals was often due to 

the faot they sprang up to deal with a particular political 

issue or an eleotion, and once the issue was settled, the 

periodical no longer had any justification or financial 

support. Such, for instance, was El Indepedlente, which 
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1  
Table 26.     NSW PERIODICAL ENTERPRISES,   1813-1859,  by 

FIVE YEAR  PERI CDS                                                                - 

YEARS NSW PERIODICAL 
ENTERPRISES 

(Five Year Periods) 
HISTORICAL NOTES 

1813-1814 

1815-1819 

6 

0 

Decade 

First press, 1813 

Return of absolutism 6 

1820-1824 

1825-1829 

13 

5 18 

Independence,  1821 

1830-1834 

1835-1839 

20 

16 36 Liberal revolt,  1839-40 

1840-1844 

1845-1849 

19 

17 36 

Constitution of 1841 

Caste War, 1847-53 

1850-1854 

1855-1859 

9 

12 21 

Caste War,  1847-53 

Autonomous Campeche 

Total 117 117 

Source: HFC t .abulation from data in Antonio Canto López, 
'    "Hlstc 

Yucat 
>rla de la 
¡•nense, V, 

Imprenta y d 
15-32,   38, 

el periodismo," Enciclopedia 
51-53,   56-59. 

ran only from January 6 to 25, 1846, dedicated to the proposi- 

tion that Yucatan should be autonomous.  In general the same 

group of men preoccupied themselves with publishing, so that 

the editorial boards of contemporary journals and magazines 

were often interlocking, and the same authors appeared in 

several.  On the eve of the Caste War, in 1847, the two 

print shops of Merida produced several regularly issued 

periodicals, a daily (El Noticioso), a tri-weekly (La Union). 
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a weakly (La Reviata Yucateca), and the somewhat irregularly 

appearing seotlona of the Registro Yucataco. nominally a 

69 
monthly, and Don Bullebulle. 

In October 1847 the editors of the Revista Yuoateoa 

noted that two official periodicals had disappeared. The 

one was the Siglo XIX (whose successor was La Union) and the 

other El Boo, apparently the organ of the schismatic pro* 

visional government set up by Campeche; the one had a long 

life» the other brief» which led the writer to comment that 

not often was there such correspondence between names of 

70 
journals and their characteristics.   Don Bullebulle*a 

first volume spanned the opening of the Caste War, and the 

second continued until nearly the end of 1847, when most of 

its youthful staff left to fight the Maya. The war Itself 

did not completely inhibit birth of new magazines in Marida. 

Some of the youth who had helped with Don Bullebulle issued 

a short-lived political Journal, La patria, that was in- 

itiated in 1848.  In that year too started a new official 

publication, and in the following ons  Gerónimo Castillo was 

active with two other enterprises. His company had issued 

the Registro Yucateco and Bl Noticioso, but after these 

were suspended he first edited a review. Miscelánea in- 

structiva y amena (1849), then headed another, Bl Mosaico. 

Justo Sierra, writing in Bl Fenlac at Campeche, thought them 

very good magazines; his own oompany took over completion 

of the Registro Yuoateoo, whose final numbers appeared in 

1849.' 71 
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The constellation of journals appearing at any on* 

time covered a wide range of topics of interest to Yuoa- 

teoans. Special interests were reflooted in a ladles' 

magazine» Bl Correo de las Damas (1830), in "The Commercial 

Bulletin of Merida and Campeohe," (1841-42), and in Bl 

Agricultor (1841), a paper devoted to scientific agricul- 

ture, but one which "died in its cradle" aocording to its 
wo 

editor, Vicente Calero.'  Following the footsteps of Justo 

Sierra's earlier Museo Yuoateoo (1841-42), the Registro 

Yucatcoo (1845-49) took an interest in belles lettres, local 

history, and general publio improvement, but shied away from 

controversial political topics. La Revista Yucatcoa (1847) 

reversed the process by publishing much on national and 

international politics/ local factionalism, but limiting   "v- 

its literary Interests to publication in serial of a trans- 

lated blood-and-thunder French novel; when this, Pablo Feval's 

El Negro Mendigo, was terminated, the magazine also quit, 

January 20, 1848. La Voz Publica, running from May 1846 to 

January 1847, carried news, commercial items, but had small 

purely literary content; its general range of contents was 

continued In El Noticioso, which carried on from January 1847 

to the end of July. As mentioned, Don Bullebulle was a 

journal of satire and humor. The literary vehicles like 

Museo Registro, Registro Yucateoo, Miscelánea, and Mosaico 

conformed in spirit and contents to analogous publications 

in other parts of Mexico, but of course retained a marked 
73 

Yucateoan acoent. 
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Though strongly looallstlc, tho editors ware not «holly 

provinolal. Vloente Calero la perhaps typloal. After school- 

ing In Merida, he traveled abroad, and «as especially Impressed 

with the united States and Its accelerated development.  On 

his return to Herida, he married and set up a general store» 

as «ell as Interesting himself In a sugar producing haolenda. 

But his Intellectual drives «ere unsatisfied «1th prosalo 

commerce, so in addition, he was active in founding and edit- 

ing journals. While Justo aierra «as busy with the Museo. 

Calero tried to start SI Agrloultor. Calero, sierra, and 

Castillo «ere the chief movers of the excellent Registro. 

and Calero had a hand in the Kevlata Yuoatpooa and the Mosaico.74 

His hopes and dreams for Yuoatan «ere characteristic of the 

group of Yuoateoane «ho «ere helping reshape Yucatan. If 

YUcateoans would join together and submerge their political 

differences, he said, then they would soon see steamships 

plying their coasts, railroads, telegraphs, gas-lights, n«e 

«ill found industries and commerce, and enjoy the positive 

benefits that the active genius of our century spreads abund- 

antly in other nations. At hand «e have the model. The 

gigantic people who maroh at the front of democratic Ideas...." 

His view echoes those voiced earlier by Lorenzo ¿avala, and 

contemporaneously by Justo sierra in Campeche, as their ex- 

periences in the united states had made equally strong im- 

pressions, and each hoped to transfer some of them to Yuca- 

teoan thinking.•6 
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Though the circulation of Journals and magazines «as 

relatively small» they had Important influence. The largest 

was perhaps the Replstro» with 350 subscribers, but among 

them «ere leaders of the society» the men who «ere now dedi- 

cated to Progress.76 Journals and their editors «ere an 

important meohanism for diffusion of the idea» as well as 

for suggestions as to the various forms it should take. An- 

other» of equal or greater importance» «as the system of 

education.  It was obviously a significant means for imple- 

menting "the solid and sane dootrine that every human being 

ought to have the means of perfecting himself» to progress 

in knowledge and virtues» to guard his health» legitimate 

pleasures» consolations of life» his happiness and the ex- 

ercise of the faculties and addictions of a man.... One of 

the most outstanding distinctions of our century...is the 

incomparable and constantly accelerated diffusion of educa- 

tion. ... There are sohools open to children of all olasses» 

in which they not only learn the elements of reading and 

writing but also those of music and drawing, and presenting 

the fundamentals for future progress in history» geography» 

and physioal sciences. The best minds today dedicate them- 

77 
selves to public education." 

The fervor and force devoted to education» and the im- 

pressions it made tend to negate the superficial judgment 

voiced by Norman. He predicted that within a short time 

learned men would disappear from Merida» because youth took 
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no interest In knowledge. He considered the sages of Merida 

a "ohoaen bond, living and moving in a dlstinot body within 

their own oirole; like Rosicrucians, having no kindred spirits 

to whom they can attach themselves, or from whom they can 

inorease their numbers. Thus...as their days approaoh to 

three-score and ten their order must beoome gradually ex- 

tinguished."'8 Nothing, of course, could be further from 

the truth; education and the training of young people was 

Intimately linked to the past and future, in ideas, lnstruot- 

ing personnel, the vast student clientele, and in results. 

It had emerged as a primary concern in late colonial days 

and continued to be a principal foous of effort and atten- 

tion, especially in the deoades from 1830 to 1860. 

VI 

Often enough the planners of eduoational systems and 

institutions found that their aspirations outstripped their 

funds,  and that their schemes sometimes outran their abili- 

ties to realize them concretely.     Despite the tendenoy for 

words to overwhelm deeds, though, they made a rather im- 

pressive record of achievement and a permanent contribution 

to Yucatan's social traditions.    From primary schools to 

university training, education felt the effeot of new in- 

terests and change,  at the hands of the state» by private 

individuals, or by groups who constituted seml-offioial 
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bodies. It was a remarkable development that In general 

terms shifted the emphasis of education from a very few 

Institutions for a highly selected group to creation of 

numerous ones designed for the many, with specialized 

branches to fit youth for the new niches In Yucatecan 

society. 

As briefly mentioned before, the closing years of the 

colonial period saw an increased interest in primary school- 

ing. Natives were an object of special concern, In the hope 

of creating an educated strata7 from which caciques, regi- 

dores, and scribes for the local governments, repúblicas de 

Indígenas, might be drawn.  These primary schools were at 

first almost entirely In Church hands; teaohers had been 

paid from proceeds of the eoclesiastical cofradías, but then 

from the central oomnunal funds belonging to native settle- 

ments. At the olose of the colonial epoch, Yucatecan repre- 

sentatives were ordered by the province to seek several 

grants of a thousand pesos each to oarry on Indian education. " 

After Independence, Indian communal funds were no longer 

available to finance education of even the sketchy sort which 

had been initiated, so that the burden passed to the municipal- 

ities and to the state. Rich and able centers like Merida and 

Campeona made arrangements through their town oounoils to 

provide instruction. The latter, for Ínstanos, allocated 

for 1822 the sum of 1,222 pesos to establish four schools 

for barrio Indians. Though details are lacking, some of the 
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many schools founded earlier perhaps continued.  It was 

said that "cities, villas, towns, and hamlets, even some 

haciendas, had their own."   Presumably most of these 

were privately financed or supported by municipal levies. 

In 1826 the Governor claimed that very few advances had 

been made in public education, especially primary, because 

of laolc of money. He urged that the legislators attend 

this matter as on widespread education "depends the con- 

solidation of the republican system.11 He pointed out that 

Congress in 1825 had legislated on education, but no real 

changes had oome about.0* 

The law to whioh Tiburoio Lopez referred was indeed 

somewhat sketchy.  In December,1825, Indian and other child- 

ren were ordered to attend church schools and receive in- 

structions at the hands of ministers.  In native places the 

cacique was responsible for seeing that girls as well as 

82 
boys came on the proper days.   The legislation merely 

continued the colonial way, but not long after the governor*s 

message of 1826, an important step was taken in breaking away. 

In September,1827,the state Congress deoided that the state 

was and should henceforth be a responsible agent for seeing 

that primary schools functioned. Eventually they hoped to 

place a school in every town, but as a beginning each oabecera 

de partido was to have a primary school with a secular teaoher. 

The range of pay for teachers, maestros, was set at from fif- 

teen to thirty pesos monthly, and their importance in community 
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Ufa was emphasized by giving them a seat on the town council 

of the plaoe in which the school stood.  In 1832, their pay 
33 was raised.   By these steps eduoatlon was divorced from 

direct control by the Churoh and was placed in the hands of 

state and local officials. Christian doctrine, as well as 

reading and writing, continued to be a major part of the 

curriculum. 

Though the state shouldered the burden for primary 

eduoation, its funds were not wholly adequate to meet the 

needs.  Semi-official bodies like the church and local 

municipalities helped fill the gaps, while the state re- 

served supervisory functions. Around 1830 began to be 

popularized an English system of pedagogy that had bean 

initiated slightly earlier in Mexioo (1322), known as the 

Lancaster school.  In it, advanced pupils shared responsi- 

bility with the adult teacher for Imparting knowledge to 
84 younger or less advanced students.   In 1833 the state 

Congress gave permission to rural schoolmasters to intro- 

duce the Lancaster system In the newly formed classes of 

the cabeperas, in Izamal, the Sierra, and similar locali- 

ties, and likewise authorized the ayuntamientos of Merida 

and Campeche to found and support Lancasterian schools in 

those cities. By 1844 the idea had diffused to even small 

places like Seibaplaya; in its authorization of a school 

for the town, the congress promised at some future time to 

refund to Seibaplaya*s ayuntamiento the sum of 187 pesos 

spent on the new school. 
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Part of the impetus behind the foundation of Lancaster- 

ian institutions «as indirect state aid, part due to shortage 

of teachers. The first was illustrated by action of congress 

as early as 1829.  In that year it made available funds to 

send four Yucatecans abroad to learn the new Lancaster 

technique. All four were expeoted to learn English and 

French, while one pair was supposed to specialize further 

8ft 
in drawing and Latin, the other in medioine and surgery. 

The tendency to subsidize talent at public expense, seen 

later also in the oast* of Gahona mentioned above, was not 

entirely a new departure, as even during the late oolonial 

period similar action is reoorded. 

In 1805 Benito Pérez, Intendant of Merids, arranged for 

study outside the peninsula; two creóle boys and two Indiana 

went to the "Academy of Noble Arts" in Mexico City, the ex- 

penses of whom were jointly defrayed by the ayuntamiento of 

Merida and the Indian communal funds. The four, "as a start,11 

were to learn painting, architecture, and soulpture so that 

they could return to Yucatan and found free schools "to en- 

rich their patria."8^ The Lanoasterlan techniques which the 

youth of 1829 were to Imbibe not only 'was presumed to help  A' 

meet the latter noble object, but also to help fill the cry- 

ing demand for competent instruction. 

As the plan to set up primary schools throughout the 

peninsula progressed from the stage of pious hope to limited 

but actual operation, the shortage of teachers became more 
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aoute.  In 1832, the state set up standards and distinctions 

among instructors, dividing preoeptors off from titled 

maestros, but during the period under review no effeotive 

system for training was established. After Yucatan's re- 

volution of 1840, some thought was given to founding a 

normal sohool, but the scheme had to wait until after the 

Caste War had abated somewhat before the institution actu- 

ally appeared.38 The surge of enthusiasm which accompanied 

that movement of 1840 did not leave primary schools untouched. 

As a guide and aid to legislative thoughts on the matter, 

Justo Sierra published a long and detailed account of the 

sohool system of Prussia, parts of which he thought were 
89 

applicable to Yucatan. 

Legislation following 1840 made few new departures in 

primary schooling.  The emphasis was rather on extension of 

schools along lines already laid down.  In 1841 the govern- 

ment reiterated its obligation to place school facilities 

in every community in the state, in cooperation with local 
A 

officials. The latter were to provide scholarly materials 

and the building, and the state would pay teaching salaries. 

Generally communities that needed maestros advertised in the 

public press for applications from those who had appropriate 

training; in 1847 both Maxcanu and Halacho attempted to fill 

their vacancies by this means.   In many instances the of- 

ficial chambers of the town council did double duty, as a 

schoolroom in the day and as salon for community business 

afterwards. 
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Stephana loft a description of such a small school 

In the isolated ranoho of Nohoaoab in 1842.  On its «all 

hung an announcement in Maya and Spanish that the Governor 

had authorized a free school for the village, and that in 

it children were to learn to read, write, count, and also 
A 

Catholic dootrlne. As the establishment was supported by 

public funds, heads of families, of all classes, should 

send their offspring without farther payment to anyone. 

Later, rather than requesting the attendance of children, 

parents were ordered to send them to school or be fined, and 

at the same time punishment by whipping in sohools was 

abolished.91 

3ven Norman was Impressed by the network of sohools he 

saw in 1841. He wrote that "the public school system is 

adopted and kept up with some degree of ability by the 

government and the corporations. The towns are divided off 

92 
into districts...in which are...fifty-seven schools."   By 

1846, the number had grown to eighty-one, with slightly over 

fifty-five hundred pupils. The Old Colonial area led the 

list, both in absolute and relative terms, as may be seen 

from Table 27. These data were taken by Heller from of- 

ficial sources, and seem reliable. 

Contemporaries were not slow in pointing out the re- 

lationship between the increased educational facilities of 

the western areas and the higher degree of cooperation and 
A 

docility among the Maya there. Joining cause and effeot. 
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Tabla 27.     PRIMARY PUBLIC EDUCATION,  SCHOOLS AND PUPILS,  1846 

NUMBER PURf! BUT A<M! 
Sohools Pupils Sohools Pupils Total 

Population 
Old Colonial 45 3.134 55.5 56.3 38.5 

West Coast 15 1,115 18.5 20.0 9.5 

Saat Colonial 5 310 6.2 5.5 

18.2 

19.6 

Borderlands 16 1,010 19.8 32.4 

Peninsula 81 5,569 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Souroe: Heller , Raleen, p.226  (adapted)t above. Table 18. 

they mentioned the more extensive schooling available In the 

Districts of Herida and Isamal and that "dominated by 

civilisation, the Indian race has made a more positive al- 

lianoe with it than in other parts. In Campeche such bonds 

have been formed...exoept In one of its partidos, that of 

Hopelohen.  In it. because of distances, the savage instincts 

predominate.n9s Though the matter is more oomplex than this 

would indioate. there is some basis for equating the greater 

opportunities open to natives in those areas with the faot 

that by and large they did not Join eastern and southern 

Maya in the Caste War, but generally aligned themselves with 

the creóles and that way of life when ohoioe became necessary 

in 1847. 

Although not always included in official statistics, 

the pupils who attended private and semi-private institutions 
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in Marida ware numerous, and the schools important. Oenerally 

they went beyond the minimum essentials of reading, writing» 

arithmetic and doctrine. At first almost exclusively aimed 

at eduoatlon of boys, these lyoeums began to spring up also 

to train girls. None seem to have been oo-eduoational. 

Apparently they taught children from about the ages of six 

to twelve, and were primarily business enterprises, aided in 

some oases by the municipal council of Herida. Their rise 

is especially marked in the decade following 1840, and 

details of their operation illustrate the educational ideals 

and praotices of the period. 

As mentioned briefly above, a Lanoasterlan school was 

authorised for Merida as early as 1833, but few data on its 

functioning appear until later.  In 1844 the state legislature 

approved the ayuntamiento*s expenditure of 330.56 pesos for 

it, and within a relatively short time appeared notices of 

•public examinations supervised by the council.  In 1847 the 

Revista Yuoateoa told its readers that on December 12 the 

pupils of the school, which was headed by young Juan 

Oonsálex Arfian, showed off their learning for the elders} 

"those who attended,n said the report, "left highly satisfied 

by the progress of the multitude of boys who go to that 

school." aqual suooess in publio was attributed to the 

students of a private school run by Mariano Correa, aided by 

Guadalupe Rosado.  In 1847 they did well, and again in 1849 

the sixty-eight boys were said to have satisfied examination 
94 by public authorities. 
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From the advertisements issued by the Liceo Meridiano» 

some olearer idea emerges of instruction in schools of this 

class. Its director in 1846 told the public that the 

institution would eontinue to present primary courses, but 

that business had been so good reoently that he oould lower 

the tuition ohargea. The sohool furnished paper and pencils» 

but parents were expeoted to buy textbooks* Fees were 

graduated downward» from twelve to three pesos monthly. Full 

boarders paid the former» while day students the latter* 

with "medios,'* (who ate lunch there?) at eight. The fees 

oovered the usual primary subjects. Its director» Manuel 

Oonsález Milian, also announced oourses in Frenoh, English, 

and drawing at four pesos* but geography cost three; as a 

result he had no students for geography» even though students 

already enrolled in the Liceo received 50JÉ disoount from 

published prices. He mentioned that his school required no 

special clothes for attendance. The Liceo was a more 

successful Institute than similar and previous short-lived 

ones attempted by Pedro Casares and Eduardo Field, even 
95 

though each had oharged less for geography classes. 

More modest, and of unknown achievement was yet another 

boys' lyoeum headed by Ramon Oomes, a "titled preceptor of 

primary teaching." He hoped to teach a maximum of thirty 

students at a tuition of two pesos monthly eaoh. His 

curriculum inoluded reading, writing, Caatilian grammar, 

spelling, arithmetic "cosmography and chronology,11 and 
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Rlpaldi y Pleuri's Christian Doctrine. Hi» hours oonformsd 

to the social habits of Herida, as the school «as open from 

six to ten In the morning, and from three to five in the 
96 afternoon. 

With some difference of interests, the girls' schools 

were patterned after the male lyceums. In general the object 

«as to make good «ives and mothers, so that domestic sciences 

played a larger role than did academic exercises in languages 

and geography. As in the oase of the boys' Lancasterian 

sohool, the first girls' lyceum «as supported by the 

municipality of Merida, after the state had approved the 

projeot in January .1846. Doña Martina Marin acted as 

directress* and her charges «ere thirty girls, ten of them 

Indian, «hose tuition «as paid by the ayuntamiento. The 

editors of the Registro, «ho had agitated for feminine 

education «ere only partly satisfied «1th the currioulum, 

but said that the little girls studied reading, writing, 

sewing "and some other things of high interest." During 

early 1847 the sohool moved its locale, a fact oalled to 

attention of parents of poor girls who might wish to apply 
97 

for the munioipal scholarships.   In Deoember, 1847, the first 

publio examination of the progress made by the young ladles 

was held, «ith great oeremony; a commission from the 

ayuntamiento, the Jefe Politloo of the Distriot, and a 

special board of señoritas listened to the discourses and 

examined the sewing. As customary in such oases, the press 
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reported that everything was highly approved» and gave a 

speoial aooolade to Sra. Marin for having "lent suoh great 

aid to her land, dedicating herself with zeal to teaching 

female children, a thing in truth completely neglected, 

not to aay abandoned, previously.w Much the same kind of 

a report was forthcoming after the public examination of 
98 her pupils in January,1850. 

'.-,•/' On private initiative Doña Josefa Cámara de SÚarez 

opened a genteel boarding school in her home in June,1847. 

Like that of Doña Marin, it offered opportunity to learn 

reading, writing, Christian doctrine, Castilian grammar, 

it./.'  and sewing, but perhaps more important, taught sooial grace. 
A 

Youngsters under eleven years were to acquire "the urbanity 

with which they ought to deport themselves in sooial inter- 

course, " and become habituated to "the order, deoenoy, and 

composure so necessary in society."  Boarding pupils paid 

eight pesos monthly, while day students paid at the rate of 

two.  If later accounts are accurate, her methods produced 

excellent results in public examinations (like those whioh 

Doña Marin's girls underwent) even though Dona Josefa's 

institution closed for a year when the Indians were winning 
99 

the Caste war in 1848. 

Still another lady of Merida ventured Into the field, 

with similar wares.  In February 1847, Doña Soledad Peres 

de Vidal announced that as directress of the Academy of Our 

Lady of Mercy she was prepared to teach girls from the ages 
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of six to twelve the rudiments of literacy» Spanish or 

English forms of writing, grammar, arithmetic and doctrine. 

After these were learned came the mastery of cutting and 

sewing suits and dresses, together with fancy needlework. 

The tuition, for day pupils only, was four pesos a month. 

Perhaps as an added inducement she stated that in the same 

house lived Francisco Mendoza, who was willing to give 

lessons in freehand sketching or oil painting, for three 

pesos monthly; if desired he could attend at private houses, 

hut in that case the fee rose to five, and only a half hour 
A A 

could he allotted to any one household.  In May, 1847, still 

another aspirant entered the arena of feminine education; 

Pedro Casares Uuijano for a monthly stipend of four pesos 

offared to instruct the usual subjects, and in addition 

(plus an extra fee) made'available oouraes in French and 
100 

drawing. 

Nearly as indicative of changing attitudes and technique 

from colonial daysA as employment of Lancasterian methods, 

introduction of foreign languages in primary curricula, and 

full-fledged education for girls, was a strong emphasis on 

teaching of mathematics and on vocational training.  In 1820 

and in succeeding years an emigrant Spanish pilot, José Martin 

y Espinosa de los Monteros, tried in vain to found a full- 

fledged school of mathematics in Herida; in 1835, such an 

academy which, he established in collaboration with Casimiro 

Nerodeau had but a brief life. After heading the unusual 
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school of navigation and mathematics founded in Campeche 

(treated in the following chapter), he returned to Marida 

in 1344 and taught mathematics there until his death in 

October,1845.    Presumably the climate of opinion was 

now more agreeable for such Instruction, as Santiago Nigra 

de San Martin, an activo engineer, cartographer, and entre- 

preneur announced in 1347 that now he offered two different 

classes in mathematics, one at seven in the morning» and 

one at five in the evening. lie was also available to teach 

line drawing, French, and English, by appointment. Another 

instructor of mathematics (anonymous) stated he was about 

to atart an academy in that subjeot when enough subscribers 

had joined; like most other teaohers in Merida of the time, 

he had a side-line.  He was willing to teach fencing with 
' 102 

foils as well as mathematics.    His suooess in imparting 

either or both these skills is as obscure as that of  the 

person who offered to start an academy of local history and 

language, mentioned above.  Probably these remained hopes. '••¿ 

rather than becoming fact, as did a projected school of 

scientific agriculture. First brought to attention by 

Vicente Calero in 1841, the idea of an agricultural school 

103 
was revived by Villamor in 1846.    Perhaps both these able 

men mistook a crying need for a real demand; in any event, 

little more is heard of the idea. 

Along vocational lines, more successful was a mechanic 

arts school. The aim was to provide competent training for 
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boys who were not headed for the traditional professions 

of law, clergy, or medicine, by instructing them in manual 

arts. The curriculum was not restricted to oraft training, 

as it was accompanied by the usual subjects of an elementary 

sohool — reading, writing, arithmetic, Christian doctrine. 

The plan for the sohool embraced an impressive physical 

plant, laboratoriesj,and workshops, and the employment of 

foreign masters to teaoh their skills. The idea took form 

in 1843, under the auspices of Juan Miguel Castro, and re- 

ceived legislative accord then, but the institution did not 

start to function until after the pressure of the War of the 

104 
Castes had been relieved in late 1849 and early 1850.* * 

As seen, elementary eduoatlon and its extension geo- 

graphically through the peninsula, as well as socially in 

Merida to inolude both sexes and all classes, was not wholly 

the work of any one leading individual.  It was a oomnon 

enterprise in which many citizens shared. Typical of them 

was Juan Miguel Castro, who appeared early in this chapter 

as a principal proponent of improved port facilities for 

Merida. He was something of a Yucatecan Alger hero, in that 

he was a son from a poor and humble home who made good in 

the city.  Born in 1803 in Hekelchakán, at the age of eleven 

he oame to Merida to further his education. Bnployed in a 

commercial house, at an early age he had done well enough 

to become a principal partner.  Now that personal abilities 

rather than ancestry were given freer play in Merida, his 
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worth was recognized by election to the ayuntamiento as a 

regidor. There he was especially interested in educational 

developments. Largely through his efforts the Lyceum for 

Girls run by £ra. Marin was established, and Arfian»s Lan- 

caster! an school founded, as well as the Liceo Meridiano 

headed by Pedro Millan. The school of manual art Sjtoo,was 

his brain-child, together with a House for Juvenile De- 

linquents that similarly provided vocational training. His 

fame in Yucatan, however, rests largely on his untiring 

efforts to make the port of Progreso a going concern, and 

as a propagandist in Europe for Yucateoan henequén in effort 
A 

to create a market to counterpoise the monopolistic Yankee 
105 

one. 

Men like Castro banded together in 1849 to found a 

first-olaas Academy of Arts and Sciences in Kerida. Not 

only did it offer instruction slightly beyond the elementary 

level, but also acted as a focus for the numerous new in- 

tellectual interests of principal creóles. Although founded 

on the initiative of these individuals, the ayuntamiento of 

Merida subsidized it in part by a monthly donation of twenty 

pesos and subscription to sixteen copies of the Mosaico, 

official publication of the Academy. For the extension of 

knowledge a library and regular meetings of the Academy at 

which papers by the members were read (later published in 

the Mosaico) were the chief props. For diffusion of knowl- 

edge, the Academy members instructed without pay; at the 
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hands of Marida*s chief oitizens the students were offered 

courses in Logic, arithmetic, geometry, Latin, English, 

French, bookkeeping, drawing, and music. The curriculum 

reflected the esthetic and practical interests of the newer 

generation of Yucatecana.  In the first public examinations, 

none of the aspirants offered Latin, French, or music, 

although an orchestra formed among the students played fop 

the occasion.  Logic, mathematics, English, and drawing led 

the field; as the course in bookkeeping was relatively brief, 

eight months, its members had finished the topic before the 
106 

public examinations were held. 

The Academy was apparently an attempt to remedy a situa- 

tion on which comment had appeared earlier, that "infinite [is] 

the progress being made among us in elementary education, 

always necessary and Indispensable, but especially so among 

us where the secondary is practically non-existent." To 

prepare for higher training in the professions, boys went 

abroad, many to Havana, some to the United States, a few to 

Mexioo, and occasionally to Europe. For parents anxious to 

locate a suitable school, Buenaventura Vivo described and 

recommended a secondary c oleglo in Havana that had been 

started in 1835.  On arrival in Yucatan during 1847 the 

French traveler Morelet encountered some youths preparing 

to leave Yucatan for schooling in Cuba, which led him later 

to remark that "I have never seen, in other parts, youth 

more desirous of knowledge, nor families more disposed to 
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second that disposition, assuring their children the ad- 

vantages of a liberal education even at the price of ex- 

107 
patriation."    Curiously enough there «as a considerable 

gap between the system of preliminary aohools, with which 

Yuoatecans were generally satisfied, and professional train- 

ing, in which they were likewise making notable efforts and 

achieving lasting results. 

Higher education for a few was as much a ohief concern 

immediately after Independence as was primary schooling for 

the masses. Adapting the existing facilities, Yucatecan 

legislators in 1824 raised the seminary of San Ildefonso to 

higher status and renamed it the Literary University of Yucatan. 

Its faculties were empowered to grant degrees in civil or 

canon law, and in medioine, although at the time there was 

no instruction in thi§ latter. Medical men of Herida and 

Campeche were among the twelve holders of various doctorates 

who formed the staff of the reorganized institution. Civil, 

canon, and natural law, leading to professional degrees in 

the ministry or as lawyers, was a major interest of the epoch; 

preparatory courses were established, and in Merida was in- 

novated a ohair of public or constitutional law, to be super- 

vised by the local legislature. In 1826 the governor pointed 

out the need for a medical faculty and announced that a bill 

organizing it had been drawn up in the senate and shortly 

108 
would come under the eyes of the lower house. 

As seen below, the medical school began in 1833, and 
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from time to timo thereafter other chairs and faculties 

expanded the University facilities. By 1850 higher in- 

struction «as offered in law, medicine, mathematics, navi- 

gation, "practical publio speaking," and drawing.  Perhaps 

the salaries of the professors serve as an index to the 

social prestige attached to these branches of learning and 

vooation. Annual stipends for instructors in law and medicine 

were equal, at 720 pesos eaoh; navigation, at 672, outranked 

mathematics at 500, while drawing and speaking salaries 

were respectively 300 and 200 pesos a year. Although cen- 

tered in Merlda, the University operated also in Campeche 

and Valladolid, where studies completed under local faculties 

were credited toward degrees from what Yuoatecans were at 

one time pleased to call "The National University of Merlda." 

Its connection with a literary institution authorized in 1832 

is vague.109 

The perennial laok of funds limited expansion of the 

University, but in at least one instance had a favorable 

aspeot also. The institution was in large financed by the  /- 
A 

state, but in 1843 (when the publio treasury stood more 

nearly empty than usual because of the war against Mexioo) 

the subsidy was withdrawn. To counters-balance the loss of 

financial support for education, however, the legislature 

enaoted a broad law whioh permitted individuals and groups 

to form any sort of artistic, scientific, or  literary school, 

lyceum, oollege, academy athenaeum, reading society, library, 
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or other institution of a similar nature» without necessity 

of reoeivlng a license or charter from the government. This 

mandate was in sharp contrast to the colonial tradition of 

close control end prescription. It marks an important mile- 

post on Yucatan's route to modernity, as although the state 

resumed its responsibility for financial aid to the university 

in 1845, apparently the liberal provisions for untrammeled 

education remained in force. Justo Sierra claimed credit 

for drafting the project, which became law in Ootober, 1843. 

Much of the flowering of eduoational institutions touched 

on above is perhaps attributable to this legislation, crystal- 

lizing as it did a belief in the virtues of free inquiry on 

which Yucatecan progress depended. But though the door was 

thrown open to private groups, the state remained responsible 

for much eduoational activity. Even during the Caste nar, 

for Instance, the budget of 1850 reserved about seven percent 

of the state expenditure for education, and df the sum, over 

a fifth was applicable to the University. In 1842, nearly 

twenty thousand pesos was set aside, representing around four 
111 

percent of public income. 

Institutionally the University of the period before and 

during the Caste War seems to have but slight relation (as 

the direot parent) to similar establishments of later days. 

But the idea and practice of a Yucateoan university, staffed 

from local educators and responsive to the peninsula's needs 
A 

was rather firmly planted from 1824. The growth and develop- 

ment of the more secular parts of it did not wholly choke off 
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continuation of the Catholic seminary from which it 8teamed, 

As the latter was dependent for its inooms on the sums curates 

and others contributed, its fate was precarious after the 

civil government began to alter and diminish the payments 

that the clergy could collect.  When the national laws of 

secularisation took effect in Yucatan, the Seminary ceased/ 

as such.112 

A useful Illustration of the process by which Yucateoan 

educational ideals passed from plan to reality and then be- 

came more and more specialised is represented by growth of 

the medical school and para-medical training. There is a 

continuity which can be traced from the first years after 

Independence to the present. Contemporary reports indicate 

how desperate was the medioal situation in Yucatan in the 

first half of the nineteenth century. Few or no dootors 

were practicing, and those who did were grouped either in 

Herida or Campeche. Apothecaries were scarce and unreliable» 

and veterinarians non-existent. Not all of these needs were 

filled by the generation from 1830 to 1860, but the achieve- 

ment toward filling the gap was considerable. 

At the time of Independence and for a number of years 

thereafter, medioal men who practised in Yucatan were trained 

elsewhere, and usually were foreigners.  Some, like Dr. Juan 

Frutos and Alejo Danoourt had been military physicians at- 

tached to colonial troops. Others, like Drs. Ignacio Vado y 

Lugo and a wandering American named Fasnet, were immigrants. 
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An oooaaional visitor like Stephens' companion Cabot ap- 

peared on the scene, but physicians were few and expensive. 

Nearly all lived either in Merida or Campeche, though two 

were reported in Izamal in 1825. Valladolid had none.113 

Visitors and residents alike commented that not only 

were medical men too few, but that even modest efforts to 

improve the medical situation were often undermined by ex- 

istence among the populace of an "irrational and superstitious 

empiricism.tt To outright witchcraft and the odd (but often 

effective) techniques employed by native ourers and their 

mestizo counterparts perhaps should be added the unverified 

theories and practices of creóles. Milk from donkeys was 

believed to have extraordinary therapeutic value; a scien- 

tific formula for concoction of a synthetic substitute was 

made available to the interested. Remarkable powers were 

also claimed for a type of oyster found on the east coast 

of Yucatan, and pseudo-scientific discourses on use and in- 

fluence of magnetism in diseases were also current. * 

Despite the introduction of vaccines in colonial times, 

epidemics occurred rather frequently, and during those 

times the lack of trained personnel beoame lamentably clear; 

the efforts of a handful of physicians could do little to 

stem the enormous toll of fatalities, even though they 

multiplied their utility by issuing a simplified handbook 

115 
to enlighten lay helpers and local officials. 

It was perhaps due to the dramatic effects of the 
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cholera epidemic in 1832-33 that actual medical instruction 

began in Yucatan. As early as 1824, provision for a medioal 

faculty in the University found its way into law, out not 

until June 10, 1833^was the School of Medicine and Surgery 

formally established. At that time the legislature set the 

salary of the Professor of Medicine and Surgery at seventy- 

five pesos a month, and arranged that the General Hospital 

of Merida should be affiliated with the school.  In January, 

1834, congress issued a long and detailed regulation which 

set forth the rules and duties of professors, students, and 

examiners. To receive the highest degree, that of bachelor 

and doctor in medicine and surgery, aspirants attended four 

year8 of classroom and laboratory work, practiced for two 

years, and then stood for public examinations; others could 

be licensed as surgeons, pharmacists, and midwives. The 

latter were to be women who could read and write, who had 

attended a special six months' course, and who then passed 

an appropriate examination. Their diplomas cost them noth- 

ing, whereas the final examination fees for medioal students 

116 
were forty pesos. 

Called as first Professor in the newly initiated school 

was Ignacio Vado y Lugo.  Born in Guatemala in 1796, he had 

studied there, had practiced sufficiently in the Mexican 

state of Oaxaoa to finance a trip to Paris where he com- 

pleted his medical education.  On his return from Europe to 

the New World, he settled in Merida.  On November 1, 1835, 
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Dr. Vado took formal possession of his professorial chair. 

In his address on that occasion he laid down broad and lib- 

eral policies of medical instruction» stressing the need 

for continuing observation and induotlve methods. Labor- 

atory training, vivisection, autopsies» experiment with new 

drugs» were some of the techniques he hoped to use» "in 

short» comparison of results obtained by the diverse thera- 

peutic methods in determinable cases» as well as the various 

means that art and nature put at our disposal to reaoh the 
~~ «117 end we propose.**J,
n 

m 1835 also a second foreigner» Juan Hnbbe became part 

of the instructing staff.  He was a native of Hamburg» and 

had received his medical degree at the University of Tubingen. 

His inaugural speech after his appointment likewise stressed 

the neoesslty for rigorous scientific method» careful observa- 

tion» flexibility of thought» and less reliance on authority 

than on acknowledgment of ignorance where clinical proof was 

not forthcoming. What we know» he said» "is small and in- 

significant to ttiat of which we do not.... The spirit un- 

accustomed to observe for itself and judge the value» diffi- 

culty» and uncertainty of strange observations, delivers 

itself over to a perilous confidence in ill-founded oriteria 

of brilliant systems which try to fill gaps in our knowledge 

when really they only hide them by fictions of talent and 

imagination." He remained on the staff until 1837.*18 In 

that year he was replaced by a Yucatecan youth, Fernando de 
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Luz Patron, who, with two others* had Just received their 

baccalaureate/; Luz Patron completed his doctoral work in 

1842. Another of the bachelors of 1837* Nemiseo de loa 

Santos Rubio, reoeived a professorial appointment in 1850.' 

Vado and HÜbbe's emphasis on new thought and technique 

had a practical demonstration when one of their oolleagues, 

José M. Sansores, employed ether as an anesthesia in June, 

1847. The technique had only recently been published in the 

Boston Medical and Surgical Journal. Sensores operated on 

a Maya, José M. Juchim, whose hand had been mangled in an 

explosion. Aided by Vado and an American physician. Sansores 

persuaded the native to submit himself to the effects of 

ether. As the vapor began to take effect, Juchim resisted; 

he felt as though he was becoming intoxicated, and he feared 

that his master would believe that he had come to the hospital 

merely to get drunk. But after thirty-five minutes of appli- 

cation, he drifted off and the operation was successfully 

completed.  On the basis of their observations, the Yuca- 

tscans suggested oertain Improvements in the apparatus, and 

Sensores wrote up at length his invention of an improved 

machine.120 

Politics and the growing spirit of nationalism did not 

leave even the medical profession and eduoatlon untouched. 

In 1843 the examining and certifying board claimed that the 

students trained under Vado, a foreigner, were incompetent 

and refused them professional standing. For a short while 
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he went into voluntary axils in Cuba, but returned to head 

the clinic established in the general hospital. Even there 

he was not immune from attack. In a letter to the editor 

of a local paper in March 1847, it was said that medical 

instruction had become decadent just at a time when a large 

group of Yucateoan youths were ready to be taught; Dr. Vado 

in earlier days had trained excellent followers but now he 

was too old and^ further, the student body was too much for him. 

Notwithstanding these extra-professional difficulties the 

students he had instructed virtually single-handed made ex- 

cellent records during the War of the Castes, especially 

in surgery. And as he had done in the epidemic of 1835, 

Vado performed outstanding services in 1852 when a similar 

epidemic swept Yucatan. In treating patients» however, he 

contracted cholera and died in August,1353. As founder and 

organiser of medioal education in Yucatan he remains an 

121 
important figure. •*" 

His work was carried on in part by another foreigner, 

Joseph id. Tappan, the American who had aided Sensores and 

Vado .use ether on the Maya. Tappan was born in Philadelphia 

and was graduated from Harvard in 1845. Shortly thereafter 

he came to Yucatan and set up practice.  Like Vado, he made 

a strong impression by his tireless work during the epidemic 

of 1853, and in that year became a professor on the staff 

of the medioal sohool. His specialty was surgery and ob- 

stetrics, in which he was competent.  From time to time 
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thereafter he «as Its direotor, rotating in that office 
nop 

with Yuoateoans whom the faculty had trained. 

In 1851 another foreigner» a Spaniard named Salvador 

Riera, also beoame part of the faoulty, and soon there was 

friction between him and Tappan. Riera praotised and taught 

what la known as homeopathic medicine; it involves opposi- 

tion to surgery» reliance on specially regulated doses of 

orthodox and other compounds» and doctrines which set it 

apart as a dissenting sect within the realm of medicine. 

The regular (allopathio) physicians of Merlda oombatted the 

new methods as charlatanism, and Tappan was among the most 

belligerent.  In 1853 he insulted and even struck Riera in 

public, whereupon the latter challenged him to a duel.  In 

the ensuing combat, Tappan was wounded. Evidently as a re- 

sult. Riera suddenly disappeared from Merida and was not 

123 
heard from again, although he left some converts behind. 

Among the most important of these was Nemiseo de los 

Santos Rubios. He had received his doctorate in 1846, and 

as mentioned, in 1850 was placed on the medical faculty. 

In the epidemic of 1853 he had been greatly Impressed by 

results produced by Riera. From that time until his death 

In 1889 he was a moderate proponent of homeopathy, aided in 

his attempt to disseminate its teachings by other able 

persons like Rafael Villamil, who for many years filled the 

ohairs of Physiology and Natural History in the Medical 

School.124 
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But the main stream of Yuoatecan medical teaching 

continued to be allopathic, and by about 1855 the University 

was graduating physicians of the highest order» most of whom 

took an active interest in improving instruction by acting 

as part of the medical faculty. The most famous and perhaps 

the most able Yucatecan doctor of the generation from 1860 

to the end of the century, Ricardo Sauri, however, received 

his training abroad, but returned to Yucatan and extended 

greatly the lines that had already been sketched and filled 

in lightly by predecessors like Vado, Hubbe, Tappam, Agustín 

O'Horan, José Patron y Peniche, Manuel Arias Lujan, and others. 

Thus in about a generation after 1830 the former role of 

physicians in colonial Yuoatan, "that of offering consolation 

to the dying," had given way "to a tendency to systematize 

knowledge and the vehement desire to make their ministry a 

125 
true profession, based on scientific principles."    It 

also marks an evolution in which looal autonomy of instruc- 

tion replaced the earlier reliance on a handful of foreign 

teachers. 

Developments at the periphery of the medical profession 

did not proceed quite as rapidly nor direotly as did growth 

of allopathy and homeopathy.  Pharmacy eventually took its 

place as a subsidiary branch of knowledge, but was not plaoed 

on as firm a ground until the final third of the nineteenth 

century. The group that eventually succeeded in raising the 

level of Instruction in it, however, matured in the deoades 

under review.  Of them Joaquín Donde was notable. 
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Born In 1827, Donde received hia preliminary and 

preparatory schooling in Yucatan, but found that he must 

go to the mainland of Mexico for professional training in 

pharmacy.  In 1844 he was enrolled in a course of study 

offered at Puebla, and In 1847 received his doctorate in 

pharmacy. To complete his education he trained two years 

more under the Faculty of Mexico, and received another de- 

gree in 1849.  In that year he returned to Yucatan, where 

his titles were confirmed after examination by the medical 

faculty in 1850. fie then set up a course in pharmacy at 

Campeche, but in 1853 returned to Merlda to instruct in 

natural history, chemistry, and pharmacy. Until hia death 

In 1875, Donde actively promoted these necessary auxiliary 

solenoes and undertook important original researoh in them 

himself. 

His efforts stressed practicality and the raising of 

professional standards. He was, for instance, interested 

in producing Improvements In the type of matches then in 

use, and successfully invented a safety match; when his 

studies suooeeded in making a new tanning process, he turned 

the formulae over to local artisans rather than selling them 

abroad.  His own contributions were of some importance; a 

compound known as sal Donde preserves his fame, and his 

Pharmaceutical Note», published in Philadelphia, reached 

France and Germany in translation.  In 1870, with others, 

he founded a school of pharmacy that eventually became part 
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of the University, and also in that year instituted a semi- 

public course in industrial chemistry. Due largely to his 

efforts the first Yucatecan medical society took form in 

1874, whose reports and scientific discussions were pub- 

11shed under his editorship of a review called La anulación. *° 

In many respects he was an effective spiritual heir of Manuel 

Tiburcio Almeida, mentioned above. 

Although Joaquín Donde tends to be the culture-hero of 

Yucateoan pharmacy in the last half of the nineteenth century, 

even before his time some efforts had been made to relieve 

a wretched situation reported for 1835. The Waldeok wrote 

that "despite the high wages that pharmaoists reoeive, they 

furnish such bad medications that the people who are poorest 

and sickest fear them worse than disease itself, and prefer 

to die at home, without medloines." Regulations issued in 

1834 to govern the Medical School provided that courses in 

materia medica should be offered and that pharmacists should 

be licensed only after examination. The latter was, like 

the final proof for physicians, to ocour only after the 

aspirant had practised two years in the vicinity, and was 

to take plaoe in a pharmacy. Too, a medical board (ffl. 

Protomedloato) was empowered and ordered to visit pharmacies 

twice yearly and to review their findings in secret. The 

board was authorized to remove substandard medioations     } 

they enoountered and to levy fines from ten to a hundred 

pesos on the erring pharmacists; these fines provided a 
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fund to support the study of anatomy.* ' Appearance of 

homeopathy in Yucatan possibly had the effect of ameliorat- 

ing and improving the earlier usage of large» sometimes 

dangerous^ and oertainly unpleasant dosages» as these 

praotitioners centered their method around use of care- 

fully regulated prescriptions. Perhaps by the time Donde 

opened shop in Merida in 1853» there had been some ohange 

over colonial times when apparently the ohief regulations 

governing pharmacies were that the pharmacists .write dos- 

ages in Spanish andT not Latin» and that they stay open until 

nine in the evening. 8 

Although the youth of Merida was intent on acquiring 

professional competence in law» medicine» or theology» there 

still remained time for student pranks.  One hoax involved 

publication of an advertisement» that one of the instructors 

at the Seminary was pleased to announoe that every Wednesday 

and Saturday he would sell ice cream to gentlemen students 

at reduoed prices.  In an angry letter soon after appearance 

of the unauthorised announcement» the victim repudiated it 

as an act of calumny» and stated that the rector had taken 

steps to punish the culprit. 129 

VII 

The forces that were cracking the cake of custom in 

arts and education made themselves visible in other spheres 

as well.    A conscious attempt to change and to improve 
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economic and social conditions was manifestad in the pleas 

for Yuoateoans to join themselves into associations and by 

the combined resources of a group accomplish things that 
A 

would be Impossible on the relatively limited means any one 

person or family might possess.  One writer pointed out that 

almost in vain had Yucateoans separately tried to start in- 

dustries, but most had met a premature end. "The spirit of 

association," he continued 

is what we must seek or create.  It is not so much 
capital we lack as the faot that its being dis- 
persed is the complaint of industry. The benefit 
from employing it or the disposition to associate 
it» and also to associate work in order to double 
its effectiveness, can with a vigorous push re- 
trieve us from the proverbial inertia of our 
methods and erase from our memory and habits the 
pernicious maxim of letting things remain as they 
are. Thus one oan not expect great progress in 
industry, although it is not quite fair to say it 
remains stationary.  It advances, but is far from 
marching equal to the progress of our epoch.^30 

In the years Just before the Caste War, this doctrine 

of associationism began to bear some fruit.  In 1842 Norman 

had remarked that nowhere in Herida was there a factory, and 

although in 1847 Heller reported much the same situation, 

by that year "La Constancia Yuoateoa" had begun operation. 

This was a factory to produoe gunpowder by machinery pur- 

chased in New York, and was the result of a joint stock 

company formed in 1844. Perhaps symbolic of the new age 

being initiated was the fact that the Bishop of Yucatan, 

an associate, contributed his fruit orchard at the edge of 
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Merida for the aits. Under the managership of Santiago 

Nigra de San Martin (who appeared above as a teacher of 

mathematics), the mill turned out a produet that «as 

"fairly fine and good powder," according to Heller. When 

the factory reached a point where it was regularly operat- 

ing in 1847, the state conceded the stock company a monopoly, 

131 
a customary procedure in Yucatan. 

In the hope of making some capital available for small 

•enterprises, a young Merida merchant, Modesto Juvert, headed 

a society to start a savings bank in 1846. Although his 

attempt seems to have failed, in 1850 the government per- 

mitted Perfecto de la Cámara Zavala to establish a loan fund, 

minimum of 3,500 pesos, partly subsidized by the state. The 

maximum interest rate was set at one and a half percent per 

month, a rather high return (18$ annually). S2 Another 

group, as given in more detail in the following chapter, 

formed a company that operated a line of coaches between 

Campeche and Merida on a regular schedule. Somewhat later 

than the powder-mill or the line of diligences, first ap- 

peared a brewery, then a mill for the manufacture of paper. 

Merida never has' become an industrial oenter, but the urge 

was strong to make the best of its limited possibilities 

through Joint enterprises. 

Men like Nigra de San Martin, Juan Miguel de Castro, 

Simon Peon, and others already mentioned set examples which 

were held up for emulation. No longer was simple piety and 

133 
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contribution to the greater glory of the Church a suffi- 

cient cause for marked public esteem. The new heroes were 

those who joined with others end contributed in benefiting 

the community along the lines prescribed by the newer dogmas 

of progress. The editors of the Repiatro Yuoateoo took 

occasion to point this out when praising Nigra de San Martin. 

The ocoasion was his organization of a company to operate 

steamships made of iron from Sisal to Veracruz and Inter- 

vening ports. Later, Nigra/ de San Martin made a rather 

accurate map of Yucatan; at that time, 1848, only Jalisco 

(among the other Mexican states) had similarly been surveyed 
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by a scientifically-minded cartographer. 

While holding Nigra de San Martin's actions up as a 

model, the Registro put in a strong word for assooiationism. 

If the spirit of assooiationism could be more 
generalized, if the united forces of many in- 
dividuals oould but be freed from the unfounded 
fears that neutralize them or make them in- 
effectual, what important improvements in all 
branches might succeed! The powder factory is 
nearly finished, the line of coaches is running, 
and the capital is on the point of having its 
port at the short distance of seven rather than 
the eleven leagues to Sisal.  If only one man 
had been exclusively responsible for any one 
of these enterprises, he would have succeeded 
only with difficulty.-^5 

There was, of course, a considerable duplication of person- 

ages among those who formed these commercial associations 

and those who were the political representatives of Merida 

and Yucatan.  It is not surprising, therefore, that semi- 
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official end official groupings began to appear, dedicated 

-A, /   to somewhat similar endsja-a^those established on private 

initiative.  One «as a Board of Trade in Merlda, linked to 

the looal ayuntamiento and seemingly inspired by the recent 
I3fi 

successful Lonja established in Campeche.   On a peninsula- 

wide basis» five regional societies to foster agriculture and 

Industry were organized under state auspices in 1843. Poss- 

ibly the idea was transferred from the mainland of Mexico, 

where Luoas Alaman had been active in promoting like groups. 

The Yuoateoan Sociedades de Fomento de Agricultura e 

Industria provided a link between private initiative and 

state support of projects deemed worthy by the legislature.137 

m eaoh of the five administrative Districts, the Jefe politico 

superior picked ten members for the society from among the 

leading commercial or agricultural figures In his jurisdiction. 

Part of the duties of the society were of a routine but im- 

portant nature, to conduct fairs and exhibitions and to col- 

lect statistics, the lack of which hampered formulation of 

state policies. Earlier, in 1837, the looal congress had 

Indicated the type of Information it needed and the faot 

that systematic inventories (almost a hallmark of the posi- 

tivistic era being ushered in) had begun to loom importantly 

by issuing a set of regulations for the guidance of offi- 

cials charged with compiling quantitative data. Reports 

embodying information collected by these semi-official 

societies, for instance, accompanied a memorial that the 
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government of Yucatan sent that of Mexico regarding tariff 
138 

questions. 

Besides their function as an information center» each 

society «as expected to promote the betterment of agriculture 

and industry by stimulating invention. Half the funds «ere 

devoted to experimenting and testing new devioes or pro- 

cesses» and the societies were authorized to offer premiums 

and gold medals for valid new discoveries of a utilitarian 

character. When» for example» foreign inventions claimed 

to have perfected machines for the rasping of henequén fiber» 

the legislature turned the matter over to the society in 

Herida for public trial» and awaited their report before 

granting a patent or prize.^® 

But perhaps of major significance «as the provision 

that these five Societies to Poster Agriculture and Industry 

Aprepare memoranda for legislative action and present congress 

with "reforms necessary to the progress of agriculture and 

industry." Thus a legitimate nexus between economic and 

politioal power was created» on the implicit assumption 

that the state had the manifest duty of serving these ends» 

and by ao doing» contributed to the general well-being. 

tfhis was a different emphasis from an earlier one «here 

politioal and eoclesiastical objectives were closely asso- 

ciated as the goals of statecraft. Perhaps some of the 

shifts in policies of land and labor» treated in later 

pages, took their rise from pressure exerted via these 
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semi-official societies in which vested interests were 

openly and legally preponderant, but concrete evidence 

on their influence is difficult to isolate and analyze. 

In the early part of the Caste War, the regional 

societies suspended operations for understandable reasons, 

since neither agriculture or industry could be fostered 

with most of the peninsula in the hands of hostile Maya. 

But shortly after imported troops from Mexico began to 

reconquer the devastated areas, the societies were re- 

established, in 1851. To their titles and duties were 

added a third element of interest to Yucatecans, that of 

140 
c oimnerce. 

Yet another society of the same period tends to mirror 

a number of activities dear to the sort of Yucatecans who 

formed the regional promotional ones. The Instituto do 

Africa was organized under Martin F. Feraza in April,1856. 

Its membership aimed "to cooperate in the universal civil- 

ization of Africa by means of agriculture, commerce, in- 

dustry, and the arts and sciences, and to foster the 

emancipation of the African race."14^ Thus the aims and 

scope of private, semi-official, and official associations 

that began to coalesce in greater numbers under stimulus of 

the cooperative idea ranged from looal chambers of commerce 

to ones concerned with the international scene.  It is 

highly dubious that the Instituto de Africa could have been 

formed in late colonial times, or perhaps even as early as 
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1845* when most Yucatocan attention was turned inward on 

their own affairs.  It is of some interest to note that 

tendencies among the merchants and agriculturalists to 

pool their ideas in associations was paralleled by the 

intellectuals, as in the period from' 1827 to 1861 at least 

nine literary societies formed, four of them from 1841 to 

1849.142 

Although in general most societies oonoerned themselves 

with the urban scene in Merida, one of the earliest reached 

out into the surrounding hinterland.  It was aimed at foster- 

ing the cultivation of henequén as a commercial crop, and to 

that end its members purchased an haoienda for the purpose. 

In 1830 the first crop was sold, a landmark in the economic 

history of Yucatan.  In this period henequén was still on 

an experimental basis and had not yet taken a dominant role 

in the Old Colonial seotion.  With the exception of a handful 

of pioneers, most of the hacienda owners clung to their 

traditional products — maize, cattle, and a scattering of 

other items.  On the bumpy road from Merida to Sisal, pass- 

ing through almost untenanted country, travelers encountered 

these goods being carried for export in huge high-wheeled 

143 
carts ten or twelve feet wide, drawn by five mules. 

VIII 

Hacendados of the Old Colonial area tended to reside 

in Merida. There they were near enough their properties 
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to exercise a supervisory and moderating influence over 

the resident overseers, mestizo mayordomos, yet far enough 

from them to escape onerous detail and to take part in the 

expanding activities of Merida.  Of some importance is the 

fact that most haciendas in the Old Colonial area dated 

from very early colonial times, if not the period of Con-   /•>-•>r.v 

quest itself, with the result that local usages on them 

«ere rather firmly established.  Probably typical of these 

Conquest establishments «as the Hacienda Chi-Chi; it «as 

founded as a cattle estancia by Alonso de Rosado y Sánchez, 

one of the charter citizens of Merida, and continued to be 

a cattle-and-maize enterprise until after the middle of the 

nineteenth century, «hen it rose to fame as a henequén finca.144 

In comparison with smaller, simpler, and more functional 

plantations found outside the Old Colonial section, the 

haciendas there seemed ornate, baronial, even a trifle ob- 

solete. They were as much a symbol of prestige as they 

were profit-making institutions, as often the returns «ere 

small on invested capital. Later pages discuss the inroads 

which competition from abroad made on the financial stability 

of these cattle and subsistence plantations. The plantations 

themselves ranged widely in size and impressiveness.  Some 

were "small, neglected, and in ruinous condition," «hile 

others were as large as Vayalquex or Xchanchakan, among 

the largest and finest of the state. The former vas "lordly 

in appearance," and supported fifteen hundred Maya tenants. 
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while the latter was almost equally as striking to the eye, 

with seven hundred Indians among its tenantry. 4° 

As in all parts of Yucatan, labor on the haciendas of 

the Old Colonial section were Maya. Aside from the fact 

that over the years a body of unwritten custom to regulate 

relations between workers and masters had evolved, self- 

interest end publio opinion operated to prevent more than 

sporadic oases of abuse.  Competition for labor was rela- 

tively keen, not only for economic but also for reasons of 

prestige. Though not legally obliged to support Indians 

in sickness or when they passed the age of usefulness, most 

hacendados of the Old Colonial area did so, as it was "in 

his interest to treat them in suoh manner as to acquire 

among the Indians a reputation as a good master.n 

So long as Maya met their defined obligations, a pro- 

tective cushion of custom separated them from arbitrary 

action by their master or overseer.  It is of some import- 

ance to note that Stephens changed his first superficial 

views of labor relations after he had returned to Yucatan 

and saw the system in operation over a longer period.  In 

1839 he concluded that so far as Maya labor was concerned, 

"the power of the masters...over these is absolute," but he 

more correctly saw later that "except as regards certain 

obligations which they owed, the Indians were their own 

masters."146 

The written and unwritten oanona, however, should not 
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be considered a bill of civil liberties. Masters and over- 

seers» even the most enlightened» still were empowered by 

the reigning philosophies to whip their laborers, to reg- 

ulate their marriages* and to intervene rather directly in 

other spheres of their private livesy when Indian aotions 

impinged on the discipline of the hacienda. But even to 

Norman, who was usually eager to exaggerate Yucateoan faults, 

hacienda Indians merely seemed to be "in a state of listless 

bondage...without much positive suffering." 

The Old Colonial region was a crowded complex of haci- 

endas and oreole-domlnated communities in an area generally 

east of Merida, bounded on the south by Ticul, and northward 

by Mo tul and Isamal. The latter was increasing its importance, 

as its elevation to the status of a city and designation of 

District capital indicated.  Goods flowing westward from the 

Bast Colonial area oonverged there, and the nasoent henequén 

fincas tended to locate not far from it.  It was one of the 

first centers to have been connected to Merida by a cart- 

road, and in addition, its annual trade fair began to take 

on added glory in a period when commercial aotivlty moved 

up the scale of prestige.  Iaaraal was not a new center; its 

Virgin and its fair were colonial marks of importance in the 

religious and economic life of an earlier Yucatan. 

The Virgin was a wonder-working image with a mythical 

desire to remain in Izamal. According to the tale, the 

image was carved in Guatemala and intended for the church 
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at Valladolid.  But enroute from Marida the figure grew 

unbearably heavy each time it was taken past Itamal. Though 

the original image «as destroyed by fire, its successor con- 

tinued to perform miracles for the numerous pilgrims from 

the surrounding environs.  In honor of the patron saint, 

each year the houses of Izamal were whitewashed, so that 

it continually had a new and bright appearance,  m some 

of its physical features it resembled Merida: its streets 

were lighted at night, and their names were symbolized by 

effigies.148 

The winter trade fair at Izamal differed from a similar 

one held at the other extreme of the Old Colonial area, at 

Ealacho. The Izamal celebration was primarily intended and 

attended by "large merchants with foreign goods...by the 

better classes from Merida." Amid crowds of Indians were 

"parties of vecinos, or white people, gay and well-dressed 

in the style and costume of the capital."    The Halacho 

fair, though ~too offering diversion for creóles, was pre- 

eminently for the Indian and the mestizo.  For eight days 

of religious ceremonies, horse-shows, bull-fights, gossip 

and small trade, perhaps ten thousand Maya gathered in 

Halacho. Wage advances given Indians by their hacendados 

often were nearly all spent on masses and candles; the 

original sums, of course, were added to the native*3 open 

account which kept him in debt bondage to a proprietor.150 

Although Izamal was an administrative capital for a 
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considerable District* the area under Its Jurisdiction was 

virtually indistinguishable geographically or culturally 

from the District of Merida.  It was permeated with Old 

Colonial ways and dominated by the state capital. Travel- 

ing through, Norman graciously conceded that the "towns 

throughout this portion of the interior are well laid out, 

and the houses well-built; everything looks as though they 

might be inhabited by a stirring people." Only occasional 

glimpses of delayed influenoe of a sooial nature from Merida 

can be caught from contemporary sources.  Such, for Instance, 

was the desire of Motul to provide eduoatlon for poor girls» 

in the style of the capital's Liceos de Niñas; the government 

approved an expenditure of Motul*a municipal funds for the 

151 
purpose.    During and after the Caste War, the Izamal- 

Motul hinterland of .Merida took on great importance when 

henequén took root, a development treated later. 

IX 

Outwardly the Old Colonial section appeared stable, 

contented, and relatively serene. Supported and reinforced 

by a fabric of venerable tradition, its communities were 

numerous and well-rintegrated; its haciendas were palatial 

and imposing; its native Maya disciplined and docile; its 

capital city humming with new enterprises. Yet conditions 

over which it had no control, external to the region con- 

sidered as a unit, were affecting it adversely. Under 
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current agricultural practices the area was perhaps near- 

ing a saturation point» as the marginal lands on the coastal 

fringe were relatively useless for expansion of gracing or 

the raising of maise, even if outside markets had been 

available for Yuoateoan cattle.  Deeply imbedded concepts 

that had nearly ten generations of experience through 

colonial regimes were a stabilizing element, but also they 

made acceptance of fundamental changes a difficult process, 

fraught with friotion. Credit and technical devices (needed 

to put henequén on more than a tentative basis) were scarcely 

beyond the rudimentary stages. 

The eoonomio and political hegemony which Merida had 

taken for granted for so long were threatened by develop- 

ments in the sections peripheral to it.  As sugar took its 

rise in the Borderlands» for instance, an eoonomio lever of 

ponderable strength lay in the hands of its entrepreneurs, 

drawn in great part from Campeche and the West coast» tradi- 

tional political rival of Merida ainee the late seventeenth 

century. Analysis would have indicated to the men of the 

Old Colonial area the eoonomio and social basis for their 

own vaguely disturbing feelings that Merida was not as 

supreme as it had been in earlier decades.  Other areas 

were Just as enterprising, though their urges seemed to 

have a different emphasis from those of the capital; other 

areas were growing, and in some cases faster than the Old 

Colonial. Though usually Merida set the tone and the program 
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for progresa» the ideas diffused from there lodged in re- 

gional oontexts which modified or even rejected them» as 

the following chapter illustrates. 

As a region the Old Colonial area can he considered 

a geographical and social unit. The physical landscape was 

undergoing change by extension of a web of cart-roads that 

tied together an agricultural hinterland primarily dedi- 

cated to subsistence crops raised on colonial type haciendas, 

and by the somewhat hesitant appearance of exportable plants 

like henequén.  The regional hub was Merida, supplemented in 

its influence and controls by lesser centers like Ixamal and 

Ticul. Port facilities were poor, but steps toward improve- 

ment had been taken by efforts to found Progreso. 

Throughout the seotion Hispanic and creóle canons rather 

than Maya formed the chief guides to conduct.  Population 

figures showed that the number of Indians were decreasing 

relative to the proportion of mestizos and creóles. Whether 

they were tending to pass into the growing body of mestizos 

by interfbreeding, or whether emigration to newer lands lay 

behind the shift is not clear, but it would seem that the 

section was being "creolized*1 ethnically as well as cultur- 

ally. The Maya of the Old Colonial were either oity folk, 

closely linked to urban ways and needs, or peons on haciendas 

under traditional disciplines, or village dwellers, with but 

a minority living on semi-independent ranchos. Hispano- 

Indian cities, towns and hamlets, interspersed by creole- 

owned haciendas, dominated the settlement pattern. 
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The soolal landscape «as subject to greater altera- 

tion than the physical, and more especially in the capital. 

In nearly every line of endeavor, experiment and activity 

were under way. Music, theater» literature, Journalism, 

and allied interests displayed a remarkable vitality. Be- 

tween them and an incipient Yucatacan nationalism there was 

considerable inter^-play, a reciprocal reinforcement; through 

the channels opened up by them poured ideas and modes from 

the United States, Prance, England, Spain, Italy, and even 

Germany. The period was less a Romantic Revolt than an epoch 

of gestation. As in these diverse artistic fields, in educa- 

tion ran a strong strain of utilitarianism; Yucatecans of 

the period laid firm foundations for education of their youth, 

at all levels and for all classes, with less significant 

achievement perhaps in solving the problems of secondary 

schooling* The base of popular education was broadened, 

the content of higher eduoation deepened, with emphasis on 

a pragmatic approach to knowledge. The stress on utilitar- 

ian positivism which can be discerned readily in educational 

philosophy also was clearly visible in attempts to improve 

the commercial and industrial scene. Like leaven, numerous 

cells of organized interests were working in the body pol- 

itic, all optimistically certain that material advance and 

the public welfare were indissolubly joined.  Innovation, 

progress, advance became words which carried a high content 

of emotion, used to denote approval; the pejoratives employed 
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to tag the less approved ideas, men, or Institutiona were 

labels such as conservative, colonial, Spanish, static. 

Individually the works and hopes of Yucateoans of the time 

perhaps are not Impressive, especially when measured against 

the contributions of later generations, but collectively 

the several trends and contributions attributable to the 

place and period represent a substantial achievement in 

pioneering. 

To isolate and fix categorically the causes for the 

burst of activity is hazardous.  Why a great segment of the 

literate population, and especially their leaders, became 

converted to a doctrine of progress which emphasized material 

and mundane concerns Instead of persisting in more traditional 

paths is subject to variable interpretations, each stemming 

from a tenable concept of the processes of history. Whatever 

the prime causes were, however, their effects were certainly 

noticeable. Yucatan, to judge only from data drawn from the 

Old Colonial area, had changed from 1765, in a steady pro- 

gression that can be traced in detail from about 1830 onward. 

Change was differential: it did not affect all areas or in- 

stitutions equally. The following chapter briefly summarizes 

the reaction of areas peripheral to the Old Colonial, and 

subsequent ones deal with basic segments of Yucatecan life 

on a topical rather than a regional basis. The origins of 

the Caste War are organically connected with the nature, 

tempo, and directions of changes that were occurring. 
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In 1846 a citizen, of Merida pointed with pride to the 

things he had seen accomplished, in stressing the difference 

between his day and that of his oolonial forbears. 

We have literary and scientific periodicals» as 
well as mercantile and political. There are 
philharmonic societies, reading groups, and 
scientific academies. Advanced enterprises 
have succeeded: a brilliant line^of coaohes 
has been established, as have cafés, hotels, and 
recreational associations. Primary education has 
been admirably perfected; government improves; 
agriculture is fostered; roads are constructed 
and repaired. In fine, there is movement, advance, 
following a route to Progress that has no end.... 
Yuoatan is going to be an important place.3-52 

With considerable justification the question can be 

asked, "What is the relevance of these details to the 

origins of the Caste War?" An answer requires brief re- 

statement of the underlying design and the ultimate ends 

in view.  In simplified form the argument that has been 

urged previously runs something like the following.  In 

the last third of the eighteenth century, the general 

lethargy which characterized the province of Yuoatan began 

to dissolve; static balances started toward becoming dynamic 

ones, though few major shifts took place before the end of 

that century. Approximately the first quarter of the nine- 

teenth century saw Yucatan involved in a series of political 

and Intellectual interests which differed in degree rather 
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than kind from those bequeathed the peninsula from earlier 

oolonlal times.  The substantive contributions to modern 

Yucatan which had resulted were few and feeble. 

The ohlef one was political, represented by Independence 

In 1821. Even In this sphere, earlier forms continued to 

exert a dominant Influence, as suggested by the fact that 

Yucatan's first constitutions closely resembled the Spanish 

document of 1812, modified to the conservative climate of 

the peninsula. By 1825 very little alteration had occurred 

in the social realm, not much in the economic, and beyond a 

handful of poems, hardly any in the intellectual. The caste 

system reigned, roads, schools, and outlets for artistic im- 

pulses such as theaters and magazines still were conspicuous 

by their absence, while colonial crops and methods dominated 

the economic scene. 

In one very important regard, however, the area in 1825 

differed from earlier times, even though there lacked)from 

the place numerous elements which would later distinguish 

it from the colonial province described in 1766. At the end 

of the first quarter of the nineteenth century, Yucatecans 

were conscious of backwardness, and rather than ignoring the 

outside world, were in the main eager to become part of it. 

From time to time — in 1810, in 1814, in 1822 — appeared 

inventories and suggestions as to how the gaps they revealed 

could be filled.  Practically the whole range of human in- 

terests were touched upon.  Once masters of their own fate 
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(and on this much of their polity «as predicated), Yuca- 

teoans sought to lessen the spread between what existed 

and what they believed should exist to make the peninsula 

a place of which they could be proud, even among foreigners. 

This objective was markedly distinct from the unformulated 

one of 1766, which in essence was to preserve a comfortable 

situation unchanged. 

The change in direotion of efforts and the self-conscious 

attempts to multiply them toward the new goals are two sig- 

nificant features of the period from independence to the 

Caste War. The first decade, from around 1820 to 1830, re- 

present years of planning and experiment, a period when the 

newer ideas of 'progress' led to talk and to hopes. The old 

ways more or less remained, but they were questioned, criti- 

cized, and discussed with a view to adapting them to the new 

future, which seemed to have an unlimited horizon. The 

pressure of ideas was perhaps as strong and meaningful as 

any other pressure.  In the deoade from 1830 to 1840, some 

of the earlier attempts and schemes began to bear fruit. 

The number of "firsts" — first theater, first looal color 

literature, first henequén plantation, first steam driven 

machinery and factory — in this decade is startling.  The 

spirit of enterprise had already started to become a 

characteristic of creóle Yucatecan leaders. 

The following decade, 1840 to 1850, represents an accel- 

eration of the tendencies noted in the previous one.  Lines 
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dimly peroelved in the colonial period to 1820, clarified 

and defined to 1830, and broadly sketched to 1840 became 

deeper and more numerous. Some of the simplicities of an 

earlier day had already given «ay to complexity. The ultra- 

liberal constitution of 1841, revised land laws in the same 

year, the first exports of sugar, the founding of a first- 

class literary review, the founding of a coach line, renewed 

interest in Yucatecan antiquities, military and diplomatic 

victories, the rise of two political parties (each headed by 

a merchant) are but some of the items which are part of an 

expanding pattern that was becoming more manifest as the 

decade got under way.  Boonoraio expansion acoompanied drives 

in other directions; intellectual and social enterprise was 

intimately connected with political; a literary renaissance 

of significant proportions was genetically linked with an 

educational surge that was quite remarkable, considering the 

resources at hand. Yet in the midst of this heady atmosphere, 

the War of the Castes exploded with devastating effect in 

1847. 

The detailed examination of society in Marida to the War 

of the Castes has had a manifold purpose.  In the first place 

it has seemed wiser to establish the general characteristics 

of the epochs, summarized in the preceding paragraphs, by an 

inductive approach. The succession from faint colonial be- 

ginnings to rather extended development seems typical of 

numerous activities and phases of life in the Old Colonial 
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section; to assume that what was ooxmon to only one or two 

aspeots was shared by all leaves a wide area for doubt and 

speculation, narrowed by inclusion of circumstantial con- 

sideration of several. 

Nearly as important and crucial as the activities and 

items which did change are those which either did not, or 

which displayed a much slower tempo. Among the latter might 

be included upper-class insistence on the sooial hegemony of 

the Center, and the efforts to maintain Herida*s traditional 

street signs; not until 1865 was sentiment for change in 

these matters sufficiently developed to permit substitution 

of impersonal and scientific numbers for the picturesque 

colonial nomenclature.  Not an important fact in itself, it 

is symptomatic of deeper attitudes carried down through the 

years.  Similarly the reluctance of vendors in the markets 

to give up the use of cacao money, sanctioned by tradition 

and accommodated to custom, or the continued existence of 

barrios and barrio governments. Indioates an underlying sub- 

stratum of sentiments not wholly responsive to some of the 

more modish doctrines being imported and assimilated in 

other parts of the sooiety. Thus within the Old Colonial 

area, where the ideal of change, aimed at the goals which 

material Progress named a3 desirable, was strong, it did 

not affeot all parts of the structure equally. 

The question arises of whether other parts of the 

peninsula displayed evidence that the newer surges were 
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present. Wfta it purely an urban phenomena^ restricted to  <~ 

the oapital city? Previous chapters have stressed the 

alight but significant variations among tho four sections 

of Yuoatan. Their topography, ethnic make-up, and to ^ 

lesser extent, historical traditions^ distinguish then from 

each other.  How far and how strong did the influenoe for 

change emanating from the capital extend? What variant 

forms did it assume? These questions and their answers 

have a direct bearing on the origin of the War of the Castes. 

Anticipating slightly the detailed descriptions of the 

three sections peripheral to the Old Colonial, it can be 

said that there was wide variation of response. There was 

also considerable diversity of emphasis.  The frontier area, 

labelled here as the Borderlands, defined progress in wholly 

material terms and virtually equated it to the accelerated 

production of sugar.  Nearly all the elements which were 

developing so rapidly in the Old Colonial section were miss- 

ing from the Borderlands except as they stemmed from economic 

interests. The Sast Colonial section resolutely turned its 

back on new ideas; it tried to re-establish Hapsburg society, 

perhaps more ingrown even than Bourbon. The West Coast 

paralleled and even led the Old Colonial in all respects 

hut the economic ones.  To point up the deviations, it has 

been necessary to extend the description of the Old Colonial. 

The relation of the differential changes by sections to 

the Caste War is a fundamental consideration.  One of the 
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main theses coursing through these pages Is that the spirit 

of enterprise which gave birth to the sudden and extensive 

changes in Merida and to a lesser extent in Campeche oreated 

a climate of opinion favorable for the unabashed expansion 

of the frontier zone into the fertile lands held by Maya 

«ho rejected violently most attempts to fit them into the 

new hacienda complex that was the typical instrument of 

penetration. A corollary is that the equally vehement re- 

jection of new doctrines by the oreóles in the East Colonial 

had two interrelated effects. The one was to cut them off 

from their former posts of influence as models of true virtue 

in peninsular eyes, and the seoond was to heighten rather 

than ease the tensions between them and the surrounding Maya. 

Still another corollary Is that the Internal balances 

of power were affected by the different rates of development. 

At some point leadership based on prestige can be threatened 

by that baoked by force backed by resources. Both the bases 

of prestige and of power were shifting, the one under in- 

fluence of ideas, the other under economic developments. 

Various streams of dlssidence converged in 1847: inter- 

sectional political rivalries over the allocation of power, 

lntra-sectional dissatisfactions between Maya and oreóle in 

the Borderlands and the East Colonial, and conflicts of in- 

terest between entrepreneurs, and between vested interests 

(such as the Church) on a peninsula-wide basis. 

A second consideration perhaps explains.if it does not 
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Justify the minuta examination of the Yucateoan social 

soene in this and the ensuing chapter.  Okie of the major 

conclusions which emerges from such an examination is that 

in the era from 1830 to and through the Caste War broad 

and solid foundations for the development of modern Yucatan 

were laid. A whole list of adjectives is neoessary to item- 

ize the several spheres in which a significant start and 

considerable achievement were made by this fecund generation. 

Though the shock of the Caste War for a very short time 

slowed developments, it did not kill them; their roots were 

deep. The men of the era sketched boldly the future they 

saw for Yucatan and put forth an enormous effort to make 

it real. The impulses which they gave its literature, 

education, science, economics, humanitarian strivings and   s 

allied fields gained sufficient momentum to carry through 

not only the Caste War but even a period of relative dis- 

organization that preceded French Intervention. 

Thus paradoxically the same forces which made Yucatan 

a leader among Mexican provinces at the same time generated 

the War of the Castes.  The latter was not a simple response 

to a single simple stimulus or pressure, but was a series 

of complicated reactions to a complex combination of pres- 

sures . 



CHAf TKK    POUR 

The    Minor    Sections: 

Campeche» Valladolid,  and Tekax 

"The labor of these meritorious 
creators of a national culture has 
not received sufficient appreciation. 
They carried forward the printing 
of documents» they drew maps» de- 
ciphered ancient documents» and 
immersed themselves in the in» 
explicable labyrinth of native 
chronology» often in full flight» 
surrounded by adverse circum- 
stances» in a hostile atmosphere — 
revolutions exploded at their 
elbows» and Presidents of the 
Republic succeeded one another 
with diezy rapidity» measured in 
time from the discharge of one 
cannon to another." 

Julio Jiménez Rueda 



CHAPTER POOR — THE MINOR SECTIONS: 

CAMPECHE, VALLADOLID, TEKAX 

Writing in 1848, Justo Sierra was rather oertain that he 

lived in a modern age. With a patronizing air he mentioned 

that the people of Herida in the seventeenth century had to 

be oarrled about in litters; coaches and wheeled vehicles 

were scarcely known on the peninsula. When he looked around 

him from Campeche in the middle of the nineteenth century, he 

saw many things his ancestors at Valladolid had lacked. Within 

his lifetime, modem developments had brought to Yuoateoan eyes 

a number of new and wonderful things. Among them he listed the 

invention of "steamships, daguerrotypea, eleotrio telegraphs, 

homeopathy and other things with which we are now acquainted." 

The spirit of enterprise and progress that found such 

strong advocates in the literateurs, educators, and business- 

men of Merida took varied form in other parts of the peninsula 

adjaoent to the Old Colonial region. The West Coast, centered 

at Campeche, vied with the capital; parallel development tinc- 

tured by the port's past appeared there. To the east, around 

Valladolid, change came slowly and was resisted; yet in the 

East Colonial section appeared the first steam-driven textile 

mill of Mexico. Deeds rather than words seemed to be the ex- 

pression of enterprise in the Sierra towns and in the outposts 

which collectively formed the Borderlands. Direct economic 
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gain and political action to Improve It seemed a pervading 

characteristic there, from Sotuta to Bacalar, from Oxkutzcab 

to Tlhosuco. 

The regions peripheral to Merida, dependent on the capital 

for political guidance and often for intellectual sustenance, 

were three.  First was the West Coast, a territory spread around 

a lively port whose literary elite and political leaders competed 

with the Old Colonial for hegemony. East Colonial was a secondary 

hinterland to Merida; its creóles were unconvinced that new ways 

were better than the old.  The third was a unit beginning to 

form a region/ out of newly pioneered sones. The records left 

by each are uneven in quality and quantity. 

With a notable tradition of literacy, the West Coast placed 

its achievements and aspirations in print; its society treated 

travelers well, with result that they too gave detail about 

life there in accounts of their adventures. Fewer persons pene- 

trated to Valladolid, and its own folk seemed unconcerned about 

bringing their virtues to the attention of contemporaries or 

posterity. Much the same held true for the Borderlands, except 

that from time to time a local publicist prepared a' brief rela- 

tionkof his settlement/ these usually have the air of a pros- 

pectus or Chamber of Commerce tone.  Though apparently designed 

as booster^literature, essays on Bolonchen, Bacalar, Becanchen, 

and other newly expanded places contain a wealth of detail. 

Unfortunately for the crucial spots where frictions were great- 

est, Tlhosuco and the eastern edges of the Borderlands, only 
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few data exist. Travelers had amall cause to visit them, 

and official reports are sparse. 

II 

Among the three areas outside the Old Colonial, the West 

Coast was most sophisticated.  It formed a patria chica with 

rather clearly defined limits.  Overt rather than latent were 

its social aims, economic goals, and political ambitions; its 

people^'wrote about them and discussed theiny' usually in contrast 

to those of the capital.  The population of the West Coast lived 

on the verge of the Gulf of Mexico; they drew livelihood from 

over the water, and from a narrow strip of land that traversed 

the western edge of the Sierra de Yucatan. Where the Sierra 

died at the south, heavy forest began, pierced to short dis- 

tances by small rivers that drained backlands and emptied into 

the Gulf. 

Campeche was the nerve center of the West Coast.  It had 

a distinguished colonial history, as it was one of the first 

permanent communities founded by Spaniards,  from it in 1541 

penetration and conquest of the rest of die peninsula had gone 

forward. Yet despite its primacy of foundation, it had re- 

mained a villa until 1777.  The port and community was really '- 

a product of the Bourbon Renaissance.  Though because of its 

monopoly on colonial truffle, until 1610, Campeche had main- 

tained a comfortable and even rich life, it bloomed even 

brighter when commerce not only became respectable but highly 
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desirable under Bourbon reforms. Kuch of its colonial history 

was a record of sleepy years in a subordinate position, as a 

small port and as an outpost on the sea frontier of New Spain. 

Economic surges following Bourbon free trade Rnd similar doc- 

trines brought prestige and power to Campeche; with them came 

strivings for autonomy that were ultimately satisfied in 1858 

by independence from Merida's tutelage and entrance in 1861 

into the Mexican confederation as a separate state.  Though 

inferior in population and power to the State of Yucatan, its 

parent unit, Campeche was then arbiter of its own local des- 

2 
tinies. 

Most settlements of the West Coast in 1847 lay at least 

two days1 journey from Merida. Campeche was about forty leagues, 

a hundred miles, away. At the north the section extended to a 

point near Beeal, Halacho, and Calkini, and at the south about 

as far as Champoton. When political rivalry between Merida 

and Campeche reached a pitch were neither could dominate the 

territory between them, Becal was chosen as a neutral point 

for conferences or to set up a provisional government.  The 

Oulf on the west, the Sierra de Yucatan on the east formed 

natural boundaries. At the southeast extremity of the section, 

near the source of the Champoton River lay a small group of 
A 

Maya  villages;   their shifting population is  clearly reflected 

in  the successive designation of one  or another of them as 

cabecera,   illustrated above  in Table 5.    To the north and  east, 

Campeche was making some  imperialist  attempt to attach a grain- / 
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producing hinterland to Itself. Object of this expansion 

was the enclave around Hopelchen and Bolonchen; no strong 

colonial links had been forged between the two. Even in 1846, 

communication between the coast and its desired territory was 

defective; then it was said, "Hopelchen, granary for Campeche, 

and producer of sugar, liquors, and wax, has only narrow dirt 

trails to this port, its natural market .-^_»j   The enclave 

around Hopelchen south to Iturblde became known as "Los Chenes," 

and as such was incorporated in the state of Campeche after the 

Caste War. At the extreme north, the West Coast area was 

bounded by the salt beds of Celestun and Punta Desconocida. 

Vegetation and ecological zones within the section were 

clearly marked. They changed dramatically rather than by slow 

transition from one to another, as in the Old Colonial. South- 

ward from Punta Desconocida ran a strip of dry and semi-barren 

coastal land, a virtually useless fringe on which grew scrub 

vegetation that gave way to low tree growth as it penetrated 

inland to the Sierra. Below Campeche, southward from the point 

where the Sierra circled the Bay of Campeche and died, extended 

forests. Not far inland they reached climax growth of tropical 

rain forost, then were Interspersed with savannah and swampland. 

Champoton at the south marked the edge of occupancy; it lay at 

the mouth of a short river that reached westward into the for- 

est a short distance and on whose shores some slight agricul- 
4 

tural enterprise was possible.  South of Campeche and its 

small satellite, Lerma, roads were virtually unknown. Dugout 
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canoes, known as  cayucos,  proved an unaatlsfactory mode  of 

transport;   they were dangerous for  cargoes,  uncomfortable 

for pasaengers,   travelers  reported. 

A cart road  connected Ca&peche to Kerida, but otherwise 

the rotid network was defective.     The one principal route acted 

aa a  spine  for  the northern half of the  section,  along which 

lay  eecondury and tertiary settlements  like Tenabo,  Hekelchakan, 

Calkini,  and Kalacho.    Wot until one reached Kaxcanu  in the 

Old Colonial  section were   there cart roads which connected with 

the   interior of  the peninsula.     Little had been done  to com- 

plete a  projected road   that would connect Champoton at   the 

south of  the West  Coast, with Bacalar on   the outskirts of   the 

Borderlands. 

Campeche  was connected with  the capital  by  the  "brilliant 

line   of coaches" to which allusion was made at  the  close of the 

last chapter.    At  the end of 1840 the state government granted    '-> 

Casiano Rivas Cacho i  acting for a group that   included loading 

politicians,  a six-year monopoly to establish and maintain a 

line of diligences.    Each coach was  to have  at least four 

wheels  and four seats.    At  first service was  twice weekly on 

Sundays and Wednesdays,   later changed  to Tuesdays and   Fridays, 

and  passenger fares  amounted to  ten pesos  one way.     In 1848 a 

monopoly of similar nature was granted to Gregorio Torres to 

operate a line between lá e rid a and Sisal.    At  first   the Marida- 

Campeche company was  unsubsidieed,   and mail was entrusted to 

individual  passengers, but in 1344   the  legislature voted it an 
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annual fee of one thousand pesos for carrying official corres- 

pondence between the two points* and when the original monopoly 

expired, the subsidy was raised to a hundred pesos monthly. 

Equipment included four post-coaches imported from Troy, 

New York, each drawn by horses at breakneck pace from one post- 

house to another, placed at about hourly intervals. With luck 

the journey could be made in about sixteen hours, but might take 

three times that long during bad weather. Passengers complained 

of poor food and accommodations provided by the monopolists, 

and of the unskilled drivers, usually mestizos. B. If. Norman, 

who rode the route shortly after its establishment reported^ 

"It was no uncommon occurrence to be brought up against a stone 

wall at the side of the road; and, in one Ínstanos, we were foul 

of an Indian hut.... The progress of the ooaoh afforded us much 

amusement, by the fright it appeared to oocasion....its whirl- 

ing along among people and cattle had a similar effect that a 

locomotive has among the animals and their owners in the wilds 

of the Par West. Nothing would stand before it." 

A principal point on the journey from Campeohe to Herida was 

Hekelchakan. In 1847 Carl Heller was surprised to see the dis- 

crepancy between its small importance on the map he had~~asd its 

actual size. It was an important and lively center, "a good 

large settlement of 4,912 inhabitants, with a nice ohuroh, 

schools, and an ayuntami onto. a place that impressed us by its 

size, by its fine buildings....[and] lantern-lit streets." The 

community had been growing since Independence and by 1830 was 
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formally constituted a villa.  Its now and enlarged 

ayuntamiento exchanged amenities with its parent, Campeche, 

and pledged of mutual respect and aid.   The villa v.ras to 

some decree the market for inland communities between Eopel- 

chen and Bolonchenticul; a private toll road which citizens 

of th3 latter places were in the process of constructing, as 

mentioned below, aimed at connecting them with Hekelchakan, 

thence with Campeche. 

As metropolis of the section, Campeche occupied a place 

analagous to that of Merida for the Old Colonial region. Like 

it, Campeche waa a Spanish colonial city laid out on the 

familiar gridiron scheme.  The town plan was modified by the 

fact that it lay on a bay behind which hills rose rather 

steeply, and also because it was a walled port. It3 suburbs 

or barrios were literally extra-muros. The place had been 

sacked and razed by pirates in the seventeenth century, after 

which the center was rebuilt, financed by a tax on export of 

salt; part of the reconstruction included erection or  a for- 

tress and the protective walls.   Numerous descriptions of 

the inner town and its suburbs have been left by its citizens 

and travelers entranced with the beauty of the urban scene. 

Typical is that by a campechano who said that it "extended 

on the shores like a tranquil bird which puts out its un- 

furled wings over the sea; hills of medium height and eternal 

verdure surround it, and its barrios stretch for more than a 

league in the smiling valley so foi-med." 
12 
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Heller- lyricized   the beauty of the port when viewed  from 

the sea,  an impression  that  did not fade perceptibly on closer 

inspection.    Among Its  public  buildings were the Ayuntamiento, 

a customs  house,  and  a newly formed one  for   the Board  of Trade, 

Lonja mercantil, with a billiard room and reading room for use 

of members.     Two small   and now dilapidated  fortresses  limited 
13 the  population on   the water's  edge, 

Campeche's fifteen thousand   inhabitants ware unevely 

distributed.    About a quarter of them dwelt  in  the   center,  de- 

limited by low walls;   the  remainder peopled  its   five barrios. 

The main church on   the  east  side of the  plaza dominated  the 

scene;   opposite  it had  been   the  old  Jail,  but recently razed 

to make way   for an elaborate two-story private dwelling erec- 

ted by Juan MacGregor,   son of an American merchant who had 
14 settled in Campeche a generation previous.  A hospital and 

a church mainly for Negroes also lay inside the walls, where 

most of the private dwellings wore solid construction thought 

by Norman to be superior to those of V.erida in taste and 

15 
adornment.  Docks and shipyards, as well as a hospital for 

lepers, San Lázaro, were found among the enbowered huts in 

the barrios. Each of these had its church and government; 

the latter were controlled by the ayuntamiento of Campeche, 

which appointed the officials from among mestizos or creóles. 

In late colonial times it was noted that though most of the 

houses in the barrios were huts, some were of more permanent 

nature, and all were well-furnished, "because this is the 
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richest settlement of the province." All told. Campeche 

supported ten churches and two chapels to care for its 
16 

spiritual needs. 

from the orchards and garden plots in barrios, as well 

as from areas across the GulfAcame produce and comestibles 

for the local market. They were the basis for Campeche'a 

famed cuisine. The United States provided onions, cabbages, 

potatoes, and^for upper-clas3 tables, butter. The local dis- 

trict supplied meat, vegetables, and numerous classes of fish 

and sea/foods. Wages of cooks in Campeche were nearly double 

,thttt of Merida, five pesos per month as opposed to three in 

the capital; their skill did not appreciably decline with 

the decay of importance of Campeche as a commercial center; 

fifty years later José Vasconcelos could still describe with 

17 
enthusiasm the gastronomic delights available in the port. 

The meat vendors in the market were partly responsible 

for a system of public lighting which illuminated Campeche'a 

rather rough and inclined streets. They anticipated official 

action in 18  by a cooperative effort that gave way to 

municipal support; nearly three thousand pesos was annually 

spent to keep the candles burning at night for the safety 

18 
°^ campechanos.  In 1363 petroleum lamps replaced them. 

Municipal pride kept the streets scrupulously clean, although 

over them vehicular traffic was light and difficult. Vying 

'vith Marida, Campeche too had an Alameda for paseos, legacy 

of Paulo Toro's dictatorship during the 1330's. As part of 
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a public worka program he also had bridges built in the city, 

and the road to Lerma improved.  The latter little community was 
19 

a favorite resort for Campeche youth.  Locally the main plaza 

20 was improved and made into a formal garden in 1853 .   The 

spirit of municipal action and urge to improvement surged as 

strong in Campeche as in tier ida; it was notably lacking in 

Valladolid and only embryonic in Tekax, as seen below.  Not 

without reason did liorelet in 1847 mention that the city of 

Campeche was "one of the most happy ones 1 have seen in Amer- 

ica...a spirit of order reigns throughout, as does a manner 

that contrasts advantageously to the ostentations negligence  '' 

..21 
of Havana." 

Society in Campeche was relatively homogeneous, wholly 

pleasant. Artisans, merchants, and small tradesmen gave it 

a tone slightly different from that of Herida, still under 

the spell of colonial landholding, where merchants had only 

just recently begun to take leading rolea. They had been 

esteemed in Campeche from at least the late eighteenth cen- 

tury. Norman remarked that in the port "There is evidently 

a class of society here which contrasts favorably with'any 

to be found in the other cities of the province." Heller 

generalized the situation even further by stating "A bust-    • - 

ling, the like of which I never found in Mexico, reigns 

here." He added, "Among the upper classes one finds taste 

of such high degree in surroundings, buildings, and manners 

that one can set them equal to Europeans. Many men of busi- 

ness speak two and three languages, women amuse themselves 
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with music,   and the well-to-do leisure class busies Itself 
«21 with cultivation of local  literature and history." Most 

of theae families were members  of  the Lonja mercantil, 

formed after 1340,  whose clublike edifice,  with its recre- 

ational  facilities, was mentioned above. 

Typical of   the  leading families  —  the  Estradas, 

Gutierrez,   the  Barandas and numerous others  — was one which 

befriended the British traveler,  William ?. Robertson,  and 

his companions   in  1850.     "We made  some other acquaintances 

among  the kind inhabitants  of Campeachy," he wrote,   "the 

Preclatts,   the other  leading family there;   and more particu- 

larly our   'vecino,'   our next-door neighbour,  Don.    N. Casasuz. 

... Ur. Casasuz was  one of  the leaders  of   the haut  ton,   spoke 

English and French well;...not only danced well himself,  but 

played well   to others when a musician was wanted.... And yet 

our  'vecino'   claimed no higher rank than that of shop-keeper 
op 

and  trader." 

The richest Yucatecan of the time was an inhabitant of 

the West Coast:  He was Francisco Abreu, "rated at $200,000," 

who kept a residence at Palizada that cost him ¿20,000. He 

had wide knowledge of foreign affairs and even imported house- 

hold food from the United States. He intended to send his 

23 
sons there for education. 

At lower levels in the social hierarchy were craftsmen. 

Public interest and their workmanship "wa^s guarded by an    "''' 

elaborate set of rules which granted title of "maestro de 
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taller" only to those who had reached the age of twenty, 

were of good conduct, could read and write, «id had passed 

examinations set by other master craftsmen. Even appren- 

tices were expected to be literate/ and at least ten years   ¿ 

old. 

Social obligation to provide public welfare and educa- 

tion followed a pattern similar- to that of the capital. 

iíunlcipalíty, and private Initiative combined to meet local 

needs. At the insistence of a liberal cleric, an almshouse. 

Casa de Beneficiencia, was founded by private subscription, 

25 
aided by municipal funds.   The combination proved less 

successful for a theater. Under the Toro regime, private 

shares were sold to establish a theater which would vie 

with Uerida's; half the sums involved were given by the 

dictator, who signed his stock certificates over to the 

ayuntamiento, directing that dividends on them be basis 

for charitable fund. 

The theater opened September 15, 1334, with a perform- 

ance of "Orestes, or Agamemnon Avenged.n V.alueck thought 

the performance so bad that he left early. The theater failed 

to fulfill completely the entrepreneurs' boast that it, "as 

much for its solidity of construction, as for its elegance 

and visibility, vrill be one of the first class in America, 

not below the stroidards of the most accredited in Europe." 

When shareholders were called upon to contribute propor- 

tionately rather than receive dividends, the ayuntamiento 
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turned the hair Interest it had received back to Toro.  Por 

a number of years thereafter the theater bore hia name; 

some details are available on its subsequent success or 

26 
failure. 

Educational   ventures were more deeply rooted in the past 

and flourished more widely than did  theatrical  enterprise. 

In 1814 it was noted  that  "primary schools are well developed, 

because   the municipality particularly protects  them.• And,  as 

mentioned previously,   Campeche   took  effective steps shortly 

after  independence   to re-establish primary schools in  the 

city and its  barrios, while   the  idea of Lancasterian schools 

was  eagerly accepted there and  in other settlements of the 
27 

West Coast.   In public primary schools, numbering sixteen 

in 1860, were found about a thousand pupils; private ele- 

mentary schools trained as many more, generally in reading, 

writing, principles of religion, sacred history, grammar, 

and arithmetic. In one Instance the ayuntamiento of Campeche 

became concerned over the fact that children did not take 

advantage of the one afternoon a week when the school was 

not in session; the time was supposed to permit them to at- 

tend church classes to learn Christian doctrine, but a visit 

by a delegation di3cloaod the fact that few actually did so. 

The ayuntamiento then rescinded its order concerning the 

free afternoon, and was sustained in its power to do no 

when the question arose whether the state legislature or the 

municipal authorities could regulate such a question.  Local 
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28 
schools were governed by authorities of the locality. 

As in Merida, secondary schooling rested chiefly in 

the handa of semi-public lyceums.  Their curricula carried 

forward the elementary training and added new subjects such 

as geography, languages, drawing, bookkeeping, "even notions 

of philosophy.11 One such institution had as its master a 

Frenchman named Gullbault, who employed the Lancaster methods. 

After reporting the successful showing of his pupils in public 

examinations held December 18, 1347, the editors of the Revista 

Yucateca stated that they did not hesitate to recommend the 
29 

establishment as one of the best of its kind in the land. 

A similar institution was founded by an Italian, Honorato 

Ignacio Magaloni, and bore the nouth-filling label HThe Philo- 

logical and Scientific Lyceum of Campeoho." Its offerings in- 

cluded courses in ancient and modern languages, mathematics, 

philosophy, and elocution. For  Magaloni's instruction of 

twelve poor boys free of charge, the ayuntamiento provided 

him a monthly subsidy of forty pesos. In keeping with the 

age and place, the "Colegio Comercial de Yucatán," opened in 

September 184S; its founder, Gullbault, left in December of 

that year, but its work waB carried on and expanded under 
SO Juan Gonzalez Arfian. He had directed Merida's  Lancaster- 

ian school, and later returned to the capital  to found a 

simller Liceo Comercial in  1859.    This was shortly after 

Kagaloni had  initiated in Jáerida a Liceo Científico Comercial 

that lasted from 1357 to  1866.31 
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Campeche  too followed Marida'a lead  in providing edu- 

cation Tor girls.     They were  taught much the same  course» 

as  boya,  but in place of bookkeeping might  learn sewing. 

Spencerian script,   French,   or   "general notions about  some 

sciences."    Sometime  in  1349  or  1350  Juan    Vicente Escobar 

and Señora María  Jesús Molina de Sevilla started an  institu- 

tion called  "Liceo de Nuestra Señora del Refugio.1*    As  in the 

case of Kagaloni's  lyceurn,   tha  ayuntainlnento provided a sub- 

vention,  on  the understanding that twelve poor  girls would 

receive gratis  as  good an education as   that provided by 

Magaloni  for boys.    The monthly municipal contribution,  how- 

ever,   was only half as much  (twenty pesos). Successful 

applicants  for  the municipal scholarships were drawn by lot 

from "a considerable number of solicitants." * 

Despite disruptions due to  the Caste War and independ- 

ence movements which separated Campeche from tha state of 

Yucatan,   education continued to flourish.     In 1860 the port 

contained two  lycaums  for boys,  with a  total of 126 pupils, 

and tvro for   girls, with 83.     On the dependency of Campeche, 

Carmen, was another lyceurn for boys,  with 50 on  its  rolls, 

and one for girls with 30  students.    At   that   time  a report 

stated that  "especially  anong   the fair  sex instruction has 

progressed much.     l 

¿¡¿oat characteristic  educational  institution of the West 

Coast,  however,  v/aa a School  of Mathematics and Seamanship at 

Campeche.     The   enterprise  focused a number of  Campeche»s 
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Interests and attitudes,    A decree  of the state legislature 

In  1334 had authorized founding a Chair of Mathematics  in 

Campeche,  with a donation  from state  funds.    At that  time, 

however,   as a suitable instructor was not   to be found,   the 

decree was cancelled.    On the  initiative of  the ayuntamiento 

of Campeche a request in 1340 was  i'orwarded   to Congress,  with 

a note  explaining that   the council itself would  provide some 

funds  if the state government would revive its previous grant. 

Congress was willing,  but cut  its donation to two hundred pesos, 

on the presumption that  the local people would maintain the 

institution  thenceforth.    A committee of the  town council se- 

lected  Jose liar tin y Espinosa de los »i on teros as professor 

end head of  the school;  he v.as  a ¿Spaniard,  born  In Malaga 

(1776)i  raised in Spain, he had been a pilot   in the Royal 

Spanish Navy during the Napoleonic wars, and  finally he set- 

tled in Merida.    By private  lessons he had attempted  to in- 

struct youth in calculus, which w©r_e then considered "almost 

a mysterious arcanum lor Yucatecans," and as stated previously, 

unsuccessfully  in 1335 also had tried to found a  school of 

mathematics in Herida.    After serving as head of the naviga- 

tion school at Campeche, he accepted the  chair of mathematics 

in the University of Yucatan in 1344;    he  taught there until 

his death in OctoberA1345.54 

When the  School of Mathematics and Seamanship was estab- 

lished in 1340,  regulations   for It were prepared by  the 

ayuntamiento.    Boys aged thirteen or older who could read 
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and write were  eligible   to study for   a certificate denom- 

inating  tiiem "Pilot of the  State."     To obtain it,  a pupil 

necessarily passed  courses   in applied mathematics  for navi- 

gation,  pure mathematics,  practical arithmetic and geomotry, 

progressively advanced from the  first  to tho second tern,      >/ 

botii six months  each.    Upon completion of classroom studies 

a board of  oxaminor¡.¡   consisting of  the Captain  of the Port, 

all  ííavy officers   on duty,  and three merchant pilots,   tested 

the  candidates in public,    hours   of  instruction wore arrengad 

so  that  "artisans  and poor people who know how to  read and 

write" mi¿nt attend clasaos  in pure mathematics,  arithmetic, 

and geometry;  such part-time  students liad no expectation of 

completing pilot training.     In addition  to the  formal curricu- 

lum,  all  students were  expocted to  "make progress  in morals 

and  literature,"  examination of vihich was delegated to  tho 

Captain of the  Port and   two members  of  the  JJoard  of  Trade 

(Lonja mercantil). 

The school opened on January 2,  1341,  and  on the exam- 

ination Ü3t  of  the  following November were found   thirty 

/     names y among them "wostft. some of   the  leaders  of the next gener- 

ation,   Jum Carbó, Enrique Duque de Estrada, Andrés  Ibarra, 
35 for example. Justo Sierra reported that  he  attended  the 

examinations held in December,   1348,   and that the eighteen 

candidates performed brilliantly.     A similar account v.<a3 

given the  following year.36 

Higher education  tended   to parallel   that which v.aa 

offered in Merida.    Writing of 1847, Heller noted that  in 
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addition to   the  school of navigation and a private  academy 

of drawing run by a  yrenciarían.  Campeche  supported studies 

in  lav.'  and  in  philosophy,   ¿u>  well  as  a seminary.     The   courses 

in  lav   has  been  instituted  in  1853 by  José liarla Re&il,   then 

considered   the finest orator  arid one of the best  legal minds 

of  the  peninsula.     In 1861  it v;na  ¡reported   that  for  tv/enty- 

el^ht  years,  almost without   a bronk,  ho had   brained youth in 

natural, canon,   anu civil  jurisprudence.    He  stressed doctrines 

of popular  sovereignty,   tho  supremacy  of councils over- papal 

authority,  and   the ascendance  of civil over  ecclesiastical 

where  conflict between  them arose. 

Of  equal  intellectual  stature was Andrés  Ibarra de Leon, 

•who similarly in 1833  instituted a course  of philosophy in  the 

colegio.    Jtte v.as  a liberal  cleric,  one who had helped draft the 

reform constitution of 1841.    Klfa concept of philosophy put 

considerable   emphasis  on science and  the   scientific method. 

In 1842,  the clerical authorities who directed  studies  in the 

colegio became displeased with Ibarra,  whether for his  political 

or intellectual  activity,   and he was  separated frorú it.    How- 

ever, he continued  to give private instruction,   and pupils 

whom he had   burned   Lo virtual disciples remained in the  colegio 

to carry   on iiis   ideas  —  especially  the study of science  — In 

defiance of prohibition.    The colegio,   in which Regil's courses 

In law and  Ibarra's course of philosophy were  offered,   was part 

of the  Seminary of San José.     Perhaps   the leaven continued to 

work,   as  in September  1849 Leandro Saladar announced  that if 
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ten pupils could be found who «ere willing to pay his fee 

of  five pesos monthly per person,  he would  instruct  in ."'•' 
37 if • '•••• • 

higher mathematics at the Colegio. 

In that same year.  Campeche was provided with facilities 

for medical education.    Upon their graduation from the Medical 

School in Merida, Domingo Duret and Manuel Campos founded the 

Medical faculty of Campeche.    Apparently it offered instruc- 

tion, but for  purposes of professional  examination for  the 

doctorate/ it was affiliated with or under the administration 

of  the Merida  institution.     Under  the  pressure of Mexican laws 

of reform,  requiring secularization,   the local seminary,   the 

law school,  and   the medical  school were merged in I860 to form 

the single Instituto Campechano.    The high level of instruction 

in   the  Instituto drew students from outside  the peninsula,  so 

that   the Yucatan peninsula's  growing integration into the 

Mexican nation was speeded by the appearance of youths from 

Mexican Gulf ports,   Tuxpan,  Tlacotalpa,  Tabasco,  and  similar 

localities.    Moreover, Campeche»s self-reliance in the educa- 

tional field made it simpler for  thoughts of political separ- 

ation from Merida to take root, and bear fruit  in the years 

between 1858 and 1861.38 

Emphasis  was placed on high quality of Instruction,  from 

elementary levels  to  the Instituto.    On one occasion the chil- 

dren instructed by José Maria Morano in the primary school of 

the barrio of San  Francisco, showed  such superiority at the 

annual examinations held by the ayuntamiento   that the council 
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voted him a bonus of sixteen pesos In appreciation of his 

39 
efforts and results.  As in the Academy of Arts and Sciences 

in Marida, leading men of Campeche as public duty Instructed 

without pay in the Institutoj Vasconcelos as a young student 

was much struck by this "honorable tradition of love of cul- 

ture and service to the locality." After having attended 

various institutions in the United States and Mexico, he felt 

that the men under whom he studied in the Instituto Campechano 
„40 

"were in general superior to all whom I had previously known." 

It was no wonder that Joaquín Baranda and Justo Sierra, both 

from Campeche, each the son of leading citizens of that  place, 

made excellent Ministers of Education for all of Mexico; the 

very air in which they grew up was charged with the example of 

thorough and capable instruction. 

Nor is it surprising that with Campeche's acoent on liter- 

acy and culture that it v.-as also a literary center,- on a par   c 

with Herida. Any discussion of literary activity in Yucatan 

from 1340, and especially in Campeche, brings to the fore con- 

sideration of Justo Sierra O'Reilly y Ibarra. He was father 

to the later Minister of Education, who re-established the 

National University of Mexico. The elder Sierra was Justly 

known as the "Plutarch of Yucatan." He distinguished himself 

as an editor, novelist, politician, lawyer, and administrator. 

In many ways he sums up his era and locale. 

A poor boy of sound but undistinguished lineage, he was 

born in a small village (Ticacaltuyu, between Yaxcaba and Tekax, 
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not far from Sotuta) of the hinterland In 1314. Coming under 

the protection of a distinguished family» he was sent to Merida 

for his education, «here he completed studies in philosophy, 

41 
theology, and lav.  An indefatigable antiquarian, he ransacked 

local archives and penned many essays on local history. Un- 

fortunately a vast corpus of documents he had copied were lost 

when he was forced into exile in 1357. As editor he issued, 

with introductions, an edition of Cogolludo's colonial history 

of Yucatan and Lorenzo Zavala's Viaje a los Estados Unidos; 

Sierra also translated into Spanish J. L. Stephens' Incldents 

of travel in Yucatan, a work that laid foundation for many 

modern Maya studies. 

Sierra moved to Campeche and was largely identified with 

that place to his death; he married into the politically power- 

ful Méndez family, and did various political and diplomatic 

tasks for his father-in-law, Santiago Méndez. The latter was 

almost unrivalled leader of Campeche's political interests for 

almost two decades after 1340. Notably Justo Sierra was sent 

to the United States to present Yucatan's case for relaxation 

of blockade at Carmen in the Mexican War, remaining to petition 

annexation of the peninsula to the United States when the Caste 

V.'ar had exhausted local resources. A travel book and a recent- 

ly published diary were the literary results of the mission. 

His reputation as a legal light rests on the publication of 

a code of international maritime law, and a three volume work 

that was the basis for the Mexican Civil Code, adopted widely 
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by various atatea of the Mexican Confederation.    Sierra died 

January 1£>«   1861,  closing an important epoch in Yucatecan 
42 

in talle c tual  his tory. 

Justo Sierra's significance here lies in his contributions 

as  editor and author who expressed   the cultural aspirations  of 

Yucatan,  especially Campeche,  and did his utmost  to give them 

reality.     In 1841 he founded the  first  literary review on the 

peninsula,  £1 Museo Yucateco,  which ran to a pair of volumes 

before it collapsed;  in  1845 the Registro Yucateco of Merida 

found Sierra as co-editor; when the Caste War and political 

difficulties made  it  suspend publication in Merida,  he moved 

it   to Campeche,  where   final parts  of the   terminal  fourth 
43 volume  appeared at his hands   in 1849.       Meantime  in 1848,  upon 

return from hia trip to   the United States   (also marked by  tiie 

birth of Ills son Justo)  he established El  Fénix, an economic- 

political periodical that appeared regularly four or  five  times 

monthly/ as   tiie  footnotes  to this study indicate. Sierra re- 

printed In the   Fénix an  enormous  quantity of half-forgotten 

documents bearing on local  affairs,  as well as keeping up run- 

ning commentary on  the current scene.     From time  to time later 

he edited political  Journals. 

Biographies,   special  studies,  sketches,  and  historical 

essays flowed ceaselessly from Sierra's pen.    More unusual 

(in his time)  was his use of the novel as a vehicle for ar- 

tistic expression; while others wrote about  the need  for novels 

he produced two which have some lasting historical  interest. 
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Each ran aerially in a publication with which he was concerned/ 

Un ano en el Hospital de San Lázaro, using Campeche as a 

scene, was a romantic effort to portray the sufferings of a 

young man afflicted by leprosy, and as contributory characters 

¿ A used living Yucatecans of the period 1324-1340; La hija del 

Judio took as its scene seventeenth century Herida, and as its 

plot the rival attempts of regular and secular Church officials 

to wrest unjustly the inheritance of a young heroine on the 

' /  grounds she was daughter of a Jew.  The one appeared in the 

* 44 
Registro Yucateco, the other in SI fénix. 

A creator, middleman, and propagator of the literary 

spirit in Campeche, Justo Sierra ranks high on a list of 

* I     Yucatecan notables. He has more than local importance/ be- 

cause of his contributions to national efforts and development 

in Mexico of the era.  In view of the strong tendency of modern 

-/ Mexican writers to disparage their own nineteenth century hls- 

/> 

tory, considering it a period of meaningless ideological bick- 

erings symbolized by Santa Anna and to date all significant 
A 

Mexican thought from the fall of Porfirio Diaz, it seems neces- 

sary to point out that the zeal and conscientious effort of 

patriots like the elder Justo Sierra made possible the latter 

achievements of men like his illustrious son. Important doc- 

trines and ideas in the current climate of opinion emerged from 

Intellectual activity and criticism set afloat in the period 

from 1870 to 1910, and in turn there is considerable continuity 

between them and the fecund period from 1830 to 1860Awhich laid 
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broad foundations.    Unfortunately,  major explorative  work 
45 remains to be done for both periods. 

Though Justo Sierra O'Reilly overshadowed many of hie 

contemporaries in the period before and during the War of the 

Castes, he «as not an Isolated intellectual  figure  in Campeche. 

Other,  perhaps minor,  enterprises witness  the fact  that many 

of the same urges  seen in Merida were loosed in   the port.    Small 

groups of young men emulated their elders by issuing literary 

and political periodicals, often  short-lived.    In late  1845 

appeared LOB Primeros Ensayos, whose running title proclaimed 

it to be a monthly literary vehicle;  the editors of the Registro 

lauded its contents rather  than viewing it as a dangerous com- 

petitor.    La Pelota appeared in 1849; its specific gravity was 

not high.    At one time or another liberal students of Ibarra 

de Leon and of Regil joined to edit small political  sheets 

like  "The Son of the Homeland,"  "The Law," and  "The New Epoch." 

At the end of the period,  in 1859,  Tomás Aznar Barbachano was 

active  in  starting and guiding Las Mejoras Materiales,  whose 

name   ("Material  Improvements")  was  justified by its  interest 

in agriculture,  industry, commerce, colonization, statistics, 

and public administration. 

Thus  the periodicals of Campeche not only touched off a 

renaissance in Yucatecan journalism, but did  their part to keep 

it moving.    A recent student,  in generalizing  about  the years 

following 1841 states  correctly that it is marked off sharply 

from earlier years,  and initiated tendencies  that  persisted at 
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least until 1879.    It was  "the period in which our vernacular 

journalism, until  then poor,  and faulty in style, became re- 

fined,   even in publications of a wholly factual nature.     The 

reaction  that produced this change was sudden and revolutionary 

Tired of a  Journalism based on  'gossip,  quarrels, and personal- 

ities' cast in horrible  literary form,   the editors  initiated 

it with their periodical."    Standarda of writing and typography 

were raised,  essays   touched numerous  scientific and artistic 

themes, and literary contributions of merit awoke interest  in 

a Yucatecan reading public^ "this  characterized  the period.... 

The consciousness of  the past, which manifested itself in 

the several historical materials found in El Fénix and  the 

Museo YucatecoJwas also concretely embodied in a semi-public 

museum in Campeche.     Two  prieasts,   the  brothers Camacho, main- 

tained a collection of antiquarian items and odd historical 

materials which aroused much interest among travelers and 

Yucatecans.    In addition  to Maya artifacts  they exhibited 

the alleged bones of the first white man burnt alive in  the 

Caste War,  as well as the cannon-ball  that removed Santa Anna's 

leg;  the latter had been donated by an Sigilan seaman,  and was 

duly authenticated by the British consul at Veracruz.    Although 

presumably on a somewhat secret and hurried mission,   the Amer- 

ican Admiral  Perry took time  out from his negotiations  to visit 
48 

the Camachos* treasures in 1847. 

With its own excellent schools, a theater, periodicals, 

museum, with its developing intellectual tradition and local 

47 
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humanitarian interests,   Campeche reflected a strong flowering 

of Yucatecan society.    It shared the same impulses as Marida, 

the capital,  yet  in £ivin¿  fenecí  a local   stamp,  fostered a 

regionalism that was peculiar to most  of the  We at Coast.     The 

marked developments in pert routed on  the  fact that  the leaders 

were tx©n°rally comfortably well-fixed   financially;   the creóles 

and foreigners who  fostered  improvements  and innovations were 

generally well-to-do,   and  directly or  indirectly were  supported 

by trade  in logwood or salt,  sometimes both*    Aa  a following 

chapter  gives  in more detail,   for  various reasons  these sources 

of wealth were threatened.    When they  collapsed,   so did   the 

society of Campeche.    As early as  I84G  it was  pointed out  by a 

campechano  that because of the area's great dependence on ex- 

port of logwood,   and the dwindling of the market  for it,   the 

port could then  "scarcely maintain  itself  today  in  its  ancient 

rank, which la visibly and rapidly beinfc  lost." Yet still some- 

what dl&bant was   the time vhen visitors  like V.oeikof could say 

(in  1375)   that although earlier Campeche had significance,   "now 

everything  is dormant,"  or like Vasconcelos   (in  1395)  report      c 

masa  exoJus of even leading  citizens and  abandonee houses, or 

like a Y.Titer in 1936 who stated   that Campeche's  only exports 

were "men and guitars,   that is  to say,  sorrow and complaints.«^ 

The port of Campeche  in  the  period before   the Caste tear 

was more   the commercial  center for logwood trade than it was 

base for  operations.     The product  came from  the southern edges 

of the  «vest Coaat area,  us   the  best stands  of timber lay   on  or 

f  
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near the island of Carmen and through Ita mainland hinterland 

on the banks of the Uaumacinta River. The dyev.'oods on the 

peninsula proper were of inferior quality. By its strategic 

position at the mouth of a waterway system that drained the 

vast and almost unexplored area on cither aide of the Mexico- 

Guatemala boundary, Carmen (and its satellite Palizada) was 

tied more closely to the mainland mass than it was to the 

northern part of the Yucatan peninsula, from whence issued 

economic and political lines of authority.  Its control by 

Campeche dated from seventeenth and early eighteenth colonial 

days when forces at the port was given duty of ejecting foreign 

corsairs and filibusters from the rich logwood lands there. 

Campeche merchants and traders helped finance its logwood oper- 

ations, but the concessions themselves were exploited at some 

distance from the port.  Of the 367 ranchos listed for the 

District of Campeche, 174 lay on the island, or clustered 

around Palizada, a mainland settlement behind and dependent on 

Carmen. There was but small native population there; most of 

the loggers, traders, shippers', and other hands were mestizos 

,  50 or creóles. 

Just as Campeche chafed under control by Herida,  so in turn 

Carmen had  particularistic ambitions  of its owi .    When  the island 

settlement was  created a villa  in 1828,   it was given a coat of 

arms;  beneath the device of an  eagle destroying a  snake was a 

rubric   that  at   least  implied   the peninsula's  intention of hang- 

ing on  to  its rich possession:   "Laguna for Yucatan:  both for 
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the Mexican Republic."   In the Mexican War, forces of the 

United States captured and controlled the island; its citisens 

petitioned for an indeterminate extension of foreign control 

rather than have to return to status of dependency on Campeohe 

and Yucatan.52 From 1853 to 1856, Carmen and its hinterland 

managed to constitute itself a semi-autonomous Mexioan terri- 

tory, but then again was attached politically to Cempeohe in 
53 •1857.   Protected by distance, with interests differing in 

most things from the peninsula's, Carmen played a small, even 

negligible, role in developing or in the course of the Caste War. 

Some inferior stands of logwood were exploited in the area 

between Carmen and Campeche, but in general the sparse rural 

population of the West Coast clustered north of Charapoton. At 

a short distance from the port were established in a zone of 

adequate moisture a very few haciendas. This type of oocup- 

ance/ had but a weak tradition in the section and was of minor 

importance. Few encomiendas of Indians, and those small and 

poor, had survived to the eighteenth century.54 Result was 

that Maya and their ways played only a small role in thoughts 

of West Coast leaders and entrepreneurs. 

In faot, campechanos boasted, they and their ancestors had 

formed a virile group which did not let the Indians Impose na- 

tive ways on them, but rather who modified Maya oulture to the 

point of imposing the Spanish language throughout the section. 

"All Indians, not only in the city, but even in the villages 

and haciendas, learned this tongue." West Coast creóles attrib- 

uted their difference from the easy-going, aristocratically 
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Inclined people in the northern quarter of  the peninsula to 

ancestry and occupation.    Campechanos claimed  their fore- 

fathers had been principally Catalonlans, not CaBtillans, 

and  that for  generations the area had been "dedicated  to com- 

merce,   to navigation,   fishing,  cutting of logwood,  exploita- 

tion of salt pans,  and other hard and even perilous work. 

They acquired  the frank,   generous,  energetic,  and independent 

character of the sailor,   good faith in fellowman of the mer- 

chant,   the boldness of him accustomed to battle the sea,   the 

fortitude of him involved  in hazardous  occupations." 

Indeed,   the Maya were relatively few,  and scattered. 

(See Tables 15-17 above.)     One group hugged the  shore,  gain- 

ing livelihood from fishing;  so  specialized was  their occupa- 

tion that unlike the mass of natives on the peninsula,   they 

raised no maize, but exchanged   their catches for grain in  the 

market at Campeche.    Another group concentrated at the north 

of the region,   around Hekelchakan and Calkinl.    They grew 

maize,  but also acted as seasonal laborers  in  the salt beds,  at 

day wages.    Still another group clustered in ranchos along the 

banks  of the Champoton, where they divided  their  time between 

cultivation of maize and acting as  casual  labor on logging 

concessions. A fourth group occupied isolated, savannah- 

like openings  in the   forest further inland from Champoton 

shading into the Borderlands;   they lived a  virtually self- 

sufficient,  sedentary existence.    Their agricultural-hunting 

life was left almost undisturbed by happenings elsewhere. 57 
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The Maya of the West Coast, few in number, had small 

community of interest with those of other sections.  In general 

they were either rather well-acculturated and integrated into 

the creóle system of thought and economics, or continued the 

old traditions in areas of little or no potential value to 

creóle entrepreneurs. 

Scarcity of Maya raised wages throughout the West Coast 

section. In a few places where peonage was a practice, con- 

cessionaires had heavy investment in advances and maintenance 

of mestizo employees and a few Maya families 58 Curiously 

enough it was the West Coast section that was responsible and   fv 

insisted on drastic peonage laws of debt slavery, rather than 

the Old Colonial and other regions there  the system had firmer 

roots, but where weight of custom and unwritten agreements 

served to regulate it in breach and practice. On logwood con- 

cessions, supervision was difficult, escape easy; that, plus 

lack of an encomienda traditionAsuffices to explain campechanos
1 

insistence on drastic codes, similar in tone end purpose to 

the Black Codes of the American South or the current peonage 

laws in Europe of the day. *  Though legislation protected only 

a minority of interest in the West Coast, it served men of the 

Borderlands and East Colonial as a useful instrument for the 

control or economic penetration of areas held by independent 

Maya. 

The economy and ecology of the West Coast helps in part 

to explain its reluctant support of the Caste War, and its 
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subsequent excision from Merida as one major result of the 

struggle.  The problems of native control and relation to 

/  creóles took less central position in West Coast thought 

than in other regions, as its basic economic interests rested 

less on Maya than on mestizo groups.  These, logwood, salt, a 

little rice and some tobacco, flowed to Mexican Gulf ports 

or to Europe; close links with Mexico, to gain advantages of 

internal commerce, to use as an effective force for influenc- 

ing international trade treaties, turned eyes of Campeche to 

the national capital.  Economic interests, plus the sole mili- 

tary tradition of Yucatan, helps explain its strongly Central- 

ist tinge to 1839, its coolness toward an independent Yucatan 

afterward, and its ultimate autonomy in 1858.  Intellectually 

and culturally it was self-sufficient/ and in emergencies, 

able and ready to tap outside Oulf sources for subsistence. 

Yet at the same time there was a local expansionist feel- 

ing that pointed to its acquisition of the enclave just over 

the Sierra. "Oh how our love of the coast deceives us," lamen- 

ted one, pointing out that crops which had less competition 

60 
locally or abroad could be produced in the backlando.  Safe 

behind its walls. Campeche looked to the sea, without major 

concern in upheavals behind it. Natives in revolt might 

kill cattle in the Old Colonial area, wreck sugar distilleries 

in the Borderlands, and demolish similar interests scattered 

through the East Colonial section, but they could scarcely 

uproot the salt beds or level the forests, especially those 
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far away around Carmen,   from which the West Coast drev its 

livelihood.    More dangerous than Maya,  in   the end, was an 

advancing  technology whose aniline dyes killed Campeche. 

The impact was deferred for a generation or two after 1847. 

Proudly as any rival from Merida, a campechano summed 

up resources of the port, nerve center of the West Coast. 

Noting  the fertile   valley it occupied,  he  then catalogued  its 

possessions by mentioning   that  Campeche*s 

orchards, gardens,  and palm-planted house-lots,  green 
nearly the year round,   the regularity and beauty of 
its  buildings,  always  painted on  the  outside,  gives 
the city a happy and enchanting aspect,  contemplated 
from the sea....  The city has eight plazas,  a market, 
five bridges,   two  Alamedas, one most beautiful theater, 
ten  temples,  a dock...many schools,   four lyceums, a 
scientific  institute, a hospital,  an almshouse.... 
Moreover,   it has...soap factories,  trade shops, among 
which the most numerous  are carpentry, which make 
luxurious  furniture.     It has  two presses, a political 
periodical,  a literary one,   and one devoted  to mater- 
ial improvements....   [These] will be enough to con- 
vince that it counts on   the necessary element to form 
a new state of the Mexican Confederation."1 

Ill 

In point of age, ranking in primacy with Campeche and 

Merida was Valladolid, founded In 1542. The villa was estab- 

lished to buttress Spanish control on the eastern half of the 

northern plain of Yucatan, but did not achieve cityhood until 

after Independence (1823). The Hispano-Indian community that 

emerged after the original site had been shifted in 1544 to 

its new locale shared and increased prestige already accorded 

the pre-conquést Maya city of Zacl.     The old  Indian town 
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formed an Important adjunct of the adjacent new Spanish com- 

munity. Growth of Valladolid attested to the efforts of a 

small band of conquerors who had subdued and ruled its surround- 

ing tributary areas.  In middle colonial years the three colon- 

ial centers, the city of Merida and its flanking villas, merged 

their political and economic interests in a brotherhood of the 

rich and powerful, jointly to protect local rights against 

encroachment from intrusive Crown authorities, to keep native 

populations in check, and to stem the climb of unauthorized 

62 
aspirants to power.   Valladolid seldom forgot that it had 

been a member of this powerful triumvirate.  It warmed the 

memory of days when it had been a respected and feared settle- 

ment of major importance In the colonial scheme of things. 

Times changed but Valladolid did not approve.  Maladjust- 

ments arose to the dynamic forties of the nineteenth century, 

through lack of willingness to face the present and future. 

Refusal to swim in the stream of "Progress" characterized the 

East Colonial area. It became a breeding ground for the Caste 

War, which erupted near its southern edge in 1847 and spread 

rapidly and devastatingly through it. As late as 1907, rebel 

Maya were still raiding the region and burning villages near 

Valladolid. Only within the past generation or two have some 

of its parts been repopulated. 

The social and political influence resulting from graft 

of Spanish Valladolid of} Indian Zacl extended westward on the 

northern plain of Yucatan.  Its limit v.as approximately the 

western edge of what had been (in pre-conquest times) the 
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territory of the Cupuls and the Tszes.  Its southern boundary 

is rather indeterminate. But for sake of convenience in divid- 

ing Esst Colonial from Borderlands the line may be arbitrarily 

set as the strip of territory traversed by a pre-conquest cause- 

way which coursed almost due east from Yaxuna many miles to the 

ruins of Coba. A line betveen Coba and the ruins of Tulum on 

the east coast would complete that boundary.  By extending a 

line from Yaxuna to the north coast, the western bound of the 

East Colonial region would be closely approximated. The seven- 

teenth and eighteenth century surveys of the Cupul territory es- 

tablished a limit that coincides almost exactly on the west with 

the administrative District of Valladolid in 1846, a territory 

nearly the same as the Jurisdiction of the colonial ayuntamiento 

of Valladolid.  Thus practically the northeast quadrant of Yucatan 

is here included as the East Colonial section, the populated por- 

tion of which centered at Valladolid. 

Near its western edge lay the small village of Pisté, whose 

history had been briefly sketched by Rteggerda.  North of Pisté 

lies Dzitas, to the south Chan Kom, each given extended atten- 

tion by the Redfields, Villa and others. The village of Ebtun, 

whose development and documents Roys has analyzed, falls within 

the East Colonial.  Numerous archeological publications treating 

Chichen Itza and other nearby Maya Old and New Empire sites 

which flourished in this section testify to its long occupancy. 

Despite Spanish influence, reinforced by developments in the 

creóle period to the present, "the population of the district 

«63 
is as nearly pure Maya as any in Yucatan." 
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From Pisté eastward, rainfall  increases from about forty- 

six Inches  to more than fifty at Valladolld and beyond.    With 

it comes higher forest growth that gives way  to very high green 

forest between Valladolld and   the east coast,   washed by  the 

Caribbean;  this belt of vegetation,  thinning only slightly on 

the coastal  fringes,  blocks  the  city from seaborne  commerce 

and  turns  its attention westward and northward for outlets. 

Potentially the port of Yalahao  (variously  spelled)  appeared 

to Yucatecans of the 1840»s as  one which might see Increased 

development, despite the fact travelers reported it  small, 
64 

unhealthy, and virtually unpopulated. 

An attempt to pierce the belt of vegetation with a road 

cut by milita in late colonial days, to give Valladolld a window 

to the Caribbean on the east had failed. In 1840 Stephens could 
A 

report correctly "the whole triangular region from Valladolld 

to the Bay of Ascension on the one side, and the port of Yalahao 

on the other is not traversed by a single road.... It is a region 

entirely unknown; no white man ever enters it.    Nor were the 

islands of the east coast, chiefly Cozumel and Mujeres, popu- 

lated. Writers of the period pointed out the fertility of their 

soil and soundly predicted great yields of fruit, tobacco, and 

other products, but no permanent settlements appeared until 

they were founded by emigrants from the East Colonial section 

driven out by Oie Caste War.  First reports in December ,,1847,  ? 

claimed that the islands were being populated by foreigners 

to cut logwood, u3ing Yucatecan workmen. 66 

Y. 
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Transportation and communication within the area was  poor* 

No road fed  the  port of Yalahao  from  the  secondary centers  of 

Espita and  Tizimin.     These were  only indirectly connected with 

their nominal center, Valladolid/\ To reach them from there,' 

¿y   /-     _wa*r a long detour  to the west,   to arrive only a few miles north. 

Lack of roads hindered economic developments .    Baron Humboldt in 

1803,  others shortly later,   noted  that transportation costs on 

cotton from  the  section raised it   to exorbitant prices  at 
67 western  points  of embarcation  for   final export. Lumbering 

- '        and logging  for  similar reason, could not  fully exploit  the 

forests which blanketed  the section; vegetation was  a barrier 

v/ithout corresponding value as  an exploitable  asset.    Little 

or no  traffic was apparent  on   the  road which connected Valladolid 

to Izamal,   thence  to   tiae capital,  Merida,     and  then  to   the Gulf 
68 

coast. 

Z / Writing  in  1846 Justo Sierra remarked  that  Valladolid,   "to be 

the  true capital of  the  East needs  only a cart-road to the shore 

and a little more interest in work and  industry among  its youth." 

To remedy the first,   the  state government made special  provision 

to link Tizimin with Yalahao,  but   the project was not completed 

before  the Crate War put a stop  to  it. In fact,   the  insistence 

on road-building within  the  section helped engender the struggle, 

adding one more grievance among Maya.    At  least one native gave 

as his  reason   for  Joining the revolt of 1847 the explanation 

that when  villagers  performed  fagina — forced labor,  usually 

on roads/ — under authorities  of Valladolid  they  were mis- / 

treated and abused. 70 
\ 
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That youth of the area delegated hard work to Maya was not 

unusual.  Most of them had been brought up on ideals which were 

being outmoded to some degree in other sections.  Implicit In 

the code at Valladolld was the ancient Idea that no gentleman 

worked or put value on anything but personal honor.  Prestige 

depended less on new contributions to social and economic 

benefit of the patria chica than on ancestry. Virtues held 

-/  in esteem among the sixteenth century conqulstadores were still 

-/  highly respected among their nineteenth century descendants. 

The whole area seemingly lived in a dead past. 

Its chief urban centers had fallen into decadence. Notably 

missing from Valladolld was the bustle and activity found equal- 

ly at Herida and Campeche. Yucatecan writers in 1346 aald 

Valladolld "conserves, lonely among ruins of its solitary man- 

sions and among its poor inhabitants, a coat of arma and some 

parchments that keep alive the memory of what it once was.'1 

A generation earlier, in 1814, another had remarked that even 

then "it brings sadness to walk around the villa, for upon 

standing in front of extensive walls that denote grand build- 

ings, one sees high trees over-arching the tumbled habitations 

in their center, with passing time grown more numerous among 

the ruins.n 

The picture which local pens drew in 1814 and again 1846 

was not wholly a result of sectional bias.  Foreigners retained 

a similar impression of the place. Always eager to give the 

most favorable yet honest opinion, Stephens stated that 
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Valladolid ini-^8*2 bore marks of ancient grandeur, but 

thought It was    obviously going   to decay.    Streets were over- 

grown with but   i«a#  public  and ecclesiastical buildings had 

an air of dila   >idation. Private houses stood roofless, without 

windows or doq1*8*  with vegetation sprouting from  their walls. 

"Here and   theM '•* as lf in mockery of human pride,  a tottering 

front has bla,f oned on it the coat of arms of some proud 

Cas tillan.--».?    I*1 ^ie chief plaza,   around which  the  town 

grouped on tit 8 standard pattern, mules graced undisturbed, 

Norman, ever/ *l*rt  to criticise with exaggeration, was  cur- 

iously restj/ lined in his report on Valladolid of the  same 

date.    He c|mfined himself to stating  that  "many large houses 

In the chijpf streets within sight of the square were fast go- 
,72 

lng  to de<py« 

Some! quantitative testimony and analysis corroborates 

the sketc/ l7 verbal evidence of decline.     From data collected 

In 1336 I nd 1333 on property values  in urban and rural parts 

of Yucatjf *"»   tne conclusion emerges that in the East Colonial 

section/ average  value of urban holdings and for  rural proper- 

ties,  ¡>'B wall as   the value per proprietor for both,   fell  sig- 

nificantly below those for other sections and for  the general 

poninl'"l^  averages.     The  accompanying  tabulation concretely 

illustrates  these differences  (Table   27). 

j   :f the center of Valladolid,  peopled by creóles,  seemed 

deca<i! ,nt,   its  five barrios were no less wretched.     In  them lived 

poorT^16118»   in tatters and half-naked.    Normal thought the 

Maya v¿''9** were  "the most wretched specimens of human beings 

&> h 
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Table 28 COMPARATIVE AVERAGE VALUES OP URBAN AND RURAL PROP- 
KRTTY, IBWfUJB  

SECTIONS 

URBAN, 1836 
Average 
value 

Value per 
proprietor 

RURAL.   1838 
Average 

value 
Value per 
proprietor 

Old Colonial 
West  Coast 
EAST COLONIAL 
Borderlanda 

644 
975 
528 
785 

1,180 
1,058 

629 
952 

1,250 
2,600 

509 
1.270 

1,415 
3,000 

570 
1,4fl0 

Peninsula 775 1,062 1,250 1,375 

Source:    Regll and Peon,   "Estadística," loe,  clt.     Tables A & 
B  (adapted). 
N.B.    Properties worth less than 200 pesos not included in orig- 
inal data. , ,  

that  I saw in the country."    Stephens independently echoed 

that judgment by remarking  "the people of Valladolld seemed 

the  worst we had met with,  being,  in general,  lazy, gambling, 
73 

and good  for nothing."        Extending from an unknown earlier 

period was  inter-barrio hatred,  and especially a long-standing 

feud between the  Inhabitants of the barrio of Sisal and   the 

vecinos of  the creóle center. 

Ancona,  a reliable and usually accurate historian, wrote 

that   in 1847  "from time immemorial   there  existed  in  Valladolld 

a constant fight between  the population of the  center of the 

city and that of  the barrios.     The first formed a species of 

aristocracy.... This ridiculous presumption had been elevated 

to the extreme of isolating and humiliating  the latter, because 

they were not   accepted at certain fiestas and meetings  that 

were held in the  center.     In fine,  although twenty years pre- 

viously a republic had been established in  the country,  in that 

city  still  existed two classes which manifested  the same hate 
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as  between nobility and plebeians In the ancient monarchies 
74 

of Europe."       The number of  idlers  — Maya, creóle,   and mestizo  — 

in the center and  barrios was notorious;   two generations after 

Stephens had written that a Yucatecan proverb held that "There 

is much vagabondage in Valladolld," English  travelers,  Channing 

and Frost,  found it still current and applicable.    It  was matter 
75 of a moment for  them to dub the inhabitants "Vallado-littles." 

Sisal,  Hiapanclzed form of Zacl   (the pre-conquest capital), 

had been a famous colonial  center  of Church influence.     Its 

large convent,   to which numerous native   families had been more 

or less forcibly moved and attached, was  a prime center of 

missionary effort by  iranclscans.     The  Order had  been  powerful 

throughout  the surrounding region.    In 1821 continued control 

by regular clergy was proscribed.    Only  two Franciscan convents, 

in  Izamal and  in Calkini,  were allowed  to function.     Regular 

monks either secularized,  responsible  to  the Bishop  (and then 

the State),  or withdrew from public life  into these two havens. 

The   temporal force of the  Franciscans,   ebbing during the last 

years  of colonial  rule,  was  shattered.     Their  strong  hold on 

the  Indian mind was lost.    Various groups scrambled to replace 

it.    Whatever the  several major defects  of the Order and  its 

activities may have  been,   its  complete eclipse at   the  begin- 

ning of  the Independence period was important.     Its going marked 

disappearance from the social scene of a stabilizing, ameliorating, 

and controlling institution,  a major element  in creole-Maya re- 

la tions. 
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Over-simplified indeed is a thesis put forward by 

Crescencio Carrillo.    He argued that   the Caste War resulted 

directly and almost  exclusively from suppression of the 
76 iranciscan Order. Its going did  leave a vacuum among  the 

Maya masses of the East Colonial region.    Corruption of 

Franciscans was replaced by clerical  and civil demagoguery. 

The  famous convent of Sisal  in  1842 was  a  travesty on its 

former greatness.     "Crumbling turrets  and blackened domes 

are covered with a wild vegetation,  and have become a perch 

for  the buzzard,  and the hiding place  for loathesome reptiles," 
77 reported Norman. 

Creole society in the  center of Valladolid seemed anachron- 

istic.     It was more  than conservative,   it was  reactionary.     Men 

and women alike clung  to  past  canons  of  conduct,  guides that  had 

begun   to lose  sanction when Bourbons replaced Hapsburgs  on   the 

throne of Spain  in 1700.     In effect   the creóles of Valladolid, 

vallisoletanos,  emulated models   that had gone out of fashion 

not long after Yucatan was  finally conquered and organized. 

Citizens of   the center solaced  themselves by exalting the  less 

desirable attributes of  ttieir ancestors.    Pride was  centered 

on horsemanship and war,   though few had smelled burnt powder 

fired  in anger.    To justify  their social  regression they fos- 

tered the partial myth that Valladolid continued to be a frontier 

outpost surrounded by hostile Indians.     The constant qul vive 

which such a situation required,   they  claimed,  ruled out   for 

them preoccupation with culture  in the restricted sense of 
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serious attention to literature, cuisine, social benefit, 

drama, education, and other hallmarks of civilization as 

practiced in Merida and Campeche.  To be the touchy hidalgo, 

the fierce encomendero, the proud aristocrat, these were lead- 

ing aspirations of East Colonial creóles . Exhibition of as 

many of these traits as possible seemingly is still "a dis- 

tinctive sign of character for the vallisoletano," according 

78 to one of them recently. 

Exaltation of the aristocratic legend did not escape 

the attention or criticism of contemporaries in other parts 

of the peninsula. Perhaps most clearly voiced was the opinion 

of Justo Sierra; in line with his habit of putting anachronistic 

speeches in the mouths of his fictional historical characters, 

one of the figures in a novel delivers nineteenth, rather than 

the seventeenth,century sentiments which the situation evokes. 

"You ought to know," said the Jesuit, a leading actor in Sierra's 

Daughter of the Jew, "that shortly after Conquest the flower 

and cream of the adventurers located themselves in the villa of 

Valladolid. In truth they were not people of breeding or back- 

ground, but were simple soldiery (and we might say not very 

moderate) like the middle classes and proletariat, as they had 

been in their ruined towns and hamlets of Spain." But, the 

speech continues, these rude persons suddenly found themselves 

masters of lands and Indians; they forgot their humble origin 

and created a sort of pseudo-feudal order that was perpetuated 

by restricting marital alliances to the small group of families 

that settled in the east. 
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Not satisfied with the creation of this myth, the settlers 

of Valladolid, and especially their descendants, began to elab- 

orate it, said the priest. Scorning those who did not descend 

in direct line from Hie  conqulstadores, the ingrown pride reached 

a point where not even recent noble arrivals from Spain were 

admitted to the closed circle.  Each of the self-elected aris- 

tocracy "thinks himself as noble and as high as the King, talks 

with an air of authority over the whole world, disdains any 

sort of honorable occupation, and believes that he alone was 

born to govern all the rest, to dissipate the income from his 

properties, to command that the Indians be whipped, to fight 

his cocks, and to knit stockings."  To the objection of his 

listener for inclusion of the latter item, the Jesuit explained 

that the lordly vallisoletanos of the seventeenth century be- 

came quite clever at knitting, and considered it an occupation 

quite dignllled and worthy "of the nobility of Cestile and the 

princes of Aragón." To lend authority to his statements, the 

fictional speaker (unlike Sierra himself) claimed to be a 

citizen of Valladolid, "descended from the most illustrious 

and famous in it; but even for this we need not blink the truth." 

Yet despite the continuing emphasis on ancestor worship 

among the creóles there, one of the most famous colonial lead- 

ers from the section was Miguel Moreno de Andrada, born to an 

Indian mother, fathered by a mulatto. Raised and educated by 

the Franciscan monks in the Convent of Sisal, he rose to high 

posts in the local town council, and was named by the Spanish 

79 
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governor as Lieutenant of the Governor and Captain-General 

of the villa, in the face of some opposition. At this same 

period, Valladolid produced some Intellectual figures.  In 

1639 Francisco de Cárdenas Valencia wrote an ecclesiastical 

history of Yucatan; a commissioner of the Inquisition, Juan 

de Cano Gaytan, was an orator and wrote a "Relación de las 

cosas de Valladolid,'1 and in the same period Fray Carlos de 

80 
Mena studied and preached in the Maya language. 

While the tradition of aristocratic egotism seemed to 

carry clown to the period before the Caste War, Valladolid's 

slender intellectual one apparently died when the Franciscans 

were restricted in numbers.  Few of its citizens seemed much 

interested in social and intellectual developments elsewhere, 

and little originated in the new city. Pío Pérez and one or 

two others were the sole subscribers, for instance, to the 

Registro Yucateco, although Valladolid boasted between ten 
81 

and fifteen thousand population.   Negatives rather than 

positives defined the attitudes and achievements of Vallado- 

lid* s creóles toward intellectual and social advance. The 

strong tendencies moving Merida and Campeche came weak and 

late to the "Pearl of the East." Until 1814 not even a 

carriage had made its appearance there, possibly due to the 

fact that through Spanish and Hispanic-American thought per- 

sists the idea that a true gentleman is a horseman — a 

caballero.  Until 1859, no periodicals emanated, and in that 

year a crudely lettered political sheet proclaimed itself 
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"The Echo of the East." Society in Valladolid supported no 

82 literary or musical associations. 

Perhaps symbolic of the manner in which Valladolid lagged 

behind the western cities of the peninsula and the way in which 

it began feebly to imitate them was its system of public street 

lighting. Very early in the nineteenth century Merida and 

Campeche had bestirred themselves to provide adequate Illumin- 

ation, and by the middle forties even smaller centers like 

Hekelchakan and Izamal were lighted at night/ on municipal   '-•/ 

responsibility. Not until May 5, 1846 did the ayuntamiento   /j* 

of Valladolid seek permission to provide for public lighting, 

and even then thought that three lights would be sufficient to 
83 A 

do   the  Job. 

Most,   but not  all impulses   toward   the  establishment and 

improvement  of educational institutions  in the East Colonial 

region/ derived  from state rather  than  local   sentiment.     In 

1333 Pedro Sainz de Baranda attempted to found a Lancasterlan 

school  in Valladolid,  but apparently  the  effort failed.    Por 

primary education,  parents had recourse  to a small private 

school operated by Sra. Dolores Alcalá;  schools of this  type, 

known colloquially as amigas,  were similar  to  the   "dame Bchools" 

In  the United otates of  that  and earlier periods,   in which a 

woman Imparted   the rudiments of reading and writing to a hand- 

ful  of pupils.    Beyond that   there was very  little.    When young 

Pr&ncisco Cantón  (born 1833)  had received  this elementary train- 

ing and  wished to pursue his  studies further, he found that 
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"there was only a private Latin class which Preabyter 

Santiago Canché" offered.... Only the youth of the center 

attended, and a very few from the barrios." Earlier, from 

time to time, the state legislature had authorized an academy 

or chair of Latin and Philosophy in Valladolid, work at 

which would be credited as part of the university at Merida, 

but apparently the minimum number of students (on which cre- 

ation of the institution was contingent) had not enrolled, 

so that the state did not feel extended financial support 

was warranted. 

In January.1846, Juan Pío Párez as Jefe Superior of the 

District, proposed in his report to the state government that 

two schools be provided in the suburbs of Valladolid.  Appar- 

ently his petition received favorable attention, as in May 

the secretary of the ayuntamiento of Valladolid gave public 

notice that two schools were being established.  Each was 

given a monthly budget of 25 pesos, or 50 in all; of this 50, 

the state provided a subsidy of 15, the remainder coming from 

municipal funds.  The city council sought application for the 

teaching positions thus created. 

One of the figures who stimulated changes in the East 

Colonial area was not native to it, but was a citizen of 

Campeche.  This was Pedro Sainz de Baranda y Borrelro, a per- 

sonage in national as well as local annals.  His national 

Mexican fame rested chiefly on rather distinguished service 

as a naval officer, first in the Spanish Navy (he fought at 
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/> Trafalgar) then for Mexico in the campaigns for Independence. 

After the Spaniards had been dislodged from their strategic 

stronghold on the island of San Juan Ulloa (opposite Veracruz), 

Baranda returned to his home In Campeche, where he became some- 

what vaguely associated with Centralism as a political creed. 

When the Centralist party came into power, its chiefs named 

him Jefe politico of Valladolid, whence he had moved to re- 

pair his broken health.  Though displaced from office in 1833 

with the return of Federalists to control, Baranda remained in 

the eastern city and there founded a small but up-to-date tex- 

tile manufactory to produce cotton thread and cloth by modern 

steam-driven machinery.  It was the first such mill in the Re- 

public of Mexico; to symbolize its promise for the future of 

the peninsula, Baranda called it the "Aurora Yucateca," the 

dawn of Yucatecan industry.  Political commitments kept Baranda 

from giving full attention to the "Aurora," but it functioned 

until Baranda's death in 1845.  In its technical operations, 

Baranda was aided by an American, John Burke, who later ra- 
ge 

turned to his native New York and died a millionaire. 

Capital for the enterprise, as well as its management 

and maintenance was drawn from outside the East Colonial area. 
A 

John MacGregor, mentioned previously as an American merchant 

in Campeche, put up half the forty thousand pesos needed to 

purchase machinery and initiate the mill; Baranda supplied 

the other half, and drew an annual salary of a thousand pesos 

as Its managing director. The factory made a definite con- 

tribution to local economy; 53 mestizo families depended on 
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wages paid operators, while 64 Maya were paid to provide 

wood for the boilers.  In addition, an indeterminate number 

of native agriculturalists grew cotton; Baranda bought the 

fiber at a fair rate.  Plagued early by a number of troubles 

(the building twice collapsed under weight of machinery), 

the "Aurora" by 1844 had manufactured about 595,000 yards of 

first grade cloth and 1,700 pounds of #16 thread.  The neat 

and businesslike appearance of the mill amidst the generally 

mournful edifices of Valladolid drew favorable comment from 

travelers.  Its buildings served embattled creóles as a for- 

tress during the War of the Castes, and its ruins remained 
an 

for 8 considerable time thereafter. 

Baranda*s mill seems a conscious attempt to revive the 

cultivation and manufacture of cotton goods for which the 

East Colonial area had been Justly famous in early and middle 

colonial epochs.  In 1739, for instance, the extended juris- 

diction of Valladolid had produced twice as muoh cloth as had 

the combined areas of Campeche and Merida. These colonial 

textiles were woven by Maya women using handlooms, to help 

pay tribute due to encomenderos and under the forced labor 

system represented by the repartimiento. The work was un- 

healthful. A number of developments in the later eighteenth 

century virtually killed the area's cotton industry. Trade 

doctrines of the Bourbons opened the peninsula to goods be- 

ing produced in nascent foreign factoriesj suppression of the 

encomienda system disturbed the labor system on which textile 
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production was based, and substitution of cash for payment 

in goods required to meet tribute levies (which now went to 

the Crown) had an adverse effect, as did the various attempts 

to ameliorate the conditions of native forced labor, especial- 

ly after 1787. 

Tizlmin, one of the earlier centers of tbe hand-textile 

industry, still in 1846 showed some signs of commercial enter- 

prise.  Like Izamal and Tekax, Tizimln supported an annual 

trade fair, "attended by the major part of the populations of 

the state." For the fair to be held in January 1847, author- 

ities of the place invited the merchants of the peninsula and 

pointed out that since factional war had cut down the attend- 

ance and exchange at these other places, Tizimin's fair would 

88 
be marked by brisk business. 

At about the time that cotton cultivation through the East 

Colonial area was heading for a decline, grazing seems to have 

pushed in, as an extension of the Old Colonial economic and 

social complex*  The trail of its spread is marked by a number 

of haciendas which can be tentatively attributed to the late 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries*  In comparison with 

those further to the west, these East Colonial ones tend to 

be quite standardized in plan, rather austere, and markedly 

functional. The Hacienda Chichen, whose evolution is traced 

briefly in later page3, seems to be transitional, as befits its 

location on the approximate boundary between Old and East 

Colonial. Though some subsistence crops were part of the 
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scene, the haciendas of the east were generally rather ob- 

viously dedicated to cattle. 

Most haciendas to the east of Chlchen consisted of a 

one-story building of sturdy maoonary, divided into three 

rooms, which served as the casa grande or principal.  Blank 

walls surrounded corrals and a well on three sides, and a 

gateway pierced the fourth wall. Though by no means a for- 

tress, each of thene haciendas provided fairly adequate pro- 

tection against parties of raiding Indians.  They were a ser- 

ies of strongholds scattered among the Maya villages and settle- 

ments.  Especially since 1761, when the Can-Ek uprising at 

Clstell had terrified the peninsula, fear of an Indian re- 

volt hung rather heavy, end few were more conscious of the 

fearful possibilities than hacendados In the east, surrounded 
89 

as they were by a sea of ?íaya. 

In general the East Colonial area suffered from economic 

inferiority.  The successively declining profits and prestige 

of grazing activities, touched on later, left the hacienda 

owners with but little to sustain them but pride.  It may be 

that they nursed their sense of frustration into a virtue by 

attempting to view themselves as protagonists of "the good 

old days" when without nonsense about progress a handful of 

creóles were satisfactorily supported by the masa of Maya. 

For, try as they might, in the roaring forties the entrepreneurs 

who led the East Colonial section could encounter only few 

opportunities, even had they been so inclined.  Some sugar 
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grew around Tizlmin and Espita, as evidence that there was 

some life in the section.  But it could not wholly compare 

or compete with similar produot grown in the Borderlands, 

because of labor and transportation difficulties.  Logging 

was almost out of the question; even in the more favorably 

situated West Coast sites, the transportation costs now pared 

slim profits on logwood; livelihood could only be gained 

under optimum conditions/ which did not exiat in the East. 

Soil and rainfall precluded significant development of hene- 

quén.  Nearly the only salable product which the area could 

produce efficiently was maize; that was a native crop the 

efficiency of whose cultivation was not notably Improved or 

made more profitable by hacienda methods.  Thus unlike any 

of the other sections, the East Colonial had no major colonial 

product to support it while a shift could be made to a competi- 

tive crop like henequén.  Though the East Colonial entrepreneurs 

dabbled in cotton, Bait and logwood, cattle and henequén, to- 

bacco and sugar, none of them was a major or unifying interest. 

The relatively low value of It3 rural properties, exposed 

in Table 27, reflected the parlous state of Its rural economy. 

Similar holdings in other sections were worth from two to 

three times as much; on the average creóles of other regions 

were from two to five times as wealthy. No such analyses were 

made in quantitative terms during the period, but the 

vallisoletanos scarcely needed figures to indicate their plight. 

The Indian populations of the East Colonial section differed 

in some respects from those of other areas. Por one thing, the 
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very number of Maya was an obvious controlling factor. Where 

In other areas there were generally not mor* than two Indians 

for every white, In the partidos of Tizimin and Espita there 

were ?ibout five for every two whites, In Valladolid five for 

every one.  Of 30,547 known meles of fighting age In the re- 

gion, lea? than seven thousand were creóle. (See above, Table 

15).  Maya there were usually grouped lesa on patriarchal 

haoiendas than in amell Independent villages and ranchos. 

Though in colonial times these settlements had been held In 

economic bondage by an encomendero who was supported by one 

or more of them, their political autonomy liad been In part 

preserved through operation of tho cacique system of native 

government. As previously mentioned, It left local administra- 

tive machinery relatively Intact. 

Village units of the East Colonial had rather successfully 

maintained their rights to lands against encroachments of 

Spaniards.  Apparently some of the haciendas had grown up «- 

long lines of fission between native groups in areas disputed 

between two or more native villages. Those of the Old Colonial 

had been established in under-populated areas where resistance 

to Spaniards was slight. Animosities of eastern villages 

against Mays further to the west were occasionally revived 

In tortuous legal processes Involving village bounds. A fair- 

ly complete record is pvailable for the struggles between the 

southern Cupul settlements and those in the Sotuta area, con- 

tinuing from 1545 to the nineteenth century.   The Maya In 
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the  East Colonial had to  a  surprising degree maintained them- 

selves  «gainst  pressures from  creóles  In Valladolid,   even 

against  thrusts by other Maya at  the west. 

They appeared to  be more  self-assured end bolder  than 

natives of the  Old Colonial section.     Not  far outside 

7       Valladolid Stephens and companion? met a group,   "naked,  armed 

with lonf? Piuns,  and with deer  and wild boars slung  on their 

backs,   their aspect was the most truculent  of any people we 

had  seen.    They were  some of the   Indians who had ricen  nt  the 

call of General  Iman  and they  seemed ready  nt any moment  for 

battle. „91 Independently Norman and  Stephens,  poles  apart 

in nearly every other respect,   came  to a  common conclusion 

that  these followers  of  Imán,   caudillo of the East Colonial, 

were probably destined to cause further  trouble.     "Ere  long," 

wrote the one  in 1841,   "some Tecumseh or Black Hawk may rise 

up,   and the  most disastrous,  heart-rending,  and bloody scenes 

will be re-enacted.11    At about   the   same time  Stephens   pondered 

and  then stated^"Whet the  consequences may be  of finding them- 

selves,  after ages  of servitude,   once more possessed of arms, 

and  in  Increasing knowledge  of  their physical  strength,   is a 

question of momentous  import to  the  people  of  that country, 
92 the   solution of which no man  can foretell." 

The  social  structure and uneasy relations  of  Maya to creóle 

in  the E*st Colonial section pre/disposed  it  to  political ex- 

tremism of one  sort or another.    On the  one  hand was  a closely 

knit,  politically and  socially introverted group of upper-class 
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whites in Valladolld; they «ere the spiritual heirs of 

Hapaburg colonialism.  Not only did they exclude social and 

political groups of mestizo and Maya from their closed circle, 

but there were few bases on which they could agree with con- 
93 

servatively minded creóles of other areas.  By disposition 

they approved of Centralist philosophy of strong rule by aris- 

tocracy, military, and clergy merged to preserve order and the 

old way of life, but almost equally powerful were their senti- 

ments for local control, main tenet of the Federalist creed. 

Yet the humanitarian and reform tendencies also woven into 

Federalist philosophy were repugnant to amour propre. Econom- 

ically weak, they were also politically impotent. 

Opposed to them was" a small body of mestizos and a large 

mass of Maya. The former had small hope of gaining recognition 

socially or politically through gradual evolution or parliamentary 

procedure. Direct and violent action of revolutionary nature 

seemed their sole recourse with discontented Maya as the instru- 

ment.  It seems significant that the East Colonial Initiated 

the revolt of 1839, which succeeded in Old Colonial hands; 

the reforms of 1840 were works of Campeche and Merida liberals. 

Two generations later Valladolld struck an early blow against 

the materially minded Diaz regime.94 A plausible inference is 

that the mestizos of the East Colonial area in the 1840's had 

found that In the face of the adamant attitude of the creóles 

only small utility could be found In identifying their inter- 

ests with whites; there was no expectation of gradual change 
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for the better by such a course.     But by easting their lot 

with Maya, whom they could lead to violence»   immediate ad- 

vantages were visible to mestizos.     In any event,  leadership 

of rebel Maya in the Caste War for  the most part first and 

finally lodged  in hands  of mestizos. 

In general,  the East Colonial section was an economically 

static region.    Sentiments of political and  social autonomy as 

a matter of course stemmed from colonial tradition of municipal 

rule by Valladolid.    Winds  of doctrine blowing  from Merlda and 

Campeche  now affected but few of  its creóles,  unimpressed and      ¿ 

disdainful of aspirations for material advances that had emerged 
A 

In articulate form in these two other colonial areas. The econ- 

omy was thinly rooted in cattle, with some ineffective experi- 

ments in crops that gave solid foundation to other areas of the 

peninsula -- sugar and forest products, later henequén.  Com- 

munications were defective and unsatisfactory, with no great 

pressure to improve them or even to utilize to the maximum 

the existing roads; no outlet to water transport existed. 

Unexplored forests served as barriers for much of the section. 

Independent Indian settlements, communities and ranchos, char- 

acterized native occupanc^ patterns; some were pre-conquest 

places which even in the nineteenth century retained memory 

of their former rights and territory, while others had been 

virtunlly created by Franciscan monks, whose control had re- 

cently been removed.  Lack of old haciendas which had developed 

from^Conquest and the maintenance of independent Maya commun- 

ities precluded development of the patriarchal relationships 
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not uncommon in the Old Colonial area; few bonds existed 

between creóle and Maya in the East Colonial which were not 

based on force or the threat of force. Socially decadent, 

economically unintegrated, politically impotent, the section 

seemed to harbor frustrations and resentment.  It was not a 

happy or cheerful region. The handful of creóles were dis- 

inclined to take steps to heal a slow festering that was 

occurring between them and the Maya, with whom mestizos Joined. 

IV 

The Borderlands were unlike any of the three colonial 

'//  sections. Continued occupanoe" through the post-Conquest years 

had been slight. The self-consciousness and tradition of an 

administrative jurisdiction of importance was lacking. Social 

and political self-awareness was slight until after independ- 

ence.  Like the Old Colonial and West Coast, but differing 

from the East Colonial, the Borderlands had a firm foundation 

for a unity based on economlo activity. The meteoric rise of 

the sugar Industry after 1830 led thoughts and sentiments to- 

ward social and political integration, and the new enterprises 

posed for the region problems of communication, labor supply, 

and land regulation, which inevitably became issues in the 

political arena. 

The picture which the Borderlands presented on the eve 

of the Csste War was a complex one. The region was not an 

area which had long been united and was slowly changing (like 
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the Old Colonial), nor one that was sophisticated though 

relatively static (like the Vüest Coast), nor yet one that 

was visibly declining from its colonial apogee (like the 

East Colonial).  It was, in contrast, one of still nascent 

potentialities.  It was a pioneering zone which developed 

rapidly and markedly after 1830 and promised even greater 

growth in the 1840's. 

Unlike other sections, the Borderlands had no single 

regional capital whose hegemony was unquestioned in social 

and political affairs. Tekax was slreedy beginning to show 

signs of such maturity, signalized by its status.  Its city- 

hood, however, dated only from 1841.  The new metropolis did 

not completely outstrip its dependent communities, especially 

Peto, Ichmul, and Tihosuco, by the wide margins that other 

urban centers like Merida and Campeche maintained over their 

respective local rivals. 

The Borderlands formed a residual category. When from 

the populated and Inhabitable parts of the peninsula the 

other three sections had been marked out, Yucatecan territory 

which remained was the Borderlands.  It was a frontier cone 

whose edges at the north and west displayed some characteris- 

tics of the sections to which they were adjacent while settle- 

ments there were also being pulled into the orbit of Tekax.  Its 

southern and eastern edges represented a moving line of settle- 

ments which dwindled off into lightly populated, often unex- 

plored portions. 
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In terms of pre-conqueat oaclcaggos. the Borderlands In- 

cluded a large part of the Xul-Manl lands, and all of Sotuta, 

Chetemal, and Coohuah.  On the north, Mani, Sotuta, and Yaxoaba 

had been Important pre-oonquest settlements; Tekax, In central 

position» had been a dependency of Hani, while Tlhosuoo to Its 

east was pre-conquest capital of Cochuah, as Bacalar had been 

of Chetemal. 6 Considered In light of colonial Spanish 

provincias or partidos (whose major boundaries had been 

rather well fixed by the end of the seventeenth century) the 

Borderlands embraced a part of the Sierra Baja, all of Sierra 

Alta, Benefioios Altos,, and Bajos, as well as Bacalar and a 

portion of Bolonchenoauioh.  (See above. Table 5.) 

The very names of these old administrative and ecclesi- 

astical partidos reflected the fact that spiritual and social 

conquest of the natives, then their control, had rested largely 

in the hands of beneficed secular clergy. Ministers rather 

than monks had organized religious life, except for a line of 

Franciscan convents to the west, at Hani, Teabo, Oxkutzoab, 

and Tekax. Sotuta, Yaxoaba, Peto, Iohmul, Tlhosuoo were 
97 bensfloes; seculars headed them.   Disappearance of the 

Pranciaoan Order was obviously not the chief oauae of the 

Caste War. Haya at Tlhosuoo, Peto, and Iohmul, where the 

Caste War started, had not been subject to Franciscan 

control. 

Territorially the Borderlands oocupied an area bounded 

on the west by the Sierra's eastern face, north by the lower    '-•* 
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edge of the cenote belt, east by the edge of tall dry for- 

est, and south by the same growth. Tabi, Tihosuco, Sacalaca, 

Iturbide, Hoplechen, Bolonchen, Oxkutzcab, Mani, and Sotuta 

constituted a perimeter of border settlements within which 

life in the Borderlands was lived. To the south and east of 

the semi-circle from Bolonchen, Iturbide, and Tihosuco were 

outposts like Pich, Dzibalchen, and far to the south, 

Chlchanha. The most important of these advanced settlements 

was Bacalar. In effect, within the Borderlands were several 

subregions: the Beneficios area north of the Sierra, a sec- 

tion beginning to be called "Chenes" from the names of its 

towns (Bolonchen, Hopelchen, Dzibalchen), the "Sierra," which 

comprised Tekax and the hinterland to the south as far as 

Iturbide, and a territory around Bacalar. 

Two major barriers to development and integration of the 

whole section were communications difficulties and water sup- 

plies. Distances  from densely populated areas on the West 

Coast or In the Old Colonial gave rise to the first.  In gen- 

eral the terrain of the Borderlands was high above the water 

table, which complicated maintenance of regular water supply. 

The land was a rolling and sometimes hilly country with fer- 

tile stretches between wormlike ridges and unattached hills 

that had no apparent axis.  If water and irrigation were 

supplied, the area would bloom. On its red soil, washed and 

colored by the Sierra at whose base it lay, sugar could be 

produced in quantity. Edging it was a black loam suitable 
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go 
for maize* and a «hole aeries of other crops.   Once the 

problem of water could be solved, then transportation be- 

came an issue. Productive centers lay far from older mer- 

cantile centers. 

Potentially the Borderlands «as a self-contained region. 

It could evolve from a sugar-growing heart in the Sierra, 

flanked by the Chenes and Beneficios for subsistence staples, 

all marketable in Tokax.  Its export, sugar, could flow 

either to Merida or to Campeche for intra-peninsular dis- 

tribution and shipment to Gulf ports.  Developments «ere 

leading it along these lines after 1830. They «ere stopped 

abruptly in 1847 when the Caste War broke out in the Border- 

lands, at Tepich, in July of that year. 

Of the subdivisions of the Borderlands, the enclave 

known as "Loa Chenes" «as near the old colonial centers, 

peripheral to the West Coast, Old Colonial, and even to the 

Sierra.  Campeohe, as mentioned, sought to attach the Chenes 

to the West Coast as its granary; in its western portion 
A 

where soils changed from rocky to rolling sugar «as rising 
A 

to importance.  The name of the enclave, meaning "wells," 

mirrored its constant preoccupation with water. Control 

of water was a crucial element.  In time of drought Indians 

from as far away as Tabasco seeking water were lured to the 

nine wells of Bolonohen and its adjacent caverns. Though 

acoess to water was inconvenient, to the point of hardship, 

its presence at all seasons made Bolonchen an important site. 
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Bolonohen was one of the two main communities of the Chones; 
99 

the other was Hopelehen. 

Bolonohen lay thirty leagues south from Merida, and 

about twenty from Campeche or Ticul.  It was insulated at 

the north and west by a tangled mass of vegetation pierced 

here and there by irregular footpaths. After a traverse of 

the Sierra on the north, as tangled scrub gave way to clumps 

of open lands and trees, Bolonohen appeared, a community 

lying on a small open plain surrounded by detached hills. 

Its buildings were scattered, some on hilltops, others in 

the folds of the hills. About five thousand persons clus- 

tered in its center, while another throe thousand or so re- 

sided on ranchos, or were attached to sugar haciendas that 

had risen near it to the east and south.*00 

One such new establishment, for instance, was Yax-ha. 

On lands "not long ago occupied by a few laborers of small 

account," Andrés Maria Sspana had plaoed a sugar enterprise, 

which in 1846 was said to "compete in beauty with the best 

of its type." Where only wilderness had existed now appeared 

fields of cane, maize, fruit orchards, apiaries, distilling 

apparatus, and a magnificent hacienda house; all these were 

dependent on his large storage tanks for water, fed by 

a local aguada. An advantage of the plaoe, wrote a Yucatecan, 

was that España had fastened down a floating population.  He 

utilized "an increased number of hands who live on it with 

fixed residence and complete roots." 
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Like moat of the towns of the Borderlands, Bolonohen 

bad developed its economio significance recently, and «as 

still somewhat in ferment.  On the edge of the sugar zone, 

rather than in its heart, the plaoe was "one of the most 

thriving villages in Yucatan." Stephens, riding down its 

long straggling street, thought it showed quiet contentment, 

comfort, even thrift.  Its Indians were well-dressed, and 

were headed by a "portly, well-fed cacique." Bolonchen was 

partly a mestizo town, with both a government for natives/ 

and one for whites.  One of the creóle alcaldes, Antonio. 

Cervera, owned a rancho nearby that he had scarcely ever 

seen. 

The territory over which Bolonchen (sometimes Hopelchen) 

had jurisdiction was a strip of land three leagues vide* ten 

long.  In it were found more than twenty-seven sugar ranchos, 

an industry that "constitutes the special richness of that 

settlement•" In addition to sugar, the inhabitants grew 

quantities of maize, beans, cotton, figs, and other fruits, 

principally for subsistence.  Much of its production depended 

on the wells in the town/ and on its famous deep cavern, from 

which more than six hundred horses and mules carried water 

in casks to all parts of the seotion. 

Hopelchen was companion settlement to Bolonohen. Be- 

tween the two there was some rivalry* apparently of a 

friendly nature, as to which would grow faster and thus 

have the honor of being cabecera for the partido.  One, 
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then the other, sucoeeded, with consequent loss and gain 

of an ayuntamiento» A writer from the area claimed that 

the two places «ere united In common sentiments and were 

not affiliated with any traditional political party In 

1841.104 That there was oopperatlon between the two places 

seems evident from the attempt they made jointly and un- 

officially to overcome obstacles which the lack of roads 

placed In the way of their greater development. 

"Are you not palpitating because of the evil effect 

that absence of roads has among us?n rhetorically queried 

one writer.  "Don't you see that even in this little dis- 

trict no one takes advantage of the fact that when malee 

is abundant, at a price of four or five reales a load, and 

eighteen in Campeche, being unable to transport it the short 

distance of eighteen or twenty leagues for fault of roadsf" 

unable to put sufficient pressure on state governments to 

remedy the situation by official subvention, the leading 

men of Bolonchen and Hopelohen formed a private association 

to construct a cartway from Hopelohen via Bolono hen to Hekel- 

chakan.  It was to be twelve yards (varas) wide and restricted 

in use to oarts owned and operated by the monopolistic combine. 

In October 1841 a ten year privilege was officially granted 

to the group; at the end of the period, the private toll- 

road was to revert to publio use.106 Thought one publicist, 

"If all the towns of the state would imitate suoh a noble 

and patriotic example, Yucatan...will indubitably progress; 
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-(fir; 

it will ocoupy a distinguished place among the nations of 

the Amarloan continent.«^*"  Only water and roads, claimed 

the writer» were needed to make the fertile lands of Hopel- 

chen, Daibalchen, and Bolonchenticul one of the most pro- 
107 

duotive agricultural regions of Yucatan. 

Typical of other Borderlands areas and settlements, 

stress of aspiration was put on economic advance, with but 

little attention to cultural amenities.  Education and 

social endeavor apparently were to wait on further extension 

of enterprises whose profits ultimately would create a leis- 

ure class capable of sustaining the luxury of schools, presses, 

and similar apparatus.  One of the several reasons given by 

Hope1chen in 1853 for its adhesion to the state of Campeohe 

rather than to Yucatan was, that\in addition to its moral, 

commercial, and material ties with the port, "the youth of 

this municipality are able there to acquire a scientific 

education; they derive it from the schools or colegio of 

that city." At that time, too, they complained that the 

communities of the Chenos had always been unable to make 

their united voice heard before the distant authorities at 

Merida. Though not entirely satisfied with Campeche's plans 

for statehood, Pzibalehen, Bolonchenticul, and Hope1chen all 

voted to Join it. Among the signatories of these actas were 

the caciques of the native repúblicas, Bernardo Max, Manuel 

Chan, José María Tun. 108 

In the days just before the Caste War, some disturbance 
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among the Maya in the area south of these towns, and In the 

area between Campeohe and Iturbide, was caused by labor 

contractors who kidnaped Indians and shipped them south to 

the logwood concessions near Carmen.  In 1842 Felipe de 

Ibarra made an investigation of the situation/ and rendered 

a detailed report. He found that especially from the vill- 

age of Pich, Maya were secretly and involuntarily transported 

to logwood sites and there forced to work.  The logging 

ranchea of Anataslo Soler and of Juan de Dios Musel were 

among the most notorious in the traffic and for mistreatment 

of natives after arrival. The customary devices of peonage 

appeared there in open form:  laborers in some cases had leg- 

irons to prevent their escape, "wages" were never paid in 

money but in pieces of tin or lead that were negotiable only 

at local stores, account books were falsified, gags were 

employed, and for very minor infractions of discipline "at 

least fifty blows of the whip" was not an unusual punish- 

ment.  In one instance Soler had against their respective 

wills married a Maya man to a woman named Maria Vásquez; 

when the husband fled, his debt was transferred to her, and 

upon apprehension after an attempted escape/ Soler had all 

her hair cut off. The disgrace involved was considerable; 

Ibarra said the tale seemed to him true, as when he talked 

to the woman, she was bald.  Ibarra repatriated a number of 

Maya who had thus been forced into virtual slavery. There 

is not much evidence to indicate that strong official efforts 
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ware made thereafter to put an end to the disturbing op- 

erations* in which he had reported numerous people were 

engaged.109 

In various ways the area known as Chenes partook 

characteristics of both the ?/est Coast and of the Sierra, 

but its many more likenesses to the latter has led to its 

inclusion with that section here.  In the contemporary mind* 

however* thoughts of the Sierra inevitably turned attention 

to Tekax and the district of which it was the administrative 

center.  West and north of Tekax lay the partido of Sotuta; 

east and south was that of Peto; its own stretched southward 

behind the city* and bounded that of Baoalar in the extreme 

southeast. The area involved offered as much contrast in 

landscapes as the relatively uniform relief of Yucatan per- 

mitted. Recalling a Journey from Tlcul to Tekax* a Yuca- 

tecan wrote uIt is an odd thing...that the Sierra being a 

continuation or chain of peaks* upon which loose rock 

accumulates* right next to it extends [northward] a terrain 

so beautiful and level that to open a road there scarcely 

requires more than to remove the weeds.A*^" Southward behind 

the dividing line which the hills* perhaps a maximum of five 

hundred meters* formed was a raised plateau internally div- 

ided by ridges and occasional heavy thickets.  On the edge 

of the settled perimeter at the south were Itúrbida, Tituc; 

to the east* on the edge of high forest was Tepich. Backed 

up against the northern slope of the Sierra* facing the 
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fertile plain,  was Tekax,   "the  true heart which gives  life 

to  industry,  administration,  and social existence of all 

its  district.' n 110 

Tekax had a long colonial history/ as a small but 

growing place on the outer edge of dense settlements.  In 

1639 four other places had been included In the provincia 

of its Franciscan monastery, all told representing a total 

population of perhaps 4,500.  By 1794 the town and its ranchos 

was calculated to number nearly 14,000 souls.  The movement 

of people to it was reflected in fiction; a novelist whose 

story embraced the years eround 1760 remarked on Tekax as 

a place "already grown large by the number of"inhabitants 

attracted by the richness and fertility of its soil."  To 

fix its size in 1845 is somewhat difficult. Apparently as 

permanent residents in the new city were between 4,500 and 

5,000 people, whose number remained relatively unchanged 

by a '^floating population of ranchers and others who came and 

went seasonally or who remained only long enough to sell 

their products and shop in the well-supplied stores of 

Tekax." The District of Tekax was credited with at least 

134,000 people. 

Like the other major communities of Yucatan, Tekax was 

laid out around a central plaza in gridiron fashion.  The 

main church, which (curiously enough) lacked bell towers, 

lay on one side, with public and private buildings complet- 

ing the perimeter of the main square. Resting on a small 
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shelf on the hillside south of the square was a chapel 

reached by a winding path. Prom this height, where the 

chapel of San Diego waa located and where the body of the 

young poet Wenceslao Alpuche had found their final resting 

place, one looked down on Tekax, a city of groves and trees — 

rtlarge and pretty." The city spread in a semi-circle around 

the base of the hills; beyond the edges of the city, thickets 

and groves clustered on the plain marked the location of 

haciendas.  Within municipal borders, Stephens found the 

streets wide and well-kept, the houses large, solidly con- 

structed, and well-maintained.  One even had three stories. 

His feeling on passing through was that Tekax in appearance 

"was finer and more promising than that of any town I had 

seen." 

Carriages like those of Campeche and Merlda circulated 

through the streets to give an impression of life and move- 

ment.  Twice daily the place took on added activity, as near- 

ly all the women and many men sallied forth to the public wells. 

Private houses almost universally depended on eight municipally 

controlled sources of water; each of these had an elected 

guardian whose salary consisted of the small payments in goods 

made him daily, in the form of a handful of malee or a bunch 

of leaves suitable for adorning church altars (which he sub- 

sequently sold);. At the times of dally exodus from the 

houses for water, a traveler reported thst "Tekax appears to 

contain twice as much population as it actually has."  He added, 
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however correctly, that the mixing of ao many men and 

women at the sane tine was responsible for the low moral 

tone of Tekax, and mentioned that at least three brothela 

spread venereal infections among youth of the place. 

There seemed to he rather free and unstrained rela- 

tions between the people of the oenter and those who lived 

in the barrios* All the tekaxefiba seemed fond of music and 

dancing, ao that rarely a week passed when there *as no pub- 

lic ball. A distinctive regional style of dance was common. 

At special times, like Carnaval, whatever usual class and 

caste lines existed tended to be relaxed.  Customs of Carnaval 

differed somewhat from those in vogue at Herida; there was 

less throwing of egg-shells full of water and the forcible 

painting of señoritas' faoes, although among the lower classes 

of Tekax it was expected at this time that men would throw 

powdered starch on the girls going to the «ells. Above all, 

Carnaval in Tekax meant music and dancing.  In one instanoe 

a group of four or five negroes kept the crowd enthralled by 

singing African songs. 

Nearly as exciting as Carnaval was the annual fair at 

Tekax. When it occurred, "neighboring towns remain without 

inhabitants." An observor remarked on the great number of 

prostitutes and pimps who mingled with "honorable people." 

As at the other fairs, there was a religious element involved. 

Many came to Tekax to visit its miraculous image, a Virgin 

who once had suddenly made her appearance in the Sierra and 

who refused to be moved. Even when an attempt was made to 
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take the   Image to an artisan's shop for refurbishing, 

the Virgin returned unaided to her niche as soon as  the 
112 shop war. closed for the  night;,   9aid believers,. Though 

he did not  attend the fair   at Tekax,  Stephens wrote  of 

Tekax that  "there  was an appearance of life and business   ... 

which  was really exciting."    Yucatecans echoed this  senti- 

ment by saying  thst  life there gave  it   an "aspect  of vital- 

ity not very usual In our dead and silent  settlements,w  and 

by tagging  Tekax as  "active,   enterprising,  politically in- 

quiet."113 

Part  of its effervescence took political form.    Tekax 

was notorious for  instability,  as  defined by other and 

stabler  sections.     Possibly envy of  its prosperity,  possibly 

its threatening  of political balances heretofore arranged 

exclusively among  Herida,  Campeche,  and Valladolid,  were 

motives which  led persons  of those regions   to  characterize 

the inhabitants of Tekax and environs as  "revolutionary and 

radical and the rabble  of Yucatan."     Stephens  though the t/ 

place "the  only town in the state which could raise a revol- 

ution" which it did at fairly frequent  intervals, especially 
.A 

after  1840.     The area  almost   immediately had  joined the  East 

Colonial revolt  in 1839 to sweep Centralism from Yucatan. 

One of the  leading radicals  in Yucatan's brief struggle for 

Independence  in  1820 was  José" Francisco Bates,  born and 
114 reared in Tekax. But after  1840  its revolutionary tra- 

dition took on new force and direction, accurately reflecting 

the  changes going  on in its economic and social affairs. 
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These In tux'n stemmed from widespread activity in adjacent 

rural areas, of which it was becoming chief focus and stan- 

dard bearer. 

The territory to the south of the Sierra was under- 

going rapid change.  It was becoming a sugar bowl. Expand- 

ing commercial economy (as opposed to subsistence) was pene- 

trating and overlaying or displacing the low tempo life of 

scattered groups of Maya. As in the Chenes, twin problems 

of water and transportation appeared, and were being over- 

come by creóles eager to exploit the known fertility of the 

soils between Tekax and Iturbide.  New communities were spring- 

ing up, older ones changing rapidly. Typical Sierra settle- 

ments were those of Xul, Be canchen, Dzlbinocac. 

Growth of the first was due directly and almost entirely 

to the enterprise of a Spanish priest, José Rodríguez,  fie had 

fled from Spain in the troubled Napoleonic period, and as a 

Franciscan had found haven and welcome in Yucatan. When the 

Order was suppressed in 1821 he load secularized and had been 

given important curacies, first at Tlcul, then at Xul* The 

latter was a benefice in 1841; the priest from revenues 

collected paid all costs of building and maintaining a church, 

but also kept for himself six-sevenths of net incomes derived 

from fees aid religious levies. The other seventh went to 

the Eishopy in Marida. The more Indians, the more revenue; 

as the parishioners of Xul were nearly all Maya. Rodriguez 

had the reputation of being "rich, and a money-making man, 

and odd." At expense of fifteen hundred dollars he had sunk 
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a well two hundred feet deep;  the   cisterna he   constructed 

to store water lured a population of seven thousand,  among 

whom were six or eight  white  inhabitants.     He had built a 

church,   "one   of the few the   erection of which had been   under- 

taken of late years,  when the  time had gone by for devoting 
-115 

the   labour of a whole village   to  such works. 

A companion of Rodríguez vms Senor Trego,  enterprising 

proprietor  of tlie   sugar rancho  Noyaxche south  of Xul.     He 

had drilled a well si;< hundred feet deep but encountered no 

water.     In   1836  he  organized an  elaborate  cooperative  effort 

a-rong neighboring hacendados 8nd rancheros and Indiana  to 

dlear and rehabilitate a system of nearby ancient   Maya 

reservoirs.     In drought   as many as  5  thousand families came 

from far   distance to take   advantage of the  new water supply; 

forty families remained as  lsborera  on Trego's rancho.     In 

addition to  sugar,  he raised hogs,  an ambulant  form of maize,- 

for the Campeche  market.     His rancho had been established 

about  1030.116 

The   two,  Rodriguez and  Trego, became business  partners 

In an enterprise  similar to  that  in which each had already 

succeeded  singly.     The  padre had title  to a   set of ruins  on 

an   Indian rancho known as Mocaba,   long  a maize producing 

site.     The   two entrepreneurs proposed to convert  It  to sugar 

production.     By clearing  out the  Maya wells  and renovating 

their attached reservoirs,   the peir   felt  certain that they 

would attract there  c  large  Indian population which they could 

use as  field hands.    One of the inducements for Rodrigue» to 
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select that rancho for economic exploitation was existence 

of Maya ruins, in which he expected to lodge his labor 

supply and thus spare investment cost of houses and huts. 

117 
Operations had begun about 1837. 

The lure of water was dramatically exhibited in the 

mushroom growth of Becanchen, briefly noted in earlier pages. 

A small stony range of hills separated it from another 

flourishing rancho (dependent on Xul), that of Puut; Puut 

118 
grew and became the town of Moreno in 1846.    Becanchen 

evolved rapidly from a wilderness to a thriving community 

of six thousand inhabitants' within two decades after an 

Indian had struck water there around 1820. Some of its 

first founders were still there in 1846.  Maya ruins had 

furnished atone for its sturdy house? and buildings, formed 

around a regular plaza. Soon after it was made a rancho of 

prime category (almost a regular town), Tekax dispatched 

a regular priest there to hold services. 

In 1828 Becanchen had sufficient population to become 

a town, with its own dependent ranchos scattered five or six 

leagues east and south.  Only about six hundred souls lived 

in the town in 1845; the rest of Its six thousand inhabitants 

dwelled on ranchos and haoiendas. As cattle destroyed maize 

fields, on which the place was dependent, grazing Industry 

was prohibited. All told, Becanchen was a minor center for 

sixty-three other ranches that extended nearly to Bacalar, 

and hoped in 1846 soon to double its population. 

Though his prophecy was inaccurate, a Becanchen booater 
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said ib was one of those places that "offers more hopes 

119 
of progress If it is not Ignored."    The Caste War wiped 

out Its hopes, the ranches of sugar, tobacco, and orchards, 

converting Becanchen "to ruins and misery, its new popula- 

tion to paupers, it3 men to soldiers, its children, women, 

„120 
and oldster3 ... to beggars. 

Further south behind Tekax than Xul, Puut, or Becanchen 

was Ziblnococ.  Though an Indian rancho "from time immemorial," 

its colonial population wau not sufficient for listing in the 

census of 1794. Yet by 1841 it had become a full-fledged 

121 town, named Iturbide.    Apparently free and fertile land 

rather than supplies of water load motivated emigration. 

Tagged as the "Chicago of Yucatan," it was "the great point 

to which the tide of Immigration was rolling." Pressure of 

population, the blossoming of creóle haciendas under liberal- 

ized land laws (treated in detail later), possibly desire to 

escape impressment Into military service, all had helped dis- 

lodge natives from crowded areas near Tekax.  One early land 

law had stipulated that the governor distribute to home- 

steaders the fertile lands of the Sierra area; the policy 

helped uproot Maya to the north, in sugar lands, but also 

gave them opportunity further to the south. Speaking of 

Maya In the northern Borderlands, near Nohcacab and Xul, 

Stephens related that 

Crowded and oppressed by the large landed proprietors, 
many of the enterprising yeomanry of this district 
determined to seek new homes in the wilderness.  Bid- 
ding farewell to friends and relatives, after a Jour- 
ney of two days and a half, they reached the fertile 
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plains of Zlbilnocac, from time inmemorial and 
Indian rancho.  Here the soil belonged to the 
government; every man could take up what land he 
pleased, full scope was offered to enterprise, 
and an opportunity for development not afforded 
in the over-peopled region of Nohcacab.  Long be- 
fore reaching it we had heard of this new pueblo and 
its rapid increase.  In five years from twenty-five 
Inhabitants it had ^rown into s population of fif- 
teen or sixteen hundred.^22 

The place bore marks of being a frontier community.  On 

the site of a former milpa was the plaza, a thatched church 

on one side, a doorless public building on another. One of 

the few permanent structures, placed opposite the plaza, 

was a fine house belonging to the same Sr. Trego who had 

grown rich on sugar; his rancho lay perhaps four hours north 

of Iturbide.  Most of the other houses were merely huts, 

with attached pig-pens; one item of commerce was export of 

pork to Campeche, where a hog brought ten to twelve pesos. 

A few stores had sprung up, but within sight of the plaza were 

tobacco and maize fields and undisturbed Haya ruins.  One of 

the most flourishing activities In the new town was gambling; 

123 it was controlled by mestizo authorities and nouveau-rlche. 
A 

Law and order had not yet caught up with physical growth of 
A 

the  place.     It was a boom town. 

Typical of the numerous mestizo emigrants was one who 

had come from Nohcacab to make a fortune  in Iturbide.     In 

this he had already succeeded.     He had a house on the  prin- 

cipal street,  the  first and best of the place,  as well as an 

attached store from which he  supplied  Indians with liquor. 

He was chief owner of the gaming table  and assured of official 
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protection through the fact his brother was alcalde. 

Moat other vecino» had similar ideals but were perhaps 

less fortunate or able in their execution. Their liveli- 

hood was derived almost exclusively from exploitation of 

Maya through debt peonage.  Nearly every one had made small 

loans of four or five pesos to one or more Indians, in cash 

or liquor, and from time to time kept alive the indebted- 

ness by further small advances.  The Maya so bound were forced 

to work off their indebtedness by cultivation of tobacco or 

maize, but as the mestizos kept the accounts themselves, 

"the poor Indiana, in their ignorance and simplicity, are 

ground to the earth to support lazy and profligate masters." 

Most of the whites had heard of the reform laws of 1841 that 

tried to ameliorate abuses, but cited with hearty approval 

the alcalde of a neighboring settlement who "did not mind the 
124 

law, but went on whipping as before."   The public and private 

mores of Iturbide were typically frontier. 

Its existence on the very southern edge of the habitable 

areas meant that the Maya of that portion of the Borderlands 

now had little or no place else to which they could retreat. 

Soon in 1846 came laws especially aimed at fixing them in 

their residence, to be at the mercy of men like the gamblers 

125 of Iturbide. Thus at that point  came face to face  two 

dangerous groups: boldest and  most  lawless of creóles and 

mestizos,   opposite then,  the  Maya who had fled from the   north 

to escape such exploitation or those  already there, who had 

never  been fully brought   into the   Hiapano-Indian colonial scene. 
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At the northern extreme of Borderlands,  the situation 
A * 

differed somewhat from that in the Sierra territory south 

of Tekax. The northern skirt Included areas that had in- 

cluded a small part of the old Sierra Baja partido (Maní, 

Oxkutzcab and Teabo), as well as most of Beneficios Bajos, 

centered around Sotuta and Yaxcaba.  To the west were Old 

Colonial haciendas and settlements; to the east, those of the 

Distrito of Valladolid.  Pressures from both directions dis- 

turbed the Beneficios.  Betv/een its two chief settlements, 

Yaxcaba and Sotuta, existed rivalry similar to that between 

Hoplechen and Bolonchen for hegemony of the partido and honor 

of being nominated its cabecera. First one, then the other, 

126 
was so designated.    The partido as a whole was transitional, 

Influenced by its position almost midway between the city cen- 

ters of Tekax, Valladolid, and Izamal. 

Norman found that on leaving Piste" (at the edge of the 

Colonial area) a poor path led him to Yaxcaba, a town in 

which "many of the houses ere uninhabited and going to ruin." 

Five leagues westward, Sotuta was found to be "a pleasant 

town, having a fine square, neatly laid out, with much regu- 

larity, and well built." Water was still something of a 

problem, though lesser than in the areas south of the Sierra. 

The cenote at Tabl, between Yaxcaba and Sotuta, was about a 

127 hundred feet deep.        At Tlxmeuac, between Tabi and Tekax, 

the municipal well was one  hundred forty-four feet;  travelers 

bought water there and by custom native women drawing water 

from it paid the  town a handful of maize. 128 
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One characteristic of the upper Beneficios aeotion 

which linked it to the rest of the Borderlands «as growth 

of new communities, rather uncommon in either of the Colonial 

areas flanking it. Many of these were ranchos suddenly 

grown to towns, which marked their enhanced status by 

patrlotio names*  In the municipality of Sotuta, the rancho 

Kokobchen achieved town^hood and took on the name of Zavala, 

while in that of Yaxcaba, Cholul became Libre Union.  Libre 

Union* the state Congress specified, "will within the short- 

est possible time complete the church which has been begun 

to be built, as well as construction of the public house for 

the Republic of Indians, barracks for vecinos, and the most 

perfect delineation of the plazas and streets of the settle- 

ment. w129 

The editors of the Registro Yucateoo pointed out to 

their readers that a long and detailed description of Indian 

life and customs written by the cura of Yaxoaba in 1813 was 

in 1845 partially inaccurate.  In the intervening years 

"very notable alteration the customs of the natives, and 

chiefly those of the civilized class" had occurred. The 

rapid change was attributed to enlightenment, which "like 

magictt had shifted relations of social classes, beoause of 

the spreading Influence of the printed word, information 

130 
from foreign travel, and immigration from abroad. 

The Lower Beneficios seems thus to have been altering 

as rapidly in its way as was the Sierra area to the south, 
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though In Beneficios sugar «as not the prime «over. Cattle, 

maize, and small amounts of henequén were its chief contri- 

butions to peninsular economy. Whatever the economic basis, 

the fact «as statistically clear that isolated villages «ere 

being "creolized," as has already been pointed out above. 

(See Table 23.) 

Travelers and local publicists provide small detail on 

the Lower Beneficios territory, but even less record is pre- 

served for the small sub^region east of Tekax, known as 

Upper Beneficios.  It coursed from about Tzucacab to Tepioh. 

The territory la of special interest here because it was the 

scene of the first violent outbreaks which opened the Caste 

War.  Yet little or no information is available by «hioh its 

social and economic situation on the eve of the Caste War 

can be reconstructed in detail. 

One of the few bits of data has been left by Stephens, 

who passed through Peto. At that time, in 1842, Peto had 

outstripped both the adjacent towns of Ichmul and Tihosuoo, 

and was therefore cabeoera of the partido.  Juan Pio Pérez, 

antiquarian, acted as the local partido'a Jefe.  Later he was 

chief of the District of Valladolid.  Peto was apparently a 

brisk community, whose streets, like those of Merida, IzamalA  ,' 

and a few other towns, were Identified by figures and effi- 

gies on tops of houses. As befitted a community with a long 

history of ecclesiastical control, the church and convent 

were large and imposing. 

Important was that in 1842 the benefice was considered "one 
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of the most valuable In the church, being worth six or 

seven thousand dollars per annum."  Presumably when the 

Issue of obventions, fees, and other perquisites came to 

a head a few years later, the area around Peto would be di- 

rectly affected in major degree.  Prom municipal fundsy 

131 Peto supported an elementary school. 

Its ayuntamiento left no uncertainty about the fact 

that Peto and its surrounding towns were vitally interested 

and dependent on sugar for riches; in 1844 more than twelve 

thousand mecates of sugar were cultivated by 76 proprietors. 

Frankly the ayuntamiento stated that to get higher prices 

for sugar was the principal reason it and neighboring towns 

had supported the rest of the peninsula in 1843 against 

Mexico. 

In the absence of direct evidence for developments in 

the Beneficios Altos territory, it is unfortunately necessary 

to fall back on quantitative analysis and hypothesis.  The 

accompanying table illustrates (Table 28)y that the Border- 

lands as a whole increased its total population by more than 

ten thousand families in the fifty years from 1794 to 1845. 

Population movement and growth within the section through those 

years did not affect each subdivision equally.  Development 

of landed enterprises through the Sierra apparently displaced 

some of the previous population, pushing it outward into the 

several adjacent areas. Concentration of population at Tekax 

in 1794 gave way to dispersion through its dependencies, all 
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Table  28.   POPULATION MOVEMENTS   IN THE  BORDERLANDS,   1794 vs.1845 

A.  DÍPFERENTÍAL GROWTH BY ADMINISTRATIVE AND SOCIAL DIVISIONS. 
DISTRIBUTION FIFTY YEAR  PAINS Popula- 

INHABITANTS         (Percent)    Numbers    Percent tlon change 
1794       184S     1794 1845 179fftXR- 

Chones 
Sierra 
Beneficios 

Bajos 
Beneficios 

Altos 

Bacalar 

8.581 25.869       7.7 16.3     17.488 206.0 Gained 
47r752 42.538    45.8 26.6     -5.214 -11.0    Lost 

20,298 32,850    18.6 20.4     12.532 

50.524  51.031    28.0 31.9     20.607 
2.222     7.601       2.0 4.8       5.379 

BORDERLANDS     109,177 159,869 100.0       100.0     50,692 

62.5 Gained 

67.3 Gained 

240.0 

46.0 Gained 

Sources; For 1794, "Estado expresivo de las Jurisdicciones y pueblos 
de la intendencia de Marida de Yucatán...," Archivo de la 
Historia de Yucatán, Campeche y Tabaaco, I, 216, 218-19, 
22Ó, 224-25,¡ST.   

For 1845, Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loe, clt.. Table 
C (adapted). 

B. COMPARATIVE SIZE OF SELECTED URBAN POINTS. 

Community 
Inhabitant»      Fifty Year OBin 

Subdivision      1846        1794    Numbers Percent 
13,979 
4,071 
1,376 

? 
? 

2,431 
1,437 
2,361 

994 
2,150 
4,774 

Tekax 
Bolonchenticul 
Hopelchen 
Bee anchen 
Barbachano 
Peto 
Ichmul 
Tihosuco 
Sacalaca 
Sotuta 
Yaxcabá 

Sierra 
Chens s 
Chenes 
Sierra 
Beneficios 
Beneficios 
Beneficios 
Beneficios 
Beneficies 
Lower Ben. 
Lower Ben. 

5,000 
6,056 
3,095 
6,094 
3,286 
6,241 
3,311 
6,222 
3,147 
4,328 
4,560 

-8,979 
1,984 
1,720 
6,094 
3,286 
2,810 
1,874 
3,861 
2,153 
2,278 

-     214 

- 64.1   (loss) 
48.7 

125.0 
609.4 
328.6 
110.5 
130.2 
168.0 
217.0 
105.0 

- 4.5   (loss) 

Sources; Table 3, above; "Estado" cited above in A. 
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of which increased relatively and absolutely. The greatest 

absolute growth occurred in the Beneficios Altos territory, 

which gained more than twenty thousand persons; relative to 

their position in 1794, the empty spaces around Chenes and 

Bacelar were most spectacular; each more than tripled in 

number of persons. 

In 1845, Beneficios Altos was the largest subdivision 

of the Borderlands.  At least three-quarters of its population 

was Indian (see above, Table 15).  Rise of the area in impor- 

tance and size was officially signalized by Peto's enhanced 

status as a villa, to which it received title in 1841. As 

in Beneficios Bajos, some ranchos were becoming towns. They 

too took creóle names to replace the Maya.  Dzitnup and 

Nojcacab, each in the municipality of Peto, became respec- 

tively in 1845 Barbachano and Progreso. uw 

The winds of change altering human landscape through 

the Borderlands, in Chenes, in the hinterland of Tekax, and 

in the Beneficios areas also played over distant Bacalar. 

One Yucatecan reported that revitalization of the ancient 

colonial villa and its environs could be noted readily in 

census reports, and concretely by the innumerable houses 

thnt were daily being constructed, by the new streets which 

134 were being laid out. 

Though Bacalar had been among the first Spanish outposts 

established ot time of conquest, it had not prospered through 

the middle years of colonial rule.  Toward the end of the 

eighteenth century the place had degenerated into a neglected 
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border garrison to which recalcitrant troops were sent as 

punishment.    But by 1846 entrepreneurs eager to exploit 

Its fertile ne iv-hhorhood had already erected forty-thres 

solid adobe houses In the villa (three of which were two- 

story affairs), kept it* stores well supplied, and carried 

on commerce In dyewood, sugar, hammocks and hogs.  About 

five thousand people lived In Bacalar, with another two 

thousand found scattered on ranchos under its Jurisdiction. 

Transportation rather then water posed a problem for 

bacalarenos.  The villa was almost forty leagues overland 

from its markets at Peto or Tekax, and thirty from even 

their outlying settlements.  Indians acted aa beasts of 

burden; Maya seemed willing for s small profit to walk 

forty leagues from Tekax with a load of chickens.   A 

little commerce was waterborne; goods went by sea via tor- 

turous inland lagoons to the Caribbean.  In 1B26 revenues 

from the customs house there did not even cover expenses of 

the office; in 1345 it3 revenue amounted to only a little 

more than fifteen hundred pesos. 

The merchants and planters of Bacalar looked more to 

overland transport than to the sea for expanded development 

of the area.  One project was extension of a road connection 

to Champoton on the west, mentioned above in survey of the 

West Coast.  Such a route would tap the newly settled areas 

of Chenes and the Sierra; it would also hedge in the Maya. 

Another was extension of a cartway that had already linked 
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Sacalaca to Tituc. A publicist, presenting summary in- 

formation about new Bacalar to a Yucatecan public that 

seemed ignorant of the place, chrmcteristically closed 

his account with a demand that the state government re- 

138 lieve the section's need for more roads. 

Bacalar was geographically and socially similar in 

some respects to the island of Carmen.  In relation to the 

main Yucatecan population, it occupied an extreme position 

on the southeast, as Carmen did on the southwest; each 

villa was about ninety leagues from the capital, difficult 

to reach.  Lfcck of readily available labor hindered economic 

development, and raised the v.ages to rather high levels, 

five to six reales a day for loggers end agricultural workers, 

at best, and normally at least eight pesos a month was stand- 

ard in Bacalar.  Probably few took manpower shortage serious- 

ly enough to copy example of a local lady who trained a 

monkey for her servant; the animal learned to serve coffee 

139 
and cigarettes.    Unlike the densely packed Old Colonial 

area, or the nptlve filled East Colonial, the Maya around 

Bacalar lived in smell Isolated clumps, with but small ex- 

perience and little zeal for becoming field-hands on creóle 

enterprises.  Unlike Carmen, Bacalar had a great deal to do 

with the Caste War. 

Apparently those few Maya who did labor on haciendas of 

the area were not well treated. Though undoubtedly the 

story had been magnified by the years and the retelling, 

still it 3eems significant thr.t in the twentieth century 
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some Maya descendants near Bacalar remembered the cruelty 

of one master of the ante-bellum period; they passed the 

hearsay on to Thomas Oann, an English ethnologist and 

archeologlst. According to the report, a well-known mer- 

chant of Bacalar before the Caste V.ar was In the habit of 

burying his Indian servants In the ground to the' neck, with 

their heads shaved, exposed to the hot sun; their heads were 

then smeared with molasses, and the victims left to the ants. 

"And this punishment was Inflicted for no very serious offense.n 

In the region between Bacalar and Champoton, and between 

Chlchanha and Tulum, lived semi-wild Maya known to Yucatecans 

as hult8.  Their numberNwas^not accurately known, but was es- 

timated at somewhere between twenty and forty thousand persons. 

They were generally known as "the savages who live between our 

territory and Honduras." There existed only a modicum of avail- 

able and accurate information about them in the hands of creóle 

authorities who wished to bring them under control by settling 

them in communal groups subject to civil government. Reputed- 

ly they were offspring of refugees from the Indian uprising 

of 1761; some even still clung to archaic costume, including 

the melena, a hair style previously required by Spaniards of 

tributary Indians.    Yet their wildness was somewhat tem- 

pered by contacts they maintained with newly risen logging 

establishments on the English edges of British Honduras. 

Probably their unawareneas that the Yucatecan constitution 

of 1841 enfranchised them differed in degree rathen7 than kind i 

from that of Indians whom Stephens encountered in the very 

northern parts of Chenes. 

140 
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These were said by him to be  "the wildest people  in 

appearance we had yet seen.    As we rode through,   the women ran 

away end hid themselves,  and the men crouched on the ground 

bareheaded, with long black hair hanging over their  eyes, 

gazing at us in stupid astonishment."    Inadvertently  they 

had dropped some days  from their calendar and had  to re- 

celebrate a local fiesta when the travelers set them straight. 

But near  them was a well-kept rancho owned by a rich Maya 
142 who had inherited its  lands from his  early ancestors. 

Possibly the sole generalization  that has general appli- 

cation to all Indians of the Borderlands is that they lacked 

strong historical  tradition of creóle domination.    Independent 

villagers of Beneficios, like those of Kast Colonial  sections, 

had resisted encroachment by land hungry Spaniards  through 

appeals  to legal processes;  they were the most highly accul- 

turated Maya.    Rancheros of the Chenes and upper Sierra seemed 

in part willing to flee before new waves of creóle and mestizo 

emigration.    Halts and their analogues had not been in close 

contact with creóles for a number of years; numerically they 

were an unknown quantity. 

In nearly every one of the sub-sections of the Borderlands, 

sugar was or was  becoming an important crop.    Its rise after 

1825 to paramount position in Yucatan's local economy in 1645 

is described in the following chapter; here its effects on in- 

tegration of  the  section as a whole by spurring creation of 

roads seems especially significant.    No other section seemed 
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quite so conscious of its defective transportation facilities 

as did the creóles of the Borderlands.  Following 1833, the 

main Sierra road had been extended from Ticul to Tihosuco, 

passing through Oxkutzcab, Tekax, Tzucacab, Peto, the new 

town of Progreso, Ichmul, and terminating on the edge of 

forest-lands at Tihosuco. Around Tekax spurs pierced fer- 

tile ltmds around Akil, Teabo, and Tixmeuac, and reached out 

for connection with Sotuta, already linked with the capital. 

Though only small amounts of sugar could be grown near Yaxcaba, 

it was a distilling center. 

Sugar lands around Peto were tapped by north-south cart- 

ways from it, terminating respectively at Tajdziu and 

Kanoabchen.  There existed a somewhat dangling piece between 

Sacalaca and Tituc that failed at the north to touch Ichmul 

on the main road to the capital, or the port of Bacalar on 

the south. Most of the ways south of the Sierra cart-road, 

except the latter stretch, were almost impassable.  Stephens 

noted on nearing Tekax from Iturbide that upon climbing the 

Sierra "we entered with a satisfaction that can hardly be de- 

scribed, upon a broad road for carretas and calesas I wagons 

and coaches]. We had emerged from the narrow and tangled path 

of milpas and ranchos, and were once more on a camino real.... 

Now we were coming upon the finest portion of the state, famed 

for its rich sugar plantations. We met heavy lumbering vehicles 

drawn by oxen and horses, carrying sugar from the haciendas."I43 

The drive for roads in the Borderlands was intimately 

connected with expansion of sugar cultivation. By use of carts 
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rather  than pack-mules,  hacienda owners  found they could cut 

freight costs  enormously.    One of the huge carts  they used 

normally carried the equivalent of fourteen or sixteen mule- 

loanjds,   and «as pulled by five beasts;  each mule-load was 

figured at two hundred pounds so  that five mules pulling a 

cart transported 1,800 pounds more sugar than did five mules 

useci as pack animals. Shippers in the Borderlands not only 

persisted in their agitation until the  Sierra road was com- 

pleted, but then continued it for successive improvement of 

their  economic life-line;  they claimed the  cartway was rough 

and badly graded.    Following 1045 came  improvement,  and with 

it/ still another reduction in freight costs  to markets in 

the wast.     Table 29 provides  comparative data on shipping 

costs  to Merida,  by traditional muleback freight, by cart 

before the  Sierra road was  rehabilitated in  1345,   and by cart 

thereafter to the Caste War.     The final figure was less than 

a  third of  the  first. 

The use of carts was  limited to  the new highways, and 

even so still did not preclude employment of animals  as 

beasts  of burden.     For   the peninsula as a whole nearly six- 

teen thousand mules and horses  were  carriers.    Pack trains 

were conducted from place to place by Indian or mestizo 

arriero». drivers, whose traditional   role is also  that of 

spreaders of gossip and news.    On the busy Sierra road Step- 

hens  encountered one who had heard about the United States, 

where a man could earn a dollar (eight reales)  a day, roughly 
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Table 29.   FREIOHT COSTS,  SELECTED BORDERLANDS POINTS TO MERIDA, 
 IB50-47  

Figures are In pegos per hundred-weight. 

Shipping 
Points 

Tekax 
Xul 
Jobonil 
iXcatmis 
Peto 

Approximate dis- 
tances  from Merlda 
Leagues 

24 

26 
28 
30 
32 

^Tli 

55 
60 
65 
70 
75 

Mulebeck 
freight 
1830-35 

Cart freight 
ca.1035 to  1845 

1.00 
1.25 
1.50 
1.75 
2.Ü0 

0.50 
0.62 
0.75 
0.87 
1.00 

post       1845 
Tcwt 

0.31 
0.50 
0.56 
0.56 
0.62 

cwt^njjj 

0.0056 
0.0033 
0.0086 
0.0080 
0.0063 

Source; Regll and Peon,  "Estadística," loe.cIt., 326-27 (adapted). 
Arrobas converted  at 25 lbs. each. 

145 equivalent to wages for  two months at hacienda labor by Maya. 

How widespread the knowledge of such exalted wages was)or the 

influence of the information,  is,  of course,  impossible   even to 

guess.    It seems highly improbable,   though, that the Caste War 

can be viewed as a strike for higher wages. 

Sugar cultivation not only heightened demands for adequate 

communications,  but  served as common basis for political  thought 

and action in  the Borderlands.    By 1345,  aside from the staple 

maize,  sugar had become the leading domestic crop in acreage and 

value.   (See below. Tables ).    Slightly more   tfcan 70J6 of sugar 

cultivation.was concentrated in three partidos of  the Borderlands: 

Chenes, Sierra,  and Beneficios Altos.    More than half the dis- 

tilleries were located in the Borderlands.146    Its political  fate 

and creed rested on sugar.    It waB a new,  potent,  and unprecedented 

economic element  in local   affairs.    The rural establishments  on 
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i*iich sugar was grown were of recent origin,Athelr proprietors 

were newly rich, witiiout sense of obligation that  often accom- 

panies  inherited wealth.    There v.as only brief and weak tradi- 

tion behind them to  inhibit  tiieir  attempts   to meet competition 

from sugar grown on slave plantations In Cuba and  the  southern 

United States.    With an eye to profits,   capitalists of the 

older sections were pouring money into the Borderlands and 

sugar.     As a result,   it  was  a dynamic  area,  characterized by 

movement  and  change alon^ lines  that  foreshadowed Yucatan's 

future rather   than resembling a variation of its past. 

The section as  a whole,   then,   still lacked  complete unity. 

Its centers of authority and prestige were strung along one 

main road  that paralleled the Sierra.    Of these Tekax and Peto 

had mushroomed sufficiently to become city and villa respec- 

tively,  chiefly on basis of creóle and mestizo emigration to 

the fertile lands flanking  the   Sierra.    New towns and haciendas, 

creóle and mestizo directed,   Jostled Maya land holdings and 

threatened to  engulf them and their sparse but tenacious native 

populations.    Apparently considerable   numbers  of Maya had emi- 

grated  in the  face of creóle  penetration,   and were backed now 

against  the forest edge in the lower Chenes,  at  Iturbide,   and 

et the extreme eastern portion of Beneficios Altos around 

Tihosuco.    In general Maya of the Borderlands were indepen- 

dently-minded,   ranging  from rather highly acculturated groups 

in  villages around Sotuta and Yaxcaba,  to the  isolated ranchos 

of the Chenes,  or minor settlements of hults south of Iturbide 
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to the Guatemalan border.  Some native areas had never been 

fully pacified, and all seemingly clung rather stubbornly to 

older v/ayB. Schools, churches, and other instruments of peace- 

ful revolution in their mode of life had been few in the 

colonial era, and nov; did not accompany the entrepreneurs who 

staked out new claims through the Borderlands. As a group the 

latter did not bring with them a patriarchal tradition such as 

that which stabilised the Old Colonial region. Public opinion 

condoned and perhaps even encouragec exploitation and impress- 

ment of llaya as cheap labor, in the name of progress and 

civilization, to \tiich most of the peninsula was committed. 

Common aims of the entrepreneurs acted as a unifying sectional 

force; the growing network of roads promised to integrate the 

area geographically.  Thus on the eve of the Caste V:'ar, the 

Borderlands was well on the way to taking full place as a 

separate and self-conscious section beside the older areas 

with more extended history of colonial Importance.  It was-a 

frontier area becoming sophisticated; its frontier was nearly 

closed in 1847, as it moved to the forest edge. 

With the West Coast and East Colonial, Borderlands com- 

pleted the settled circle around lie rid a and the Old Colonial 

region. In common the peripheral sections offered resistance 

to complete hegemony by the capital. Its rule hnd been di- 

rected largely by hacendados steeped in a tradition of 
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unquestloned   authority.    But though a common reluctance 

to give unmurmuring assent   to Merida's orders might provide 

ephemeral basis for united political action   to  the point  of 

armed revolt against  Old Colonial factions,  atill the 

peripheral areas were sufficiently unlike one another in 

make-up and   aspirations  to make difficult an agreement on a 

mutual long-term program of combined action.     In short,  the 

development  of sectional  sentiments,   stemming in part from 

the  late  eighteenth century, but accelerated following  in- 

dependence put the peninsula in the anomalous position of be- 

ing unable   to £.gree internally on hardly any major policy ex- 

cept   to resist coercion from J/.exico.    Even  the nature and 

anount  of such resistanc e >aa disputable . 
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Table 30. SUMMARY OF LEADING FEATURES OF 
Comparative 

I tema 
Old Colonial West Coast 

SECTIONS IN YUCATAN,   ca.IB47 
East Colonial Borderlands 

Landscape 

SoTTT 

Low bush 
medium dry 
fores t. 
Plain 
Thin; Yellow 

Low bush 
High dry 
fores t. 
Littoral 
TEInT 
Yellow; 

Medium to 
high dry and 
green forest, 
Plain 
Medium; 
Black; 

Medium bush 
to high dry 
forest. 
Hilly plateau, 
Medium; 
Red; Black 

Water supply Cenotes 
shallow wells 

Caves 
medium wells 

Cenotes 
medium wells 
Maise 
Cotton 
Cattle 
Sugar 

Caves 
deep wells 
¿iaize 
Sugar 
Tobacco 

Agriculture 
& Industry 

¿aize 
Cattle 
Henequén 

ivluize 
Logwood 
¿alt 
Fish 

Pori  
facilities 

Sisal 
fair 

Campeche" Sa" Yaiahao 
poor  
Inadequate; 
Static 

Road net- 
work 

Inadequate; 
Developing 

tf&calar 
poor  
Inadequate; 
Developing 

Native labor 
supply 

AOequute; 
Developing 

inadequate; 
independent; 
acculturated; 
Jornaleros 
rancheros 

Inadequate; 
Independent; 
rancheros; 
hults. 

Adequate; 
docile; 
acculturated; 
luneros 

Hacendados 
Merchants 

Adequate; 
independent; 
mllperos, 
rancheros 

Merchants 
En tr epr eneurs 
Military 

Hacendados Entrepreneurs Creole 
leaders 

Educational 
facilities 
intellectual 
life 

Good; 
Expanding 

Toor; 
Static  
Lacking;nb 
periodicals; 
no theater. 

Brisk; 
Literary 
center. 
Periodicals 
Theater 

Good; 
E: 
Brisk; 
Li terary 
center. 
Periodicals 
Theater. 

Poor; 
Static 
Lacking; no 
periodicals; 
no theater. 

Class 
structure 

s table; 
static; 
res trie ted 
mobility 

stable; 
8 Latic; 
some 
mobility; 

uns table; 
static; 
no routes 
of mobility 
Ancestry; 

unstable; 
dynamic; 
highly 
mobile. 

Basis of 
superiority 

Inherited 
land and 
wealth; 
ancestry. 

Economic 
achievement; 
ancestry 

Economic 
achieve- 
ment 

Export; 
Gulf ports, 
Europe 

Internal Internal & 
Export; Gulf 
lorts 

Basis of 
trade 

Foreign 
policy 

Export; 
Havana, New 
York 
Independent 
Yucatan;  lo- 
cal autonomy 

Mexican union 
local 
autonomy 

port 
fee Indepen- 

dence 

Political 
tone 

Conservative 
vs. 
Liberal 

Conversativo 
vs. 
Liberal 

ependence, 
shifting to 
Unionist.  

General 
Impression 

Reactionary 
vs. 
Radical 

Liberal- 
Radical 

vflSnt!*!!^ 
fuse & minor 
productivity 

ltal; plpneerl- 
ng;  In flux. 

Expanding into 
native zones. 
Integration 
proceeding. 

Dominant; 

hegemony; 
shifting 
ecology to 
henequén. 

spiring to 
eaaersnip; 

rigid econom- 
ic base being 
undermined. 
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PART II   THE ORIGINS OP THE CASTE WAR 

"...The agrarian system of a country is 
closely related to its general social 
organization. When you answer the 
question 'Who really owns the soil?' 
you lay bare the very foundations upon 
which society is based and reveal the 
fundamental character of many of its 
institutions, the systems of taxation, 
the code of laws, the distribution of 
privilege and opportunity among the 
various classes of people, the in- 
centives to Individual improvement, 
and the rate of progress toward 
satisfactory living conditions...." 

G. M. McBride, The Land Systems of 
Mexloo. 
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CHAPTER  PIVS 

The Hacienda Complex and the Milpa System 

1830 - 1860 

"The true agriculturalist in practice 
carries out the saying, 'Not only is agri- 
culture a means of living, but above all is 
a way of life.' An Important part of this 
consists in obtaining from the soil products 
for home use, which is viewed as a personal 
satisfaction which creates a bond between man 
and land in many ways, rather than as a 
business enterprise.... But every day that 
passes, we approach the extinction of that 
concept. With arrival of mechanization, 
alteration that deeply affects rural life 
In all Its economic and social phases begins. 
The land is then seen as nothing more than a 
vast factory of numerous produots needed to 
feed industry and cities. Commercial methods 
of factory production are imposed; the placid 
chore of the farmer becomes a Job, completed 
with more personal and general economic gain 
but with perhaps less happiness." 

Augusto Pérez Toro, La Milpa (1942). r •" 

"The milpa system is the only one practicable 
in Yucatan, even with modern tools and farm 
animals." 

James H. Kempton, American agronomist (1935), 
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CHAPTJSR FIVE—THE HACIENDA  COMPLEX AND THIS MILPA  SYSTEM 

/ 

Yucatan was a rural area.  Not more than ten percent 

of Its half million or so population olustered In communities 

large enough to be called cities.  Of these» possibly only 

Merida and Campeche were large enough or sophisticated enough 

to carry on urban activities without close contact with rural 

ways.  Even In those two cities the wealth which permitted a 

leisure class was drawn from the rural hinterlands.  Campeche's 

reliance on salt as part of its exportable commodities was 

nearly the sole exception to the peninsula's preoccupation - 

with field and forest.  Mining and industry were absent, and 

therefore created no magnates. 

Of the oreóles» nearly every family had some connection 

with the land. Through ownership of an hacienda, or perhaps 

only as middleman for agricultural products, most of them were 

conscious of the link.  Professional men, a handful of doctors, 

a few lawyers, and a dwindling number of clergy indirectly 

drew their livelihood from the land by rendering services to 

hacendados and agricultural merchants.  Hacendados paid the 

Church its fees in advance for the Maya who toiled for them; 

in villages and on ranches, the occasional sale of agricultural 

commodities provided small cash incomes from which to meet 

recurring obligations to 0hurch and state.  Perhaps only in 
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oity barrios and In the fishing villages of Campeche did 

agriculture play a secondary role in native thought. Ninety 

percent of the population «as in close and intimate contact 

with the land; the other ten percent in cities were indirectly 

linked with rural enterprises. Agriculture was Yucatan's 

sole industry. 

The basic rural organization had existed from conquest   ''( , 

times, and had in some instances then been adaptation of pre-   >. 

Cortesian arrangements.  Under Spaniards, a characteristic 

form of rural tenure was the hacienda. As Chapter Two in- 

timated, hacienda holdings co-existed with villages and towns, 

with Indian ranohos and other small communities. But to per- 

form the necessary task of organizing economic activity and 

social life for Spanish purposes, the hacienda was a prime 

institution. Through it a mass of Maya labor worked with 

effectiveness to support a handful of conquerors and their 

descendants, whose supervisory responsibilities were often 

delegated to mixed breeds or principal Indians. 

Both in pre-Conquest times and afterward, the great mans 

of natives performed agricultural labor. Fart of this sup- 

ported a ruling olass, in the one case a noble Maya caste/ in   j 

the other, Europeanized rulers plus such native nobility as 

were deemed by the Spaniards to be sufficiently like them- 

selves to form part of the new ruling hierarchy. The haolenda 

was essentially an economic institution./ with social overtones; 

it was distinctively Hispanic, adapted first to the peculiarities 
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of the New World, then successively shaped to creóle needs 

after establishment of European domination. 

There is no reliable record that haciendas, in the Span- 

ish sense, existed in pre-Conquest Yucatan, and data on land 

tenure among the Maya is rather sketchy. Nobles of the ruling 

olass were in a preferred position to exploit labor, slave and 

free; some non-noble families were rich and powerful, possibly 

supported by agricultural wealth of farms and plantations. The 

nature and organization of these plantations is unknown. 

Relationships between the merchants and the large agri- 

culturalists are somewhat vaguely known.  Apparently about a 

oentury before Conquest there was rivalry between them.  As a 

tentative hypothesis, Ralph Roys has voiced the opinion that 

"this condition was the result of an attempt at social revolu- 

tion of a sort in 1441, when the age of the real cities ended, 

that the big cities were ruled by a warrior-trader class, but 

after the fall of Kayapan, the agriculturalist got the upper 

hand."  This condition is reminiscent of the Merida-Campeche 

rivalry treated below, but is more significant here as clari- 

fication of transition from Maya to Hispanic economic institu- 
A 

tiona.  Without necessity for new and difficult indoctrination, 

Maya agriculturalists in the lower ranks could be fitted into 

Hispanic hacienda patterns. 
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II 

Previous pages have also mentioned that Spaniards created 

haciendas at Conquest, and that thereafter the number of such 

2 
holdings Increased.  One fact of considerable significance is 

that Yucatan represented an unusual flowering of the colonial 

hacienda tradition.  In the twilight of the colonial period, 

the peninsula (including Tabasco in this instance) supported 

a number of haciendas significantly far out of proportion to 

its share of the population and area within the whole realm 

of New Spain.  With around eight percent of the inhabitants, 

and perhaps an equal percentage of territory, the province 

contained more than a quarter of the haciendas and estancias 

listed in 1810.  Within its boundaries were between half and 

two-thirds of the cattle estancias; its haciendas were almost 

twice as numerous as its share of the population and area 

warranted. 

Apparently the colonial administrators distinguished be- 

tween haciendas, which had as prime objective the production 

of maize and other vegetable products, and estancias, similar 

establishments devoted chiefly to grazing activities.  In 

fact, though, the line In Yucatan between the two might be 

dlffioult to draw; few haciendas boasted no cattle, and rare 

would be the estancia which did not raise sufficient maize 

to support its hands.  In terms of sections or regions (out- 

lined at length in the preceding two chapters) haciendas were 

grouped chiefly in the Old Colonial region, which with the 
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East Colonial/ shared the e a tandas also. The expanded 

number of these two forms is consistent with the reduced 

number of small independent settlements* the civil ranchos, 

and the towns and villas.  Yucatan «as hacienda country/ 7 
par excellence. 

The accompanying tabulation (Table 31) provides con- 

crete quantitative detail. There is no apparent reason for 

the wide discrepancy in the areas Usted by Humboldt and the 

Tribunal of the Consulado. The Contador, Navarro y Noriega, 

was dissatisfied with some of the Baron's calculations, but 

followed him in this item. 

Haolendas and estancias of this late Bourbon period were 

sufficiently like one another to be classed together here as 

the colonial hacienda.  In many ways they were distinct from 

modern commercial establishments or a transitional type which 

began to evolve from the colonial ones in the period under 

review. Modern commercial establishments tend to be factories 

in everything but name; devoted solely to efficient production 

of one commodity, henequén, they have in most cases dropped 

the prime concept which animated colonial haciendas, that of 

attempt at self-subsistence.  Not unusual is purchase of food 

from outside the hacienda boundaries/ for distribution to the 

resident labor supply, which also is clothed/ and otherwise   ¿ 

cared for by goods and services supplied by the urban markets/ 

rather than by local facilities. ' 

The idea of permanence, represented in the earlier 
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Table 31.  AREA, POPULATION, and P0RM3 OP TENURE, NEW SPAIN, 
1802-10 

Source 
NEW SPAIN TOTAL 

100.0$ 
YUCATAN 

number Percent 
of total 

New Spain 
POPULATION 

1803      Humboldt 
1805       Consulado 
1810      Contador 

5,837,000 
5,764,731 
6,122,354 

465,800 
460,620 
528,700 

8.0 
8.0 
8.6 

AREA (Square Leagues) 
1803       Humboldt 
1805       Consulado 
1810      Contador 

110,478 
37,145 
118,478 

5,977 
3,823 
5,977 

5.6 
10.4 
5.6 

SETTLEMENTS 

1810       Contador 

Cities 
Villas 
Towns 
Civil (independent) 

ranohoa 
Haciendas 
Cattle estancias 
(Haciendas & Estancias) 

30 
95 

4,682 

6,684 
3,749 
1,195 
4,944 

2 
2 

276 

312 
563 
756 

1,319 

6.6 
2.1 
5.8 

4.7 
15.0 
63.8 
26.6 

Sources: Humboldt — Alexander von Humboldt, Essai politique 
sur le royanme de la Nouvolle-Espagno 
(5 vois.. Paría, 1611),Jtt, 8S-fi3, IPl. 

Consulado— "Noticias de Nueva España en 1805 
publicadas por el tribunal del Consulado," 
Sociedad mexicana de Geografía y Esta- 
dística, Boletín, II (1851-52), 3-41, 
esp. pp. 3-6. 

Contador — "Memoria sobre la población del reino de 
Nueva España esorita por D. Fernando 
Navarro y Noriega, contador general de 
los ramos de arbitrios de éste reino [1814]," 
Sociedad Mexicana de Geografía y Esta- 
dística, Boletín. Época II, t. 1 (1869), 
281-90, esp. p. 290, "Estado de la pobla- 
ción de Nueva España en el añ*o de 1810." 
This is a critique of Humboldt*s calcula- 
tions. 
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4 tradition by entail tends to be minimized in modern estab- 

lishment a, since after a period of from eighteen to twenty 

years the main establishment is rased or moved.  A geo- 

grapher has stated rather truly that "perhaps there was no 

greater gap between the Mayan community and the hacienda of 

colonial times than between the colonial hacienda, dependent 

on subsistence resources, and the modern commercialized 
4 

es tabli shment.n 

In the generation following 1830, colonial concepts 

about haciendas underwent change, just as did the ideas about 

education, political rights, and other phases of Yucatecan 

life already surveyed. Colonial ideas persisted, but a new 

type hacienda began to emerge, especially in the Borderlands 

and at the northern and western edges of the Old Colonial 

section. Production for cash profit began to take precedence 

over other motives. Yet not wholly pushed into the background 

was the ideal of self-subsistence.  Unlike the present situa- 

tion, where one zone is almost exclusively dedicated to com- 

mercial production for export, and another to cereal production 

to supply the first, each section, almost each hacienda, 

continued to feed itself.  Not until about 1880 or after did 

interdependence by zones begin to take its present form. 

The shift came simultaneously with precedence of commercial 

crop over subsistence, in acreage and value.  (See Tables 32-341)V) 

In 1845, as the preceding figures show, almost 95$ of 

agricultural activity revolved around production of maize. 
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Table 32.     ACREAGE AND RELATIVE VALUE OF LEADING CROPS, 
  ca.   1845 

Mecates Acres Percent 
acreage 

Percent 
value 

Maize and beans 
Rice 
Sugar cane 
Tobacco and henequén 

6,000,159 
46,666 

102,081 
181,572 

610,000 
4,760 

10,390 
18,500 

"9X1 
0.7 
1.6 
2.8 

61.9 
0.7 

28.8 
8.6 

Total 6,330,478     643,650 100.0 100.0 

Source:    Regll and Peon,  "Estadística,11 303 and their Tables 
5-12   (adapted).     See Table 27,  below. 

Table 33.  PRODUCTION AND VALUE, LEADING CROPS (STATE OP YUCATAN), 
1A7Q 

Production Value 

Kilograms Percent Pesos Percent 

Maize and beans 
Chile pepper 
Henequén 

171,685,100 
1,656,660 

29,040,000 

84.9 
0.8 
14.3 

4,931,020 
138,055 

2,420,000 

66.0 
1.7 

32.3 

Total 202,381,760 100.0 7,489,075 100.0 

Source: Emiliano Busto, Estadística de la República Mexicana, 
vol. I, Part I, Table 28 (adapted). 

Table 34.     ACREAGE  OP  LEADING CROPS   (STATE  OF  YUCATAN) 
1881 vs.   1930 

1    fl   ft   T 
Mecates  Acres Percent 

i 9 a o 
Hectares Acres Peroent 

Maize and beans 
Rice 
Sugar cane 
Various minor 
Henequén 

357,698 
40 

63,656 
2,079 

1,129,429 

36,400 
4 

6,500 
215 

115,000 

23.0 
0.0 
4.1 
0.3 

72.6 

61,870 

1,255 
821 

238,269 

151,400 

3,070 
2,000 

20.4 
0.0 
0.4 
0.3 
78.9 

Total 1,552,902  158,119 100.0  302,215 740,470 100.0 

Sources;  Serapio Baqueiro, Reseña histórico. Doc. #3; A. Fabila, 
Exploración economico-social, 54. 
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Annually the crop represented nearly two-thirds of the 

money value. A generation later* In 1879, commercial crops 

accounted for only 15$ of cultivated acreage, and still 

only about a third of annual value. AAppearance of 

MoCormlok's reaper/ perfection of machinery for cleaning 

henequén (described below)y radically changed the picture 

to one that has continued! only a fifth or a quarter of 

the acreage produces maize; about three-quarters or two- 

thirds is commercial crop.  In 1930, henequén with a value 

of slightly over thirty million pesos constituted 88$ of 
5 

crop value; maize, at three and a half million, only 10$. 

At one point In development of henequén production, its 

cultivation was extended to all parts of the state, sub- 

merging maize to the point that to alleviate scarcity 
6 

considerable quantities were Imported. 

When the commercial crop retreated from the central 

zones where it was relatively unprofitable, maize filled 

the vacuum. Until at least 1880 the subsistence tradition 

persisted in Yucatan, but by about 1900 the present zoned 

economy had crystallized: an area of commercial henequén 

production on the north and west, plus an area of maize- 
7 

without-henequén east and south of it. 
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III 

Haciendas In 1830 were the end product of colonial    -/ 

evolution and expressed colonial Ideals deeply rooted in 

the Iberian past. Though their form and emphasis have 

undergone ohanges in the oentury since Independence* not 

all of the ideals they represented have completely dis- 

appeared.  Surveying the plantation systems of the world, 

of which haciendas are an Hispanic-American variant, Isaiah 

Bowman came to the conclusion that one of two sets of 

oircumstanoes underlay their continuance through modern 

times.  His generalizations, though derived from investigation 

of Híspanlo South America, are valid for Mexico and Yucatan: 

the hacienda system persists "in some places because it is 

economically best for all oonoerned while in other places 

it is a device employed by the landowners for maintaining 
8 

an essentially aristocratic system based on land."  The 

colonial haciendas of Yuoatan seem more generally to fall 

into the latter category than the former, while modern 

henequén plantations would reverse the order. 

In mid-century Yuoatan the ornate establishments of 
/ 

the Old Colonial section carried on the older tradition:    r 
/ 

The functional and less baroque estancias of the East ' 

Colonial approximated commercial establishments, rather than 

symbols of status and prestige; Their proprietors exalted 

ancestry to oover that need. The newly forming sugar 
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plantations in the Borderlands/ and the experimental henequén 

haciendas around Merida*- confessedly «ere bent on organizing 

the available capital, land, and labor for profitable pro- 

duction of a commercial crop. 

Yet over them all (at this period) hovered certain 

attitudes and emotional values of considerable strength. 

The combination of these values and attitudes can be reoognized 

as the hacienda tradition.  Its concrete manifestation in 

buildings, grounds, and negotiations formed the hacienda 

system, several elements have been present, giving scope 

to selective emphasis, to alternative developments. 

The hacienda is a capitalistic economic enterprise 

«hose manifest object is to be profitable to its proprietor. 

It is a system of tenures long recognised in custom and law. 

Individual haciendas and in general form an almost olosed 

social system in which status and rewards have been 

empirically adjusted, where roles are relatively well de- 

fined and institutionalised. Above all, the hacienda is 

symbolic of a way of life; beyond its economic and socio- 

logical aspects, it stands for abstract qualities latent 

in the stream of evolution. Possession of land/ and more  ¿- 

especially ownership of an hacienda brings7 recognition and   , 

esteem that may often outweigh its disadvantages as a 

profit-making business. 

The emotional aura around haciendas is a significant 

factor in analysis of change. Though logically enough, if 
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one aooepts aoonomlo reasoning that perforce assumes that 

the greatest profit brings highest emotional rewards to 

the entrepreneur, the transition from one major crop to 

another which seemingly offered higher profits would 

naturally occur. Yet emotional reefs impeded the ease of 

such shifts. Around cattle and land devoted mainly to 

supporting the haoondado and his family had been encrusted 

deep-seated belief that suoh a use of capital, land, and 

labor was the only proper one consistent with dignity of 

gentlemen. 

A landed estate, not a rural factory, has been and 

even yet oontinuea to be a sign of status in Latin Amerioa. 

Few who are familiar with the psychology of a large group 

of Mexicans would dissent markedly from an investigator's 

statement that "livery Mexican aspires to be a landowner; 

and the life of the hacendado holds a charm unrivalled by 
9 

the attractions of any other occupation.n  The emotional 

satisfactions an owner derives from an old-style haoienda 

may outweigh a tendency to ohange it and modernize it for 

greater economic return.  Pride of proprietorship, for 

instance, underlie^ local feuds, and has been known to with- 

stand blandishments of ready money for sale to foreign 

individuals or companies who offered sums above the apparent 
10 

worth of the property. 

Possession of an hacienda assures the hacendado of a 

round of activities which he holds dear. With a minimum of 
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actual personal toil/ he la in position to enjoy the pleasure 

of leisurely, general oversight of an estate, occasional   •' 

residence gives almost unlimited opportunity for exercise 

of authority over humble servitors to whom he is The Law, 

together with unequalled chance to display fine horses, 

horsemanship, expensive dress and trappings.  Occasional 

trips of inspection over the properties opens opportunity 

to spend life in the open, adding to external show the 

piquancy of personal hardship and danger that should round 

out the existence of a true caballero,'gentleman.11 These 

sentimental values of proprietorship can easily be over- 

emphasised, but often they are important enough to outweigh 

the small oash returns which ownership of an hacienda brings. 

An hacienda usually represents a considerable capital 

investment. Haciendas can be described more easily than 

defined.  In general an hacienda is a large holding of land 

paroels owned or controlled by a single proprietor, on 

which agricultural operations are carried out by a force of 

resident labor, and which aim primarily at self-sufficiency 

and subsistence.  Soonomically the property's chief value 

may lie in the sums of money its owner can raise by 

mortgage, in the cheap goods and services it provides him 

and his family, as well as the assured living which the 

families of laborers are virtually guaranteed so long as 
12 

the hacienda remains a functioning unit.   Direction and 

policy rest in the proprietor's hands, lines of authority 
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in economic and social matters focus on him as the ultimate 

power; with privileges go responsibilities. Pairly obvious 

seems the fact that Individual variations in masters, their 

interests and ideals» gives rise to a range of haoiendaa, 

each, within broad limits of general similarity, reflecting 

the policies of its particular proprietor. 

With generally common aim of self-subsistence, an 

hacienda necessarily draws on the several material and human 

resources of a neighborhood. Within its bounds are diverse 

types of land, each in sufficient quantity for current use, 

plus a variable amount held in reserve for future use or 

reouperating from utilization. Arable land is required 

for subsistence cereals, and at owners' whim, commercial 

orop to bring in cash for support of the numerous non- 

economic activities tending to enhance his prestige.  Grazing 

lands, woodlands, and above all, water/generally fall within 

the orbit of an hacienda.  Building materials, clay or 

stone, as well as timber, are needed for the physical plant. 

Depending on the size and nature of the enterprise is 

presence of necessary adjuncts of social living — small 

stores, a chapel, blacksmith and other shops, health 

facilities and a cemetery. 

If an hacienda meets the ideal of self-sufficiency, 

it forms a small closed world, dedicated to a common purpose 

willed by its proprietor. So far as his property falls 

short of the ideal, proprietors logically seek to expand 
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their holdings in the direction of the needed elements — 

arable land, perhaps, or water, or even the necessary docile 

labor reservoir on whioh success depends. 

An expanding hacienda is dynamic. Conversely, equally 

as logically, proprietors whose properties approximate the 

ideal aspire to maintenance of the stability already acquired; 

the idea of conservation is less dynamio than that of ex- 

pansion, but may bo as powerful by its very inertia. To 

localise these generalizations to Yucatan in the early 

nineteenth century is not an insuperable task. The Border- 

lands was filled with expanding hacienda enterprises; 

opposing their expansion were two types of conservatives, 

the hacienda owners of other seotions who found control over 

peninsular economy and politics threatened, and Independent 

Maya whose local adjustments to the land were directly 

Involved. 

The hacienda system in Yucatan in 1830 was a variation 

of colonial arrangements, somewhat altered by effects of 

Bourbon reforms in the late eighteenth century.  In some 

respects it differed from the haoienda system on the main- 

land of Mexico. For one thing, holdings were relatively 

small in Yuoatan; they were measured by a few square leagues 

at most, rather than in terms of hundreds of square miles, 
13 

as for instanoe, in northern Mexico. Consequently, 

Yuoateoan haciendas usually did not embrace a wide variety 

of soil types and land resources. 
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None of them covered sufficient area to span all the 

wide zones of vegetation and climate characterstio of the 

peninsula^ One result was that a functioning hacienda in 

Yuoatan could be shifted to a different major product only 

with some difficulty» and only provided that the new product 

was cultivable in the area. This simple fact» among others, 

kept the Bast Colonial haciendas from vying with those of 

the Old Colonial region for henequén production, or the 

latter from rivalling the Borderlands in growth of sugar 
¿ - 

oane. The distinctive sectional preoccupation with one or 

two commercial products, based in part on physiography, in 

part on history, is treated in detail below.. 

Though haciendas varied by geographical section as to 

crop, Irf size, and even in architecture, certain general 

characteristics were common.  Whatever its size and style, 

inevitably an hacienda had a casa grande or principal to 

house the proprietor when he chose to visit. This main 

residence, usually of stone, marked the property off from 

similar rural enterprises, ranchos and sitios» whose 

differences from hacienda holdings have been touohed on 
14 

above.   Wrote a contemporary, in advising prospective 

owners about the necessary elements of an hacienda, nA 

sumptuous country residence, adorned with portiooa and 

statues, with wide steps and columns can satisfy the vanity 

of the master and give a demonstration of his magnificence 
15 

and his taste.n 
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Though the author recognised ostentation as a proper 

motive and an aooeptable reason for ownership of a oasa 

grande»  he advocated more attention to utility. The main 

building should be comfortable, elegant* solid, agreeably 

situated at the center of the holdings, surrounded by a 

formal garden.  Ideally the residence would oontain a 

library, bathroom, dining hall opening on the garden, a 

parlor, numerous and well-ventilated sleeping apartments, and 

an office.  Each was to be separate from the other rooms, 

with an Independent entrance from the patio.  In addition 

to the master's quarters, stables and storehouses were to 

be found; the author called special attention to utility 

of a dairy and mill, and suggested that the whole oomplex 
16 

of buildings be arranged in the form of a reotangle. 

Usually this central cluster of permanent constructions was 

generically known as the planta of the hacienda. 

Drawing on his own experience, a novelist of the time 

has left a rather detailed outline of a typical hacienda 

planta in the Old Colonial section. The hacienda faced 

east, and was entered through an elaborate gateway; a semi- 

Qothic archway supported two heavy iron grillwork gates 

about seven feet high that turned slowly and silently on 

their hinges, closed together by a large lock. Behind 

this prinoipal entrance was a quadrilateral grove of shade 

and fruit trees known as the manga; no formal order marked 

planting of the trees, and their heavy shade prevented 
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growth of ground planta. At the end of the manga, up a 

wide set of five or six steps stood the oasa prlnolpal and 

its dependent buildings on a leveled rise of ground. 

Around the corridors which enoireled the oaaa «as a border 

of flowers and medicinal herbs. 

To the right of the main house was that of the mayordomo, 

stables for horses and burros, and a garden, the huerta. In 

it were planted vegetables, fruit trees, and located in its 

center were numerous beehives. To the left began henequén 

fields. Behind the house to the west, down another set of 

five or six steps were corrals. The main one had a gateway 

less elaborate than the principal entrance to the manga; 

beside the main oorral were minor ones, for oalves at round- 

up time, and the ceroado, in which were placed ailing animals 

or those for whatever reason were not pastured with their 

regular herd. 

On each side of the oaaa prlnolpal, north and south, 

was a well from which water was drawn by a series of buokets 

attached to a treadmill. Horses or mules operated the 

treadle, raising water to the surface. By an elaborate 

series of pipes of hollow cane/ water was simultaneously 

oonduoted to watering troughs, drinking fountain, storage 

tank, irrigation works, and a pool in which turtles were kept. 

Here and there below the casa principal stood the straw- 

thatched huts of native foremen, oowhands, and other servants. 
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About five hundred paces beyond the planta, at «hose edges 

«ere the huts, began the milpa, or area in «hioh subsistence 

crops «ere raised. 

As a general rule, the planta was erected on land which 

the proprietor owned outright, but the dependent holdings 

on which crops grew or cattle grazed might be one of several 

types of tenure. The original plot on which stood the 

hacienda house and its surrounding apparatus often was a 

Crown grant to an early colonist, a royal merged, but 

equally as often it was an outright purchase or even usur-   ' 
* 18 

pation of land whose title was subsequently confirmed. 

Though general laws governed development of land policy 

in the Hew World» not unusual was evolution of a local     <<J 

system whioh deviated considerably from the norrn^ Such, 

for instance, was growth of curious circular grants in 
19 

Yucatan's near neighbor, the island of Cuba.   On the 

peninaulay a body of custom grew up during colonial days 

which tended to persist through much of the early nineteenth 

century. 

Landlords seldom purchased outright at full price the 

plots they needed for grazing or for cultivation. Rather, 

they were able to rent them, with exclusive rights and 

provisional title, with but a nominal "down payment" to the 

Crown, leaving a large unpaid balance that seldom was 

collected because uncollectible.  One seventeenth century   - / 
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governor» Don Arias, Conde de Losada y Taboada, «as 

remembered for the numerous aoordadaa of this nature whloh 
20 

he issued.   Apparently acordadas «ere partial land titles 

for plots on whioh cattle graced* but for «hioh full price 

was not reoeived. 

Under the Bourbons, viceregal officials «ere dis- 

patched to Yucatan from time to time for the purpose of 

land reform. Their mandates included confirming land titles, 

reclaiming plots for the Crown, allotting to Indian settle- 

ments publio land that had been usurped by hacendados, or 

attempting to collect unpaid balances due the treasury. 

The process «hereby clear title «as received through them 

was known as a composición.  By payment of a stated sum to 

the Crown, a special royal judge issued to private or com- 

munal owners (who deolared that no Crown lands existed 

among their holdings) a clear perpetual title confirming 

21 
them in their possession.   Each time a Juez de composición 

appeared in Yucatan, local hacienda magnates banded together 

to impede his work.  In the faoe of oppositions it was 

seemingly not unusual for him to sell his judgments out- 

right to the highest bidder. 

In 1710, for instance, Bernardino de Vigil y Soils 

appeared as juez comislonadot within two years he had 

amassed a fortune of eighty thousand pesos through sale of 

judgments in land litigations, despite the efforts of a 

22 
group of hacendados to have him withdrawn. An official 
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reporting on his efforts to clarify the confused land situ- 

ation of New Spain mentioned that the efforts of his speoial 

Judge in Yucatan in 1784 found it difficult if not imposs- 

ible to do anything, as public and eoolesiastloal officials 

limited his power, and consequently little was done in the 

three years to 1787. At that time it was reported that 

"there were Crown lands (tierras realengas) occupied by 

23 
powerful personages of the country." 

Colonial hacendados consistently fought to keep Crown 

lands from passing irretrievably into private hands.  Equal 

opposition was aroused to having such titles confirmed for 

lands belonging to Indian settlements. The first aim pre- 

sumably was based on desire to protect their social and 

political position as landowning aristocrats against en- 

croachment by latecomers who also aspired to preferment and 

prestige. The second was to assure maintenance of the usual 

system whereby public lands were freely used without neces- 

sity for added capital investment.  Provisional title, the 

acordada, gave control of desired parcels of Crown lands 

without need for more than token payment) fee lay in the 

Crown, usufruct and improvements belonged to the haoendado. 

In operation, even in the early nineteenth century, 

the oustom prescribed that the planta of an hacienda rest 

on land to which clear title in fee simple belonged to the 

proprietor.  It might have been acquired by legitimate Con- 

quest grant, subsequent purchase, or even by así usurpation 
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confirmed by fee or bribe given a Juez de oomposlcl6n. 

For the most part hacendados did not have full title to 

pastures or extensive croplands, though these «ere effect- 

ively controlled in many oases by a cordada-type grants. 

Validity of these «as recognized by custom and apparently 

they were as heritable as were olear titles. Utilized by 

laborers on haciendas were public lands, the realengos» 

«hose later name baldíos did not change their status; on 

them temporary settlements or merely fields for growth of 

maize oould be established at little or no cost. 

Custom, then law proteoted planting on baldíos. An 

agriculturalist by clearly indicating intention to cultivate 
A 

a plot «as considered to have created an acotación anticipada, 

an anticipated boundary within which his crop would be 

cultivated. Por two months after he had claimed it, no 

other person might choose the same place» even though no 

further work was carried out/ so long as the land was 

worked, the law proteoted the rights of the milpero to the 
Í 

property, but only for the area actually under cultivation. 

Apparently rather than modifying oolonial practice, 

land legislation in the Independence period to 1841 merely 

legalised custom that had grown through colonial days. Low 

rental was set on publio land, and for individual milpas 

made there, none. For areas above 100 mecates/ the fee 

was fixed at one real per 20 mecates (0.125 peso/2 acres); 

by silenoe presumably the legislators exempted the first 

24 
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26 

25 
100 mecates» the usual maximum size of native milpas. 

To stem the expansion of land-hungry settlements which were 

claiming public lands as their oommunal property, the 

government soon ordered each community to maintain Its 

present limits, and stated that rental was to oontlnue for 

common lands; for those In litigation, fees went to the 

ayuntamiento, for those clearly baldío» to state officials. 

Provisions similar to aoordada grants were formalised 

In law. The colonisation regulations issued in December 

1825 aimed at providing land for the agriculturalist or 
27 

hacendado who needed it.   Still jealous of public lands 

and their accessibility Yuoateoana were not long in issuing 
A 28 

a supplement to the colonisation law.   To about 1840 these 

and other provisions of land policy reflected colonial 

practioe and aspirations, as is clear from Chapter Seven. 

Land doctrines changed radically in scope and provisions 

following the revolutionary movement of 1839 and 1840. 

Temporally the alterations were linked olosely with 

emergence of the transitional type of hacienda, devoted 

to henequén and to sugar, treated below. The importance of 

the shift in land policy as an Immediate cause of the Caste 

War warrants deferring examination of it in detail until 

later.  In general, following 1841 came a series of measures 

which aimed at increasing the amount of public lands open 

for colonisation but simultaneously facilitating their 
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transfer from the public domain to private ownership. 

Entrepreneurs «ho had Invested in sugar cane and henequén 

required outright oontrol of large plots for extended 

periods; a land polioy satisfactory to them aimed at transfer 

of public lands to private hands in large tracts at low oost. 

This ran counter to Yuoatecan development whereby older 

haciendas needed expanses of open public lands around their 
29 

cores. 

IV 

The sociological organization of Yuoatecan haciendas 

branoned from a graded series of "ascribed" and "achieved" 

status positions. The order and function of the several 

roles was early sanctioned by custom.' and then by written 

law. At the top was the proprietor, the hacendado. He was 

the entrepreneur capitalist^ and director of the hacienda 

enterprise. At the other extreme were native agricultural 

laborersa bound to the haolenda by debtor laws. Resident 

supervisors usually represented the master, who in general 

lived apart from the place; they saw that his polioles and 

wishes were exeouted. Within the supervisory group there 

were subdivisions of delegated authority, and among workers 

differences in obligations and privileges ooourred. 

The hlerarohy worked downward from the master; below 

him was an overseer or mayordomo, over one or more mayorales 

and an official of co-ordinate grade, the fiscal; salaried 
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hands, usually cowboys or woodcutters, ranked above field- 

hands, either workers at day wages or a group commonly 

known as luneros. Contributing to the economic well-being 

of the hacienda but not necessarily a functional part of it 

were various groups who rented paroels of its lands, paying 

in kind for the right to raise crops. Such renters or 

share-croppers lived apart from the hacienda, in their own 

independent ranchos or villages, and were not completely 

subjeot to the hacendado's authority. Differences of 

duties and compensation helped define the social grades* 

As mentioned previously, there was a considerable 

correspondence between vocational status and ethnic back- 

ground. Proprietors were customarily creóle; mayordomos 

were raeatino; luneros were usually Haya. When the Caste 

War depleted the labor reservoir of natives, hacienda 

enterprises levied on mestisoa to fill the status of luneros, 
30 

and laws were ohanged accordingly.   The intermediate 

positions of "mayoral1*, "fiscal", and "salaried hand" could 

be filled appropriately by mestisos or Maya. Historical 

evolution had helped blend and shape the expectations of each 
A 

vocational grade to conform with needs of an hacienda and 

adjustment to each other. 

In one form or another luneros had probably existed 

on haoiendas since shortly after Conquest, But not until 

the late eighteenth century did they catch the official eye 
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of royal officials; when they were forced to attention* 

luneros did not seem to fit into any of the categories 

whioh legalists of the day had created for classification 

of Maya tributarles. After a search of precedents. Crown 

lawyers came to the conclusion that luneros partook of 

some qualities that defined each of several classes: 

colonos or gaflanes, salaried or recompensed -Maya who lived 

/  on haolendaa/ terrasjoros or arrendatarloa, those who 

- /  rented private lands/ and vagos, or vagabonds, who had no 

known or fixed residenoe in a reoognized community under a 

native cacique. They finally were classified as emphyteuic 

laborers who had voluntarily agreed tacitly or directly to 

perform limited services for landlords as recompense for 

use of the lands, water, and other physioal resources 
31 

controlled by proprietors.   They were free vassals who 

had entered into unauthorised contractual relationships. 

The issue over the status of luneros arose when the 

Crown suppressed encomienda grants and re/arranged adminis- 

trative practice in Yucatan. Under new dispensation, every 

Indian of certain age owed an annual tribute payment of 

fourteen reales to the Crown; previously some had been paid 

to encomenderos, while others were paid to royal officials 

at reduced rate.  Bach family was individually liable now; 

before, tribute levies were a communal obligation.  Each 

municipal unit had been assessed in accordance with number 
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of families who had originated there; an Indian «hose 

parents had been born in fibtun, for inatanoe, was expected 

to help meet the tribute levy of that village even .though 

he and his family resided in a barrio of Merlda. Tax 

lists now were drawn by place of residence, not ot  origin, 

and tribute payment was ordered to be oash rather than in 
A 

customary goods whose values tradition had fixed. To 

facilitate its own work, the local royal bureaucracy in 

1786 ordered hacendados to advanoe the Treasury such sums 

as were due from Indian tributaries residing on haciendas, 

on the understanding that the proprietors would subsequently 

reimburse themselves by withholding wages from their 
32 

laborers. 

The hacendados, or at least a powerful segment of them 

in the Old Colonial section, attempted to resist the order 

and have it set aside by appealing to higher authority. 

Traditionally the encomenderos and hacendados had been 

reasonably successful at maintaining an unimpaired status 

auo in defiance of attempts to reform or ohange the existing 

conditions; the protagonists of this most recent attempt 
33 

were ex-enoo; ímenderos who also were hacienda proprietors. 

They charged that it was Impossible for them to follow 

royal dictates. Luneros formed the largest group of 

hacienda workers and over them tho proprietors had little 

or no control. These Maya, alleged the masters, were 

voluntary workers who might shift from place to place, who 

u/ 
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earned no oash income, and to whom the proprietor paid no 

money; thus masters oould not reimburse themselves by with- 

holding wages from them, as no wages were paid. They 

stated that the sole obligation whioh this class of natives 

recognised was the duty of working one day a week to repay 

the landlord for use of his water and land; they worked 

<¡ Mondays, "no more"/ hence their name, luneros/ (Sp., lunes,   l 

Monday). Hacendados merely extended them right to certain 
A 

grounds — Na plaoe to live, to raise crops, and to pasture 
34 

their cattle." 

Hacendados distinguished between luneros/ and asalariados, 

or field hands to whom oash wages were paid. They were 

willing to assume responsibility for the latter, but not the 

former.  Looal authorities threatened to move and oonoentrate 

luneros in villages under caciques who would see that the 

Treasury reoeived its due from them; hacendados then became 

the champion of the lunero, pointing out how suoh moves 

would prejudioe his interests as well as throw the province 

into chaos. 

Their defense provides a view of the lunero in 1785. 

Proprietors claimed that some luneros owned horses, as well 

as bee-hives, pigs, and chickens.  In the land around their 

houses or in the neighborhood of haciendas they grew a 

number of products, including maise and henequén, ~as~we.ll 

as owning fruit trees whose yield likewise belonged 
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personally to them. These goods and improvements would 

be damaged or lost by a foroed removal. Moreover, the 

lunero would lose a considerable investment represented by 

his house and grounds, as usually he had been helped in 

erection of the hut, and cleaning and fencing of its patio, 

by companions whom he had rewarded with considerable amounts 

of maize.  Often luneros had no home village to which they 

could be returned, since many of them had been born on the 

hacienda and knew no other residence; but when threatened 

by foroe, they would usually flee to unknown parts, leaving 

their goods behind.  In short, argued the proprietors, 

luneros were really no. different from Indians who lived on 
' 55 

independent ranohosv-^who paid their own tributes." 

In preparation of its counter ease, the looal 

officialdom oast further light on luneros» their duties and 

relationship to proprietors. The provincial Comptroller 

disoussed the origin of the olass. He stated that luneros 

were Maya, some of whom had been impressed illegally at 

foroed agricultural labor by their encomenderos against 

express prohibitions of the practice by royal authority; 

others of them were refugees or descendants of refugees 

whom the hacendados had enticed'from native settlements by 

offers of better conditions, less work and oppression than 

Indians suffered under their caciques. The exodus, caused 

by Inducements which were prohibited, had notably reduced 
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the population of native communities, ao that they "remain 

without people» almoat abandoned." On the haciendas, which 

expanded under the migration from villages, the Indians 

"enjoy oampíete freedom under the sole authority of 

proprietors and their foremen known as mayorcoles, appointed 
36 

by them." 

Suoh emigrants or illegally exploited Maya of 

encomiendas became luneros, he continued, by accepting the 

obligation to work the fifty-two Mondays of each year for 

the haoendado. This was a work-payment for land and water. 

Most of them, however, rather than perform actual Monday 

labor had commuted it to cultivation of maise for the account 

of the proprietor, but not all followed this arrangement. 

Others avoided Monday work by cutting a given amount of fire- 

wood, or even paying oaah to the proprietor for those 

Mondays they did not work.  In addition to Monday work, or 

its goods or cash equivalent, luneros customarily performed 

other minor tasks for the proprietor; they drove cattle, 

collected wax, and the like. He paid them no money for 

this, but did provide a ration of maise for the days they 
37 

were so occupied on his concerns. 

The Vice-Governor added still further detail to the 

Comptroller's findings.  He mentioned that hacienda owners 

had consistently hidden the number of their luneros, and 

professed ignoranoe about their home villages. The 
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difference between luneroa and regular Indian renters was 

that the former lived on the hacienda, not in recognised 

native communities* and paid for usufruct of land by ser- 

vice. When luneros commuted their Monday due, usually 

they agreed to raise a given area of maize for the 

proprietor. 

The customary amount was ten meoates (about an acre) 

of first year milpa (milpa de roza)/ and ten of second year 

milpa (milpa de oafla):38 The former required much prelimi- 

nary work, while the latter was less arduous; yields from 

the first were greater, sometimes two or three times those 

from a seoond year patoh. 39 If the haoendado had paid for 

the cultivation of these areas at rates fixed by the gov- 

ernment he would have disbursed five reales for the milpa 

de roza,' and three for the milpa de caña, as the standard 

rate for the one was a medio per meoate. while seoond year 

milpa could be grown three meoates per medio.  (See Table 35 

for approximate equivalents of units of measure).  Since 

Yucatan was so arid, the right to water controlled by pro- 

prietors and upon which life depended played a large part 

in the relationship established by the lunero, thought this 

official.40 

Settlement of the litigation in favor of the local 

Bourbon bureaucracy in 1787 apparently initiated new devel- 

opments.41 Up to that time proprietors had actively en- 

oouraged native disregard of regulations governing their 

-/ 
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Table 35. COMMON WEIGHTS AKD M3ASÜKSS, NIN2TE BOTH CKNTURY 

equivalents are vory approximate.  Uixlts are general unless 
specified to particular commodities or Items. ihis list is 
very incomplete. 

unit Usual Commodity Contemporary English 
measured equivalent Equivalent 

A R K A fmlloaa. DroDertv. territory) 
vara2 9 pies* 

574-576 varas** 
7.6 ft.* 

mecate* .098 acres 
legua *• 45*402 mecates2 4,330 acres 

6.67 miles2 

L I N S A R 
pie 2 palmas 11 inches 
codo maritime uses 2 pies 22 Inches 
•ara 3 pies 33 inches 
brasa 2 varas 66 Inches 
mecate 24 varas 68 feet 
legua land measure 5,000 varas 3.3 miles 
legua distance of a variable 2.5-3.5 

routet variable miles 

w i I G H T 3 &  DRY MBA3URS 
nlmn4 1/12 carga 7-9 lbs. 
arroba 25 lbs. 
carga cotton (rait) 32 lbs. 
carga malee oto. 12 almudes 84-97 lbs. 
tercio henequén 1/2 carga 

2 arrobas 
?50 lbs. 

quintal logwood 4 arrobas 100 lbs. 
pieza raw sugar 100 lbs. 
fanega salt (wet) 24 almudes 

10 arrobas 250 lbs. 
carga logwood 3 quintales 300 lbs. 
paca henequén variable to 

ca. 1890 
375-400 lba. 

COINAGE &  UXCHANGE 
cinco cacao seeds 3-5 granos ¿0.00125 
veinte cacao seeds 20 granos .005 
chica silver 1/2 cuartillo .015 
cuartillo silver 1/2 medio .03 
medio silver 3/2 real .06 
real silver l/a paso .125 
peso silver 8 reales 1.00 
NB: Peso s varied; peso fuerte has been taken as standard. 

il A B P L S  CONVERSION  FACTOR i> 
yard50 1.19 varas2 

aere- 6,745 varas2; 10 .12 mecates 
.17 legua2 adle2 6,500 mecates; 0 

25 mecates2 hectare 
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residence, work, and fiscal obligations.  Now, however» 

masters were injured by such actions, as they had an 

annual investment of at least fourteen reales per lunero 

who resided on their property; his escape meant loss of 

this sum, which fell short of covering the value of his 

work. Logically one would expect the hacendado to demand 

safeguard of his investment by restrictions on luneros, and 

an inorease in the amount of labor due from them.  What 

steps were taken in the waning years of the colonial period 

to shift in this direction are not known, but early in the 

independence period legislation defining and governing debt 

peonage is found, and a report of 1813 indicates that at 

least some masters had already inoreased the labor of com- 

muted Monday service. 

Even in 1813, some masters retained the former norm 

of an acre of each type of maize (de rosa and de caña). 

possibly because the value of the cereal had risen.  It 

stood at two reales a load; from the maize obligation at 

the old standard, a proprietor would gain perhaps fifty 

reales. The money commutation of Monday labor had been 

standardized at a real a week for each one which the lunero 

failed to work personally.42 Thus even by retaining the 

older mores, a proprietor in 1813 gained about the same by 

accepting work on two one-acre maize plots as in cash from 

his luneros.  But older standards were not as usual as the 

more common requirement of twenty mecates each of first and  ~- / 
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—  and second year milpa, from which the proprietor could 
A 

draw an income equivalent to seven or eight pesos a year 

from efforts of each lunerj?, about enough to support one 

salaried hand.  Luneros still performed an unspecified 

amount of extra work, known as fatiga, beyond the amount 

they owed for use of water and land. 

Apparently only few alterations from late colonial 

years had occurred by the time John L. Stephens visited 

Yucatan in 1839-40, and again In 1841-42.   His report on 

the situation of luneros mirrored practice on the Hacienda 

Uxmal, owned by Simon Peon. This hacendado had the repu- 

tation of being an enlightened and progressive master, 

proof of which seems to be that during the Caste War his 

armed luneros fought invading rebel Maya to protect his 

property.*3 The commuted Monday service was usual in 1839; 

each lunero prepared twenty mecates of maize crop for the 

master, but whether this obligation represents ten of first- 

f     and ten of second year land, or twenty of milpa de roza. 

Stephens does not say. 

The practice of fatiga continued, unspecified In time 

and amount. Whenever the mayordomo had the church bell rung 

five times, all luneros gathered for assignment to work on 

haolenda Interests.  But for this/ they were paid a day's 

wage, one real, and were ¿iven a ration of maize. Debt 

bound them to the place, but if they were dissatisfied with 

their treatment, a lunero had the right to seek transfer to 

a kindlier master.** 
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This process was colloquially known as "getting your 

paper."  On roquest a master was obligated to furnish a 

lunero with a statement that hla debt was so much and that 

whoever would pay that amount might use the services of 

the Indian. The new master assumed payment of the sum tc 

the old, and thus the lunero transferred his bondage from 

one to the other.  Refusal of a proprietor to grant the 

statement theoretically was cause for prosecution, but the 

statutory pronouncements probably had small effect on 

praotlce; the Indian was required to prove that his master 

45 
had been brutal and had refused to grant him his paper. 

To reduce his debt, a lunero of the 1840»s (and per- 

haps earlier) could earn cash oredlt by agreeing to make 

milpa of larger area than his obligation for water required. 

Milpa crop for which he received credit on his own account 

was milpa pagada.  Reduction of debt made transfer to a new 

master easier.  The latter would assume much less risk than 

on a large account. 

A lunero with some ambition might some year prepare a 

first year milpa of one hundred mecates (more probably two 

of fifty each).  Of them, twenty oould go toward balancing 

his labor due; that was milpa de obligación. Another thirty 

could be designated, with the master's permission, as milpa 

pagada.  Fifty would maintain himself, and his family, and ,/< 

their domeatio animals, especially since for himself he 

would get the yield from about ten meoates of second year  - / 
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crop.  His milpa pagada would, according to contemporary 

•Judgment of 1845, produce thirty loads of maize, worth at 

least a peso each.  But because the master would probably 

buy it "in anticipation" (before harvest), its price would 

be discounted slightly, and he would possibly net twenty- 

five pesos credit.   Under a fair master, the lunero system 

left loophole for social mobility by providing a means 

whereby debt could be cleared by the agriculturalist zealous 

enough to work hard.  Once oleared of debt, he might even 

change his status to that of salaried hand or renter, and 

might be appointed as mayoral in charge of a rancho of 

other luneros. This would be unusual. Apparently few or 

none chose to rise.  Most luneros seemed content enough to 

cultivate a minimum amount of land. 

The landlord now was in a favored position. The prioe 

47 
of maize had quadrupled since 1813.*  Prom the milpa de 

obligación of each lunero the hacienda, on an average, would 

derive maize worth from 200 to 240 reales in return for a 

putative debt that annually oould have been met by 52 reales 

cash, one for each Monday.  Few luneros were willing or able 

to handle their affairs on a cash basis. The other side to 

the picture was that in years when crops failed for lack of 

rain or were washed out by too much, the master generally 

fed his luneros from haolenda supplies, charging it to them 

at increased rates. 

Despite the apparently unfavorable economic position of 
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a lunero, young Maya born on the place usually were regis- 

tered In that status when they came to social maturity. 

Lads who were too young to do a man's work were called 

chiqueroros, but when they were fit to assume adult re- 

sponsibilities and to make milpa in their own right, they 

were engrossed on the lunero rolls.  In this sense, a 

lunero status was also an age grade/ as well as a vocational 

category.  When each boy had his name placed on the register, 

opening an account which probably would never be balanced 

until he died, he "contracted the duty of performing fagina 

every Monday, and of cultivating a given number of meoates 

of land, exclusive of those he might raise for the customary 

prioe.»48 

The lunero was a person, not a chattel. Though he 

could move from the place after meeting the legal require- 

ments, he could not be arbitrarily shifted from one hacienda 

to another by his master's sale of his debt.  He was bound 

to the land, a sort of glebe servant.49 By the time of 

the Caste War it seems clear that he owed an additional 

amount of agricultural labor in the form of milpa, beyond 

hia Monday obligation. 

The earlier pattern persisted after the struggles of 

1847.  Only small modifications are reported by 1860. 

Luneros were then, as in the early nineteenth century, ex- 

pected to perform a day's work for the hacienda every Monday, 

or to substitute for it the payment of a silver real.  In 
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place of this, they oould cultivate twenty mecates each of 

first and seoond year milpa. An alternative was open on 

some haciendas. The lunero prepared only ten mecates of 

each kind of maize patch, but then also was required to 

pay the proprietor his weekly real without fail. Whatever 

choice was open to commute Monday labor, luneros all per- 

formed fatiga, but it had been standardized to a two^ hour  -/ 

period on Saturday morning. They were obligated at other 

times to labor on hacienda interests, but were remunerated 

in cash or personal credit.  The milpa de obligación of two 

acres of milpa de roza and two of milpa de cana represented 

an amount of labor for which the proprietor would have paid 

twelve pesos and four reales [100 reales] said Santiago 

Méndez.*' 

The luneros of 1785, 1813, 1840 and 1860 had much in 
• • A 

common.  Small alterations had taken place over these seventy- 

five years.  In the eighteenth century a lunero could repay 

his obligation for use of private land and water in a number 

of ways:  by personal service every Monday, by an unspeci- 

fied amount of firewood, or by preparation of inaize plots, 

each on acre, one of land that had to be cleared, the other 

on cleared land; in addition he performed an unspecified 

amount of miscellaneous hacienda work for which he received 

no pay/ but a ration of .maize.  His link to the hacienda 
/ 

was chiefly through the fact that conditions there were 

less oppressive than in village communities.  No mention is 
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made in sources of debt bondage or a lunero*a making milpa 

pagada; his crops were his own, onoe his labor due had been 

met. 

In 1860 debt bondage, fully crystallized in law, kept 

luneros on haciendas. Their obligations included making a 

milpa de obligación; if they chose to prepare the minimum 

quantity/ (ten mecates respectively of first^ and second.   ;- 

year land) they owed a real for Monday service.  This cash 

was not due if they made an additional amount of milpa de 

obligación. To reduce their indebtedness, they also could 

prepare milpas pagadas.  Fatiga was institutionalized, at 

two hours weekly, on Saturday.  Other work brought cash re- 

turns. 

Seemingly, on incomplete evidence, there was less 

change in the form of obligation and the status of luneros 

from 1840 to 1860 than there was from 1785 to 1813, by which 

time the amount of milpa de obligación had generally doubled. 

Apparently the labor due from luneros was independent of 

changes in wages or the price of maize; it was not open to 

bargaining, but was set and maintained by custom. 

A writer in 1846 analyzed the various advantages and 

defects in peonage based on lunero relationships.  He de- 

plored the brutality possible and even usual under it/ and 

the stntic social conditions it bred.  He assumed, possibly 

correctly, that the great group of Maya on haciendas were 

not zealous for political and economic freedom, but that 

/ -_ 
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they were willing to exohange liberty of action for security. 

Though in general their material existence was at low level» 

and they did not live rich emotional or intellectual lives, 

still "no one sleeps on the ground ... none perishes from 

hunger or overwork.  All have maize, vegetables, fruit, and 

meat....  It is true that most of the year they go about 

nearly naked, but that is because of the heat of the climate. 

It is true also that they lack a doctor's care or medicines 

for sickness and infirmities, but the masters themselves are 

subject to the same privation, if they do not live in the 

capital or large cities."   Probably the social condition 

compared favorably to that of slaves on plantations in the 

United States or Brazil, contemporary peasants in Hiurope, 

or the industrial workers in the United States and Great 

Britain of 1845. 

A jornalero worked for a day's wage, paid in cash by 

an employer.  Although luneros might also sometimes be 

jornaleros, such day laborers did not necessarily live on 

the hacienda. They might be independent rancheros living 

at its edge, willing from time to time to supplement their 

income by contracting a given amount of work. The wage in 

1846 for a day's work, counted at a minimum of six hours, 

was a real, plus half an almud of maize.  Since maize sold 
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at around a peso a load, this amount of corn was worth 

about three or four cents.  In oash and kind a day's wage 

51 was about sixteen or seventeen cents.   It Is Interesting 

to note that this wage level persisted with but little al- 

teration at least as late as 1873, when a committee of 

merchants reported that day wages ranged from eighteen to 

thirty-seven cents for agricultural work, dependent on the 

price of maize.  Day wages for artisans In 1878 had been 

- /   standardised In cities to thirty.seven cents, although they 

might sometimes climb as high as a peso. 2 

Probably the force of jornaleros that an hacienda would 

need for seasonal requirements would be reoruited from among 

,..,„,.  its own luneros* plus, the independent workers who rented 

land from the proprietor. Though they were under no legal 

'Y   compulsion to work for him they probably would find it ad- 

visable to do so if he wished.  In 1813 such Independent 

villagers or ranoheros who grew maize on lands controlled 

by an hacendado paid him five cargas of maize or ten silver 

reales for the privilege. With this payment came right to 

a hundred mecate plot (about ten acres) for three successive 

years. If the rancho of Sabachshé, which Stephens visited 

in 1841, was typical, ground rent had Increased in the 

same proportion as had milpas de obligación over the years 

from 1813. 

The renters of Sabachshé annually paid ten cargas of 

maize per family to the mistress of the hacienda on whose 
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lands they grew crop.53 Apparently tooAthe ranchera of 

Nohoacab worked as jornaleros or renters on lands of the 

Hacienda Uxmal. The proprietor claimed the milpa lands as 

part of his family holdings, but the independent ranchers 

demurred. They argued that the lands on which they made 

their milpas belonged communally and collectively to the 

settlement» and not the hacienda. 54 

Salaried hands, asalariados, were distinct from other 

groups of labor, the luneros, jornaleros, and casual renters 

who might give service from time to time. As early as 1785, 

hacendados distinguished them from day laborers and "Monday- 

workers. n Unlike the latter, asalariados reoeived a monetary 

return for their labor; their relations to proprietors were 

that of employees, not tenants who paid part of their rent 

55 
by services.   Although the term vaquero, cowhand, applied 

to a particular group of salaried workers, the label seems 

also to have been generic, applicable to all salaried 

workers.  As mentioned below, the duties of vaqueros in 

this extended sense went beyond merely oaring for cattle 

and approximated those of hired agriculturalists.  The ad- 

vanced social standing of asalariados over luneros was 

symbolized by their exemption from the Saturday fatiga* 

Having no obligation for use of land and water, they per- 

56 
formed no Monday labor or its equivalent. 

Wages paid to asalariados were on a monthly or annual 

basis. They varied according to the market for hired hands. 
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The normal stipend paid In 1846 through the Interior points 

ranged from twelve to fifteen pesos a year, amounting to a 

monthly return of from eight to ten reales. Less populated 

sections, where labor needs brought sharper competition for 

a aoaroe supply» saw these sums raised considerably. Along 

the west coast from thirty to thirty-six pesos annual wage 

(twenty to perhaps twenty-four reales a month) was standard. 57 

The eight reales which B. M. Norman reported for the Hacienda 
CE Q 

Chichón in 1341 was probably normal for the place and time. 

Moreover» as he mentions» such workers reoeived a weekly or 

monthly ration of maize for subsistence in addition to money 

wages. Then and later it amounted to around sixteen or 

twenty almudes» hovering around a carga and a half. This 

was the amount thought in 1766 to be the requirement of an 

average Indian family; from 1765 to 1841 the value of maize 

had doubled.69 

The lightly populated zones on the edges of Yucatan 

(where correspondingly there was lack of available hands) 

paid the best rates. Wages in Baoalar and Carmen were far 

above the levels maintained where competition was less keen. 

Five to six reales a day for a Jornalero were promised at 

Bacalar for intermittent tasks» such as cutting firewood» 

extraction of lumber for construction» handling small boats» 

and contractual field work like planting» weeding» or har- 

vesting crops.  Monthly and annual salaries were inflated 

accordingly; in addition to keep, an asalariado there would 
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earn perhaps ninety-six pesos a year» at the going rate of 

eight pesos per month. 

Although this soale was eight times that of north 

central Yucatan (at Chichen), still higher was the one in 

force around the island of Carmen.  Day wages were reckoned 

at about a peso, eight reales (the sum earned in a month at 

Chichen), while annual income for an asalariado could easily 

reach 120 pesos» or ten times that of the agricultural cen- 

ters of the peninsula.0i Higher wages evidently brought 

enhanced prestige, as where loggers and field hands worked 

on the same '.Vest Coast establishments, the former were es- 
62 

teemed higher than the latter. 

Commonly the name for salaried workers in agricultural 

areas was vaquero. The true vaquero, cowhand, with a special 

costume "which gave them a savage aspect," was analogous to 

the charro of northern Mexico, the gaucho of the Argentine 

pampas, and the North American cow/puncher.  But their Yuca- 

tecan counterpart seems to have left less trace in popular 

lore than any of these.  He was mentioned only in passing 

by travelers.63 Possibly the very slight stir of romance 

which Yucatecan vaqueros caused in the literary circles of 

the current or later generations is explained by the prosaic 

nature of their regular duties. These were as much agri- 

cultural as they were picturesquely specialized and asso- 

ciated only with stock handling.  Small estates and restricted 

area for cattle in Yucatan gave but small scope for significant 
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development of the aemi-nomadic existence which in earlier 

days (before the introduction of scientific grazing tech- 

— /     ñiques) marked many of the cattle raising areas of the 

world* and bequeathed a characteristic folklore as a 

64 
literary mine. 

Like luneros, the vaqueros formed part of the per- 

manent labor force of an estancia or hacienda.  The former, 

with help from day laborers, and even ground rent paid in 

kind from arrendatarios, were chiefly preoccupied with cul- 

tivation of maize that supported all. Vaqueros, on the 

other hand, did most of the remaining Jobs whioh fell out- 

side the scope of milperos, persons concerned with milpas. 

A primary duty of vaqueros was to handle stock and cattle, 

to guard them, round them up, brand them and carry out 

routine tasks for maintenance of the herds. Among their 

regular responsibilities also was repair and renovation of 

the hacienda water supply and distribution systems; under 

their oharge were the sweep-wells, tanks, and cane pipes 

that irrigated the fields.  In addition, they planted and 

cared for the truck patch (huerta) and the orchards.  Fore- 

shadowing their eventual submergence into the mass of peons 

on commercial haciendas, by I860 a regular chore of vaqueros 

was extraction of a given quota of henequén fiber from the 
gc 

raw leaves.   Like luneros, they lived on the planta of 

the haoienda, apparently in huts furnished them by proprie- 

tors. Like the former, and other resident workers, they fell 
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under the Incubus of debt bondage.  The vaqueros in agri- 

cultural districts «ere quite as likely to be Maya as 

Mestizo, but their counterparts along the southern part of 

the West Coast were almost universally Mestizos, "less 

docile and more demanding than the Indian." 

The minor supervisory roles on haciendas were performed 

either by Indians or mestizos. The major overseer, the 

mayordomo, was always a Mestizo or a foreigner. The dis- 

tinct status respectively of mayocol, fiscal, mayoral, and 

mayordomo, possibly only would be found separately on large 

haciendas. The several functions implied by these categor- 

ies might be discharged on smaller places by only one or 

two persons. The rank of mayocol and fiscal were coordinate 

and below a mayoral. The mayordomo stood at the top of the 

supervisors except in the rare cases where a single pro- 

prietor had a number of haciendas which he placed under a 

general manager, to whom the separate mayordomos reported. ' 

Usually subsidiary units such as a sitio or rancho, below a 

full sized hacienda, were headed by a mayoral. 

Mayocol is a hybrid word.  Its meaning defines the 

status and responsibility of the post.  Prom Spanish comes 

mayor, "chief," and from Maya, col, "milpa." He was in- 

spector of the milpas made for the hacienda's account by 

luneros and other workers. For instance, he was respons- 

ible for all milpas de obligadón and that these met custom- 

ary specifications.  He personally apparently had no power 
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to punish any shortcomings he might discover. He «as 

merely to report them to a mayoral or mayordomo, who then 

investigated and aoted accordingly.68 

If these hacienda authorities ordered punishment for 

delinquencies, the fiscal administered it.  His function was 

similar to the flaoal in native villages; he whipped» taught, 

and collected contributions (in some oases).  He was a 

sohoolmaster» and instructed children in their catechism 

and primary letters» if the hacendado supported a private 

sohool on his property.   On haciendas and in villages in 

colonial times» the whip of a flsoal was his badge of author- 

ity.  It had not disappeared generally by 1841» when in 

'i'icul Stephens saw one used at a fancy dress representation 
A 

70 
of hacienda life.   The remuneration of mayocoles and 

fiscales is not reported» but probably was the same as for 

regular asalariados. 

A mayoral oustomarlly had full charge of a designated 

section of an hacienda» or even the whole haoienda itself 

when the mayordomo was absent.  Seemingly the social status 

and administrative responsibility of this official corres- 

ponded about to that of a cacique in a native civil community. 

In purely local matters he had extensive power» but deferred 

to mestizo and creóle authorities for policy and major de- 

cisions.  The normal unit over which a mayoral aoted was a 

detached rancho which formed part of an hacienda.  On it 

his charges would be either a group of agriculturalists» 
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or perhaps be a small body of cowhands. A poem of the 

period implies that mayorales were likely to be Indian; 

the one in oharge of milpas at the ruina of Uxmal was the 

71 
only person in the vicinity who could speak Spanish. 

The rewards and compensations of mayorales likewise are 

not mentioned in printed sources.  Probably they drew 

salaries equivalent to a vaquero» plus the usual mainten- 

ance rations. 

".Each hacienda has its major-domo, who attends to all 

the details of the management of the estate," wrote Stephens 

after his first visit to Yucatan.  "In the absence of the 

owner," he continued, "he is his viceroy, and has the same 

powers over the tenants."72 From brief reports and passing 

mention of numerous mayordomos found in travel accounts, it 

would seem that they varied widely in temperament, character, 

73 
and responsibilities from hacienda to hacienda.   Almost 

without exception they were drawn from Mestizo groups.  In 

some instances the post tended to become hereditary, on 

occasion filled with the bastard offspring of the incumbent; 

in other instances there was a high rate of turnfover, so 

that it was thought noteworthy that one hacendado had kept 
74 

the same mayordomo for twenty-six years. 

Usually the mayordomo was in a diffioult situation. He 

was responsible to an absentee owner for profitable operation 

of the establishment, yet dared not exploit the tenantry too 

far.  Even before the Caste 'S&r  the hacienda Maya occasionally 
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killed an overseer; the attitude and actions of mayordomos 

as a group were thought by Carl Heller to be an Important 

75 
element in the distrust which Indians showed of whites. 

^? 

Lacking the affection or even respect of the Indians» mayor- 

domos likewise were distrusted by the proprietors.  Baron 

Waldeck and Stephens each set forth a view of the overseers 

that was held by their creóle masters. 

Waldeck, often more colorful than correct, claimed that 

mayordomos were the most bold-faced thieves who existed in 

the province.  Though often illiterate, they could figure 

and calculate exaotly enough to cheat their masters»/ through 

a whole series of tricks and falsifications.  Yet with all 

their thievery, Waldeck added in an unexpected burst of 

morality, they did not live long to enjoy their gains; 

women and gambling in turn robbed them of their money and 

76 
these excesses brought them to an early grave.   In the 

same strain Stephens reported that "These major domos form 

a class in Yucatan who need sharp looking after.  Like the 

Scotch servant applying for a place, they are not particular 

about wages, and are satisfied with what little they can 

77 
pick up about the house." 

Absentee landlordism gave them wide scope for exploita- 

tion and unchecked stealing. The mayordomo was the central 

figure on an hacienda/' during the prolonged absences of 

masters.  In his hands lay administration of justice; he 

adjudicated quarrels between the tenants, and meted out 
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punishment for infractions of discipline.78 He might 

administer the beatings himself rather than turn them 

over to the fiscal.  For all intents and purposes, the 

mayordomo was The Law, and his decisions could be appealed 

only to the master directly, on his infrequent visits. 

Although self-interest dictated prudence, a mayordomo with 

a grudge against either a master or a tenant was in a posi- 

tion to inflict considerable damage and suffering.  On him 

fell the odium that a ruling class reserves for those who 

perform distasteful tasks for them, as well as the accum- 

ulated resentment of the labor over whom he was official 

tyrant. To be a mayordomo was not a gentleman's job. 

In liis formal attirej a mayordomo was a colorful 

figure.  In workaday times he dressed much as did other 

laborers, in sandals, loose trousers, and shirt outside the 

pants; his position was indicated by headgear.  Indoors he 

wore a sort of night-cap, while outside he sported an ex- 

pensive straw hat that might cost nine pesos.  On his rounds 

of inspection and supervision he dressed in the usual vaquero 

outfit, but again with distinctive headwear. 

But when he donned official wear for formal or import- 

ant business, no one would confuse him with the other sal- 

aried hands.  Then his clothes consisted of a tightly but- 

toned suit made of blaok and red checked cotton, belted     -/' 
>\ ! 

with gold buckles; around his throat was a fancy kerchief, 

and on Ms head a small hat something like a derby, on which 
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were ribbons and a pom-pom, and on his feet yellow leather 

shoes. Over the right shoulder swung a gay sarape, and In 

his left hand he oarriad a saber with silver-chased pommel 

and silver-worked scabbard. It may be that his display of 

arms was a traditional status symbol, showing either noble 

Indian blood or Spanish admixture, as colonial law forbade 

the lower orders to bear weapons exoept by special order. 

This gay attire, said Waldeck, "is their formal wear; it is 

79 
the grand uniform of plantation managers." 

VI 

Proprietors played a generally passive role in the day 
A 

-y to day functioning of an hacienda as a social and economic 

unit. As entrepreneurs and directors^- they delegated most 

Y  of the irksome details to mayordomos/ and contented them- 

selves with an occasional supervisory visit to the establish- 

/'   ment/ to audit the accounts of the overseer/ or to play the 

lord of the manor by ordering a barbecue and distributing 

food and liquor at round-up time. 

Stephens was quite amazed that generally the hacendados 

knew so little about their estates.  Speaking of the Hacienda 

Mucuyohe, he mentioned that "The whole appearance of things 

gave an idea of country residence upon a scale of grand 

hospitality, and yet we learned, to our astonishment, that 

most of the family had never seen it. The only one by whom 
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it «as ever visited was the son who had it in oharge, and 

he came only for a few days at a time, to see how things 

were conducted, and examine the accounts of the mayor-domo."80 

Even on occasions when masters customarily lived for ex- 

tended periods on haciendas, they did so only during the 

six or seven months of dry weather; there was a seasonal 

migration to urban centers when the rains began, because of 

the unhealthful condition of the country at that time. 

Plantations on which the proprietor lived usually were 

better kept, and illustrated' the truth of the Spanish pro- 

-81 verb that "The eye of the master fattens the horse." 

But though usually absent, the proprietor carried out 

an Important function. He arranged finances and marketing, 

and took the necessary political steps to protect the unit 

as an operating whole. He bought and sold propertyy and 

ratified or rejeoted agreements with renters.  In times of 

scarcity, when crops had failed, he issued the orders that 

meant much to the resident laborers:  if the hacienda gran- 

aries were opened to them, they might weather the famine, 

but if the proprietor chose to market his grain at the high 

prices whioh he could then obtain, misery and possibly death 

resulted.  A proprietor could advocate or curb innovations 

in technique or produots, and the consequences of his judg- 

ments affooted the social and economic well-being of the 

place.  There was virtually no appeal from his economic 

dictates, and few from the social. He arranged or forbade 
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marriages among laborers» paid the marriage fees, head- 

taxes, baptismal and burial charges of tenants, as well as 

advancing them small sums in cash.  At the annual fair in 

Halachó, Simon Peon pointed out perhaps a hundred and fifty 

of his workers to whom liis hacienda authorities had given 
82 

money for the occasion. 

Keeping an hacienda financially above water was not an 

especially simple task.  In Yucatan, and throughout Mexico 

generally, money and credit were scarce.  Rates of interest 

on borrowed capital ranged from 12%  to 24%  annually.85 As 

a capitalistJ an haoendado had to watoh carefully the uses 

to which his money was pxxtf to tie it up in land or advances 

to workers would leave little or no operating moneyy and, c;' 

force mortgages whose Interest would cut his income to neg- 

ligible amounts. Scarcity of liquid capital is one factor 

that lay behind the attitude of the neo-colonial hacendados 

toward public lands/ and the stringent debtor laws govern- 

ing labor. 

VII 

The value of an hacienda lay not only in the land and 

water it controlled, but also its permanent labor supply. 

The accumulated debts of its workers, which bound them to the 

place, were among its frozen assets, if sale of the place 

was contemplated. They represented a capital investment 
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which brought little return but assurance of a atable 

supply of labor.8* The financial trick which the haoendado'a 

policy of advances to labor had to perform successfully was 

to keep the laborers well and contented enough not to flee 

beyond reaoh of the law, while at the same time keeping 

their debts to him at a minimum. 

Whatever the several causes, hacienda labor had de- 

veloped a psychology of dependence; Maya expected the master 

to do the worrying and to provide them with water, protection^ 

and goods or^the money to buy goods for family existence. 

Each resident family represented a drain on his resources 

that had to be made up by them in the form of products. 

Under prevailing conditions of the money market a small sum 

advanced to a lunero or a vaquero could have brought a rather 

large return invested elsewhere, but apparently hacendados 

did not charge interest on the debts owed them by their 

laborers. 

The accompanying tabulation, Table 36, illustrates 

debt bondage in detail.  It is a sample account, generalized 

and composite, for any vaquero some time after 1830, but 

before the Revolution of 1840. Though it is a fictional 

example, the picture is sufficiently true in principle and 

circumstantial items to warrant trust. Accounting between 

master and servant generally took place at round-up time in 

the spring; then the annual account, the ohan cuenta was     / 

cast, and its results incorporated into the larger running 
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Table 36. SAMPLE HACIENDA LABORER'S OPEN ACCOUNT» oa. 1835 
"N.H. SUms arc In peaoa ana reaj.es; a  realea equal 1 peao. 

ANNUAL ACCOUNT, CURRENT YEAR CONCLUDED (from laat Spring 
round-up) 

CREDITS $    R f R 
Annual salary, one year at 1 peso monthly       12 O 

DEBITS 
Fixed reourrlng charges (paid to specified agencies) 

$  R 
Comunidad (local government)  O  4 
Personal Taxes (state)       1  5¿- 
Obventions (Church)          2  5¿- 
Total  4 7 

Miscellaneous cash advances to laborer 
Last accounting day 6  &" 
Trip with cattle to olty 2 0 
Trip with charcoal and wood 3 0 
Trip with fruit 0  4 
Fiesta of patron saint 2 0 
At birth of child 1  0 
Fall round-up (for gelds)     3  0 
Total  17 4 

Disbursements, total 22 3 

DEFICIT, Current year only  10 3 

22 3 22 3 

CUMULATIVE ACCOUNT ("Nohoch Cuenta") 
Defioit firsi  day of current year 32 5g 
Deficit this year 10 3 

Total, to date 43 Ok 

ANNUAL ACCOUNT, to next Spring round-up ("Chan Cuenta") 

Cash advance, today 5 0 

(Total indebtedness, today 46 oh) 

Source: Gerónimo Castillo, "La hacienda del Refugio," 
Registro Yucateoo, IV (1846), 248-49; tabulated from 
verbal description of various items mentioned there. 
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account, the nohoch cuanta.  Translated literally, these 

Maya-Spanish terms means' respectively "little" and "big" 

account.  In the context from which the figures were 

plucked» the debtor stated that the cash advances he had 

received right after settling his score went to buy oloth- 

ing for his family and to pay for masses, one to Saint 

Anthony, another for the patron saint of the hacienda, for 

the success of his crops in the year just closed.86 

Debt bondage was institutionalized in legislation 

governing vagabonds and laborers. The first were to make 

authorities alert to wanderers who might be debtors. Persons 

roaming the countryside without being able to account for 

themselves could be jailed/ and bound over to the person 
87 

who paid the fines.   In scope and intent laws against 

vagabonds were very similar to colonial legislation in- 

corporated in the Recopilación. Aside from imposing a 

debt on wandering hands, the device was useful to Isolate 

any disturbing elements; if no one wished to add a laborer 

to his force by paying the fine, vagabonds could be put to 
QD 

work on community roads/ or in its fields. 

Labor legislation from 1824 through 1850 varied but 

little/ except in minor detail. A law passed in April 1324N 

provided that all labor obligations must be fulfilled, and 

that any worker who did not have a signed receipt from his 

last master stating that he was free and clear of debt was 

returnable to that proprietor; this applied especially to 
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mayordomos, mayorales, vaqueroa, and luneros. Other hands* 

presumably day workers» were to receive a ticket as proof 

/•<•*/'  ^ they had completed the job for which they were hired. In 

1832 came a similar regulation, one of whose provisions was 

that salaried hands needed to give a two months' notice 

89 
before they could receive their final clearance papers. 

In 1843 labor law was given a comprehensive overhauling 

and provided with an impressive facade; the essence remained 

the same. The regulation divided workers according to the 

type of obligations they "voluntarily" undertook. Salaried 

hands — mayordomos, vaqueros, mayorales — as well as 

j ' j •'  Jornaleros, carpenters^ and others/ had an "expressed" ob- 

ligation; their specific duties were clearly definable. 

Luneros who were indebted were said to have a "tacit" ob- 

ligation, while luneros who were free of debt had an "in- 

determinate" one. No laborer could move about until all 

his obligations for labor had been met; further, indebted 

luneros could not seek a new master during the agricultural 

year, which was defined as the eleven month period from 

July 1 to May 30. The month of June was left as the recog- 

nized time when luneros could seek a proprietor who was 

willing to assume their debt. The only occasion when a 

lunero could change during the year was for a provable case 

of maltreatment.  In 1847 came another order along the same 

lines; one of its provisions was that in payment for the 

various types of agricultural labor "custom will make the 

law."90 
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Tho reason that numerous labor laws «ere passed, eaoh 

similar in tone to the preceding, was that political 

change» from time to time seated authorities from differ- 

ent parties. The similarity of statutes merely indicates 

that regulation of agricultural labor never beoame a major 

political issue, since politics was largely monopolized by 

the proprietor class. They thought alike in this respect, 

however much they might differ on other basic economic and 

political issues. 

The colonial and neo-colonial hacienda system in the 

first part of the nineteenth century provided its entre- 

preneurs with fairly regular but small profits from a com- 

bination of cheap land and cheap labor. Under the prevailing 

land dootrines, which hacendados had defended through the 

late colonial period, very little actual capital was tied up 

in full ownership of soils on which grew subsistence crops. 

Various Illegal but customary colonial devices, then legal 

debt peonage provided a constant, inexpensive labor supply. 

It had nearly all the advantages and also the drawbacks of 

slave labor, but without the added neoesslty of tying capital 

up in purchase of slaves. The agrarian revolution which was 

initiated about 1830 was not an agrarian revolt by the dis- 

possessed, but was a change of policy at the hands of rival 

proprietors.  It left the labor relations virtually untouched. 
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VIII 

The single moat important agricultural activity in 

Yuoatan was the production of maize. Whether measured by 

value, by acreage, or its place in the thoughts of laborers, 
A 

the ancient cereal «as still pre-eminent.  On a regular 

annual supply of maize reated^eoonomio well-being of the   !U-¡ 

peninsula/;as «ell as ita  social contentment and political 

stability'. Shortage or failure of crop on which all persons 

directly or indirectly depended for daily sustenance pro- 

duced dislocations that varied in intensity according to 

the duration and severity of the lack. Surpluses/ or even 

normal maize yields assured a modicum of contentment in the 

population at large. The business of most haciendas «as to 

provide themselves «ith the means of subsistence, and if 

possible, to produce overages that could help feed the 

relatively small urban populations. To this degree, maize 

«as a commercial crop; to hacendados it brought oash returns 

in the markets of Merida and Campeche, and on very rare 

occasions, small quantities might even be shipped to Havana. 

But in general the production of cereals fed only local 

groups in the area which raised it. Haciendas of the time 

were but one of the units which directed the major part of 

its activities to cultivation of grain; villages, ranchos, 

and to a lesser extent, the towns, also aimed at self- 
A 

sufficiency. The interior economy of haciendas «as so 
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arranged that part of the labor force tolled almost ex- 

clusively to produce food for Itself and for other workers 

whose time and efforts were directed by the proprietor 

toward concerns which in the end would produce some cash 

revenue» also needed to run the establishment. The econ- 

omics of commercial products, old ones like cattle and 

hides and newer ones like sugar and henequén, are treated 

in the next chapter. Here emphasis is placed on subsist- 

ence aspects. 

Production of food was not restricted to haciendas, 

but extended throughout Yucatan as a whole. So far as 

•;. /     feeding its own peoplevwere concerned, each unit was almost 

/   self-reliant. The chief exceptions were cities, where a 

relatively large body of non-agriculturalists relied for 

support on maize surpluses from haciendas within trans- 

portation distance, as well as from overages accumulated 

in villages and ranchos. 

Maya civilisation was based on maize; with some ad- 

justment and additions, so was the Hispano-Indian society 

that subsequently evolved through the colonial period. Under 

¿/  Spanish ruley eaoh rural Indian family raised a minimum of 

sixty or seventy mecates of maize; as seen below» this area 

would yield sufficient crop to maintain the family and to 

provide additional grain with which part of the required 

tribute could be paid. Special fields of maise prepared by 

villagers supported their local native cacique, and payment 
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of Spanish tributa in cloth, fowl, and maize helped support L-/ 
A / 

the oonquerors.®1 The increase in amount of labor for each 'u I 

Maya agriculturalist over that which was customary in pre- 

Conquest times is a matter of speculation, and can be 

figured variously to give any predetermined result. What- 

ever the social adjustments were through twenty-eight de- 

cades of Spanish domination, it is clear that by the end of 

Bourbon rule a pattern had been set which changed little by 

1845, and which, as suggested at the beginning of this chap- 

ter, persisted until near the end of the nineteenth century. 

The accompanying set of figures (Table 37) needs but a 

glance to establish the essential similarity between the 

last decade of colonial rule and the situation about a 

generation later. At the earlier date only the East Col- 

onial area, and especially the zone around Tizimin, pro- 

duced significantly more grain than it needed; apparently 

it flowed to the area of Herida. In each period, the sec- 

tions were virtually self-contained so far as food supplies 

were ooncerned; the leveling off to almost complete sectional 

self-support that transpired with growth of transportation 

routes is striking. Local subsistence accompanied growth 

in each area, for it should be remembered that the total 

population of the peninsula increased greatly/ between    o / 

these dates, as figures in Chapter Two have indicated. 

Maize was still a major crop everywhere in 1845. 

The fact that maize cultivation, whether carried 
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Tabla 37.  POPULATION AND FOOD SUPPLY, 1810 vs. 1845 

POPULATION 

Parwan». 
1813 1845 

ÍÍAIZ3 CULTIVATION 
(Mecates reportad) 

P«n»q»n+. 
1810 1845 

Old Colonial 45.6 38.5 34.8 36.4 

East Colonial 18.7 19.6 35.4 17.0 

West Coast 15.7 9.5 12.4 9.5 

Bordarlands Í0.0 32.4 17.4 37.0 

sources:  POPULATION, 1813, Pollcarpo Antonio do Sehinove 
at al.» Apuntaciones para la eatadlstlpa da la 
Provincia da Yucatan qua formaron da orden 
g^gfi10?-?." gg.4e ««wo d« 1Q14 (Marlda7"T871). p.7. 
POPULATION, 1345, aaa above. Tabla 18. 
MAÍZ8, 1813, Podro Manual Ragll, Menoría Instructiva 
sobre el comercio general de la provincia de Yucatan" 
y particular del puerto de Campeche (Madrid. 1814). 

MAIZB, 1845, see above. Tabla 24. 

on  under the shadow of an hacienda/ on the edges of an   <• 

Hispano-Indian community^ or on a lonely rancho, «as a way 

of life as well as on economic activity injects wide margins 

of error in any quantitative considerations of this prime 

enterprise.  It supported a system of values and attitudes 

which has always made calculations diffloult and reports 

unreliable. Morris Steggerda has stated a truism, often 

overlooked,whan ha writes that to query how much aaise an 

Indian has sowed, and how much his yield was, is to pose a 

question which is "a delicate one to ask a Maya. It is com- 

parable to asking a man in our country how much money he 
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earns or how much he has in the bank. An Indian is often 

reticent in supplying such figures until his confidence is 
no 

gained."   To Maya, who were the ones who raised the food 

for the other groups, maize is more than a cropi  it is a    J 

symbol highly charged with emotional force.  Its meaning 

to natives is roughly analogous to that of an hacienda for 

the creóle, the flag to a nation, money to a miser. Prestige 

and self-esteem rest on it. 

The emotional overtones which maize hold for Maya may 

seem irrelevant to an economic analysis of subsistence agri- 

culture, but they are essential for a true understanding of 

many social facts and even political episodes. For Instance, 

before and during the Caste War the destruction and sacking 

of native milpas by Mestizo and Creole troops brought shocked 

and immediate Indian responses far out of proportion to the 

monetary value of damages inflicted. That mestizo military 

forces had burned maize was adduced by Indian caciques in 

1847 as just cause and excuse for the atrocities they them- 

selves committed.93 To the Maya mind the sack of a milpa 

was akin to rape or sacrilege. Among nearly all Maya groups 

the destruction of maize is a heinous orime; as one route to 

perdition it is sometimes equated with sodomy and incest.94 

The tinkering with agricultural mechanisms which creóle 

statesmen did on the eve of the Caste War appeared harmless 

to them, since they viewed maize as a commodity which* like 

any other, was subject to planning and change.  But maize 

'/ 
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was, and still is» enshrouded with an aura of sentiments 

that insulated it from calm and-rational consideration by 

Maya. Maize is more than a commodity, it is the visible 

symbol of an invisible complex world, peopled by mythical 

beings whom the Maya respect and fear. 

Repugnant to native minds was the thought of waging 

war by destroying an enemy's milpas.  Even in bitter pre- 

Conquest struggles between native groups on Yucatan, the 

maize plots of each were sacrosanct, and thus were left 

untouched by invaders.95 Fart of the powerful sanctions 

responsible stemmed from fear, and were religious in essence. 

Despite efforts of Spaniards and creóles over the colon- 

ial period, belief in the spirits and gods of the milpas was 

not killed. Even now they live in Maya minds however much 
A 

they have changed their names for Christian ones or have 

been variously bastardized from the pre-conquest concepts. 

The attitudes and votive actions accompanying each step of 

the process by which maize is raised in milpas have remained 

nearly as stable as the techniques themselves. The latter 

have changed but little since they were first reported by 

/ sixteenth century Spaniards. Still used is an ancient reckon- 

ing of the agricultural year, based on lunar count; the 

shaman-priest, the modem H-men, still plays a significant 

role. His presence is deemed necessary for the well-being 

of the crop, and even in his absence the ceremonies are per- 

• i 

formed by the most adequate substitute available. 96 
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The milpa itself is still personified» and generally 

is thought to have "a mysterious personality." In anticipa- 

tion or thanksgiving for favors (in the form of a good yield)» 

various offerings are made personally to the plot. Maize 

and Maya are linked emotionally. The rhythm of cultivation 

and the series of services prescribed at various points in 

it set the tone of emotional life.  Sven modern city Maya* 

divoroed from the land and nearly submerged into an urban 

proletariat without strongly patterned sentiments of their 

own retain a considerable knowledge of these rural ceremonies. 

On commercial henequén plantations» where maize is bought 

and distributed to Maya workers by the management» it is not 

unusual for Indians to prepare a small maize milpa whose 

yield and economic value is almost nil.  Its contribution 

to the psychic tone of the laborer is considerable. 8 Maize 

gives meaning to the life of a Maya.  It was and has been a 

preoccupation» almost an obsession among the native popula- 

tions of Yucatan. 

Completely divergent points of view marked the oreóle 

analysts and the Maya agriculturalists as to the function 

that milpa agriculture should play in the total subsistence 

economy.  These differences in outlook still exist. To the 

Maya» the milpa is not an economic enterprise whose profit 

and loss are calculable wholly in monetary losses and gains. 

It is the center of a household economy that provides material 

and other satisfactions.  In casting his annual accounts» a 

97 
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nativo feels content if he has produced enough maize and 

other subsidiary items to feed himself, his family, and 

his domestic animals for the forthcoming year. 

The milpa yields him much that he required beyond 

maize. Beans, melons, and other vegetables, honey and wax 

from the bees usually kept in milpa plots, firewood from 

clearing the brush/ are but some of its by-products. Where 

older techniques of weaving or shoemaking have disappeared, 

and he relies on the machine world to provide them, a mil- 

pero needs to plan only a relatively small additional amount 

of cultivation to provide small sums of cash to purchase 

them/ as well as money to pay his taxes and contribute to 

his Churoh. 9 The malee itself forms a very high percentage 

of his family's diet, prepared in numerous ways which Maya 

tastes find palatable. 

Although milpa agriculture is a continuous round of 

activity in successive months for year after year, there 

are frequent intermissions in the cycles that give leisure 

for hunting, attendance at fairs and fiestas, and just plain 

loafing. Technioal skill required to produce malee in 

milpas is much greater than superficial observers might 

suppose; a good amount of skilled Judgment and decision is 

involved.  The welfare of his family rests on the milpero's 

correct estimates, often on scant evidence, of soils and 

weather.  His recognition in the community depends on the 

quality of his crop, and the reputation of the community 
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in the area is likewise connected with their collective 

successes or failures. The processes included in the cycle 

of maize cultivation are simple to enumerate» but difficult 

to practice. 

Milpa agriculture differs from tillage agriculture in 

that the cultivation uses no plows. The ground is not 

broken, harrowed and raked. A milpa is an unplowed patch 

in the surrounding brush, usually fenced to prevent intrus- 

ion of animals. The major steps in its cultivation are 

selection of the field, clearing and fencing, planting, 

bending over the maize stalks so that they will not be 

rotted by rains, and harvesting. 

Work on the milpa proceeds through nearly every month 

of the year, with considerable intervals when the plot is 

not visited. Activities are closely geared to the seasons 

and weather in each. Milpa sites for the ensuing year are 

revisited in the dry season; in January or February the 

mllpero with machete hacks away forest growth to make a 

clearing of required size, leaving the brush piled as it 

falls. When winter suns have dried the fallen brush and 

dried the clearing, he sets fire to it in April or May; the 

wood ashes are the only fertilizer usually applied. 

In late May or June comes planting. This may be div- 

ided into two operations. With a pointed stick/the farmer 

makes holes into which he drops maize grains mixed with other 

seeds, usually beans and calabashes. At this point enters 
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an important ceremony, Chao-chac, to insure rains. The 

plot is weeded following the first rain» and then abandoned 

until September. The "vengeance of the milpa," a spirit 

who revenges itself on intruders is sufficient protection 

against other Maya.  In September or October/ the ears    ¿¡ 

which have grown during the rainy months are bent or 

doubled, so that they mature and harden by preventing 

further rain from entering them and molding the grain. 

Harvesting is a gradual process that extends from November 

through the next February. Meantime, in August or September, 

the milpero searches out suitable places for next year's 

operations, since annually a new milpa in the uncut brush 

must be planted.10* 

Various estimates have been made of the amount of time 

which a Maya spends making milpa. Recent investigations 

tend to support each other, within the error attributable 

to estimate/ and possibly to different localities. Steg- 

gerda has calculated that about eight hundred hours a year 

must be invested to produce a milpa fifty mecates square. 

A local investigator, Augusto Peres Toro, obtained figures, 

which show that 1,584 hours would be needed to cultivate 

twice the area; doubling Steggerda's findings gives 1,632 

hours. Since the Maya working day ranges from six to eight 

hours, the average of Steggerda's figure and that of Perez 

Toro, divided by an average day of seven hours indicates 

that a plot of one hundred mecates would consume 229 * 4 
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days of an unaided milpero. Thus a oarga of maize repre- 

sents about sixteen hours labor, the figure used below.102 

Flots of one hundred mecates, or two of fifty, however, 

would far outstrip in yield the modest needs of a Maya 

family for its own subsistence. A milpero who planted 

that much crop would really be an entrepreneur with an eye 

to the commercial market rather than modestly contenting 

himself with covering the needs of his family for food» 

with provision for a minimum cash revenue. 

Basic to his own planning, as well as to creóle govern- 

mental authorities seeking to insure the peninsula as a 

whole an adequate supply of maize, is the mooted question 

of how much maize a Maya family annually consumes. The 

quantitative data show discrepancies. Those for the nine- 

teenth century, based on empiric observation, and more re- 

cent scientific results are in essential agreement. The 

n/>  sole eighteenth century figure encountered is suspect; it 

is ambiguous, in that the authors do not state whether it 

/   represents one adult/ or a family, and it may have purposely 

been stated low to buttress an argument for reform. Nine- 

_,'  teenth, century sources do not distinguish as clearly as 

would be desirable between maize raised for human consump- 

/   tiony and that required for animals, a laounajá that is 

present in the results shown by Redfield and Villa. 

Table 38 attempts to reduce these various findings to 

a comparable basis.  One difficulty, of course, is that 

V 
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Hiapano-Maya measures are approximations; the basic unit of 

')   /   weight, the carga varies from 87 to 94 pounds. A carga of 

94 pounds is arbitrarily used in Table 38.  To as surte that 

an average Maya household annually required thirty oargas 

of malze^for itself¿jan^a fev^fowl^ would not miss the 

truth by far, if figures in Tabla 38 have any validity. 

The dally and monthly rations of inaize that wera custom- 

arily paid to day-laborers and salaried hands, about a 

bushel a week, was thus adequate, and really released them 

from necessity of making milpa themselves. 

Table 38. ANNUAL QUANTITY AND VALUE OP MAIZE NEEDED BY A 
MAYA HOUSEHOLD 

R3P0RT 
NO. Dated 

1766 
1766 
1845 
1845 
1931 
1938 
1938 

A M 
Cargas & 
Almudes 

17 
34 
30 
30 
26 
25 
38 

B      Average 
(Minus item l)i 30 

•—w^—^mmm^mmmmmm^—•^^—— 

0 U N T   S 
Pounds 

1532 
3064 
2820 
2860 
2440 
2400 
3577 

2860 

Bushels 

27.4 
54.8 
50.4 
51.0 
43.5 
43.0 
64.0 

51.0 

VALUE 
Carga 
(Pesos) 

0.25 
0.25 
0.50 
0.50 
5.00 
3.50 
3.50 

Total value 
in pesos 

6.35 
12.70 
25.20 
25.50 
217.50 
151.00 
227.00 

SOURCES AND NOTES:  One carga equals 12 almudes; one carga 
equals 94 lbs.; 56 l'bsT equal 1 bushel; 1 carga equals 
1.67 bushels. 
(1-1766), Valora and Javier do Corres, "Discurso sobre... 
Yucatan, 1766," loo, olt.. 17; (2-1766), ibid., but 
doubled to include two adults per family; (3-1846) 
Regil and Peon, "Estadística de Yucatan," loe, oft», 
303-304; (#4-1846), "Memoria sobre la conservación de 
los cereales en Yucatán," and "Apmdlce a la memoria 
sobre la conservación de cereales," Registro Yucateco, 
II (1845), 41-50, 110-13;(#5-1931), Redfield and Villa, 
Chan Kom. pp. 56-57; (#6-1938), Steggerda, "Maize pro- 
duction," Indians, pp. 127-30, exclusive of animals; 
(#7-1938). Ibid., Including animal feed; (#8-average)» 
excludes first estimate of 1766. 
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- / 

To meet his own needs* a mllparo would probably expeot 

to cultivate a plot thirty mecates In area.  Although the 

yield per mecate has always varied according to place and  ]L. 

skill of the agriculturalist, figures of the period and 

those of later investigations have rather well established 

that a car^a per mecate is a normal expected return from a 

milpa.  The return from second year milpa would be from a 
A 

quarter to a half less than the first year yields. A second 

year milpa is often only one-third the size it was the first 

year.103 

By cultivation of a first year milpa of fifty mecates, 

a Maya of 1845 would be able to live comfortably and have a 

cash balance sufficient to meet most of his obligations. The 

twenty cargas surplus from the first^year milpa, and perhaps 

another fifteen from the milpa de paña would have had a cash 

value of around seventeen pesos. This would fall about five 

pesos short of meeting the year's needs tabulated in Table 36. 

By making sixty mecates of milpa de roza, and twenty of 

second year, a Maya would be free of many worries, if the 

weather was good.  He could stay out of debt, live comfort- 

ably, and still have more than half the year as his own for 

other concerns.  To grow sixty mecates of first year crop 

would require in the neighborhood of 137 days of seven hours 

each; the milpa de caña, requiring perhaps a third less work, 

would need about thirty such days.  In 167 days, therefore, 

a Maya working alone would provide a living for his houssholdj 
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spending money for himself and wife, discharge his obliga- v" 

tions to Church and state, cover the expenses of a new 

child, ^ave satisfied unspoken urges and quiete^ latent     (•' 

fears by properly working the land and mollifying the milpa 

gods; he was left 197 days — six months and more scattered 

through the year — for his own devices.  It was small wonder 

that the Maya were not markedly envious of the life of cre- 

óles and mestizos, and that in general they were apathetic 

to the new directions which creóles called "progress.N  It 

had but little to offer him/ economically or emotionally. 

IX 

"¿ J 

The resistance offered by Maya in the 1840*8 to be- 

coming paid hacienda employees thus was not wholly the 

oonsequence of ignorance and "barbarous instincts."  Bven 

when analyzed by the restricted logical assumptions that 

govern economic thought.the results give indication of his 

relative better condition in a village or on an independent 

•rancho T*ther_than as a paid hand, or even a lunero subject  ¿ / 

to frequent impressment at day wages on an hacienda.  Cal- 

culated on a subsistence basis alone it would be unprofit- 

able for him to exchange the life of an independent milpero 

for that of a Jornalero, and certainly more unprofitable 

to become a vaquero. The following tabulation shows why. 

It highlights the fact that independent milperoa had a 
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sound economic basis, aside from emotional ones, for re- 

sisting encroachment of creóle haciendas and the attempts 

to reduce native rancheros to the status of fixed-wage 

earners (asalariados) whose rewards for labor were pro- 

portionately less than returns on basis of day wages. 

Table 39. COMPARATIVE R3TURNS   ON 100  DAYS  OP LABOR, 
JORNALERO va.   RANCHERO 

8TATW 

GROSS RETURNS 
(actual) 

Jornalero 
[wage earner) 

Cargas 
of 

Maize Pesos 

CONVERTED 
MRTT   RKTTTRM 

(Maize 
value) 

(Peso 
value) 

plus keep at I almud 
of maize daily. 

Profit above subsist- 
ence. 

8i tl2.50 32-i 
2a 

16.25 
1.25 

Ranchero-Jornalero 
UBTRSyS or miipa woric 
32 days jornalero at 

1 real and 1 almud 

30 

2i- • 4.00 

100 days, mixed labor, total return. 
Profit above subsistence  

40l 
ioI 

20.25 
5.25 

Ranchero  (Maya milpero)! 
xuu days or milpa work 
(700 hours) 44 
Profit above subsistence... 

44 
14 

22.00 
7.00 

Recapitulation of Profits above subsistence needs 
(maize converted to pesos) 

Jornalero 
Ranchero-j ornalero 
Ranchero 

Gross for 
100 days 
$1.25 
5.25 
7.00 

Per day 
>.0125 
0.0525 
0.07 

Times that 
of Jornalero —"rtzr— 

4.2 
5.6 

Profit per 
day's wage 

10. ( 
42.0 
56.0 

Not only were Maya reluctant to serve as day-laborers, 

but when they did so, they actually demanded pay on the basis 
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of Job-unita rathar than on straight day wages.    Behind 

this attitude there was also more than blind adherence to 

outworn tradition.  Whether they all reasoned it out in full 

is indeed dubious» but at the current rates for labor in 

1845, Maya proportionately received higher cash return on 

a contract basis than on a par diem scale.  Contracts were 

for a given number of mecates/ to perform a stated task — 

weeding, clearing, and the like. 

The unit measure, the mecate, was derived from a Span- 

ish measure, 24 varas, or 72 Spanish feet of 11 inohes eaoh. 

Its use persisted even though the metric system was begin- 

ning to displace it toward the middle of the nineteenth 

century.  Somewhat incorrectly a mecate is now thought to 

be 20 meters; actual Indian measuring cords more nearly 

approach the old Spanish running meoate. The difference 

is about 1 meter; 72 feet times 11 inches per foot times 

2.54 centimeters per inch yields a metric length of 21.12 

meters. 

The average length of measuring cords found by Steg- 

gerda was 21.5 meters; Indians, apparently unable to account 

for the discrepancy between the 21 meter plots (on eaoh side) 

they laid down, told Redfield the difference was for "what 

the birds take."  In fact, the Maya mind probably was never 

converted to the metric system, a creóle importation. Use 

of the mecate as unit of measure for contract labor also 

opened up cftanoe-Qf exploitation by a dishonest employer. 
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One Mfiya noted by Pérez Toro marked off his running meeates 

in 30 meter lengths rather than the usual 20 or 21 meters. 

As a result, the labor he hired for weeding (by the mecate) 

had to clear 900 square meters of ground/ rather than the 

400 or 430 which "regulation" mecatea contain. 

At first glance the following table does not make clear 

that in 1045 for a Maya to demand that his labor be paid on 

/ -     a unit-contract rather than day wage rates gave him an econ- 

omic advantage (Table 40). This situation would not be true 

in 1938; he would be better off to hire out at the day wage 

than by contract. To establish the validity of the 1845 

estimates, to demonstrate the relative constancy of real 

(as opposed to money) wages, and to indicate the reversal 

of advantages in the two periods, Steggerda's data from the 

1934-38 period are included in Table 40. The comparative 

section of it exposes the quantitative reasons why native 

agriculturalists stood to lose by electing a day wage scale. 

His gain on contract was the difference between the usual 

day" wage of one real (plus keep) and the dally earnings of 

a real and a half (without keep) he could reoeive on contract 

basis. Conversely an hacendado or entrepreneur who could 

hire maize cultivation at day-wage rates rather than at con- 

tract rates stood to increase his profits proportionately. 

These figures, had they been presented in the above 

fashion in contemporary times, would have been Important to 

plans of individual workers and to individual hacendados. 
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Tabla 40.     COST  OF ONE HUNDRED MECATES OP MAIZE  (HIRED LABOR), 
. 1845 vs.   1938 

PROCESS LABOR  COSTS—MONEY PERCENTAGE OF 
(Pesos)         VALUE COST  PER PROCESS 

1845 1938 1845 1938 

Locating the field 1.25 6.00 3.4 2.5 
Clearing the brush 12.50 75.00 33.3 31.9 
Fencing the plot 7.50 50.00 19.9 21.2 
Planting 2.50 15.00 6.7 6.3 
Weeding 6.25 35.00 16.6 14.8 
Bending or doubling 2.50 15.00 6.7 6.3 
Harvesting and storing 5.00 40.00 13.4 17.0 

Total Direct Labor Costs 37.50 236.00 100.0 100.0 

COMPARATIVE    DATA     (Derived 

Standard day wage   (pesos),  see sources 

1845 1938 

$0.125 
$0.50 

1.50 
Average selling price per carga  (pesos) 3.50 
Ratio of day «age to selling price 4 2.3 
Cost per carga #0.375 2.36 
Profit per oarga  (Oross—without overhead) $0.125 1.14 
Per cent profit   (on cost) 33.3# 45.4 
Pnr cent profit  (on selling price) 25.0£ 32.6 
Cost at day-wage rates   (8 hr. days),  200 dayi 125.00 300.0 
Hourly wage — contract-job basis $0.025 0.145 
Hourly wage — day wage basis $0.015 0.187 
Ratio, profit per carga/wage per diem (carga 1.0 0.7 
Ratio. Drofit per carga/contract wage  (carga .31 0.38 
Daily wafte.  contract basis  (8 hours;»  pesos ¡¡¡¡o.yu J..J.1 
Per oent gain for worker at contract rates 37.5%" -» 
Per cent gain for worker at day waf 

1 Peon.  "EJ 

;ea — 26.0£ 

Sources:    1845~Regil a» itadlatica, "  loc.  cit ,.,  304. 
1938—M. 3tegRerda.  Maya Indians ot ' Yucatan. pp.   93-113. 
Neither source includes overhead- cc >sts,  or px 'ice of seed 
An additional 20¡¿ profit might be e expected il * milpas 
lay in areas where lack of cattle c >b via ted n« icessity 
of fences. 

Government officials and other unofficial planners, however, 

wore interested in larger matters. They were anxious to know 
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how much maize the peninsula needed» whether agricultural- 

ists were producing It» and If not» what policy then to 

follow. Closely connected with these questions were those 

affecting land law and land use.  How much more population 

could the potential resources of Yucatecan subsistence 

agrioulture support¥ 

Given a total population of approximately half a 

million maize-users, and^the fact that each family of five 

consumed about thirty cargas a year makes answer to the 

first query relatively simple.  Arithmetic shows that a 

hundred thousand families each using thirty cargas a year 

require about three million for the whole. The 3,332,000 

mecates reported for 1846 would feed about 550,000 persons.' 

The actual estimated population was between 575,000 and 580,000 

at most and a minimum of 505,000 (See Table 1, above). Tak- 

ing the errors of estimate and the hidden numbers both of 

maize areas and of people into account, the congruence be- 

tween food supply and needs showed that the peninsula was 

self-sustaining in normal years, when each mecate yielded 

its accustomed carga. 

106 

Was the policy of attracting immigration by lure of 

cheap land and increasing the present popula tion by health 

measures and the like an economically wise one? Contempor- 

aries produced figures to show that of Yucatan's total area. 
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only a email amount was under cultivation. Only about 990 

square miles annually grew any crop.107 Of the whole area, 

some 48,000 square miles, this was only two peroent.  Of the 

"effective area" roughly estimated at about 16,500 square 

miles, it was around &%.    The area which was not "effective," 

it will be remembered consisted of high woodlands, swampy 

savannah, and other terrain unsuitable for dense settlement. °° 

Yet in fact subsistence needs which were met by milpa agri- 

culture necessarily.demanded more cultivable land than these 
/ ••.  

low percentages indicated; because of the nature of the system, \ 

For reasons which are not yet wholly ascertained, a milpa 

produces maize in significant quantities only for two, and at 

most, three successive years. The precipitate drop in yield 

during the second and third years a plot was cultivated was 

formerly attributed by theorists to soil exhaustion, weed 

competition, or the choking of malee by grasses which the 

Maya could not combat. Reoent researches, and more espec- 

ially the experiments and results reported by Steggerda, now 

oast serious doubts on the validity of these earlier explana- 

tions.109 The phenomena, however, remain the same; yields 

drop rapidly after the second year, and there is significant 

difference between the first and second years. 

How long the land must rest before it can be re^cultivated 

.and produce efficiently has never been established accurately. 

The minimum seems to be ten and the maximum about twenty 

years. Though in any one year a low percentage of ground is 
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bearing maize, it representa only one-tenth or one-twentieth 

of the area required for subsistence; the remaining plota 

7 
are either reserved for future operations/ or are lying 

fallow and recuperating from relatively recent use. 

To allow sufficient room for error in estimates of 

food supply needed» a fairly safe assumption is that a new 

fifty mecate plot for each family needs to go into produc- 

tion annually.  In ten years/ each family would require five 

hundred mecates; if the rest period for the land is twenty 

years, each would need one thousand mecates. The hundred 

thousand families of 1846, assuming diet habits to be fixed/ e; 

and yield per mecate to remain the same, would preempt from / 

fifty to one hundred million mecates; these areas respect- 

ively equal 7,700 and 15,400 square miles.  Of the total area 

of the peninsula they represent 16% and 32%.    Of the area 

which ^above pages have assumed to be effective, they are 

46.5# and 9Z%.     Permanent installations (roads, etc.) and 

fixed settlements (oities and towns) currently use up 20$ 

of Yucatan's land.110 If in 1846 these spaoea had been only 

half as numerous or as large, the percentage of the effect- 

ive area occupied by them, plus that under cultivation, plus 

that recovering from cultivation^ and that being reserved 

for cultivation in the foreseeable future would bring the 

amount of land currently used or pre-empted to an area from 

56.5$ to 103^ of the habitable section. 

Appearances were thus misleading.  Great stretches of 
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land, from nina-tenths to nineteen-twentietha of the total 

habitable area, apparently was unproductive because It lay 

Idle. Yet these uncultivated stretches «ere necessary 

merely to feed the half million or so souls living In Yuca- 

tan. Further expansion of population meant pushing peoples 

onto marginal lands — the arid karst of the coast, the 

heavily forested regions of the east, the dry high forest 

and savannahs of the south. 

Contemporaries thought that Yucatan could support eight 

to ten times the current population of around half a million. 

Modern estimates equal or double that figure.  In the face 

of these guesses, though, it seems arguable that even had 

the population of 1846 doubled, the peninsula would soon feel 

pinched for land on which to raise its food. This was more 

especially true since commercial cultivation of sugar and 

other orops was simultaneously reducing the amount of land 

that could be allocated to maize.111 

Even as it was, Yucatan suffered recurrent shortages 

of maize. Bad weather — too much or too little rain — 

political disorders which kept men from the fields, shortage 

of hands due to epidemics, and perhaps other causes brought 

major or minor scarcities in 1807, 1817, 1827, 1832, 1834, 

1837, 1842, and 1846 (the year before the Caste War), when 

floods were a factor in short crops.112 When maize was short, 

the scarcity set in motion a number of developments. 113 

People near the coasts imported grain from abroad,to 
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feed themselves and to succor a horde of refugees wh^ch   "    / 

poured In.  In 1836-37, for instance, maize was shipped to 

the cities of Compeche and Merlda; though its value rose 

from the normal four reales per carga to sixteen in the 

interior, little of the staple made its way inland.11* 

Following the hitter war with Mexico in 1842, which dis- 

located normal living and production, Yucatecans imported 

between two hundred and two hundred fifty thousand cargas, 
lie 

again largely to the West Coast and Old Colonial areas. 

One writer thought the shortage of 1842-43 could be blamed 

on liberal legislation that had relieved the Indians of 

making a minimum of sixty mecatea of milpa each year; when 

relieved from official pressures, they raised only enough 

maize to support themselves. 

In times of scarolty, improvident or uncharitable pro- 

prietors were likely to release laborers/ to avoid feeding 

them.  Often these Maya turned to rloh Indians who would 

hire them and provide maize at less than market rates; even 

suoh wealthy natives retained some of the feeling that maize 

was sacred, and not merely a secular commodity, since they 

avowed their oharity in the form of grain was because maize 

"is the sweat of my brothers and it is not just that they 

-117 
pay too dearly to eat it." 

Market prices reflected the shortages.  Normally a 

carga brought an average of three reales in zones like Peto, 

where much was grown, to six in Campeche, with the peninsular 

>•/ 
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average around four. These doubled under alight scarcities 

and quintupled in near famine periods. 
118 

Shortages of maize 

thu3 brought a real emergency, a period of stress when fears 

were mobilized» when opportunities for exploitation or charity 

increased. 

To ameliorate scarcities, to cushion the shock of fam- 

ine, and to alter the methods of subsistence agriculture to 

Increase yields and make more efficient use of the land, 

creóles advocated various changes and innovations.  Apparently 

these had small practical effect as their ideas and plans 

remained in the literary or propaganda stage.  One writer 

set forth at some length the necessity for establishment of  ' 

a system of community-owned silos or granaries. By  forcing 

inhabitants to store surpluses of maize in the abundant years, 

a reserve could be built up against the recurrent crop short- 

ages, thought by contemporaries to happen at least every 

other year. The rhythm of production seemed to be one year 

of bountiful crops, followed by two years of scanty or even 

scarce harvests.  The legislature, to whose attention the 

plan was called, apparently did not write the reform into 

law. 119 

Another publicist urged that more attention be given 

to rice as a subsistence item. Not only did it return more 

~/v    profit on capital invested than mai*e, but in years when 

heavy rains washed out the corn, these climatic conditions 

were optimum for rice and the abundant crop would relieve 

threat of famine. 
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Still another project «as the substitution of tillage 

agriculture fi>r milpa technique through more extensive use 

or plows. The latter was said to be an aboriginal develop- 

ment that now had no place in a progressive society. Pro- 

prietors who had traveled in the United States and observed 

methods there» however, demurred from this view» and set 

forth one that has been repeated independently by modern 

7^yy agronomists» that is» milpa techniques are well adapted to 

the soils of Yucatán and habits of the Maya.  "It is less 

laborious and more productive to cultivate by the primitive 

mode than by modem methods»" wrote one» probably Simon Peon, 

adding» "lands...in which, the population is concentrated are 

little appropriate to plowing."  But others thought it was 

tj.me to abandon these simple primitive means» to oonoentrate 

grain growing in one zone, and link it to industrial and 

commercial ones by roads» to stimulate internal trade» "which 

for nations is like the circulation of blood in individuals."121 

One or two active steps were taken that touched the in- 

terests of native agriculturalists. To provide the state 

and local communities with funds» a law in October 1844 ' T taxed maize cultivation. A fee of one real for each ten 

mecates was set, whether the milpa was made on lands be- 

longing to the state or held by villages; in the one oase 

the revenues went to the state treasury» in the other, to 

local funds, to be spent for the improvement of the village — 

probably for schools.122 Presumably discontent among Maya 
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and reduction of their milpas ensued, Svaa at the beginning 

of the following agricultural season, when milperoa were 

seeking new sites, part of the law was repealed. 

Natives were not required to pay fees on crops they 

raised themselves for their own account after November 1845. 

In August ,1846came further relaxation in that vecinos, 

citizens (usually whites)/ were relieved of paying fees on 

cultivations made by or for them in the common lands of the 

123 
settlements in which they lived.    This left payments to 

be made only by hacendados raising maize as a commercial 

enterprise. 

Governmental tinkering with maize production possibly 

was an added dissatisfaction among the growing accumulation 

of grievances that Maya villagers and rancheros were piling 

up against creóles.  Nor would it tend to ease the tensions 

between rival groups of entrepreneurs, the neo-colonial 

proprietors addicted to cattle and maize» and the newer 

ones, who hoped to finance operation of Yucatan's govern- 

ment by minimum taxes on their own products, but maximum 

on the others. 

XI 

-/ 

Thus some of the economics and patterns of subsistence 

appeared on the eve of the Caste War.  Slightly modified 

types of eighteenth century haciendas remained the character- 

istic creóle rural establishment, an institution that supported 
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a sooial system and buttressed a tradition.  Debt peonage 

provided sufficient labor to sustain it, but workers had 

not been depressed to the level of a rural proletariat. 

Subsistence «as still the leading agricultural motif, and 

it was organized around the ancient milpa system/ carried 

on by Maya.  The wage and sooial structure of the nineteenth 

century gave native milparos certain tangible and many in- 

tangible reasons for preferring to remain in villages and 

on ranchos as independent producers. 

Subsistence economy was geared to a land system that 

was marked by relatively small areas owned outright and the 

existence of large tracts which could be used at nominal or 

no rental. The latter were exploited by hacendados who 

raised cattle and maize, by communities of agriculturalists 

living on haciendas or in civil communities quite apart 

from them.  Because of the poculiaritiea of milpa agricul- 

ture, from five to twenty times as much land necessarily 

lay idle in any one year as was under active cultivation. 

The area thus preempted represented at least half and poss- 

ibly more of the habitable portion of Yucatan, so that 

further inorease of population or penetration beyond the 

line of settlement in 1345 threatened the food supply of 

future years.  Each section, almost each community, at- 

tempted to be self-sustaining. Disappearance of land 

around them into private ownership and consequent establish- 

ment of new groups on it was a matter of grave concern. 

£• 



CHATTER  SIX 

The Waning and Emerging Economies 

1830 - 1880 

"Under whatever aspect our commercial 
relations of the day are considered, 
one finds them in decadence.* 

La Vog Pública, February 12, 1847. 

"The neoeasity of living by means of 
work made them [Yuoatecana] extract 
advantages from even the most im- 
productiva soils.... This zeal for 
work» this necessity of productive 
activity» made the industrious men 
fix on the precious henequén plant.... 
What prodigious riches were formed 
in an instant! What movement! How 
much money cam© forth from the depths 
of a land that all bad looked on 
with scorn!" 

Saraplo Baqueiro, local historian, 
1879. 



CHAPTER SIX — THE WANING AND EMERGING ECONOMIES 

Changes on the economic landscape of Yucatan oould 

scarcely be overlooked by even the most casual traveler. 

The alterations in the old balances between leisurely 

hacienda life and subsistence agriculture in scattered 

native ranchos» hamlets^and villages «ere immediately 

linked to growing tensions between Maya and oreóle. The 

waning of old oropa, the rise of new» moreover, had their 

repercussions on the political scene. Regionalism and 

factionalism operated from essentially the same economic 

bases. Differences of opinion as to the course Yucatan 

should follow in its relations with Mexico and with the 

United States, as well as the allocation of power to one 

or another group on its domestic stage tended to follow 
A 

closely the economic trends of the time. 

Because measurable in quantitative terms, even though 

the statistics often enough had large gaps and errors, the 

economic transformation of Yucatan from 1830 to 1860 oan 

be described and demonstrated in more positive form than 

can the equally important sooial and emotional developments 

of the period, whioh conditioned and directed the economic 

ones. The strong urges to modernize and to progress, which 

were a constant element in social and intellectual activities, 

were quite as evident in economic lines. 
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Added to the impetus given by writers and orators «ho 

wished to see Yucatan take an important plaoe in the new era 

was the inesoapable fact that unless new departures were 

successful, the peninsula's sources of wealth and reservoirs 

of capital would soon disappear.  It was becoming increasingly 

manifest that the colonial and neo-oolonial eoonomy that had 

carried the place through earlier years was now antiquated 

and outmoded.  Its products found but small sale abroad» and 

even these slim markets were being whittled away by competi- 

tion from rival» and often more efficient» producing areas. 

Thus during the decades from 1330 to 1860 an older economy 

was dying and a new one was still in a state of gestation. 

Inevitably hardships and disturbances arose from eaoh of 

these processes. 

As indicated in previous pages, the older commercial 

eoonomy of Yucatan, and most certainly the new, had a dis- 

tinctive regional distribution.  Each seotion was virtually 

self-subsistent, but tended to specialize to a greater or 

less degree in its productions for export or for Internal 

trade. Prom the very outset, the Old Colonial area had been 

wedded to grazing, with minor interests in other lines; a 

new hope appeared in the form of henequén.  Early in colon- 

ial times trade in salt occupied the West Coast, to which 

then was added a lucrative commerce in dyewood, plus other 

forest products; ship-building on a significant scale began 

to make its appearance in the middle and late colonial period. 
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The Saat Colonial aaotlon had undergone a serlea of 

dlaappointments.  One after another Its major colonial 

orops declined: anil for dye3tuff had been a mainstay 

during the century following Conquest, but diminished in 

importance during the seventeenth century. Cotton, raw 

and processed, declined in the late eighteenth. Grazing, 
A 

about the same time, was beginning to push into the area 

on a measurable scale. Wax, honey, and deerskins had been 

contributory sources of inoomo, as was copal for incense, 

some attempt was being made after 1830 to replace the shrink- 

ing returns from these colonial items by emulating the ex- 

ample of the Borderlands "and-pin the regional hopes on sugar. 

In the Borderlands/ sugar was hailed aa the crop on 

whioh Yucatan's future should be based, now that the penin- 

sula was free of the restrictions placed on it by commercial 

and political interests in Spain. Sugar seemed to offer 

more than did tobacoo, an earlier and continuing Interest 

south of the Sierra. 

/ / 
/ 

II 

The accompanying tabulations provide a panoramic view 

of Yucatecan economy, viewed as productive whole (Tables 31-34). 

Profiles of various parts of the economic scene have been de- 

rived from an inventory made around 1845 by Yucateoans familiar 

with local habits and market operations.  In an attempt to 

provide a quantitative base on which legislative policies 
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could be built» they estimated the total value of economic 

activity which produced commodities for exchange within the 

bounds of the peninsula or for export and sale outside it. 

There are undoubtedly errors of smaller or greater magnitude 

in the figures» as where proven data were not available, a 

reasonable guess was hazarded.  Further, exclusion from the 

tabulations of income produced by services makes it an in- 

complete view; in some cases services amounted to consider- 

able sums, as for freight alone peninsular growers and 

merchants annually paid a calculated 380,000 pesos. Though 

no statement was made to the effect, however, probably such 

items are reflected in the unit prioes assigned the particular 

commodities. With all its defects, the inventory of annual 

production in 1845 seems sufficiently accurate to highlight 

some of the broader truths about the economic situation, and 

to warrant some limited generalizations based on it. 

Table 31 itemizes the commodities.  The original scat- 

tered data have boon consolidated and grouped, and certain 

minor errors of addition and extension corrected.  As seen 

from the total, the estimated production of commodities 

amounted to slightly over six and a half million pesos 

annually. Depending on which of the several contemporary 

estimates of population are accepted (see Table 1), this 

would plaoe the per capita production somewhere between 

eleven and thirteen pesos. 
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Table 42. ESTIMATED VALUE OP , ANNUAL COMMODITY PRODUCTION, 1845 
By Classes of Goods. In pesos . 

E X P C R T E D I N T K R N A L T n T A T.' 
Class Pesos Percent 

total 
export 
trade 

Peaoa 'ercent 
;otal In- 
ternal 
trade 

Pesos Percenl 
total 

produc- 
tion 

Staples 16,108 2.1 3,592,579 61.2 3,608,687 54.5 
Cattle 61,723 8.5 82,000 1.4 143,723 2.2 
Forest 363,660 51.0 59,031 1.0 422,691 6.4 
Mineral 63,763 8.8 24,723 0.5 88,486 1.3 
Tobacco 68,955 9.6 260,000 4.3 328,955 5.0 
Sugar 10,503 1.5 1,649,910 28.2 1,660,413 25.2 
Henequén 98,671 13.7 55,319 0.9 153,990 2.3 
Miscellaneout 35,545 4.8 146,548 2.5 182,093 2.8 

Totals 718,928 100.0 5,870,110 100.0 6,589,038 100.0 

Source: Tabl e 41 abo ve. 

Table 43.   UNPROCESSED vs.   PROCESSED COMMODITIES IN LOCAL 
AND EXPORT TRADE,   1845   (in pesos) 

Unprocessed Processed 
 If.nmn   , 

Total 
-Paaon ..Pftrcont 

INTERNAL TRADE- -Staples 
Other 

3.592.579 
2igZZ«5gl 

3.592.579    54.6 

mm- IWtWMh TRAPS—Total 3fS92,5'/9" 2,277,531 i~£L 
EXPORT TRADE—all Items 557.488 161.440 73,8,928 10.8 

TOTALS 4,150.067 
percent 53.0 % 

2.438.971 
57.0 % 

6.589.038 100.0 
100.0 % 

Note 1: UNPROCESSED includes staples, henequén, fiber, uncured 
hides, leaf tobacco, logwood chips, timbers, uncured 
deerskins, salt, 'miscellaneous vegetables, and live 
cattle and animals.  PROCESSED includes all other 
items listed in Table •>!. 
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Table 44.  RELATIVE DISr 

(Staples omitted 
rR I BUT I OH 

values 
OF COMMERCIAL COMMODITIES, 

in oesoa.  000» a  omitted) 
1845 

Class Total 
Value 

(pesos) 

Percen 
total 

commer 
clal 

Value % int- 
ernal 
trade 

Value % ex- 
port 
trade 

Market and 
amount     sold. 
Inter- 
nal 

Expor- 
ted 

Cattle 143.7 4.8 82.0 3.6 61.7 8.8 57.0 43.0 

Forest 422.7 14.2 59.0 2.6 363.6 51.7 15.0 85.0 

Mineral 88.5 3.0 24.7 1.1 63.8 9.1 28.0 72.0 

Tobacco 329.0 11.0 260.0 11.4 69.0 9.7 79.2 20.8 

Sugar 1£60.4 55.7 1,650.0 72.5 10.5 1.5 99.5 0.5 

Henequei 154.0 5.2 55.3 2.4 98.7 14.1 36.0 64.0 

Misoell, 182.0 6.1 146.5 6.4 35.5 5.1 80.7 19.3 

Totals 2£80.3 100.0 2,277.5 100.0 702.8 100.0 76.2 23.8 

Source:    Tables 42,43  a bove. 

Table  45.     YUCATECAN   EXPORTS TO FOREIGN LANDS,   BY TONNAGE,   1845 

Country Purchases 
(chief) 

Tona exported Percent 

1.     France Logwood 11,991 30.8 

2.    United States Henequén 11,768 30.2 

3.    Great Britain Logwood 6,441 16.4 

4.     Cuba Henequén 5,108 13.4 

5.     Germany Logwood 1,981 5.0 

6.     Italy V 547 1.4 

7.     Belgium ? 472 1.2 

8.    Holland ? 366 0.9 

9.     13r.  Honduras ? 209 0.5 

10.   Jamaica ¥ 76 0.2 

Total 38,959 100.0 

Source: Regil and Peon.   "Estadii 
(adapted). 

stica de Yucatán, 1  loc.   cit.,334 
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It seems clear enough that internal trade, for local 

consumption, was many times more Important than export busi- 

ness.  The latter comprised only a little more than ten 

percent of the total value.  If commercial production (a 

figure obtained by omitting values of subsistence items) 

alone is considered, nearly a quarter of it went abroad. 

In this foreign trade forest products, especially logwood 

chips, was the most ponderable item; in value it was three 

times as important as its nearest competitor» henequén.  As 

more than five-sixths of forest products, more than two-thirds 

of salt sales, and over three-fifths of henequén production 

depended on outside markets, any satisfactory foreign trade 

policy pursued by Yucatan would need to satisfy all these 

interests to avoid friction among them.  Cattle now repre- 

sented less than five percent of annual sales, and less than 

ten percent of export trade, although more than two-fifths 

of the exchanges were made outside the peninsula. 

On the local markets/ subsistence crops outstripped all 

others in value.  Well over half of all the aggregate values 

were comprised by maize and beans, the staple of creóle and 

Yucatecan alike, with a minor note contributed by rice.  The 

continuing importance of the maize-beans combination in the 

economic and social life of Yucatan was treated above. 

When subsistence crops and the exported items are sub- 

tracted from the whole, the remainder of goods listed are 

minor handicrafts (furniture, henequén harnesses and hammocks, 
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etc.) and foodstuffs that required some processing beyond 

their ripened state in field or forest. The total of these 

processed items represented a little more than a third of 

total annual production. Thus subsistence items accounted 

for about 56%,  processed items for peninsular markets near 

34/o, and exports, both unprocessed and processed* \0%,    The 

nature of Yucatan's foreign trade is emphasized by the fact 

that more than three-quarters (77.8$) of its exports were 

raw materials; the bulk of the processed items were henequén 

manufactures -- bags, cable, and the like.  The figures in- 

dicate that hand-made cigarettes were more than twice as 

Important as henequén manufactures, and that soap almost 

equalled it; both these items stayed at home. 

Of items produoed for cash sale rather than for sub- 

sistence, sugar in various forms dominated the market.  Its 

value was more than a quarter of all production, and more 

than half the commercial items; in the latter connection it 

was at least three times as Important as any other group of 

commodities.  In 1845 its weight in the export market was 

nil; Its sales were almost wholly localized to Yucatan. 

Sugar and henequén, as explained below, were post-colonial 

commercial crops which by the eve of the Caste War had reached 

some importance. Together they accounted for more than a 

quarter of all annually produced values (thanks chiefly to 

sugar), and more than three-fifths of commercial production, 

made up for more than a seventh of export trade, and jointly 
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comprised three-quarters of local commerce. As vested 

Interests they were new and obviously could be powerful. 

Thus a bird's-eye view of Yucateoan economy, seen from 

the peninsula, corroborates with figures the adjectives be- 

stowed on it by local writers and travelers.  It was prim- 

arily subsistence, with the bulk of the remainder dedicated 

to filling local needs.  A small export trade shipped abroad 

raw materials, and with the advent of henequén/ some few 

manufactured items in addition to a scattering of craft and 

hand-work like hats and cloth dolls also left the peninsula. 

Such an inventory* of course, does not reveal what goods and 

in what quantities were imported to fill demands which the 

resources of the peninsula could not cover. 

The data on import trade tend to be less trustworthy 

even than those touching local production. Smuggling was 

rife, and no central fiscal agency existed to collect figures 

consistently on the movement of goods and money.  Regil in a 

report for 1845 (copied in part by Heller) indicated that at 

least a million pesos worth of goods entered from foreign 

ports/ and a minimum of fifty thousand from Mexican ones. 

These figures included an estimated 25%  to cover smuggled 

commodities. When Regil revised his Memoria of 1845 five 

years later, his figures for 1845 were changed somewhat, 

but the essential truth appeared that Yucatan had an un- 

favorable balance of trade that ranged from at least 330,000 

pesos to perhaps 440,000, and that the bulk of imports (a 
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million or more pasos annually) came from abroad rather than 

from Oulf ports of Mexico. The fact that each year Yucatan 

imported from Mexico cash to the amount of 468,096 metal 

pesos perhaps is related to the similar unbalanced import- 

export trade.* 

The vast array of minor items that entered the peninsula 

to make up a million pesos worth of foreign goods annually 

2 
were reflected in lengthy tariff schedules.   In general, as 

might be expected, they were manufactured commodities from 

the United States and Europe, especially cloth, luxury goods, 

and, occasionally^mechanical equipment such as printing presses. 

In 1845 nearly all imports paid about eight percent ad valorem 

with the exception of certain items Yucatecans wanted to ex- 

clude (mainly sugar, raw cotton, and soap) which paid double 

this figure. Although the per capita imports amounted to 

slightly less than two pesos, in fact they probably were re- 

stricted to use by whites, so that if this group alone were 

considered, the per capita consumption of foreign goods per- 

haps would reach three times the peninsular average. 

The vessel which brought Stephens to Yuoatan in 1841 was 

probably typical of shipments; it was a two-hundred sixty ton -/ 

American ownedAand.manned bark, whose "cargo was assorted for 

the Yucatan market." Iron goods, miscellanies (including 

muskets, cotton, and turpentine), and gunpowder constituted 

the major classes of merchandise. 

No conclusive figures, and very few hints, are available 
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to show the different amounts of goods which came to Yucatan 

from the outside world. Unfortunately this lack of specific 

data makes necessary the assumption that probably commodities 

shipped to the peninsula emanated in those countries to which 

Yucatan sent its export items.  Even for a somewhat later 

period in the nineteenth century» little detailed information 

appeared on the flow of goods from abroad. Writing just be- 

fore the mushroom growth of henequén rearranged many of the 

older patterns, Yuoatecans mentioned in 1878 that in general 

there was a scarcity of foreign goods, but that from the 

United States and England came cloth, with preference to the 

former, and that from France also were purchased fins cotton 

goods, cashmeres and the like, silks, as well as luxury items 

suoh as jewels, wines, perfumes, even machinery. The writers 

called attention to the amount of French goods that was 

shipped to them via England, and in that time the consider- 

able quantity of English steam-Zengines at work; in 1845 the 

only steam engine was that mentioned for the Aurora Yucateca. 

Baranda's cotton mill in Valladolid, which was of American 
4 

manufacture. 

In the absence of other facts/ it must be assumed that 

the countries to which Yucatan shipped goods reciprocated by 

furnishing the peninsula with manufactured items. Table 45 

summarizes the relative size of Yucatecan markets abroad in 

1845. Thanks to logwood sales. Prance was the prime pur- 

chaser, with but a negligible edge over the second best 
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customer* the united States. Oreat Britain and Cuba together 

bought about as much as either of those, and the four accounted 

for over 90$ of exported tonnage.  It is worthy of note that 

perhaps in almost that order were the literary and cultural 

influences from abroad which were being assimilated into the 

Yucatacan scene at Merida and Campeche. 

Superficially the amount of foreign trade in which Yucatan 

waa involved had changed but little in quantity from late col- 

onial times.  Figures for the last decade of the eighteenth 

century resemble very closely similar ones for 1845, but the 

likeness tends to be misleading.  In earlier times, as can be 

noted from a statement made by a group of Yucatecan officials 

In 1804, export and import figures Included the record of goods 

trans-shipped.  For instance, the salt merchants of Campeche 

and other mariners plied the waters for a considerable distance 

from the port, picking up and leaving cargoes; each commodity 

that was brought into the place, although put in a warehouse 

awaiting transfer to a point outside the peninsula was tab- 

ulated as an Import, and as it left, was entered as an export. 

Further, amounts of coined silver and gold which entered and 

left appeared as Imports and exports, so that without itemized 

statements of imports and exports, it is difficult, if not im- 

possible, to isolate the commodities actually produced on 

Yucatan and sold abroad, or the items coming from outside 

which were consumed in local markets. 

A hasty glance at the comparative figures for exports and 
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Imports from 1791 onward would give the impression that 

little change had occurred in the productive capacity of 

the peninsula, and that the spurt of activity in the years 

from 1791 to 1796 reached a level that was relatively un- 

changed fifty years later. This is not wholly true.  It is 

apparent that the first five years of the closing decade of 

the eighteenth century seemingly saw an increased Interest A 

and movement of goods, a significant faot.  Whether the 

figures of 1796, which doubled those of 1791, owed their 

increase to a reduction of smuggling or to an actual upswing 

of economic aotivity is an open question.  Both earlier and 

later officials were loud in their complaints against contra- 
g 

band trade which defrauded the government of revenues.  The 

figures of 1845 included an estimated 25$ additional to cover 

the presumed extent of this illicit trade. Table 46 presents 

some data on the earlier foreign trade of Yucatan, as well as 

the estimates for 1845. 

Por whatever they are worth, the figures in Table 46 

lead to the conclusion that from 1804 to 1845/ the actual    c 

Yucatecen export goods had more than doubled.  It certainly 

seems probable that in the latter year the peninsula was 

furnishing more goods on the world market than it was at the 

turn of the nineteenth century. 

Perhaps more Important for the understanding of local 

affairs on the eve of the Caste War was the change in composi- 

tion of the trade, in addition to its over-all increase,  m 
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Table 46.  FOREIGN TRADE BALANCES, 1791-1845, In PESOS 

Year Source arose Imports Gross Exports Yucateoan 
goods 

exported 

Gross 
Deficit 

1791 a 428,754 248,732 ? 180,022 

1795 a 414,854 303,731 ? 111,123 

1796 a 981,906 523,916 ? 457,990 

1804 b 1,133,256 822,804 298,064 310,452 

1845 0 1,110,070 718,928 718,928 391,042 

1845 d 1,000,000 608,357 608,357 391,643 
- 

Source >s:  (a) Echanove at al., Cuadro estadístico...1814," loe. 
olt., par ^38; (b) Pedro de Baranda et al., "Estado 
que forma este Ministerio do Real Hacienda...1804,n 

Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loe. cit., Apéndice #4; 
(c) Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loe. cit.» 336, 
adapted; (d) Heller, Reiaen, pp. 225-26. 

Table 47.  DISTRIBUTION OP FOREIGN TRADE, 1804, IN PESOS 

V A LÚE PERCENT 
Imports Exnorfcs Triport-.a lZX.pOTt.ti 

National goods (New Spain) 

Foreign goods (extra-Empire 

Spanish-American goods 

Yucateoan goods 

347,981 

120,146 

665,129 

85,714 

109,019 

330,006 

298,064 

30.6 

10.7 

58.7 

10.3 

13.2 

40.1 

36.4 

Total 1,133,256 822,804 100.0 100.0 

Source:  Pedro Baranda et al 
de Real Hacienda.•. 

.., "Satado que forma 
Campeche...1804," lo 

este Min 
o. olt. 

lsterlo 
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1804, without details* the Yucateoana «ho provided figures 

for that year also mentioned that the principal items which 

comprised the local products sent out from Campeche (the 

only authorized Yucateoan port of the era) were rice, logwood, 

salt, salted fish, henequén sacks and cords, wax, and tallow. 

From other sources it is known that colonial Yucateoan export 

items also leaned heavily on sale of meat and hides in Havana, 

and even eggs (at about half a centavo eaohl) went to the 

island of Cuba.  The relatively minor role that these items, 

with the exception of salt, logwood, and henequén, played in 

the second quarter of the nineteenth century has already been 

briefly Indicated by Tables 41-44. 

One reason for the lessened importance of some colonial 

commodities was a considerable drop in their price.  Of the 

items mentioned for 1804, only salt and henequén twine still 

held firm in value by 1845. The others displayed loss in 

value that ranged from a third to more than a half.  Only 

salt showed an increase in price, rising to 1.00 peso a 

fanega from 0.75, an increase of 25$.  Other elements, 

sketched below, hampered or retarded the continued develop- 

ment of crops and commodities which had bulked large before 

Independence. Decline in their market values is summarized 

in Table 48. Sample prices from the first, second, and third 

quarters of the nineteenth century appear in Table 49. 
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Tabla 48.  PRICK DECLINE OF COLONIAL COMMODITIES, 
1804 va. 1845 

Product Common Equival- Price Price Difference Peroent 
unit of ent lbs. 1804 1845 (pesos) drop 
measure 

Rioe arroba 25 2.00 0.75 1.25 62.5 
Logwood quintal 100 1.25 0.50 0.75 60.0 
Wax arroba 25 18.00 8.00 10.00 55.5 
Tallow arroba 25 4.00 2.00 2.00 50.0 
Henequén bags each 0.18 0.10 0.08 44.5 
Salt fish arroba 25 1.50 1.00 0.50 33.3 
Salt fanega 250 0.75 1.00 0.25 — 
Henequén twine arroba 25 1.00 2.00 1.00 — 

Sources:  Pedro Baranda et al., "Estado...1804,w loc. cit 
Aduana de Campeche, 18< 15," Kegil and Peon, "Estadíatica," 
loc. cit., Apendioe #5 » 

Table 49.  PRICE LEVELS OP SELECTED COMMODITIES, 1845-47 vs. 1876 

Commodity «alt Pounds 1804 1845 1847 1875-76 
Low Hiffh Low Hich 

Maize carga 94 «... 1.25 1.00 1.25 1.00 1.50 
Be ana arroba 25 — .75 .44 .62 .30 .55 
Rice arroba 25 2.00 .75 .68 .75 .25 .25 
Chile almud 8 .13 .37 — 
Steers each 7.00 12.00 
Oxen each 16.00 25.00 
Horses each 25.00 30.00 
Mulea each 60.00 100.00 
Bullhides each -- — 2.00 2.00 -_ -- 
Cowhides each — 1.25 1.50 1.50 — — 
Salt beef arroba 25 — .75 
Tallow arroba 25 4.00 2.00 2.00 2.25 — — 
Lard quintal 100 -- 8.00 8.50 8.50 -- — 
Logwood quintal loó 1.25 .50 — — .87 .87 
Deerskins arroba 25 — 2.00 4.50 5.00 «.- — 
Salt fanega 250 .75 1.00 — — .38 -_ 
Tobacco arroba 25 — 3.00 — _- 2.00 — 
Sugar-    arroba 25 
white gran. ~ — 1.50 2.00 
white ordinary — 1.50 1.25 1.50 1.00 — 
brown — — .50 .50 — -_. 
Rum      barrel — 7.00 5.50 — 3.50 .- 
Henequén 
twine arroba 25 1.00 2.00 — -- .56 1.00 
fiber pound — .02 — — .05 .06 

Sources: .Table 48 ; El No tlcioso, #23, #37, #84 (M er., Feb. 6, 20, 
Apr. 10, 1647)t Pedro de Regil Peo n et a 1., "Informe," 
in E. Bu ato, Ea tadlstioa de la Rep ública Mexicana 
(3 vola. 
410-15. 

, Mexfo o, lüflOj, I, Table 2 8, III , £55-60, 
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III 

Beyond the fact that figures such as those which have 

appeared in Tables 41-49 have only limited utility because 

of their probable inaocuracies, such quantitative data serve 

only aa clues to the general situations rather than providing 

an explanation of the development thus outlined. To under- 

stand the economic scene on the eve of the Caste War it seems 

necessary to provide a brief historical survey of the several 

elements involved in local economy, and then later to relate 

them to the social and political trends of the times.  In 

general the details on the several classes of goods which 

Yucatan produced and tried to ship abroad merely refine the 

somewhat obvious fact that now Yucatan was in a world market 

(rather than operating within the framework of the Spanish 

imperial system) and that the goods on which its colonial 

economy was based found competition from other areas diffi- 

cult if not impossible to overcome. 

The general situation did not escape the notice of Yuca- 

tecans. From time to time they looked over the scene and 

attempted to explain the continuing decadence of their trade, 

as the decline ran counter to their hopes for an active and 

progressive civilization. An editorial writer in 1847 took 

a somewhat pessimistic line.  He pointed out that scarcely 

any Yucatec an goods could hold their own in the traditional 

market at Havana.  Beef from Buenos Aires sold there so cheap 
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that it was not worth while to ship Yuoatecan meat there; 

soap, lard» and cotton candle-wicks were consistently under- 

sold by those from the United States.  Even henequén sacks 

and bagging felt the pressure of cheaper substitutes made of 

hemp from Manila. 

His solution to the problems was perhaps a sound one. 

He offered» however» no concrete suggestions about carrying 

it out:  to raise the purchasing power of the large Indian 

group by paying higher wages and to ooncentrate Yuoatecan 

efforts on internal commerce which would not only keep trade 

brisk, but would raise the standard of living.  He felt that 

Yucatan had missed an earlier opportunity to take the lead 

in producing cotton, coffee, tobacco, and sugar for export, 

as other Mexioan and foreign areas nowhad gained a head start. 

As seen below, not all Yucatecans subscribed to his general 

oonolusion that "Under whatever aspect one considers our 

«6 
commercial relations of today, they are found in decadence." 

Others would agree that the generalization applied to 

older colonial products, but was not true of the post-Inde- 

pendence growth of sugar producing and henequén enterprises. 
A 

A variety of causes lay behind the decline of older items. 

In some instances demand for them was lowered/'due to substitu- 

tion for them of similar cheaper or more efficient things — 

such as chemical dyes for logwood chips. In others, such as 

rice, Yucatecan technology had not kept abreast of world de- 

velopments and an inferior quality of product found few takers. 
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In still others» large scale production in other areas of 

the world lowered the market price below a point at which 

it was profitable for Yucatan to operate without serious 

sacrifices —• as in the case of cotton, cattle or ship-     '' 
A 

building. 

Rice was a Yucateoan product that had always been of 

relatively minor importance, both for local subsistence 

purposes and as an export item.  It was also one which seem- 

ingly fired the hopes of some thinkers who viewed its many 

virtues and concluded that it had a future role of importance 

to play; to the present these hopes have not been justified. 

Traditionally the year 1770 is said to be the one in which 

rice was introduced into Yucatan as a crop, and by 1811 the 

peninsula was annually producing about a quarter million 

arrobas (a little over 3,000 tons). There is, however, some 

reason to suspeot that although rloe oame to Yucatan in the 

second half of the eighteenth century, it preceded 1770 by^ 

some years.  In 1766/ two royal officials noted that a small 

trade in it was carried on between Yucatan and a group of 

Yucateoans located in Cuba.  They mentioned that it was a 

reoent crop, and in quality equalled that of Valencia, and 

was only slightly inferior to that of the Carolinas» which 

won wide acceptance in European/ and even Turkish markets. 

HWe can have as much rice as we want»" they wrote. "Today 

there is excess enough to be shipped to Havana and Veracruz." 
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They foresaw the day when Yucateoan rloe would ciroulate 

through the markets of South America/ and stimulate a local 

cooperage Industry. Their figures indicated that of every 

twenty-five workmen in rice-growing Jamaica, six or eight 
7 

were devoted to the making of barrels.  Three generations 

later, in 1846, arguments in favor of an extended rice cul- 

tivation were based on the fact that its cash returns per 

unit of capital invested were higher than were those for 

maize, and that the climatic conditions that ruined maize, 

notably floods, merely Improved rice crops. 

But the same writers/ mentioned rice was a waning com- 

modity for several reasons. For one thing, the technology 

employed in 1045 was not only behind that of the rest of the 

world, but it had declined even from late colonial days in 

Yucatan. Before Independence ingenious wooden machinery was 

employed to husk and olean kernels of rice, but by 1845 this 

processing had reverted to use of pestle and mortar — in- 

efficient hand labor.  In earlier days, working within the 

imperial system, Yucateoan rice had a virtual monopoly in 

the Havana market, but now it could not compete there with 

'       the cleaner, cheaper, better quality commodity produced on A  .< 

large scale by slave labor in the southern United States. 

1      Normally on the eve of the Caste War Yucatan produoed between 

seventy and eighty thousand arrobas of rice, which cost about 

0.58 pesos an arroba to produce, and which sold for an average 

of about 0.75 on the peninsula; the slightest outside demand 
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was likely to shoot the price up to 1.25, but,as such demand 

was intermittent and small the Incentive to improve equipment 

and techniques «as much weaker than in the case of sugar and 

henequén» as seen below.  Propagandists failed to make rice- 

eaters out of the Yucatecan population, traditionally add- 
Q 

ioted to maize. 

By 1877, the area produced only a little over 11,000 

arrobas of rice, a far cry from the 250,000 of 1811.9 With 

the exception of a brief period at the close of the colonial 

period, rice was not a major feature on the Yucatecan economic 

soene; its decline was cumulative, and on the eve of the Caste 

War there was but small and ineffective attempt to save it. 

Unlike rice, the cattle and horses which made up the 

basis for Yucatan's grazing activities had appeared there 

shortly after Conquest. As earlier parts have indicated,   'i ' 

colonial haciendas were for the most part grazing enterprises 

Insofar as they were economic Institutions.  Also as stressed 

previously, the prestige value of controlling cattle and land 

often outstripped their monetary return as a motive for con- 

tinued operations. As in the case of rice, Havana was the 

principal traditional outlet for beef products, especially 

tallow, hides, ándito a lesser extent, meat Itself.  In 

Bourbon times, boots and shoes for the military forces 

stationed at Havana were largely manufactured from Yucatecan 

hides, which were either cured on the peninsula by utilizing 

tanning fluids from an indigenous tree known as chucum, or 
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«ere shipped uncured. As mentioned previously, the barrio 

of San Cristobal at Marida was especially famed for its 

tanneries; reflection of its dependence on its specialty 

even appeared in fiction, for one novelist characterized it 

as "hardest-working and rich.... From it goes out a prodig- 

ious multitude of cured hides which constitute a very active 

commerce with Havana,M and another writer stressed these same 

virtues in limping verse.  Despite the fact that cattle and 

their products were generally on the decline, in 1045 it was 

believed that 400,000 head were maintained on the peninsula, 

in addition to perhaps 60,000 horses. 

The difficulties which beset grazers and cattle merchants 

were similar to those which bedeviled rlcs-growers.  In the 

Havana market Yucateoan commodities could not meet the low 

prices oaused by great influx from other areas, notably the 

Argentine.  Moreover, in the years following 1824, when Mexico 

(reluctantly joined by Yucatan) was at war with Spain, the 

Havana trade was cut off for the cattle-producing sections 

of the peninsula, and its favorable place there lost. At the 

close of hostilities, growth of the herds on the pampas and 

other plaoea had lowered the unit return on hides to suoh a 

low point that Yucateoans claimed they were vended in Cuba 

for little more than the cost of shipping from the River Plate. 

At about the same time cattle in greater quantities began to 

appear in northern Mexico and Texas, although the effects of 

this increase on the international market at Havana are not 
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> I       readily apparent.   Moreover on Yucatan Itself, the capital 

that had previously turned to cattle as a store of value and 

a producer of Income was more likely to shift to more lucrative 

enterprises. 

Table 42 has indicated that around 1845 the cattle industry 

accounted for less than three percent of Yucatan's total annual 

production, and less than ten percent of its exported items. 

A further refinement of the general weakening of the industry's 

position may be seen in the fact that in the decade from 1834 

to 1844, exports declined appreciably, dropping from around 

15# to more than 80%  for various items derived from grazing. 

Table 50 presents the comparative figures for a twelve month 

period in 1833-34 and for the fiscal year from July 1844 to 

June 1845. 

Table 50.  DECLINE OP CATTLE PRODUCTS, 1833-34 vs. 1844-45 

Items Units Shipped 
1833-34 

Shipped 
1844-45 

Percent 
decline 

Tanned hides 
Rawhides 
Salted beef 
Tallow 

eaoh 
eaoh 
arrobas 
arrobas 

16,200 
1,000 
9,300 
5,700 

13,700 
490 

8,000 
700 

15.5 
51.0 
14.5 
86.5 

Source: Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loe. cit., 282, Cuadro 2 
(adapted). 

But though cattle and grazing seemed to be edging to the 

lower edges of the economic scale, the prestige which enfolded 

the enterprises stayed undimmed and some phases of their 
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operation lent a picturesque touoh to the countryside. An- 

nually proprietors had the animals rounded up for branding 

and to cast accounts. The main round-up usually oocurred in 

January or February» at the slack season for milpa agriculture, 

and was as much a festive occasion as it was an economic op- 

eration.  After the hard work of the days was oompleted, 

barbecues, music,and dancing enlivened the normally still 

hacienda scene. The prime purpose was, of course, to obtain 

information on the increase or decrease of the herds sinoe 

last count. To that end the cattle were congregated in cor- 

rals, yearlings apart from others, and recent calves separated 

from all.  A3 the tally, a bit of tall was removed from each 

animal and the tallies bound into bundles of ten; as a re-check, 

the beeves and cows were released from the corral in bunches 

of five.  Yearlings were re-Zbranded; usually they had been 

brought in as calves during a minor round-up held in the fall 

and marked with a small iron known as a bozal.  At the spring 

round-up they were given the regular hacienda brand, while the 

newly born calves dropped between August and then in their A A   ... _____ 
12 

turn were identified by the bozal.   It is interesting to 

note that maize and cattle not only were supplementary in the 

way in which they used land, but that they were complementary 

in employment of a labor foroe: the peak load of the one 

coincided with a relatively slow period of the other. 

If cattle production began to decline chiefly in the 

years following 1824, the same could not be said for some of 
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the economic activities which relied principally on the 

forest resources of Yucatan. For the most part they had 

started their wane even earlier. The reasons behind their 

troubled existence and somewhat obscure future were various, 

as an examination of some of the items illustrates. 

Beeswax» for instance, was a mainstay of colonial com- 

merce in the middle years of Spanish control, but through a 

' ¿ /   series of adverse occurrences had almost disappeared as a 

meaningful item of trade in 1845.  The end result of raw wax, 

usually collected from the hives of wild bees and occasionally 

produced in domestic apiaries, was usually candles for church 

use.  Yucatecan wax neoessarily had to be mixed with other 

types to produce the desired burning qualities.  Collection 

of wax was almost exclusively a task relegated to Indians, 

whOvOften paid part of the tribute due an encomendero or the 

Crown with it. 

In the early part of the eighteenth century/ production 

of wax was stimulated by the establishment in Campeche of an 

- /   linglish owned forwarding house which offered to buy all the 

product of the peninsula and then market it in New Spain. 

With the certain sale at Campeche assured, "it was worthwhile 

for bee-keepers to risk the freight costs so that their wax 

might be exported.  Money failed, and the commerce collapsed." 

The British house was suppressed because of war between Spain 

and England, presumably the War of Jenkin's iSar, and thus was 

13 
unable to perform its services as middleman. 
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The successor to the English establishment was a local 

merchant who dealt the wax trade a rude blow.  He had the 

unfortunate habit of placing stones In the center of the 

cakes of raw wax, or filling their oenters with water. Mean» 

time too an ediot had gone forth to archbishops and others 

that even on the most solemn oocaslona only twelve large 

candles should be burned, which cut down the potential market. 

As soon as buyers in New Spain began to receive Yucatecan wax 

which was thus fraudulently adulterated, a boycott was declared 

and the peninsular product received a bad reputation from which 

it never fully reoovered. These were the reasons attributed 

for its decadence in 1766.  Subsequent legislation, treated 

above, which put tribute payments on a cash rather than com- 

/ modity basis probably further reduced the quantities of wax 

collected by Maya after 1786.  Suppression of obventions in 

1812 (part of which were payable in wax) reduced production 

to such a low point that Yucatan found it necessary to Import 

it from Cuba, and even though they were re-established not 

long thereafter, apparently the earlier lucrative export trade- 

when an arroba of wax sold for eighteen pesos — was almost 

completely gone. For local needs, however, even in 1845 some 

wax came almost exclusively from Indian areas near Valladolid 

and a very little from the Borderlands sections; a negligible 

quantity went abroad, even though in Mexican markets it under- 

sold that imported from other places.  Perhaps its bad reputa- 

tion still clung.  The Caste War gave a final coup de grace to 

14 
wax as a significant Yucateoan product. 
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The peculiar suitability of Yucatan as a site for ship- 

building was recognized by colonial officials and then private 

entrepreneurs following Independence.  Seemingly the area 

around Campeche had nearly all the elements necessary to make 

it an important center of naval construction, in an era when 

wooden ships yet ruled supreme.  Certainly as early as 1651» 

according to royal cédulas, Campeche was engaged in building 

galleons.15 More than one eighteenth century source pointed 

out its success in construction by pointing to the several 

vessels that had come from its ways — in 1702 "La Guadalupe," 

in 1763, "El Victoroso," and somewhat earlier, in 1725, "£L 

Blandón."  In 1783 two frigates were launched from there, and 

another was in progress. The size of ships was measured by 

keel length, and on that basis the several vessels listed ran 

from about 75 to 120 feet.16 

In favor of establishing a royal dockyard in Campeche for 

the building of war vessels, late colonial proponents itemized 

the advantages of the area. All types of timber were readily 

available, and could be transported without extraordinary 

difficulties -- much simpler, for example, than bringing oak 

from the Pyrenees or Galacia to docks in Spain.  It was pointed 

out that Indians were capable carpenters and could easily be 

taught the requisite skills, and that henequén could be grown 

and worked for rigging; the twenty to twenty-five hundredweight 

of cables necessary for most vessels would be easy to fabricate 

locally. 
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Perhaps some of these arguments were persuasive, for in 

1811 «as found at Campeche a rather brisk if small shipbuilding 

industry. In that year a total of 398 vessels were completed. 

Many of these were merely coastwise canoes, but the number did 

Include three frigates, eleven brigs, and more than a hundred 

sea-going craft apart from the coastwise cargo canoes. The 

yards had registered almost 180 skilled workmen and over 80 

apprentices; over two thousand were on the orew rosters of 

18 these vessels. 

At the time of independence, Yucatecans had hopes of 

Campeche*s being the point where a Mexican merchant marine 

would arise, as there were found together the prime materials 

and the skills necessary. To create a domestic fleet that 

would rival that of Bngland and the United States was not 

thought Impossible, but the dream faded in the face of actual 

circumstances. In a tariff law promulgated by Mexico November 16, 

1827Athe colonial doctrine of giving rebates on goods carried 

in bottoms constructed in imperial or national yards was al- 

tered to granting them on the basis of registration; commodi- 

ties carried in a vessel built in England or  New England which 

flew the Mexloan flag were eligible for the preferential re- 

bate of 16.6^, whereas previously only those constructed in 

Mexican yards could qualify. In 1831 all rebates were with- 

drawn, and in 1833 a strongly nationalistic surge again re- 

placed the innovation by new legislation that protected looal 

naval construction. A reduction of twenty percent from listed 
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tariffs was allowed merchandise which was carried in vessels 

constructed within the Kepublic. owned by Mexicans, and whose 

captain and pilot» as well as half the members of the crew, 

were Mexicans. 

The protective law lasted from Ootober 24, 1833Ato  ;, \/ 

October 9, 1837, and during those years Campeche enjoyed a 

boom that nearly raised its naval construction industry to 

the level it had reaohed earlier in 1811. Wages for skilled 

wrights rose to as high as 4.25 pesos a day» while unskilled 

workmen's scales reached a peso — eight times the agricultural 

wage of a real a day, and at least double or triple the high- 

est common urban pay. A labor force of 170 sawyers, calkers, 

)    fitters and carpenters managed in four years to construct 

thirteen major craft valued at a little over a hundred thous- 

and pesos, the largest of which was the schooner "Privilegio" 
19 

at 139 tons and worth 13,045 pesos.   The Frenoh traveler 

Waldeok, always reluctant to praise anything Yucateoan, was 

forced to admit in 1834 that the vessels built in Campeohe 

seemed to him "the best that exist through the marine." He 

remarked on an ingenious device he had seen by which a schooner 

20 
of a hundred foot keel length was launched. 

In 1837, withdrawal of the preferential decree dashed 

the plans for a continued prosperity based on ship-building. 

Virtual closing of the yards resulted from allowing foreign 

shipyards to compete with Mexican ones. Even at the relatively 

lower wages paid in Mexico, the national product could not 
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oompeta with American, which in another context Stephens 

characterized as "those great factories where ships are 

built by the mile and chopped off to order, but stout, 

strong, well-manned and equipped." The "ancient paralysis" 

which set in after 1337 also had political repercussions: 

Campeche was willing to join Marida in a revolt against the 

national government, in the hope that a new one would revive 

a favorable policy which in turn would stimulate naval con- 

struction again.  The latter did not transpire, even though   '' 

the government did change. As a result, in the twelve years 

from 1337 to 1849/ only one vessel of sea-going capacity, the 

schooner "Fernando," about half the size of the "Privilegio," 

left the ways, and only sixteen coastwise canoes were launohed. * 

Wages dropped to a third of the scale current in 1834, and 

only a small nucleus of skilled workmen remained, probably 

busied in maintenance and repairs rather than on new construc- 

tion. As in other instances, competition from abroad killed 

this oolonial industry, which had undergone a brief renais- 

sance under a return to colonial doctrines in 1833-1337.  It 

could not stand on its own feet in the competitive modern 

world. 

Of all the forest industries, the commerce and trade 

based on sale of logwood for dyestuffs was and continued to 

be most important for Yucatan. Wood from the tree Haematoxylon 

Campechanum became an object of value fairly early in colonial 

history and English attempts to procure quantities of it 
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directly within the bounds of the Spanish lands on the Gulf 

of Mexico led to numerous local skirmishes and ill-will. 

Driven from Carmen and the area at the mouth of the Usumacinta 

River» British filibusters and ex-pirates managed to settle 

themselves uneasily around the present site of Belize in 

British Honduras, from whioh an inferior grade of logwood 
22 

reached European markets, especially textile centers.  The 

chief supplier, however,was Campeche^ nearby areas, from 

whence the tree and its product takes its common name, Cam- 

peohe wood. 

In halcyon colonial days/ logwood had brought as much as 

five hundred pesos a ton. By 1826/ it had dropped to around 

eighty, and in 1845, at the oommon value of fifty centavos a 

hundredweight (quintal) a ton, was worth somewhere around ten 

or twelve pesos. The drop in value resulted in part from com- 

petition by loggers in Honduras and British Honduras, but 

probably too was Influenced by entrance into the market of 

substitute dyestuffs.  On the eve of the Caste War, however, 

the displacement of Carapeohe-wood by "diverse chemical com- 

pounds which can be substituted for dye" was recognized as a 

potential threat, but one which at that time played only a 

minor role in the troubles currently faced by Yucatecan pro- 

ducers. 

Their problems were not particularly new, but were ap- 

proaching a crisis stage because of the falling prices.  Two 

inter-connected predicaments beset the Industry. The first 
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was to obtain working capital at somewhat reduced Interest 

rates, which generally «ere high because the business was a 

highly speculative one. The second was caused by rising 

cost of production due to added transportation oosts; earlier 

operations at the water's edge had removed the best stands of 

trees, so that current sites were pushed further and further 

inland, involving expensive freight to shipping points.  Re- 

ports In the first, Asecond,and at the end of the third quarter 

of the nineteenth century show the ills besetting production 

of logwood in successively more acute stages.2* The end of 

the century saw the former markets so completely captured by 

aniline dyes of German manufacture that reference to logwood 

as a source of coloring (and revenue) had a quite anachron- 

istic sound in 1900. 

The structure and operation of the logwood industry in 

1845 was inherited from the past and remained much the same 

until it completely collapsed.  In general the men who logged 

were not independent entrepreneurs using their own funds, but 

were small scale operators using borrowed funds.  Customarily 

such an individual would have gained a concession from the 

state government to extract logwood from a stated area of 

public lands, paying an annual fee or rental for the privilege. 

With this in hand he would approach a local merchant or other 

person of some means for a cash loan to carry on actual ex- 

ploitation of the concession.  Ordinarily the underwriter 

drew up a oontract which placed in his hands the entire 
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annual output at a discount from the ourrent market price 

at time of delivery; proceeds from his sale were to pay the 

Interest charges on the loan and to amortize It over a 

period of years.  As the market price of logwood gradually 

sank lower, more and more production was needed merely to 

cover interest, and increased production in turn helped lower 

the prices. 

Operators entered into a vicious circle of debt to entre- 

preneurs which closely resembled the system whereby their own 

laborers were bound to them by successive advances. ^Owning 

neither the land on which they worked, nor controlling the 

capital which made operations possible, the concessionaires 

had but little interest in conservation of sites or much care 

about efficient operation, once in debt so deeply that It 

seemed improbable that they could ever extricate themselves. 

Under the prevailing system, loggers tended to strip the best 

timbers from an area and then pass on to another concession ' 

without intensive exploitation of the one previous/  Not only 

was the state left with a large territory of relatively un- 

productive resources, but the line of virgin timber moved 

25 
faster and faster inland.   The process was similar to the 

one known in mining as "high-grading.** 

Added to the woes of entrepreneurs was an export tax 

levied from time to time by the state.  In late colonial daysy 

the Crown had finally been convinced that such an impost was 

uneconomic and that it restricted production/ as well as profit. 
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•- / When it was removed* production rose, »a the difference be- 

tween the unit price set by the market and that which entre- 

preneurs could pay operators had a smaller spread* the differ- 

ence being favorable to the latter. But the state government, 

usually when controlled by men from Morida, returned from time 

to time toward the older oolonial practice* and placed an 

export tax of Q>%  on logwood. Similarly* as- seen latea» dis- 

putes arose over the attempt of the legislature to alter 

concession arrangements by raising rents or even to try to 

force purchase of logging tracts; on the other hand* when the 

olimate of opinion was more favorable to the industry* free 

use of logging lands was stipulated. These matters were 

essentially political* and were subject to remedy by legisla- 

tion. 

Pressure of rising transportation costs from logging 

sites to shipping points spurred some improvement in technology, 

The chief hope was to produce a light-weight substitute for 

logwood chips by processing them where they were cut rather 

than^have7 this done abroad by the consumers or middlemen. 

The aim was to market an extract of logwood rather than the 

bulky chips. To this end a Frenchman in Aterida took time 

from his trade of clockmaking to work on a process in the 

years from 1816 to 1820; no tangible results appeared.  In 

1828* however* Pedro José Gasman discovered that appropriate 

machinery had been invented in the United States, and arranged 

to purchase a mechanism that would reduce chips to extract by 

/ 
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boiling them and then allowing the liquid to evaporate; the 

residue was then handled further and formed into cakes or 

tablets.  In the fashion common to the times, the state 

legislature gave him a five year monopoly on the manufacture 

26 
of this new product. 

Extract, however, proved to be a poor substitute. Nat- 

ural logwood rendered four firm colors — black, red, blue, 

and violet — a fact that constituted much of its superiority 

over other natural dyestuffs. The heat required to reduoe 

liquid to dye in the Yucatecan process was rather intense and 

the end result was a single color, black.  Purchasers in Eng- 

land and France refused to use extract cakes, leaving only the 

reduced demands of the United States and Germany as a market. 

At/ attempt to obviate the difficulty of an unattractive mono- 

chrome product was made by a Yucateoan, Rafael Pedrera, an 

early Industrial chemist in the tradition of Manuel Tiburoio 

Almeida and predecessor of Joaqiin Donde.  Experimentally he 

achieved suooess in a hot bath process that required less than 

100°C. and which yielded brilliant carmen, blue, and purple 

at a seoond stage In the proceedings.  But though a triumph 

in the laboratory, the complex procedure was inapplicable to 

industrial demands and proved too expensive for extended use. 

Apparently little or no further work along these lines was 

carried on after mid-century and the main stream of logwood 

production remained much the same as it had been through late 

colonial times. 

27 
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If Thus on the eve of the Caste War/ production and ship- 

ment of logwood «as still an important enterprise» but one 

which was declining at an alarming rate. More than two-thirds 

of the annual production was localized to an area around Carmen, 

where 8 haciendas and 164 semi-permanent ranchos kept nearly 

three thousand persons busy. Logwood alone represented about 

5.5$ of Yucatan's total annual production (by value)* but 

forest products accounted for more of its export commeroe than 

did all other items combined» as practically none of them 

entered the internal commercial channels. Though attempts to 

substitute extract for chips had but limited success» in 1845 

nearly 180,000 pounds of it was manufactured» of which 117,408 

pounds went to New York at an average unit price of six oents. 

As a whole the industry faced and raised difficult political 

and economic problems; scarcity of labor and attempts of op- 

erators to maintain a stable labor force through debt peonage 

tended, as disousaed previously» to create and continue a 

series of vexing social questions. 

Among the colonial products which had sustained Yucatan 

through the earlier years of its existence as a Spanish de- 

pendency» salt was one of the few which retained its price 

and markets through Independence and into the latter part of 

the nineteenth century. Unlike the others, also, there were 

few problems of land and labor that hampered its operations, 

even though some changes took place in the tenure policies 

and in the organization of exploitation of the salt pans 
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after Independence.  Salt was practically the sole mineral 

resource of Yucatan which had significant export value. 

The trade arose from a geographical peculiarity of the 

peninsula. Along the western coast» from Campeohe to Sisal, 

a series of ridges up to ten feet high lie practically on 

the edge of the Qulf; to the east of these a chain of shallow 

indentations act as reservoirs that store fresh water in the 

form of rain. So highly permeated is the soil with salt that 

when the water evaporates under the fierce suns of January 

through March, cakes of almost pure salé remain behind in 

the charcos or pans. 3ea water which entered was likely to 

ruin the "crop" by produoing a slimy covering which prevents 

the proper evaporation of fresh water. Blocks of salt vary in 

areal dimensions but were almost uniformly nine inches thick; 

most of the charcos had a length of from fifty to sixty varas, 

and a width of from twenty to twenty-five. A few were found 

along the north coast and on Mujeres Island» but those com- 

mercially exploited in the nineteenth century centered around 

Celestun. 8 

The history of the industry reveals that salt and Campeche 

were virtually synonymous. Merchants from that place were the 

chief entrepreneurs and the product was one of their most 

valuable assets. When the town was almost destroyed by pir- 

ates in the seventeenth century» a special salt tax in 1686 

provided funds for its reconstruction. Like the encomenderos 

and haoendados in other parts of the peninsula» the salt 
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operators formed a small and tightly knit oligarchy which 

maintained considerable skill and auccesa In lobbying against 

royal measures that would injure their interests.  Although 

throughout the Hapsburg reigns the salt beds remained royal 

possessions, from which revenue was derived by imposts at A   '*< 

time of extraction, the product itself was a commodity hand- 

led by private individuals. The Bourbons tried from time to 

time to make the salt trade a royal monopoly, as the following 

details show. 

In 1771 Campeche salt was ordered to be deposited in a 

royal warehouse in Veracruz, and sold to the Crown at a fixed 

price of one and half pesos per fanega. The government mono- 

poly then supplied retail merchants with salt at four pesos a 

fanega.  On pleas from Campeche merchants, the warehouse was 

disestablished in 1772, but again the idea was revived a 

deoade later.  Royal officials in Campeche contracted with 

others in Veraoruz to furnish a government warehouse there 

with twenty thousand fanegas of salt a year, at a price of 

from eighteen to twenty reales a fanega (depending on whether 

the shipments were made during time of peace or during war- 

. time), to be retailed at from four to four and a half pesos. 
•—i 

i   By political manaeuvers, the merchants again had this mono- 

poly annulled. Further, their demands for a revision of taxes 

from a flat levy of four reales a fanega were heard, and their 

29 
/ lug ¿seated two reales plus two percent ad valorem was accepted. 

Following Independence, the major change that was made 
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In arrangements between the government and the dealers in- 

volved transfer of ownership of the chareos from the publio 

domain to private hands.  In March-,1824^,legislation facil- 

itated this exchange, but apparently little change occurred 

then. For awhile in 1840, the state government returned to 

the old colonial system of giving concessions for one harvest 

from the public salt beds, but in 1845 categorical legisla- 

tion put the state out of the business and ordered the beds to 

be turned into private hands.  The legislation of 1824 had 

removed all taxes from salt or salt beds, but in 1845 a five 

percent ad valorem charge was collected. As in colonial days, 

the main market for Campeche»s salt was Veracruz and the 

30 
Mexican Gulf coast ports. 

In earlier and later times the manner of extracting the 

dry salt from the pans was somewhat similar, but between the 

colonial method of organizing the labor force and that in 

vogue after independence there was some difference.  In each 

instance the "harvest" was a group operation that occupied a 

considerable labor force for a short while, rather than a year 

round occupation such as mining. The process was somewhat 

picturesque. The group, which in colonial times amounted to 

three or four hundred persons and in later days to as many as 

a thousand, was subdivided and each unit placed under a fore- 

man who took a position (with a checker) on the edge of a pan. 

The men under him marched out Indian file onto the salt, each 

carrying two baskets. The file leader filled his from the 
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previously cut chunks and passed them back to the man behind* 

receiving an empty one in return; the filled baskets «ere 

passed bucket-brigade fashion back to the foreman and checker 

while empty ones advanced in the same manner. The foreman 

and cheoker started a new pile of salt when one reached a 

given amount, usually twenty fanegas, though in earlier times 

from twelve to fifteen constituted a pile. The whole opera- 

tion was carried on at night to avoid the dazzling glare of 

sun on the white salt pans. Since each fanega was the equi- 

valent of nine arrobas of dry salt or about eleven of wet» 

eaoh pile of twenty fanegas amounted to around two tons and 

a half» and was considered the normal unit of work for five 

31 
men during one night's labor. 

In the eighteenth century/ laborers at the salt pana 

were a various crew. Some were Indians sent there to work 

out their labor portion ~ a rapartimiento, sub/contraoted to 

an entrepreneur by a village cacique or the subdelegado of a 

partido^ others were Indians who voluntarily worked and were 

paid in kind» being allowed to retain a given amount of salt 

as wages; still others were free Negroes* mestizos and vari- 

ous castes who might also be paid in salt» but who often 

received cash, and finally, some semi-permanent but part-time 
/     A 

workers who split their efforts between the agricultural con- 

cerns of an entrepreneur's hacienda and care of his salt 
A 

concessions during the year. 

Indians usually worked by ^Lay: wage» at the rate of one 
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real, «hile others ve rked on a pleoe basis. The unit of 

work «as a pile of salt fifteen fanegad in «eight «hen wet, 

which shrunk to about twelve when dried. Two men «ere paid 

at the rate of four reales each per pile; thus a fanega cost 

(for labor) a little over six centavos gross, but evaporation 

raised it to around eight and a half. With the usual crew 

of from three to four hundred, production from 1761 to 1765 

averaged around ten thousand fanegas a season. At that time 

salt «as subject to an extraction tax of four reales a fanega, 

«hioh nearly equalled its selling price of from five to six 

and a half reales. The high impost led to much open fraud; 

the so-called Alcalde of the Salt Pans, named by the provincial 

governor to check it usually not only allowed much to be ex- 
/• 

tracted without payment but often pocketed the proceeds from 

32 
one public charco usurped by him. 

Whether reduction in the taxes or better organization of 

labor was responsible, salt production after independence in- 

creased over the earlier amounts. Rather than the various 

classes of labor earlier involved, nearly all workers were 

paid in cash, at the nightly rate of two reales and a ration 

of maiee worth three centavos. The labor force was doubled 

and almost tripled, ranging from eight hundred to a thousand 

men. Under the system of cash payments to voluntary recruits, 

a fanega of salt^cost the entrepreneur about seven centavos 

A gross£_before evaporation]. His export tax of 5%  ad valorem 

(amounting to five centavos a fanega) was but a small fraotion 
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of the market price of eight realoa; in other words, wages 

for day labor had risen to double their colonial level, but 

the added cost per fanega had increased only one centavo, 

while the selling price had gone up fifty.  At the same time/ 

'    7 
taxes had dropped. Thus though labor cost was slightly in- 

creased» taxes and labor together amounted only to about one 

real, leaving seven to defray transportation and remain for  fr 

profit.  Earlier labor and taxes had edged near to the market 

price, accounting for nearly four and a half reales. 

It was no particular wonder that production per season 

in the eighteen forties almost never dropped below thirty 

thousand fanegas, and might rise as high as eighty.  Unlike 

colonial days, when harvests went directly from pits to light- 

ers and thence to market, in the middle nineteenth century the 

crop was covered and stored at the cutting sites, presumably 

to keep the market from being flooded in years of exceptional 

abundance and to provide a reservoir for years when unfavor- 

able weather reduced the yield below normal. 

As demand widened, production roae to meet it.  In 1876, 

for example, around two hundred thousand fanegas were annually 

extracted.  It was said that this could be tripled if cheap 

transportation through the interior of Mexico could broaden 

the YUcateoan market at mines and other places there. But the 

price had dropped to three reales.^ 

The labor force for the most part was drawn from the 

group of Maya and mestizo towns at the upper end of the West 
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Coast area and the lower edge of the Old Colonial. The salt 

harvest season was a very well-defined one which fitted Into 

an agricultural round, in that its peak was reached just be- 

fore the brush of milpa sites was dry enough to burn.  If 

salt was not removed before the spring rains, the charoos 

would not yield properly the following winter. Thus annually 

the inhabitants of these communities augmented their agri- 

cultural income by a sum ranging from a minimum of around 

two thousand pesos (for a short yield of thirty thousand 

fanegas) to as much as six thousand pesos for a good year. 

Although current was a belief that continued work at the salt 

pits produced sterility in males, apparently little difficulty 

was encountered in recruiting workers. Few entrepreneurs 

would demur from the contemporary statement that the industry 

was a lucrative one, limited chiefly by a rather rigid market 

which expanded slowly. The vested interests of salt merchants 

linked them to Mexico and continued harmony with the national 

government; otherwise tariff barriers rose against their 

product. They were a small but puissant group with a tradi- 

tion of getting what they wanted from dissident governments. 

IV 

With an apparent decline in nearly all colonial items, 

and with a relatively free hand after they were relieved 

from the Spanish mercantile system, Yucateoans looked around 

for new items on which new agriculture or industry could be 
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based. There was a feeling that tho future of the peninsula 

was perhaps more solidly assured If hopes were pinned to 

agriculture rather than commerce or industry.  In the decade 

from 1820 to 1830, various experiments ware attempted, two of 

whioh were to prove successful. Men in those years tried to 

revive sericulture, to found a coffee development, to grow 

sugar, and to put cultivation of henequén on a commercial 

basis. With the exception of coffeeV all these commodities 

had some colonial history.  Only sugar and henequén proved 

successful. 

Details of the development of these latter two crops 

illustrates' the manner in which the spirit of enterprise so 

marked in the social and intellectual fields of western Yuca- 

tan was reflected in the economic ones to the east and south 

for sugar, to the north for henequén. Expansion of the sugar 

belt into the Borderlands was an important element in generat- 

ing the Caste War. 

In the formative period after Conquest, a silk-raising 

enterprise near Valladolid attracted favorable notices as a 

well.organized and flourishing development.  Presumably the 

factors that caused a waning of silk produotion throughout 

New Spain equally affected the peninsular industry, and unlike 

the mainland, there seems to have been no sharp and relatively 

short upturn under the Bourbons. Neither the optimistic 

commissioners who reported to the Vistador Oalvez in 1766V  ¿, / 

or the local thinkers who discussed Yucatecan opportunities 
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for improvement discussed the possibility of reviving seri- 

culture. 

Dr. Juan Frutos, a Spaniard «ho came to the peninsula 

of Yucatan as a military surgeon, then settled in Campeche 

for private practice, tried to found a silk industry on one 

of his two haciendas. Lack of capital rather than determina- 

tion forced him to abandon the experiment, which began in 
<—•» 

1835 and terminated in 1840.  He found that the silk^worms 

which he had imported did not seem acclimated to Yucatan or 

to the leaves from the trees that he also had purchased 

abroad. Contemporaries thought his attempts had established 

the fact that with patience and capital a silk industry could 

probably emerge, and that Frutos* age and short resources 

rather than physical limitations of the peninsula accounted 

35 
for his lack of real achievement.   However, through follow- ^ 

lng years little was heard about silk culture in Yucatan. 

Some Yucateoans had hopes that the peninsula would find 

in ooffee a plant that would buttress their sinking agricul- 

ture. The plant was a relative newcomer to the New World, 

entering via the Antilles in the early eighteenth century, 

but. did not figure as an article of export from New Spain 

until 1802. The idea of raising coffee for export began to 

surge strong after independence, as during the years from 

1810 to 1820y a sudden drop in the price of coffee had driven 

out the producers in the Antilles» and liberation of slaves 

through Veracruz, together with dislocations due to military 
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operations had virtually extinguished the chief productive 

area of New Spain.36 Prioes of ooffee rose on the world 

market» and there was a general scramble to meet the growing 

demand.  Yucatan believed that it had as good a chance as 

any other area to capture at least a portion of the market. 

The government backed this view in November 1825Aby 

offering a series of premiums to persons who would plant 

coffee. For persons who would, within eight years» culti- 

vate a plot containing either 200 fine bushes or 300 common 

ones» the legislature decreed freedom from taxes on themi as 

well as exemption from municipal or other public duties for 

life. A man who would plant 500 fine or 700 common was of- 

fered exemption from all taxes during his lifetime» and for 

the entrepreneur who could double those figures» the same 

privilege was to extend to one of his heirs for the latter's 

life.37 

Despite these lures» seemingly no extensive plantings 

resulted.  No mention is made of coffee in the minute in- 

vestigations of Regll for the period Just before the Caste 

War. But the dream of Yucatan's taking its place among the 

ooffee-producing areas of Mexico did not die; in the last 

third of the nineteenth centuryy optimism was expressed» and 

the failure to make the dream real was attributed to a scar- 

city of skill and labor rather than to climatic or other 

factors. 38 
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Sugar wa8 no newcomer to Yucatán, and Its development 

into a commercial industry was attended by more success than 

marked attempts to establish coffee or to revive silk. Though 

known and raised in small quantities during the colonial re- 

gime, sugar cane and its products were not mainstays of pro- 

vincial economy.  It was unique among commodities which 

played an important role on the eve of the Caste War in that 

the industry had developed to an advanced state after Inde- 

pendence and was beset by seemingly few problems which could 

not be solved in the political arena. The boom of sugar from 

1825 to 1847 had, as outlined below* a number of ramifications. 

The Caste War was its chief repercussion. As a case study of 

a nascent industry developing from soratch to a leading posi- 

tion, it has importance even beyond its immediate bearing on 

the origins of the Caste War. 

Sugar cane was planted in Yucatan near the opening of 

the seventeenth century. No less a personage than the Dean 

of the Msrida cathedral raised a crop of it as early as 1605, 
39 possibly as an experiment.   This, however, did not found a 

••" / new economic activity, as consistently in later years various 

authorities,' and for. mixed motives, opposed Yucatecan cultiva- 

tion of the plant, from which came intoxicants as well as 

sugar.  Wine merchants in the metropolis, who looked upon the 

colonies as a suitable outlet for their goods were Instrumental i; 
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in achieving royal legislation which prohibited the crop. 

Both because illicit local manufacture of cane alcohol in 

the area put cheap liquor in the hands of his Maya charges, 

and beoause its competition was ruining Spanish trade, a 

bishop of Merida in 1755 ordered his vicar at Valladolld to 

burn all the cane fields in the vicinity, 

A decade later, royal commissioners reported that there 

must be a large contraband trade in spirits. Although the 

vice of drunkenness was rather widespread among the castes 

in Yucatan, little or no revenue was derived beoause no one 

reported imports of any liquors; they added that Yucatecans 

produced some sugar, and that its amount could be increased 

since the place was suitable for its cultivation. In accord- 

ance with an order of 1813, Yucatecans mentioned that some 

cane was grown, which they thought was as good as that from 

Jamaica; as no apparatus was available to turn it into white 

sugar, most of the extracted cane juice ultimately became 

brown sugar or aguardiente, an intoxicant. The amount was 

said to be small, chiefly because of labor shortages in the 

Sierra area where it grew best. Even under a liberalized 

local tariff granted to Yucatan by the Spanish Cortes in 1814, 

the monopoly of metropolitan liquors was asserted and safe- 

guarded by prohibitory clauses.40 Thus for a considerable 

period the weight of Spanish officialdom was an inhibiting 

factor for unlimited development of Yucatecan sugar, but 

despite repression and restriction/ slight amounts of cane 

had been grown and even processed during the colonial period. 
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- /       However, the beginning of the nineteenth century com- 

mercial development dates primarily from 1823, and more 
c ' certainly from 1825.  In the former year/ the state legis- 

lature took active steps to foster local cane production, 

while the Mexican war with Spain (in which Yucatan somewhat 

•-• /   unwillingly Joined) in the latter cut the peninsula off from 
A 

its usual Cuban sources of supply. Sarlier Yucatan had de- 

pended on the products of places like Cordoba, Orizaba, and 

Cuernavaca in Mexico to furnish sugar, but later had shifted 

to Havana; Yucatecans had thought that the sugar of Louisiana 

was too poor a quality for too high a price, so that an im- 

port sugar trade had never sprung up between the peninsula 

and New Orleans. The protective legislation which nourished 

the industry thus forced on Yucatan by necessity is treated 

in some detail below..  It seems neoessary to stress the fact 

that commercial sugar was a post-Independence, pre-Caste War 

phenomenon whose evolution vitally affected the economic and 

sooial life of Yucatan in numerous ways. The Caste War, 

which it helped engender, killed sugar-raising as a signifi- 

cant element in the life of Yucatan in the second half of the 

nineteenth century. 

A simplified survey of the basic features of the sugar 

cane industry seems essential for an understanding of the 

, / _/  particular form.which appeared in Yucatan and its influence 

on the local soene. The final products of cane are various 

' '    crystalline sugars ¡for human consumption,¡as well as numerous 
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types of intoxicants, 2h turn these derive from natural 

juices of the sugar cane plant which have been treated in 

distilleries or sugar houses by a series of processes which 

separate a varying purity of sugar, usually by evaporation. 

To obtain the natural juices for processing, stalks are cut 

from the growing sugar oane plants» usually once a year, 

though sometimes twioe from the same plant. The life of 

the plant is relatively short for commercial purposes; de- 

pending on its variety* it may yield for from two to seven 

years before being replaced with new seedlings* Sugar cane 

has a relatively ancient history, and appeared early in the 

New World. The particular plant which was most common up to 

the end of the eighteenth century was a variety known as 

"Creole." 

For worthwhile amounts of crop, sugar oane usually re- 

quires a tropical or sub-tropical climate, as well as\soils 

capable of retaining water.  If abundant rainfall does not 

furnish adequate moisture, irrigation may be necessary. A 

wide range of cultivation methods have been in vogue; al- 

though usually cane is a tillage crop, as opposed to milpa, 

methods suitable to the latter can be adapted with success, 

as they were in Cuba and Yucatan. The peak labor require- 

ment comes at harvest time, in a dry period after the plants 

have blossomed onoe. Harvesting has been a job for hand 

labor, men swinging machetes, as attempts to mechanize it 

have met with only limited success. The crop of one year 
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must be harvested before the raiti3 for the next set In, and 

preferably is done when the canes hit a peak of maturity; 

green or over/^ripe plants yield less juice, and ^ produced !'K'y¡ 

less sugar than those which are cut at the point of maturity. 

Only a small labor force is needed to plant and care for the 

fields» but a large one is required to produce the best re- 

sults at harvest tine.  A good cutter is one «ho can chop 

about a thousand pounds of cane stalks an hour» or four tons 

a day.42 

Different varieties of cane give diverse amounts of Juice 

and sugar. Traditionally the New World stuck to "Creole" 

until the late eighteenth century. Then by a series of 

romantic incidents/ a now type known as "Otaheite" came into 

the Antilles}' in 1766-68, Bougaineville had touched at the 

island of Otaheite in the Pacific and brought the cane he 

found there to Mauritius, from whence it spread, while a 

little later Captain Bligh of Bounty fame similarly intro- 

duced oane directly from Otaheite into Jamaica (1792), where 

it doubled the productivity of the Island.  With the excep- 

tion of Cuba, which preferred a variety known as cristalina, 

Otaheite cane displaced Creole.  It came to Spain In 1816» 

but did not grow on the mainland of Mexico until 1840.  Its 

shallow rooting habits and other natural characteristics made 

it quite suitable for Yucatan, and Otaheite (rather than the 

cristilina or Creole form) was the exclusive variety used by 

Yucatecan growers after Independence.  Under optimum 
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o?        ciroumstancesy Otaheite nri.ll yield up to twelve tona of 

sugar per acre, but apparently Yucatecans averaged perhaps 

•j /  one and a half to two, "due to the environmental hazards and 

the retarded technology they employed.   The date at which 

Otaheite cane was Introduced to Yucatan is nowhere stated, 

but probably was around 1822, certainly earlier than its use 

in Mexico generally. 

Although Colonial creóles at Valladolid had grown some 

cane in the times when they thought they could safely dis- 

regard orders to the contrary, the lifting of restrictions, 

replaced by official encouragement after Independence, made 

the Sierra regions Yucatan's new sugar bowl. A secondary 

cluster of plantations was found around Espita and Tizimln, 

which, like the Sierra, offered the best soil and climatic 

conditions for cane. Table 51 attests that in 1044, when 

Yuoatecan sugar production had reached an apogee, the two 

partidos of Tekax and Peto cultivated more of the crop than 

all others combined. 

Another inference from Table 51 is that two phases of 

production — cultivation and processing — were not neces- 

sarily inseparable, although they might be closely associated 

in the same area. The placement of distilleries followed 

closely the distribution of the peninsula's total population, 

/>>      with the exception of the Borderlands which had more than Its 
A 

share, and the Old Colonial, with less.  It may be that be- 

cause cultivation was limited by geographical factors — 
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Table 51.  DISTRIBUTION OP SUGAR CULTIVATION AND PROCESSING, 
1844 

Area reported 

W TT w n re n p K R r.  w M rr 
Mecates 
reported 

Major dis- 
tilleries Mecates 

Dis- 
tilleries 

District of Herida 
Distriot of Izamal 599 

15 
7 

OLD COLONIAL 599 22 0.5 24.7 

Valladolld 
Tizimin 
Espita 

4,582 
9,046 
8,346 

17 

EAST COLONIAL 21,974 17 21.5 19.1 

Campeche 
Hekelchakan 
Seibaplaya 
Carmen 

2,010 
1,095 
3,102 

500 

8 

WEST COAST 6,707 8 6.6 9.0 

Tekax 
Yaxcabá 
Hopelchen 
Peto 

_Bacalar 

32,292 

10,028 
30,481 

16 
9 

17 

BORDERLANDS 72.801 42 71.4 47.2 
PENINSULA 102,081 89 100.0 i5ó!o 

Source: Exposición...June 18, 1844, p. 25 (adapted). 

soils, climate, water, winds -- it was less capable of peninsula- 

wide distribution, while processing, fixed more by human fao- 

tors and more strictly economic considerations, tended to 

locate according to demand and transportation facilities. 

Cultivation definitely concentrated in the Borderlands, 

where from two-thirds to three-quarters of the acreage was 

found, while processing tended toward regional self-sufficiency. 
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In 1844 Campeche business men reported that because dis- 

tilleries had begun .to appear more and more in the interior» 

their production had dropped by three-quarters, and that 

they were trying to produce gin with the distilling plants 

44 
at the port. 

Production of sugar cane usually is a large-scale 

enterprise, rather than a combination of small holdings 

tilled by individuals and their families.  Although in com- 

parison to the size of ranchos on which Maya raised maize, 

Yueatecan sugar holdings were large, still they were not 

enormous.  Seemingly the same pattern that held for Yucatecan 

cattle holdings in late colonial times was modified when sugar 

began its rise. A relatively large number of proprietors 

operated a fair-sized number of holdings rather than a small 

group practically monopolizing the sugar lands.  It is some- 

what difficult to estimate the average size holding, because 

of the tendency toward secrecy and falsification (to avoid 

taxes) which was part of standard practice among entrepren- 

eurs.  One critic believed that there was an error of perhaps 

100$, with certainly 50j£, in reports of acreage and yield. 

Where the growers had reported about one hundred thousand 

mecates of plantings, there was in fact at least 150,000, 

with perhaps ¿¿00,000 as the true figure. Thus when from the 

partido of Peto came the information that 76 holdings com- 

prised 12,834 mecates, the resultant average size of planting, 

16.5 aores, possibly should be inoreased to 25, or even 33. 5 /, 
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Bven thla latter maximum representa a rather small unit of 

operation, as goes sugar production in comparative areas 

through the world. 

It was said in 1849 that the maximum capital value of 

a sugar hacienda which included a distillery was around six 

thousand pesos.*® Probably the average hovered somewhere 

above the figure previously extracted as the average value 

of rural properties in the Borderlands, 1,480 pesos (Table 37) 

and probably below that for like properties in West Coast 

hands, 3,000 pesos, since all haciendas did not support dis- 

tilleries, and since much of the oapital needed to initiate 

a sugar enterprise came from Campeche. 

The rise of the first sugar haciendas, however, ooincided 

with the shutting off of the flow of Yucatecan cattle products 

to Havana.  Some money from the Old Colonial area likewise 

migrated toward the Borderlands in the form of sugar haciendas. 

These were a capital investment which promised greater returns 

than did cattle enterprises. So stated the Junta de Fomento 

of Marida in 1844, whose spokesman mentioned that "not a few 

merchants and cattle hacendados put their risk capital into 

founding sugar establishments...they constructed good rural 

houses, and Imported into the area foreign machinery for 

~\t 47 grinding cano^^J' 

As already mentioned in various places above, sugar 

haciendas began to dot the Borderlands after 1825.  Some of 

their proprietors retained residence in Merida or Campeche; 
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such» for example, was Vicente Calero, or the doctor who 

had tried to revive silk, Antonio Frutos, whose sugar enter- 

prise on the hacienda Callal gave "powerful Impulse to the 

cultivation of sugar cane." Others, like the Señor Trego 

(who had emigrated to Iturbide's outskirts around 1830). 

preferred to oversee their new sugar operations personally. 

Such, for another example, was Anselmo Duarte de la Ruela, 

who had moved to Peto in 1835 and had founded a brisk estab- 

lishment for the production and distribution of sugar crops; 

his letters about his difficulties at the outbreak of the 

Caste War give important data on political and military 

4fl movements of those crucial times. 

Though information is sc-anty, it would seem that a 

number of capitalists in Uerlda and Campeche placed the 

distilling operations in those cities, while at the same 

time they established haciendas in the Borderlands to pro- 

vide the raw materials.  Others, like Andrea Maria España, 

49 grouped the two together at the site of cultivation. 

Probably in most cases, to lower transportation costs, 

grinding the cane to extract the raw juioe was performed 

on the hacienda, no matter where it was finally sent for 

further treatment. 

It did not take a financial wizard to see that sugar 

was profitable, especially to 1840 before increased produc- 

tion began to lower selling prices. Though possibly high, 

because the information was furnished to the government. 
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the cost of raising an arroba of sugar was said to be one 

peso.50 Oenerally from 1825 to around 1840 the selling 

price of sugar «as around 25 reales, a little over three 

pesos.  Earlier» it was higher; sugar was a luxury item. 

With a potential profit of two pesos an arroba, one good 

crop would amortize the original investment. 

For instance, taking the average holding of perhaps 

25 acres in cane, even at the relatively low yields of the 

time, a proprietor could anticipate a harvest that would 

amount to around 2,400 arrobas. His gross profit (subtract- 

ing only the cost of production) thus would reach some 4,800 

pesos.  Presumably operators who also maintained their own 

distilleries would cultivate a larger plot than the average. 

In one year to oover the initial cost of the maximum invest- 

ment, six thousand pesos, approximately seventy-five acres 

of salable cane would be necessary. But in the second year 

of operation, such an establishment would show 100$ profit 

of six thousand pesos, so long as cost of production remained 

at one peso an arroba and the selling price at three. At the 

latter, the price of white sugar was twelve centavos a pound. 

Part of the capital investment required for a sugar 

¡..I     enterprise was establishment of a satisfactory water supply. 

The latter not only was necessary for cultivation of cane, 

which needs water, but also served to recruit the large supply 

of labor required for harvesting. As seen, the appearance of 

/   a new water source in the Borderlands was signal for emigration 
/ A 
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there, especially toward the end of the dry season when 

normal aguadas had been emptied by use and evaporation. The 

dry season was harvest time for cane, so that a seasonal 

labor pool appeared when it was most needed. To meet the 

other needs of hacienda production of cane — the labor re- 

quired for planting and care before harvest — the net of 

peonage was dropped over some Maya; they were taken as 

"salaried hands" at the wage of one real a day. Perhaps 

the lure of this relatively high cash wage brought some 

voluntary workers onto the haciendas. 

The scarcity of labor, however, was a limiting faotor 

for the expansion of sugar. As in other parts of the world, 

the producers in Yucatan had to face the risk of losing much 

or all of their crop because it remained uncut in the fields. 

Speaking of the more general problem (which can be particular- 

ised to the Yucatecan scene on the eve of the Caste War), a 

writer notes that "the cutting of the crop forms an important 

item in the cost of production, and uses up a large proportion 

of the visible supply of labour, besides placing the owners 

at the mercy of an irresponsible population." Even the small 

crop of 1813 was lost because Indians refused to work voluntar- 

ily and the liberal legislation of the Spanish Cortes had 

51 
undermined the forced labor system in vogue.  Peonage of a 

sorty or forced labor in some guise seemed essential to con- 

sistent production of sugar on haciendas. 

So long as there was a wide margin of profit between 
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costs and sale value* there «as but small pressure to Im- 

prove sugar technology. The Industry tended to lag behind 

the technical developments that increased productive effi- 

ciency in neighboring areas like Cuba. Though some twenty 

iron grinding mills were in use on the eve of the Caste War, 

the vast majority of haciendas clung to wooden rollers. The 

iron apparatus raised the yield by 10%,  but the older fash- 

ioned wooden ones remained as the usual mechanism until sugar 

raising almost completely disappeared from Yucatan.  Until 

around 1860 all iron machinery came from abroad» but at that 

time a descendant of John MacQregor (who had helped Pedro 

Baranda found the cotton mill in Valladolid) began in a small 
52 

way to produce sugar machinery in Campeche. 

Distillation for the most part also was old-fashioned» 

in that cane juice was boiled off in kettles over open fires. 

The prooess of distillation by use of combined vacuum pana 

and surface condensers (cooled by syrup or juice)» whose in- 

vention was attributed to Charles Derosne, was known in 

Yucatan» but was not extensively employed. The Derosne 

process (actually the work of a man named Dagrand)/ was     - 

quite popular in Cuba and surrounding sugar areas after 1840» 

but did not diffuse widely through Yucatan.  It was thought 

to be 20% more efficient than current practice there." Thus 

a producer who would install iron grinders and avail himself 

of the newer process of distillation could increase his out- 

put by at least 30J¡£¡. 
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In somewhat similar fashion/ sugar hacendados clung to 

relatively primitive methods for supplying water to their 

fields and distilleries.  As noted earlier, windmills did 

not appear on Yucatan until near the end of the century, 

and until that time the traditional treadmill run by animals 

or antiquated devices requiring hand labor were usual.  In 

1846 two American engineers who had come to Yucatan in hopes 

of improving the production of henequén also turned their 

minds to a problem which they thought needed a solution. 

They advertised that they had invented a method of hoisting 

water that by use of one mule would deliver twenty-four 

gallons a minute from a well a hundred feet deep, or twice 

that amount by use of a team of mules. They stated that 

this was a great improvement over the techniques then em- 

ployed by distillers and cane-growers, but whether the latter 

took advantage of the allegedly more efficient device is not 

54 
known.   Perhaps the fact that the Americans failed to com- 

plete their primary object, the Improvement of henequén rasp- 

ing machinery, discredited them as oracles of the Machine Age. 

Though in practice the majority of sugar entrepreneurs 

were indifferent to technological advances, a small group of 

them were sensitive to the changes going on outside the penin- 

sula. The latter claimed that reasons for the upsurge of 

production around 1840 (even before favorable land legisla- 

tion of 1841) included the more effective training of mill 

and distillery operators, a perfecting of clumsy wooden mills 
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and the introduction of iron ones, as well as some un- 

55 
specified "new processes*"   Production had become slightly 

more efficient, as well as greatly extended, the latter 

occurring especially from 1840 to 1844 (after favorable 

land laws). The enterprising spirit of sugar men was 

channeled more toward bringing new areas under cultivation 

than it was toward improving their methods. 

From its outset/ the sugar industry was closely related 

to government —• at first dependent on its protection, then 

as an influence in political affairs.  A brief survey of laws 

which affooted it shows an illuminating set of shifting re- 

lationships, as the infant industry grew to glanthood, rela- 

tive to other Yucatecan economic activities and Interests. 

The following paragraphs present suoh a survey. 

By a decree of Ootober 13, 1823, the state legislature 

set a basic policy which was consistently followed to 1850. 

The government fostered the growth of cane to produce sugar 

by declaring that cultivation of the plant and manufacture 

of sugar were to remain absolutely free of duties or taxes. 

At the same time, taxes on the production of brown sugar, 

panela, were reduoed from 8%  to 4$, but intoxicants, aguardiente. 

paid a flat 20 reales (2.50 pesos) a barrel. To stimulate 

peninsular trade, it was further stated that no transporta- 
se 

tion levies were collectible on cane products.   The under- 

lying policy seems evident:  sugar rather than rum was what 

Yucatan needed.  Distillers, who evidently made more profit 
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by converting juices into intoxicants» «ere usually at odds 

with state policy/ and through the years struggled to have 

it changed. 

Although the question of sugar exploitation and land 

legislation is disoussed later» here it is worthy of note 

that one of Yucatan's early land laws probably helped the 

sugar industry get started. To fill up the empty spaces 

beyond the fringe of settlement» a statute of 1825 made 

particularly easy the acquisition of land in the sugar soné. 

One article» in fact» directed the governor to give to 

strangers "the fertile public plots of the Sierra Alta and 

Camino Real Alto partidos."57 In 1826/ the state legisla- 

ture approved a reoommendatlon which allowed municipalities 

to add a local tax on the aguardiente state excise» but pro- 

hibited them from hindering the production of sugar by tax- 

ing it. In that year the governor reported to the legis- 

lature that "the cultivation of sugar cane has increased» 

and is progressing so considerably that before long not only 

will it meet interior consumption needs» but there will be a 

surplus of sugars and liquors whose exportation will produce 

sizable revenues."53 

In 1827/ rates on aguardiente were again raised/ to six 

pesos a barrel. As in 1823» part of the revenue thus de- 

rived went into the general funds of the state» but one-third 

was allocated to expenses of the hospitals of Merida and 

Campeche.  Kvidently the production of liquor was increasing» 
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as in 1832 the unit of taxation was changed from bárrela of 

aguardiente to pipas, pipes» which were equivalent to seven 

barrels (or 210 frascos)» In the same year the cane juice 

destined for sugar not only paid no taxes» but the Church 

allowed it to pay only a half tithe; this did not extend to 

that destined for brown sugar or aguardlente.5g In 1833» 

the aguardiente tax Jumped to 150 pesos a pipa» or over 

twenty a barrel.  The first reduction came in 1834 (under 

a Centralist government), when the rate dropped to 125. 

In 1835/ the state embarked on a new method of calculat- 

ing taxes. Rather than make a count every fifteen days of 

the liquor on hand at each distillery» the lawmakers decided 

it would be simpler to tax the permanent stills on a monthly 

basis scaled according to their capacity. A regular old- 

fashioned horizontal one paid 125 pesos a month» while 

cylindrical ones were charged 150; the capacity of each was 

basically 1 pipa.  In the same year» the municipality of Peto 

was allowed to put a municipal tax on sugar» under a Central- 

ist government. 

Presumably it was between 1835 and 1840 that sugar 

production reached a point where that item was no longer 

considered a luxury.  Hather than being measured out care- 

fully on scales, sold by weight as in former days» it now 

was retailed according to approximate dry measure — almudes 

instead of libras.62 Not only that, but the point envisaged 

by Governor Tiburcio López in 1826 had been reached; Yucatan 
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i», 

was about able to meet ita own needs and have an export 

surplus. These various elements had an effeot on looal 

politics. 

The sugar growing Sierra and its associated distilling 

centers strongly supported the Federalist revolution of 

1839, and after that the first war against Mexico. Soon 

their reward appeared. Municipal taxes on sugar were 

abolished» there was a return to the older system of tax- 

ing barrels of completed aguardiente rather than the 

apparatus that produced it, and,further relaxation of land A* 
63 law.w At this time, since export trade had only just begun 

to loom, the sugar areas favored Yucatan's independence from 

Mexico — they thus avoided the possibility of national 

legislation contrary to their interests, as well as con- 

tinued influence on a favorable local legislature. 

But as the curve of production kept its upward course» 

they turned their attention to foreign markets. They sup- 

ported the second campaign against Mexico, and were pleas- 

ingly frank about their motives for agreeing to the favorable 

peace terms finally wrung from the defeated mainland author- 

ities. Higher prices for sugar through export to Gulf ports, 

said a representative group of sugar men, was "the principal 

interest" which moved the Sierra towns. ,The state, desperate 

for revenue to fill coffers depleted by the military efforts, 

placed an export tax on sugar products in June 1843, but it 

lasted only a short time, until December, when sugars and 
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aguardiente were lumped with maize and beans as goods which 

64 
could be exported free. 

Everything seemed clear for better business — favorable 

land laws, freedom from export taxes, new roads that had cut 

transport costs, and clear entry to Gulf ports. Then came 

the notorious decree of February 1844 by which the Mexican 

national government failed to inoludo on Its list of goods 

which could enter port3 free of duty most of the products 

of Yucatan, sugar among them.65 Mexican tariffs were high 

enough to exclude profitable shipments from Yucatan, As a 

resulty the now rather highly geared productive plant in 

Yucatan poured sugar into its local domestic markets at such 

a rate that selling prices dropped to or below the cost of 

production. This also had occurred earlier* in December 

1643, when Yucatecan commodities were shut out of Oulf 

markets ponding peace discussions. Table 52 illustrates 

the downward drift of 3ugar prices from the earlier level 

of 25 reales an arroba for fine white sugar; especially 

noticeable are the sharp dips at times of political crisis, 

such as December 1843 and February 1844. 

The downward trend in price of rum seems to have 
A 

occurred because of the import of competing products/ from 

Tabasco and Cuba. The sugar interests in 1845 had included 

in the Yucatecan tariff schedule passed in October some pro- 

tection; most goods imported paid an Q%  levy, but sugars and 

aguardiente fell under a double rate of 16¡&, along with soap 
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Table 52. RETAIL SUGAR PRICES, YUCATAN, 1840-1847 

Fine white Regular white Rum 
reaxes/ pesos/ reales/ pesos/ pesos/ 
arroba  pound arroba pound barrel 

December 1840 17     .067 13 .052 18.00 
February- 1842 15     .060 11 .044 ? 
January 1843 14     .056 9 .036 ? 
December 1843 7     .028 4 .016 4.00 
January 1844 9      .036 6 .024 5.00 
February 1844 6     .024 4 .016 ? 
January 1847 16      .064 12 .048 5.50 

Sources: exposición...18 de Junio de 1844 * passim.i Bl 
Noticioso, 1846-47, passim. 

and cotton.  Even more marked was proteotlon obtained the 

following May» when sugars were raised to 25$, and aguar- 

diente to 45#. The latter brought a conflict between dis- 

tilling interests (who wanted this high protection)/ and 

the merchants of Campeche, whose import business was im- 

paired. The latter won a reduction to the lower 1845 rates 
66 

for aguardiente. 

Defeated on this particular issue, the distillers turned 

in other directions.  Among them the doctrine that taxes 

should be paid by the consumers rather than by the manu- 

facturers of aguardiente became popular. Around the idea 

a monopolistic cartel of distillers crystallized, the ob- 

ject of which was to obtain favorable legislation and to 

oontrol the output of rum. They argued that the 6 pesos a 

barrel production tax, in effect since December 1841, should 

be borne by others, as it hampered them to the degree that 

they could not compete abroad with the products of Cuba and 

Tabasco. 
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These latter governments, they sharply stated» did 

not try to tax the sugar Industry out of existence» as no 

direct levies «ere collected in those places.  Rather than 

hampering the Yucatecan enterprises by unfair and exorbit- 

ant rates, the government should subsidize cane production, 

»-. just as it subsidized the coach line or the gunpowder 

'3,  factoryXjaaid.niajauf.act^rj9rB.j Whether their arguments or 

their political power was the persuasive force, distillers 

)   won a major point in April 1847. The consumer's tax re- 

placed the distiller's, but was set at only 4 pesos a 

-. 67 barrel. 

The Caste War began in the summer and fall of 1847, 

but in these days it did not put an end to the controversies 

over sugar taxation. Presumably by the winter of 1848, how- 

ever, the merchant interests (on whom the consumer's tax 

pressed) were strong enough to redraw the laws.  In any 

event, a statute invoked an earlier principle/ and replaced 

a producer's tax, levied on permanent equipment.  Ordinary 

stills of one pipa capacity paid 240 pesos, while cylindrical 

ones were taxes at 340.68 It seems worthy of note that the tax 

policy of unsympathetic governments was an adverse element 

in technological advance — the better the equipment a man 

had, the higher tax rate it cost him. 

It. «as not long before the distillers were again in 

the public eye, with protests against the law of December^ 

1848. They reiterated the arguments they had advanced before, 
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but included a novelty In the form of a compromise tax pro- 

posal. They suggested that the collection of sugar taxes 

be farmed out at public auction (much as tithes and other 

levies had been handled earlier in other parts of New Spain). 

The successful bidder would then make the appropriate ar- 

rangements with the industry aa to how the money should be 

raised. In November, 1849 this peculiar arrangement went 

into effeot. Justo Sierra, writing in El Fénix, predicted 

that it would not work; for example the complicated proced- 

ure finally left the amount of money to be raised at a 500 

peso daily quota.'0 Under heaviest government taxation* the 

industry had only yielded about 25,000 pesos a year» accord- 

ing to the distillers' earlier figures. 

By now, too, the battles of the Caste War had grown in 

number and ferocity. Most of them were fought in the sugar 

raising country. As a result of two years of fighting, 

haciendas had been burnt, cane fields ravaged, equipment 

destroyed, communications cut, regular labor non-existent. 

Not only for the reasons that Sierra outlined, but because 

of destruction which was7 had wrought, the auotion system was 
71 

doomed.  In fact it was suspended in January 1850. 

The Caste War had burst the bubble of sugar. From time 

to time during later years the industry fitfully revived, 

but never  on as broad or Important a scale as from 1823 to 

1847, a quarter century which saw it grow from a small col- 

leotion of individuals to a monopoly that accounted for nine- 

--/ 
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tenths of the value of Yucatan's commercial products.   A 

protective tariff» high selling prices, cheap land, inexpens- 

ive labor, and an adequate though not advanced technology/' 

helped to account for its meteoric rise.  Soomingly its 

chief difficulties were political ones, over which the 

industry could exercise some control. 

In fact, though, the main element which wrecked it was 

not tax laws but resistance of Maya to further advance of 

sugar cultivation. The necessities of the enterprise by 

inner logic required that it expand over the fertile lands 

on which previously had existed only small Indian rancherías 

or semi-isolated maize-raisers; at the same time the business 

required that the Maya be reduced to a stable and disciplined 

labor force. Though the sugar growers did not initiate 

peonage laws, they backed and used the existing ones, made 

especially rigid to safeguard the peouliar Interests of log- 

wood entrepreneurs.  Unlike nearly all other crops or com- 

modities, sugar competed with the Indian for the best lands. 

With the weight of government policy behind the sugar 

cultivators, the competition for control of these lands was 

not equitable. To the Maya were left the alternatives of 

submitting to hacienda discipline or of fleeing — or of 

fighting. 
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* VI 

Henequén has been popularly known as the "Oreen Gold" 

of Yucatan, principally because of the streams of wealth It 

has poured onto the peninsula. The Industry which grew up 

around cultivation, processing, and sale of fibers from the 

agaves collectively called henequén plants did for Yucatan 

what most people In the first half of the nineteenth century 

had expected would be the consequence of raising sugar. 

Henequén provided a source of wealth and employment that at 

first supplemented, then replacedAoolonlal economic activities, 

The henequén Industry as a going commercial concern de- 

veloped after Independence, but for reasons mentioned below/ 

did not reach as high a point of maturity by the opening of 

the Caste War as did its companion crop, sugar.  In the gen- 

eration from 1830 to 1860, however, the broad foundations 

for its later rapid rise were laid, and the emergence of 

henequén from the dreams of oolonial writers to living 

reality was a significant part of the Yucateoan scene from 

1830 to 1847. To henequén was reserved the role of an econ- 

omic shock absorber after the War of the Castes.  Its rise 

was intimately connected with the course of the war. The 

paragraphs below round up some of the detailed information 

on these various aspects of the henequén industry and relate 

the latter to the more general Yucatecan scene after inde- 

pendence . 
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Unlike sugar cane, which was an imported plant, the 

cactus-like agaves that took the name "henequén'1 were in- 

digenous. The long fibers extracted from their leaves were 

known and used by Maya before the Conquest, especially for 

cordage, but unlike some other groups in Middle America, 

clothing made from henequén receives small mention in 

73 records of the Yucatec Maya.   Seemingly no organized 

attempt on the part of Spanish colonials was made to ex- 

ploit henequén commercially until after Bourbons came to 

the throne in 1700. After the latter half of the eighteenth 

century a number of writers called attention to the poss- 

ibilities which henequén cultivation might offer. 

The report of Valera and de Corres in 1766 was as 

optimistic about the royal benefits whioh could be derived 

from henequén and other Yucatecan fibers as it was about 

other local commodities that might strengthen the Spanish 

imperial economic system. They enumerated the several uses 

of fibers, which were used in the manufacture of mosquito 

nets^ bagging, but more especially ship's cables that were 

superior to those of Holland.  Their praises were echoed 

in 1783 by a Yucatecan marine official who foresaw that the 

manufacture of bagging, cables, and rigging from henequén 

would not only help the Spanish Navy, but would enrioh 

Yucatan.  On the wealth thus derived the Yucatecan peninsula 

would then be able to erect and support "those enlightened 

academies, those brilliant universities, those handsome 
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establishments that today form the most admirable aspeot 

74 
of the progress of the European arts and sciences." 

In the dying days of the colonial regime (during the 

early nineteenth century) a similar view «as expressed about 

the utility and future of henequén. Writing in 1814, a 

political economist called for group action to foster its 

expansion/ as well as to improve the methods of cultivation/ 

and to control prices; he asked that a special group be 

given responsibility for these things/, as well as to] off or 

premiums for improvements andAthe extension of cultivation. 

Pointing out that such an industry as he envisaged would 

gainfully employ the native population and thus spread the 

benefits of prosperity through the whole social structure, 

he flatly stated that compared to henequén "there is no mine 

of gold and silver of similar utility, because its benefits 

diffuse to all the infinite number of hands which it can 

•75 
integrate as labor." 

Although consistently hopes for the future of henequén 

as a commodity had^appeared through the late colonial regime, 

and though the Spanish Crown took no adverse action against 

its cultivation (as it did for sugar), actual establishment 

of a significant commerce occurred only after separation of 

Yucatan from Spain.     In 1783/ there were no cord-lofts or 

other permanent installations to process the fibers, and the 

henequén which was produced was extracted by traditional and 

primitive hand methods; hand scrapers known as toncos or 
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r O '   ¿'       paoohé were the instruments employed. 

Apparently In 1828 oame the first move to put the 

Industry on a less casual basis than heretofore. In April* 

the state government became officially enthused over the 

potentialities of henequén. The legislature ordered that 

,/.'-.:    each citizen cultivate at least ten henequén plants a year 

in his private patio, and that municipal authorities and the 

-•'-*••• /  repúblicas de indígenas arrange to have all empty houselots 

in communities* as well as the public lands thereabouts» 

76 
covered with agaves. 

Despite the fact that this legislative fiat did not 

create an industry» it seems clear that the desire to foster 

henequén had reached a point where actual plans were laid 

for its commercial exploitation; the realm of talk had given 

•*''<-/'••«'—'. / >t   ,  Way to action, ^rom that time, in 1828, to about 1854 (a 
'    .' /v 

year after the nominal close of the Caste War)/ was an im- 

portant pioneering epooh. The next two deeades built on 

this foundation by improving methods and techniques of 

cultivation, production, and marketing. The consequence 

was that when widespread use of the McCormick reaper de- 

manded almost unlimited quantities of binder-twine made from 

henequén, Yucatan was ready and able to produce It/ on a 

monopolistic basis. The history of henequén after about 

1880 is rather well-known and more appropriately is part 

of the general economic history of Mexico. The evolution 

of the local industry to 1860 is leas well publicized. 
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Aa may readily be Inferred from the foregoing, the 

henequén industry which grew after the first third of the 

nineteenth century was based on the commercial cultivation 

of agaves, the processing of their leaves to extract natural 

fibers, and the sale of fibers in a raw or manufactured 

state.  Some natural elements conditioned the developments, 

duo to the peculiar nature of the agaves. Although even to 

date botanists have not extensively studied and described 

the taxonomy of Yucatscan agaves, for purposes here/ their 

characteristics are sufficiently known. 

Several varieties of these Amaryllidaceae have come 

under commercial growth, the most common being henequén 

blanco or sacqul (agave fourcroydes. Lem).  A writer in 

1845 called the agaves an item "whioh constitutes our truly 

grand and peculiar agricultural and industrial treasure.w 

A green variety known commonly as yaxqui or babqut was grown 

especially in the eastern part of Yucatan for use in hammocks, 

while a number of sylvestrian types had other particular, 

usually local, uses.7' 

Two peculiarities of these agaves helped shape the    l' 

form whioh industry based on them eventually took.  One is 

that the semi-arid limestone area around Merida, eastward 

perhaps to Chichen, southward to Tlcul and Yaxcaba, west 

and north to the edge of the coastal swamps, provided the 

optimum conditions of moisture and soils for henequén, and 

these conditions did not particularly favor other products. 
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Henequén did not compete with maize for land and water. 

A second important consideration is that a considerable 

lag of time intervenes between original planting and the 

first harvest of leaves which will produce significant 

amounts of fiber. This period may range from five to eight 

years, depending on the variety of plant, and the point at 

which an entrepreneur considers the return for first cutting 

a profitable one.  One plant has a usual life-span of about 

twenty years; the first five, at a minimum, is unproductive 

while it grows to maturity» the next ten are the best pro- 

ductive years of highest yield, then a decline in yield sets 

78 in during the last quarter. 

Starting from scratch, a henequén grower thus is forced 

to invest without return for five years considerable sums 

for labor, in addition to the original oost of the land and 

equipment. At the end of the twentieth year, virtually the 

whole enterprise has to be abandoned and renewed elsewhere. 

Although at various points in its life the henequén industry 

spread over the whole northern half of the peninsula — to 

the degree that for awhile it nearly smothered maize — it 

has generally been centered in the northwest quadrant, in a 

zone now well recognized as "the henequén zone," comparable 

for the most part with "Old Colonial" as used in these pages. 

The requirements and characteristics of the henequén 

industry when fully developed were much the same as those 

displayed in its beginnings.  It was a large-scale, hacienda 
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product which required a substantial primary capital in- 

vestment, far beyond the means of native agricultural Maya. 

Before an American Senate committee in 1916¿ Yuoatecan ^ 

henequén growers agreed among themselves that an initial 

minimum outlay of over 130,000 dollars was needed to set up 

an average-sized hacienda and operate it for the period be- 

fore any salable product was obtained; about half this went 

for productive equipment, exclusive of land.'7 

Henequén fiber has been almost exclusively an export 

crop aimed at non-Mexican markets, tied into the international 

financial structure and market.  External transportation from 

the peninsula to markets has been in non-Yucateoan hands, 

but nearly all of the internal elements affecting production- 

including transportation to port of debarkation — remained 

in Yucatecan control. Yucateoans reacted with characteristic 

fervor (reminiscent of the eighteenth century salt merchants) 

when in 1856 a Frenchman sought to achieve an offiolal mono- 

poly, with the "exclusive privilege, for a period of thirty 

years, to cultivate, process, and export textile plants and 

filaments of the land." Unanimous opposition killed the 

request, despite the backing José Limantour gave it; local 

control of henequén production is still a noteworthy feature. 

Production of fiber for export involves cultivation of 

the plants, then the separation of the mature leaves to ex- 

tract the filaments. The first phase is not as susceptible 

to technological improvement as the second.  From the outset 

80 
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both were performed on a single hacienda, the basic pro- 

ductive unit. After a field ia cleaned and first planted, 

the chief labor cost comes from keeping it weeded and clean 

and from cost of cutting mature leaves from the growing 

plant and bunching them for carrying to the point of rasp- 

ing. A stable, year-round labor force is needed.  In earlier 

times the number of hands needed to clean the bunches of 

leaves, pencas, was much greater than that required for 

cultivation. The complex henequén establishment of modern 

times tends in many respects to resemble a rural factory 

rather than the leisurely subsistence estate which the term 

"hacienda" usually implies. 

The proto-type of the latter day henequén finoa made 

its appearance in Yucatan in September 1830. A group of 

Yucatecans banded together and formed a corporation, perhaps 

the first such modern institution of Yucatan, whose object 

was to promote, perfect, and increase the cultivation of 

henequén, and to aid its manufacture and use. Thirty shares 

of paid-up capital provided 7,500 pesos to these ends.  One 

of the first steps the corporation took was to purchase the 

Hacienda Chaczikin, on which a field of commercial henequén 

was planted. The cost of the hacienda was 838.37 pesos, and 

the more or less experimental plot was 800 meoates, about 80 

81 
acres. 

Probably the more usual course, rather than outright 

purchase of an hacienda for the sole purpose of cultivating 
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henequén, was gradual transformation of a cattle-maize 

establishment by adding the new crop. (Jerónimo Castillo.    /? 

I    deacribe/i a typical Old Colonial hacienda/~>nd^included as  ) / 

one of its characteristics in the 1840*s "an immense hene- 

quenal [area for henequén]» whose limits were lost on the 

horizon, and observed with wrinkled brow under the shade, 

at the level of the highest leaves, it seemed to be an 

immense bay populated by craft whose masts were the upright 
82 

and flowering stalks which old and discarded plants bear." 

The Haoienda Yaxcopil illustrates the procesa of trana- 

formation; it became one of the largest producers of henequén. 

Dr. Ignacio Vado (whose contributions to medicine in Merida 

have been spoken of in Chapter Three) purchased it at auction 

in 1846; no henequén was grown on it then. When in 1864 the 

place again changed hands, the hacienda included a little 

over 240 acres of henequén, valued at 4,868.75 pesos, and 

had been producing fiber since 1852 (which implies that Vado 

planted it soon after purohase}.  Eventually, after 1864, 

83 
more than 5,000 acres of henequén were sowed. 

Calculations of 1846 were based on the practice of 

planting 81 agaves to each mecate of land, and on the as- 

sumption that from each mature plant could be cut 75 leaves 

a year. An arroba of salable fiber required about 475 such 

leaves.  Each mecate, at this rate, would yield 6,075 leaves, 
84 

equivalent after processing to nearly 13 arrobas of fiber. 

In 1861, only 64 stalks were planted to the mecate, eaoh 
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stalk being expeoted to produce only 25 bunches, or 1,600 

to a mecate. An arroba of useful fiber «as thought to re- 

quire 500 leaves.  Thus at the later date a mecate was 

believed to give only a little more than 3 arrobas per 

mecate.   Why the discrepancy is so great between the 

earlier and the later estimates seems inexplicable; in each 

case contemporaries agreed on the basic correctness of the 

figures for 1846 and for 1861. They are, however, in agree- 

ment that nearly 500 leaves had to be processed to produce 

a pound of fiber. 

Wages for cultivation remained somewhat static.  On 

the first plantation of 1830, the corporate owners of Chac- 

zikin paid a real per mecate for each weeding, a process 

required twice a year; the samo scale was in effect in 1861. 

By 1916, the pay had quadrupled.  In 1830/ outting the mature 

leaves cost 1.00 to 1.25 pesos a thousand; no comparable 

figures for 1861 were given, but it seems that by 1846 cut- 

ters had been raised to a permanent salaried status, with a 

salary of four pesos a month and maize. Then to cut the 

product of 142 mecates, 2 men were needed; for salaries and 

maize amounting to about 100 pesos, they chopped more than 

8,500 thousand leaves, which made the cost per thousand 

86 
negligible. In 1916 the price per thousand leaves for 

cutting was 2.00 pesos, and represented about 16$ of op- 

erational cost per mecate.87 Prom its beginnings to the 

present, the planting, cleaning, and cutting of henequén 

fields has been a hand-job, capable of but small improvements. 
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expansion of cultivation, however, was not limited by- 

elements of cultivation, provided that an adequate labor 

supply could be recruited. The land on which henequén 

grew best produced crops of no higher value, and was re- 

latively extensive. As seen later, the Caste War helped 

solve the early labor problem; driven back from the east 

and south, Kaya and mestizos in many cases were more than 

willing to seek shelter and livelihood in the north and west. 

In the years before the Caste ;Var, chief barriers to expanded 

production of fiber were lack of capital and technical diffi- 

culties of processing raw leaves into salable fibers.  With 

each pound of fiber needing about 600 leaves, a ton (short) 

demanded the scraping and rasping of a million —> an arduous 

and inefficient task by hand. 

Almost simultaneously with the founding of the first 

commercial henequén plantation in 1830 came renewed efforts 

to improve rasping methods.  These aimed at substituting 

mechanization for the traditional toncos. The society 

which purohased Chaczikin had as one of its objects the 

perfection of machines that would permit an almost unlimited 

inorease of henequén cultivation.  In fact, the hope of ac- 

quiring such a device may have been the reason for formation 

of the original corporation; a month before its formal and 

logal inauguration in September 1B30, the group which later 

became its shareholders was granted a ten-year monopoly for 

exclusive use of a rasping machine invented by a Mr. Freeman 
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G, ' 

Graham, with whom they had signed a contract.88 Little or 

nothing was subsequently heard of that machine, and the 

numerous efforts from lü33 *onward to near the end of the 

contury to invent and improve ra3ping machinery! is pre-   a-' 

aumptlve evidence that Graham's apparatus did not fulfill 

all the optimistic hopes for it. Henequén growers, however, 

achieved more ¿success in their search than did the attempt 

(during the aamo years) of logwood entrepreneurs to improve 

technology. 

Like many activities which became important after in- 

dependence, a forerunner in the late colonial period preceded 

the intensive work following 1830. There seems to be no 

continuity between the attempts of a cleric in 1783 to create 

a rasping machine (by use of a carriage wheel with attached 

knives) and the later inventions. The first Yucatecan patent 

was granted to an American, ..in 1833J Henry Perrine^ -He—waa^ 

than the consul at Campeche, and. as enthusiastic about the ¿¡J-/. 

future of henequén as any Yucatecan. Through his efforts^ l¡/ 

agaves were introduced into Florida, but failed to produce 

the henequén he had expected. His machine of 1833 proved 

too cumbersome in some ways, too delicate in others for use 

09 by native labor. 

In the first phase of technological search/ foreigners c 

took the lead. After the inadequacies of Perrine's apparatus 

became increasingly apparent, in 1840, the next who tried his 

hand at solving the basic problems was a Swiss or German, 
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Fernando Salisch. Congress voted him a premium of 2,000 

pesos If he could demonstrate to the Junta de Fomento of 

Merlda that his machine would fulfill his claims for It, 

but like that of Perrlne/ it too failed to provide the 

answer — a mechanism simple enough to be operated by 

native labor, which would cut and rasp the peculiarly 

90 
shaped agave leaves.   The premium was apparently left 

as a standing offer, and the next aspirants ware a pair 

from New York, James K. Hitchoook (an entrepreneur) and 

E. S. Scripture (an engineer).  It will be remembered that 

they invented and tried to sell a new system for raising 

water from Yucateoan wells.  In early November 1846 they    ;•'' 

briefly set forth the virtues of a machine that would rasp 

a leaf a minute; one motor run by mule power would operate 

a battery of raspers, and at the same time draw water. 

The New Yorkers soon enthusiastically explained the 

material advantages of their invention.  Their figures 

showed that by employing a motor which moved six raspers/ 6, 

a grower could expect to clear four hundred pesos yearly 

on a 142 mecate field, or 1,400 pesos on one of 500 mecates. 

A Yucatecan said that the idea of using machinery for rasp- 

ing was not a new one, and that several had been failures 

in tests; he asked that the Hitchcock machine be given a 

public demonstration. The apparatus did rasp, but so im- 

perfectly that it destroyed a portion of the fiber; moreover, 

its operation and maintenance were thought impossible, as 
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the complicated mechanism could neither bo operated or re-  ri- 
92 placed by the common run of Yucatocan labor. 

At about the samo time» another device was displayed 

by a foreigner, Luis Koch. Before it too failed» he plaoed 

a price on each apparatus of 2,000 pesos, and asked for a 

premium from the government of 10,0*30. Saoh machine «as 

supposed to rasp enough leaves to produoe 40 arrobas of 

fiber a day; as seen above, this would mean around 80,000 

penoas. 3tlll before the Caste war came yet another outsider, 

this time from Boston, * Mr. Thompson, with an engineer, 

brought a machine "whose demonstrations were not happy." 

Writing at the turn of the mid-century mark, Yucatecans said, 

"iVe are confident that the hopes of the country will be re- 

alized, if not through government stimulus, then by private 

interests.»^"93 

After the troop of unsuccessful foreigners, Yucateoans 

themselves took up and solved their own problems, initiating 

a second phase. This bogan around 1Ü50 and lasted until 1860. 

From 1B61 onward/ the problems were less trying, and con- 

sisted mainly of improving the existing apparatus by substitut- 

ing 8team for animal power^ adapting conveyor belts and the 

like to mechanisms whose principles had proved successful in 

the previous decades. This was a third phase. 

¿i great number of Yucatecans turned their minds to in- 

vention, but because of their success and tenacity Manuel 

Cecilio villamor and Jose Esteban ¿¡olla are credited with 
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providing the peninsula with the necessary rasping machin- 
94 

ery.   Rather than collaborators, they were rivals; their 

machines embodied essentially the same fundamental Idea» 

which led to a later lawsuit. 

As early as 1854» the waning Centralist dictatorship 

of a anta Anna In Mexico declared Vlllamor the Inventor of 

a rasping device and Issued a patent to him. A local 

company In Yucatan was formed to exploit the patent rights, 

but distrust among the partners (among other reasons) dis- 

solved the outfit; the sole machine it had was dismantled 

and sold piece by piece into several private hands.  Not 

long thereafter, in 1857, José Esteban Soils obtained a 

patent from the state government for a somewhat similar 

contrivance; a ten-year monopoly accompanied the patent. 

When she visited Yucatan in 1865, the impress Carlotta 

pinned on him a "civil Gold Medal" for his achievement» 

and in 1868 the state legislature decided that at last they 

were justified in paying the 2,000 peso premium for a suc- 

cessful raspor, as the Soils, had been put to wl de use in 

Yucatan.95 

Vlllamor sued Soils in 1871 for patent infringement 

and demanded 10,000 pesos damages.  The first court which 

heard the case found in Soils* favor, but on appeal the 

verdict was reversed, and Soils was ordered to pay 4,000 

pesos damages,  in protest, and beoause of their apprecia- 

tion for benefits received from what was then and always 
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called the "Máquina Soils," the mercantile public of 

96 Merida soon spontaneously raised this sum In his behalf. 

At the end of the decade from 1850 to 1860y at least   - 

three variations of the Soils-VI11amor principles,.were giv- 

ing good results* embodied in working machines).  In compar- 

ative tests* the Soils machine outdid those built by Villamor 

and Millet; but at best it could hardly handle more than 262 

bunches of leaves an hour. Those at the end of the century 

handled 20,000. The next decade saw introduction of yet 

other machines, especially one Invented in New York by 

»   97 Eduardo Juanes y Patrullo. 

But the chief development of the period after Soils 

was application of steam engines to henequén rasping. 

Susebio Sscalante, about whom more below, in 1861 imported 

the first steam engine applicable to raspers, and Installed 

it on his hacienda Itzincab.  At the same time he imported 

a special henequén press as a companion piece,  improvement 

in machines and the extension of mechanization to the pro- 

ducing units continued rapidly; in 1872, for instance, the 

growers were able to offer a reward of 20,000 dollars to any 

one who would raise the efficiency of the currently used 

raspers. The sons of Villamor were especially noted for 

the new aids they designed to Increase output, while a con- 

temporary, Manuel Prieto, created a machine which lived up 

to its name of "The Conqueress" by rasping 20,000 bundles 

98 
an hour. 
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Thus by the time the world began to make unprecedented 

demands for henequén (after wide use of McCormlck*8 reaper 

occurred, following 1388)» Yucatecans had developed and 

adapted the appropriate technology to fill them.  By 1876 

at least six hundred raspers were being used, four hundred 

of which were steam-driven» powered predominantly by English 

engines.  Just a few years earlier, Woeikof had thought 

99 
Yucatan numbered only about a hundred steam-moved raspers. 

The groundwork for this later evolution was principally laid 

from 1830 to I860; the pioneering efforts before the Caste 

War produced but few tangible results, but at least defined 
A 

the problems more clearly and accumulated a body of empirical 

data, generally of a negative character. 

Extension of henequén cultivation tended to follow the 

course of technology, modified by a number of qualifying 

elements. Availability of capital, foreign demand, and the 

price structure, as well as politioal events, influenced 

the spread, but the striking correspondence between the 

number of mecates of henequén raised and the ability of 

machines to process it seems important, until the end of 

the century and even thereafter, there was a constant market 

for all the fiber that could be produced. Table 53 summar- 

izes a series of estimates, some on rather sketchy basis, of 

the number of mecates of henequén raised at various times. 

The jump between 1845 and 1847 is notable, but even more 

significant is the increase after mechanization got under 

way In 1861. 
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Table 53. ESTIMATED MECATES OP HENEQUÉN, SELECTED YEARS, 
1845-1390 

Year Mecates 
(000is omitted) 

Notes 

1845 
1847 
1860 
1865 

1878 
1879 
1890 

16 ? 
60 ? 
65 

400 

780 
1,130 
2,478 

Crop planted ca. 1838; hand rasping. 
Pre-Caste War maximum. 
Mechanical raspers; foreign credit begins. 
First steam-moved raspers;French Inter- 

vention. 
Prioe recovery; mechanization widespread. 
McCormick reaper demands binder-twine. 
Maximum henequén area exploited; new 

machines. 

Souroes: Calculated for 1345, 1847 from data In Rssll and Peon. 
"Estadística,n loc. clt.. 312, 313; for 1860-78. 1890. 
Cámara Zavala, Industria henequenera, pp. 34. 45, 
50-51; 1879 calculated from data In "Cuadro de agri- 
cultura #28,M Busto, Estadística, I, and Baqueiro, 
Reseña. Doc. #3. 

The pre-Caste V.'ar growers faced difficulties of financ- 

ing their operations, and no data are readily available to 

indicate how they met this serious problem.  Sometime before 

1861/ the basic financial structure of the modern henequén 

trade was set/ when Eusebio Escalante founded a factoring 

house in Merida and arranged a line of credit as correspond- 

ent of Thebaud Brothers of New York.  On personal notes/ 

hene^ueneros were advanced sums at 9%  Interest annually. 

Somewhat later a second correspondent of Thebaud Brothers 

appeared, the Yucateoan firm established by íí. Donde, and in 

1881 Miguel Espinosa Rondón became a partner of Druggier 

and Company, also in New York, which also fed oredit to the 

peninsula. Toward the end of the century (1895) G. Amsinck, 

again a New York house, backed a similar venture headed by 

Olegario Molina.100 
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The demand for capital was not satisfied until near 

the end of the century» as evidenced by interest rates.   , 

Around 1845/ at least 5%  «as common, ^itts^d to 6%  following 

the Caste War; the 9%  charged by Escalante was increased to 

from 18# to 21%  around 1875.  Somewhat justly a Yuoatecan 

wrote than that "more than any other, the cultivation of 

henequén has been the victim of usury." An attempt in 1876 

to found a local bank for henequeneros remained merely a 

project.101 

Unlike other YUcatecan products before the Caste War, 

henequén found a wide and increasing demand in the export 

markets.  The chief uses were found in the United States and 

in Cuba.  The former employed fibers .in one or another mari- 

time uses ~ ship's rigging, canal tow-ropes, and the like — 

while henequén entering Havana was In the form of bags and 

sacks for charcoal and an incipient coffee Industry, whose 

entrepreneurs had found that Manila hemp tended to rot the 

beans.  Some few hammocks and other manufactured items also 

found sale abroad.  These more or less traditional henequén 

products were the principal forms henequén took until around 

1880, when it was discovered that the rot-resisting qualities 

which made henequén excellent for ship's cables, and the 

insect-repellent nature of the fiber, made it especially 

suited for binder twine. Bailing wire, formerly used, damaged 

animals who tried to eat the bound sheaves of wheat that were 

102 
now a major interest in the expanding American West. 

'•r< 
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The Amerioan trade began between 1845 and 1847. The 

previous output of henequén had been absorbed almost ex- 

clusively by Cuba.  In 1845/ a little less than 65*000 

arrobas went abroad» 85%  of which was sacking and bags for 

the Havana trade.  Seven cord-lofts in Merida, near the 

plantations and with a pool of labor» prepared the fibers 

in this fnrmf an well nn mak1n£ rope and cables.  But in 1847i 

the United States alone imported a calculated 100,000 arrobas 

of henequén in a raw state, to be processed after delivery, 

while manufactured items jumped to almost 85f0O0.  In estimat- 

ing the gross use for that year, locally consumed items like 

hammocks, rope, henequén harness, and the like amounted to 

a respectable total.  3 

The total, divided as indioated in Table 54, was a 

large gain over 1845, but even so, if measured in short tons 

is infinitesimal compared to later figures.  For instance, 

in 1880 about 20,000 tons were exported, and in 1914, a 

little over 180,000 tons.104 The fact that in 1847 henequén 

export was measured in arrobas (of 25 pounds each) is in- 

dicative. 

Table 54.  HEN&¿UEH CONSUMPTION AND EXPORT, 1847 

Class of goods Chief market Quantity 
Arrobas   Short Toñ¿ 

a   Percent 

Manufactured Loeal 
flnhn 

73,7fifl 820 
RA.fiftñ i.oan 

Bfl.6 
38.4 

Raw fibers United States 100,000 1.250 39.0 

Totals 258,407 3,210 100.0 

Sourcet     Regil and Peon,   "Estadística," loe,  clt.,  313  (adapted), 
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c7 

The price structure and fluctuations, of course, af- 

fected the export trade of henequén.  Curiously enough a    j 

decade before Yucateoan fiber entered the New York market 

in quantity/ it had been able to compete in quality and 

price with a similar product from Russia.105 At that time, 

in 1835, the selling unit was a tercio (about 50 pounds); 

150 tercios of Yucatecan henequén brought 170 pesos, while 

a similar quantity of Russian fiber sold from 130 to 185. 

The selling price of around two cents a pound seems to have 

remained standard until around 1848, when apparently it rose 

to three.  If the production costs of the time are to be 

trusted, the margin of profit on henequén was considerable 

but not extraordinary. 

An estimate for production costs on 500 mecates of 

henequén for the years 1848 to 1868 reveal, on analysis, 

that the average profit per mecate was annually sixty 

centavos.  Through this period the yield was generally as- 

sumed to be an average of four arrobas per mecate (100 pounds 

of fiber).  The figures from which this average profit is 

derived are based on several assumptions that might color 

the final result:  that the owner already owned the land 

without a mortgage to carry, that interest rates did not 

change from 6%,  that no special investment was represented 

by advances to laborers in order to tie them to the place, 

and that the selling price (at the hacienda) remained at 

least three centavos a pound. 
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At a little later date, 1876, writers said that ono 

reason overhead was higher than necessary was that hone- 

queneros built themselves costly houses on credit and Im- 

ported elaborate equipment beyond their actual requirements. 

At that time/ the coat of raising an arroba of fiber was 

thought to be four to four and a half reales, two or a 

little more centavos a pound. 

The estimator of 18G1 presumed that the ohlef elements 

of cost were purchase of the plants, the initial planting, 

two annual weodings, and rasping. Tho latter was set at 

half the gross valuo of any particular year. Up to the end 

of the ninth year/ interest charges were a significant item, 

at which time the original investments of capital were amor- 

tized and the grower freed from that burden. The figures 

underline in a practical way the fact that even in its early 

days/" henequén was a business requiring considerable invest- 

ment. At least 2,200 pesos would be sunk before the fourth 

year, when the very first cash returns began to come in; 

later practice deferred this first cutting even longer. 

But it is also clear that once the enterprise managed 

to weather the first years of waiting, returns were ponder- 

able, even at the relatively low selling price of henequén, 

then three centavos a pound. Higher prices obviously pro- 

duced more profit, as operating costs tended to remain 

somewhat stable. Table 55 summarizes data for the period 

1848-1868, and Table 56 provides comparisons for the period 
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1848-1915; the one deals with returns on 500 mecates of 

henequén, the other the selling price, estimated cost of 

production, and interest ratea. 

Table 55.     RiSTUflliS   ON 500  LOCATES   OP  liENffiiUJSN,   1848-63 
• 

Peso3 per mecate   (ca.   100 lbs.   yield) 

Year Notes Annual balance Cumulative 
Profl * Tasa Prof \ f. Losa 

I 
II 
III 
IV 
V 

Original planting 

First  commercial  leaves 
.43 

3.17 
.46 
.48 
.31 

3.17 
3.63 
4.11 
4.42 
3.99 

VI 
VII 
VIII 
IX 
X 

Optimum maturity 
Amortization complete 

0.70 
1.04 
1.10 
1.17 
1.35 

.02 
1.37 

3.29 
2.25 
1.15 

XI 
XII 
XIII 
XIV 
XV 

1.35 
1.35 
1.35 
1.35 
1.35 

2.72 
4.07 
5.42 
6.77 
8.12 

XVI 
XVII 
XVIII 
XIX 
XX 

Declining yield 

Abandoned 

1.10 
.85 
••80 
.65 
.50 

9.22 
10.07 
10.87 
11.52 
12.02 

Average annual profit per mecate  (over 20 yea 
Average,  for 500 mecates  (annual) 
Total,  for 20 year period 

rs):           .60 
300.00 

6,000.00 

Source : Antonio G.  Rejón,   "Gastos de un plantel de 500 mecates 
79, de  jenequen,     Repertoric 

adapted and recaloulatec 
3 Pintore 
i. 

SCO   (lf Í61),   74- 
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Table 56.     SKLLINQ PRICES,   COSTS,  and INTEREST RATES, 
HENEQUÉN,   1845-1915 

Peaoa per pound 

Year Sources Selling 
price 

Production 
Cost 

Groas 
Profit 

Interest 
Rates 

1845 
1847 
1860 
1872 
1877 
1915 

a 
a 
b 
c 

c-d 
e-f 

.02 

.03 

.03 

.118 

.022 

.135 

? 
.024 V 

.022 

.022 

.100 

? 
.006 

.096 

.00 

.035 

9% 
18^-24^ 
18%-24# 
10# 

Sources;  (a) Regll and Peon, "Estadística," loc. olt., 305j (b) 
ReJon, "Gastos," loc. cit.; (c) Cámara Zavala, 
Industria henequenera, pp. 41, 47; (d) Pedro Regll 
Peon, "Informe,1 loo, cit., 264-65; (e) Yucatan and 
an American Monopoly, p. 15; (f) Importation of """~ 
Sisal Hemp, I, 342. 

Evolution of the henequén industry brought no immediate 

repercussions between Maya and creóles, and rather minor ones 

among creóle groups. There was little question of land 

usurpation in its expansion. Older colonial type haciendas 

gradually transformed their traditional holdings into hene- 

quen plantations, or newer ones were created in the thinly 

populated parts of the Old Colonial section. Typical of the 

former were those seen by Stephens in 1839.  For the most 

part, Maya labor at this period was not particularly restive 

or notably exploited; with all the work connected with 

henequén cultivation and processing still in a hand-stage, 

they were not wholly appendages to machines.  In 1880V ad- 

mittedly there were at least 20,767 families held in debt.107 

Possibly between the sugar-growers of the Borderlands and 
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the henequeneros of the Old Colonial area there was some 

competition for the services of Maya, but presumably the 

master class of each section was united on the question 

of maintaining the peonage laws (which neither had invented 

but which both used)» and were Joined in this by the logwood 

interests of the West Coast. 

The search for technical improvement* the stress on 
/ 

profits and production of henequén were in tune with the 

other "progressive" trends of Marida and Campeche. The 

closer linking of Merida and Cuba, then the United States, 

followed trade channels already out much earlier in Yucatan's 

history, and tended to divide the Old Colonial from the West 

Coast and Borderlands* now more than ever tied to Mexico and 

the Oulf ports by the thin cord of sugar exports (added to 

salt). As noted earlier, a tangible indication of the grow- 

ing split was search for a suitable port outlet for henequén. 

The road between Itorida and Progreso, the seleoted site, was 

a symbol of the new direction in which henequén trade would 

lead Yucatan. 

The Caste War gave impetus to the new industry. Yucatecana 

at the time and since have looked upon henequén as a provi- 

dential plant which saved the place from utter ruin when 

cattle, sugar, cotton, tobaooo, and other commodities were 

almost completely annihilated by the struggles from 1847 to 

1853, and in the constant resurgence of military action at 

least as late as 1873. 
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Henequén acted as a buffer and shock absorber In sev- 

eral ways.  Physically the henequén plantations that ringed 

for a distance of twenty leagues the capital /acted as a re- 

doubt in a way that pastures and milpas never had.  More 

important» refugees driven from the east and south — Maya 

and mestizo alike — found employment in a newly opened 

section west and north of Merlda, in the direction of Motul, 

as well as in the capital itself.  In the city/ the manufac- 

ture of bags became an important trade.  It was estimated 

that this manufacture paid annual wages of perhaps 25,000 

pesos annually, and was hailed as the "life-raft in the 

general ship-wreck" of the Caste War.108 

A oareful investigator has repeatedly emphasized that 

the decades of the fifties and sixties, BO barren politic- 

ally beoause of revolts and uprisings, are the years when 

earlier henequén developments joined to form the modern in- 

dustry. He has pointed out that in these twenty years the 

plant was cultivated commercially on a wide scale by fixed 

labor, and that commercial credit was introduced, that the 

Soils machine was invented, and that mechanization had gotten 

lOQ 
an important foothold. 

Paradoxically, it might be added, the rising industry 

aided Mayas and mestizos, in the sense, it offered them a 

more favorable (though still depressing) set of alternatives 

than would have otherwise been their fate. The Increasing 

need for laborers stemmed a traffic in Maya slaves who were 
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shipped to Cuba and there usually died. After 1859/ looal 

economic pressures probably had more effect than decrees in 

stopping the unsavory business» whose sardonic operators 

did not hesitate now and then to Include a kidnaped Mexican 
110 

soldier or two in a shipment.    Too, labor needs gave an 

opening to many who preferred working to fighting. When 

military forces campaigning against the rebel Maya were 

divided into "sedentary" and "mobile" troops» moat of the 

former, and not a few of the latter, took refuge on henequén 

plantations, whose masters often protected them from the 

recruiting officer.111 

That mestizos slipped somewhat in the social scale 

and had become luneros (rather than holding their usual 

berth of asalariados) can similarly be Inferred from this 

legislation detailing the rights and responsibilities of 

masters toward "non-native luneros."118 The Caste War drew 

a sharp and clear line between those who were willing to 

accept serfdom and those who would not. The former made a 

labor reservoir of "sweet, suave, respectful, and obedient" 

113 
characters, many of them mestizos.    The latter were the 

Independent "indios bravos" in the south, and the "bárbaros," 

in the east.  Between them and the henequén zones was a 

"No-Man•s-Land."114 

As culmination of the henequén complex, the port of 

Progreso officially supplanted Sisal just after the close . 

of the decade 1860-70.  By 1873¿ cart roads through the 
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upper henequén zone had fanned out, and the capital and its 

port were already nearly linked by rail; at that time/ mules 

115 
rather than locomotives hauled the cars.    By the tine 

Ober disembarked in 1880, the railroad had been fully 

equipped with cars and engines, and passed through "the 

henequén plantations, with miles and miles of Sisal hemp on 

either side of the track.... Excepting hemp plantations, 

116 
there is little to interest one.•**-."    Henequén in 1880 

monopolized the attention and efforts of the people in the 

Old Colonial area, although would still answer to a descrip- 

tion of them in 1831 which mentionedfthey were "disposed to 

raising cattle and to commerce, in particular that produced 

by beef.. .'and henequén, raw and manufactured, in which their 

«117 
wealth consists." 

VII 

The economic picture of Yucatan from the years just 

after its political Independence from Spain to the opening 

of the Caste War was not a particularly complex one, though 

the problems it presented to Yucatecans of the time were of 

some magnitude. The biggest business on the peninsula was 

raising food for itself, an activity almost wholly in the 

hands of Maya working in milpas, found universally through 

the area on haciendas, near villages and towns, or isolated 

ranchos and rancherías.  Each section of the territory,~"due^ '> .- 
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in part fca a faulty communication system, was nearly self- 

sufficient. 

The zoned economy characteristic of Yucatan today, 

where one area concentrates on food production to feed the 

workers of a commercial export agriculture in another, had 

not made its appearance, and did not until near the end of 

the century. Milpa agrieulture absorbed the major part of 

the labor supply represented by the mass of natives, and any 

other enterprises which needed them had either to adjust to 

the situation or change it. Colonial economy had more or 

less adjusted to this prime fact, but under the drive for 

increased participation beyond the peninsula^ Yucateoana who 

proclaimed themselves "avid for progress and prosperity," 

after 1830 firmly believed that change was desirable and 

would ultimately benefit the whole area, including the Haya. 

The direction that changes took was less toward direct 

suppression of habitual native ways than extension of new 

enterprises which were predicated on somewhat different re- 

lationships between Maya and creóle than was) usual in earlier 

days. Colonial economy rested on Maya labor and effort, but 

more or less accepted the fact that Indiana were permitted 

to go their own way, so long as tribute goods appeared at 

the designated times.  The newer doctrines, however, began 

a conscious or unconscious drift toward the concept of the 

native as a human tool, as part of a disciplined and fixed 

labor force necessary for operation of large scale commercial 
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enterprises. As a corollary, such labor was also needed 

to provide the necessary Instruments for expansion of the 

latter — especially roads. Need for labor mounted rapidly» 

and with it legislation that empowered enforcement of these 

demands. 

A separate and important development, treated in the 

following chapter, was competition for land. Henequén and 

sugar each needed new areas; the one was less a rival for 

territory held by maiae-growing Maya than the other. The 

marked and considerable extension of sugar cultivation into 

Indian areas, in the East Colonial and more especially in 

the Borderlands, brought in its train difficulties over both 

labor and land. These tended to remain latent, until un- 

covered and focuased by political disturbances, also in part 

engendered by the new sugar industry. 

The narrowing of foreign markets for traditional pro- 

ducts was an inoentive to improve technology or to seek more 

profitable outlet for the small amounts of capital available 

on Yucatan. Men formerly engrossed in logwood and cattle 

began after 1830 to invest in sugar or henequén enterprises. 

Until around 1840 the former had an almost untapped Internal 

market, and the latter an unsaturated foreign one.  Destruc- 

tion of the sugar industry through the Caste War released 

some capital and considerable labor to henequén; its earlier 

development was slower than sugar, whose technological prob- 

lems were more easily solved. Henequén did not enter a 
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proto-modern phase until after 1850, although the pioneer- 

ing efforts necessary to later evolution had begun as early 

as 1830. From  1830 to 1847 y hopes for the eoonomic re- 

generation of Yucatan «ere placed on sugar and henequén, 

as visions of ship-building, coffee, and silk economies 

faded before the political and social realities of the epoch. 

The rise of new economies helped .split the peninsula   4 
r 

into sections that, as earlier shown had their respective 

cultural and even ethnic characteristics.  Paralleling these 

were diverse political objectives and programs, which not 

only reflected inter/sectional clashes of interest but the 

division between old and new goals within any one section. 

Perhaps this shattering of colonial unity of ideals.7 and the 

culture based on them/ was a necessary phase before re- 

integration in response to the complexities of modern times. 

Though culturally the modern era began to gather momentum 

around 1835, economically it was deferred until around 1850, 

when the elements of henequén industrialization began to fall 

into place.  In each case the late colonial period furnished 

a point of departure, a handful of thought, and broader hor- 
A 

izon, coupled with typical eighteenth century optimism; the 

generation from 1850 to 1860 elaborated these scant begin- 

nings by its own contributions and its wide borrowing from 

the rest of the western world and by so doing created a new 

context — neither wholly colonial, not quite "modern." 
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CHAPTER  SEVEN 

The Climax: 

Land, Church, Politics, and the Casto War 

"The defenders of the ancient and 
rank doctrines, and of principies 
in vogue during the times we have 
left behind, have on their side.the 
preoooupation of vested interests 
and long custom; hut the athletes 
of reform and of liberal innovation 
count on this inexplicable (but vis- 
ible) torrent which goes on, rooting 
up obsolete and lapsed beliefs, and 
giving place by degrees (as may be 
seen) to that favorable transforma- 
tion which all societies are bound 
to feel in future times." 

La Voz Pública, Merida, November 1846. 

"Excuse me for extending a discussion 
of these materials (so little meriting 
interest in themselves) but, in my 
opinion, a people reveals itself 
throughout the habits of its daily 
life, in the thousand details of its 
concrete existence. For that reason 
I have believed it necessary to trans- 
cribe all that is encountered here 
about the Yucateoans* way of life." 

Jean Waldeck, Voyage...dans la 
province d'Yucatan...1834-1856. 



CHAPTER SEVEN ~ THE CLIMAX: 

LAND, CHURCH, POLITICS AND THE CA3TE WAR 

*V 

YUcatan «as no exception to the general rule that In 

Mexico the prevailing major opinion is immediately reflected 

first in legislation affecting land/ and secondly the rela- J/ 

.'< /  tions of Church to the state. The divergent tendencies of 

change and movement toward new goals in intellectual, social, 

and economic fields, details of which have already appeared, 

formed an incubating medium for factionalism in Yucatan. 

More and more the agreement over general ends and the means 

to reach them dissolved into a continuous series of disagree- 

ments as interests and ideas clashed. 

A last minute effort to pull the fabric together was 

unsuccessful. The result was that confliots passed from the 

verbal plane to military action, and thence involved the Maya. 

As might be expected, from the information presented earlier 

here, the manner in which natives were drawn into the strug- 

gles and the ways in which they reacted, varied by the sec- 

tions or regions of Yucatan. 

Although it anticipates the narrative of the Caste War 

itself, there is some utility in pointing out what the natives 

who revolted demanded after a few months of successful fight- 

ing.  Their requests were embodied in a treaty which listed 
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the developments to which they made moat objeotlon. Aside 

from the charges of cruelty in carrying on war» the Indians 

through their chiefs placed their complaints before Yucateoan 

government authorities in April» 1848. The latter agreed to 

rectify them. 

Among the nine articles of this so-called Treaty of 

Tzucacab, the contracting parties outlined the following 

issues and their solutions.  First» personal contributions 

were abolished, for Indians as well as whites "now and for- 

ever." A limit was set on Church fees, equalising them for 

Indians and Whites at three reales for baptism, ten for a 

marriage. Article 3 returned to the Indians their right to 

establish milpas and ranchos on their ejidos, communal lands, 

and state lands, without payment of rent, and further, pro- 

hibited future alienation of such lands into private hands; 

moreover, the government was to restore either the lands or 

their value to towns which had been despoiled of them. 

Articles 4, 5, and 6 stated that Indians were to retain arms, 

and that to maintain a stable peace Miguel Barbaohano was to 

govern Yuoatan and the Indian chiefs were to be subordinate 

to Jacinto Fat; these two would reach an agreement on the 

appropriate measures to assure harmony. 

Article 7 touohed the status of debt peons.  Both those 

who had taken to the field against Whites/ and those who had 

docilely remained at home were to be forgiven their outstand- 

ing debts, but "those who may wish to contract new debts. 
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they will have to satisfy them with their personal labor." 

Article 8 abolished any tax on the distillation of aguar- 

diente, and the final one made arrangements for implementing 

the agreement. 

That the treaty failed to put an end to the War of the 

Castes does not diminish its significance as a bill of par- 

ticulars on the issues which had led to overt conflict.  The 

issues, in turn, had emerged from the several collateral 

shifts of opinion and policy on the part of Whites. They 

oould not agree among themselves on a single proper course 

of action, acceptable to all the various political, economic, 

and social Interests involved. The paragraphs below sketch 

briefly modifications in land laws and legislation which de- 

fined the relations between the Church and government.  Each 

was an important contributory cause of the War of the Castes. 

The treatment also exposes some of the pressing problems of 

publio finance. All these questions had political overtones. 

II 

In an essentially agricultural area like Yucatany the 

significance of land has a paramount importance.  Regulation 

of its use. its allocation to individuals or groups^ are     ¿ 

fundamental issues.  This is more especially true beoause 

although the territory of Yucatan was relatively great, the 

amount of land capable of being exploited for Immediate human 

benefit was and is relatively small. This was especially true 
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up to the time that henequén could make effective use of the 

wholly sub-humid parts of the peninsula.  Earlier pages 

have dealt with the physical limitations of Yucatan.  All 

of these were not clearly perceived by optimists on the 

eve of the Caste War. 

"*- /        Neither at that time .or since have reliable estimates 

been made of the potential croplands in relation to total 

area, a quantitative element that should obviously condition 

legislative policy.  Some scattered data are available» ap- 

plicable only to the present State of Yucatan, in modern 

times.  The figures include the sections here called Old 

Colonial and East Colonial, and less than half of the Border- 

lands; the other half and the West Coast are omitted, as bo- 

longing to the State of Campeche or the territory of Quintana 

Roo.  In 1925 henequén growers thought that about 0.5$ of 

the state of Yucatan could beat be devoted to crops other 

than agave, while shortly afterward, in 1930, government 

estimaters state over half (52$) of the territory was un- 

productive, but that perhaps as high as 11.6$ could produce 

crops, outside the 20$ occupied by towns, roads, and similar 

permanent establishments.  In 1940, a private study showed 

that maybe 1.2$ was available only to crops, with almost 94$ 
2 

better suited to henequén or cattle. 

Whatever the biases and varying criteria beneath these 

figures, they agree on the fact that Yucatan is not a rich 

agricultural territory.  Writers in mid-century Yucatan 
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tended to toss off as Inconsequential the rather considerable 

territory occupied by "bush, lakes, and human habitations," 

but stressed the vast open lands that needed filling.  Even 

while the Treaty of Tzucacab was being negotiated, Justo 

Sierra was trying to lure American colonists and official 

annexation by promises of grants from Yucatan's public lands, 

"fertile and rich."3 Ignorance and optimism formed part of 

the background against which development of Yuoatecan land 

policies from 1825 through the Caste War must be set. 

Another element was the traditional control that colonial 

hacendados had held over the distribution of lands and the 

regulation of their tenure. Attempts by Bourbon royal of- 

ficials to reform some of the land practices of New Spain 

had come to naught in Yucatan.  Although in 1783, as stated 

in Chapter Five, it was reported that "powerful personages" 

oocupied extensive traots of public lands while many poor 

people lacked them entirely, the local civil and ecclesiast- 

ical authorities of Merida prevented a royal commissioner 

from taking remedial action.4 

Some evidence indicates that toward the end of the 

eighteenth century some land-grabbing was occurring in the 

Borderlands.  Indians of Dzitbalché complained that they 

had to carry on incessant war with hacendados who had taken 

away lands to such an extent that none were left for milpas^ ( 

when they had made a similar complaint earlier, the governor 

had ordered that each Indian be allowed 125 mecates for 
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milpas, provided that half the maize produced «ere put up 

for public sale, but in 1815 nothing was done about the 

situation.5 This was, however, contrary to the usual al- 

liance between Indians and large-scale haciendas, whose 

proprietors supported them in attempts to keep large tracts 

of public lands open and out of private hands. 

"Nobody," said Justo Sierra (while attempting to probe 

the origins of the War of the Castes), "resisted more de- 

cidedly the sale and alienation of public lands than hacen- 

dados and large-scale entrepreneurs; they were used by them 

to form immense maize fields on state property, by the same 

Indians at a miserable compensation." Sierra thought it 

paradoxical that Indians, through their caciques and their 

town governments, should demand the perpetual conservation 

of open publio lands "which they always thought of as their 

own," because such a demand really aided and sustained a 

system controlled by "the interests they could call their 

oppressors." 

Taking the narrow legal view (in which he was trained 

to think), Sierra thought the Indians had fallen into "sorrow- 

ful error" when they fought to defend "that which they con- 

templated as theirs," that is, the expanses of public lands 

around their villages and ranchos. Thus though the old style 

hacendado permitted little or no tampering with the tradi- 

tional system during late colonial times, the same system 

protected the Indian as well as his own well-being.  But in 
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post-independence days* the old policies underwent radical 

modifications* increasing in extremism as the concept of 

progress was more and more accepted by Yucatecans and newer 

agricultural interests supplanted the old. 

As the data show, the changing political situation, 

with its effect on the public treasury, reinforoed the idea 

that the future of Yucatan lay in placing expanses of public 

lands in the hands of energetic persons who would exploit 

them. The new concept, not always apparent, was that a rich 

intellectual and 3ocial life could be predicated only on a 

productive agriculture, and that the latter was dependent on 

cheap, privately owned, and fully-used land yielding com- 

mercial crops. 

The early laws seemingly did not deviate much from 

colonial practice, when sovereignty passed from the Crown to 

the new state of Yucatan.  In 1824 a slight rental, one real 

for each twenty mecates of maize was charged for fields 

placed on public lands, or on lands held in common by towns, 

comunes; only fields over 100 mecates square were subject to 

the fee, which exempted most Indian plots, but touched 

hacendados who raised maize for profit.  In the same year, 

each town was ordered to maintain its present size, and 

where rents for public lands were in dispute, to have them 

paid to the nearest sub-delegado, or if for communal lands, 

to the nearest town government. 

It may be remarked at this point that land hunger was 
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not restricted to capitalists and entrepreneurs, but that 

towns and hamlets as well were likely to extend their limits 

and claims to areas owned by the state, by haciendas, by 

other similar towns, or by Individuals from other communi- 

ties. The appearance of a new community, raised from a 

rancho, usually led to litigation with the parent place. 

The growth and redistribution of Yucatan's populations, 

outlined earlier, created a confused situation that was 

further complicated by the shifts in status of places stem- 

ming from the Constitution of Cadiz after 1812 or Independ- 

ence itself. There were communal as well as personal 
7 

aspirations for land. 

As early as 1625 the idea that foreign colonization 

was necessary for the future progress of Yucatan's agricul- 

ture was stated, especially in view of the blows that pestil- 

ence had given to the local supply of labor. To fill up 

the land, the legislature passed the first important land 

law, which set a basic policy that remained in force until 

1841. 

The Colonization Act of December 2, 1825Amade it simple 

for public lands to pass into private ownership. A laborer 

or an hacendado need only get a certificate from an ayunta- 

miento or a junta municipal that certified that the land he 

desired lay outside the ejido of the place, that it was not 

communal or private property, and that he needed it for 

raising crops or animals; lands which fell under none of 
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SA: 

these oategorias «ere presumed to be state lands, baldíos, 

and subjeot to alienation; a sort of squatter sovereignty 

«as recognized; If a person had been In possession of a 

plot for four years without having his tenancy questioned» 

it was presumed that he might get full title. 

Nor did a would-be proprietor neoessarily have to pur- 

chase outright the plot he wanted.  By paying full value of 

the government's assessment he received the land in fee 

simple, but (and more usually} title was passed to him if 

he paid only 5%  of this assessment and made equal annual 

payments on that basis. As mentioned earlier in a different 

connection, the Governor mas directed to favor strangers 

and to designate the fertile lands of the Sierra when they 

petitioned for public grants. 

Apparently the generous and vague provisions of the 

colonization statute led to abuses.  It was limited and 

clarified in October 1827.  The amount of land alienable 

was restricted to the actual plots in use and Improved by 

labor or industry.  Public sales that had included "culti- 

vated lands" were nullified. The cattle interests were 

proteoted by disallowing grants for pasturage within two 

leagues of an existing sitio, but at the same time the 

small agriculturalist was likewise guarded by a provision 

requiring that new pastures be at least four leagues from 

unfenced plantings.  Most important of all, perhaps, was 

the statement that water rights were not included in grants 
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of public lands under the colonization legislation; those 

previously in common use were to remain so, and the new 

proprietors were to be recompensed for withdrawal of these 

from the grants.  Increased activity in land transfer may 

be Inferred from laws setting up the professional standards 

and wages of surveyors.  A state corps of surveyors did not 
9 

come into being until 1837. 

The grants by the state government seem to have lagged 

behind the demand for land. Also in 1827 the bureaucracy 

was ordered to speed up transmission of titles to those who 

had received grants. One such grant went to José Antonio 

Méndez of Izamal; he was specifically given possession of a 

spring, and the land occupied by the planta of his hacienda 

there.10 

A shift in political control from Federalist and "lib- 

eral" to Centralist and "reactionary/1 did not change the 

basic land and colonization policy (which was specifically 

re^affirmed).  It did work to the disadvantage of natives. 

On March 1, 1832 the apprehension felt beoause Indians were 

dispersing themselves and occupying isolated places was 

translated into law: unless a place supported at least 

twelve families, such gatherings were defined as "illegal 

and furtive." Some confusion was injected into the situation 

by a decree in April 1833 which cancelled land grants made 

before November b, 1829: communal lands which had passed 

into private hand3 were to be returned to the state for 
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r©granting, and towns «ere to return to their comnunal 
11 

boundaries as of that date. 

The somewhat peculiar nature of Yucateoan Centralism 

may be seen from the law which in February^1833.had struck 

a blow at the "church haciendas" known as cofradías. They 

had been ordered vacated in January,1821, but not all of 

them had been given up; again in 1824/ they were ordered   c 

sold and the proceeds applied to funds of the new university» 

but evidently a few still lingered on.  Now on February 24, 

1832jany cofradía lands still possessed by the Church were 

ordered sold within six months; further, any comnunal lands 

that had been included within the bounds of the cofradías 

were returned to the communities that had been dispossessed 

originally.  However, the proceeds of these sales were to be 

12 
turned over to the Bishop. 

More in line with Centralist doctrine, which emanated 

from Campeche, was help for the loggers. The older doctrine 

of giving monopolistic concessions was annulled and in its 

place was substituted the doctrine that forest products on 

state lands could be exploited without payment to the state. 

In such caaes/ baldíos were defined as areas to which no 

private person held title, and which were not under "the 

collective dominion of towns." In the dying days of the 

Centralist regime^ Simon Peon was allowed to purchase part 

of the common holdings of Sisal, a nearby swamp, to make it 

useful. The state also supervised sale of some town lots in 
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Hunucmá; they had belonged to the conmunity. The funds» 

13 
however, were spent on local Improvements. 

The Federalists again came into power/ and marked 

their return to control by a land law. Although it pur- 

ported to cancel all previous legislation on the subject, 

in fact it embodied most of the principles which had ap- 

peared earlier. Among its twenty provisions, this import- 

ant act of December 28, 1833 set forth the ways in which the 

confusion over titles issued or cancelled by the previous 

"illegitimate" administration could be validated — by pay- 

ment of more money. 

But more important, the statute re/af firmed and modified 

some earlier concepts.  Yucateoan lawmakers had acquired 

practloe since they first began writing laws for themselves 

in 1823, and this piece of handicraft was quite specific; 

it was not changed by the Centralists who followed within 

a few months.  The first chapter empowered the state to 

make grants of baldíos, but limited their size to an area 

100 meoates long by 100 deep — about 1,000 acres/ and set 

a minimum price of one peso a square mecate. A further 

prescription was that public land must be offered at auction, 

and that it be purchased only to establish an haoienda or 

other industry. As in earlier legislation, a minimum dis- 

tance was required between the new plot and existing enter- 

prises, part payment of the assessed value sufficed to 

obtain title, and provision for rental at low sums (for 

V 
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pasturage) was included. Too, the rights of small pro- 

prietors «ere legally safeguarded, and conmon rights to 

water were exempted from control by proprietors. 

The Federalists replaced the traditional doctrine of 

concessions for the Centralist "free-logging" idea, da  a 

minor part of the December 28 regulation. Within two days 

they granted such a concession^ for exploitation of a 

lumbering area on the Rio Kic, in the southern part of the 

peninsula.14 Although the regulations which appeared in 

December,1833, tended to favor the hacendados of the Old 

Colonial and Sast Colonial sections, they specifically 

exempted the traditional ejidos from intrusion.  In this 

period, and to 1840, "while there were open lands to be 

«15 
desolated and destroyed, everything went along well." 

The few alterations that the Centralists, who held 

power from early 1834 to 1839, made in land policy were to 

re^affirm their earlier stand that natives should not be 

dispersed, but should be "reduced" and attached to some 

recognized town, rancho^or hacienda, and to reverse the 

law about concessions. Communal and publio lands were 

declared free for future exploitation, although existing 

concessions were to be respected. 

The Revolution of 1939-40, in which the various sec- 

tions of Yucatan united to oust Mexican Centralists had 

repercussions on land law.  They could hardly escape, in a 

new constitutional period, one in which reforms of all 
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kinds were put Into effect.  Aa earlier mentioned, the 

decade opening with 1840 marked a turning point in expan- 

sion of sugar cultivation, as well as the burgeoning of a 

cultural renaissance in Merida and Campeche.  Social and 

intellectual leaders, as well as economic planners, began 

more and more to turn to land as a resource that would 

support their several schemes.  Partly to gain the foreign 

colonization, on which hopes were now pinned, reformers 

decreed religious toleration, as they believed that state 

sponsored Catholicism was a bar to the type of immigrants 

they wished to attract.  These latter, it was hoped, would 

settle on Cozumel, around Caampoton, and the other sections 

that "need to be populated, cultivated and benefited, to 

make them produce for the greater utility of commerce and 

the arts. This was the principal view of those legislators.^\nl7 

A second and equally important idea was to derive an 

increased amount of revenue from land sales.  "More than 

anything," said another participant, "they wanted to ex- 

tract all possible benefit from that operation in favor of 

the public treasury." He added that the legislators were 

misguided by believing that change in the fiuidamental nature 

of Yucatecan agrarian systems — baaed on low rental of 

state held territory -- could be accomplished quickly and 

beneficially, without adequate preparatory steps leading to 

slow transition. 

As may be seen from the legislation following 1840, 
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more and more the state lands became the prop of publio 

finance, so arranged that tracts came into private hands. 

Usually they fell into those of capitalists who had been 

forced to lend their money to the government.  As a result 

(said Sierra In 1849) the whole system fell into discredit—- 

it did not meet the aspiration of reformers who expected 

the peninsula to fill up with foreigners and small Yuca- 

tecan proprietors.  More significantly, "the Indians (by 

themselves or instigated by others)» believed that a notor- 

ious injustice was being done them and that it was hoped 

they would be condemned to perish from hunger. Such was 

the result of this operation which had offered so many 

hopes for betterment of the land."*8 

The newer doctrines of land policy were first imbedded 

in a general land law date April 5, 1841.  It cancelled all 

previous legislation and proceeded to unfold a program. The 

first article touched a nerve, as it limited the sise of 

ejidos to four leagues, one in each direction from the main 

church of any community.  Suitable arrangements were made 

for exemption of existing privately-owned properties, either 

land held in fee simple or the improvements alone, which 

might be included. Seemingly the measure was designed to 

augment the state's property. The area in which baldíos 

were alienable was increased beyond the limits earlier set 

in 1825, by opening up the frontiers on Tabasco and British 

Honduras, although to avoid friction/ a ten league strip was 

reserved inside the boundary lines. 
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Baldíoa were defined as in earlier laws -- outside 

the ejido of a community, not communal or private property. 

The latter two categories were again specifically exempted 

from disturbance. To prevent the creation of enormous 

latifundios» an individual was limited to two maximum 

grants, each a square league (about 4,200 acres). For 

these he would have to pay a minimum oash price. 

A departure from previous practioe lay in setting 

minimum prices by regions»/ rather than blanket rates for 

the peninsula as a whole. Aside from specified areas» the 

general price per league was 400 pesos —- about ten centavos 

an acre — and ranged upward in the designated zones.  Along 

the east ooast from Cape Catoche toward Belize» a league was 

valued at 600, south of the Champoton-Bacalar road» and in 

the area from Polyuc to Bacalar, 500» but 1,000 pesos a 

league for lands on islands.  One-half the value of any 

grant had to be paid in cash to the state at once. The 

usual 5%  interest was charged on the unpaid balance. 

Cattle interests were protected by giving owners who 

rented pasturage the preference in public land sales.  Earli- 

er safeguards for small proprietors were omitted.  In their 

place one article stated that the presence of unlicensed 

cattle» or.ranches and other "clandestine reunions that do 

not recognize any municipality/1 was no barrier to making a 

grant. However, the new proprietor was expected to pay the 

dispossessed for any improvements that they had made, which 
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the squatters could not or would not remove.  Administrative 

sections outlined the detailed obligations of surveyors, as 

well as the simple routine to be followed by solicitants. 

Almost as an afterthought came the prohibition against 

allowing the titles of any of these public land grants to 

pass into "dead hands," Church mortr xln. 
19 

A subsequent 

promise that the state would pay for surveying was annulled; 
20 

this burden was placed on the land seekers. 

The campaigns of a united Yucatan against Mexican ex- 

peditionary forces in 1841 and in 1842-43 also had an effect 

on land policy. The state government used its vacant sec- 

tions to recruit soldiery and to repay the money it "bor- 

rowed" by forced loans from local capitalists.  In August^ 

1842, a premium of at least one-quarter league of baldíos 

was offered to any Yucatecan who came to the defense of the 

state and remained in service throughout the fighting» with 

additional bonus for bravery.  Presumably the Indians who 

aided Yucatan at this time were eligible for the reward, 

but in two concessions made to veterans/ only one of the  ) 

names is patently native.  In July, 1845,two vecinos of 

TizLmin each received a quarter league for military service, 

and in November^1846, a group of seven veterans was given a 

two-league plot on Punto Tunichil; one of the men, Lorenzo 

Poot, bore a Maya name. Little information is extant on 

the amount of land distributed under this veterans' legis- 

lation. 
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More strongly affecting development of the land reform 

program of 1841 was the application of land resources to 

the public debt.  On November 16, 1843jcongress decided 

that warrants for the forced loan it had levied the prev- 

ious December could be endorsed over to the treasury in 

payment for lands.  On the following day a more sweeping 

act applied all terrenos baldíos toward amortization of the 

public debt, and offered its creditors very favorable terms 

if they were willing to acoept land rather than cash in pay- 

ment. The allowable maximum size plot was increased by 25$, 

and the minimum price lowered to 75 pesos a league; these 

provisions applied only to those who sought grants to repay 

their loans to the state, as for others the law of April 5, 

1841, remained in force.  The statement had to be repeated 

the following year, as apparently everyone believed the 

price of land had dropped, and that the restriction on ob- 

taining more than two grants had been cancelled; neither was 

true, for the general populace.22 

The Immediate effeot of these bits of legislation was 

to call out old claims against the state.  In practice it 

was a means to facilitate the concentration of land in the 

hands of the rich families who had from time to time been 

persuaded or forced to advance money to the state treasury. 

Warrants issued before February 18, 1840 (when the Revolu- 

tion had triumphed)^ were completely disallowed.  Direct 

loans after that date were receivable at face value, but 
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other paper was reduced in value by 25$, even though Issued 

following the dividing date. 

While doling out public lands to veterans and to those 

who had supported it financially, the government was at the 

same time concerned about ejidos and the use of lands.  It 

is difficult to evaluate the motives behind the regulative 

provisions.  The ostensible Intent may have been the real 

one, that Í3, to simplify administration and to provide the 

means by which social advance could be extended. All were 

not aimed especially at natives; for instance, an act of 1844 

required the purchasers of public lands to pay an additional 

fee to supplement state educational funds. 

To encourage municipal schools by providing towns with 

revenue and to swell the public treasury (which nowwas carry- 

ing a heavier burden due to reforms that cost money) may have 

been the idea behind a statute of October 18, 1844.  It es- 

tablished a levy or fee for making milpas, either on public 

lands or on the ejidos and oonsnon holdings of towns.  Unlike 

earlier provisions of a similar nature, no exemption was made 

for small cultivators. Every ten mecates planted on land not 

belonging to an individual was taxed at one real, payable 

either to the state treasury or to municipal funds.   The 

move was not a popular one, as it hit directly nearly every 

native family in Yucatan.  The inclusion (and prohibition) 

of milpa fees as grievance in the Treaty of Tzucacab attested 

to the Maya repugnance aroused by the measure. 
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Also in 0ctoberjl844, the state legislators attacked 

the thorny problem of arranging equitable ejido grants. 

Whether the Creoles who drew the law were moved by an ad- 

ministrative zeal for regularity, or hoped to make more 

land available for public land grants (by cutting down over- 

side ejidos), is not olear. They decided that any municipal 

community which contained more than 150 taxpayers was en- 

titled to a full-sized ejido of four square leagues. Smaller 

municipalities, with more than 12 yet less than the minimum 

standard, were permitted a plot only one-quarter as large — 

an area one-half league in each cardinal direction from the 

church. This discriminated in favor of the larger Creole- 

mestizo centers* and against the normally less sizable Maya 

places. 

Protection for existing establishments in the ejido 

lands was included.  Fully owned private property was to 

remain in hands of the owner.  Improvements or holdings 

(like orchards) that had been created even though their 

proprietors did not have title to the land were to continue 

under former proprietorship, but for the right of exclusive 

use the erstwhile possessor was obligated to pay rental to 

the community, a flat sum of 25 pesos a year or b%  of the 

assessed value (whichever was larger).  Somewhat vaguely 

the law stated that where the distance between two communi- 

ties was insufficient to give both the full ejido allowance. 

25 
they were to divide it proportionately.   By inference. 
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this pieoe of legislation applied only to placea with 

recognized municipal status» and not to ranchos and 

rancherías that might have an equal amount of population. 

Shortly thereafter» in November» these too came under 

.scrutiny. They were allowed smaller ejidos. Rancherías 

formed by at least 60 taxpayers» living as a civil community 

under common rules» were to be respected in the event that 

the territory on which they were placed was included in a 

grant of public land to a private owner; in addition» such 

places were given an ejido that extended 1,000 varas from the 

center. Such places which were smaller (but had more than 10 

taxpayers) were entitled only to the land on which their 

houses and buildings stood» plus a zone 200 varas wide around 

the edges of the current limits of the population. Lesser 

groups were again ordered to be "reduced." A number of 

technical provisions cleared up difficulties that had little 

to do with ejidos» but which apparently had come to the fore 

when grants of baldíos had been made.  Precedence of claims 

and rules for surveyors were inserted. The law terminated 

with the proviso that recipients of a grant from the state's 

baldíos were to pay, at the rate of four pesos a league» an 

additional fee that was applicable to the state funds for 

27 
education» as mentioned above. 

In the same month»  the legislators got around to defin- 

ing,  perhaps re^defining,   land  categories and playing the 

familiar trick of requiring land titles to be reviewed and 
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revised. "Community lands," an act of November 13, stated, 

"are those which towns possess In full and absolute dominion, 

by title of purchase and sale, by donation or royal merced." 

Such areas were Inalienable* except for Justifiable reasons, 

which Included exchanging them to complete an ejido/ or for ¿ 

lands the community particularly needed.  Inhabitants of a 

community were granted the full right to use communal lands» 

so long as they paid the proper fees» and might even Intro- 

duce wage laborers from other towns to work on their account. 

To avoid loss of title» the municipal authorities were 

directed to order triplicate ooples made of the community 

land papers; the originals might be left to the repúblicas 

de Indígenas, "if they have been the custodians of them." 

28 
A year was given to complete the task. 

Not long thereafter, in December,1844, the laws con- 

cerning solicitation of public land grants were weighted 

heavily in favor of petitioners and against communities. 

Rather than the petitioner being forced to prove in advance 

that the site he desired was a baldío, individual communities 

were responsible for proving that the tract in fact belonged 

to them or to one of their inhabitants. With the exception 

of a final review in Merida, the granting of public lands 

was delegated to the district jefes políticos and their 

29 
subordinates. 

Although the legislation passed in the dosing months 

of 1844 seems to culminate a policy of limiting and restricting 
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the lands which towns held or could hold* paradoxically It 

served as a bulwark in later years against the elimination 

of ejidos, as a consequence of the Mexioan Laws of Reform* 

In 1871 the governor of Yucatan sought Federal permission 

to confirm grants to communities made in accordance with 

the statute of October 8, 1844. The national government 

(through Juarez' Secretary of Fomento) refused to sanction 

the action by stating that communities would be allowed the 

land on which their municipal buildings stood, and besides 

-that a fundo legal of 1,200 varas on a side (same as colonial 

Spanish provisions), but that the remainder of the four league 
A 

ejidos should be broken into parcels and distributed to in- 

dividual families. 

That towns resisted such a move is clearly evident from 

statements a few years later that (despite conflicting 

national regulations) Yucatecans considered the ejido law 

of 1844 to be in effect, and that it was admirably suited to 

"fill the philanthropic views of the Supreme Government in 

favor of the poor olasaes." The conflict of polioy continued 

into the 1880's. Tenacity in questions affecting the regula- 

tion of land in Yucatan was not wholly a characteristic of 

colonial entrepreneurs in opposition to the Crown, but has 

30 
extended down the years and embraced Yucateoan communities. 

However, for its time, the group of laws put into effect 

in 1844 encountered difficulties.  Not much was done to 

rectify the situation in the following year.  Starting with 
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1846 there appeared to be a drift toward softening some of 

the provisions. In May, Panteleon Barrera proposed to con- 

gress that a speoial commission be named to review and re- 

form agrarian laws "to remedy the ills that are so evident 

In this material,11 and such a body was named, with Barrera 

as Its president, and with Justo Sierra as one of Its members. 

The views of the latter probably gave no comfort to 

natives.  He thought that their claims to use of public 

lands and retention of large communal holdings were as 

"absurd as they are prejudicial.'* Some evidence of current 

abuses appeared in an open letter from the Peto area which 

claimed that the "clandestine" introduction of cattle on 

the ejido of that villa was a serious evil which disturbed 

31 
good order and the "community of agricultural laborers." 

Some further insight Into the operation and effects of 

the legislation between 1841 and 1846 is gained from the 

case history of the Hacienda Chichen, which expanded under 

an active proprietor. As early as 1588 the place was men- 

tioned as a cattle pasture, but the hacienda did not reach 

full development until the middle of the nineteenth century, 

thanks chiefly to the energy of Juan 3csa Arce, who received 

it as a legacy In 1840 or 1841, and within a short time more 

than doubled its holdings.32 The evolution of the place 

reflects some of the main trends in the economic and land 

history in Yucatan. The holding was poised on a dividing 

line between Old Colonial and East Colonial Influences. 
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The first stated date In the title papers of the 

hacienda is 1729.  Then a Captain Blas de Segura Sarmiento 

owned the area, called only an estancia (cattle pasture). 

In 1734 a new owner petitioned for a renewal of license to 

keep cattle, which were said to have grazed without pre- 

judice to the neighboring village of Pisté for twenty years. 

In the late eighteenth century little was done with the site 

except to mortgage it (for eight hundred thirty pesos) and 

to sell it to the Sosa family in 1792.  At that time 110 

head of cattle formed nearly half the value of the property, 

whose total worth (including three mecates of sugar cane) 
33 

was estimated at about a thousand pesos.   In 1823 one of 

/>    the mortgages, held by the ex-Jesuits was cleared. 

By the time the place passed to Juan Sosa Arce, it was 

valued at slightly over five thousand pesos.  In addition to 

Chichen part of his inheritance included a house and lot in 

Valladolid, and one in tne nearby Maya-mestizo community of 

Pisté.  John L. Stephens and also B. M. Norman visited the 

hacienda some months apart during 1842; the former noted the 

number of physical improvements being undertaken, and the 

latter mentioned that about eighty Indians were attached to 

the estate, which supported elaborate oorrala, an hacienda 

house, numerous outbuildings (including a chapel), grouped 

around a noria type sweep-well.  So thoroughly did Indians 

ravage the hacienda during the Caste War that Arce was 

willing to sell it in I860 for two thousand pesos.  Finally 
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in the last decade of the nineteenth century it passed into 

the hands of üidward Thompson, a well-known American arch- 

34 M 
eological pioneer.   It was said that before Thompson "the 

last two haciendados [tj and their families had been mass- 

acred by the revolted Indians and the house pillaged.  Even 

today [1908J Chichen, which practically stands on the border-x< 

land of the disaffected eastern district of the peninsula is 

not as peaceful as it looks. A fortnight before our arrival 

a village some thirty miles off called Xocen had been raided 

and burnt."35 Part of the famed Maya ruins of Chichen Itaa 

A 

lay on the nineteenth-century haciendan and appear in its 7 A- 
papers as landmarks. 

To provide a basis for his operations» Sosa Arce had 

the hacienda officially surveyed soon after it passed into 

his possession.  Neighboring villagers and hacendados met 

and agreed on the estate's boundaries, which in 1845 enclosed 

about a half league of land, some 2,039 acres. The first 

step toward enlarging this nuclear holding was taken when 

Sosa laid claim to a separate plot, vaguely mentioned in 

his title as the "Parage Katun" of oolonial times. A neigh- 

bor, Juan Manuel Alcocer, disputed the claim. 

He alleged that he had purchased the area of Katun in 

two transactions with Indians^ in 1838 and 1839. The one 

Maya family had received possession of a lot in 1780, while 

the other parcel of Katun had been acquired by the Poot 

family, to whom in 1792 it was sold by the proprietor -- 

^ / 
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the municipality of Dzitnup. The litigation between Sosa 

and Alcocer was satisfactorily settled in 1845.  It appeared 

on investigation that the Parage Katun mentioned in Sosa's 

doouments was a distinct plot from that of a similar name 

obtained by Alcocer. Vindication of this old title in- 

creased the Hacienda Chichen by 455 acres*/ and brought the 

total original nucleus up to nearly 2,500 aerea. Then Sosa 

started to make purchases. 

While the suit over Katun was ponding, he had entered 

negotiations with the Jefe Politico of Valladolld for acquis- 

ition of a plot which surrounded a cenote near Chichen called 

Yula. The cenote was traditionally used by the villagers of 

Pisté, but they had no legal title to it, now that it lay 

outside their ejido, as defined by the law of April 5, 1841. 

From time to time the villagers had also grown maize there. 

After some difficulty Sosa obtained a statement from the 

municipal authorities that the land was baldío, and with 

this certificate he forwarded warrants he had received for 

money acquired from him in the forced loan of December 2, 

1842. After review and delay in Merida, Pisté villagers 

were ordered to measure the Yula lands. Two assessors 

(evidently mestizos) from the community then placed a value 

of two hundred pesos on the half league wanted by Sosa. They 

reported the land as useless except for pasture. This was 

the minimum legal price.  On September 7, 1844.the sale was 

consumated and title to the Parage Yula was duly transferred 
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to Sosa.  This added another 1,053 acres to the hacienda* 

and brought its new total to around 4,350. 

Yula lay near Katun.  Between them was a small inter- 

stice which Sosa also acquired. This territory had formerly 

been part of the old lands of Yaxoabá, but under the current 

legislation the villagers could produce no legal title to it. 

Although under the political Jurisdiction of Yaxcaba» the 

Interstice was state property» a baldío.  The section had 

an area of slightly less than a quarter league. As in the 

previous transaction» a pair of assessors declared that it 

was virtually useless land» and priced it too low» at sixty 

pesos.  However, the state surveyor» in reviewing the papers, 

raised this sum to the legal minimum» ninety-eight pesos. 

When title passed to Sosa, he paid the public treasury 

ninety-eight centavos for the public education funds (as 

required by the law of October &,  1644)» and again endorsed 

more loan warrants to cover the sale price.  Legal ownership 

36 
was confirmed December 1» 1846. 

Thus in two years» the Hacienda Chichen doubled its 

size.  Table 57 details the prooesses by which this was 

aocomplished. From subsequent events» It seems evident 

that this was a typical rather than a unique phenomenon 

in the years from 1845 to 1847» and perhaps earlier. 
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Table 57.     GROWTH  OP THE HACIENDA CHICHEN,   1845-1847 

Nan» of Holding Date of 
Acquisi 

tion 

Mode of 
Acquisi- 

tion 

Acre- 
age 

Increase 
Acreage Percent 

Former 
Propri • 
etor 

Estancia Chichen 
Parage Katun #2 
Parage Yula 
Interstice 

?1841 
1845 
1845 
1847 

Irtierltance 
? ühhsritaice 
Purchase 
Purchase 

2,039 
455 

1,853 
912 

2,039 
2,494 
4,347 
5,259 

22 
108 
151 

Family 
? 

Pisté 
Yaxcahá 

Source:  Ma., "Títulos de la Hacienda Chiohen" (adapted) 

Soon after 1846 Yucatan»a general land policy «as altered 

a little, then more greatly, after it entered the political 

arena as a live and important issue. A drift toward some re- 

lief from burdensome land legislation appeared as early as 

1845.  In November (when the maize crop for 1846 «as thought 

about as mllperos sought new sites) the onerous milpa fee «as 

removed for natives who were planting their own subsistence 

crop, even though it was on state lands or town commons. Per- 

haps the law was not clear or broad enough, as the following 

August (1846) a supplementary statement specifically Included 

ejidos; the latter exemption applied only to the recognized 

inhabitants of a community who cultivated in the municipal 

ejido.  Venal or ignorant state and municipal officials poss- 

ibly disregarded these orders, which may have led to the 

demand in 1348, In Article 3 of the Treaty that Indians be 

assured the right of "clearing the bush to establish their 

plantings or to form their ranches on the ejidos of their 

towns, on the so-called communal lands, and on state public 

lands (baldías), without payment of rents.. 
.37 
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Early in 1847*/ land law became a definite political 

issue.  In February a short-lived coup d'etat in Herida^ 

against the government of Domingo Barrett that ruled the 

peninsula from Campeche/ was initiated on the 28th with a 

manifesto/ outlining a program. Among the articles was one 

which promised "to indemnify towns for the damages they have 

suffered in the transfer of ownership of communal lands and 

others possessed by titles from an inmemorable source." The 

manifesto also promised to give high priority to considera- 

tion by a legislature of definitive remedial arrangements. 

'A'ithin a couple of days/ the appropriate legislation 
38 

appeared^ from a revolutionary "Congress."   The decree 

issued may or may not have had legal force, but it was in- 

dicative of a new trend in land policy. Thi3 decree of 

March 2, 1847, repealed the law of April 5, 1841, and voided 

all claims to lands pending under it. For plots that had 

been measured and were about to be alienated, the price was 

raised 2b$.     Officials of the new "government" promised soon 

to designate to towns the new lands which it would grant 

them for their agriculture as indemnification for those 

already lost.  Obviously the revolutionaries in Marida did 

not intend to restore the same lands which had already 

passed into private hands. The decree was a stay-law, not 

an expropriation. 

Response of the "legal" Campeche government to the 

challenge of the actions at Merida indicated that the 
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revolutionists had raised a real issue. Domingo Barret, 

as provisional governor, Issued a long statement in answer 

to the manifesto; on the question of lands he said that 

considerable thought had been given to the problem of needed 

reforms and that his government liad only been awaiting the 

proper opportunity to announce their plans. This meaningless 

statement, however, was soon followed by concrete action. 

On March 5/ the Campeche government also annulled the land 

law of April 5, 1841, as well as "all similar decrees that 

dispose of and regulate state lands." It followed the lead 

of the Merlda revolutionists by stopping the adjudication of 

all claims, whether officially measured or not, and promised 

to indemnify claimants for personal expenditures arising from 

the cancelled land petitions. The final statement announced 

that the government would initiate and implement (at a forth- 

coming constitutional congress) a definite program to replace 

the damage done to towns by loss of lands, and to see that 

communities had enough property for their subsistence needs. 

In the troubled political situation in the months before 

the Caste War, it is doubtful if either or both these stop 

laws had much beyond rhetorical effect. Before the Maya- 

Creole struggles reached an acute stage, one final act 

appeared, passed April 30, 1847.  It was nearly the last one 

until after the War of the Castes, when control of state 

public lands passed from local jurisdiction to that of the 

national government. During the Caste War itself, American 

39 
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volunteers to fight the Maya, were promised land bounties, 

which later gave rise to difficulties.40 The legislation 

of April 30, 1847, did not touch the vexed questions of 

ejidos and communal lands, nor restitution of lost areas to 

towns. 

It centered on the way the state might derive more 

revenue from its land resources. The act affirmed the 

power of the state of Yucatan to alienate or otherwise 

dispose of its baldíos, "when circumstances demand.1* Tem- 

porarily, while a plan for the best use of them for the 

common welfare was being drafted, concessions for use could 

be made from those baldíos lying south of the Champotoh- 

Bacalar line, and in the zone from Baoalar to Polyuo; the 

rent was set at 6%  of 1,000 pesos base price per league. 

All previous concessions of use were ordered reviewed, for 

regranting on terms similar to those for new ones.  A max- 

imum rental period of 10 years was fixed, with a minimum 

of 5, but rental of a plot did not inhibit its being sold 

to another party if the government so desired, though the 

renter might bid for it at public auction.41 The promised 

"plan for the common welfare" never appeared, as the Caste 

War broke out in July, and within a short time the thoughts 

of Yucatecans were engrossed with self-preservation. 

Prom the foregoing synopsis of legislation and develop- 

ment of land policy, it seems safe to conclude that attempted 

changes of traditional concepts was an element in the origins 
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of tho Caste War.  From 1825 to 1833, after an enthusiastic 

and almost indiscriminate opening of state lands to colon- 

ists in the hopo of luring immigrants, the governments had 

tried to foster "progress." But at the same time both Cen- 

tralists and Federalists rather scrupulously included pro- 

visions to safeguard the customary rights of individual 

natives and communities to sufficient land and water. When 

Centralists were in control, more stringent rules which af- 

fected small Indian groups were enacted, but on basic policies 

there was little difference between Federalist (or-Cent raliat 

governments. Some underlying stress between cattle interests 

and loggers, respectively at Merida and Campeohe, tended to 

appear in the fluctuating policy of concessions. 

From the general land law of 1833 to that of 1841, 

earlier fundamentals remained much the same, but restrictive 

provisions began to emerge.  Needs of the Treasury were 

> , crystallized in law: a high minimum value on public lands 

(10 pesos an acre) was set, and state control was asserted 

by prescribing the maximum size of grants.  lSarlier safe- 

guards were continued. Again little distinction can bo 

noted between the actions of one or the other main political 

^/  groupings7, so far as land policy was ooncerned.  Seotional 

economic interests were favored when one or another group 

gained power. 

A number of earlier trends converged in 1839-1840 and 

were given legal expression in a fundamental land law of 
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April 5, 1841. The previous idea of fostering immigration 

was again revived and strengthened. Connected tilth it was 

the hope that more financial advantages could be reaped 

from outright sale of lands. The needs of sugar growers 

for cheap public land may be reflected in the lowered prices, 

which were but a tenth of those announced in 1833. The 

state rather than individual communities was to be arbiter 

of exploitable territories.  It moved to define and limit 

the rights of municipalities to their traditional holdings» 

and threw open some closed Indian territories for exploita- 

tion and population. 

The official zeal to turn its lands into cash or to use 

them as a substitute for cash to meet various obligations 

led not only to the removal of earlier safeguards, but.a    X: 

series of enactments that gave a positive blessing to land- 

grabs. At the same time legislation which affeoted native 

Interests specifically appeared — "d-lP* fees were different 

from earlier times in that they touched even the smallest 

cultivator, while ejido legislation set narrow boundaries 

around communities that had been accustomed to unrestricted 

use of surrounding territory in their political jurisdictions. 

Though expansion of population into new zones/ and growth of { 

small places into large ones (as outlined in Chapter Two) 

may have called the regulation of ejido lands into being, 

it affeoted older places as well as the new; for the latter 

it may have been a boon, but for the former its advantages 

were not so olear. 
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The surge of "progressivism" 30 apparent in cultural 

and Intellectual linas after 1840, and reflected during the 

same period In increased economic activity, had as its 

background the same spirit which had dictated the land pol- 

icies from 1841 to 1846.  3oth the theory and practice thus 

fostered, however, ran. into unexpected and deep-rooted re- 

sistances among Maya/ as well as among other communities. 

A last-minute attempted modification or even reversal of 

land policy did not get beyond the stage of talk before the 

Caste War engulfed the planners. Though the Caste War was 

not simply a struggle for land, the latter was quite import- 

ant among the grievances behind the outbreak. Beyond its 

economic significance/ land and its use had an explosively 

high emotional value, a consideration urged above in Chapter 

Five. 

Ill 

One of the chief repositories of the colonial tradi- 

tion, and an instrument by which Spaniards had maintained 

control of native populations, was the Roman Catholic Church. 

Judgment on the ultimate value of the close and official re- 

lationship between ecclesiastical and civil authorities, a 

frankly sanctioned and protected combination through the 

colonial regime, has varied widely. Few topics in Latin 

American history consistently bring forth such heated and 

extremist views and opinions. Yucatecan history is no 
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exception. After Independence (and to the present) there 

was considerable difficulty in arranging a balance between 

the power that the Church as a temporal Institution should 

exercise over a nominally Catholic people» and the sphere 

in which civil governmental authority should prevail. 

Each mokes a claim for the whole man — to see that he 

is legitimately born, that his education aa a child is ap- 

propriate, that his marriage is sanctified, and that upon 

death his body is Interred pr&perly. Each depends on a 

share of the economic activity of the individuals under it 

to carry on its functions; each attempts to direct an emo- 

tional Identification of the individual with the larger 

Institution, Church or State. When the two are interwoven, 

internal problems between them may bo thorny, but present a  ' 
r- 

rather unified front to their joint supporters. 

When separated, each attempts to validate its claim 

to regulate the whole life of an individual for his own good 

and^institutional welfare. The result is often that the 

latent difficulties (previously internal disputes) may be- 

come open conflicts in which the Individual must choose one 

or the other; each has at its disposal an arsenal of polit- 

ical, emotional, and economic weapons to coerce and influ- 

ence this choice. The violence of the struggle tends to 

reflect the actual and potential power Church or State can 

bring to bear on the same Individuals. In Mexico generally, 

the clash was bitter and recurrent.  Oddly enough. In Yucatan, 

it was not» due to local causes, friction was minimized. 
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The hlatory of relations between Church and State on 

the peninsula is directly connected with the origins of the 

Caste War. The ecclesiastical institution was vital and was 

in direct contact with the large mass of Mayay on whom It   ^ 

relied for economic existence and to whom it ministered. 

As elsewhere, the Church in Yucatan was divided up into a 

number of units on a somewhat functional basis¿according 

to its own rules. 

On the one hand there was the secular clergy, headed 

at the top by a Bishop in Marida and including the lesser 

grades of village curas, ministros, and their various assist- 

ants. According to Catholic doctrine the seculars were the 

only ones capable of administering the Holy Sacramenta, 

their power deriving from ordination by the Pope, who in 

theory traced his right back to a mandate from Jesus Christ. 

On the other hand were regulars, monks and nuns, whose 

normal duty was teaching and ministering to the physical 

needs of the faithful; nominally they lived according to 

the rule, regula, which enjoined poverty, chastity, and 

obedience.  In Yucatan, the lines between the two (seculars 

and regulars) were often blurred because by special dispensa- 

tion the latter often performed the functions of the former. 

The missionary programs of the Crown and considerable 

temporal control over natives had been delegated in the 

early days to regulars.  Their convents, as noted previously, 

dotted the Yucatecan landscape, but they were Interspersed 
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with secular benefices and parish churches.  The overlap of 

jurisdiction and confusion of duties was an element of dis- 

cord between these two major branches, which equalled or 

surpassed the similar jealousies between the various Orders 

of regulars. 

Before Independence was declared, the Orders had been 

largely stripped of powers and wealth, some of which passed 

into the hands of secular clergy. The Jesuits had been ex- 

pelled in the late eighteenth century, and the Franciscans 

in the closing days of the colonial regime were given the 

choice of becoming seculars or going into virtual exile, as 

only two convents were permitted to remain. The rest were 

secularized. 

Groundwork for this important move had been laid in 

1814, when on petition of the Bishop, the Pope had given him 

power to secularize the monks and the oonvents which had been 

infected with liberalism; the consequent vocal quarrel of 

the ousted tended to discredit both. The Bishop was not 

particularly moved to defend the Franciscans.  Only about 

thirty of the two hundred Francisoans did not secularize; 

high personages of the Order were among the first to change 

their status and enter the secular hierarchy. Thus there 

remained to the Franciscans no real or effective leadership 

to agitate for reinstatement or to carry on a guerrilla war- 

fare of polemic against civil authorities. The peninsula was 

almost completely under the direction of the Bishop and his 
42 

secular underlings at the time of Independence. 
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The secular clergy of Yucatan* as a group, were as 

"liberal" as the bounds of their dogma could permit. Partly 

because the Franciscana (of whom they were jealous) were 

identified with the anclen regime and held the better posts, 

partly from convict lory- and from any number of other motives 

that move men to action, the lower clergy were often intellect- 

ual rebels.  It will be recalled that the Society of San Juan, 

the core around which formed the early liberal party of Yuca- 

tan, was a group of lower clergy and pious laymen who met in 

the barrio of that name to discuss reform and civil welfare. 

From the very outset/ a sizable group of Churchmen were allied 

with the liberal cause and continued to be numbered among the 

reform element; as earlier mentioned, the advanced Constitu- 

tion of 1841 was partly their handiwork. 

Though many, notably those in urban parishes of Merida 

and Valladolid, were associated with reform movements, as in 

any group there was considerable variation. The cura of 

Tihosuco, at the extreme edge of the Borderlands, José Antonio 

Mais, was known as a "reactionary"; he was "master of a pro- 

-43 
digious wealth from his fat rents."   Another in the area, 

said the Maya, "put his saddle on a poor Indian, began to 

whip him, and tore his belly with his spurs." ' Opposed to 

these types were others whom the Indians loved and respected 

for their kindness and piety.45 No single stereotype ex- 

tracted from the extensive polemic over priests fits exactly 

all the individuals who were secular clergy on the eve of 

the Caste War. 
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As a group they were not the special targets of rabidly 

anti-clerical writers, both because of the general fact that 

the clergy had supported rather than resisted change and be- 

cause reformers themselves were not particularly anti-clerical. 

One reason for the somewhat mild attitude taken by statesmen 

in dealing with the Church was that family connections inter- 

laced Church and State. A brother of Justo Sierra, for in- 

stance, was Vicar of Valladolid.  Nearly every Creole family 

of importance had connections ^by blood or marriage^ with    r 

ecclesiastical functionaries; these same families provided 

the legislators and governors/ as well as the entrepreneurs 

But another, and probably more Important reason that 

civil government could and did make changes which limited 

Church power, was that the Bishopric of Merida was unable to 

mobilize any overwhelming influence and power of resistance. 

The military element, which was accustomed in other places 

to aid the Church defend the group of special privileges 

(generically called fueros),  was a minor and negligible 

part of the Yucatecan scene.  Probably true was a local 

historian's statement:^kai" "There is in the Yucatecan people 

n profound aversion to a military career."   The Church 

could not actively draw upon the deeply vested interests of 

armed forces, headed by ambitious local officers to support 

its conservative programs. 

Nor did the Interests of large property owners par- 

ticularly coincide with those of the Churoh In Yucatan. 

46 
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As mentioned in Chapter One» the dues demanded by the Church 

from Maya on haciendas «ere regarded by the proprietors as a 

nulsanoe and, an economic drain on their own purse; the 
A 

hacendado's cash was advanced to the Church for the luneros 

and others, and added to the Indian's open hacienda account* 

which might be lost by his death or disappearance (See Table 46), 

And above all, the reforms in Yucateoan life were sponsored 

by the vested property Interests themselves, and more espec- 

ially those who were themselves convinced of the need for a 

dynamic rather than a static economy. 

The peculiar position of the Bishopric goes far to ex- 

plain its lack of spirited resistance against the encroachment 

of the civil government Into spheres traditionally reserved to 

eoclesiastioal authority.  The Bishop who held the miter dur- 

ing the period just before Independences was Pedro Agustín de 

Estévez y Ugarte, a Spaniard. When he arrived, he had brought 

with him a group of other Spaniards, to whom the best looal 

posts were given.  This did not endear him to the local clergy; 

they did not spring to his defense when the Yucateoan civil 

authorities forced him into temporary exile. After a stormy 

career/ he died in May 1827.^ 

The ¿Jee remained vacant during the oruclal years when 

reform was getting under way.  A new Bishop did not get him- 

self seated until 1834. The manner in which the successor 

to Sstévez occupied the Cathedral in MerIda and took juris- 

diction over the peninsula made his opposition to civil 

control a difficult, if not impossible, task for him. 
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Joae Maria Guerra, after considerable difficulty, 

established himself as Bishop.  He was a Yucateoan, born 

in Campeche, March 19, 1793; he was educated in Herida by 

Franciscans and Jesuits* After his ordination he was vice- 

rector of the Seminary, and as a young man came out strongly 

against any liberal institutions, particularly the "Casa de 

¿¡studios'* which aanjuanistaa established to broaden educa- 

tion.  His chief rival for posts and preferment was a less 

conservative contemporary, José Maria Meneaos. After con- 

siderable intrigue^ Guerra emerged victorious in an election 

which local ecclesiastical authorities held in 1833 to nomin- 

ate a Bishop, to be confirmed by Mexican political authorities 

and the Pope. 

Liberals almost immediately attacked him in scurrilous 

pamphlets, undermining the legality of his election and fin- 

ally getting him exiled to Veracruz for supposed support of 

a plan to foment a conservative revolution. When Centralist 

forces did manage to oapture the Yucateoan government. Guerra 

was allowed to return; he was consecrated in July.1834, and 

came to Yucatan in October.  Despite efforts to unseat him, 

he was Bishop until his death in 1863.4S 

For awhile after 1834 no great threat to his position 

appeared, but then a counter candidate for the Blshoprio 

made a strong bid for recognition.  Manuel José Pardlo, oura 

of Sotuta and Provisor, enlisted the aid of various powerful 

persons (among them la Condesa de la Cortina) to have Guerra 
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removed; liberals tended to back him, as did a number of 

priests who had been displaced by Guerra for their liberal 

tendencies. They spread stories that Querrá, while in 

Mexico on business had raped a nun, and in other ways tried 

to make his post untenable.  Santa Anna backed Pardlo, and 

when Bulls from the Pope «ame to Mexico permitting consecra- 

tion of him (opposed by the Mexican hierarchy), Santa Anna 

arranged to have Pardlo taken to Venezuela for the rite. No 

Archbishop of Mexico would consecrate the alleged usurper. 

On September 25, 1842, Pardlo was also proclaimed Bishop of 

Yucatan. 

The Mexican Metropolitan Bishop (at Guerra»s request) 

ordered Pardlo to cease considering himself as Bishop of 

Yucatan and forbade his return to the curacy of Sotuta. He 

stayed awhile in Havana, from whenoe he hoped to enter Yuca- 

tan via Bacalar and set up his Bishopric at Sotuta, but the 

plot was discovered.  Pardlo then proceeded to Mexico, where 

he waited in hope that when Guerra died he could validate 

his claim to the Yucatecan Bishopric. However, Pardlo died 

two years before Guerra.  But almost from the time Guerra 

was named as Bishop-elect until his own death there was a 

suitable competitor who could be used by the government as 

a threat; although the disturbed situation of the Bishopric 

did not reach the point of an outright schism, it did divide 

the loyalties of the clergy, both on political and eccles- 
50 

lastlcal grounds.   Guerra's policies were as conservative 

as possible under the circumstances. 
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They agreed he 
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. Travelers were impressed by him.  Stephens said Guerra 

was "the greatest man In Merida, and lived in the greatest 

style.-^f," Norman, a little later, reported'•"Ho has a fine 

head. His person is tall, rather robust, and looked the 

bishop to the life.  He was clad in a blue silk gown, and a 

cap of the same material, resting upon the crown of his head; 

and embellished with a massy gold chain.«. 

was a politician/ with strong Centralist leanings, 

Friction between the civil government and the Bishop 

(representing the Church's numerous spiritual and temporal 

interests) arose over a number of issues.  In general the 

state won. There was constant cutting down of the ancient 

prerogatives and privileged position of the Church, despite 

the Bishop's strenuous objections and his counter-policy of 

attempting to revive and strengthen ecclesiastical institu- 

tions. The struggles were chiefly over economic and political 

questions rather than a direct clash of opposed ideologies. 

Concretely, the collection of funds -- tithes and obventions — 

and their allocation was a paramount point in the controversies, 

and the settlement had a direct bearing on the origin of the 

War of the Castes. 

The tensions over control by Church or by State appeared 

openly in the detailed matters of cofradías, tithes» and ob- 

ventions. These were the main economic supports of eccles- 

iastical power.  The general relations of the civil and Church 

institutions were specifically set forth in Yucatecan 
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constitutions.  Previous pages have indicated how cofradías, 

"Church haciendas," were at first reestablished after in- 

dependence, but were then ordered broken up and sold to 

private owners or returned to local communities. The result 

52 
was that by 1840 scarcely any were left. 

By the Constitution of 1825, the apostolic Roman Catholic 

religion remained the sole and established one, with its an- 

cient privileges guaranteed. The charter of 1841 made a 

number of changes in this relationship: liberty of conscience 

was proclaimed, the abolition of ancient fueros announced, and 

withdrawal of clerical privilege to apply temporal punishments. 

Part of this liberal reform was motivated by the hope that 

foreign and presumably Protestant immigration would find a 

more agreeable atmosphere. To maintain some recognition of 

the undoubted fact that Yucatan was a predominantly Catholic 

area, the Constitution of 1841 stated the government would 

"protect" that religion — but it was not in the unique posi- 

53 
tion earlier enjoyed. 

The question of tithes affected only the Whites.  Ob- 

ventions were levied solely on natives, in lieu of tithes. 

The position of the government at Independence, under the 

doctrine that the state aided the Church to maintain supremacy 

of Catholicism, was that civil authority backed up the levy 

and was partially responsible for the collection of tithes. 

The obligations of civil authority were spelled out in detail 

by a law in October,1826.  However, during the Liberal Interlude 
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In 1833y the government abolished tithes/ as such, but agreed 

to subsidize the Church by an annual payment of 8,000 pesos 

from state income; the annual sum was seldom paid in full, 

and sometimes not at all. Although the Pope had approved 

this abolition. Bishop Guerra in 1836 attempted to re- 

institute tithes; he named as collector José Maria Gonzalez, 

"who carried forward the task with zeal." Guerra»s brother 

was Centralist Governor of Yucatan at this time. 

In the revolutionary surges of 1839-1840 the state's 

connection with tithing was again wholly severed, and ap- 

parently the official institution as such disappeared.  The 

revolutionary state government asserted its supremacy in money 

matters; it was to subsidize Church activities in Yucatan."* 

The religious end of life, now devolving upon the state 

with the Church as its agency, was arranged after 1843, the 

year in which obventions finally were uprooted.  It will be 

recalled from Chapter One that obventions were the money or 

goods, sometimes services, that Indians owed the Churoh in 

place of tithes, and that they liad been a bone of contention 

in the period whan the Spanish Cortes ruled the colonies in 

the name of Ferdinand VII.  Bven before continuance of tlthea 

had been written into the laws of independent Yucatan, the 

institution of obventions was decreed, in November 1823. 

With reinstatement of repúblicas de indígenas in the 

following year, soon one of the duties of caciques (as polit- 

ical heads of Indian units) was to collect obventions, with 
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the aid of the oreóle .justicia. At that tine/ obventiona   / 

were due from Indian men and women alike, although the 

latter since colonial days bad been exempted from civil 

levies. The forced labor aspect of obventions was not 

abolished until 1832, when civil authorities began to check 

eoclesiastlcal practices by setting up a scale of prices for 

various services priests rendered and attempting to abolish 

an institution known as the sacristía mayor, another sort of 

privately endowed and exclusive Church Jurisdiction supported 

by rents.55 

Under Centralist governments little was done to change 

the situation of obventions, but as one lure for native sup- 

port in the revolution in 1839, Santiago Iman promised Maya 

that obventions would be abolished, in favor of a substituted 

monthly fee. He assured his followers that women would be 

exempted entirely from such a levy, which would amount to 

one real a month for males between the ages of fourteen and 

sixty. 

When the movement of 1839 was successfully established, 

the promise was partially translated into law. The reduced 

fee was still called an "obvention." Perhaps because some 

doubt arose as to whom it applied, in November 1840 its 

provisions were also extended specifically to indios de 

barrio. The state collected the obventions in cash, via 

caciques and local civil authority. The law halved the 

previous rate of obventions by designating the maximum 
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payment as one real a month (collected only from males). 

This was in addition to civil taxes. 

In January 1842 a commission of consultants was formed 

to consider the status of Church rents and their relation 

to the government. Five clergy and five civil functionaries 

met.  Probably due to the Intervening campaigns against the 

Mexican expeditionary forces* no legislative action was taken 

until June 1843. At that time obventlons as such were ab- 

olished» although date of the abolition was not fixed* and a 

statement was issued that the whole matter of Church rents 

would be re-arranged on a new basis."' 

Although Bishop Guerra protested dutifully that the 

civil government was invading the purely ecclesiastical 

sphere, he answered the demand for a projected settlement 

of the issue and turned it over to Governor Méndez in 1844. 

Under terms of the agreement reached* the Church ceased en- 

tirely to collect obventlons or similar religious fees 

directly, but accepted an annual subsidy of 100*000 pesos 

to carry on the work of the Bishop, maintain the Cathedral 

and its seminary* and meet the expenses of parish priests 

and their aides. At that time the state authorised no 

special religious contribution or fee in addition to its 

regular civil "personal contribution,n due from each male 

of appropriate age; authorities hoped to finance this Churoh 

subsidy out of its regular revenue.58 

Par from satisfied with the arrangements, the Bishop 
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and his priests, however, accepted them. Their dissatisfac- 

tion mounted when the promised monies failed regularly to 

appear. At first the monthly Installments of the annual 

state subsidy came In full on the dates due; then they came 

regularly but with reduced amounts, then Irregularly or not 

at all. The governor In 1847 admitted owing the Church 58,792 

pesos for 1846, and added that this debt was rapidly Increas- 

ing.  Church authorities claimed that after the first month, 

payments following the arrangements had varied from a quarter 

to half the monthly allotment, then had dwindled away to zero. 

As a result, a number of priests had given up their ministries, 

or had been forced to out their services down to a disgrace- 

fully low level.59 

In 1847 a commission formed to review affairs of Church 

and state and to recommend the appropriate legislation pre- 

sented some detailed data.  As a basis for their recommenda- 

tions they stated that the minimum maintenance of the Catholic 

cult In Yucatan required at least a real a month from each 

male.  Only the very largest parishes could be maintained 

on the medio (half, real) that the Church had been averaging. 

In the parish of Ichmul, one of the largest, a medio left 

the resident cura a monthly profit of about 44 pesos.  It had 

a resident population of about 3,000 families (Indian and 

white), that returned an income of 187 pesos monthly, but 

from this came payment of four ministers, the coat of collect- 

ing the fee, a contribution to the Cathedral (one seventh of 
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the groas), a pension fund, and payment of a scribe, total- 

ling 143 pesos. The Cura of second class parishes like that 

of Santiago in Merida cleared perhaps seven pesos a month, 

while the numerous small parishes sustained a monthly loss. 

The commission pointed out that under the state plan 

whereby 100,000 pesos was presumed to cover the needs of the 

Church, parishes received an average of only 31 pesos each 

to cover expenses.  Normally the parish of Ichmul needed at 

least 187, as stated.  3antiago, which regularly expended at 

least 68 pesos a month had been granted only 10 under the 

1843 plan.  The figure of 31 pesos per curacy was based on 

the assumption that the state had met annual obligations in 

full, which in fact had not happened, so that parishes were 

even worse off than their budgets indicated. 

The investigators stated flatly that it was impossible 

to discriminate among parishes by levying higher fees in 

those which were not self-sustaining, or between parishes 

of whites and of Indians,  fiven in 1814, "when the Indians 

were more docile and circumstances more favorable" such a 

move had failed. Among the several recommendations which 

the commission presented, the prime one was that from the 

state civil tax (the contribución personal, capitation tax), 

one real per head be allocated to the maintenance of the 

Catholic cult.60 

In the course of their discussion the commission of 

1847 had pointed out that politicians had always given an 
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easy answer to Church pleas. When pressed for payment 

•Ten of the promised regular sums, civil authorities had 

replied, "There Is no public money; you should use your 

derechos de estola." The latter were the sums collectible 

for administration of the Sacraments, especially marriage 

and baptism.  By law, however, these had been set at three 

reales for a baptism, and four to cover a marriage ceremony. 

Indians presumably had been exempted in 1843 even from these 

payments.61 

evidently by June 1847 (a month before the Caste War 

broke out), all parish priests had agreed to give up charg- 

ing for burial services.  Nominally the sums for baptisms 

and marriages had been equalised over the peninsula. This 

led optimists to say that "nobody now will have any motive 
62 

for complaint."   If the legal prescriptions had been foll- 

owed literally, this statement might have been true.  But 

the fact that Indians at the beginning, and during the Caste 

War, claimed that all they wanted was equal treatment with 

creóles in the matter of these fees leads to the conclusion 

that certain priests had attempted to close the gap between 

their expenses and the incomes promised them by the state by 

asking exorbitant sums for performance of baptismal and 

marriage rites. 

The high place which Indians gave this demand in the 

Treaty of Tsucacab supports this view, as do the later nego- 

tiations between Indians and the civil government at Merida. 
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At one point the latter promised to supply state-paid 

priests to the Indians to perform Catholic rites without 

payment of fees. Indian chieftains told British officials 

that the origin of the Caste War lay in oppressive contri- 

butions unfairly levied by subordinates of the Yucatecan 

government who disregarded their instructions, and who 

failed to keep their promises. 

Several things stand clearly revealed in this brief 

survey of the Church in Yucatan after Independence.  One 

is that by 1841, it had lost most of its entrenohed posi- 

tion and special privileges to the civil government.  Its 

cofradías had been removed and placed among the state's 

public lands, or otherwise secularized; the power of the 

government no longer backed it for collection of tithes, 

and obventlons had been reduced to an almost negligible 

point. The state had assumed the burden of education.  In 

1843 obventlons disappeared entirely.  Ecclesiastical insti- 

tutions after that date were legally almost wholly dependent 

on the civil treasury for their support. 

Behind this unusual state of affairs lay a number of 

developments.  The absence of a forceful Bishop after 1827 

was important; the ¿Jee itself was for awhile vacant, and 

when filled by Bishop Querrá, his personal troubles and the 

existence of potential rivals tended to inhibit strong re- 

sistance on his part. His lower clergy for the most part 

had no strong emotional ties with the anclen regime. 
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symbolized by the Franciscans whom they had succeeded In 

ousting just before Independence.  Justo Sierra placed 

stress on the fact that the "Yucatecan clergy, among whom 

there were many and very notable characters who professed 

liberal ideas, oomported itself with moderation, without 

any who tried to provoke a civil war because of the import- 

ant reforms, the most serious (which up to that time) any 

..64 
state of the Republic had attempted." 

More important, and connected with this, was that a 

Yucateoan spirit of progressivism had turned most Creole 

minds away from a preoccupation with the Church.  Yucatecans 

of 1847 were not especially hostile to religion and the 

claims of the hierarchy so much as they appeared merely un- 

interested. When Querrá succeeded in re-establishing the 

Franciscans as an open Order only seven youths could be found 

to enter the novitiate; this lack of seal to make a career 

in the Church and to turn to secular fields was character- 

istic of the times.65 No vested interests relied upon Church 

support for maintenance of a status quo, so that the cry of 

"Religion y Fueros" which rallied conservative forces in 

many other parts of Mexico found but small echo as a moving 

force in Yucatan.  On the eve of the Caste War, the Church 

was merely one of several special interests Jockeying for 

protective legislation, rather than a dominant partner in 

government. 

A second consideration is that the civil government, 
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in taking over an added amount of responsibility by agree- 

ing to support the Church» extended itself beyond the econ- 

omic resources potentially at its disposal. Sven though 

the financial commitment that civil authorities had made did 

not maintain the prestige and services of the Church at a 

level thought desirable by many Yucatecans, the several and 

more insistent calls on the public treasury made fulfillment 

of even that reduced ecclesiastical commitment difficult, 

often impossible. 

The social consequences were grave.  On the one hand, 

some clergy resorted to measures beyond the legislative 

reach of civil authorities by levying heavy charges for 

rites like baptism and marriage;  on the other, a group of 

men in close contact with masses of Maya were (in some cases) 

dissatisfied and aggrieved by the action of the government 

that had nearly wiped out their source of livelihood.  The 

Church was not a stabilising element.  Its individual members 

were as likely to be a disrupting force as they were to 

maintain a social situation highly unfavorable to them. 

This would be more especially true in large rural parishes, 

such as the cited one of Ichmul. 

IV 

It seems evident that many of the ills besetting Yucatan 

stemmed from the condition of its treasury and its finances. 

Had the latter been in a flourishing state, the added strain 
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placed on it by assuming the burden of the Church support 

could have been net with less dislocation. Prom 1840 on- 

ward more and more it became clear to liberals that reforms 

coat money — either by reducing the income of the state 

by  suppression of repugnant practices, or through adding to 

expenses by including new and needed services to those which 

the state already offered.  The times called for outlays to 

aid education, communications, "national" defense, and a 

variety of expenditures to make Yucatan modern and progress- 

ive.  To these was now joined an obligation to maintain the 

ecclesiastical institutions.  In turn, the financial affairs 

of the peninsula were closely tied to the condition of its 

economy on the one hand, and on the other, the manner in 

which its political leaders tapped it for income. With a 

unified and sound political program on which all agreed, 

matters might have been simpler, but unfortunately there 

were nearly as many programs as there were factions, and 

these had again proliferated following the ephemeral unity 

that the Revolution of 1839 had brought.  Party strife re- 

flected the other strains. Against the broader background, 

factionalism appears as the instrument rather than the cause 

of social disorganization which bred the Caste War. 

There is no immediate need for providing a detailed 

rehearsal of the growth of political factions In Yucatan or 

an extensive treatment of their interactions.  Chapter One 

has sketched major outlines of political activities to and 

through the movements which in 1839 and 1840 led to 
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submergence of Yucateoan differences in a successful effort 

to rout from the peninsula the Centralist politicians. The 

latter drew most of their inspiration and support from 

governments in Mexico.  Yucateoan writers» both at the time 

and since, have explored most of the nooks and crannies of 

the peninsula's political history and the individuals con- 
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cerned in it. 

Although the pages of local history are not without 

traces of partisanship and bias (even at this late date) 

and despite the lack of agreement about Individual motiva- 

tions* Yucateoan writers generally conour about the order of 

events* even details of the political events themselves. 

Little attempt is made below to collate these details and 

present a critical or rectified view* but rather the aim is 

to link the political currents to some of the broader de- 

velopments that have been traced earlier* and to suggest 

their relationship with the native revolts which together 

formed the Caste War.  Some of the materials presented 

earlier are repeated purposely to give coherence to the 

narrative. 

The two principal figures around which most of the 

political life of the era revolved were Miguel Barbachano 

and Santiago Méndez. Although usually opponents* these two 

often cooperated* and they had much in common.  Each was a 

relative newcomer to politios; their rise to power stemmed 

mainly from their services in the revolt of 1839.  Eaoh was 
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a Yucatecan-Creole with a mercantile background; both were 

born in Campeche. 

Santiago Méndez resided there, and came from a family 

that had been associated with Iturhide's Empire and various 

Centralist intrigues.  He himself was more generally on the 

liberal, Federalist* side in such disputes. His political 

strength lay along the West Coast, and in some of the Border- 

lands places. His son-in-law was Justo Sierra O'Reilly, 

similarly identified with the political interests of Campeche. 

Miguel flarbachano, although bom in Campeohe (1807), was 

educated in France and Spain.  On his return to Yucatan in 

1837 or 1838 he settled in Merida.  He too was a merchant, 

and like many of the other leading men of the place, was 

well-educated, and had some fame as an orator.  Young and 

personable, he became a leading political figure. Both he 

and Méndez, it would seem, were rather more the instruments 

of group interest than strong leaders with considerable in- 

67 
itlative and force of their own. 

In the first days after the successful coup which cleared 

Mexican influences from Yucatan in 1840, the American traveler 

John L. Stephens chatted with Méndez, and found that he was 

not quite sure to which political faotion he really belonged. 

Stephens describes him as "about fifty years of age, tall and 

thin, with a fine intellectual face, and of very gentlemanly 

appearance and deportment.... The governor shrank from the 

hazard of extremes, was vacillating, undecided, and unequal 
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to the emergency.... Dissatisfaction and discontent pre- 

vailed. Both parties blamed the governor, and he did not 
ftfi 

know himself to which he belonged.1* 

Strong party lines did not form until 1845, although 

they had started to crystallize even in 1840. The issue of 

Yucatecan independence or adhesion to the Mexican Republic 

was an early dividing line.  When the parties did form, 

Méndez headed one, Barbaohano the other. Their bases were 

respectively the cities of Campeche and Marida.  Up to 1845, 

the threat of invasion from Mexico, or actual military cam- 

paigns themselves, tended to inhibit the full-blown emergence 

of factionalism, but issues became clearer and tempers shorter 

after June 1845. As the following paragraphs indicate, ex- 

ternal pressures as much as internal developments were in- 

volved in political alignments of Yucatan on the eve of the 

Caste War. 

Santiago Mandes was elected governor, and Miguel Bar- 

bechan o vice-governor, in the elections called after estab- 

lishment of a Federalist program by the revolt of 1839-1840. 

These two officials reached a satisfactory working agreement 

for shared responsibility when at first Mexico (under Santa 

Anna) threatened to Invade the peninsula and then thought 

better of it by sending Andres Quintana Roo to treat with 

the newly-established Yucatecan government. It will be re- 

called that in 1841 Yucatan agreed to stay in the Mexican 

Federation and to support Santa Anna's hybrid Centralist- 
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Federalist plan known as the Bases of Taoubaya if the Mex- 

ican government would recognize the Yuoateoan claims for 

special treatment in the matter of tariffs» home-rule, and 

repatriation of local troops. Although Quintana Roo had 

agreed to these stipulations, Santa Anna did not; his temper 

was not improved by the fact that his envoy had been captured 

by the Texan Navy and was released only after Yucatecans had 

intervened. 

Locally the tide was running strong for a declaration 

of Yuoateoan independence, chiefly on the part of Barbaohano 

and his followers.  Opposed to this important move was the 

Governor and the port interests. They felt that Yucatan 

could possibly have all the advantages both of independence 

and the protection of the nation, as well as the Gulf trade, 

by proper negotiations.  While the punitive expeditions of 

1842-43 sought to force Yucatan back into the Mexican con- 

federation, Méndez and Barbaohano split the administrative 

responsibility, the one commanding at Campeche, the other at 

Merida. 

During this period of stress, they jointly agreed to 

mobilize the peninsula's manpower by offering exemption from 

personal taxes to natives and others who served as auxiliaries 

and military. They also offered the land premiums already 

noted above.  One or two incidents during the struggle in- 

dicated that partisanship was not wholly dead among Yucatecans, 

but in general a united front was rather cooperatively main- 

tained, and endured until victory was assured. 
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At the olose of the campaigns* the Yucateoans were in 

a rather good bargaining position» chiefly beoause of mil- 

itary victories. The subsequent agreements with Mexico, 

drawn up on a bi-partisan basis» and ratified December 14, 

1843, were favorable to Yucatan. By this treaty, Yucatecan 

goods and natural products had free entrance into Mexican 

ports, virtual looal sovereignty was promised, and the 

military forces of the peninsula were not obligated to fight 

outside the state's bounds. In return for these important 

concessions, Santa Anna's now openly Centralist regime was 

recognized (whioh put in jeopardy Yucatan's Federalist Con- 

stitution of 1841), and Yucatan agreed to consider Itself a 

part of the Mexloan nation, symbolized by flying the national 

flag. 

Under the terms of the transaction, Santa Anna was 

allowed to choose the governor of Yucatan from a list pro- 

posed by Yucatecans. The peninsula changed its Federalist 

"Congress" to a seven-man Centralist Assembly. All parties, 

Mexican and Yucatecan, agreed that the governor should be a 

respeoted but ancient neutral figure, José Tiburoio Lopez. 

By the Treaty of December 1843, the program generally ad- 

vocated by the Campeche party, mended atas, had prevailed. 

Barbachanlstaa, however, were content enough, as they had a 

preponderant majority in the new Assembly. Although Central- 

ist in name, Yucatan was as free as though it had been 

Federalist, without the added external dangers independence 

might have brought. 
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Yucatecan hopes for a tranquil political future were 

almost inmedlately dashed by a trick played by the Central 

Mexioan government.  In an official exeoutive tariff cir- 

cular sent to Gulf ports*, nearly all Yucatecan exportable 

commodities» even maize, were excluded from the free list» 

and were enumerated on the schedules subject to regular pay- 

ment. This order was dated February 21, 1844. The reactions 

to it upset Yucatecan political balances» and re-opened all 

the older factional disturbances. 

Barbachanlatas, as staunch Federalists found themselves 

enmeshed with a Centralist regime that had withdrawn the con- 

cessions that made it tolerable.  Mended atas found their 

political program discredited and their eoonomic hopes dashed* 

predicated as they were on favorable commerce with Veracruz, 

Tampico, and other Gulf entrances to the Mexioan markets. To 

say that they were irritated at Santa Anna's action is to 

understate the vigor of their outburst of fury. For reasons 

not connected with this particular order» however, Santa Anna 

soon left the Presidency of Mexico. 

A counter movement to Centralism in Mexioo had placed a 

new president in power for a short while. Yucatecans still 

hoped that if the chicanery of Santa Anna were brought to the 

attention of the new regime (which they supported temporarily), 

the matter might be cleared quickly by having the February 21 

circular suppressed or changed.  Over Tiburoio Lopez' signa- 

ture a atrongly-worded plea, with substantive proof of the 
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difficulties oaused by the circular» was presented to national 

Congress by Yucatecan delegates.69 Just after it had re- 

ceived favorable notice in the lower house and was being 

transmitted to the Senate for final approval* yet another 

Mexican revolution displaced the ephemeral regime, and 

ushered in a new President, Mariano Paredes took office 

January 3, 1845. 

Persistent in their hope that Paredes' group would 

similarly see that Mexican promises were kept, Yucateoans 

again pressed their demands for recognition of the Treaty of 

December 1843 and a withdrawal of the order of February 1844. 

When it became obvious that the dilatory action which the 

new national government was taking probably meant refusal, 

the barbachanl8tas in Merida fomented a local revolution. 

Their program included complete separation from Mexico and 

an independent Yucatan. Their members in the Assembly pre- 

sented this program as a working policy to the governor, but 

rather than sign it, José Tiburcio López resigned. 

Miguel Barbachano was named by the Assembly as acting 

or provisional governor. The final step of separation was 

not yet taken officially. Barbachano, however, called home 

the Yucatecan representatives in the national capital; they 

brought with them an informal presidential note saying that 

if Yucatan would recognize the new Paredes government, then 

it would formally discuss the Treaty of 1843.  Barbachano 

replied that if the government would withdraw the order of 
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February 21, 1844, Yucatan would recognize Paredes and 
70 fully re-enter the union.   Each aide tried to outwait, 

but not particularly to outwit, the other. 

Mendeolataa yet expected that their original policy 

would bear fruit. All that was required was withdrawal of 

the notorious ciroular. Barbachanlstas were not aa con- 

vinced of the need for independence as they had been, but 

still followed that line.  Until June 1845, the two factions 

were in agreement that Mexico should recognize its pledged 

word and without further quibble put in full force the Treaty 

of 1843.  The position of Yucatan was anomalous; it was 

neither in the union, nor quite out of it. 

July 2, 1845, the barbachanlsta Assembly took an ulti- 

mate step and re-affirmed Yucatan's intention of remaining 

completely independent. Elections were to be held for post 

of governor (or president) and the peninsula was to run its 

own affairs. This was not a line whloh pleased mendeolataa, 

who still hoped for a reconciliation and adjustment, so long 

as Yucatan had not openly broken away from Mexico. They 

claimed Barbachano had usurped the governor's offioe.  Each 

party put forth utmost efforts to gain the new eleotion.  It 

fell, as usual, to the whole slate of barbachanlsta candidates, 

Partisan feeling reached a height when Barbachano actually 
71 

took office in January 1846. 

The new government did not take many radioal steps, and 

circumstances put a new face on factional aspirations.  Santa 
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Anna, exiled In Cuba, was then bidding for a return to tbe 

Presidency of Mexico. For reasons best known to himself, he 

performed one of the about-faoea for which he was notorious. 

He proposed to re-instate a Federal regime (although for 

many years he had been Centralist) on the basis of the Mex- 

ican Constitution of 1824. 

Prior to hia actual coup, he met at Sisal with Miguel 

Barbaohano. They agreed on a transaction: Yucatan would 

support Santa Anna's candidacy and presidency, provided that 

when he attained power he would fully reinstate the Treaty 

of 1843 and withdraw the order he had issued February 21, 
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1844.   Barbaohano seemed more concerned with maintaining 

a Federalist regime in Yucatan than with Independence. A 

howl went up from Campeche when they heard their long de- 

tested enemy Santa Anna was to occupy the presidency of 

Mexico, supported by Yucatan! 

Moreover, a new issue had appeared. The war with the 

United States, in which Mexico was engaged, meant that to 

re-enter the nation now did not guarantee a commercial boom; 

Mexico did not control the Gulf ports, but the blockading 

Americans did. A reversal of positions took place: Merida 

supported olose ties with Mexico, banking on the guarantee 

that Santa Anna had given that the new regime would be 

Federalist, while Campeche hung back, in the hope that Yuca- 

tan as a semi-independent unit could proclaim its neutrality 

and thus be granted certain advantages denied it as a component 
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part of a belligerent country, Mexloo. A curious document 

resulting from a conference between Barbachano and Méndez 

allegedly had as one of its articles that the public treasury 

would establish a periodical in Campeche, and one in Merida, 

to debate the issue of whether Yucatan should seek the pro- 

73 tection of some foreign power* 

The first of several local uprisings took place in 

Campeche on October 25, 1846.  Its inevitable manifesto had 

as main points the re-establishment of the Constitution of 

1841, the reduction of the capitation tax to one real, and 

restitution to office of Campeohanos who had been ousted. The 

revolutionaries inveighed against an "Organic Law" that had 

altered the Constitution of 1841, an interim measure until 

Yucatan re-entered the Mexican union.  Only the West Coast 

and Tihosuco supported the movement.  Obviously the under- 

lying purpose was formation of a government dominated by 

Campeche partisans. 

Just at this time Santa Anna gained his desired post 

as president and complied with his word pledged to Barbachano. 

His government on September 29 expressed itself willing to 

consider the Treaty of December 14, 1843 in full force, and 

on September 26, it had already withdrawn the trouble-making 

circular of February 21, 1844. 4 These things having been 

done, and the short-lived Campeche revolt suffocated, Barba- 

chano by decree re-incorporated Yucatan into the Mexican 

nation on November 2.  As earlier agreed, at the same time 
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he put in affect the old Constitution of 1825 as the one 

moat nearly in harmony with the Mexican one of 1824, under 

which Santa Anna now ruled Mexico.  An amnesty was granted 

the revolutionaries of October 25, and new eleotions were 

called for.  Had it not been for the war with the United 

States, perhaps some of Yucatan's travail would have been 

avoided.  Neutrality, not union with Mexico, was now (Nov- 

ember 1846) the major issue of the hour. 

The uprising in the city of Campeche on Deoember 8, 1846 

set in motion a chain reaction that had devastating conse- 

quences.75 Against the better judgment of their nominal 

chieftain, Santiago Méndez, some of his followers issued a 

revolutionary program.  It was drawn up primarily by Justo 

Sierra and José sosa (from the hinterlands). The program 

did not recognize the reincorporation of Yucatan into the 

Mexican Republic because the latter had not been the aot of 

a sovereign Mexican assembly; it reinstated the Yucatecan 

Constitution of 1841, and provided that the state bo ruled 

by a governor and council, composed (naturally enough) of 

mendeclstaa; if Barbachano did not aocept the program, pro- 

visionally the governorship would devolve on Domingo Barret; 

the personal contribution was to be reduoed to one real monthly; 

while Yucatan was thus separated from Mexico, it could and 

should arrange its affairs with foreign nations according to 

the "sane and healthy principles of international law." A 

chronicler with pro-Barbaohano leanings has catalogued the 
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motives behind the discontent or Campeohe with the Barba- 

chano government at this time as resistance to constitutional 

emendations» indignation against favoritism» especially to- 

ward some who had opposed the Revolution of 1840» low pay 
76 

for civil servants» wounded vanity» and localism. 

The December 1846 revolt won wider support than had 

the one in October. Before long the revolutionaries put 

troops into movement» and captured the Sierra towns (some 

of which favored the uprising); Valladolld» chief bastion 

of government strength in the east was strongly defended, 

but was taken January 15» 1847. The manner in which this 

was done, by the aid of Indian troops» but more especially 

the mestizos and Indians of the barrios was significant» and 

discussion of it is deferred; although a controversial point, 

some believe January 15 to mark the beginning of the War of 

the Gastes. 

A week after Valladolld fell, revolutionary troops in- 

vested Merida, and on January 22 the capital city surrendered. 

On January 26, the official capital was transferred to Cam- 

peohe.  In the interim, when the revolutionary government 

under Barret ruled part of Yucatan from various points (Beoal, 

Ticul, Kaxcanú) and while Barbachano maintained another at 

Merida, the Swiss botanist Heller arrived; his accounts give 

valuable sidelights on the situation, as do those of Arthur 

Morelet, a French traveler who in' 1847 found the Yucateoan 

government centered in Campeche. ' 
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Until January 26, each government claimed to be the 

sole legal one and legislated for the whole area. Barba- 

chano and his officials issued a number of manifestos 

charging that all citizens who failed to rise against the 

Campeche rebels were traitors to Yucatan and to Mexico, but 

these decrees did not stop the successful advance of his 

opponent's forces.7 

The mended81as after January 26, 1847 nominally con- 

trolled the whole state of Yucatan until the events of the 

Caste War in 1848 made their position completely untenable. 

Then direction of the war and of the peninsula's internal 

affairs was voluntarily turned over to Barbachano. During 

their administration, one of the first things they attempted 

was to get the neutrality of Yucatan recognized by the United 

States, and short of that, to obtain special trade concessions 

from the American commanders whose forces occupied Carmen 

and other points along the coast which were crucial to the 

peninsula's Gulf trade. 

A preliminary mission to Washington met with little 

success. To follow up the first conferences. Barret's gov- 

ernment dispatched Justo Sierra (with aid and permission 

from Commodore Perry, the American naval comnander in the 

area) to seek these concessions, and when it became apparent 

in late 1847 and early 1848 that Yucatan was really fighting 

a Caste War, to obtain annexation of the peninsula to the 

United States. Sierra also sought aid in the form of men. 
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arms, and ammunition for his government to combat the 

aucoessful Maya forces. The Treaty of Tzucacab in 1848 

put an end to these negotiations, as the American Senate 

felt that this had ended the Caste War, and moreover, that 

for many reasons annexation of Yucatan was not a proper 

move.79 Thus the "foreign policy" of the mendeciataa op- 

erated, and failed.  It «as left to Barbachano to re-re- 

incorporate Yucatan into the Mexican Republic in 1848. 

Internal affairs (after the successful establishment 

of mendeclsta rule in January 1847) «ere the chief focus of 

attention. At that time Miguel Barbachano and his brother 

Manuel left for Cuba.  In his absence (possibly «ith his 

encouragement) a movement in Merida on February 28 headed 

by Sebastian López de LIergo attempted to dislodge the ne« 

Campeche government, but was forced to surrender in March. 

As earlier mentioned, the Barret administration, although 

determined to retain power by putting down the revolt, took 

steps to revise the land laws (a main point of López de 

Llergo's program); it also enacted into law another of his 

demands, that the personal contribution be reduced to one 

real monthly. This, of course, had been one of the earlier 

mendeclsta bids for support, but had not been acted on after 

they had gained control. 

Campeche troops managed to extinguish the Lopez de 

Llergo coup throughout the Old Colonial seotlon, but guer- 

rilla warfare continued in the east.  On March 9, amnesty 
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was given Lopes de Llergo and the troops who had supported 

him. A brief respite in partisan warfare followed» espec- 

ially after May 16 when the American military forces on 

Cermen permitted their blockade to be arranged in a manner 
80 

which favored a limited commerce. 

Barret's government» as the mendepistas well knew* was 

a precarious one.  It was not fully supported by the numerous 

places which for a number of years had been pro-Barbaohano. 

Now that it had set in motion the negotiations which it hoped 

would aohieve the principal object of the revolt of December 8, 

neutrality, it was willing to compromise on internal questions, 

and to that end tried to become a popular, coalition adminis- 

tration by taking the unusual step of calling an extra- 

ordinary Assembly. The meeting was to be held in the villa 

of Ticul (a dividing point between the lnfluenoe of Merida 

and that of Campeche) on May 24, 1847. The decree calling 

the convention named the leaders of numerous factions, as 

well as the important figures in peninsular politics (though 

chiefly mendeclatas), A penalty of two thousand pesos was 

81 
set for non-attendance. 

The object of the Extra-ordinary Assembly of Ticul was 

limited to discussion and recommendations on local affairs. 

The agenda was fixed to include only four items: suggestions 

for reorganisation of public finance and the proper amount of 

personal contribution, a similar overhauling of the military 

establishment, a discussion of ecclesiastical rents, and 
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finally, a discussion of forthcoming constitutional elections. 
81 

June 20 was set as the terminal day for the Assembly's work. 

The work of the Assembly reveals much about the situa- 

tion of Yucatan a month or so before the Caste War "officially11 

opened in July 1847. The faot that it met at all signified 

the critical state of affairs.  Nearly every recognizable 

group on the peninsula had at least one grievance, usually 

as a consequence of developments which oocurred since Inde- 

pendence, but more specifically, after 1840.  Part of the 

oreóles, moved by patriotism, partisan feelings, and perhaps 

the desire to carry out Yucatan's end of the bargain made by 

Santa Anna and Barbachano, believed that the peninsula was 

part of Mexico, and therefore should rise or fall with the 

nation at war with the United States. 

Another part, now in control, felt the self-interest of 

Yucatan lay in remaining aloof from an entanglement of this 

nature by dealing directly with the United States, which 

might recognize Yucatan as an independent unit and respect 

its non-belligerent status by allowing commercial and polit- 

ical concessions that would satisfy the needs of Yucatecan 

trade and which conformed with the incipient peninsular 

nationalism that had ever marked the place but which had 

been given acceleration after IB40.  Cultural autonomy had 

almost matched successful military action against two attempts 

by Mexico to dominate the peninsula.  Commercial considera- 

tions, as well as political differences, made themselves 
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dearly manifest in discussions at the Extra-ordinary 

Assembly at Ticul. 

At the opening of the üxtra-ordinary Assembly in 

Ticul» Domingo Barret, Provisional Governor, briefly re- 

viewed the current status of the public treasury, the 

military establishment, and the matter of eocleaiaatioal 

rents. He asked that the members of the convention suggest 

ways and means to adjust the difficulties in each of those 

important branches. 

He pointed out that slnoe 1840 a spirit of mercantile 

reform had developed and efforts were being made to increase 

business for the peninsula. Tariffs had been dropped as low 

as possible. But despite all efforts to stimulate it, agri- 

culture seemed static, and more especially since exports to 

Veracruz, Tanpico, and Tabasco had been cut down, first due 

to the order of February 21, 1844, and then by the American 

blockade. This decline had especially hit the Yucatacan 

distillers of aguardiente. As the public treasury depended 

to a large degree on imposts from commerce, it was in a 

precarious position. 

Barret estimated that in the forthcoming year, commer- 

cial taxes and tariff might yield around 168,000 pesos. 

Although in 1846 the revenue from capitation taxes, the 
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personal contribution, had provided 288,488 pesos, in 1847 

much less oould be expected;  political factions had exempted 

militia from the tax,  and only about 216,000 pesos would 

probably be drawn from this source.     Miscellaneous income-- 

sealed paper,   land sales,  and the like —> could be counted 

on for only a little over 24,000 pesos.    The total estimated 

revenue for 1847 was 408,642.11 pesos, but expenditures were 

budgeted at 612,032.55; the state faced a deficit of 103,390.44 

pesos.     He added a few words about the necessity for maintain- 

ing a military establishment during the troubled days when 

the United States and Mexico were at war and Yucatan's posi- 

tion was not wholly clear,   and touched on the position of the 
QQ 

Church, now financially dependent on the state. 

While separate commissions attacked these latter two 

problems, the Church and the military, a ploked group/ met 

to consider the outlined financial problems. They made a 

preliminary report, and then a second one, based on findings 

of the other commissions and actions of the Assembly as a 

whole. 

In the first, or preliminary report, there was a major- 

ity finding, and two minority recommendations. The majority 

stated that in its first few days it oould do little but sit 

and oontemplate the sad state of Yucatacan affairs. Then it 

was decided to see what economies could be made, what new 

revenue added. A basic deoislon was that additional revenue 

could not be raised at the expense of the natives by raising 
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the personal contribution rates from the ourrent level of 

one and half reales a month. To do so would "not be just, 

prudent, nor economical." To sustain religion among Yuca- 

tecans, it was agreed that half a real of the monthly per- 

sonal contribution should go to the Church, and should be 

collected directly by ecclesiastical authorities. Chief 

budgetary slashes came at the expense of the military. 

The majority also took up the matter of new revenue. 

They suggested a property tax that would hit those holdings 

with a valuation of less than two hundred pesos (Indian huts); 

this would be at the rate of 6.25$, while .05 pesos per hun- 

dred would be added to the current taxes on [Creole] proper- 

ties above the usual minimum of two hundred pesos valuation. 

Further, a tax on sugar cultivation was suggested.  It would 

be one real for each cultivated mecate, in addition to a 

regular alcabala, which brought the total to two. The oom- 

mittee members justified this suggestion by pointing out that 

of all Yucateoan crops, cane was the one which gave its grow- 

ers the largest and quickest olear profit, more especially 

now that excise on distillation had reoently been removed. 

As another revenue-raising device, they also recommended 

a monthly fee of two reales on every axe used in commercial 

logging. This was just, they averred, because loggers ripped 

up state lands and destroyed Its forests for private profit, 

without contributing a proportionate share to the public 

treasury for their use of the terrenos realengos. 
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One of the minority statements, an Individual report 

returned by Pedro Escudero (an old Centralist), also favored 

a tax on axes, but differed from the majority by advooatlng 

a raise in the personal contribution, to two reales a month. 

This would oover half the deficit, while inheritance taxes, 

an increased capital tax and similar small levies could 

close the remaining gap.8* 

Pedro de Regil, one of the most astute financiers of 

the time and place, similarly dissented from the majority 

report by separately reoommending an increased personal 

contribution. But, and in this he was insistent, he wanted 

a written accord between the civil and ecclesiastical author- 

ities by which the latter would unequivocally agree to lower 

their derechos de estola (baptismal and marriage fees) "which 

now oppress the poor citizenry, who now, being almost as 

numerous as the Indians, pay even more than these...,w85 

As may be seen, disagreement among committee members 

primarily arose over the question of personal contributions. 

The history of this particular levy has been touched on 

briefly in earlier pages.  By the Bourbon reforms in the 

encomienda system, the previous community group payments in 

kind by natives were transmuted into individual cash payments 

to the crown; veolnos had individually regularly owed various 

due3. After Independence and under Iturbide's Btapire, in- 

equities were levelled off by having all males, native or 

creóle, pay a "patriotic contribution" that endured beyond 

Iturbide's brief imperial interlude. 
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In April 1824, the personal contribution for all male 

Yucateoans was definitively established under that name. 

After some changes upward and downward, in 1844 the contribu- 

tion was generally two reales a month for all but a few 

males; some, because they were incapacitated paid nothing, 

while others, who had incomes of magnitude, paid double. 

Possibly spurred by the revolutionary programs of Campeche, 

which inevitably promised a reduction in the contribution to 

one real, and exemption for those who supported the program, 

the Barbaohano government had in early December 1846 reduoed 

the levy to eighteen reales a year, payable at a real and a 

half a month. 

As already seen, for military services, usually in be- 

half of a partisan revolt, Indians and others were usually 

promised exemptions.  The first such instance seems to have 

been in 1834, when the native troops who aided Francisco 

Paulo Toro to power were relieved of these payments; Iman 

in 1839 made similar promises, as did Barbaohano and Méndez 

in 1843 when they needed troops and auxiliaries to combat 
Oft 

Mexicans.   Active troops paid no contribution. 

At the time when the contribution had been cut to 

eighteen reales a year, the government was already in debt 

for the amount of 425,917.12 pesos, an amount piled up since 

1840. To offset some of the expected loss in revenue, it 

had put a tax on salaries, municipal funds, a new property 

tax, had raised the tariff from 5%  to 10^ and had set a 
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maximum figure on public salaries of 3,000 pesos.    To obtain 

enough funds on which to operate,  the new government of 

Barret had resorted to a foroéd loan,  and obtained 75,000 

pesos from Yucatecans by pledging part of the customs re- 

ceipts to amortize it.   ' 

Apparently typical of the years from 1840 to 1847 was 

the year 1842.     An annual  deficit of 55,055 pesos appeared, 

the difference between expenditures  of 561,407 and income  of 

506,352.94 pesos.     Of the  latter,  personal contributions 

(then at one real monthly)  had yielded 122,526.64 pesos. 

This was not materially different from 1824,  when the an- 

nual income was stated to be around 550,000 pesos,  100,000 

of which wa3 derived from internal  (non-commercial)  sources; 

but at that  time the military spent 400,000 of it. Seem- 

ingly more imaginative than correot was Sierra»s statement 

to the U.S.  Secretary of State that Yucatan,  "in her days 

of prosperity...had an annual revenue of a million dollars, 
89 

sufficient to cover all her expenses."   It was an unusual 

year in which Yucatan had a balanced budget and a more un- 

usual one when the income reached much more than half a 

million. 

While the committee on public finances was busily try- 

ing to pare down military expenditures, a committee of generals 

was equally occupied in planning a complete and ©pensive 

renovation of the armed forces.  Their report casts some 

light on the rather inefficient military establishment and 
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helps explain why» despite brave manifestos and reports of 

victories, Yucateoan regular troops were unable to make 

any Impression on rebel Indians when the latter began In 

late 1847 to surge toward Herida. The fixed and field 

artillery was virtually useless as it had not been re- 

placed since the time of colonial rule; in armament Yucatan 

was far behind every nation, and no equipment with modern 

improvements were to be found.  Infantry arms "are even in 

a worse state." They recommended a complete replacement of 

these obsolescent weapons. Yucatacan cavalry and Navy were 

90 
officially abolished. 

That the pioture they presented was not overdrawn 

seems indicated by independent reports of the Yucateoan 

military forces. Norman» in 1840» was not much impressed 

by the drilling and discipline of the troops» offioered by 

the young gentlemen of Merida for parade purposes. He left 

a probably accurate description of a cavalry patrol: 

They were headed by a small» bloody-looking Mex- 
ican» with a pair of mustaohios that the proudest 
Castilian might have envied. He was dressed in a 
blue roundabout, loose white trousers, and a 
glased Mexican hat. His followers were mounted 
upon mules of the most jaded appearance, saddled 
and caparisoned with manilla matting and ropes. 
Each wore a shirt, trousers, and a straw hat) 
and was barefoot, except a pair of huge spurs» 
whioh embellished the otherwise naked heal of 
each rider. Their usual arms were the broad- 
sword [maohete] and pistols, but this, squadron 
was not well equipped; and the common bayonet, 
with them, was frequently compelled.to do duty 
for one or both the other weapons.91 
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At about the same time» Stephens had similar reactions 

of amused tolerance for the efforts of Yucateoan military 

men. The situation had not appreciably bettered to 1847, 

according to this report of the military commission at Ticul, 

and in February 1848, the government reported to Americans 

that Yucatan had only a single battalion of regular infantry 

and two companies of artillery» neither of which was effect- 

ive. The militia was untrained and useless for protracted 

campaigns. American military observers were constantly 

amazed at the poor quality of troops and leadership, although 

there were obvious exceptions in individual oases.   It 

seems quite clear that historians who talked of the lack of 

military tradition on Yucatan were rather well informed, and 

further, it seems equally evident that Creoles were not pre- 

pared to fight the Caste War themselves. 

The recommendations of the ecclesiastical committee at 

Ticul have already been outlined above. The members felt that 

at least one real a month from the personal contribution 

should be allocated for Church purposes. This, of course, 

was double the figure that the financial committee was pre- 

pared to back. By giving the Church only half a real a month, 

the financiers felt that the treasury might even have a small 

favorable balance of 800 pesos. The Assembly as a whole, 

however, recommended to the government the ecclesiastical 

estimate, which meant that a deficit of .at least 30,000 pesos 

would appear. 93 
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When the Governor and his Council of State actually did 

legislate on the natter, they compromised by allocating 

three-quarters of a real (or half the total individual tax) 

to meet the estimated Church expenses of 96,745 pesos a 

year, and in August, the old special religious tax of one 

real a month was levied, in addition to the regular personal 

94 
contribution, but was withdrawn in January 1848.   Seeming- 

ly it lasted just long enough to irritate the Indians. 

After the military and the ecclesiastical committees 

had reported and the Assembly as a whole had discussed the 

various recommendations, the tangled financial problems were 

returned to the finance committee to be unsnarled.  It 

gloomily reported that because some items of potential 

revenue had been struck out, and new expenses added they 

saw a mlnlmum deficit of 10,000 pesos, and had no construct- 

ive further suggestions of how to cover it. They merely ex- 

pressed the hope that income from tariff might rise and be 

better than expeoted, but if not, then civil, military, and 

ecclesiastical authorities would have to live on patriotism, 

and be glad of whatever reduced sums they obtained from the 

95 
overburdened treasury. 

Strikingly absent from discussions of revenue and policy 

was any consideration of money from land sales.  Presumably 

the resistance whloh had spawned the stop-laws detailed 

above was still sufficiently strong to remove public lands 

from the revenue-hungry eyes of the government or its financial 
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advisers. Squally important, perhaps, is the faot that no 

thought of cutting down state aid to education appeared» 

although the sums budgeted would adequately have oovered 

the estimated deficit of 10,000 pesos, had they been with- 

drawn.  Such is the mixed picture of Yucatecan finances 

and attitudes that emerged from the Extra-ordinary Assembly 

of Ticul, which closed Its sessions in June 1847. 

VI 

The months from July to December 1847 were especially 

momentous ones for Yucatan.  It was not until near the end 

of that year that creóle Yucatecans became fully aware that 

they were engaged in a Caste War, as up to that tine the 

cross-currents of factionalism and continued political in- 

stability obscured the larger issues. The politioal issues 

remained much the same as in the months preoedlng the extra- 

ordinary Assembly at Ticul, but the actors and chief theater 

of events changed slightly. 

The partisans of Santiago Méndez, represented in the 

provisional government of Domingo Barret, stood on the plat- 

form they had set forth in Deoember 1846 and which they had 

established by arms in January 1847. They held that the 

proper course for Yucatan was neutrality in the Mexioan- 

United States controversy, with possible annexation to the 

latter country, if possible. They maintained that the acts 
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passed by the Extra-ordinary Assembly «ere law, as they 

had been countersigned by the executive and his council. 

To-legalize their position» elections «ere held in July 

1847, and as expected» Méndez «on the governorship. To 

ease tensions somewhat» Miguel Barbaohano «as included in 

the new administration» which in fact «as actively guided 

by a mendeclsta vioe-governor. But although Santiago Méndez 

«as an important background figure» much of the developing 

drama oentered around the jefe politico «horn Barret and he 

had assigned to Valladolid. This «as a military man» 

Eulogio Rosado. 

On their part» the barbachanlstas continued to believe 

that Yucatan should support the Mexican cause and that the 

revolutionary government and program of the mended a taa «as 

an Imposition. Miguel Barbaohano had not been permitted to 

serve out his full term» as his career as elected governor 

had been interrupted by the successful coup of Deoember 8» 

1846. The principal protagonist representing barbachanlata 

interests «as also a military figure» Jose Dolores Zetina 

(indifferently spelled Cetina). 

Almost immediately after the elections «hich elevated 

Méndez to the governor's post in late July» Zetina raised a 

revolt in Tizimin, on the 26th. His program «as a familiar 

one» borrowed from the previous unsuccessful try by Lopez de 

Llergot he demanded replacement of barbachanista officials» 

«lth Barbaohano aa governor; to lure supporters he promised 
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reductions in the personal contribution to one real, and 

exemption for those «ho enlisted as soldiers in support of 

his movement. He sent this demand to Rosado at Valladolid. 

The latter, rather than sallying forth and giving 

battle to the rebels, as he had done previously» sent two 

consols si oners with a message that the Indians were restive, 

and that a caste war was in progress. He pointed out that 

it was the plain duty of Zetina to submit to the mandeclsta 

government and present a united Creole front to the natives. 

Zetina was moved to comply, as events had indicated some un- 

rest among Maya. He took his troops and rendered himself at 

Valladolid. This unusual manoeuvre was matched in Merida by 

a love feast between Barbachanlsta and Mendecista partisans, 

who swore to let by-gones bo by-gones in face of a Maya 

"conspiracy,1' (to bo discussed below). 

Rosado left Valladolid to organize defenses around 

Tizimin, and in his absence Zetina filled his own ranks with 

Indians.  In the name of Barbachano he rebelled at Valladolid. 

Although soundly beaten in battle with Rosado on September 27, 

Zetina immediately returned to Merida and proclaimed yet an- 

other revolt, on August 7. This had wide support through 

the Old Colonial region, and also among the troops in the 

East Colonial, assigned to fight the Maya. Military volun- 

teers began to drift back from the eastern parts of the 

peninsula to enroll urtdar Zetina.  On August 10, the revo- 

lutionaries (as expected) proclaimed Barbachano as provisional 
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governor.  Onoe again there were two governments In Yucatan, 

Méndez in Campeche, Barbaohano in Marida. 

The numerous military forces under Méndez control began 

to turn their attention to Zetina. His efforts had failed 

to achieve a desired transaction whereby Méndez would share 

legal authority with Barbaohano, so he left Marida on Oct- 

ober 27, ostensibly to fight Indians in the east.  Méndez, 

firm in his conviction that he was legally master of Yucatan, 

issued an amnesty to Zetina and others and considered that 

the abortive revolt of August 7 was at an end. But on 

November 5, Zetina again broke out with an uprising, this 

time at Izamal; he proclaimed himself governor, until Bar- 

baohano could be "legally11 elected. He then started toward 

Valladolid, in hopes of crushing any mendecista force Rosado 

might direct against the new eruption.  On November 17, battle 

between the two was joined at Valladolid, and once again 

Zetina was routed. His ardor was not completely dampened. 

He started toward Merida and enroute captured stores 

and ammunition in transit to Rosado.  Zetina entered Merida, 

which was nearly undefended by mendecista troops, most of 

whom were supposed to be on punitive expeditions against 

Maya.  On December 4 Zetina published his now very familiar 

demands, but found that public support there was not as 

solidly behind him as it had always been earlier. Greater 

issues seemed at stake. 

With tMs in mind, Zetina first tried to arrange a 

transaction with Méndez, and when this failed, quietly 
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surrendered the city to him. At that late date, December 

1847, for the first time the two factions paused long enough 

from their own quarrels and counter-moves to see what had 

occurred among the Maya in the east and south. 

VII 

In these struggles (from July to December} each side 

had regularly used Indians against the other faction, and 

as from as early as January 15, Indians had been killing 

whites (in the name of a revolutionary program). It was 

somewhat difficult to disentangle partisan encounters from 

what seemed to be a sustained effort on  the part of some Maya 

96 
to exterminate all whites, regardless of party affiliations. 

News of these disturbing incidents had filtered back to 

a population already in a high state of emotional tension 

from other reports, chiefly that eastern Maya were conspiring 

to annihilate white civilization. Rumor fed on rumor, so 

that even xiow to disengage allegation from fact is not al- 

ways possible. 3ome facts were then clear, however. 

On July 10, 1047, not long after the Extra-ordinary 

Assembly at Ticul had closed its sessions, and as the penin- 

sula was presumably getting ready to elect a new governor, 

an alleged conspiracy among Haya was uncovered. According 

to the traditional accounts, a Creole hacendado named Miguel 

Gerónimo Rivero, whose property lay ten leagues south of 
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Vailadolid, noticed that a number of Indians «ere oarrying 

supplies to the rancho owned by Jaointo Pat, the cacique of 

Tihosuco. To ascertain the facts, which he believed sus» 

picioua, Rivero ordered a Mestizo servant to follow the 

natives and learn exactly what was transpiring. Soon this 

agent returned with the uncorroborated story that Indians 

were gathering there and were plotting to exterminate the 

Whites. Their chiefs were Bonifacio Novelo, Jacinto Pat, 

and Cecilio Chi. Further, they had arms sent them from 

British Honduras. Frightened by this tale, Rivero did not 

pause to check it further, but moved his family away, and 

hurried to Valladolid to break the news to Sulogio Rosado, 
97 

the District Jefe politico there. 

A seoond independent incident seemed to strengthen the 

first story. Manuel Antonio Ay, cacique of the Indian 

village of Chiohlmila (just outside Valladolid) was drinking 

in the public house run by the creóle alcalde. Antonio Rajon. 

From his hat, while drunk. Ay let drop a letter, supposed 

to be from Cecilio Chi. The letter, written in Spanish, 

said among other vague things, "it is my intent to attack 

Tihosuco," and asked Ay to name the day on whioh he was go- 

ing to come down there and aid. Rajon reported this inci- 

dent to Rosado. The Jefe politico lost no time in taking 

direct action. He had Manuel Ay and three other Indians 

arrested and brought to Valladolid, and sent Antonio Trujeque 

and another officer south to capture Jaointo Pat and Cecilio 

Chi. 
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In the Investigation of Ay's affairs, some papers «ere 

said to have oome to light which listed suns of money con- 

tributed by Maya, and the names of others. Ay tried to 

explain that the lists and money were connected with a 

forthcoming political revolt that was going to reduce the 

monthly contribution to one real» and that he was merely 

depository for the money collected by a Secundino Loria 

(a Mestizo?). The latter denied any connection either with 

Ay or the money, and claimed he was only an unwilling captive 

taken by the Maya on January 15. These data were placed 

before a military tribunal, which ordered Ay shot on July 25, 

1847. 

A touching bit of death-soene rhetorio was placed in 

his mouth by reporters. Purportedly it was a final state- 

ment to his son which started out, nI am going to die, my 

lad, because unwisely I beoame involved in a great war 

against the whites, a war whose final consequences will 

continue until who knows what point....tt The Maya of the 

other barrios of Valladolid were called together to witness 

the execution in that of Santa Ana. Ay's body was left on 

view in an open coffin, in the hamlet of Chichimlla. The 

informers, Rajon and Loria, required a cavalry escort to 

Valladolid. Very few of the letters said to have been ex- 

changed between Ay and Chi were offered in evidence or 

have since been found. ° 

Meantime, Trujeque had a difficult and unpleasant task. 
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The alleged conspirator, he and Jacinto Pat were old com- 

panions-in-arms.     They had fought together in the revolution 

of 1840 and in the campaign against Mexico in 1843.    Trujeque 

was ox-tiered to bring him and Cecilio Chi to Valladolid for a 

"tria.3_."    As he neared the  area,  he met Pat hut did not cap- 

ture  taJLm, but continued on to Tihosuco.    From there, Trujeque 

sent word to Chi, in Tepich, that he should come to Tihosuco 

regarding an official matter;   this seems to have been a device 

to pex-mit the  Indian leader to make his escape, as normally 

in such cases every effort  would have been made to surround 

the town in which the wanted, person was to be found.     Rather 

than -baking to flight, however,  Chi apparently determined to 

kill  Tx*uJeque and take Tihosuco.    This was the tale taken 

to the    latter by a Creole. 

Ttae officer determined then to complete his mission. 

He stax-ted toward Tepich; on arriving there he found the 

Indian   leader gone.  Trujeque had been accompanied by a small 

contingent of troops,  augmented by a number of Creoles from 

Tihosixco.     In the search for Chi, these persons sacked the 

Indian,   huts,  and allegedly killed a girl of twelve or four- 

teen years old, after raping her.    This occurred July 28, 

three   cLays after Ay had been shot at Valladolid. Trujeque 

left  some arms with the Creole inhabitants of Tepich,  in 

order   "fcnat they might protect themselves against Chi if he 

returned.,  and then Trujeque  departed. 

Srxroute to Tihosuco, Trujeque picked up a number of 
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Maya as his prisoners.  Creoles denounced them as "con- 

spirators." Five of these Maya were shot without trial, 

at Tihosuco. This occurred on July 30.  On the same day» 

Cecilio Chi reappeared in his town of Tepich.  He and his 

followers in revenge for the previous happenings, the sack 

and rape, killed twenty-five or thirty families of Creoles; 

one white person escaped the slaughter, to carry news of 

the disaster to Valladolid. 

July 30, 1847 is usually taken as the opening date of 

the Caste War because it was the day that Tepich was burned 

by Chi.  Part of the tradition which fixes on this among the 

numerous possible dates arises from the great publicity 

given the occurrence by politicians in Merida and Campeche, 

as Rosado immediately notified the government. Barret (who 

was acting governor until Congress in September officially 

announced the eleotion of Méndez) issued a decree which 

called on all to lay aside factional differences and to 

unite and fight together for "the holy cause of order, of 

humanity, of civilization," against this conspiracy of the 
QQ 

Maya.   For a short while unity did reign; this was the 

love feast mentioned above.  As seen, it did not last.  Be- 

fore the ephemeral unity evaporated, the shock caused by 

news of ChJJs action at Tepich brought forth a number of 

responses. 

One was that "conspiracies" or "the conspiracy" were 

found all over Yucatan. To uncover one seemed the height 
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of fashion, and the fad resulted In the death of many- 

native caciques, many of whom "confessed" after torture. 

Possibly the most famous, and unjust, summary exeoution 

and trial involved Francisco Uc, caoique of the barrio of 

Herida known as Santiago.  He was accused of fomenting a 

plot to wipe out the whites of Merida; his accuser was a 

nephew who apparently coveted some property. Despite the 

general reputation for honesty and the respect paid him by 

vecinos of Merida, Uc and lesser Maya were tried and con- 

demned.  Bxecution soon followed. A reign of terror against 

Maya officials presents a number of similar cases."*• 

Not all Yucateoans were carried away on the tide of 

emotionalism.  There were contemporary doubts about a wide- 

spread subversive native conspiracy. The editors of the 

Revista Yucateoa enrolled themselves among those who doubted 

the extent and danger of the purported plot, but added that 

they also could be counted in the other camp, too. They 

averred that the known facts about Maya made it improbable 

that an extensive cooperation had been set up, but that 

within the boundB of possibility was a small perhaps re- 

gional working arrangement? if this were found to be the 

case, obviously simple and necessary would be quick and de- 

cisive action to nip it in the bud. 

Periodicals at Campeche sooffed at the idea that any 

conspiracies at all existed except in the minds of nervous 

partisans of Barbachano. The Amigo de Pueblo stated that 
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Yucat©cans wero unduly perturbed, and had worked themselves 

Into such a frenzy that they were prone to see "a conspir- 

ator in every drunken Indian, and an emissary in every 

wanderer.* Rumors of a plot had been afoot as early as 

April 1847, Heller found from a priest at Beoal. Another 

common explanation, which side-stepped the conspiracy theory, 

was that partisan leaders, especially barbaohanlstas, had 

begun to organize a counter-revolution to oust the monde- 

cistas, and in so doing organized the Maya. Local chron- 
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iclers have tried to deny this charge.    As mentioned in 

Chapter Two, these two strands have been interwoven — con- 

spiracy and political chicanery — to account for the 

outbreaks. 

The actual evidence for an Indian conspiracy is at 

present practically nil. There seems abundant data, how- 

ever, to indicate that under various pressures the Maya were 

restive and dissatisfied. The demands they made in the 

Treaty of Tzucaoab, summarized at the opening of this chap- 

ter, particularized these diverse grievances. There is 

insufficient information to determine how much the partisan 

intrigues carried on by one or the other major politioal 

group influenced the outbreak of the Caste War. The major 

fact is that the several economic and social developments 

that created the atmosphere in which partisanship and fac- 

tionalism was almost inevitable were not the work of one 

man, one party, or even a coterio of factions, but were the 
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cumulative results of change that had started in the late 

eighteenth century. To single out a specific group for 

responsibility and culpability is not only unwise, but has 

little historical justification. 

The fact that many Yucateoans believed in the conspir- 

acy* and that from a number of other tensions the general 

atmosphere was a tense one, led to a violent response beyond 

the discovery of new "conspiracies.N The peninsula was 

placed under martial law, and soon the legislators attempted 

to Install all the known social controls over Indians by 

officially returning them from citizenship to a state of 

colonial tutelage. The "ancient laws" were revived on 

August 27, 1847. This was the answer to a question asked 

b/ a journalist, "Without money, without troops, with com- 

merce paralyzed, with agriculture abandoned, and the oountry 

menaced with'an uprising forecast by acts as horrible as 

those of Teploh, what will the government do?" 

The repressive act of August 1847 stripped citizenship 

from the Maya, and characterized them as "offensive to soc- 

iety." For the common good and their own best interests, the 

government argued that all natives should be constantly and 

usefully employed at tasks that corresponded to their low 

intellectual and moral oapaolty. All the trappings of the 

old Hapsburg and Bourbon days were re-instituted to carry 

this policy into effect. 

The repúblicas de indígenas wore altered in detail to 

give the cacique more power, but the former prescription 
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that the poat should be filled by a Maya was changed to 

permit only Creoles or Mestizos to qualify.    The older In- 

stitutions   of the Juez eapanol,  large social and political 

power In the hands of the cura or his minister» and even 

the oolonlal  Indian Tribunal (with Its Protector» Defensor» 

scribe» and.  Interpreters} re-emerged.    To support the Tri- 

bunal» a real a year was   levied on each Indian.    This sum 

was In addition to the regular personal contribution of a 

real and a half monthly»   a new Impost of a real a month for 

religious dues. 

District and partido jefes políticos were invested with 

large powers  to carry out the policy.    They were responsible 

for supervising the ecclesiastical teaching and preaching» 

and especially to see that no vagrancy or laziness occurred 

among Maya.     The latter were stripped of all weapons» but 

were allowed to retain their machetes and hoes.    Perhaps 

patterned on some of the more hypocritical Hapsburg cédulas, 

the nineteenth century law piously advised the Jefes to 

oounsel and  reason with Indians» but if this did not "suffice 

to make them docile and submissive»   [authorities] will employ 

prudent correctives» suited to [Maya] nature and customs.* 

Translated from the  jargon» this meant beat them. 

There was contemporary criticism of this extreme meas- 

ure.    In a aeries of comments» Vicente Calero pointed out 

some of its  obviously unattractive implications.     Not only 

was such an ordinance difficult to enforce» but it made no 
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concession to the aotual social distance which many Indians 

bad come since Independence. "Their ancient habits are 

dormant and their customs almost forgotten; the clergy, 

who is supposed to have such a large part in their manage- 

ment» in their government* as it is called in this country» 

ia now without prestige and without authority." He thought 

it completely unjust to accuse Indians of barbarity when the 

whites thrust themselves into Indian huts» robbed the natives» 

and misused their wives and daughters; consistently in favor 

of punishing guilty Indians bj due process of law» he saw no 

need to "oppress and vex the innocent."    His type of 

thinking eventually prevailed. When emotion died somewhat» 

though» it was already too late. 

As part of a policy looking toward a negotiated peace» 

some of the most oppressive measures of the law were re- 
10 K 

pealed in the following January.   Meantime» two general 

consequences had flowed from this and other legislation which 

forced all natives into the same stereotype and punished 

Innocent as well as "guilty" Maya: repression tended only 

to convince some of the Indians further that Whites aimed to 

exterminate them» and secondly» it helped swell the ranks 

of Zetina's forces» whose programs denied the right of a 

mended8ta Congress to legislate. 

For those natives who took the first view» the dis- 

traction among creóle troops by political revolutions was 

an aid to their taking and usually destroying Creole places- 

haciendas» villages» even larger communities. For the perhaps 
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more moderate Maya, protection offered by a revolutionary 

slogan sanctioned the use of these same means, but toward 

a different end. By aiding Zetina plaoe Barbaohano in the 

governor's chair, they could claim their reward by demand- 

ing the withdrawal of this oppressive law. The confusion 

of goals among Maya persisted until the irreooncilables, a 

minority, were forced back by military pressure of a some- 

what united Yucatan, one that employed professional troops, 

Americans, then Mexicans. 

VIII 

When did the Caste War really begin? Any answer is 

a disputable one.  It must rest on a definition of what 

the Caste War was and an interpretation of contradictory 

information.  If it was a struggle in which all the Maya 

agreed to exterminate all the non-Maya on Yucatan, then it 

probably did not begin at all. At no point in the events 

from 1847 onward was there unanimity among natives. Many 

willingly aided with the government to combat the Indians 

whom the latter claimed were in revolt. The loyal Maya 

have received the title of hidalgos in local history, and 

there is even a monument to their memory in Merida. 

If the Caste War is considered to be a loosely con- 

nected series of assaults that developed from the period 

in which Maya first killed creóles on a fairly large soale. 
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the action at Valladolid on January 15, 1847 merits atten- 

tion.  It will be recalled that the attack on that place 

«as an attempt by mondepistas to establish their revolu- 

tionary government aocording to the program announced 

December 8, 1846. Antonio Trujeque headed a small con- 

tingent of rebel militia, which had rather small hope of 

dislodging the barbaohanista garrison in the center of the 

city. But his forces were augmented by a number of Indiana, 

especially from the barrios of Valladolid, as well as by 

some Mestizos from the area. When the city was taken fin- 

ally, it was saoked and a number of atrocities committed» 

presumably by the victors. 

Barbachano and his followers immediately claimed that 

the Indians under Trujeque»s direction had raised the cry 

of race war, and asked for an investigation. After this 

was made, in the consequent report, the fact of the atroci- 

ties was established, but, said this admittedly political 

document, depositions of eye-witnesses did not "contain a 

single word...by which it was stated that the Indians who 

formed part of Sr. Trujeque*s forces killed all the whites 

in Valladolid and killed them for the sole reason of their 

being whites.• 

Although pro-Barbaohano in most respects, Seraplo 

Baqueiro makes a telling case for clearing Trujeque of re- 

sponsibility for starting the Caste War by inciting Maya to 

wipe out the oreóles of the center at Valladolid. Both 
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Ancona and Baqueiro agree that looal tensions between the 

inhabitants of the center, and the Indians in the barrios 

and surrounding villages were given release through the 
107 

sack of Valladolld.    Although it was a struggle of 

oreóle against Maya» it was particular individual creóles 

and specific» looal Maya, over local questions. It was an 

early case of a more general situation later in the year 

where many local frictions worked themselves out under the 

guise of a short-lived "revolution." That seems to be one 

of the functions of "revolution" in Mexioo. 

Prom the Maya point of view, and from any other, the 

shooting of Ay on July 25, 1847 could be cited as an aot 

which set in motion events leading to the larger conflagra- 

tion, which developed fully in 1848. The first raps of 

Indians at Tepich by forces headed by TruJeque is an equally 

good date, July 28. The traditional July 30, signalised by 

TruJeque's shooting of Maya hostages and Cecilio Chl's raid 

of revenge has much to recommend it, but is but one among 

many. Nearly any of the pronouncements of Zetina would do 

as well. 

Officially, provisional governor Barret's manifesto of 

unity in face of a large Indian uprising, dated August 5, 

1847 marks the placing of the war on a formal, bi-partisan, 

creóle basis. The repressive measures crystallized into law 

on August 27, when the anclen regime was exhumed, seem also 

to designate a significant turning point: it denied to Maya 
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the right to revolt» the de facto if not de Jure privilege 

of a Yucateoan citizen, and acted leas as an extinguisher 

than as a bellows.  Certainly by December 6, Maya and 

oreóle alike seemed rather generally to realize that some- 

thing big «as afoot.  It «as not a barracks uprising, ended 

by an amnesty after a few shots had been fired. 

Each group, as is customary, blamed the causes on the 

other. The Maya were said to be aiming at political and 

social hegemony, obtainable only after Whites had been 

cleared away from the ancient soil of Mayab; Whites felt 

they were defending not only their lives, but civilization 

against a regression to barbarism. 

The armed Maya, on their part, consistently claimed 

that they were also fighting a defensive war, against ex- 

termination by Whites who had taken the first steps in 

aggression. Before Innumerable and rather well authenti- 

cated atrocities on each side had obscured the original 

issues and before the Caste War had evolved into a series 

of llfe-or-death issues, a typloal Maya view was set forth 

in a manifesto signed by the caciques Manuel Ay (whose death 

was one of the precipitating episodes to the all-out strug- 

gle) and Hyacinth Canek, whose name unfortunately brought 

to the fore all the emotional forces interwoven with 

memories of the uprising of 1761, also headed by a Canek. 

On September 3, 1847 they jointly wrote: 
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We poor Indiana are aware of what the Whites 
are doing to injure us» how many evils they 
commit against us, even to our children and 
harmless women. So much injury» without basis» 
seems to us a crime.  Indeed» therefore» if 
the Indians revolt» it is beoause the Whites 
gave them reason: beoause the Whites say 
they do not believe in Jesus Christ» beoause 
they have burned the milpas. They have thus 
given just cause for the reprisals of the In- 
diana» whom they themselves have killed. When 
this happened we were certain that they had 
begun war to take life. But even these things 
now that they have begun will not disoourage us» 
even if they last twelve years and always go 
against us» for we are God's sacrifices. They 
will have to say whether God gave them permis- 
sion to slaughter us all» and that we have no 
will in the matter» as Juan Vásquez started to 
do. He deceived us» and after he had betrayed 
us» started anew to kill us. Therefore» if we 
die at the hands of the Whites» patience.  The 
Whites think that these things are all ended» 
but never.  It is so written in the Book of 
Chilam Balam» and so even has said Jesus 
Christ, our Lord on earth and beyond» that if 
the Whites will bgoome peaceful so shall we 
beoome peaceful.- 



CHAPTER     SIOHT 

Why the  Caate War?    A Summary View 

The Cream: 
"If I were trying to write a book for 
the luxury trade» with illustrations, 
then I would engrave beautiful plates 
on which would be represented steam- 
ships» workers levelling the ground 
and laying planks for railroads...towns 
springing out of the soil and dedicat- 
ing themselves to its immediate improve- 
ment; rooms filled with children of both 
sexes learning to read and write» 
workers and artisans with their tools 
in one hand» a periodical in the other...." 

Lorenzo de Zavala» Viaje a los Estados- 
Unidos del Norte de America (1854),p.89. 

The Reality (1849)t 
"Yuoatan is completely spent and ex- 
hausted of resources.  There is no 
landed property. Commerce languishes. 
Industry has died» as every hand devoted 
to it is in the military campaign.  Our 
brave men tire and perish.  Our ranks 
are depleted. There is no way or poss- 
ibility of relieving or giving a rest to 
the corps under arms. War continues; the 
barbarous Indians do not come to terms — 
What can be done?" 

El  Fénix» #49, July 1, 1849.' 



CHAPTER EIGHT — WHY THJ3 CASTS WAR? A SUMMARY VIBW 

Perhaps the ono  most general conclusion which emerges 

from the lengthy treatment above is that the so-called War 

of the Castes in Yucatan had a complex origin. The pre- 

cipitating episodes in 1847 were chiefly political, but 

the factionalism among creóle Yucatecans did not itself 

create the underlying conditions and situations that gave 

rise to the struggles. The view that has been maintained 

throughout these pages is perhaps most simply put by stat- 

ing that the_ Caste War was an unfortunate end-product of a 

number of dynamic tendencies which were transforming Yucatan 

throughout the first half of the nineteenth century. These 

were the results of a major shift in thought and attitudes, 

one that had begun to manifest itself openly in the late 

eighteenth. Accompanying the change in the climate of 

opinion were substantive alterations in nearly all phases 

of Yucateoan life — social, economic, intellectual. The 

idea of Progress set the new goals and provided a justifi- 

cation for them, as well as sketching some of the means by 

which they could be attained. The peculiar localism of 

Yucatan gave Progress there a unique tinge. 

Briefly, the doctrine of progressivlsm which is clearly 

apparent in some instances, more covert in others, implied 
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that Yucatan «as capable of becoming a self-respecting 

unit in the modern world by the associated efforts of its 

inhabitants.  Undoubtedly imported in the first place, the 

idea took root and even began to alter Yucatan before the 

close of the eighteenth century.  It is worthy of note that 

many of the reforms and innovations sketched earlier were 

carried out by men who had grown to maturity in the period 

around the turn of the century. The political consequence 

of the newer view of destiny for man and society was Inde- 

pendence, in 1821. 

In a sense it was a means to an end, not the end itself. 

Unhampered by regulation from above, Yucateoans felt freer 

to carry forward plans already sketched out. These might 

well have been pushed even within the imperial framework, 

for as seen, the actual issue of political independence was 

a relatively minor one so far as the Yuoateoan peninsula was 

concerned. « Previous experience had indicated that appro- 

priate lobbying and various pressures usually permitted 

local interests to dominate actual operations there, whoever 

the nominal ruler might be, and whatever the official policy 

might prescribe. 

Plans for Improved transportation and communication 

systems, for public education, for economic expansion by 

exploitation of new crops (especially henequén), and for a 

number of other developments that became realities after 

Independence had been discussed in detail during the late 
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colonial regime. A brief interlude from 1808 to 1814 al- 

lowed some experimentation, but the chief bursts of activ- 

ity followed actual independence in 1821. Generally 

speaking, the decade from 1820 to 1830 saw renewed plan- 

ning in the face of concrete situations, while many of the 

colonial doctrines and practices still held away; the 

following decade brought some of the plans to fruition, but 

they tended to climax between 1840 and 1850. That latter 

span encompassed a literary and cultural renaissance, a 

politloal drive toward Yuoataoan autonomy, a final asser- 

tion of civil over  eoclesiastioal authority, the ma^T"»• 

expansion of a new haoienda economy based on sugar cultiva- 

tion and the first ponderable results of a transitional 

henequén industry. The "secularization" of thought was a 

principal feature. 

Collaterally and oonneoted with these several develop- 

ments were others. An expanding and rather mobile popula- 

tion created a number of problems, administrative and 

economic. The former were simpler to solve than the latter, 

which impinged on land use and the stability of the labor 

force needed as the mainstay of haoienda economy. Most 

important of all, perhaps, was the emergence of a new re- 

gion beyond the previous frontiers of continuous settlement. 

Earlier economic and political balances had attained a 

workable though somewhat uneasy equilibrium among the sones 

fooussed respectively at Merlda, Campeche, and Valladolid, 
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though decline In the latter had already begun in the 

last eighteenth century. 

To these three colonial areas oí* Importance was now 

joined a new and still somewhat amorphous region centering 

at Tekax.  It was expanding rapidly toward the south and 

east, and had virtually reached the limit of habitable areas 

by 1847.  In the wake of the moving population line were 

dropped the sugar haciendas which consolidated the advance. 

Lesser in intensity and importance was a somewhat similar 

development northward and eastward from Bspita. Both these 

spearheads of the new Yucatecan civilization entered areas 

inhabited by Maya whose contacts with Spanish creóle ways 

were less extensive and less frequent than were those of 

natives to the west in what have here been termed the Old 

Colonial and West Coast sections, at Merida and at Campeche. 

New population and new communities* civil and hacienda* 

oreated needs and aspirations reflected in changing land 

legislation; laws discriminated in favor of creóle entre- 

preneurs and against the smaller native dusters* tradition- 

ally proprietors of considerable tracts to which they could 

show no legal title. 

The emergent regionalism also had social* and especially 

psychological* implications. The two fully sophisticated 

areas* Old Colonial and the West Coast* were rivals in liter- 

ary and artistic spheres* but were competitors for political 

and social hegemony.  Such rivalry aoted as mutual stimulation 
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toward beneficial endeavors» while the competition tended 

to increase regional self-consciousness. Divergent economic 

interests had already existed, but were acoentuated by de- 

velopments after independence, when the henequén from the 

Old Colonial went beyond Cuba (a traditional outlet) to 

New York, when the hope of a strong and friendly Mexican 

national government was one of Campeche »s few hopes for re- 

vival of it3 older industry of ship-building; such a govern- 

ment would also act as an advocate for Campeche to obtain 

favorable trade terms abroad (a needed aid to an ailing 

logwood trade), and would assure continued high returns 

from salt exports to Mexican Gulf ports. Economic questions 

revived and sharpened the old feuds over regional prestige; 

they narrowed the bases on which political compromises could 

be made, and ultimately in 1358 led to the de facto and then 

the de jure separation of the two areas into separate states 

within the Mexican framework. 

Neither of the eastern sections, East Colonial or the 

Borderlands, aspired openly to social or political hegemony, 

or.shared fully all the trends whioh characterized the west- 

ern half of Yucatan.  Each, however, played an important role 

after. Independence because of the form and direction that 

changes were taking there. These changes were differential. 

The area around Valladolid was not swerved much from the 

declining course the region had begun to follow after Bourbon 

and other reforms had begun seriously to undermine the 
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eneomienda-repartimlento basis of its oolonial economy. 

Affected «as its «holly aristocratic concept of society 

and social relations upon which was founded sixteenth and 

seventeenth century life in Yucatan. Coupled with reten- 

tion of older forms* and a tendency to elaborate them 

almost to the point of absurdity» «as a garrison psychology» 

that of being a handful of beleaguered defenders at a hos- 

tile outpost. Rather than accept and emulate the newer 

doctrines which originated and filtered through Campeche 

and Marida, the East Colonial reacted violently in opposite 

directions.  Partly this resulted from the inability to 

compete on equal economic terms. 

Regional sensitivity of the Bast Colonial became pro- 

gressively heightened beyond a legitimate local pride into 

an almost pathological determination to resist controls 

and guidance from without. This not only made compromise 

difficult» but embittered the never easy relations between 

a large» independent» and rather less acculturated mass of 

Maya and their nominal Creole masters.  It was quite easy 

for men of the Bast Colonial area to believe that the natives 

were conspiring to exterminate them. 

A different set of circumstances appeared in the Border- 

lands. There a whole series of new elements appeared and 

interacted. As a frontier area it siphoned from the older 

places the more enterprising population» Maya and Creole» 

as well as an increasing amount of the scaroe capital 
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obtainable on the peninsula.  On the one hand this altered 

the political, and certainly the economic, balances that 

had existed at time of Independence, and on the other posed 

a whole series of problems locally. The soattered and some- 

what sparse native population was vitally affected; in gen- 

eral to them was offered the alternative of fleeing, or 

becoming fixed as a labor force on the enoroaching haciendas. 

A third choice was to repel intrusion by foroe. 

Current opinion in Yucatan strongly baoked the idea 

that the lands held by such soattered groups was better 

utilized by commercial production of sugar and that it was 

the manifest duty of the state to enoourage and extend spec- 

ial concessions to entrepreneurs there. The Maya had little 

or no legal redress for what they might consider usurpation, 

even had they been accustomed or willing to employ constitu- 

tional and legal methods in protest. Friction between natives 

and Creoles was not necessarily a consequenoe of planned 

exploitation by the latter, but arose from a complex combina- 

tion of issues. 

On the one side, Creoles possibly sincerely felt a 

"mission" to civilise and reduce to control a group of re- 

latively unassimilated Maya, for the greater glory of a new 

Yucatan. That their economic self-interest and need for 

labor coincided with this latter ideal lent it a force and 

fervor of extraordinary power. The combined pressures, 

patriotic and particular, over-rode the warnings and advice 
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of the more moderate.  Sanctioned by a respeotable and re- 

sponsible body or opinion, a frontier element of irrespons- 

ible settlers (suoh as those at Iturbide) took fullest 

advantage of it to exploit and oppress local native popula- 

tions. 

Thus from Independence to 1847 a number of developments 

had occurred among the Creoles. With traditional extra- 

-p«ninsular authority removed in displacement of the Crown by 

looal Creole groups (who only occasionally recognized Mexico's 

rights and limited them), special interests struggled for 

supremacy. These interests were several! regional» economic, 

and to a lesser degree, social (as between the older subsist- 

ence-haoienda classes and the never merchant-entrepreneur 

groups). 

Early agreement on general objectives gave way to dis- 

cord over foreign and domestic policies, symbolised and 

channeled by the crystallization of two major political 

groupings after 1840, and more especially following 1845. 

Within each party were dissident factions representing an 

emergent and changing spectrum of interests. When in power, 

either was handicapped in effectiveness by Internal dispute- 

over a satisfactory program, and a ohronic shortage of public 

funds. As interests proliferated, waned» or increased with 

population movement, growth of one or another industry and 

general decline of the colonial ones, political bargaining 

deteriorated in the hands of particularistic factions gener- 

ally unwilling to compromise. 
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It seems necessary to point out that these partisan 

ends had meaning in terma of Creole aspirations. All polit- 

ical activity «as not a series of personal quarrels and 

feuds. To capture the government «as not the ultimate goal 

in itself» or at least not the exclusive object of political 

action.  Both the internal and external situation of Yuoatan 

was affected by the basic policies espoused by each of the 

parties.  The one pointed Yucatan's "foreign" policy to the 

Gulf area for reciprocal trade advantages with Mexico, which 

in turn depended on practically free use of state public 

lands for logging, cheap land sales to the sugar hinterland 

in the Borderlands behind Campeche, stabilization of a 

native labor force by law (in areas where custom had not 

rooted them), a minimum or no export tax on sugar, salt, 

and logwood, with high protection on sugar and tobacco. 

The northern half of the peninsula was, except for a 

peculiar political transaction that linked its party to 

Santa Anna (in 1846 a Federalist), less concerned with 

close bonds between Yucatan and the national governments 

on the Mexioan plateau.  Trade flowed normally to Cuba, and 

later, to New York, with increasingly closer social and 

intellectual ties with those places. The traditional land 

policy of virtually free use of public lands at nominal 

rental for grazing was not affected by the rise of henequén; 

surrounded by a relatively docile and more acculturated 

native labor force whose duties and privileges had been 
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defined and backed by generations of tradition, the older 

(and even the new) entrepreneurs of the Old Colonial area 

could support milder measures relating to native popula- 

tions, and oould even logically appear aa their champion; 

divisions over internal policies, however» were probably 

more numerous than in the south, but did not take the ex- 

tremist forms apparent in the east. 

At the same time that economic and political issues 

were given free play, as offshoots of the same drives came 

removal or weakening of colonial balances and checks. Most 

notable of these was loss of Church power and prestige. 

Rather than an intermediate instrument potentially and 

practically (even because of its selfish ends) the champion 

of natives, the ecclesiastical Institution at first was 

party to factional fights, then virtually eliminated as a 

unit.  However, the individuals who oomposed it were active. 

Almost as a means of survival, personal and Institutional, 

they turned to natives as a source of income and power, in 

opposition to the stated views of the civil government. 

Rather than an aid to social control, as in earlier days, 

the Church was a rival and competitor, especially after 1840. 

Original disorganization following expulsion of regulars at 

time of Independence was not repaired in the decades which 

followed, but was increased through the peculiar status of 

the Bishop at Marida. 

The special legislation and agencies created by the 
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Crown to handle Indian affairs also disappeared after 1821. 

However ineffective it may have been earlier, the amelior- 

ative influence of protective laws administered by the 

Tribunal of Indians was removed.  Only the repressive 

features of colonial legislation remained on the statute 

books.  Opinion in Yuoatan was somewhat divided about the 

nature and future of the Indians.  In the reforms of 1840 

the most optimistic view prevailed, and was written into 

the code granting them citizenship and limited suffrage. 

Though possibly Intellectually prepared to carry through 

this commitment, Creoles in general were emotionally in- 

capable of expunging from their habits of thought and action 

the inheritance of the past which had as a premise that Maya 

were servile and lower beings. 

By inference and by direct evidence, the mounting 

psychological tensions on the peninsula after 1845 were a 

potent element in the outbreak of the Caste War in 1847. 

Literary efforts that kept alive the fears of an Indian 

revolt such as that of 1761 were common, but more import- 

ant, in the fluid and changing situation of mid-century 

Yucatan hardly a group of Creoles felt emotionally secure. 

Political and economic threats to livelihood, prestige, 

even fundamental values, hedged almost every action. Frus- 

trations and barriers to achievement pressed from all sides, 

especially as the enormous gaps between the real and the 

ideal Yucatan were contemplated. The cumulative effeot of 
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Individual discontent and partial failure apparently «as 

sufficient to create a condition of strain that supercharged 

the atmosphere with distrust and suspicion. In such a dif- 

fuse context perspectives were considerably warped, and 

cool logic inhibited. The violent, almost hysterical re- 

sponse* to the news of events at Tepich on July 30, 1847 

seems explicable in these terms. 

Discontent and somewhat indefinite fears of an Indian 

uprising were matched by dissatisfactions and equally strong 

distrust of Creole actions and motives by Maya, especially 

those in the east and south. Despite the fact that perhaps 

as many natives were sacrificed as "examples" in the Old 

Colonial region during the reign of terror in the autumn 

of 1847, the mass of natives did not revolt.  On the edges 

of the Old Colonial — In the Borderlands and Bast Colonial - 

groups of natives had specific and concrete grievances: land 

grabbing, exorbitant Church fees, broken promises about 

personal taxes, levies on milpas and the actual destruction 

of milpas, an attempt to deprive them of arms (needed by 

many for hunting), and to a lesser degree, complaints about 

the peonage system. 

Added to these were personal abuses and even fatalities 

at the hands of individual Creoles. These increased in num- 

ber, intensity, and brutality after Maya took reprisal. Re- 

pressive measures passed from individual to official hands, 

partly as a political device to resolve disunity among 
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factions, partly from the genuine fear that Yucatan was 

threatened with the long-feared mass revolt, partly from 

lack of alternative policies. Yucatan had drifted Into 

the Caste War. 

II 

Behind the secondary developments represented by a 

changing regional scene, an altered political outlook, an 

economic system in travail, the cultural renaissance that 

bloomed after 1830, lay a major and primary shift which 

apparently occurred in the late eighteenth century. 

It was a change to, or rather perhaps the introduction 

of, new ideals. Here they have been summed tip (but not de- 

fined) as a spirit of progress. Why and how it came about 

has not been established, but its manifestations are seen 

at every hand in the period from perhaps 1325 onward. Two 

significant legacies were left by the "progressive1* men who 

came to maturity from 1830 to 1845: the one was a solid 

and important series of pioneer efforts In intellectual, 

social, and to some degree, economic endeavors that- have 

left their marks even on present-day Yucatan, and the other 

was the Caste War, whose final sparks have not been ex- 

tinguished even yet. 
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beyond the memory of the oldest living Indian," Yuoatan, II, 448. 
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/ 28.    Temiente, Petition, Oot. 21, 1786, Archivo General de la Nación, 
Boletín, IX (Oot. 1838), 661] A. Woeitof, "Relee duroh Yucatan 
uod die sttdBstliohen Provinsen von Msxik»," Petoraanna Mittpcll- 
uag«h XXV (1879), 201-12, eap. p. 202.    Stephen Salisbury, Jr., 
The Mayast sources of their history (privately printed), Worcester, 
Mass., 1877), p. 16. 

29*   J. L. Stephen*, Incidents of Travel in Central Amerioa, Chiapas and 
Yuoatan (2 vola.. Hew York, 1841;, II, 4Ó4, 427-26.    Caihenrood, 
Views, p. 3. 

30. Derwent Whittlesey, "Sequent oooupanoe,*1 Amerioan Association of 
Geographers, Annals, XIX (1929), 162-66.    Balph Linton, "Crops, 
soils, and cultures in America,n The M»ya and their neighbors. 
pp. 32-40. 

31. S. G. Morley, "Historia general de los antiguos mayas," Enciclopedia 
Yuoatanensc, II, 5-52 (1946) is the most reoent general statementTl 
have seenV his new The Ano lent Maya (liew York, 1946) has not been 
used here.   For brief descriptions see G. W. Brainerd and E. W. 
Andrews, "Yuoatant pottery and architecture," Carnegie Institution 
of Washington, Yearbook, XLI (1941-42), 263-63.   Basio older works 
are listed extensively in S. G. Morley, The inscriptions of Pston, 
Carnegie Institution of Viashington, Publication 437 (5 vols», 
Washington, 1937-38), IV, 423-48, and in Toster, iaada, "Syllabus." 
Helpful bibliography and disoussion of man's early appearance in 
Yuoatan appears in J. Brio Thompson et al». A preliminary study of 
the ruins of Coba, Quintana Boo, Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Publication 424 (Washington. 1932). pp. 6-10, 193-206, and his 
"lAroheoiogioal problems of the lowland Maya," in The Maya and their 
Neighbors (Itow York, 1940), pp. 126-38.   For earlier conclusions"""" 
see II. C. Lfcroer, Hill caves of Yuoatant a search for evidence of 
man's antiquity in Úim caverns of Central America (Philadelphia, 
1896), pp. 16Ó ff.   See also S. G. iforley, "The Maya new Empire," 
Cooperation in Besearoh. Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Publication 601 (Washington. 1938), pp. 633-58. 

32. Soys, Colonial Yuoatan, pp. 5-97} France V. Sonóles, "Beginnings of 
Hispano-Indian sooiety in Yucatan," Soientifio Monthly. XLIV (1857), 
630-38| Tosaer, Landa, pp. 3-208 ("Text' and totes"). 

33. Conquest is one of the best documented and studied phases of Yuoa- 
teoan hlstoryj prime and secondary works are numerous.   See, 
"Méritos y servicios del Gobernador y Capitán General don Francisco 
de Itontejo en la conquista de Yucatán etc.," Arohivo General de la 
NaolÁn, Boletín. IX (jan. 1938), 86-148.    Robert S. Chamberlain, 
"Francisoo de Montejo and tiio conquest of Yuoatan, c. 1473-1646** 

(Ms., Doctoral Dissertation, Harvard University, 1936), and his 
"Spanish methods of conquest and colonisation in Yuoatan, 1627-60," 
Scientific Monthly. XLDC (Sept. & Oot., 1939), 227-44, 351-59j 
Frans Blom. lite oonquest of Yuoatan (Boston, 1936)j Juan F. Malina 
Soils, Historia del deso'u^riiaiento"y conquista do Yucatán, oon una 
resonfc "de* la historia antigua de cafe península (Marida. 1896i 2nd 
edn., 2 vols.,' Mexico, 1945), cap. Lib. III.    C. S. Fanoourt, The 
history; of Yuoatan from its diaoovery to the clog* of the seven- 
teenth oentuiy ('London, 1854 Ji Cresoenoio Carrillo y Anoona, 
Historia antigua do Yucatán (Marida, 1883). 
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34*    Toaser, Landa, pp. 269-66) F. V* Sonóles end R. L. Hoys, "Fray Diego 
da Landa and tlio problem of Idolatry in Yucatán," Cooperation la 
Research, loo, o it., pp. 686-620) F. V* Sonóles and! £• B. Ademe» 
"Son Ploro Qui.1adR, Alcalde Mayor do Yucatán^ 1561-1665i documentos 
eaoad'oa de loe archivos de España. Blbllofooa histérica mexicana 
de obra* inéditas, XIV-XV (2 vole** Iftacioo, 1988).    I have not seen 
a forthcoming work by F. V. Scholes, "Life end tines of Fray Diego 
de Landa, Bishop of Yucatan," which should olear up many points of 
this important period*   Older sources inolude Cresoenoio Carrillo 
y Anoona, El obispado deYuoatáni:    historia de su fundaolán y de 
sus obispos desde el siglo xVi hasta el ÍÉL (Árida, IB92J» J» F*. 
Molina Soils, ÉL primer obispado de la naolga mejicana (¿brida, 
1897), and his Historia do Yucatán durante la dominación espaftola 
(5 vola., Usrida, 1904-15)) Alberto Arcilla Lope», Rostsaen      """ 
hiet6rioo del obispado de Campeohe desde el descubrimiento' 

36* 

36* 

37. 

39. 

llanto y 
(Árida. funrinolon de la oiudad hasta el 2 de febrero de 1908 (Árida, 1908) • 

Frano'ia'oo de Oárdenas Valencia, Relaolon historial ooToslástloa de la 
provincia de Yuoatán de la Mueva España, osorifca en el sao de 1639 provínola de itüoatan de xa nueva España, escrixa et   
(IJaxloo, l9oVj, pp. 112-13') Roys, Ebtun, pp. 44-46, "and1 his "Pie 
eaeique system in Yuoatan," Colonial background, pp. 129-71. 

Arturo Rioseoo, The epic of Latin American literature (New York, 1942), 
pp. 24-26.   Ci1»' H. I. Priestley, The Aaclean nati'ont a history (Hew 
York, 1924), pp. 136-70, 467-69, and h'ia foe coming of the white nan, 
1492-1848 (New York, 1930), pp. 86-172, 366-70. 

Justo Sierra, "Dr. Juan Gímec de parada,** Registro Yuoatooo, II (1846), 
462-71 (quotation, p. 464)*    Cf. olerieal polemio in ^Pleito entre 
Obispo Juan Gomes de Parada y D. Antonio de Cortayre," 1724, Ifc*, 
Arohivo General de la Nación, Reno de Tierras, v.2418, Ecp* 6, ff. 
1-69, and "Para que se deje a loa naturales las oantidades indispens- 
ables a sus urgencias," 1788, ibid», T*2966, Exp. 96. 

36.   H. I. Priestley, José de Oálvpg/Tffiltor-Qoneral of New Spain (1766- 
1771), Uhiv* oé California, Publications in History, 6 (Berkeley, 
1916), esp. oh. 1) his frmlng of Whitman, pp* 173-209) Lillian E. 
Fisher, The intendant systom~ln Spanish America (Berkeley, 1929), 
pp. 1-32) A. S. Alton, ^Spanish oolonial reorganisation under the 
Family Compact," HJspanic American Historical Review, XII (Aug. 
1932), 269-80) -    -    - -     - - L-  

José Aros politioal economist of New Spain," Híspanle American 
Historical Review. XXI (Aug. 1941), 410-16) J. F. King, "Evolution 
of 'the free slave trade principle in Spanish oolonial administration," 
ibid., XXII (Feb. 1942), 56-66) Allan Chrlstelow, "Contrabrand trade 
between Jamaica and the Spanish Ifeln, and the Free Port Act of 1766," 
ibid., XXII (fey 1942), 309-43.   A. P. Whitaker et al., Latin America 
and -che Enlightenment (New York, 1942).   These work* contain bib- 
liographies. 

Juan Antonio Valora and Franoisoo Javier de Corres, "Discurso sobre 
la oonstltuoi6n de las provincias de Yucatán y Campeohe, 1766," 
Documentos para la historia de Yucatán (F. V. Sobóles et al., eda*, 
3 vols.. Herida, 1936-38), III, 1-83. 
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40. 

41. 

42. 

45. 

44. 

46. 

46. 

Valora and Javier do Corroo, "Discurso," loo. olt», 20.    They were» 
however, afraid that Indiana oould be roused by unfriendly nations 
if Yuoatan was invaded.    Por data on Cisteil revolt of 1761. eee 
below, Chapter Three,  Note 41, and esp. Sierra,  "Consideraciones 
eta."    El Fonix. #63-72 (Sept. 10 - Oct. 25, 1849). 

"Reglamento provisional, o reflexiones instructivos••.por la que 
S. M. ordena se incorporen a su Real Coroña*.«todas las encomiendas 
de indios de esta Provincia de Yuoatan y la de Tabasco," (Juna 28, 
1786), Arohivo General de la Nación, Boletín, IX (Oot. 1958), 697- 
608, speaks of "una provínola tan dilatada~omo la do Yuoatan" (p. 60S)< 
Lieutenant  [James j Cook, Remarks on a passage from the River Bailee 
...to Marida,..in February and March, 1766 (London, 1769); Muriel 
Haas, Remarks ...by Lt. Cook» a facsimile of the original with per- 
spective (New Orleans, 1955), in which Lt. Cook is oorrectly Identi- 
fied and distinguished from Capt. James Cook, explorer of the Pacific 

Tomas Asnar Barbaohano y Juan Carbo, Memoria sobre la conveniencia, 
utilidad y necesidad do erigir oonstitucionalmente en estado do"*la 
confederación mexloana el antiguo distrito de Campeoho  (Moxloo, 1861), 
pp. 12-13; Pedro Manuel Regll, kemoria instructiva sobre el oomerolo 
general de la provincia do Yucatan, y particular del puerto de 
Campeche (Madrid, 18Í4) pp. 7-8; ibid.. El Fénix jft (Peo. 1, 1849) - 
#12 (Dec 25, 1849); Husoey,  Caráoas Company, p. 230. 

Amar Barbaohano and Carb6, "Dooumentos Justificativos," Mamoria, pp. 3-6; 
Csdula of Oot* 1, 1777 also reprinted In Gerónimo Castillo, Diooionario 
histórico, biográfico y monumental de Yucatan decae la conquista hasta 
el tu'ttoo 
Herida, 

too'ajSb de la domlnaolfin española en el pals  (1 vol. 
, 1866), pp. 137-42i Provisional cédala of June IS, 

, AH5 only, 
1772, 

Registro Yuoateoo. Ill (1846), 65-68. 
Eohanove, "Cuadro es1 estadístico...1814," esp. "Comercio" (Fonix, #28-26, 

Feb. 23 - Mar. 1, 1849) and "Clases de elaboración" (Ibid., #27-28, 
Mar. 10-16, 1849); Regll, Memoria...sobre oomerolo; OswáTdo Baqueiro 
Anduxe, La oiudad heroica» historia de Valladolid' (Marida, 1945), pp. 
237-41j Justo Sierra, ^Algunas observaciones sobre el proyecto del 
aranoel," El Fénix, #1-8 (Nov. 1-10, 1846); "Reglamento•••para la 
plantificación del comercio libre, oon las potencias amigas y 
neutrales (6 de abril de 1814)," Anoona, Historia, IV, 499-608. 

"Incorporación a la Real Corona de las encomiendas da la provincia de 
Yucatan. Distritos de las Reales Cajas de Marida y Campeche," 
Arohivo General de la Nación, Boletín, IX (July 1938), 456-669, esp. 
Cédula, Aranjv.es, Dec. 16, 1786 abolishing encomiendas, pp. 462-8; 
the cédula was published in Marida April 29, 1786. 

Silvio A. Zavala, La encomienda indiana. Centro de estudios historióos 
(Sección hlspane-amerioanaj, Publicaciones. II (Madrid, 1986), pp. 
830 ff»j Valere and Javier de Corres, "Discurso»..1765," op. oit». 
pp. 10-14, 18-19; "Incorporación»..de las encomiendas," loo» oit». 
464-68, and Tables, pp. 469-569; L. B. Simpson, The encomienda ¿ñ 
New Spain; forced native labor in the Spanish oolonles, 1492-1660. Bpanlsj 

In Hli story, 19 [Berkeley] University of California, Publications        
1929); Silvio A* Zavala, LOB Interósea particulares en la conquista 
de la Nueva Eapaflai    estudio histórico-jurídico (Madrid, 1955j. De 
encomienda y proprledad territorial en algunas regiones de la Aaerioa 

~     (Maxioo, 1940), *"*"     ""' espántala 
of America (Joan 

New viewpoints on the Spanish colonisation 1940), New viewpoints on the i 
Coyne, trans., Philadelphia, 1 
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47»    "Reglamento provisional," and does., loo. oit.. 697-675. 

48. "Divioion politioa dc ftiova España, conformo a la Real Ordenansa de 
Intendentes," Archivo General, Boletín» II (May, 1931), 354-41} 
Fisher,  Intondant oyetón, pp. 35-96. 

49. "Quoja de ^los indios de Calklnl, por falta de tierras para labransa, 
1815"  (MB., Alfredo Barrera Vasquez Colleotion)} Sierra, "Consider- 
aoioneB," passim; Anoona, Historia, III, 29-55 draws heavily on 
Sierra and a work I heve not seen, Jose Martinet de la Pedrera, 
Idea de la esolavitud de Yucatán en el Kobierao do los rayes 
(Monda, laí4). " u *— 

50. Ancana, Historia, III, 1&-19, 259-68} IJO ronzo de Zavala, Ensayo 
histórico de 'las revoluciones de Illgioo desde 1808 hasta 1850 

51. 

52. 

53. 

64. 

55. 

56. 

57. 

"life (á'Vols., Paris, ribw York, 1831, 1832;, I, 46} Molina Solis, k,La 
oasa do estudios en 1815," Obispado, pp« 117-63.    Edmundo Bollo 
Ontlvoros, "Historia de la educación pnblioa y privada hasta 1910," 
Enciclopedia Yuoatanonse, IV, 93-106. 

"Expediente fo «nado paréTel establecimiento de escudos en Yucatán 
y Canpooho, 1702-1005," Archivo de la historia de Yucatán, Campeche 
y Tabasco (J. I. Rubio Maño, od., 3 vols., i toxico, 1942), III, 159-303. 

Justo Sierra, "ifonumontos públicos," Registro yuoatooo,  I (1845), 329} 
tho plea for a monument was written in Feb. 1844}' by the tin» it was 
printed suoh a uarket had been erected, but without Sierra's pro- 
footed inscription, ibid., noto. 

"Estado goneral do la población de la provincia de Yucatán por el ano 
de 1789," Do amentos para la historia de Yucatán, III, 99j Arohivo 
de la Historia,  I, 249-50. 

Figures for 1772 given in Eohánove, "Cuadro eetadlBtioo...l814," El 
Fénix, #22  (Feb. 15, 1849)} for 1794, "Estado expresivo de las 
jurisdicciones y pueblos de la intendencia de -Morida de Yucatán, 
numero do habitantes...con su resfrien al fin de todas ellas," 
Arohivo de la Historia,  1, 207-47. 

Valora and Javier de Corres, "Discurso," loo, olt», p. 49} "Reglamento 
provisional.•«por la que 8. M* ordena se incorporen...las encomiendas," 
loo, olt., p. 60S} Iluniboldt, Essai, II, 333-34} Eohánove, "Cuadro 
eBtadlstloo.•.1814," El Ffnix, #22 (Feb. 15, 1849). 

Ancona, Historia, III, 47-49} Eohánove, "Cuadro estadístico.•.1814," 
loo, olt.,} Apuntaciones, pp. 9-12. Sierra, "Consideraciones," El 
'Fénix, j'82 (Dec. Í5, lé49). ~ 

Cook, ?¿rida..«1765, pp. 30-32} Roys, Titles of Ebtun, 43-46, 143, and 
his Colonial background, pp. 134-41 e^ passim to p. 171} Valera and 
Javier do Corros, "Discurso," loo, olt», p. 16} Arts. 11-14, "Trans- 
lation of the Ordinance of Intendente for Hew Spain," Fisher, 
Intendont system, 106-111.    The Tribunal was oomposed of a Defender 
and Protector of Indians, an administrative agent (proourador), a 
lawyer, two interpreters, and a soribe or clerk (esoribftno)} 
"vecinos espaftbles y pardos," were grouped by partidos, under a 
sub-delegado, so that between them and Indians, "en lo governativo 
habla una total separación de cuerpos."    Eohánove, Apuntaciones, p.13. 
In most of the communities where the two were mixed, Indians "dud not 
get to be regidores but did hold "las varas de alcaldes" after Art. 
310 wont into effect, ibid.    Sierra, "Consideraciones," El Fénix, 
#54 (July 25, 1849) gives data on suppression of Indian Tribunal. 
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58. Sierra, "Consideraciones," El Fénix, #77 (NOT. 20, 1849), #60 
(Deo. 6, 1849)} Anoona, Historia, III. 20-28. 

59. Anoona, Historia, III* 5-19» "Periodioosi    Curioea relación, por 
érden cronológico de todos loa que se han publicado en Marida, 
desde ae estableóle la libertad de la prensa etc.," Registro 
yuoatooo. I (1845). 233-37} "Proyecto para importar una impronta 
en esta oiudad," (Dec. 6, 1813), Francisco Alvares, Anales histo- 
rióos de Campeche, 1812-1910 (2 voló.. Marida, 1912), I, 26-28} 
J. T. Ifcdina, La Impronta eñ Marida de Yuoatán (1613-1821)r notas 
bibliográficas (Santiago de Chile, 1904)} Mireya Priego de Arjona, 
"Datos para la historia del primer siglo de la imprenta. Boletín 
de bibliografía yuoateoa, #5 (Doc. 31, 1958), 1-16; Antonio Casto 
L5poE, '"Algunos datos sobre la introducción y primeros años de la 
imprenta y del periodismo en Yucatán," Ibid», #9 (Sept. 1959), 6-17, 
and his "Reseña de la historia de los primeros afios de la imprenta 
y del periodismo en Yucatán," ibid., #16 (Jan. 1943), 3-13} A. Bar- 
rera Váaques, "Apuntes para la historia del periodismo peninsular," 
ibid., #10 (NOT. 1959), 2-5} Juan de D. Peres Galas, la introducción 
de la imprenta en Campeche, Gobierno de Campeche, Gobierno de Cam-T""" 
pocho. Cuaderno flfla. 4 (Campeche," 1942)} many of these early 
periodicals are reproduced In the excellent summary of Rioardo 
LSpez Minder, "La imprenta en Yuoatán," Iff Centenario de la imprenta 
en Mexico, la primera en América (Mexico, 1959), pp. 177-224. 
Antonio Canto Lopes, "Historia de la imprenta y del periodismo," 
Enciclopedia Yuoatanenae, V, 6-107* 

60. Ancona, HÍa&'ria, III, 82-129} Castillo, Dieoionario hiatorioo, pp. 52-63. 

61. Anoona, Historia, III, 130-62} Aanar Barbaohano and Carte,,  Mamo ría, 

62. Zavala, ltevoluoiones,  I, 124. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

Podro Dolió and Polioarpo A. de Eohánovo, "Resumen instructivo de los 
fondos de medio real de ministros y comunidades de indios de la 
provincia de Yuoatán en su tesoría principal do Marida, abril 22 de 
1815," EL Fénix (1849)}  "La República de Indios del pueblo de 
Hopelohen solicita ae le den del fondo de au comunidad veinte y 
oinoo ps. pa reparar su Audienoia," (Its., Alfredo Barrera Tasques 
Coll.)} Anoona, Historia, III, 300 n.6. 

"Real firden de 7 de enero   1813    sobre repartimiento de tierras a 
los militares••.y a los ciudadanos que neossiten de ésto recurso 
para subsistir," Archivo General (Maxioo), Boletín, XIII (Oct. 1942), 
604-609} Ancona, Historia,  III, 50-53. ' 

"Instruooiones que la diputación provincial de Yuoatán die a los Sres. 
Diputados que eligió la provincia para concurrir a las cortes 
generales y ordinarias de la monarquía en loa años de 1821 y 1822," 
El Fénix y/30-32 (Mar. 26 - Apr. 5, 1849)} budget aleo reprinted in 
Baque iro", Reaeña, pp. 48-49, and Hector Peres Martines, "Orígenes 
eoonómiooa y sociales de la Guerra do Castas," Prologue to Justo 
Sierra O'Reilly, Diario de nuestro viajo a loa Estados unidos (La 
pretendida anexión de Yuoatán, Biblioteca histórica meocio'ana de 
obras inéditas, XII (MBXJLCO, 1938), pp. xxxi-xxxii.    Total inoomo 
was 290,000 ps., expenses veré 371,486 (including an item of 247,000 
pa. for troops).    Sierra says the "Instrucciones" of 1821-22 wore 
the same as those given in 1813, which he had seen. El Fénix, #30. 
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66.   Fisher, attendant system, pp. 76-96 dismisses orltioism and effioacy 
of refoxms.   For distinction between earlier use of repartimiento 
(in connection with allocation of enoffniiwMfr>») and the later use 
in oonneotion with aub-c*mtraoting~"lndian labor and furnishing 
them supplies* see F. A. Slrlopatriol^ "Ropartimiento-enoomienda,n 

Híspanlo American Iliotorioal Review, XIX (Aug. 1939), 872-79, 694; 
L. B. Simpson, "Xhe repartimiento system of native labor in New 
Spain and Guatemala,w Studies in the administration of the T*»MAMB 

in Now Spain, III, Ibarp-Ataerioana, XIII (1988), 3-161, esp. 8-24. 
67»   Valora and Javier de Corres,  ''DlsBurso," loo, oit., pp. 17-18, 20, F6-56} 

Hoya, Ebtun, p. 19 n. 75, 42 n. 20i Bohanove, "Cuadro estadístico... 
1814," par. 46 & 47, El gsnix, #24 (fob. 25, 1849). 

68. Ancora, Historia., Ill, 57-^8 (based on Governor's report)i Eohánove, 
"Cuadro estadístico...1814," par». 102-103, El Fenix. #28  (ifcr. 15,1849, 

69. Ancona, Historia, III, 59-81. 

70. Justo Sierra, "Informe sobre rentas eclesiásticas en el Estado de 
Yucatán," in Juan Suturo* y Navarro, Informe sobre las pausas y 
oaráoter do los frecuentes cambios políticos en el Estado' do Yuoatan... 
(liaxlco, 1861)'» p'p. 45-56, esp. 46-46} Alvares, Anales,  I, 42^55*1 
Anoona, Historia,  III, 99-105 (quote on p. 57). 

71. José Julian Boon, Crónica suointa do Yucatan (iJerida, 1835} 2nd odn», 
1901), pp. 16-55} Castillo, Diooiouario hlstórloo, I, 161-55, 286-87} 
Aenar Barbaohano and Carbó, Memoria, pp. lé-19| Joaquín Baranda, 
Reoordaoionos hlatórioae (2 vola.» Maxioo, 1907-13), I, 91-109| 
Arioo'ria',' HiB^oria, ¿I,' 150-80.    Lorenso de Zavala, Idea del estado 
actual de la capital da YuoutAn (Oct. 1820),  (2nd edn.', C. £• Ilauendez, 
ed., íiorida, !«»). 

72. Lillian Estelle Fisher, The baolground of the revolution for Mexican 
lndependeuee (Boston, 1&5)} H> H. Banoroft «i al.» History of Mexico 
(6 vola., San Francisco, 1885-88), IV, 40-740 gives Maxioan data and 
bibliog., without much detail on Yuoatan (p. 740). 

75.   Zavala,    Hevoluoiones do Mgglqo, I, 125-24j Alvares, Anales, I, 111-39| 
"Aota de la junta general en que Yuoatan proclamó su independencia de 
Esparta," Anoona, Historia, III, 496-99, and ibid., 194-210| Baquoiro, 
Bésete,, pp. 60-651 Baranda, Recordaciones, I, 116-19} Acerato, 
Ltecioo y Yuoatán, pp. 42-50} Rubio ttateVHBeparatlamo, pp. 42-45. 

74. Castillo, bioo&nftrio hiatórloo, p. 286. 

75. Anoona, Historia, IH, 199.    Cf • "De ¿«te manera solemne, paolfioa, 
6 incruenta se llevó a fells término en toda la provínola de Yuoatán 
la evolución mas transcendental que se registra en los anales de 
las agrupaciones humanas, pasar de una tiranía secular impuesta por 
la fuerza, a la vida autónoma, independiente y libre," Baranda, 
Recprdaoiones. I, 115. 

76. Wilfrid1 H. Oailoott, Santa Aanai    the story of an enigma who once was 
Ifexleo (Honaan, Okla.. 19S6), and his dhuroh and State in Maxioo, 
182Í-1857 (Durham, 1926)} Carlos R. ?Janendez. La huella del General 
don Antonio Lópeade Santa Anna en Yuoatan (¿ferida, 1956).    Banoroft, 
History, V (1824-61) ronaina best 'single general aourco for details. 
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77. 

78. 

79. 

80. 

81. 

82. 

03. 

84. 

86. 

86. 

Calloott, Santa Anna, p. 53 apparently relies exclusively on Asnar 
Barbaohano and Carro, Manorial Manendes, Huella.. .Santa Anna, pp. 
1-20) santa Anna arrived in Campeche May li, 1824 end disembarked 
the following day, ibid., p. 27. 

Aneona, Historia, Ilf, 2^9-92) Barbaohano and Carb6, Mamoria, pp. 21-40) 
Aoeroto, MSxloo y Yuoatán, pp. 50-67) Manendes, Huolla..*7santa Anna, 
pp. 25-27.   Details nay be found in José Maria paon and Isidro Gondra, 
eds., Colooolén de leyes, decretos, y órdenes del augusto oongreso 
del estado libre de Yuoatto^oorrooted edn», Z vols.. Marida, 1852), 
whioh covers period 1825-1855.    Alvares, Anales,  I, 166-68) Zavala, 
Bevoluolones de Méjico, I, 261.    Proyooto de constitución, política 
de la República^ de Yucatán, presentado a su Congreso Constituyente tuyei 

oTTT en 15 deHovicmbre do 1823 (florida, 1825i Barrera Vaaqucs Coll.). 
Paon and Oondra, dolooclonT"l, 7-8, II, 68-69, 74) Alvares, Anales, 

I, 146-47, 166-70) José María Valdés Aoosta, A través de las 
oenturlac (5 vols., Marida, 1925-51), I, 5-7. Asnar Barbaohano and 
CarbO, Minoría, pp. 35-57) Baranda, Recordaciones. I, 124-38) Anoona, 
Historia, 111, 276-86. 

Alvares, Anales, I, 170-71) Asnar Barbaohano and Carbé, Memoria, pp. 
57-39) Anoona, Historia, III, 287-92. 

Manéales, Huella...Santa Anna, pp. 19-20 (uses phrase, «Yucatan era 
considerado desde entonces como la Siberia mexicana*)) Calloott, 
Santa Anna, pp. 52-55) Anoona, Historia, III, 293-95. 

Podro Almeida, ün Mejloanoi El Becado de Adán) poema, doce jornadas 
en doce oantos, con notas alusivas a los sucesos de la independencia 
mejicana en general y relativamente a éste península do Yucatán 
(Marida, 1858), p. 241 says the Aurora, founded 1818, changed from 
York rite in 1822) Asnar Barbaoliano and' Carbé, Memoria, pp. 39-40. 
Anoona, Historia, III, 310-13 lists refounded lodges as Aurora 
Yuoateoa, el Iris de la pas, Puresa Masónica) new ones in 1824 were 
las virtudes olvioas, Perfeota Union, La Union de la Virtud, La 
Antorcha luminosa, Fooo""de las Luces, "and others. 

B*po8loi6n cue elevé oT Congreso Constituyente de Yucatán al Congreso 
ñaolonal (Marida, July 6, 1624) also in El Fénix. #57, Aug. 10. 1849): 
,JComisión especial a S.O.," June 21, 1824, reprinted in Manendes, 
Huella...Santa Anna, pp. 36-39* 

Antonio Lopes de Santa Anna to Secretary of State, July 9, 1624, El 
Fénix, #56 (Aug. 5, 1849)} also in Asnar Barbaoliano and Carbé, 
Memoria, "Documentos," pp. 9-14, Manendes, Huella...Santa Anna, pp. 
"213=267  ' 

Manendes, Huella...Santa Anna, pp. 57-143, 232-48) Baranda, Heoordaolonee. 
I, 144-47) Calloott, Santa Anna, pp. 54-66.    Local historians dis-    """ 
agree with Calloott's diotun that "Diere oan be little doubt though 
of Santa Anna's substantial suooess in the difficult post of Governor 
of YUoatan" (p. 66). 

Luis Chaves Orosoo, ed., Un esfuerzo de Mexico por la independencia 
de Cuba, Archivo hiatérioo-diplomátioo mexicano, XÓUÜ (Mexico, 1930); 
Manendes, Huella...Santa Anna, pp. 147-67) Calloott, Santa Anna, 
pp. 54-55. 
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Chapter Ono, #87 - #95 

87*    "Constitución polltioa.,.6 de abril de 1826," Peon and Gondra, 
Colooolgn, I, 214-50» the doouaent was divided loto 24 ohaptera, 
with ZS>i articles, strongly Federalist in tono* Cf. analysis In 
Anoona, Historia, III, 305-306. 

88.    nInstrucciones.•«1821 y 1822," loo, oit.    (See Noto       above)* 

89»    The looal seminary became University »r. 18, 1824, Peon «ad Oondra, 
Colooolon, I, 96-96, but did not finally get under way until 
ibec. 4, 1826, ibid», I, 166, II, 39-40; Registro yuoateco, III 
(1846), 109| proceeds from sales of Churon"ooira41as went to support 
University, Sierra, "Consideraciones," El Fenix/ffiCT (tty 20, 1849)* 
Primary sohools in Campeche were first established on muniolpal 
initiative, JJar. 10, 1821, Alvares, Anales, I, 132-33.    "Reglamento 
de escuelas de primeras letras," Dec. 4, 1825, Peon and Oondra, 
Ooleoolon, I* 39-42j Indian children were to be instructed in 
Church (Art. 20)|  "Sobre escuelas de primeras letras," Sept. 25, 
1827, ibid., II, 77-78 provided that state supported sohools should 
be started in principal communities and that teachers were to have 
a seat on looal ayuntamiento. 

Peon and Gondrn, Coleooion,  I, 108-110. 179-87, et paasimi Anoona, 
Historia.  Ill, 305-308. 

"Sobre arrendamiento de terrenos baldíos y oomunes," jan. 29, 1824, 
Peon and Gondra, Coleooion,  I, 75-76;  "Lsy de colonisaoion," Dec 2, 
1826,  ibid., II, S7-Sé, Art. 4 of which stated that "El Gobernador 
al repartir a los extranjeros los terrenos del Estado, les designará 
oon preferencia los valdlos feraces de los partidos de Sierra-alta y 
Camino-real-alto." (p. 38.) 

Sierra, "Informe sobre rentas," loo, oit.» pp. 46-47} Anoona, Historia, 
III, 308.    "Decree 34," Mbv. 24, 1823, Peon and Oondra, Coleooion, 
I, 44-46 (obventions), "Deoree #41," Dec. 19, 1823, ibid.,  i. 50-61 
(cofradías). """"""" 

"Sobre repoblioas de indígenas," July 26, 1824, Peon and Oondra, 
Ooleoolon,  I, 135-36; "Translation*..Ordinance,H Arts. 13-14, 
jtatendant system, pp. 110-111.    Cf. Ordenansa general formada de 
6rdon de Bu Magostad».«para el gobierno e instruocion de Intendentes, 
subdelegados y"demas empleados en Indias (Madrid. 1803), Arte. 26, 
41, 54-66 and Appendix I; F. V. Soholes and R. L. Roys, "History of 
the Haya area," Carnegie Institution of Washington,. Yearbook, XI.II 
(1942-43), 181-82. 

94. Sierra, "Consideraciones," El Fenix. #41 ()»y 20, 1849), #45 (June 1, 
1649), and his "Informe sobre rentas," loo, oit», 49-61, in which 
he states "ya no eoistla ninguna [oofraolaj en el anb de 1640" (p. 60), 
and his "D. Fr. luis de Pina y Maso," Registro Yttoateco, IV (1849), 
372-73* Looal law defined oofradias as "haciendas de ganado vacuno 
y ©aballar formadas de donación y oblaoiones de los fieles," orden, 
jan. 19, 1824. 

96*    "Re-estableoiendo las antiguas leyee para el régimen de indios," 
Aug. 27, 1847, Alonso Asnar Peres, ed». Colección de leyes, decretos, 
y órdenes o acuerdos de tendencia general' del poder legislativo del 
estado libre y soberano de Suoatan (3 vola», Merida, 1849-5Í), III, 
lié-til. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 
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Chapter One, #96 - #101 

96*    "Información instruida en aberlguaoión del arribo a éste puerto del 
&oao. Sr. Ex-sitro*..ooBiieionado por el Supremo Gob. de la Molón» 
D. Lorenzo Zabala y de eu salida,..."    Sisal, Oct. 6, 1829 (lis** 
Barrera Visques Coll*)} Justo Sierra, "Apuntos y memorias para la 
historia de las revoluciones de Yucatán," 1854 (Ms*, Rioardo Lipes 
Ufadas Coll*)*   Observaciones sobre las lnlolatlvaa que han dirigido 
al fongreso Ponera!.«.relativas a los negocios de Yucatan^ y por    ~ 
apéndice,' una oolooolfa de ios oposoulos y artloulos que se han 
publioado sobre fete mismo asunto en el presente afto (Maxioo. 1851} 
Lopes MAndes Col!'*)* 

97*    Zavala, Revoluciones de Mégloo, I, 878-81, II, 206-14, 296-97, 532-84} 
Aunar Barbaohano and CarboV Informe, pp* 44-61} Anoona, Historia, 
III, 509-57| Baranda, Reoordaoiones. I, 155-526} Pires Aloalá, 
Rooordaoiones, pp* 5-46} Bancroft et al*, V, 27-217} Carrillo y 
Anoona, obispado, pp* 996-1051} Carlos R. Msnéndes, Noventa anos de 
historia do Yüoatán 1821-1910t    relación alntitloa y oronolfigloa de 
los aoonteoinientos mas notables, políticos, sociales, eoongmieos, 
artlstliooB, literarios, científicos, eto» eto» CMsrida, 19871). pp» 
452-62.   Jean Frederic Maximilian, Baron de Waldeok, Voyage plttor- 
esquo et archiplogiquo dans la province d» Yucatan (Aniriquo Oan&ralo) 
pendant les anaces 18S4 efe 1886 (Paris, 1888), pp. 9-110 gives much 
data, especially as he got int» trouble with local politioal author- 
ities (pp* 75-76, 107-110).    Mexican relations with Yucatan are 
summrised in Aoereto, Maxioo y Yucatán, pp* 68-62, Rubio títílm. 
Separatismo, pp. 50-51.   Alvares, Anales, I, 186-517} Asnar Feres, 
Coloooi6n7*"l, 1-294. 

98. General1 Joaquín Rivas Zayas (Commanding at Campeche) to President 
Anastasio Bustamente, Aug. 26, 1859, El Font», #78 (Nov. 1, 1849); 
reprinted "Documentos," Asnar Barbaohano and Carbó, Mwaoria, pp* 15-17« 

99. Serapio Baqueiro, Ensayo histórico sobre las revoluciones de Yüoatán 
desde el año de 1840 hasta 1864 (2 vola*, Marida. 1876-79), I. 16-52. 
Baranda, Recordaciones, I, 327-45} Anoona, Historia, III, 558-90} 
Asnar Barbachano and Carbó, Memoria, pp. 54-59.    Stephens, Central 
Amerloa, II, 576-79, 595, 599} his Yucatan, I, 80.    The Austrian"* 
aroh'eologist, Friederiohsthal was forced out of Yuoatan, partly by 
the revolt, J. B. B* Eyries, "Los monuments de 1»Yucatan par M. le 
chevalier Ktsaanuel de Friederiohsthal," Nouvollos Annales de voyages, 
XCII (IV ser* t* 4, 1841), 291-514 (ref. p* 504).   Alvares'. Anales. 
I, 519-25} Asnar Pires, Coloooion, I, 511. 

100* Constitución polltioa del estado "Tw Yucatán, sancionada en 51 de aarso 
~~de 1841' (Marida, 1841)*    Ihe change from Federalist document of1 1825 

to Centralist appears in "Iniolatlva de reforms de la oonstituolftn 
del estado," llar. 1, 1852, Peon and Qondra, Coleoolon, II, 226-286* 

101. Justo Sierra, "Eleooiones, El Fenlx, #41, #45-46 ('May 20, June 1-16, 
1849)} Carrillo y Anoona,"obisp»do, pp. 1019-22.    "Sobre obvenciones, 
decreto #54," Nov. 24, 1825, Peon and Qondra, Coleoolon, I, 44-45} 
"Sobre el cobro de obvenciones," Deo. 22, 1825. ib'idV,' II, 19-20} 
"Reduciendo la obvonoión de los varones indígenas," Sept* 9, 1840, 
Asnar Pires, Coleoolon, I, 516-17} "Creaoiin de una junta consultiva 
para el ramo de rentas eclesiásticas," Jan. 7, 1842, lbld». II, 
169-70} "Aboliendo las obvenciones..." June 17, 1645, ¿id», II, 249} 
"Extinguiendo la contribución religiosa," lbld», III, 182. 
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Chapter One* #102 - #106 

102» Buranda, Ueoordaoiones, I* 526-26; Alvarez, Anales. I, 250-87,341-44. 

IOS. 

104. 

106. 

106. 

Baranda* Recordaciones,  I, 544-48; Baqueiro, Ensayo. I, 52; Anoona, 
Historia, III, 389-90» Barbaehano and Garbo, Memoria, p. 69*    The 
document;' was largely the work of Manuel Crescendo Rejón; is addi- 
tion to the secular tone (abolition of fueros, etc.). It embodied 
the important concept of ampara, a stay-writ issued by courts to 
prevent an unconstitutional act: from being performed, of great 
importance in Maxioan Jurisprudence.    See Carlos A. Eohanove 
Trujillo, La obra jurídica de Manuel C. Rejón, Pfd**8 del amparo 
(Mexico, 1357J; Franc is oo de P» Sosa, Minual de biogra&ayucaleoa 
(Iferida, 1866), pp. 176-82.    Cf. Carlos A. Etohanovo Trujilio, La 
vida pasional e inquieta de Don Crooonolo Rejón (Uoxieo, 1941JT" 

Nioeto, de Zamaooís, Historia de MB j loo desdo sus tiempos más remotos 
hasta nuestros días (23 vols., Barcelona, 1678-1905), XII, 216i 
Bancroft et al., fSstorla, V, 217-18.    Survey of confused period 
1840-47 given by pSréTTTcalá, Recordaciones, pp. 47-127; Baranda, 
fveoordaclones I, 540-572» Anoona, Historia."ill. 596-486; Baqueiro, 

Í» ¿5-298; Asnar Barbaohano and Carbo, Memoria, pp. 59-74; 
Aooreto, Lfodoo y Yucatán, pp. 72-95; Rubio Mase, Separatismo, pp. 
G2-50.    See below,  Cliapter Seven. 

Zanaools, Historia, XII, 216-51; Banoroft et al.. History, V, 219-56; 
Calloott, Santa" Anna, pp. 170-71. 

For Yiioateoan-Texan "relations 1859-45 (not adequately summarised in 
any one plaoe) see 0. P. Garrison, ed.. The diplomatic oorrespond- 

publlo of Tasas, Amerioan Historical Association, 
for*T90e (5 vols., Yiashington, 1911), II, 695, 697, 

enoeof the Republio 
Annual rt 

353567" Williams and E. C. Bakor, eds.. The writings Tse^oS". 792-807; A. . 
of Saw Houston (6 vols., Austin, 1958-45), esp. Ill, 241-49, VI, 
54-46, et passim (v. index,  "Yucatan," "Navy"); Asnar Feres, 
Ooleoolon, I, 5Í2-15 (Sept. 1840), "Aprobando el nombramiento heoho 
de un agente cerca del gobierno de Tejas," Oct. 26, 1841, ibid.» 
II, 159.    Naval aid and aotiona ai\i discussed in two works I have 
not seen, E. W. Moore, To -the people of Texas (fHew York,  71848), and 
Jim Dan Hill, The Texas navy 'in forgotten battles and shirtsleeves 
diplcnaoy (Chicago, 1957j.    I have seen E. W. Maoro, A brief      """* 
synopsis of the doings of the Toacas navy under the ootgaand of Com. 
E. W« Iloorei together with his oontroversy with Pen. Ssm Houston, 
Íresident of the Republic of* "Texas' (Washington, 1847), and Bayly... 

a relation to the late Texas Nftvy (Washington, I860;, rebutting""* 
F. Buolianan, S, t\ Dupont, and G. A. Magrader,  In relation to 
claims of the offioers of the late Tex— Wavy (Sew York, n.d.) and 
then their Rpply to Moore's "Replyw (Mew York, n.d.); 0» W. Fuller, 
"Sketch of tiie Texas Navy," Texas Sóbate Historical Association, 
Quarterly, VII (Jan. 1904), 225-54; Alex Dienst. "The navy of the 
Republio of Texas,'• ibid., XII (Jan., Apr. 1909), 165-205, 249-75, 
XIII (July, Oct. 190*5*J7~i-43, 85-127, esp. XIII, 105-109.    Son* 
detail in Banoroft, nistory, V, 219; Anoona, Historia, III, 597-98, 
402; Baqueiro, Ensayo, I, 55-55; LJenindez, Noventa anos, p. 190. 
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107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

111. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

Chapter One, #107 - #114 

Andrea Quintana Boo, Manifiesto sobro BU comisión a Yuoatán con sus 
notaa correspondientes, Feb. 20» .1042 (Mexico, 1842i Barrera 
Vaaques ColÜ), alao reprinted in Menindes, Movonta anos, pp. 477-602} 
"Aprobando los tratados de avenimiento con el gobierno general*" 
jan. 5, 1842* Asnar Peras* Ooleooion» II, 166-67 (treaty given, 
f.n. ibid., 166-69).    Zamaool», Historia. XII, 266-69) Bancroft, 
History, V, 242. 

ZamaoolB, Historia, XII* 269-70) "Doseohando las proposiciones del 
supremo gobierno nacional," May SI, 1S42 and "Protesta contra el 
[decreto J...del gobierno general," june 2, 1842, Asnar Pires* 
Ooleooion, II, 182-86.    Baqueiro, Ensayo, I, 69-78* 

Baque'iro, Bnaayo. I» 79-120j Anoona^istorla, HI, 411-443) Alvares, 
Anales, I, 346-64. Manifesto del Gobierno Provisional a la Haolon 
acerca de loa negocios de Yuoatán (iicxioo, 1843) Barrera Vásquos *** 
Coll.) review» details from 1840 to Sept. 19, 184S. 

"Convenios para la re-inoorporaoi6 n de Yucatán en la República 
Majieana, llamados de 14 de diciembre de 1845," Jan. 11, 1844, 
Asnar Pérez, Colooolón,  II, 297-302.    Zamaoois and Bancroft differ 
slightly in description of Yucatan's flag, Zamaoois, Historia, XII, 
266; Bancroft, History, V, 242, fn. 47.    For Yueatecan flag of 1847, 
see El Hotloioso, #108 (Merida, May 4, 1847)* 

BxpoBiolto del goTJiorno do Yucatán al supremo de la ropfollca. 
pidiendo la derogación del' decreto de 21 de tébnro nltimoT pidiendo la derogación del deoreto de 21 d _,    - 
1844' ('Lbrida, 1844)) Brposlolo'n que dirige al soberano oongrese 
nacional el gobierno del departamento de T 

June 18, 

nacional el gobierno "del departamento de Yucatán, June 7, 1845 
(Herida, 1845)) Piosaa justificativas de la conducta política de 
Yuoatán, al observar la del gobierno de Mtjioo, respecto de los 
convenios do 14 do dlolembro do 18¿3 (Me'rlda, 1846)) Pantaloon 
Barrera et al. (Other YUcateoan commissioners). Observaciones sobre 
la actualsltuaolin polltloa del departamento de Yucatán, HQv» 26, 
184o1 (ttexioo, 184oft Decree Jan. 1, 1846, Asnar Peres, Colección, 
III, 1-2) July 2, 1846, lbld.. 39-42) Aug. 25, 1846, lbld.. 45-50» 

"Be»inoorporaoÍ6n de Yuoatán en la nación mejioana y restableciendo 
de la constitución federal y particular," Aug. 17, 1848, Asnar Pires, 
Coleooion, III. 217-19. Bancroft (1688) wrote, "Yuoatán, which 
once proved most turbulent and aimed at independence, has become 
reconciled, partly under the stress of Indian uprisings* partly by 
a division of the peninsula into two states," History, VI, 479 n. 21. 

Villa R, Quintana Boo, pp. 20-36) Gabriel Antonio Msnlondes, ed.. 
Quintana Root album monográfico (Maxioo, 1936)) Francisco Canton 
Rosado, patos y documentos relativos a la vida militar y política 
del Sr. General Brigadier don Franoisoo Cantan (Marida, 1931 J, pp. 
71-74, 159-aflfl (doosO.   

Chamberlain, "ífcntojo" MB., pp. 248-66) F. V. Scholee and E. B. Adama, 
eds., "Documente relating to the Mirones expedition to the Interior 
of Yucatan," Maya Research. Ill (1936), 163-76, 261-76. 
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Chapter Two, #1 - #2 (oont'd) 

1.    Politleal origin of the Caate War (and its aoeompanying oorollariee) 
appeared early and oontinued to data, e.g., Jueto Sierra to Jaa. 
Buohanan, Feb. 16, 1648, Senate HKooutivo Documenta, 30 Cong., 
I Sees*, VI, Doc 42, MoKenney to II» C. Berry, Mu-* 13, 1848, ibid» 
VI, Doo* 45, pp. 12 ff., Santiago Mandes to Jaa. Buohanan, liar. 26, 
1848, ibid., V, Doo. 40, pp. 11 ff,   Juato Sierra, Diario do Huoatro 
Tiaje a Yoa Eatadoa Unldoa (la pretendida anexión de Yuoatan), BIDTIO-» 
teoa nietorioa mexicana de obraa inéditas, lit (Maxioo, 1988), paaaim. 
Tonas Asnar Barbaohano and Juan Carbó, Memoria aobre la oonreníeneia, 
utilidad y noooaldad de frlglr oiiMtituoionalmonto on catado de la 
oonfederaoion mexioana el antiguo dlaJrito de Campeche (Maxioo, 1861), 
pp. 70-771 Juan Suarea y navarro, Informo aobre las oauaa y earáeter 
de loa frecuentes oambioa polltlooa oourrldoa en el eatado" de Yuoatln 
Ttfaxioo, 1861j, pp. 8-19| A. Oarola y daroia, Historia de la guorra"da> 
oaataa, sirviéndolo de prólogo una reaena de loa uaoa, oostumproa e 
*Iñolinaoi6n de loa lndlr.enaa (íá»rida, 1866 h Crcaoonclo Carrilío y 
Anoona, Eatudio hiatOrioo ao'brB la rasa indígena de Yuoatan (Veraorus, 
1865), pp. 24 ff., hie Vida del v. padre Fray Manuel Martines, celebre 
Franpiaoano yucateoo (Marida, 1805), pp. 142-48, hia Catecismo de 
hiatoria de YUoaiaáT*(lfcrida, 1887 edn.), pp. 76-79 (textbook;; Serapio 
Baqueiro, Enaayo "hlJatórioo eobre lae revoluciones de Yuoatán deade 
el ano de lsffihaeia 1664 (8 TO I.., Marida. 1676-87). t. léo-346i hla 
Reaena geográfica, hlatorioa y oatadlatloa del •atado de Yuoatán deade 
Toé primitivos tiempos de la península (Maxioo, Í881), pp. 82-841 
Eligió Anoona, Hiatoria de YUoatto deade la época BM remota haata 
nuestros dlaa (6 -vola.. Marida, 1879-19061;, ¿v, 6-471 Joaquín Baranda, 
Reoordaolonoa hiatorioaa (2 vola., Maxioo, 1907-13), II, 34-56| J.F. 
Molina Solia, Hiatoria do Yuoatán deade la Independencia do Banana 
haata la epooa actual (3 vola.. Marida, 19Zl-¿7j, paaalm.    Carloa""R. 
Mantndea, Hiatoria 3ei infame y vorgonaoso oomerolo do indloa yojodldoa 
a loa eaolavletaa do Cuba por loa polltlooa yuoatoooa átmúm Í848 
naéta ÍÓ6I1 Juatlfioaoion de la revoluciónIndígena de 184*7 ,doou- 
nentoa irrefutables que lo oompruoban (Marida, 1925J, pp. 6-50, 71-89, 
537-42| Heotor Parea Martines, "Orlgenea eoonomiooa y aooialee de la 
guerra de oaataa," Prólogo to Sierra, Piarle, loe, olt., esp. pp. 
xxxüi-xlii OuataTo Molina Font, la tragedla de Yuoatán (2nd edn., 
Maxioo, 1941), pp. 47-60| Alfonso Villa R, Pie Maya of —ft oentral 
Quintana Roo, Carnegie institution of Washington, Publication 669 
(Washington, 1946), p. 20.    Contemporary Yuoateoan explanationa are 
aleo embodied in W. p. Robertson, Vlalt to Maxioo. by the West Indies, 
Yüoatan, and the United State» (2 vola., London, 1865), I, 149-66} 
Deslr* Qiarnay, cítea et ruinó» amerloainoai   Mltla, palenque, Iaamal. 
Chlohen-Itsa, (Paria, Í868J, pp. 310-12.    Cf. H. F. Cline, "Remarlta"on 
a selected bibliography of the Caate lflar and allied topics," Appendix 
C to Villa, Quintana Roo, loo. oit., 165-78, eap. pp. 166-78* 

2.    Report of Cabildo of Marida, 1700, in Jean Frédério Maximilian, Baron 
de Waldeok, Voyage plttoreaquo at arohéologlque dañe la province 
d*YUoatan (AmertLque Céntrale, pendant lea anneea 1854 et 1836 (paria. 
1658J, p. 62i (b) Poíioarpo Antonio de Eehanove et al., "Cuadro 
eatadlatioo de Yuoatán en 1814," EL Fenlac. #22 (Feb. 16, 1849), 
pars. 15-21, also published as Apuntaolóñoa para la oatadlatloa de 
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3. 

Chapter Two, #2 (cont'd) - j¡6 

la provínola do Yucatán, quo formaron de orden superior en 20 de 
marzo do 1814 loa Señorea CaJgadJllaa Bohanove. Bollo» y Zuasnavar 
(Marida, Í871) typescript originally furnished me by F» V. So bolea)» 
pp. 8-9, Anoona, Historia, HI, 2S8| (o) "Eatado general de la 
poblaolfin de la provincia de Yucatán por el ano de 1789»* pocumontoa 
para la Hiatorla de Yuoatan, F. V. Soholea, et al., eda.,(3 vola». 
Marida, 1956-58), III, 99 [hereafter abbrevia-bsd' ttlYj , asma. 
Archivo da la Hiatorla do Yuoatan,Campeche, y Tabaaoo (5 vola», 
Maxioo, 1942)» I, 249 [hereafter abbreviated AHYJ, Anoona, Hiatorla, 
III, 238) (d) Alexander von Humboldt, Eaaai polltlque aur lo rayagas 
de la Hbuvello-Eapagne (6 vola*. Paria, 18ÜL), I, 326) (e) AHY", I, 245) 
(f J Humboldt, Eeeai,Tl, 95, but Ibid», 527 givea figure aa 466, 800) 
(g) Eohánove, "Cuadro•••1814»" loo» oit.. Apuntaciones, p. 7, Anoona, 
Hiatorla, III, 256i (h) Baqueiro, Reseña, p. 8Í| "Tableau atatiatique 
de la provinoa d*Yuoatan d*apres lea renseignemants qui m'ont donnéa 
par MU. Bapinoza, Rejón, Hernandez» et d«aproa mea propree obaervationa, 
1856»" V/aldeok, Voyage, p. 77, reprinted and translated, without date, 
in J. L. Stephana, Incidente of travel in Yuoatan (2 vola». New York, 
1843), I, 428i "Division territorial," May 24, 1837, Alonso Asnar 
Pérez, ed., Colooolon de leyes, dooretoa y árdenos o acuerdos de 
tendenoia general del poder legialatlvo del eatado libre y soberano de 
Vuoatfn (ÜTOIS.. MariSa, lM&Tgl'), I. 266-é¿) (k) Stophona. YuoagnT" 
I, 4¿9) (1) Baqueiro, Reaena, p, 811 (m) J. H. Regil and A. M» Peon, 
"Eetadlatioa de Yucatan,w Sociedad mexioana de geografía e eatadlatioa. 
Boletín. III (1852-53), 237-540, ref. p. 289) (n) C. B. Heller, 
Reiaen in Moxlto ln den Jahren 1846-1848 (Leipzig, 1863), p. 226, 
baaed on 'Memoria of 1846j (o) Baqueiro, Reaena» p. 81) (p) Regil and 
Peon, "Estaaíatioa," loo, oit., Table C, Baqueiro, Reaena. pp» 106, 108; 
(q) "Cenao de Yuoatan en 1864," lia,,  Eohanis Colleotion, reprinted and 
dated 1867 In Baqueiro, Reaena. p. 108j (r) Acnar Barbachano and Carb6, 
Jjaoorla, p. 153) (a) Baqueiro. Reaena. p. 144, alao Creaoenoio 
Carrillo y Anoona, "la ponlnaula de Yuoatant ojeada aobre au hiatorla," 
Repertorio Pintoreacó (Marida), I (1862), 460. 

Regíl and Peon, "Eatadlatioa," loe» oit., 287; of. Stephens, Yuoatan, 
I, 429. 

Asnar Barbaohano and Carbo, Msnoria, p» 162.    Baqueiro, Ensayo, I, 56-62; 
Anoona, Hiatorla. III, 391-06*. 

Regil and Peon, ''Eatadlatioa,n loo, oit», 292» According to the same 
ealoulatlona, Mexico would [in 1845] have a population of more than 
24,600,000, a figure not yet reached [1946]. 

Eohanovo, "Cuadro eatadlatico...1814," loo, oit.) a total of 101,000 
people died from plaguea in 1826-27 and ln 1838, Regil and Peon, 
"Estadística," loo. oit., 292.    Cf. Franoiaoo Alvares, Anales 
historióos (2 vola., Campeohe, 1912), I, 186-86, 196-96, 252-69) in 
1885 five thousand persona died in Campeche in twenty-eight days. Ibid., 
288-57.   Aznar Perez, Coleool6n, I, 4-5, 123-26.    Report on vaccínea, 
etc, Uar. 2, 1818, Alvares» Aúnalos, I, 88-92.   A graphlo deaeription 
of plague in Cuba (from whence came to Yuoatan) in Raaon de palma, 
"La oolera morbua en la Habana," Repertorio de Literatura y Varledadea 
(Msxioo), II (1842), 290-87, 296-303.   Femínea are treated by Ricardo 
Molina Hubbe, Lae hambrea en Yuoatan (Marida, 1935), and Molina Font, 
Tragedla, pp. 37-45) Yfaldook. Voyage, pp. 52, 64) Stephens, Yuoatan» 
II, 288-89.    Famines occurred in 1806, 1807, 1809, 1817, 1884*11 
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7.    Regil end Peon, "Estadística»" loo» oit., 293} "Memoria sobre la 
oonservaoion de loa oaraales en Yucatan»" Begiatro Yüoatooo, II 
(1845)» 41-50, "Apéndice a la memoria sobra la oonservaoion de 
oerealee," Ibid.» II (1845)» 110-15.    Probably this was written by 
Juan Htihbe, a Geraan-born dootor «ho settled in Campeche and mar- 
ried into a famous Yuoateoan family. 

8*    Cabildo of Marida report, Vialdook, Voyage, p. 62. 

9. Joaquín Rivas Zayaa to Anastasio Bustamente, Aug. 25, 1839, El Fénix, 
#7S (Itov. 1, 1849), also Asnar Barbaohano and Carbo, Memoria, 
Documentos, pp. 15-17.    Cf. Yialdeok, Voyage, pp. 58-69. 

10. See above. Chapter 1, notes 40-41.   Recopilación de leyes de los revaos 
de las todiaa (1681) 5rd edn., 4 vols.» Madrid, 1774;, eap. Lay 2, 
Tit. Vil, 'Lib. IV (-vol. Ill, f. 91 li)t Fernando Gonzalos Eoa and 
Jose Covarrublaa, El problema rural do Maaclao (Mexico» 1917), pp. 25-26. 
See Chapter 1*    Importance of munioipal organization as a basio 
feature of Spain and Spanish .America is strongly emphasized by B. B. 
Ifcrrlnon, The Rise of the Spanish Bnpiro in the Old World and in the Hew 
(4 vole.» New York, 1819-35) I, 185-97, II, 144-62, 229» III, 185 ff.» 
638 ff.» IV, 457-67) and F. A. Kirkpatrlok, "The Spanish dominions in 
America»" Cambridge Modern History (13 vola., Cambridge, 1902-12), 
X, 244-79,""and his Latin America, a brief history (Cambridge, 1939), 
pp. 22-24. 

11. Eohánove, "Cuadro estadístico»•.1814," loo, oit»    "Constitución politioa 
de la monarquía española promulgada en Cadis"a 19 de manso de 1812»" 
Leopoldo do Alba Salcedo, La revolución española en el siglo XIX 
(Madrid, 1869), pp. 327-63. 

12. "Sobro repúblicas de indljeaas," July 26» 1824, José liarla Peon and 
Isidro Gondra, oda., Coloooign de loyoflt decretos, y órdenes del 
augusto congreso del estado libro de Yucatán (2 vola.» Marída.rT832), 
I, 155-56) "Translation oÉ the Ordinance o¿ Intendenta for Hew Spain," 
Lillian Estalle Fisher, The lntendant system in Spanish Anerioa 
(Berkeley, 1929), pp. 110-11. 

13. "Sobre el régimen económico y juntas municipales," Sept. 20, 1824» 
Peon and Gondra, Coleooion» I» 161-64) "Sobre el gobierno Interior 
de los pueblos," Nov. 19, 1824, ibid., I, 168-72) Orden» Dee. IS, 1824, 
Ibid.» I, 177-78) Art. 37(4) of •Constitution of 1825, Ibid.» I» 221. 

14. "Concediendo titulo de oiudad," Deo. 13» 1823» Peon and Gondra» 
Coleooion, I, 59, "because of its ancient foundation, the progress of 
its agriculture, industry, and numerous population."    "Oonoediendo 
titulo de oiudad a Tekax e Izamal," Deo. 4, 1841, Aenar Peres, 
Coleooion, II» 156. 

15. "Sobre arbitrios municipales»" Deo. 6» 1826, Peon and Gondra, Coleooion. 
II, 45-45) Decreto, Sept. 26, 1827, Ibid., II, 78-79.    See arbitrio» 
approved for Calldnl, Oct. 31, 1826» ibid., II» 66. 

16. "Reglamento de poliola»" Oct. 3, 1826, Peon and Gondra, Coleooion» II, 
8-13) "Ley de vagos," Oct. 5, 1827, Ibid., II» 81-84) "Sobre vagos," 
Sept. 15» 1836» Aenar Peres» Coleooion, I, 256-59.    Laws for vagabonds 
supplemented and aided peonage laws which dealt with debt bondage) 
see below. Chapter 5. 
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17»    Tekax beoarae a villa Oot. 28, 1823» Boon and Gondra, Cqloooi6n, I, 40; 
Pato on Deo. 17, 1841, Aunar Perot, Coleooion, II, 169.    Shift» 
from one cabecera of partido to another wore frequent, e.g., 
Oot» 27, 1855 Peto replaoed Iohmul, whioh reduced latter to ft 
place governed by a junta, ibid»,  X, 248j Espita replaced Tittain 
Nov. S, 18S5, with name result, ibid», I, 252; Oot. 26, 1848 Soiba- 
playa displaced Choapoton, ibid», it, 267} there was rivalry be- 
tween Bolonohentioul and Hopelohen, former replacing latter on 
Oot. 5, 1841, then losing to Hopelohen in Hbvomber 184S, but again 
becoming cabecera Oot. 21, 1846, ibid., II, 157-38, 285, III, 76» 
Yaxoaba and Sotuta made similar exchanges, ibid., II, 488, III, 114. 
Rauohos whioh became towns usually took patriotic names, e.g., 
Dcibinooao became Iturblde, Deo. 18, 1841, ibid., II, 159; Cholul 
become Libre Union, Nov. IS, 1844, ibid.,  II, 869; ijojoaoab to 
Progreso, Deo. 19, 1845, ibid., II, 488; Dtitnup to Bftrbaohono, 
June 3, 1845, ibid., II, 47557 Koteobchen to Zavala, Mar. 30, 1846, 
ibid., in, llTPtft became Itoreno, Aug. 21, 1846, ibid., Ill, 48. 

18. See also, Alvarez, Anales, I, 176-77. ' 
19. "Reglamento para el gobierao interior de los pueblos," itor. 31, 1841, 

Aznar Pores, Coleooion, II, 96-108; of. "Para el régimen interior de 
los pueblos," Oot. 7, 1350, ibid». III, 476-89, eep. Art. 79 whioh 
in part stated "Ra todas las oludades, villas, y pueblos del estado 
habrá repfiblioas de indígenas,n whose oacique vas to be a native. 

20. "Aoeroa do los ejidos de los pueblos y de los establecimientos 
situados en ellos," Oct. C, 184-1, Aznar Perez, Colección, II, 352-68; 
regular towns liad been considered in Art. 1, "Sobre enangonaoión de 
terrenos baldíos," April 5, 1841, ibid., II, 116-19.   For ejidos and 
disousaion of land legislation in deláil, see below. Chapter i» 

21. "Oonoediendo ejidos a unos ranchos, mandando reducir a poblado a otros, 
y sobre mensuras do terrenos baldíos," Hbv. 4, 1644, Axnar Pares, 
ColeoolSn, II, 484.   For attempts at reduction of wandering natives 
by decree, see "Sobre los dec retos...que se declaran vijentes," 
Mar. 1, 1832, Art. 4 (frac* 4-5), Peon and Gondra, Coleeolon, II, 
222-26 (against "furtive and illogal" reunions of natives; \z fa»- 
ili.ee needed to form a legal rancho), "Sobre el ejerciólo de la oaea 
y reduooion de los indígenas a vivir en poblado," Juno 27, 1686, 
Aznar Peres, Colección, I, 257-59. 

22. Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo, oit., 301; "Sobre arrendiaiento de 
terrenos baldíos y comunes," Jan* 29, 1824, Pson and Qondra, 
Colección, I, 75-76.    "Elementos para un establecimiento rural," 
Repertorio Pintoresco, I (1861), 119-28. 

23. Regil aiul Peon, "Estadística," loe, oit.. 801.    Cf • John L. Stephens, 
Incidente of travel in CentrafÁmerloa, Chiapas, and Yucatán (2 vols., 
Iiew York. 1641). II. 4W-40Ó, 4l4-l¥; frank Caihergpod, Views of 
ancient monunento in Central America, Chiapas, and Yuoatan (iSem York. 
1844), p. ¿V 

24. "Dictamen del contador," Sept. 22, 1786, Archivo General do la Nación, 
Boletín, DC (oot. 1956), 646.    lie stated that Indiana on haciendas 
^en mucha parto se componían de sus indios encomendados•• »y otros 
huyendo de los tequios y obligaciones de sus pueblos...." 
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26. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

Stephens, Central Amorioa, II, 404.   The Haoienda T«*nehf1mn had 
"nearly seven hundred souls,n Yucatan, I, 14S, but Haoienda Ake 
had only six» Ibid., II, 440. — 

R. L. Soys, The titles of Ebtun, Carnegie Institution of Yiaahington, 
Publication BOB ^Washington» 1939), pp. 6 n. 2, 43-46| his The 
Indian background of oolonlal Yucatan, Carnegie InstltutlozToT 
Viaahington, Publication 648 (Washington. 1943), pp. 67-64, 142-45, 
169-70. ——————— 

Hoys, Ebtun, pp. 69-433, passim, eap. p. 108*   Boys remarks, "The 
tenacity displayed by the people of Ouranmul and Ebtun during tills 
long controversy   ¡1638-1820J furnishes an interesting sidelight 
on the character of the Indians of Yucatan,    lb helps us to under- 
stand tho manner in which they have been able, not only to preserve 
their language for themselves and the greater part of the mestizo 
olass, but also to retain so many of their old oustoms and ideas 
down to the present time." ibid., p. 58.    Cf• supra, Chapter 1, 
Note 30. 

Robert Redfield and Alfonso Villa R, Chan Sam, a M*ya village, 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publication 448 (Washington. 
1934), pp. 11, 19-22 based on Roys* suggestions.    Roys, Ebtun, pp. 
61-63 stresses oontinuity of geographical oonoepts rather than 
political ones. 

Sources of Table 5t   (Colonial), OTT, III, 99, ART, I, 245|  (1794), 
ABY, I, 207-34}  (1813) Eohánove, "Cuadro estadistloo...1814," loo, 

oit»,    Apuntaolones, p. 7|  (1826), "Constitución polltioa," April 6, 
1526, peon and oóñdra, Colooolon. I, 214-60, Art. 7 (p. 216)|  (1855), 
Yialdeok, Voyage, pp. 77, Stephens, Yucatan, I, 428|  (1837), "Division 
territorial,^May 24, 1837, Asnar Pires, Oolooolén, I, 260-64} (1845), 
"Censo, 1846," Regil and Peon, "Estadlstloa," loo, oit.. Table C, 
Heller, Releen, p. 226.    Partido of Teooh extinguished April 28, 1847, 
Saoaluoi, Isnoa, Tekit were joined to Partido of Tioul, while Teooh, 
Aoanoeh, Timueuy, Telohaquillo allocated to Partido of Lbrida, 
Asnar Piren, Coloco lAn,  III, 129-30. 

Early orders on Spanish town planning are numerous, e.g., "Instruooion 
dada a Hernán Cortés para la poblaoion de la Sueva España," June 23, 
1523, Disposiciones complementarlas de las Ley» de indias (3 vols., 
HAdrid, 1930), I, 1-71} Hernán Cortes, "Ordénenlas de buen gobierno 
para los vezlnor y moradores de la Nueva España," llar. 20, 1524, 
and his "Ordenansas locales para que por ellas se rlxan • gobiernen 
los vecinos, moradores, estantes e habitantes de las villas pobladas 
e las demás que en adelante se poblaren," 71524, Colooolon de docu- 
mentos inéditos...especialmente del de Indias (4¿ vols*, Madrid,""" 
lé¿4-89), xWI, 1S6-48. 17A-84) "ordenanzas "de Poblaoion, 1673," 
ibid., VIII, 484-537, XVI, 142-67} and in A.G.N. (ifexioo). Boletín. 
YTXltoyt 1936), 321-60} Zelia Nuttall, "Royal ordinances concerning 
the laying out of new towns," Híspanlo American Historical Review. 
IV (Nov. 1921), 743-63 (trans. Arts. 116 &• of Ord. oí 1¿?3)| Tits. 
vii-xvii. Lib. IV, Reoopllaoléni see also George Kubler, "Ifexioan 
urbanism in the sixteenth century," Art Bulletin, XXIV (June 1942), 
160-71} Norman S. Haymer, "oaxaoa, oity of Old Hfexloo," Soolology 
and Boolal research (November 1944), 87-95, and his "itoxloo Cityt 
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its growth and configuration," American Journal of Sociology.  I, 
Jan. 1945), 296-304, for further references*    Foundation and plan 
of Marida, Robert S. Chamberlain* "Francisco de Montejo and the 
conquest of Yucatan, o. 1473-1546,"  (Ms., Dootoral dissertation* 
Harvard Univ., 1936), pp. 247-48} Juan de D. Feres Galas, "La 
fundaoián de Marida de Yucatán," in Fausto A. Hijuelos F, ed., 
tbridat monografía (MBXíOO, 1942), pp. 61-64; Gabriel Ferrer de M, 
Nuestra oi'udadt    Mirida de Yucatán, 1642-1988 (Herida, 1988), pp. 
15-30, 101-106, 117-léj J. Ignacio Rubio Mane, La casa de Ifentejo 
en Marida de Yucatan, Universidad nacional autónoma de Uaxioo, 
Instituto de investigaciones estáticas (Uaxioo, 1941), pp. 1-22 
(esp. map, p. 16); Aoael T. Raneen, "The ecology of a Latin Amer- 
ican city [Marida] " E. B. Reuter, ed.. Race and culture contacts 
(New York, 1954), pp. 124-42.    See below. Chapter 3, Notes 12-14. 

31. Lt. [ Jamesj  Cook, Remarks on a passage from the River Bailee...to 
Marida...in February and March 1766 (London, 1769), pp. 18-22, 32-34; 
Stephens, Yucatan, II, 11-12,' 58-40, 68-71, 80-81, 171-72, et passim. 

32. J.  Ignaoib Rubio Mane,  "Los barrios de Merida," Hijuelos, IJóri'da 
pp. 117-19i  José Hernándes Fajardo, "Los arcos de Marida," ibid., 
pp. 130-S4j  Hanoen,  "Eoology," loo,  oit.,  125-26,  130-32. 

33. "The barrioB were a different world.... In man"- respects they were 
villages.•.the strongest loyalties of the inhabitants were to their 
barrio rather than to the oity as a whole*... The humblest person 
in the barrio felt himself superior to people born outside Marida," 
Hanson, "Ecology," loo, oit., 130-31. 

34. Gerónimo Castillo, "Un pacto y un pleito," Registro Yucateoo,  IV (1846), 
41.    Cf* "Residents of other barrios were looked upon au foreigners 
and ganag fights took place between them.    It was somewhat dangerous 
to go into a strange barrio at night.    Although in general the bar- 
rios were similar to one another, they exhibited certain individual 
characteristics," Hanson, "Ecology," loo, oit», p. 31. 

35. Robert Redfield, The folk culture of Yucatan (Chicago, 1941), pp. 36-43. 

36. In 1794 Dnitas had a population of 724,  Ticul 10,928, AHY,  I, 223,224} 
in 1846, respectively 2,790 and 6,988  (See above. Table 3). Redfield 
gives pop. of municipio of Dzitas in 1930 as 2,411 (op. oit», p. 373), 
while Tioul's is stated as 7,520 (third largest in Yucatan) "by 
tbrrio Steggerda, "A description of thirty towns in Yucatan, Itexioo," 
Smithsonian institution. Bureau of American Ethnology, Bulletin 136 
(Washington, 1943), p. 243. ———— 

37. Roys, Colonial background, p. 66, 179, 186-86, 191-92} see Tables 6 
and 6, supra,} Refill and Boon, "Estadística," loo» oit». Table Cj 
Heller,""Roisen« pp. 226-26} Steggerda, "Thirty towns," loo, oit., 243. 

38. Stephens, Yucatan, I, 347-48. 

39. Stephens, Yucatan,  I, 262-68, 285-92, II, 95-116} B. M. Norman, 
Rambles in Yucatan, including a visit to the remarkable ruins  (New 
York, 1842), pp. 143-46. 

40. Joaquín Castillo Pareasa, "Las canteras de Ticul," Artículos sueltos 
(íferida, 1899), pp. 227-29.    Cf. for modern times, "The chief in- 
dustry of Tioul is pottery making, although basket and hat making 
also supply labor for many of the inhabitants.    Near Tioul are many 
tobacco fields, so that many cigarettes and cigars are produced in 
this vicinity," Steggerda,  "Thirty towns," loo, oit», p. 243. 
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41. Stephens, Yucatan, I, 290-92, II, 96-114» 

42. Stephens, Yucatan, I, S80, II, 114-1G, 103» 104.    "Se deolara 
legitima y hftbll a Dona Josefa, hija natural del C. Manuel Garcia 
Sosa," Jan. 20, 1854, Asnar Pares, Colpcoión,  I, 175-76. 

43. "Division territorial," May 24, 1837, Aenar Pire», ColeooKn. I, 
260-64| "Division territorial del estado," Nov. 30, 1840, ibid», 
Z, 360-66 set up five "Departments" to divide seventeen partidos, 
and then inoluded 226 towns. 

44. Stephens, Yuoatan, II, 111. 

45. Humboldt, Essai, II, 1-70.    Irving A Leonard, "Colonial sooiety in 
colonial 'Híspanle Amerioa," A. Curtis Wilgus, ed». Colonial His- 
panic Amerloa, George Washington Univ., Studies in Hispanic American 
affairs, 'iV ¿Washington, 1936), pp. 240-60j C. E. Marshall, "The 
birth of the mestiso in Hew Spain," Híspanlo Amerloan Historical 
Review, XE (May 1939), 161-84; LillianEstoile Fisher, The bftoE- 
ground of the revolution for Maxioan independence (Doeton, 1934), 
pp.' '¿3-301 H.  I. Priestley, The coming of1'the white man, 1492-1848, 
A. H. Sohlesingor and D. K. Vox, edc, A history of American life, 
I (Mew Yox'k, 1930), pp. 109-12.    Still useful 'is E. G. Bourne, 
Spain in Amerloa, A. B. Hart, ed.. The Amerioan natloni a history, 
V (liar York, 1904), pp. 253-81. 

46. Humboldt, Kseal, n, 46-62. "Loo hijos de los españoles, mestizos, 
pardos, chinos, y morenos," should be taught Spanish, Jan. 19, 
1791, AHY, III, 212.    China usually meant "servant girl," see 
Karl Lentrnor, "observations on the Spanish language in Guatemala," 
Modern Language Notes, VIII, 41-43 (Feb. 1698), B. W. Green, "The 
meaning of the word 'China*," ibid., 318 (May 1693).    In modern 
Msxiao, it ic slang or ooramon talk for "sweet-heart." 

47. Angel Rosenblat, "El desarrollo de la población indígena de América," 
Tierra Firme, I (1935), #lill5-33, 7,21117-46, #Sil09-41| Joaquín 
Roncal, "The ¡legro race in Mexico," Hispanic American Historical 
Review, XXXIV (Aug. 1944), 530-40. Both these give much biblio- 
graphy; the Review for that issue was devoted to minority groups 
in Latin Amerioa.    There is a growing bibliography on the topic, 

48. "L'Européen le plus miserable, sans education, sans culture intelleot- 
uelle, se oroit superieur aux blanos nés dans le nouveau continent...' 
Humboldt, Essai, II, 2-5. 

49. José M. Valdes Acosté, A través de las centuriasi obra especial que 
contiene apuntes histéricos, relatos genealógicos, resenas bio- 
gráficas» ..etc. etc. (3 volé., Msrida, 1923-31), I, 279-80, mention- 
ing Pedro Bollo y Torrecilla as "el primer oriollo a quien se 
confirió éste empleo." Gerónimo Castillo, Dlcolcnario histórico 
biográfico y monumental de Yuoatan desde la conquista hasta el ' 
nltlmo ano de la dominación española on el pals (Msrida, 1866), 
p. l07| Ancona, Historia, III, 153-56. 

60. Humboldt, Essal, II, 1-3, 65, 60, 459j Ronoal, "Negro raoe," loe, olt». 
tables. 
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51. Fisher, Bao; 
doe.)] 

ground, p. 35 [glosa of report of 1802 (based on AGI 
FranoYntion of the Ordinance of Intendants for New 

Spain," Arts. 153, 137, and eBp. 129, Fisher, Intendant system, 
pp. 169-90, 193-94, 196» Titc. 5-20, Lib. VI, Beoopllaclon. 
Tribute of "Negroes, froe mulattoes and of other castes" was 24 
reales, that of Indians 16 (Art* 137), but trae  oastes (pardos) 
were those who served in provincial militia; their exemption 
from tribute "shall not be extended under any motive or pretext 
to those of the same olaee who are enlisted in the flying and 
urban oomponies" (Art. 139)* "listado expresivo de las juris- 
dicciones" 1794, AHY, I, 209-34 indicates companies of militia 
of oardoa in Herida (p. 209), Ienraal (p. 216),, Hootdn (p. 218), 
Lima "(p. 226), Munuemá (p. 227), Maxoana (p. 227), CallcLrd, and 
Tenabo (p. 229), Carapccho (p. 250), amounting to a total of per- 
haps 1,500; thiB wouid account for about 7,500 
an average family of C for each. The probabilii 

ordos, assuming 
is liigh that 

Indians who managed to got enrolled in tho militia were plaoed 
in companies of Bardos Disciplinados rather than in companies of 
Blanoos. 

62. Juan Antonio Valora and Francisco Javier de Corroe, "Disourso sobre 
la constitución de las provincias de Yucatán y Campeche, 1766" 
complained to José de Galvéz that "Ademas de los indios tributarios 
hay un crecido número de ellos en la provincia en oíase de hidalgos 
que no contribuyen tributo alguno y están alistados por milicianos1* 
and that there were also a great number of "másticos y mulatos" 
who likewise avoided tribute; they oolleotively were tabulated as 
"Gentes de Color," AKY, III, 10-11. 

53. Bohánove, "Cuadro estadístico...1814," loo, oit. (see above, Note 2(g)). 

64. Sources, Table 10i "Estado general de la población de la jurisdicción 
de lArida, capital de la provincia de Yucatan, ano de 1790," EHY, 
III, 112, AHY, I, 210-12; the editor states that the version in EHY 
had "algunos errores que aquí [AHY] se han enmendado a vista del 
documento original (AHY, I, lxix, n.). I am indebted to F. V* 
Señolee for suggestions and clarification of vocational tenas, 
and for criticism ot an earlier version of this tabulation. 

56. Decree, Aug. 28, 1823, Peon and Condra, Colecolon, I, 7-8; Decree, 
May 2, 1826, Alvarez, Anales, I, 189-97T 

66. Fabian de Fonseoa and Carlos Urrutia, "iAnsas," Oct. 31, 1792, 
Historia general do Real Hacienda, eaorlta...por 6rden del vlrey 
Conde de Revillagigedot obra hasta ahora inédita (6 vols», Msx'ioo. 
Í845-53), IV, 221-53, par. $69 (quoting informe of 1789); the title 
was ono of the few on which royal dues were paid to date; par #69 
gives date of .title as founded Fob. 11, 1772; Valdéa Aooata, 
Centurias, I, 336-36. 

57. Scholec, in private letter, writes that holders of late colonial 
fuero militar oolleotively formed a group which "apparently in- 
oluded most of the heads of colonial families in Herida who did 
not hold some other office or rank." Quote from Anoona, Historia, 
III, 347. 

58. Valdés Aoosta, Centurias, I, 367-420, esp. 410 ff. 
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69*    See below* ohapter 6, Anoona, Historia, IIX( 540-41. 

60. Carlos A. Eohánove, "La oasa solariega de los Garcia Rejón," 
Hijuelos, Mjrida, pp. 305-307. 

61. Pars. 46-66 (•'Artos y manufacturas") & 78, apud Eohánove, "Cuadro 
estadístico...1814,"ElFénix, #24-#26 (Feb7~26, Llar. 1, 1649)| 
Regil and Peon, "Kstadls'k'ioa," loo, oit», 524. 

62. Besides agricultural tasks. Indiano vero listed as mat weavers, 
potters, workers in salt pans, fishennen, sailors, quarry workers, 
masons, shoemakers and leather workers, tailors, muleteers, cow- 
boys, woodcutters, porters, oharooal burners, in Santiago Ufades, 
"IndioB de Yucatán," Sociedad mexicana de geografía e estadística, 
Boletín, lia Ép., t.2 (1870), 374-87  [translated by Marshall H. 
SaviHie in "Reports on the Haya Indians of Yuoatan," tfuseum of 
the American Indian, Indian notes and monographs,  IX (Maw York, 
1921), 133-226],    Üef. Sevilla trans., pp. 148-49.   Waldeok, 
Voyage, p. 20. 

63. Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo, oit., 324, adding that right- 
fully labor should organize and beoome "una de tantas ruedas on 
el mecanismo político" of the state. 

64. Anoona, Historia, III, 266-66, 289j Baranda, Rooordaoiones,  I, 162, 
164-66; Acnar Barbaohano and Carbó» Menoría, p. 26 also say Span- 
iards in Campeche, locally oallod Catalanes, mostly embraced the 
liberal, republican causes "oon tal' calor y entusiasmo...que no 
podían tolerar la dominación despótioa de D. Agustín Iturbide" but 
of. Ibid», p. 56. 

65. Rubio Mane, "Barrios," loe, olt.i Hernández Fajardo, "Aróos," loo, oit. 
Santiago and Sta. Catarina were west, comprised of natives found by" 
Montejo on arrival| San Sebastian also contained ilayaj on east, 
San Cristobal contained Náhuatl allies brought by ifontejoj none of 
the barrio Indians were held in encomienda, and reeeived reduoed 
rates of tribute payment.    Santa Lucia was oreatod on north "poblado 
de esclavos negros y mulatos."    Santa Ana formed later in XVIth o», 
'on north.    Rubio **me, op. oit.    The parish of Jesus Maria seem- 
ingly was "de los pardos,1' but was extinguished 1774, Registro 
YÁicateoo, II (1846), 339| a new 'barrio». Santuario, was created oa. 
l76¿, ibid.,  IV (1846), 181. 

66. Valora arid" 'Javier de Corres, "Disourso, 1766," loo, oit., 77, 80. 

67. Eohánove, "Cuadro estadístico...1814," par. 104, El Fénix #28 (ifcr. 16, 
1849), but he pointed out that census data included Inhabitants 
"hasta los originarios de Africa," par. 16, op. elt, fr2Z (Feb. 16, 
1849). 

68*    Iorenso Zavala, Ensayo histórico de las revoluciones de MBgloo desde 
1808 hasta 1830 (.2 vols., Paris, Hew York, 1881-32), I, 379 "por 
fortuna la rasa negra apenas se ha oonooido en aqual estado, en 
donde no pasaba de doeoientoe ol número de esolavos, cuya mayor 
parte estaba en Campeche." 

69.   Alvares, Anales, I    94-96.    Mslohor, a "negro claro," was given his 
"liberty card" April 8, 1618 after he had paid 360 pesos.    Lorenzo 
M. Caldera»s will, in fora of verse. Registro Yuoateco, I (1846), 369. 
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70. 

71. 

72. 

73. 

74. 

75. 

76. 

77. 

Stephens, Yucatan,  II» 110) adds, "Their complexion is a black tinge 
laid upon copper.••[theirJ costume••.a vile caricature of the 
common Europea» dress, with somo touohes of their own elegant 
fanoy."    Cf. ibid.,  I, 17, 28. 

Norman, Rambles, pp. 65, 226.    "The latter class [blacks]  is prin- 
cipally composed of runaway slaves from the neighboring islands. 
Tliotr number, hovrevor, is small" (p. C5)j the village was San 
Fernando, seven leagues north of Tisimin, "numbering about 
seventy males."  (p.226). 

Heller, Re is en, p. 276,  "Er soh von weitesu aus wie mit Sehnee bedookt} 
hunderte und hunderte Indianer uud Indianerinen, ¿festisen und 
Sohwartse beiderlel Gesohleotes hatten sich dacelbst versammelt.•.•" 

L Italios mine.]    Arthur Marelet, Voyage dans l'Amirique Céntralo, 
1»lie de Cuba et la Yuoatan (2 VOIB., Paris, ISoY),  I, lSé, spejak- 
ing of soldiers noted "on reoonnaiBsait ceux dont le sang 6tait 
croisé et qui partloipaient de la race afraioaine." 

Introduction of slaves forbidden, and children of slaves freed as born, 
Sept.. 13, 1023, Peon and Gondra, Colccol6n,  I, 19; prices of claves 
to remain fixed (no profit on re-Bales),' ibid., Nov. 16, 1825; 
absolute freedom, owtors to be indemnified, Oct. 15, 1629, Alvares, 
Anales,  I, 217-18. 

Roafield, Folk culture, p. 33, referring to period 1930 and after. 
Cf. José Vasconcelos, tilicas criollo i vida del autor, esorita por el 
mismo (6th odn., ffexico, 193Gj, 1¡L7, reporting on his residence 
"there, 1895-96, states t>iat in Ccmpeche "Problemas de rasa tampooo 
los habla...loe habitantes blanoos jamás liallaron contacto oon el 
negro." 

of the many works on race, culture and language, the following are 
valuable summaries, Brans Boas, The mind of primitive man (New York, 
1911, rev. 1938), and his Raoc, language and Culture (Mew York, 1940); 
Leslie Spier, ed., language, culture, and personality i essays in 
memory of Bdward Saplr (Mauasha, itfls., 1941), esp. Ralph linton. 
The study of" maní an introduction (Sew York, 1936), pp. 22-59, 494-97; 
Clyde lauokhohn and V/. H. Kelly,' "The concept of culture"  («ineo- 
graphed, Cambridge,  Uuss., 1944).    These contain bibliography. 

George D* Williams, Maya-Spanish grosses in Yucatan, Harvard Univ., 
Paabody Uaseum of Amerioan archaeology and Ethnology» Papers, XIII 
(Cambridge, 1931)} Morris Steggerda, Anthropometry of adult Haya 
Indiansi a study of their physical and"t>hy»iologioal characteristics, 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publication 434 (Washington, 
195?) give some comparative information.    See also, Juan Comas, La 
antropología física en fjfocioo y Contro-Amorloai estadísticas, 
b'xbTio^raflas, y mapas de "distribución de oarAoteres soaatióos. 
Instituto panamericano de geografía e historia, Publioaolon 68 
(ífejcioo, 1943). 

F. Starr, Physical character of the Indians of southern Maxioo, üniv. 
of Chicago, Decennial publications,  IV (Chicago, 1902), pp. 50-61, 
and his "The sacral spot in Maya Indians," Solenco, XVII (1903), 
132-33, and In IndianMaxiooi a narrative of travel and labor 
(Chicago, 1903), pp. 303-13, 413-15i A. M. Tosser, A oomparatlvo 
study of the Mayas and the Laoandpnes, Archaeological Institute "of 
Amerioa, Report of the Fellow in Am. Arch., 1902-1905 (Mew York,1907), 
pp. 24-26| Williams, Maya-Spanish crosses, pp. 228-36, 178-80, 261-56; 
Steggerda, Anthropometry, pp. 1-2, and his tiaya Indians of Yucatan, 
Carnegie Institution ofViashington, Publication 531 (Washington, 
1941), pp. 153-231. 
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78. 

79, 

80. 

81. 

82. 

83. 

84. 

86. 

Chapter Two, #78 - #92 

Karl Sapper» "Der gogenwirtige Stand dor ethnographiaohen Kenatnia 
von Iflttelamorika*" Arohiv far Anthropologio, n.8. Ill (1904)* 1-58 
(rof. p. 11). 

W. W. Howella, "The origina of American Indian race typea," The Maya 
and their neighbors (New York, 1940), pp. 3-9 (ref. p. 3), witb 
refs. 

Jorge Engerrand, "Tin caso de orucemiento entre un ohino y un» yuoateoa/ 
International Congress of Americanists, XVIIth Congress, Prooeedinge 
(Maocioo* 1910), pp. 106-106} Williams, Ifcya-Spanlah oroaeea* pp. 
43-49. •• 

These unoonsoiously accepted and deep-lying attitudes form together 
what anthropologists sometimes call "covert culture."    For Impress- 
ive list of Spanish writings about the nature of colonial Indians* 
sec Lewis Hank», "The Spanish ooncept of the Indian*" and "Biblio- 
graphy on the oharaoter of the American Indian," in his "Studies 
in the theoretical aspeots of the Spanish conquest of America*" 
(MB.* Doctoral dissertation. Harvard Univ.* 1935)* pp. 27-34* 860-68 
(and bibliog., pp. 320-66). 

Cook* Merlda..»1765, p. 26j Waldeok, Voyage* pp. 12* 20| Stephana* 
Yuoatan,  I, 379* 243; Heller* Releen, p. 215;  Jose Hernandos Fajardo* 
historia de las artes menores," Enciclopedia Yuoatanonae,  IV, 823-99 
(olothea, pp. 823-33). 

Noanan, Rambles, pp. 22, 42, 64-66, 66; Buenaventura Vlv6, "El ex- 
tranjero en Marida*" Reglatro Yuoatooo,  II (1846)* 362-80, esp. 
376-76; Kobertaon, Visit. t, 158. 

Cook, .Marida.. «1766, p. 27; José Fernando Ramiros * Viaje a Yuoatan* 
186S, C. R. Mañanóos* ed., (Marida, 1926).    The apeeohea of a idas 
Amanda paltorf in Boston, against oustom of «ajustarse el ooree* 
were reported with delight, El Notioloao* #186 (July 21* 1847). 

Hanaen, "Ecology," loo, oit., p. 129. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

menores*" loo, oit.* 825-24. 
Juan José Hernandos,' "Costumbres de las indias de Yucatán," Regiatro 

Yuoatooo. III (1846)* 290-98, eap. 290j Mandea, "Report...léSl*" 
loe. cli«* 190-91. 

Cook, Marida...1765* p. 26; Hernandez, "Costumbres*" loo, oit»* 290. 

0°°k» Marida...1766, pp. 26-29; Waldeok, Voyage, p. 12; Stephens, 
Central America,  II* 399-400, Yucatan,  I, 41-42, II, 110; Norman, 
Ramblea, pp. 20, 27-28; HellerTTtoleen, p. 216; ííorelet. Voyage, 
I, lY/; Hernandos Fajardo, "Artes menores," loo, oit.. 824-26; 
Ltendes, "Report," loo, oit.* 191-92. 

Hernandos* "Costumbres*" loo, oit., 293-94; Mandea, "Report...1861*" 
loo, oit.* 191-92; Toaser, Mayas and iAoandonea, pp. 31-32. 

Hernandez Fajardo* "Artes menores," loo, oit., 826; Hernandez* 
"Ooatumbres*" loo, oit.» 297. 

Stephens, Yuoatan, I, 42; Heller, Relson, pp. 276-77; Robertaon, Visit, 
I, 162; A. Woeikof, "Reiae duroh Yuoatan und die sfidSstliohen Pro- 
viruten von Msxiko," Potoraanns fiittheilungen, XXV (1879), 204. 
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95. "Romanen de los establecimientos y productos," Exposición del 
gobierno do Yucatan etc.,...   [June 18, 1844], p. 25| Regil and 
J^on, "EstadÍ8tloa,ri loo, olt», 323} they state the soap used 
"os ordinario, trigueño y de pooo agradable olor*" 

94*    Stephens, Yuoatan,  I, 113, 379,  II, 98, lOOj Santiago Burgos Brito, 
"En un barrio de Herida a principios del siglo," Hijuelos F, 
Herida, 213j Hernández Fajardo, "Artes menores," loo, cit., 825-28. 

95»   Waldeok   mentions three different costumes usual for mayordomos. 
Voyage, p. 93j Stephens, Yuoatan, II, 98.    See Plate VII, below. 

96. Stephens, Yuoatan,  I, 28 mentlons*"vaqueros in festive costume}  II, 63 
gives working "costino, "a small hard heavy straw hat, cotton shirt, 
drawers and sandals; over his body a thick jacket, or overall, made 
of tanned cowhide, with the sleeves reaching below his hands, and 
standing out as if made of wood." 

97. Hernández Fajardo, "Artes menores," loo, olt., 828-32, with pioture». 

98*   Víaldeok, Voyage, p. 91 carefully desoribes mestiza, costume of Cempeohe; 
p. 92, that of Marida} he thought they were bfemmea desslnees par 
Miohel-Ange."    Heller, Bojeen, p. 216} Msrelet, Voyage, p. 117| esp. 
Robertson, Visit, I, 162} Cnarnay,  Gltés, pp. 306-307} Alioe Dixon 
Lo Plongeon, "Notes on Yucatan," Stephen Salisbury, ed». The Ifexican 
calendar stone etc.,  (Privately printed. Worooster, 1879j, pp. 69-98, 
who wrote, "Nothing can be prettier than a young mestiza in holiday 
attire — her plo and ulpil both edged with colored embroidery and 
deep laoe, made by the natives, around her nook a gold rosary, from 
which depend coins of the same metal, and ribbons of various hues* 
Her bearing is that of a princess] a modest one withal.... Their 
hair is either worn in two plaits, or fastened in a peculiar knot, 
called a Tuoh, that falls on the back of the neok," pp. 96-97* 

99. Stephens, YUoatan, II, 98, 100} Norman, Rambles, p. 99.    Norman men- 
tions tbvftr rearing white stockings and shoes} Stephens found some 
shoes and stockings in recent Mestizo graves, Yucatan, I, 246, 287. 

100. Stephens, Yucatan,  I, 330-31} Heller, Reiiten, pp. 216-17* 

101. Anoona, Historia, III, 282 n. 3; Rubio Mane, Casa de Montero, pp. 96-97. 

102. Redfield, Folk culturo, pp. 61, 76. 

103. José Tiburoio Lopes, Manaage del.«.gobernador del estado de Yüoatán oto. 

ítodem Philology, XXVII (May, 1930), 461-60} Edmundo Ontlveros Bollo, 
tfiyismos, barbaríamos y provincialismos yucatecos (Marida, 1931)} 
Prudenoio patron Penicho, nM(t)6xioo yuoateooi barbaríamos, pro- 
vincialismos y mayismos," Sociedad clentlfioa Antonio Áltate, 
MamorJas,  LII (1929-31), 75-178, and separately under oorreoted title, 
LB3CÍ'OO" yuoateoo oto. (Mexico, 1932)} Carmen He radia u, "Dialectología 
de Yuoatan/' 'inverETgaoiones Lingfllsticas, II (Mov. 1934), 371-80} 
Alfredo Barrera Vasquez,  "Mayismos y vooos mayas en el español de 
Yucatán," ibid», IV (Jan. 1937), 9-35} Badro Honriques ürena. El 
español en MBJíOO, los Estados Unidos, y America Central, ühivT"de 
Buenos Aires, Instituto de Filología, Biblioteca de' dialectología 
hispano-amerioana, IV (Buenos Aires, 1938), esp. pp. xlvi-lvii. 
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104. Bartolomé del Granado Baesa,  "Infome dada por el cura de Yaxoabá... 
oobre el manejo* vida, y costumbres de los indios•••1812»" 
Registro YUoateeo, I (1845). 166-78, Hernández, "Costumbres," 
loo, oit., 291. 297i latndez,  "Report.»«1861," loo, olt., p.192. 
Stephana/ Central America» II* 407, Yucatan, I* 122, 161} Holler» 
Releen, p. 216.    Tozg'or, Mayas and Laoandonaa, p. 36. 

105. Heneen,' "Eoology," loo, olt., p. 128| Redfleld, Folk culture, p. 26. 

106. Stephens, Yuoatan, I, 139.    Toraer, Mayas and Iacandonos» p. 8; 
Redfleld, Folk oulturo» pp. 60-65. 

107. "Dialogo entre los indios Juan y pascual»" El Misceláneo» #78-80 
(1815), reproduced in Enciclopedia Yucatáñense, Y, 23-26. Stephens 
and his companions were callea Ingleses, ^Englishmen," by Maya and 
mestizos» Yucatan» I» 328.    Such Amerioan and English persons are 
sometimes now known among tlie Maya of Quintana Boo as •red-heads,* 
ohao-pol, H. Adrian, "Einiges fiber die Maya-Indianer von Quintana 
Roo," Gesellsohaft• Erdkunde tu Berlin, Soltsohrift f. 1924, 247. 
Redfleld, Folk Culture, pp. 61-62| Villa, Quintana Roo, pp.93-94, 
stating Anorioans are called 'red men*, ohaohao-raaoob. 

108. "Chan Santa Cruz a travéB de la historia," Quintana Root    album 
monografía (6. A. Uenéndez, ed.« Lbxioo, 1956), p. 21 j Adrián, 
"?*iya-lhdianer," loo, olt.» Redfield» Folk Culture, pp. 60-61| 
Villa, Quintana Roo, p. 94 says that huaohob "are set apart from 
all others by their evil ways, oruelty, and lack of morality and 
religion."    Fellow students in Campeohe (1896-96) called José 
Vasoonooloo a guaoho, "es deoir, mexicano arribeño, hombre de la 
meseta, poco amigo del agua y vagamente turbio en BU trato," 
Ullses criollo, p. 118. 

109. Redfield and Villa,  Chan Kom, pp. 101-102. 

110. Woeikof, "Releen," loo, olt., 204} Stephen Salisbury, The Ifcyms and 
the souroos of their hieiory (Privately printed, Worcester, 1677;, 
p. 22 present diametricallyopposed statements for about the same 
period} the one states "die Ifestizen ntfhern sloh in Hirer Lsben- 
welse nehr don M&ya ale den Europlem und spreehen unter sioh 
Maya-Spraohe," while the other declares "The half-breeds» or 
Mestizoes prefer to associate with the whites rather than with 
the Indians...."    cf. Honaan, Rambles» p. S0| Stephens» Yuoatan, I, 
373-74 mentioning that his mestizo aide was foraerly a blacksmith 
and "knowing the oharaoter of the Indians» speaking their language, 
and being but a few degrees removed from them by blood» he could 
get out of them twice as much work as I could." 

111. E.g., Iaureano Peoh, Berardino Chan» Bernardino Ya, and Alejandro Jib 
in "Ras6n de los hacenderos que han pagado en el partido de la Costa 
Alta, 1786," AON, Boletín.  DC (oot. 1938), 662, Francisoo Acal, 
Isidro Puoh, Juan A. Zuc, Juan Chi, Juan de la Cruz Camal as sub- 
scribers to RegiBtro Yuoateop, 1846 (III); in 1808 a single Indian 
was found among the 169 presbyters of the Franoisoan Order, Fran- 
oisco M&riano Chan (total of 12 Spaniards, 180 oreóles, none of whom 
had Indian names). Carrillo y Anoona, ^ray Martines, pp. 49-60i 
Chan may well have been mestizo. 
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117, 

110. 

119. 

120. 

112*    Stephens* Yuoatan, II, 258*    I have not seen the article promised 
for vol. VI, of Enoiclopedla Yuoatanenso whioh hopes to "estudia 
en particular al típico «mestieo»" (ibid»,  1, 14). 

113. E. B. Router, Race mixturet    studies in Intermarriage and mis- 
oegonation (Bow York, Í93Í), p. 216? see ibid», 161-216 for 
sooiologioal and psychological probing of" mixed breedsi see also 
his Race and culture contacts, passim, esp. pp. 1*18.    One of 
several attempts to plaoe mo'stisafle on an investigable plane is 
Malvin Tumin, "Culture, genuine and spurious i    a re-evaluation," 
•teierioan Sooiologioal Review, X (Apr. 19*5), 199-207 based 
chiefly on Guatemalan IJaya. 

114. Anoona, Historia, IV, 15, n.3.    The nomenclature which labelled 
whites as ''vecinos" as opposed to "indios" was current in 1841, 
and has persisted in some parts of Yucatan for a century there- 
after, see Stephens Yuoatan, 1, 273j Redfield, Folk culture, pp. 
66, 375-76. 

116.    Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo, eit., 2P8-89.    others estimated 
the native element higher, e.g., Zavala, Revoluciones de Mégioo, 
I, 379) Norman, Rambles, p. 82) Heller, Reiaen, p. 216.    Morelet, 
Voyage,  I, 172 mentions that the nomadic Indians numbered SO -40,000; 
this would amount to about 8,000 additional heads of families, which 
when added to the Indians noted in 'J&bles 10 & 11 would malos the 
relative percentages of whites and Indians 29# and 71j£, or e. ratio 
of 2.4/1.0 Indian males to white. 

116*    Robert E. Park, "Race relations and certain frontiers," Reuter, 
Culture oontaots, pp. 57-86, quote on p. 68. 

Desire Charnay, Citen et ruines Amerloalnoei    Mitla, Palenque, Chichón 
Itsa, Uxmal (Paris, 1863), p. 230.    Cf. typioal Yuoateoan statement? 
''The Republic, to oall it such, is oomposed of heterogeneous parts, 
among which, proceeding with sufficient prudence and caution, it is 
possible to establish a certain harmony, but never will it be 
practical to convert them into a compact mass, as V7«ry time that 
is attempted, invincible resistance arises," Pantaloon Barrera 
etal.. Observaciones sobre la actual situación política del 
departamento de Yuoatan [November 26, 1846] (Msxioo, 1845), p. 20. 
Gratitude is here expressed to the Sooial Scienoe Rosearon Council 
for a Pre-Dootoral Fellowship which permitted me to study some 
phases of the problem of the patria chica in Oaxaoa, ¿toxico, 
1942-43) results of that study 'remain unpublished. 

J. I. Rubio Mane, El separatismo do Yucatan (lisrida, 1936), pp. 23-24. 
Cf. Harry Bernstein, "Regionalism in the national history of Mexico," 
Acta Americana, II (Oct. 1944), 305-14. 

Redfield and Villa, Chan Kom, pp. 9, li-13, 102-106) Redfield, Folk 
culture, pp. 14-16, llO-Sl. 

See above. Note 1) Oswaldo Baqueiro Anduee,  IA oiudad heráioat 
historia de Valladolid (lisrida, 1943)) Felipe Feres Álcali!, 
Ensayos biografióos, ouadros historióos, hojas dispersas (Merida, 
1914; and his Reoprdaoiones históricas (Marida, 1919)) Franoisoo 
Canton Rosado/"Ensayo8 historióos, apologéticos y literarios 
(Msrida, 1929) and his Datos y documentos relativos a la vida 
militar y política del Sr. General Brigadier' Don Franoisoo Cantón 
(C. R. MBnendes, borop'., Marida,1951). Gustavo Martines Álomla, tos 
historiadores de Yuoatan (Campeche, 1906). Gabriel Ferrer de MeáHolea, 
"Historia de la historigrafia," Enoiolopodia Yuoatanense, V, 815-46. 
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Chapter Two, ^121 

121.    Fabian Carrillo Suaste, "Juan Fio Peresi    memoria biográfica," in 
Juan Plo Peres et al«, Diccionario de la lengua aaya (Marida, 
1866-77), pp. xlll-xlx) rVanoleoo do P. Sosa, Manual do biografía 
yuoateoa (Marida, 1366), pp. 160-67, 194-2013 Cresoenolo Carrillo 
y Anoona, "Don Justo Sierra," Bepertorio Pintoresco,  1 (186S), 
495-602.    Received too late for use here was Eroea Paulino Novelo, 
Monografía de Espita (Marida, 1945), a 40-page pamphlet. 

Chapter Three, ¿1 - ,','4 (oont*d) 

1. Alonso Asnar Peres, ed., Coleooion de leyes, decretos y órdenes o 
aouerdos de tendonóla general del poder legislativo del estado libre 
jTsoberano de Yuoatán (3 vols., Morida, 1649-51), III, 129-50 
(April 26). 

2. Alfonso Fabila, exploración económico-social del estado de Yucatán 
(Mexico, n.d.   [1942J), pp. 17-18, map (p. 6).' 

5.    Polioarpo de tiohanovo et al», "Cuadro estadlstloo de Yucatán en 1814," 
pars, 80-81, 1S1 Fénix, fr27 (tter. 10, 1649)i Pedro Manuel Regil, 
Memoria instructiva sobre el oomeroio general de la provincia de 
"Yucatán y particular del puerto de Campeche (Madrid, 1814) aleo 
El Fénix, Dec. 1846), par. 10; "Instrucciones que la diputación 
provincial do Yucatán di6 a los Sres. Diputados que eligió la pro- 
vincia para oonourrir a las cortee generales y ordinarias de la 
monarquía en los anos de 1621 y 1822," Kl Fénix, #32 (Apr* 6, 1849)j 
José M. Regil and Alonso Manuel Poon, "Estadístioa de Yuoatán," 
Sooiedad mexicana de geografía y estadística. Boletín (1862-63), 
257-540, esp. 325-26•    Juan de Dios Cougaye, "Relaoion que en ox- 

•traoto manifiesta la Instrucción...méritos y servicios«..que eon 
utilidad comen y pública ha desempeñado,"    Registro Yuoateoo,  17 
(1846), 52-64, esp. 56) José Tiburoio Lipes, Mpnsage«».dol Gobernador 
del estado de Yuoatán,..al abrirse las sesiones ordinarias de la 
legislatura del ano de 26 (Campeohe, 1826; Eohanis Collection), p.2i 
it is worthy oé note that this pamphlet is the earliest Jaocm im- 
print from Campeche. 

4.    "Sobre construcción y roparaoién do caminos," Oct. 50, 1827, Jone 
Maria Peon and Isidro Qondra, eds., Coleooion de leyes, dcoretos y 
ordenes del augusto congreso del estado libre de Yuoatán (2 volsTT 
rev. e'dii.. Marida, 1832), "¿I, 99-101; "Sobre caminos," óot. 21, 1828 
penaitbod eaoh partido to spend up to 10,000 pesos, ibid.» II, 
13G-39j  "Se faculta" al gobierno para la oomposioién del eamino de 
Tekax," Oet. 17, 1828, ibld., II, 137) "üeglamento para la con- 
strucción y reparación de caminos oarreteros en todo el estado," 
May 6, 1833, Asnar Pérez, Colooolén,  I, 106-10) "Reglamento para la 
construcción y reparación de caminos oarreteros en todo el estado,* 
Jan* 20, 1841 «¡instituted forced labor susponded May 31, 1837, ibid.» 
I, 264-65,  II, 4-13)   "Aclaración del reglamento para la construcción 
de caninos," liay 11, 1G44, ibid.,  II, 319-20)  "Sobre faginas," 
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Chapter Three, #t (cont'd) - #« 

Mar. 6, 1845, ibid., II, 395.    Regil and Peon, "Estadística," 
loo, olt.» S25-2é.    Map Igr Santiago Uigra do San Martin, "Piano dc 
acatan, 1848"%  (also same map, with mors data, in Stephen Salla* 
bury, jr.. The Mayas, tho sources of their history, privately 
printed. Wo rooster, 187V )j "Karte von Yuoatan naoh der handsehrifb- 
lichen Karte von Juan Jose de Leon und anderen, bearbeitet, ver- 
bessert und gesieohnet von Carl Heller, 1647," C. B. Heller, Kelson 
in MaaclkD In den Jshrw 1846-1848 (Loipsig, 1868)j Jean Fréderio 
Maximilian, Baron de Waldeok, Voyage plttoresouc et aroheqlofllquo 
dans la province d'Yuoatan (Amérlq.uo Céntrale Í pendant lee anneee 
l834ei 
Í8S6." 

J6 (Burls, 1838;, Pi. I, "Carte de la province de Yucatan... 

5*    José Maria Valdés Aeoata, A través do las oenturiaei    obra espeoial 
(3 vols.. Marida, 1923-31),  I, 416-17.    The contemporary port of 
Sisal is described in José Rivcro Figueroa, "Sisal," Repertorio 
Pintoresco, 1 (1862), 463-66} Miguel Molas, "Derrotero de la peninsula 
de Yucatan...en el ano de 1817," Registro Yuoatcoo,  I (1846), 129| 
Waldeok, Voyage, p. 16} John L. Stephens, Incidents of travel In 
Central America, Chiapac, and Yuoatan (S voYs.', Mew York, 1843), 
it 13-14» B. M. No man. Rambles in '¿Uoatanf including a,^i*^t to..th* 
remarkable ruins (Hew York, 1842j 4th edn., 1844), pp. 19-20} Arthur 
Morolet, Voyage dans l»Amérlque Céntrale. l'Ile de Cuba et la Yucatan 
(2 vole., Paris, 1857),  I, 141-43} Desire Charnay. Cites ei ruines 
amerloalnea»    Mltla, Palenque, Isamal Chiqhen-Ibsa (Paris, 1863), 
pp. 3Ó4-S0E. 

6. Juan Miguel Castro, Documentos e informes relativos a la proyectada 
población del Progreso (Marida, 18681 2nd, edn., 1869.    lopes Mandes 
Collection)} Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loe, oit», 246. "Algunos 
impresos relativos a la fundación del puerto de Progreso," Boletín 
de bibliografía yucatooa, #14  (Sept. 16, 1941), 4-6. 

7. Alice Dixon LB Plongeon, "Notes on Yuoatan," in Stephen Salisbury, ed.. 
The Mexlean oalendar atone etc.    (Privately printed. Vio roes ter, 1879), 
pp. 71-73} F. A. Obor, TravelT"ln Yucatan and life among the Mexicans 
(Boston, 1885), pp. 26-28.    Carlos R. Msnendes, Noventa anos de his- ' 
toria de Yucatan (1821-1910) (Herida, 1937), p. 331} Itorris Steggerda, 
WA description of1 thirty -towns in Yuoatan, Maxioo," Smithsonian In- 
stitution, Breau of Amerioan ethnology. Bulletin 136 (1948), 242. 

8. J. Ignacio Rubio Mane, I* Casa do itontcjo en Marida de Yucatán, Univer- 
sidad Nacional Autónoma de MBxloo, Instituto de investigaciones 
estéticas. Homenaje a Marida en el IV Centenario de su Fundación 
(Mexico, 1941), pp. 1-I6| Gabriel Ferrer de M, Nuestra ciudad, Tiérida 
de Yucatán, 1542-1988 (Merida. 1988), pp. 102, 117, who states that "" 
the first private automobile in Marida was a Looomobile bought la New 
York by Ignaoio Duarte Escalante, especially for the Carnaval of 1891 
(p. 102).   Asael T. Hansen, "The eoology of a Latin Amerioan city 
[Marida]" E. B. Router, ed.» Raoe and culture oontacta (New York, 
1984), pp. 124-42*    Cf. Griffith Taylor, "Environment, village and 
oityi    a genetio approaoh to urban geography," Association of Amer- 
ioan GeographerB. Annals, XXXII (Mar. 1942), 1-67} Herbert I. Priestley, 
"Las munioipalidades españoles on Amérioa," Dlvulgacién Histérica, 
HI (Jan., Feb. 1942), 116-24, 168-76. 
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Chapter Ihree, #9 - #17 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

18. 

Descriptions of Marida through the years are numerous.    E.g», Lt. 
James Cook» Remarks on a passage from the RiTer Bailee»«.to Herida... 
In February and Haroja 1765 (London, 1769), pp. 22-24} Bohanovo et al., 
"Cuadro estadístico. ..Í8l4," loo. cit., pare. 25-29 (El Fénix» #22, 
Feb. 15, 1849, and later reprinted as Apuntaciones pan la esta- 
dística de la provínola de Yucatán que formaron de orden superior 
en 20 do mareo de 1Q14, Herida, 1871» pp. ÍZ-íét "i en indebted to 
P. V. Sonóles and Rubio Hane for a typescript copy of part of this 
later work)} Jose Julian peon. Crónica suointa de Yucatán (Herida* 
1851} 2nd edn., 1901), pp. 7-8} v/aldeok,' Voyage, pp. 17-2*1, 55, 54 ff •} 
Stephens, Central America, II, 596-402, juoatan, I, 15-46, 80-96} 
Norman, Ramble*, pp. 54-6*7} Heller, Roi—n, ppT 272-76} Iferelet, 
Voyage, I, l4"5-47} Regil and Peon, ^Estadística," loo. oit., 255-54} 
Charnay, Cites et ruines, pp. 506-15} Cresoenoio Carrillo y Anoona, 
"Marida, oapital del estado de Yucatán," Repertorio Pintoresco, I 
(1861), 11-16} Le Plongeon, "Motea," loo, oit., pp. 76-77, 90 ff.« 
Ober, Travels, pp. 51-52, 36-58, 46-57}  "El convento de la Mejorada," 
Registro Yuoatooo, I (1646), 56-40, "una puerta celebre,"ibid., 
279-80,"Algunos noticias sobre el antiguo oonvento de E. Franoisoo 
de ésta oiudad," ibid», 510-15,  "Noticias curiosas sobre algunos 
edificios de Herida," lbld., 444-48} Justo Sierra, "i* catedral de 
Morida," ibid., II (18"ÍB77 151-42} "Noticias curiosas sobre algunos 
edlfiolos'^dT'j^rida," lbld, 114-16.    Femando Palma Cámara, "L» 
placa de indopendonoia," in Fausto A. Hijuelos F, Mérldaí monografía 
(Mexico, 1942), pp. 107-10} J. I. Rubio Mane, "los barrios de Marida," 
ibid», pp. 117-19} José Hernando* Fajardo, "Los arcos de Herida," 
lbld., pp. 152-84} ossmldo Baqueiro Anduse, geografía sentimental de 
'iferldat    las piedras que hablan (Herida, 1957). 

Rubio Ifeno, Cosa de Mantelo'*'pp. 101-107, 117.    See esp. advts.. 
El Hotioioso (Herida, jan. 1-July 29, 1847, f/l-¿194).   Barrera Vásquer 
"Coin 

Gerónimo Castillo, plooionarlo histérico, biográfico^ y monumental de 
Yuoatán (1 vol. only,' A-E, Herida, lsé6), pp. 18, 106-1O6. Waldeok, 
Voyage* p. 25} Stephens, YUoatan, I, 92-95. 

Gabriel Ferrer, "Historia de la benefioenoia pfiblica y privada," 
Enciclopedia Yuoatananae (Carlos A. Eohánove Trujillo, ed., 8 vols., 
Iswcloo, 1944—      ),  IV, 1-77, esp. 44-47. 

Waldeok, Voyage, pp. 66-67} he made some remarks on prostitution, p. 51. 

14.    Ferrer,  "Benofloonoia," loo, oit.» 47-55. 

16.    El Hotioioao. #186 (July 20, 1847). 

16. Manuel Ifeotro Ghigliassa ^psoud.» "Leopoldo Archivero"), Historia de 
la introduoolén del condón en Yucatán»    quien tuvo la «gloria» de *** 
¡jarlo a conocer} las diíiqeno'iaB del Santo Oflolo (Herida, 1925). 
Ihe pseudonym is stated In íeanondieg, Noventa •nos', p. 99, n. 1. 

17. Ferrer, "Boneficonoia," loe, pit» deals competently with hospital* 
and other foundations} ho oites considerable bibliography, espec- 
ially recent etudies by Franoisoo Canton Rosado, which I have not 
seen* 
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18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

29. 

SO. 

Chapter Three - #18 - #50 

Boletín Comercial de Marida y Campooho, #80 (June 20, 1842; Barrera 
Vieques Coll.;*   Honaan, Rambles, pp. 25, 202-208} Stephens, 
Central Amarlos, II, 897," tuoaSn, I, 15| Heller, Releen, pp» 275-76} 
dharnay. Cite», pp» 808-809. 

Eehánove, "Cuadro estadlstioo,..1814," El Fénix. #28 (Fab. 10, 1849) 
writes that the market had "la comodidad de dilatado» corredores 
cubiertos, dando on ellos separación a la 'venta de carne y de peje." 
Waldeok, Voyage, p. 28j Norman, Rambles, p. 571 Itorelot, Voyage, 
I, 149.    Cf. ober. Travels, p. 46. 

Iforelet, Voyage, I, 149. 

Cuisine and cookbooks are treated by José Hernandos Fajardo, "Historia 
de las artes menores," Enciclopedia Yueatanenao, IV, 855-72, eep. 
862 £T. 

Advts., Boletín Comercial de Marida y Csapeohe #80 (June 20, 1842) 
for wines') El Notiojoso, ad'vfcs» (1847).    Complaint about food 
adulteration in La Vos Pablloa, #11 (Marida, June 2, 1846f Barrera 
Vasques Coll). 

Jfcrelot, Voyage,  I, 149. 

"Caeao, 
Waldeok, Voyage, p. 

Castillo, Dioolonarlo, p. 186j Iforelet, Voyage, 
Voyage, p. 12, n. 1 states that in 1884 each <   

equalled 26 grains (100 per real)) Stephens, Yucatan, I, 196-97*} 

I»  16SJ 
cuartillo 

Woman, Rambles, pp. 54-55, 100} Decree, June 10, 1860, Asnar Fires, 
Coleoolon, lit, 855. 

Castillo, Diccionario, p. 185.    ifcnuel Homero de Terreros, "Numismátioa 
colonial y henequeñera," Enciclopedia Yueatanenao, IV, 900-14.    Justo 
Sierra in El Pénkc, #6 (Nbv. 26, 1648), equating U.S. half-dollar 
to 4 reales.    Cf. difficulties with Spanish money, in whieh pieees 
of "4 reales de vellón" were set equal to one-fifth of a peso 
fuerte, July 18, 1827, Franolsoo Alvares, Anales hfe^riooT"do 
Campeche, 1612-1910 (2 vols., Campooho, 1912}, I, 196.    One eon- 
temporary compl'alSi' was that certain hacendados refused to pay 
workers in legal tender, but gave them bits of tin cashable only 
at local stores, Felipe de Ibarra, "Informe, June 4, 1842," 
Boletín Comcroial, #80 (June 20, 1842). 

Ferrer, Muestra oiüdad, pp. 11-80.   Waldeok, Voyage, p. 83} Stephens, 
Yuoatan, I, 90} Ober, Travels, p. 82. 

J. Pson,""Cr6nioa sucinta, p. 7} Regil and Peon, "Estadlstioa," loe. 
oit., p. ¿&. """" 

HéñSndes Fajardo, "Artes menDres,n loo, oit., 888-65, esp. 849-50} 
see advt. of "Mendosa y Puerto" in La vos poolioa. #21 (July 7, 1846). 

Waldeok, Voyage, pp. 60-61} Stephens, Yuoatan, Í7*T0-42| Heller, 
Reisen,' pp. 274, 276-77) Le Plongeon, "Notes," loo, oit.» p. 92. 

Waldeck, Voyage, pp. 21, 60) Norman, Rambles, pp. 41, 56-56) Stephens, 
Yuoatan, I, 44) Heller, Reisen, p. 274) "Charaay, Cites, p. 515* 
Buenaventura Vivó, "El extranjero en Herida," Registro Yuoatoop 
II (1846), 862-80.    Cf • Yegor von Sivers, üeber ikdeira mid So 
Antillen naoh Mittelamerlkai Rolsondcnkwa'rdigkoiton und Forsohungen 
(Leipslg, 1861)', p. 286 generalising about Yuoatan. 
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Chapter Three - #31 - #41 

31*   Manuel Barbaeheno (p3eud.« "Oil de las Calcas Verdes"), "Loa orlados 
do al tierra»" Registro luoatoop, III (1646)» 382-84» Axnar Bar- 
bochano and Carbo, Memoria, pp.' 124-25.   Yialdeolc, Voyage» pp. 19-21* 
61, 54-66} Stephens, Central Amorloa, II, 997, 400-401, 'juoatan, I, 
25-26} Sonaan, Rambles, pp. 55, 71» Morelet, Voyage, I, 148-44. 

32. Waldoolc, Voyage, pp. ¿2» 62-68» Stephens» CentralAmorioa, II» 398-400» 
^oattan, I, i6-17, S8-40, 44-46» Itonaan/^iteibloB, ppT~27-S0; Heller» 
Yjelson, pp. 277-78» Marolet, Voyage, I, 146» Chernay» Cites), pp. 
3JL5-Í7; Le Plongoon» "Notes,''TSoTjilt., 84-85} Ober, Travels, pp. 
50-55.   Vioente Calero, "El CarnavalZ*1, Registro YAmatooo, líl 
(1846), 117-20»  "A las yuoatoeae," ibid, 7fl-80.    "Disposiciones 
para el Carnaval de 1835," Alvaree, Analco, I, 270-71» Serapio 
Baqueiro, Ensayo histérico sobro las rovoluoionoo de Ituoat&n desde 
el ano de Ts^O hasta 1864 (3 vola.» Marida, 1Ó72I 2nd odn.» 1576 it.), 
I, 105-213} Eligió Anoonia, Historia de YAaoatáa desde la época ñas 
remota hasta nuestros días (é 'viol's., Marida, I860 ff.), 111,467-63. 

33. Tfaldobk, Voíyago,''pp. 28, 60-61} Stephens, yioatan, I, 18-23, 26-38, 
40-42, 193-94, 291-92} Norman, Ramble*, pp. 26-27, 82-33» Heller» 
Rel3en» pp. 274, 276-77.    "Estableoiendo una lotería," May 18, 
1844» Aunar Péree» Colooolén» II, 321-23» also see Ibid.» 402-408. 
Forre r. Muestra oludad, pp.' 112-15. 

34. El Itotioioso, ^126 (May 22, 1847). 

36.    Stephens, YAtoatan, II, 457-59    olrous .    "El aeronauta I). José lijarla 
nérea.'HggGEro yioateoo. I (1845), 165-56 (date «as Feb. 18, 1846). 
Cosnoraaa advt., Bl Ifotlo'ioso, #31 (Apr. 7, 1847). 

36. Waldeok, Voyage, pp. 53-64} Stephens, Central Amorioa, II, 402, 
Yjqoatan, I, 42-44; Norman, Ranbloo, pp. 34, '55-56.    Jasas C Somero, 

•"Ülsíoria de la Masiea," finololopedla Yjaoatanense, 17» 669-822 
(esp. 674-76). 

37. Advta.» Boletín oomoroial de Marida y Campoohe, #80 (June 20, 1842)} 
La vog"pg51loa. #31 (Aug. 11, 1846j» SI HoCToioso, #26, ¿104, #123 
et passaa (Fob. 11, Apr. SO, May 19, 1847). ' 

38. Boletín oomerolal, loo, olt.» SI noticioso, #23, #62 (Feb. 6, liar. 17, 
1847).    Heller, Baleen, p. 274. 

39. Arturo Gamboa Gariooldx7 "Los primeros teatros que se edifioaron en 
Marida»" in Hijuelos» "Mtrida, pp. 199-205, a well documented study} 
Santiago Burgos Brito. ^El Teatro *Psoa Contreraa,»"ibid., pp. 
207-209» Ferrer, Nuestra oludad, p. 108.   Stephens, Central ¿morioa, 
II, 401-02} Heller, Releen» p. 274.    la TO» pfiblloa. H ¿May 9. 1546) 
to #77 (Jan. 19, 1047lj, passim.    Cf. » apuntador» seminarlo de 
toatros, oostunbres, literatura y variedades (1 vol., Mexico', 1841). 

40. La 'vos pnblloa, #11 tJune 6, 1846)»    "Teatro," Registro IfUoateoo, 1 
(1846), 97-98, 193-94} Vioente Calero, "Reflexiones sobre efíeatro," 
ibid.. 134-39. 

41. "Gloria al Registro," Registro Yaoateoo,  I (1846), 271}  "Los Alcaldes 
de Valladolld»" lbld., 480} Gerónimo Castillo, "Los Aloaldes da 
Valladolid," IbidTTll (1645)» 195-200} "Antonio Garela Gutierre*," 
lbld.» III (ÍSJÜJ» 273.    "El seoreto del ahorcado»" Lft vos publica. 
#7" (May 19» 1846).   José Antonio Cisneros, "D. Antonio Qarola 
Gutierre»," Repertorio pintoresco, I (1862), 201-06.    "Don Antonio 
Garela Gutierres," SI Apuntador, I (Mexico, 1841), 145-46, with 
picture. 
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Chapter Jhree - #42 - #66 

42. "Diego el Mulato," la vos poblioa, #12 (june 6, 1846). 

45. 

44. 

46. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

61, 

52. 

65. 

54. 

Gamboa Garibaldi* "Primero* teatro»," loe, eit.i I* TO» poblioa 
(1646-47), passim» Arturo Gamboa Garibaldi, "Historia del teatro 
y literatura drauatioa," Enciclopedia YUoatanonso, V, 109-516, 
eep. 117-63. 

"Autorisando al gobierno para sostener en Italia a D. Gabriel Qaona, 
a fin de que ae perfeoolone en el dibujo y pintura," Deo. 61, 1846, 
Amar Fires, Colooolón. II, 489.   Bl Itotioioso. #84, #87 (Apr. 10, 
13, 1847).    Don Bulle-Bulle (2 vola., Je>r£aaTl647)i I had brief 
opportunity t» see a oopy of this owned by Col. Bernardino Mena 
Brito, llexioo City.    "Pichete»B" works are reproduoed in Bncl- 
olopedia Ybcatanonae, IV,- 592*688.    Eduardo Ursais, "Historia del 
dibujo, la pintura, y la escultura," Ch. 2, Eneielopedia YUoatanonso, 
17, 682-642, eap. 689-91i he oites an artiole I have not seen. Días 
de León, "Gabriel Vioente Gahona, j&xloan artist of the XIX century." 
Revista Djrn, #4-5 (Msxlco, Deo. 1943). 

"Academia de dibujo." Registro Yüoateoo. I (1846), 118-19| "Dibujo," 
ibid.. Ill (1846), 166.   Advt.. Bl Motloioso. #178 (July 13, 1847). 

ET"ifo£ioloso, #71 (Mar. 26, 1847). 

Musco YUoateoo (2 vols., Campeche, 1841-42) I, 117» 160| I appreciate 
opportunity provided by Ricardo JjSpes Ufados to explore this rare 
item owned by him.    Cf• J.B.B. Eyries, "los monuments de 1'Yucatan 
par M. le Chevalier Emmanuel de Friederiohsthal," Nouvollos annalos 
des¡voyages et dee soienoea goograifeiquos, IV ear», t.4 (#92, 184Í), des voyages et dee soienoea 
291-314» A. U. lessor, "Ste; and Presoott, Bancroft and others,' 
Loe Mayas Antiguos (México, 1940), pp. 36-37.    Sebastian Camaeho y 
Zulueta, "Daguerrotipo," Uceo Mexioano, I (1844), S78-80j "Daguerro- 

¡t (1644), 136. 
160. Stephens, YUoatan, 

daguerrotype, "of which 
but one specimen had ever before appeared in Yucatan." 

Bl Noticioso. #137 (June 2, 1647). 

Ursais, "Historia del dibujo," loe, oit», 583.   Registro YUoateoo, I 
(1845), 160 and II, 142 ff. for lithographs. 

Ursais, "Historia del dibujo," loe, cit., 6S9| Repertorio Pinto roaoo» 
I (1862), 656j Valdés Aoosta.'Xtravts las centurias, II, 863-56."" 

"Apuntamiento biográficos    D. Manuel Tiburcio Almeida," Registro 
YUoatooo, I (1846), 852-54.   Almeida was born April 14, 1816. 

JosK María Garoía Morales, "Una biblioteca pública en Marida," 
Registro YUcateoo, III (1846), 19B-95j "Necesidad de un museo," 
ibid.    I (1845*;, 272.    Justo Sierra, "Importancia de un museo de 
antigüedades," Museo Yuoatooo, I (Feb. 1841), 117. 

El Hotioioso, #1¿7 (June 22, J.847). 

66.   Decree, Mar. 2, 1862, Eligió Anoona, ed«, Coloooión do leyes, decretos, 
órdenes y demás disposiciones de tendencia general expedidas por óT" 
-"*—' *' ' '"—**—' -   - '   ,x b     rída, lééS-éSJ1; 

56. 

?oder legislativo del ostSado de Yucatan (8 vols». Me; 
, 85, esp. n. 1. 

Garoia Morales, "Biblioteoa," loo, oit. 
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67. 

68. 

69. 

60. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 
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Fabián Carillo Sueste, "Bibliografía," El Ifesaloo. I (jan. 1860| 
Lope*   ¡ftndes Coll.), 266-61.    Edmundo Bollo Ontivoroa, "Historia 
de la eduoaoión páblioa y privada hasta 1910," Bnololopodla Yuoa- 
tanense,  17, 73-196 (eap. 109-110).    Femando Cañara BarbachanoJ 
"Apuntes para la hietoria de las biblioteoaa de Marida," Boletín 
de bibliografía yucateca, #6 (July 1939), 8-11. 

Morgan, Ramblas, p. 36| Stephens, Yucatan, I, 82j Heller, Roison, 
p. 275»   The frenchmen* Waldeok and 2£>relet, were lees enthusiastic 

Dionisio Aléala Galiana, "Consideraciones sobre la situación y 
porvenir de la literatura hlspano-anorlcana," Registro Yuoatooo, II 
(1846), 69-71, and his "De la literatura porlfldloa," ibid., 661-207, 
17 (1846), 268-97. 

Andres Quintana Boo, "Oda," El Apuntador, I (1841), 229-31} launas! 
Sanchos ISsuinol and Alonso de Regil y 'pean, Colooqlén de poetas 
^oateoos y tabasquonos (Marida, 1861)) Poesías de D. Wonooslao 

lohe, oon una notioia blogrAficay algunas observaciones ¿ifarlda, m 
1842). Jos* Esquive! Pren, "Historia de la poesia, la novela, «1 
humorismo, el costumbrismo, la oratoria, la orltioa y el ensayo," 
Enoiolopedia Yuoatanonao, V, 526-782, eap. Ch. III, "Poeaiai De 
1621 a Iteá." 

Pedro Almeida, Un Majloanoj el pecado de Adán. Poema.    Poco Jornadas 
en doce pantos, oon notas alusivas a loa sucesos de la independencia 
neiloana en general y relativamente a **ta península de Yucatan 
(Herida, 1838)) Lopes Uandes Coll. and Barrera Visques Coll. each 
contain a oopyj I used the foxasr.   Esquivel Pren, "Historia 
oritioa," loo, oit., 381-82. 

liisco Yuoatooo (1041-42), passim.   Justo Sierra, Un ano en el 
Hospital de San Ltsaro in Registro Yuoateqo, I-IV (1845-49), 
passim. La hija del judio, in El Fénix, #3 ft. (1848-61 )| these 
novels make up his Poras (4 vola'., Msxioo, 1905-08). See next 
chapter for discussion of Justo Sierra. 

Geránlno Castillo, ^^fay un plettot    nóvala yuoatooa, in 
Registro Yuoateco, iV' (1646-49J, passim, and his "Una escena de 
Carnaval,'' ibid.. Ill (1846), S76-80, Vicente Calero, "La oarta 
mlaterlosa/'HEld., 41-67, "Agravio y vénganse," ibid., II (1845), 
121-31i Rafael Carvajal (pseud. "Adolfo Eoarrea de Bollra"), "Un 
saoerdote y un filibustero del siglo XVII," ibid., II (1846), 
121-47.   Mutual Barbaohano (pseud., "Oil de las Calcas verdes"). 
Registro Yuoatooo, passim. Jefferson Rea Spell, "The oostuabrista. 
movement in Uax'l'oo,    PabTlcations of the Modern Language Assooialtion, 
L (itor. 1935), 290-316, esp. p. 298j Esquivel Pren, "Historia 
critica," loo, oit., 628-87, 708-13. 

Justo Sierra, "El secreto del ajusticiado," Registro Yuoatooo, II 
(1845), 10-29| Cipriano Arlas, "Anor y deberi novela romántica," 
ibid.. Ill (1846), 449-641 José Maria García ferales ("J.M.G.M."), 
'"La mancha negrat   tradioi6n," ibid., 413-20| Yíenoeslao Rivas, 
"Albertos leyenda yuoateoa," ibTdTT IV (1846), 260-62 (poem), 
José A. Ciansros, "Da. Leonor de Zanábria," lbld., 18-21 et passim 
to 269 (narrative poem). 
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65. Rafael Carvajal, "Maria, la hija del sublevadoi    leyenda histórica," 
Registro YUoateoo, I (1845)* 594-422} Justo Sierra* "Jacinto Can-Eki 
relaeion del sueeso de Quisteil," Ibid.* 81-06» "Documento Inédito, 
relación...aoeroa de la muerte de Jaeinbo Can-Ek y sooios, 1761," 
ibid.» IV (1846)* 99-105} "Documentos histórioost    relación oiroun- 
atanolada de la sublevación de loe indios yucatecos en 1761," 
Miteeo ItodLoaao, 17 (1844)* 549-54, evidently reprinting an earlier 
artlole from Masco Yuoatooo» 

66. Joaquín Castillo PCrasa, Ár&oulos aueltoe (iferida, 1899)* pp. 27-29. 

67. Eequlvel Pren, "Historia critica," loo» clt», 625, 655* 709* 711, 715f 
Brneat R. Moore, "Anónimos y seudónimos MspanoamerieanoB," Bevleta 
Iboroamorloana, V (May 1942), 179-97, eep. 187-88, and hie "Cat» logo 
ratonado 'de obras anónimas y seudónimas mexioanas," Divulgación 
Histórica. Ill (Aug., Sept. 1942), 530-57, 582-89, Juan B. ¿guXnis, 
Catalogo "de seudónimos, anagramas o iniciales de esoritoros mexicanos 
CParieyMaxloo, 1915), passim.    Igulnls notes that Serapio Baquclro 
signed as "Ion" and "Parsefal" (p. 11) and José Antonio Clsneros as 
"Genovevo Palasuya," among many other Yuoateoans listed*    Coamon in- 
itial signatures probably are as followst    "V.C." Vicente Calero| 

"J.J.H." Juan José Hernándesj M.J.T." José Joaquín de Torres} "M.F.P." 
Martin F. Perasa} "P.B." Pedro Baranda y Quijano, "J.M.G.M." José 
María Garoia Morales, who subsequently signed as "Fabrioio Nipores&s" 
(Esqulvel Fren, op. eit., 541). 

68. Antonio Canto Lopes, "Historia de la imprenta y del periodismo," 
Bnqlolopodla YAioatanense, V, 5-107, esp. ohs. 1-4. See above, 
dhapter 1, Hoto 5*9. 

69. Heller, Releen, p. 275} Canto lópes, "Periodismo," loo, oit», 65-70* 

70. Revista Yuoatooa, I (oot. 1847), 128. 

71. El Fénix. #1S,#17,#76,#79 (jan. 1-Dec. 5, 1849)} see also for notes 
on otiher Marida periodicals, ibid., #57 (May 1# 1849).    Registro 
completion by Sierra noted ibid., #28, esp. #75, 76 (Mar. 16, 
Hbv. 6, 16, 1849). 

72. I» Vos Pablloa. #24 (July 18, 1846); Canto Lopes, "Periodismo," 
loo, eit», 51-55, 66-59. 

75. Jefferson H. Spell, "Mexican literary periodioals of the nineteenth 
oentury, 
(1957), 
(1841). _           ,    ._ .   „  . ._..  ,. 
480-84, III (1846;, 5-11, 482,  IV (1846-49), 5-6, 479-81. 

74.    Pedro Ferriol, Hotiola biogrifioa de P. Vicente Calero Quintana 
(Marida, 1864)} Sanchos Maraol and Regil y Peon, foetas, pp. 41-461 
Francisco de P. Sosa, Manual de biografía yuoateoa (Marida. 1866), 
pp. 62-66.    Stephens, Yucatan, I, 86-6V*   Advte. of Calero*s store 
1x1 Bl Noticioso.   Valdea Aoosta, A través las centurias, II, 128. 

76. El Mosaico, I (Oot. 1849), 8-9*    Cf. Icronso de Zaval'a',' Viage a loe 
Estados«»Unido8 del Norte de America (Paris, 1854), p. 89} Just» ' 
Sierra, impresiones de un Tiage *"feB .B*'^0*"^0^0* de América y al 
Canadá (4 vola». Campeche, 1850-51), passim.   Both in Lipes Mandes 
Coll. 
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76*    "Periódicos*    curiosa relaol6n, por orden oronologioo de todos loe 
que se han publicad© en Morid*....M    Registro Yuoateoo, I (1846), 233.57, -———r 

77*    José Spinola, "El siglo actual," Begietro Yuoateoo, II (1645)» 281-91, 
ref. pp. 282, 287. 

76.    Nóman, Rambles, pp. 61-62. 

79. "Instrucciones...a...diputados, 1821,'* £1 Fénix, #30 (Mar. 26, 1849)» 
eee above, Chapter 1, Notes 60-61. 

80. Alvares, Anales, I, lS2-S5j Bolio Ontiveros, "Educación," loo, oit.,106. 

SI.    Tiburoio I/Spes, Mensago, pp. 3-4. 

82.    "Reglamento de escuelas de primeras letras," Dec. 4, 1826, Peen end 
Goadra» Coloooión, I, 40-42. 

"Sobre escuelas de primeras letras," Sept. 26, 1827, Peon and Gondra, 
Colección,  II, 77-78.    "Escuelas de primeras letras," Sept. 26, 1882, 
Asnar Póres, Coleoolon, I, 6-7. 

luna Wilson, Mexicoi a century of educational thought (Nee* York, 1941)» 
pp. 81-196, gives contemporary trends.'   'See e'sp. Webster E. Browning, 
"Joseph Lanoaster, James Thompson, and the Lsnoasterian system of 
mutual instruction, witfr special reference to Hispan!o Amorío*," 
HJspanio Amorloan Historical gey Jew, IV (Feb. 1921)* 49-98. 

"Sobre esouelas lanoastorianas," i»y~14, 1833, Asnar fires, Coloooión, 
I, U2-13| "Facultando al gobierno para establecer esouelas do 
ensenansa por el método lancasteriano," Utr. 29, 183S, ibid», 90-91| 
"Decreto," Aug. 2S, 1844, ibid., II, 347.   Al vare». Anales? I, 341-44. 

"Que se envíen ouatro jóvenes a instruirse en el sistema lancasteriano, 
olenoias e idiomas inglés y francés," Oct. 80, 1829* Feon and Gondra, 
Ooleouión, II, 164. 

Eohanove, ""Cuadro estadio tico...1814," par. 66, Bl Fénix» #26 (lür. 1, 
1849). 

Bolio Ontiveros, "Educación," loo, oit.» 118-19.    "Sobra esouelas de 
primeras letras," Feb. 6, 185*2, Peon and Gondra, Coleooión, II, 202-203« 

Masco Yucatooo, II (1842), 144-49. 

"Sobre esouelas de primeras letras," Deo. 31, 1841, Asnar Peres, 
Coleooión, II, 162-66.    £1 Ifotioioso, #102 (Apr. 28, 1847), advt. 

Stephene,'"yioatan< I, 350-31.    "Hedidas para que los niños concurran 
a las escuelas, prohibiéndose en ellas el castigo do acotes," 
Sept. 22, 1846, Asaar Pfres, Coloooión, III, 63-64. 

Nonaan, Rambles, pp. 64-65. 

Regil and Feon, "Estadística." loo, oit., 266-67. 

83. 

84. 

86. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

93. 

94. 

96. 

96. 

Deoreto, Sept. 17, 1844, Asnar Foros, Coleooion, II, 34* 
Yw*teoa, I (Deo. 1847), 240} Bl Mosaico, I (Dec. 29, 

La Vos Public*, #36 (Aug. 26, 1846J, advTT Registro Yuo« 

348.   Revista 
, - x~— 29, 184é), ¿7-99. 

*A Vos Pnblioa, if$G (Aug. 26, 1846;, advt. Registro Yuoateoo. III 
(1846), 166, as e "new school."    El Ifosaioo, II (Ifcy» I860). 

La Vos Publica, #46 (Sept. 29, 1846). 
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"Lioeo de Nil»»," Registro luoateoo. Ill (1846), S67-68| EL Hotloloao, 
#81 (Apr. 7» 1847;» advt.* "Llooo de ninas," Jen. IS, 1846, Asnar"" 
Fires, Coleooión, II, 876. 

Revista Yuoateea. I (Deo* 1847), 256j £1 Hosaloo. I (I860), 186-57. 

El Botloloso, #165 (June 20, 1847), advt.f £1 Mosaioo. I (Dee. 1849), 
87-89j Ed. note, quoting later Revista yuoatooa. Ontlvoros. "Edueaoion," 
loo, clt., 108-110| Justo Sierre. In El Fénix. #17 (Jan. 20, 1849). 

10°* ffl- Botloioio. #23, #184 (Feb. 6, lisy SO, 1847^ advts. 

101. Justo Sierra, "D. José Usrtin y Espinosa de los Monteros, not! OíA 
biográfica," Registro Yuoatooo. III (1846), 62-66. 

102. El Hbtioioso. #US, #187 (ífcy S, June 2, 1847). 

108. La Vos Pfiblloa. #24 (July 18, 1846). 

104. "Artes y oficios meoánioos," El Fénix, #69 (Oct. 10, 1849)| "Proyecto 
para el arreglo de talleres y establecimiento de una oasa de eorr- 
eeión en la capital del estado, Sept. 28 de 1849," El tfesaloo. I 
(jan. 1860), 109-17i "Autorisando a los ayuntamientos de Uerlda y 
Campeche para establecer escuelas de artes y ofiolos meoinieos,n 

Aug. 17, 1860, Asnar Fires, Coleooión, III, 866.    Cf. Castillo 
Paraca, "Artes y ofioios," Artloulos sueltos, pp. 66-69. 

106. "Apuntes biografióos de don Juan Miguel Castro," Franoisoo Cantón 
Rosado, Ensayos históricos, apologéticos y literarios (Marida, 
1927), pp. 87-90. 

106. El Lbaaioo. I-11 (1849-60), passim, esp. Ifty 1860| B, Ftnix, #41, #68 
(Ifty 20, Oot. 5, 1849).    Bollo antiveros, "EduoaolSn," loo, oit. 
108-11. ——— 

107. Revista Yuoateoa. I (Dec. 1847), 240.    liorelet. Voyage. I, 141-42, 174. 
Buenaventura Vivé, "un colegio," La Vos Public», #27 (July 28, 1846). 

108. Tiburoio Lopes, Usnsage, p. 4| Deoreto, llar. 18, '1824, Fson and Cíondra, 
Coleooión, 96-961 "Reglamento," NOY. 9, 1624, ibld., 166j "Plan de 
•studio del dereeho oivil y oanónioo," Dee. 4, ld¿6, ibid., II, 
89-40.    "Estableciendo en la Universidad una cátedra de praotioa 
forense," Jan. 12, 1849, Asnar Pires, Coleeoioa, III, 248. 
Registro Yuoateoo, III (1646), 109 n. 

109."Eetableoiendo en ¿Brida un instituto literario," Oct. 25, 1882, 
Asnar Pires, Coloooién, I, 42-46j "Aclaraciones y reformas de la 
ley de inatruoeion publica en lo relativo a la Universidad," 
Oct. 16, 1850, ibid.. Ill, 492-96| budget for I860, Ibid., 626. 

110. "Sobre ensenase publica en la Universidad," Oot. 80, 1848, Asnar 
Pires, Coloooién, II, 268-75} sene, Oot. 2, 1846, ibld., 480. 
El Fénix, #58 flfcy 6, 1849). *~"~" 

111. Budgets, Asnar Pires, Coleooión. II, 170-76, III, 517-27. 
112. Bollo antiveros, "Educación.^ loo, oit.. 111-14.    Noautn, Bemoles. 

pp. 51-62| Heller Roison, p. 278.    Ignaoio Anoona Horruyílner, 
Documento para la historia de Yucatán (San Juan Bautista de 
Tabasco, 1895) gives data on secularisation. 
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118.    Stephens, Yucatan. I, 109, 345-44. II, 186-87, 233-84 et 
Noman, Wfale», p* 95*    Crescendo Carrillo y AaoomT^ldft del 
y. padre 'flray M&uuel Martines, célebre Franolsoano yuoateoo 
(Marida, Í888), p. Í0G.   Alejandro Corvara Andrade, "l*"«3ouola 
da Medicina d» Mfrida," in Hijuelos. Mjrlda, pp. 225-29j Renon 
Oaorio y Carvajal» "Historia da la medicina alopátloa «a la 
época independiente," Enciclopedia Yuoatancnss, IV, 286-841, 
eep. oh. 1| Alvaro Avila Esoalantc, "Historia de la medicina 
alopátioa en la épooa colonial," ibid», 261-84•   Justo Sierra, 
"Dr. Juan Antonio Fruto» i    notioiA biográfica," Registro Yuoatooo, 
III (1846), 106-10. 

114.    "Loohe de burra," Museo Mexicano, I (1848), 418» advt. to bur "una 
burra leohera," Boletín comercial de Marida y Campooho, #80 (June 20, 
1842); J. J. Torrea, "Lache artificial de burrae," Regletro YUcatooo, 
II (1846), 60-61 and hie "La costa de Aaoenoién," ibid., I (laifi), 
892-94.    "Tooriasi el cólera y el magnetismo," El ^añtac, #6 (Nov. 20, 
1848) and aeries,  "El o6lera morbus," ibid., #62-#66 (Sept. 6-25, 
1849).    Cf. Morris Stcggerda and Barbara Xbrsoh, "Remedies for 
diseasea as prosoribod by Maya Indian herb-dootors," Bulletin of 
the History óf Jtodloine. XIII (Jan. 1948), 64-82| Robert and Mar- 
garet Park~ Redfjte'ld, Disease and its treatment in Dsitas, Yucatan, 
Carnegie Institution of Washington, Contributions to Amerioan 
Anthropology and History, VI, #82 (Washington, 1940). 

116*    Tiburolo Lopes, Maneare, pp. 2-3.    "Sobre medidas y gastos para evitar 
la invasion del' calera morbo," Sept. 1, 1882 and "Medidas para 
oortar los progresos del o6lera morbo," July 5, 1888, Asnar Pires, 
Colecoion, I, 4-6, 128-26.    Alejo Danoourt and Juan Hflbbe, Dictamen 
de la junta general de sanidad del estado de Yucatán sobre ja 
epidemia cholera norbo (Campeche, 1888). 

116»    "Estableciendo una escuela de medicine y cirugía," June 10, 1883, and 
"Reglamento de la escuela de medicine y cirugía," Jan* 10, 1884, 
Aznar Peres, Colección, I, 122-23, 170-74. 

117. Stephens, Yucatan» I, 109.   Vado*s birthplace is given as Nicaragua 
by Cervora Andrade, "Escuela de mediolna," loe, oit., p. 224*    In- 
augural discourse reprinted in Oeorio Carvajal, "Mediolna alopática," 
loo, oit., 287. 

118. "Juan Hunlíe, doctor on medicina y oirugla," Registro Yuoatooo, Ill 
(1846), S86j Valdés Aoosta, A través de las centurias, IÍT"l36-42t 
Juan Hübbe, "Ars medica est tota i!a observationlbua,ln Osorio 
Carvajal, "Uadioin* alopátioa," loo, oit., 298-96. 

119. Corvara Andrade, "Escuela de medicina," loe, oit», p. 226f Osorio 
Carvajal, "Mediolna alopátioa," loo, oit., 29l, 296. 

120. José Matilde Sensores, "Supresión del dolor en las grandes operaciones 
quirúrgicas por medio de la aooion del vapor 4» éter," El Notloioso 
#147 (June 12, 1847), corrected and reprinted #160 (June íé),   The 
operation transpired June 4, 1847. 

121. Osorio Carvajal, "Mediolna alopática," loo, oit», 291-92. 
122. Osorio Carvajal, "Medicina alopátioa," loo, oit.', 804, 806-307, 388j 

Cervera Andrade, "Escuela de Medicina," loo, ¿it., p. 225. 
128.   Rafael Ronero, "Historia de la mediolna homeopática," Bnoiolopodle, 

Yuoatanenoe,  IV, 848-407, esp. 844-46.   Valdés AooBta, A través "de 
las oonturiño, III, 832-84. 
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124.    Romero,  "ifcdioina homeopátioa," loe» clt., S4E-64. 

125*    Oeorio Carvajal» "Lfedioina alopática," loo, cit., 304-12* 

126* Carlos A. Eohánovo Trujillo, ed. note to Oeorio Carvajal, "Medicina 
alopática," loe, cit., 296-98» le, emulación, #1 - #24 (Jan. 1873- 
Deo. 18741 iZpeTTSadOE Coll.). 

127. "Reglamento de la escuela de nedioina y cirugía," loe, elt. 

128. Alvares, Anales. I, 23-24 (Mar. 1, 1813). 

129. El Hotioioso, #175, #176 (July 8, 10, 1847). 

130. Regil and Peon, "Eatadlstioa," loo, olt., 308-309} of. Registro 
Yuoatsoo,  IV (1846), 162| "SocledadaT"industrlalea," Museo Mexicano, 
I (.1843), 118-20. -—— 

131. Norman, liamblesp p. 64| Heller, Releen, pp. 276, 278.    "Conoodiendo 
privilegio exclusivo para la elaboración de pólvora en el estado," 
Apr. 10, 1847, Aunar Pires, Colooclón, XII, 118-19.    llentndes, 
Hoventa anos, pp. 52, 254, 379. 

132. Registro Yuoalooo,  IV (1846), 155j uAutorisando...una oasa de empeño," 
Sept. 7, 1860, Asnar Pires, 0olec£l6n, III, 375-76. 

133. Aenar Peres, Colocólo», III, 2C3, 339-31i Anoona, Coleooión, I, 36. 

134. "Navegación por vapor," Registro Yuoateoo, I (1845), 119-20| Castillo 
Perasa, "Yucatán antes de la ereoaión del estado de Campeche," 
Artículos sueltos, p. 192. 

135. "I»vegaci6n por vapor," loo. oit. 

136. Registro Yuoateoo.  IV (1846), 163, "Del mismo modo que la de Carapeohe 
so ostá planteando en Hirida una Lonja, cuya positiva utilidad 
ninguno deeconooe."   Advts. for meetings appear In El Mbtloloso, 
passim. ~"~ 

137. "Estableciendo eooiodadeo de fomento," Oct. 26, 1843, Acsar Feres, 
Colección, II, 266-67. 

138. "Bases reglamentarias para la estadística del departamento," Aug. 29, 
1637, Asnar féres. Colección, 1* 2G7-81| Bxpoaiolón del gobierno de 
Yucatán al supremo de la Ropholioa, pidiendo lsjderogaoiSn del deoreto 
de 21 de febrero Qltlmo (Herida, 1844). ' 

139. "Autorizando al gobierno para conceder un premio," Asnar Pires, 
Coleooión,  I, 539» "Máquina de raspar jenequén," Repertorio Plrto- 
resoo, I (1861), 16-18. 

140. "Mandando que el gobierno cuide de restableoer las sooiedades de 
fomento," Apr. 1, 1851, Anoona, Colección,  I, 68-69. 

141. Váidas Aoosta, A través de las centurias, III, 253. 

142. Esquivel Fren, "Historia orltioa," loo, olt., 339-43* 

143. Stephens,  Central America, II, 396; Norman, Rambles, p. 24; Morelet, 
Voyage, I, 145.    Hernández Fajardo, "Artes menores," loo, olt.. 
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144. R. S. Platt, "Chl-ohi, an haci&nda in Yucatan," Latin Americai 
country-sides end united regions (Mew York, 1942), pp. 63-65f 
Franc'isoo Canton Rosado, "Vida del conquistador Don Alonso de 
Rosado y Sánohes, uno da los fundadores de Herida," in Hijuelos, 
MÉrlda, pp. 69*75» 

145. Stephens, Central America, II, 406-407, 411-12, Yucatan, I, ISO, 
145, 152, II, 62, 440-41; Heller, Releen, p. 256* Norman, Rambles, 
pp. 42-44*    "Elementos pare, un establecimiento rural," Repertorio 
Pintoresco, I (1861), 119-23.   Fabián Carrillo Sueste, "Fraguentoa 
de un viaje heeho a la Sierra Alta en enero de 1646 y eeorito en 
el mismo ano,"  [pts. I-IIj, El Mosaico, I (1849-50), 89-96, 99-105. 
Lithograph of a typioal Iiacienda in Eriolclopodla Yupatanonss, IV, 684. 

146. Stephens, Contra! Auorloa, II, 416-16/"Yucatan,  i, leí.    Felipe 
Pérez Alcalá, "Loe sirvientes del campo," lánsayos biografióos, 
cuadros historióos, hojas dispersas (Herida, 13Í4J, pp. ¿66¡-¡77. 
3&rtoloai6 José Granado Daesa, "InfcTnae dado por el cura de Yaxoabá 
...sobre el manejo, Tlda y costumbres de los indios, 1815," 
Px>¿l8tro YUoateop, i (1845), I, 171, par. XII. 

147. Mbnaan, Rambles, pp. 71-72. 

148. Bernardo do Lisana, Historia de Yucatán, devocionario de !fcra. Sra. 
de Usaiaal y conquista espiritual CI63ot 2nd' edn., Mexloo, 1895)» 
Francisco de Cárdenas Valencia, Rolooion historial eclesiáetiea de 

149. 

provincia de Yucatán de la Kueva 'Es; escrita en el ano de revínola de Yucatán de la Kueva España, escrita en el ano de 
^—w», Fodorioo Ooineg de Proseo, od». Biblioteca histórica mexicana 
do obras inéditas, III (jíexioo, 1937), pp. 106-106. Regll and Peon, 
"Bstcdletloa," loe» oit., 264i Le Plongeon, "Motes," loo, oit», 
pp. 80-86. Ober, frávelo, p. 129| Chamay, Cites et ruines, pp. 
527-29. Steggerda, "Thirty towns," loo, oit., p. 259. 

Rcgil and Baon, "Estadística," loo, clt., 264i Stephen», Yucatan, II, 
452-54, 437-59. 

150. Stephens, Yucatan, I, 189-98. 

151. Norman, Pliable», pp. 78-82. Deoree, Feb. 15, 1851, Ancón», Coleoolon, 
I, 17. 

152. Registro Yucatoco, III (1846), 248-49. 

1. 

2. 

Cliapter Four, #1 - #2 

Justo Sierra, La hija del judio (Obras, 4 vols., MMCAOO, 1906-08, III, 
W), III, Oí originally in El FBnix. #1 (Nov. 1, 1848), to #84 (Deo.26, 
1849).    Hereafter oited with' voí. 'and page of Obras. 

Joaquín Baranda, Recordaciones históricas (2 vols.', Mexico, 1907-13),  I, 
36-67, II, 241-44'9i 'Tomas Aenar Barboohano and Juan CarbS, Memoria 
sobro la conveniencia, utilidad y neoesldad de erigir oonstltucloml- 
íaento en estado de la confederación mexicana el anclpuo distrito de 
Oampoche, constituido de heeho en estado libre y soberano desdo mayo 
de 1858 (Mexico, 1861), eap. pp. Í22-Í4l| Edmundo ü'Goman. Breve 
historia de las divisiones territorialesi    aportación de la geografía 
de MBxioo (Mexico, 1937), pp. xxxv, 149-50. 
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5.    José M. Regil and Alonso Ifcnuel Ifcon, "Estadística de Yucatán*" 
Sooiedad mexicana de geografía c estadlstiea* Boletín* HI (1852-58), 
237-840* ref. p. 32G* remarking the "estrechas sendas de herradura." 
Cf. Loooadio Prevé, Demetrio Barrera* and N. Corvera* "Informe 
sobre la agricultura* Estado de Campeche, 1877," Bailiano Busto* 
Estadiotloa de la Ropoblioa ljwd.eaaa (8 vola., Maxioo* I860), III» 
'2*¿-28* esp. par. #17| Asnar Barbéxjhano and GarbS, Menoría* pp. 122-27. 

4. See above. Chapter 1, Note 7. 

5. C. B. Hellor, Rqiaon In Mexico in dan Jahrcn 1846-1848 (Leipsig* 1868), 
pp. 227-89 (osp. p.285Ji Arthur Morelet. Voyage dans l'Aaerlque 
Céntrale* 1»lie de Cuba et la Yucatan (2 vola.* Paris* 1867)* I* 218-20. 

6. See above* Chapter 8, Note for maps.    Champoton-Baoalar road disoussed 
in Holler* Releen* p. ?52» 

7*    "Concediendo privilegio exclusivo para estableoer diligencias entre 
Herida y Cwnpoohe*" Dec. 81* 1840* Alonso Asnar Peras* Coleeolon d* 
Iteran» decretos* y órdenes 6 acuerdos de tendencia general del podar 

10. 

11. 

•9 

8.    B. 

le^islatiiyo deí estado libre y soberano de Yucatán Js vola», Merida, 
1849-51), I* S74r-7 5j  "Aclarando' el decreto de privilegio exclusivo 
a que se refiero*" Jan. 8* 1842* ibid., II, 166}  "Consignando un 
auxilio peounario en favor de la empresa de diligencias**1 June 1* 
1844* ibid.i "Ccmoodiendo a la empresa de diligencias conducir la 
correspondencia entre ffcrida y Campeche," June S* 1846, ibid», III* 
86-87»   Boletín Comercial de ísJrida y Campeche* #80 (June 20* 1842) 
advu. 

U. Norman* Rtribles in Yucatán; or aoty» of travel through the penin- 
sula* including a visit to the"remarkable ruins (Hew York, 1842| 4th 
edn., 1844)* pp. 205-206.    Heller* Releen, pp."248-58* 272, 278-80| 
Ifcrelet, Voyage, I* 158-61* reporting that he made the trip of 40 
leagues in 16 hours.    Though ho did not make the trip* J. L. Stephens 
describes the discomfort of passengers he saw at Jalaoho* Incidents 
of travel in Yucatán (2 vols.* How York* 1848)* I* 197* describing"* 
ooaoh tha't ^'oame up on a run* drawn by wild* unoombed horses not yet 
broken to the bit* and with their breasts galled and raw from the 
pressure of the oollar." 

Heller, Relaen* p. 262* somewhat incorrectly stating that Hekelohakan 
"hat sogar* wie nur die gwei Kauptatadte, mit iAternen erleuohtete 
Strassen."    Isamal and Tekax also had lighted streets. 

Franolsoo Alvarez, Anales historióos de Campeohc* 1812-1910*...tomadas 
de documentos oficiales y de publicaciones autorisadas (Z vols.* 
Iltrida* 1912)* I* 227-28. 

José Hernández fajardo* "Los aróos de Herida," Fausto A. Hijuelos F, 
ed.* Heridaí monografía (Maxioo* 1942), pp. 131-84| Fabián de Fonseoa 
and Carlos de Úrrutia, "Remo de sal*11 Historia general de Real paMimiV» 
escrita por ¿rden del virey Conde de Revlllagiqsdo* obra hasta ahora •w lnfaíta'Té'voís.* tfexioo* Í845-64), IV, ¿-MS.-par. 14é (p. é&).' 

12. Regií and' Feon* "Estadística," loo, clt», 246} descr. ibid., 246-48} 
Carlos Antonio de Kohánove et al.* "Cuadro estadístico de Yucatán en 
1814*" £1 Fénix, #22 (Feb. 15, 1849f see above. Chapter 8* Hate 14)j 
Jean Frederic 7<taximilien* Baron de Ytaldeok* Voyage pittorosque et 
archéolocique dans la province d'Yuoatan (Amorique Céntrale) pendant 
les armies 1884 et 1886 (Paris* 1888)» pp. 9-J6* Plaios II*  nil 
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IS. 

14. 

Chapter Pour #12 (oont»dM/19 

laid» R. Gondra, "cempeohe," (with lithograph). El Altura MSTíQS no, 
I (1849), 162-64} Gerónimo Castillo, "Campeche," Diccionario histo- 
rioo, biográfico y monumental de Yucatán desdo la conquista harfc& 

* el tutano ano de la dominación española en el pale (1 vol., A-B, 
only',' Msrida, 1866)',' pp.' 1S6-42| José D. Rivero FÍgueroa, "Campeche," 
Repertorio RLafcoreeoo, I (1861), 86-90.   Among later descriptions, 
see José Vaeoonoelos, ülisos orlollo. ylda del autor osorita per el 
Memo (6th edn», Mexico, 1986), pp» 104-106} Aldo Baronl, Yucatan 
(Mexico, 1937), pp. 30-39.   An excellent deaorlptlon of the plaoe 
is included in Justo Sierra, pn ano en el Hospital de San Iásaroi 
novela (Obra»,  I-ZI),  I, 126-29, viewed from hill behind the port, 
giving a view of "I* ciudad, su* hemoslsmos barrios, y algunas 
oasaB de campo, yacen a lae faldas de este nagnlfioo y espléndido 
antiteatro, que termina a la lengua del agua.    Destácase de éste 
ceñidor una oollna, que se interna en el barrio de San Román, 
dominándose, desde ella, toda la población, los campos inmediatos. 

Eohánove et al., "Cuadro estadístico»..1814," loo, cit.} Sierra, San 
Lásarp,  I, 128-29} Yíaldeok, Voyage, p. 10.    The •í¿. AoGregor, 
négoo'iant amérioain tré»-eet"iné" with whom Waldeok stayed was John L«, 
father of John F. and Edward who purchased the site of the old jail 
for erection of their two-story houses} for these latter see 
Alvares, Anales,  I, 854, 373-73, 382} advt. in EL Fénix, #33 (Apr.10, 
1849) for "Cosmorama" to be given in area between the edifices of 
"Sres. D. Bduardo y D. Juan HaeOrogor."   Ike latter also served as 
U.S. Consul in Campeche, see letter to A. Bigelow, ifcr. 22, 1848, 
Senate Exeoutlvo Documents, 50 Congr. 1 Sees., VI, No. 43, p. 26. 
José Mao-Gregor y Castro was born May 1818, died 1642, after receiv- 
ing schooling in U.S. and entering business as a merchant "like his 
dead father and his brothers," tjueeo Yuoatooo, II (1842), 39-40. 

Norman, Rambles, p. 209} Baranda, Recordaciones,  I, 57. 

Eohánove et al., "Cuadro estadístico...1814," loe» oit.i Regil and Peon, 
"Estadística," loo, cit», 247-48} Waldeok, Voyage, p. 10.    Barrio 
goveranant in Alvaros, Anales,  I, 121-22, which put into effect, 
with adaptation, a royal order of 1768, "Instruooidn que deben ob- 
servar los aloaldes de Barrio"} ibid».  I, 338-40. 

Eohánove et al., "Cuadro estadístico»..1814," loo» cit»} Regil and flson, 
"Estadística," loe, cit», 248} Waldeok, Voyage, pp. 12-13} Ifcrelet, 
Voyage,  I, 161-62} Norman, Ramble», p. 210.    Vasconcelos, Ulises 
criollo, pp» 112-14, remarking especially on fish, "sin rival en «1 

16. 

16. 

17. 

18» Alvares, Anales, I, 62-64, 97-98} Carlos R» Hsnéndes, Moyenta anos de 
historia de Yuoatán (1821-1910), relación sintéticay oronologlea,""' 
de los aoonteoimen^os, eto. (Uarida, Í937J, pp. 4, Í8» 

19»   Alvares, Añajes, i, 219-23, see ibid», 223-24 for drainage oanal} 
Baranda, Rooordaoionos,  I, 325-26} Lema got a paseo and Alameda at 
the same time as Campeche» 
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21. 

22. W 

25. 

20* Lforelat, Voyage, I» 165* Yialdeok mentions that due to the nu&exoua 
oataoomba and oaves under Ccmpeohe, the streets «ere constantly 
falling down into them; arohes to support the streets -were placed 
by a Frenchman, Theodore Journot. Cf • Norman, Sembles» pp« 211-12* 

Norman, Sembles, p. 209| Keller, Reisen, p. 214. Cf• Francis Ersldne 
Calderón de la Baroa, Life In Mexico during a residence of two 
years in that country (2 vola., Boston, 1643), 1, 821, II, 45T. 
.P. Robertson» A visit to Mexico, by the West todies, Yuoatan» and 
the united States (2 vols., London, 1868), I, 219-20» Cf. Ibid,, 
I, 188. 

. L. Stephens, Incidents of travel in Central Amerloa. Chiapas, and 
Yucatan (2 vols., %w York, 1841), II, Zlisb»   Xhe correot spelling 
of this name is given above [ rendered by Stephens "Jlebreu."j Abreu'e 
vast fortune (for its time) was dissipated building a theater «ad a 
railroad from Mexico to San Angel, Nioeto de Zamacois, Historia de 
Msjioo (28 vols., Baroelona, 1878-1905), XII, 259. 

24. "Reglamento de artes y oficios," l&uiioipio of Campeche, Aug. 10, 1865, 
Alvares, Anales, I, 500-506. 

25. Pedro baranda, ''Hospicio do pobres," Registro Yuoateoo, IV (1846), 
151-56| Alvares, Anales, I, 888-90, relating that from municipal 
funds oame 1,646.82 pe., from the general public 816*93, and from 
rioh families ("personas de posibles"), 511.87. El noticioso, #186 
(July 20, 1847). See also Gabriel Ferror de Uendlolea, ^Historia de 
la beuefioienoia pablioa y privada," Enciclopedia Yuoatancnso» 17, 
64-74. 2he Casa was founded in 1846 and by 1847 had 119 fññátes, 
San Lásaro vas merced with it in 1849* 

26. Alvares, Anales, I, 265-68, 274I78J Waldeck, Voyage, pp. 11, 15. 
Arturo Gamboa Garibaldi, "Historia del teatro y do la literatura 
dramática,"Enoiolopedia Yuoatanense, V, 127-28. Baranda, Recorda- 
ciones, I, 325. 

27. Eohanove et al., "Cuadro estadlstioo«.»1814," loo, clt.t Alvaros, 
Anales. I» 152-88. 

28* El VUllánte, #7 (Herida, Oot. 11, 1845)i Asnar Barbaohano and Carbo, 
Ugaoria, p. 186* 

29. Revista Yuoateoa. I (Dec 1847), 240j Registro Yuoateoo, IV (1846), 152. 
Asnar Barbaohano and Carb6, Mamoria» pp. 186-87. 

80. Alvares, Anales. I, 440-42. El Fénix, ¿4 (Nov. 15, 1848), #18, 17, 
(jan. 1, 20, 1849). of the 1¿ youths chosen for edueation, 2 proved 
too young or "not apt," so were replaced with others j first olasses 
started in 1850. 

81. Edmundo Bollo ontiveros, "Historia de la educación pública y privada 
hasta 1910," Enoiolopedia Yuoatanenso, IV, 111. 

82. Alvares, Anales, I, 451-61. The school started in 1861. 

88. Barbaohano and Garbo, Memoria, p. 156. 

34. 

86. 

Alvares, Anales, I, 824-25t "Estableciendo en la oludad de Campeche 
una escuela de matemáticas y náutica," Oct. 31, 1840, Asnar fares, 
Coleoolon, I, 329-80| Justo Sierra, *D. José Martin y Espinosa de los 
Manteras (noticia Biográfica)," Registro Yuoateoo, III (1846), 62-65. 

Alvares, Anales, I, 825-29. 
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56.    El Fénix, #7, #8, #77, #80 (Deo, 1, 5, 1848, Nov. 20, Deo. 6, 1849). 

37, 

58. 

59. 

Heller, Raleen» p. 214) Waldeok, Voyage, p. 11 pointed out lack of 
pilotage training in tho port.    Barbaohano and Garbo, Memoria, 
pp. 07-88j Elrtnix, #61 (Sept. 1, 1849). 

Joaquín Baranda, ^Biografía dol Doctor Manuel Campos," obrae (Mexico, 
1900), pp. 205-260{ Alvarez, Anales. I, 425-26} EL Fénix, #38 (May 5, 
1849) | Barbaohano and Carbé, anno rift, p. 157. 

Alvares. Anales,  I, 446-47. 

40. Vasconcelos, Ullses oriollo, p. 106. 

41. Cresoencio Carrillo y Anoona, "Don Justo Sierra," Repertorio Pintoresoo, 
I (18G2), 495-502» Francisco Sosa, Manual de biografía yuoateoa 
(Marida,  1866), pp. 194-201, and his Biografías de mexicanos dis- 
tinguidos (Mexico, 1884)# pp. 976-85.    José' Maria Valdés Aoosta, 
Atravesado laB centurias (3 vole., Marida, 1923-31) vol. Ill 
oorreoted and finished by Rubio Mane),  III, 201-06, 519-21. 

42. Justo Sierra, Impresiones de un vlage a los Estados unidos de America 
tCanada (4 vole.. Campeche, 1850;, LSpe's Méadcs Collection, piarlo 

nuestro viaje a los Estados Unidos, la pretendida anexión do 
Yucatan, Biblioteca historloa mexicana de obras Inéditas, XII 
(ItodLoo, 1958).   II. F. Cline, "Remarks on a selected bibliography 
of the Caste War and allied topics," Appendix C to Alfonso Villa R, 
The Maya of cast oontral Quintana Roo, Carnegie Institution of 
Washington, Publication 569 (Washington, 1946), p. 175. 

45. J. R. Spell, "Mexican literary periodicals," Modern Language Associa- 
tion, Publications, LII (1957) incorrectly attributes Museo Yuoatcoo 
to Ifcrida, (pp. ¿78-79).    See above. Chapter 5, Notes 42-44. 

44.    Emilio Abreu y Gomes, "Justo Sierra O'Reilly y la novela," Contemporáneos 
#35 (Apr. 1951), 59-75} reprinted in his CIAsloos» románticos, modernoe 
(Maxloo, 1934), pp. 95-125.    J. L. Read, The Mexican historical novel, 
1826-1910 (New York* 1959), pp. 98-108) Carlos Qonaalcs Pena, History" 
of Mexican Literature (trans., rev. edn., Dallas, 1946), p. £56* 
Only two of his six novels appear in Sierra's Obras) a collection of 
the otliera and his non-fiction essays and studies would be desirable 
for the oooial and intellectual history of Yucatán and MBXíOO for 
his period. 

46. Gabriel Ferrer de Mandlolea, El Maestro Justo Sierra, Secretaria de 
Educación Publica, Biblioteca Enololopédloa R>pular, 26 (Mexico, 
1944)) Leopoldo Zea, El PpsÍ<;ivi!smo en México, El Colegio de México, 
Contribuciones a la pensamiento hlapano-amsrlcano, I-II (2 vols», 
Mexico, 1944)') Y/. Rex Crawford, A century of'Latin American thought 
(Cambridge, 1945), pp. 247-94.    Cf. Vaaoonoelos, Plises oriollo, 
pp. 266 ff. and his La tormenta, 4th edn., Maxloo, 1956), passim. 

46. Registro Yuoateoo, III (1846), 10, 275-76.    El Fénix, #57 (May 1, 1649), 
Barbaohano and "Carb6, Mamoria, pp. 88, 140.    Las Menorca materiales 
(1859-60) Lib* Congress), which I did not see. 

47. Antonio Canto Lepes, "Historia de la imprenta y del periodismo," 
Enciclopedia Yucatanense, V, 65-64, 78. 
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48.    "Lnportanoia de un museo de antigüedades," Miooo Yuoatooo, I (1841), 
117| "El museo de loo padres Camaobos," and "Monetario de los PP 
Caaaohos," Registro Yuoateco, I (1845), 367-68, 371-76, II (1845), 
76-77j El Independiente, EpT II, t.l, #4 (iterida. Jan. 17, 1846), 
p. 4i Revista Yaoateoa,  I (Bov. 1847), 224*    Baranda, "Hospioio de 
pobres,ri Registro Yuoatooo, IV (1846), 165-64.    No man. Rambles, 
pp. 221-221 Heller, Reisen, p. 22j Morelet, Voyage,  I, 167-68} 
Robertson, Visit, I, 204-206. 

A. Woeikof, ,JReise durch Yucatan und die sUdflstliohen Provinsen -von 
Ltoxitao," Petermanns Mittheilungen, XXV (1879), 206j Vasconcelos, 
tHises orioilo, pp. 119, 122; Baroni, Yucatan, pp. 36-36.    Regil 
and Peon, "Estadlstioa," loo, oit., 248. 

Regll and Poou, "jSatadlstica,1" looT*blt., 248-49, 255.    Juan del 
Rosario Gil, "Isla do Caiman, dasoripolfin estadística del distrito," 
Sooiedad moxloaiia de historia o estadlstioa. Boletín, III (1852-53), 
457-GG  (mape)i esp. 442-43.    Stephens, CentraTTtoaerloa,  II, 376-91; 
iiorelet. Voyage,   I, 213-43. 

José Ur.rla peon and Isidro Gondra, edo., Colecolon de leyes, decretos, 
y órdenes del augusto congreso del estado libre do Yucatán (2 vola», 
¿brida, 1852), II, 132i Alvares, Anales,  I, 204-206.    5TT839, 
Carmen "considered itsnlf independent, subject only to the state 
government of Yucatan," Stephens, Central Amarlos,, II, 391. 

Bigelow to Pony, Feb. 29, 1848, Senate E^ooutlvo"TJpouraonts, 30 Cong. 
1 Sean., VI, No. 43, p. 4. 

O'Gorman, Divisiones territoriales, pp. 42, 118, 138, 146, 176} 
tlonéndog, Noventa anos, p» 425. 

Vial dock. Voyage, p. Hi Heller, Reisen, pp. 229-38, 249-63.    Jua. 
analysis or the encomienda system in Csmpeohe is needed} some data 
are available in Tasaciones de los pueblos de la Provincia de Yucatán 
pertenecientes a los encomenderos de la villa de San Franoisoo de 
Cuapeche, hechas por la Audlenoia de Santiago dio Guatemala en el 
mes de febrero de 1649, Gobierno del Estado de Caapeehe, Cuaderno 3 
(.Campeche, 1942)} in 1639, among its 300 vecinos, Csmpeohe had only 
15 encomenderos (iterida with 400 vecinos had 79} Valladolid, with 
160 had 37), Franoisoo de Cárdenas, Rolaoion historial etc. (ifexioo, 
1937), pp. 79, 81, 83, 93-94} at the end of the colonial period, 
revenues from encomiendas in Campeohe were only 6,300 pesos, or 9.6$ 
of the total for the peninsula in 1785, Diego de Lans, "Resanen de 
los produotos de dichas enooniendas...Csmpeohe, July 28, 1786," 
Boletín del Archivo General de la Baolon, 3Z (July 1938), 666-67. 

65. Parbaohano and CarbS, Uaaorla, pp. 2-6.    Spealdng of Merida the 
authors said it appeared to them that "los españoles hablan venido 
a esa parte de Yucatán o ser conquistadas por los indios," as they 
spoto a aayaniíed Spanish learned from their native wet-nurses. 
(Cf. above. Chapter 2, Itote 103.)   For Merida»s long rebuttal, see 
Se rapio Eaqueiro, Efasayo histórico (3 vols., 1878-88), I, 183-34, n. 1 

66. Heller, Reisen, pp. 216-17', 221, 229, 233.    "Der Landstrioh von 
Champotion nach dem Xoneron su," he said, nist sehr wenig bev61kert. * • 
findet nan kaum einer. punkt, wo man fibernaohten kfinnte.    Kleins 
Ranches liegen 2 und 3 Loguas wait von einander entfernt zeratreut 
am Flusse...." (p. 233).    Not far upriver "war alies rings usher so 
verwildert, so verBdet und unoultivirt, dass mir das game wie eine 
Gransansiedlung am Ende der oivilisirten Welt vorkam." (p. 238). 

49. 

50. 

51. 

52. 

53. 

54. 
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67*    Ho contemporary traveler visited these group*•    But see, C L. 
Dundell, "The agrioulture of the Maya," Southwest Review. XIX 
(1953), 66-77*    Soholes and E. L. Roy», •'History of the Mtya 
area." Carnegie Institution, Yearbook. XLII (1942-48)» 182-88} 
Barbaohano and Carbo, Memoria, p. 126 spealdng of the population 
there which "abandonó loe antiguos lugares que habitaba y fui a 
establecer la nueva municipalidad de Masaploh, que reoonooe al 
gobierno del Estado de Campeche»"   Soholes and Roys are preparing 
a study of this area in oolonial days* 

68.    Regil and Peon, "Estadistioa," loo* oit., 278, 506, stating also 
that on the ooast "la rivalidad de los empresarios produce en 
general la exageración de las anticipaciones, y lo que es con- 
siguiente precauciones exquisitas que suelen degenerar en opresión 
y servidunbre, para evitar su defraudación o la fuga de los 
adeudadoB....M    Morelet, Voyage,  I, 207-208, 222, 240*41* 

59*    Al varee. Anales, I, 54-36; "Adoraciones sobre el reglamento para el 
manejo de hacendados, labradores y jornaleros,n Apr* 19, 1824, 
Poon and Oondra, Colecoión,  X, 102-105; "fcsy de vagos," Oct. 6, 
1827, ibid., II, 81-84; ^Sobro asalariados y jornaleros," Oct. 12, 
1832, Ásnar Pero*, Coleoolon.  I, 59-40; "Sobre vagos," Sept. 16, 
1856, ibid*,  I, 256-59; "Declarando libre y reglamentando el trabajo 
de los sirvientes," Oct. 30,1845, ibid., II, 276-79; "Sobre servi- 
entes y jornaleros," .'Jay 12, 1847, ibid.. Ill, 133-56, all offer 
examples of debtor laws; despite its pious title, the law of 184S 
made email change in lower order labor ranis, but did give neyor- 
domos et al. some relief* 

60. Regil and Peon, "Estadistioa," loo, oit», 265. 

61. Asnar Barbaohano and Garbo, Memoria, pp. 159-40* 

62*    Oswaldo Baqueiro Anduse,  I» ciudad heroica,    historia de Valladolid 
(Marida, 1945), pp. 130-35» Sierra. Hija del ju¿lo. ill. ¿16-15. 

65*    R. L. Roys, The titles of Ebtun, Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Publication 60S CWa8hlngton,""Í959), pp* 5-4*    Alfonso Villa R, 
"The Yoxuna-Coba causeway," Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Contributions to in»ricanArcheology and History. IX (Publication 456. 
Washington, 1984). 187-208; Marris Stcggerda, The M*ya"lndlans of 
Yucatán, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publication ¿¿1 (Waeh- 
ington, 1941); Robert and Margaret Park Redfleld. Disease and its 
trea-teent in Deltas, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Contribu- 
tions to Amerioan Anthropology and History, VI (Publication ¿82. 
No. 82, Washington, 1940); Margaret Park RodfloldT"lho folk lfEara- 
ture of a Yuoatooan town, ibid.. Ill, Ho» 15 (Washington, 1986)117" 
'pp.' 'l-5b; Robert Redfleld and Alfonso Villa R, Chan gam, a Maya 
village, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publication 448 
(Washington, 1954); Robert Redfleld, The folk culture of Yucatan 
(Chicago, 1941),    See above, Chapter 1,' Note's 4-6. 

64*    Miguel Hilas, "Derrotero de la peninsula de Yucatan, de todas sus 
costas eto.,...en el ano de 1817," Registro Yuoatooo,  I (1846), 126; 
Regil and Peon, "Estadistioa," loo» oit», 244; Francisco Cervera, 
"Yalahau." Registro Yuoatooo. IV (1846), 262-66; "Yalahao," El Album 
Mexicano, I (1849), 507»    Stephens, Yucatan. II, 545-62.       ——— 
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65.    Juan José de Torro» "La montana do Bacalar," Registro Yuoateoo, I 
(1846), 217j Stephens, Yucatan, II, 408. 

66*    Molas, "Derrotero," loo» pl'fc»» 125-25} ÍJ. F. Perasa, "la isla da 
Oosumel," Registro guoatooo, III (1846),  216-18} J. J. de Torres, 
"Mis sobre Qotvwel," ib Id., 218-22} Regil and Peon, "Estadística," 
loo» oit», 245-44}  Isidro R. Oondra, "La isla de Coeumel," Album 
3fexloano7 I (1649), 238-59.   Augustus Ls Plongeon to Salisbury, 
June 15, 1878, Ifexlean Calendar Stone etc, Stephen Salisbury, ed», 
(privately printed, Víoroester, 1879), pp. 57-47 and ibid», 86-89} 
Alioe Dlacon LB Plongeon, Hero and there la Yucatani   miscellanies 
(ifew York, 1886), pp. 1-69»    "Se erige en pueblo el ranoho San 
Miguel situado en la isla de Cozumel y se oonoeden graolas a los 
nuevos pobladores," Hbv. 21, 1849, Asnar Peres, Coloooion, III, 
291-94} "Se erige en pueblo el punto habitado de isla Mujeres," 
Aug. 17, 1850, ibid.. Ill, 567-69.    Revista Yuoateca, I (Deo» 1847). 

67. Alexander von Husiboldt, Essai polltique*"sur le royaume do la HOuvelle- 
Espafine (5 vole», Paris, 1811;, it, 534, sayingthat freight "absorbe 
los deux tiers de sa valour."    Eehánove et al», "Cuadro estadlstioo 
...1814," par. 101, ElFfate, #28 (Mar. 16, 1549). 

68. Norman, Rambles, p. 89»    "Ho wheeled carriages, of any description, 
were seen."   Adds other data. 

69. Justo Sierra, "D. Pedro Sains de Baranda," Registro Yuoateoo,  IV 
(1846), 194, saying "Este era el tema favorito de los proyeotos del 
Sr. Baranda]1 "Sobro faginas," July 16, 1846, Aunar Peres, Colección, 
Ill, 45-44 ordered that all inliabitants of partido of TisSmin be ' 
required to work at least six days to complete the road from Tisimin 
to Yalahau. 

70. Communication from Leandro Boot to R. L. Roys, Bbtun, p» 59, "states 
that tho oidef complaint of the natives of his town at this time 
[1847 J was the ill-treatment of the Indians, who were sent to 

Valladolid to do fagina." 
71. Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo. oit., 254.    Ecliánove et al», 

"Cuadro estadlstioo»..1814," par. SV, El Fénix, #25 (Feb. 20, 1849), 
adding "Con decir que dos o tres pesos mensuales son alquiler 
estimativo de las mejores casos, se deducirá su misera situación." 
Cf. view of 1950,  "One wonders how the bulk of the population sup- 
ports itself.... Most of the buildings look neglected, some are in 
ruins, few new liouses are to be seen, and the bush encroaches upon 
tho out skirts of the town," George Shattuok, The peninsula of Yucatan, 
eto., Carnegie Institution, Publication 451 (Washington, 1953;, p» 95. 

72»    Stephens, Yucatan, II, 527-28} I jo noon. Rambles, pp. 94-96» 

75»    Noman, Rajables, p» 96; Stephens, Yuoatan, II, 555. 

74. 

75. 

Eligió Anoona, Historia de Yucatán, desde la época mas remota hasta 
nuestros días (5 vois.. Marida. 1879-1905), III, 469.    Cf. Felipe 
Peres Alcalá, Bisayos biografióos, ouadros histéricos, ho^as 
dispersas (Marida, 19Í4), p» 85» 

Stephens, Yucatan, II, 554.    Charming Arnold and Frederick J. Tabor 
Frost, Tlie Aaoríoan Egyptr    a. reoord off travel in Yuoatan (Mew York, 
1909), p. 167. 
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76. Cresoenoio Carrillo y Anoona, Vida del v. Padre Fray Manuel Martines, 
célebre Franciscano yuoateoo, o sea estudio histórico sobre la 
'extluc'JCn de la Orden Franciscana en Yucatan y sobre sus oonseoucnoias 
(ijbrida, 1805), pp. 42 ff. Baqueiro ¿adate. Valladolid, pp. Í77-78. 

77. Nona&n, Rambles, pp. 96-97; Stephens, Yuoatan, II, ZZÍ. 

78* Baquelro Anduze, Valladolid, pp. 196-97, "levantada para ol disfrute 
de una vida de sosiego, 'la poblaoión se mantiene en inquietante 
vigilia." 

79* Justo Sierra, I» hl^a de ¿udlo, III, 288-90. Baqueiro Anduse, Valla- 
dolid, pp. 206—it)ropriSto list oí onoomenderos of Valladolid, 
dated about 1604, which shows tributes roduoed to about half that 
of 1549 (ibid., fn. 5). 

80. Baqueiro Aiüuse, Valladolid, pp. 136-40; liusoo Yuoateoo, I (1841), 
146, 102-CS. 

81. "Uociina de los Sros. suscrito roo on loe puntos de recaudación que se 
expresa," Begistro Yuoateoo, I-IV, n.p. Stephens and Merman eaoh 
stated Valladolid liad about 15,000 people, but official count of 
1045 states 10,389. 

82. Kohánovo et al., "Cuadro estorllatioo...l814," loo, oit., par. #37; 
Baqueiro Anduze, Valladolid, p. 291 n. (which gives history of 
periodicals in East)";' Honaan, Rambles, p. 96. 

83 • I» Voa Poblioa, #7 (l*y 19, 1846*7^ 

84. Sierra, "Baranda," lpc. cit., 194; Franoisoo Cantón Bocado, Dato» y 
doouaentos relativos a la vida militar y político del Sr. General 
Brigadier D. Francisco Cantón (Marida, 19511), p. í| "Estableciendo 
en la ciudad die' Valladolid una cátedra de filosofía," Bbv. 8, 1835, 
and "Estableciendo eu la oiudad do Valladolid una cátedra do filos- 
ofía y otra de gramática latina," Dec. 24, 1841, Ajenar Peres, 
Colección, I, 253, II, 144-45. 

85. Canton Rosado, Francisco Canten, p. 1) Da Vos Pablloa, ji6  (May 16, 1846). 

86. Sierra, "Baranda," loe, oit.; Francisco Cantón Rucado, "Apuntes bio- 

87. 

1821-1847," Hispanic AneHcan Historical Kovley. X3CVII (Feb. 1947). 
Hio lattor givos extended references to other biographies of 
Baranda; most of then derive from Siorra*s. 

Pedro Sainze do Baranda, "InfoRae sobre la fabrica de tejidos de 
algodón en el Distrito de Valladolid," Exposición del gobierno de 
Yucatán al supreuo de la Ropflblloa. pldTéndo la derogación del iprenio de la Ropdblloa. pldl 

L de febrero (¿lilao (Marida, "fe decreto de ¿1 de febrero dltlop (Marida, 1844J, pp. 46-62. riPrivil- 
o¿io oxoluolvo en favor de D. Podro Saine de Baranda," uw, 8, 18SS, 
Azaar Pérez, Coleooión, I, 84; 1 Jo man, ¡¡ambles, pp. 92-95; Stephens, 
Reatan, II, 52C-50; Cantón Rosado, Francisco Cantón, p. 2 n.j 
Cline'^' "Aurora," loe, olt. Cf. Joco I1. Ramiros, "Fabrica de tejidos 
dol Tunal, o sean apuntes pora la historia de la industria mexicana.. 
El Iliseo iJaxloaao, I (1845), 121-20 decoribing a mill in Durango. 
See above, Nbte"T4. 
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88*   Juan Antonio Valora and Francisco Javier de Corras* "Discurso sobre 
la constitución do las provinolas de Yucatán y Campeohe, 1766»" 
F. V. Scholes ct al», oda., Docunentos para la hiatoria de Yuoatan 
(3 vola., 1936-58), III, 17-18, 20, 55-56; Eohanove et al.."Cuadro 
eQtadletioo...l814," pars. 46-47, El Fénix. #24 (Fob. 25, 1849), 
101, #28 (J*ir. 15, 1849).    IA Voi Pgblloa, &5 (Deo. 8, 1846), adrt. 

89. Roys, Ebtun, pp. 63-64.    Pores Aloalft, Ensayos, pp. 82-85,  [quoting 
memoria of 1846] saye that in the partido or Valladolid there were 
57,556 inhabitants in 26 towns, with 14,049 rural dwellers scat- 
tered on 117 haciendas, 115 ranchos; the latter figures are prob- 
ably low estimates* 

90. Boys, Ebtun, esp. pp. 6-61) seo also his. The Indian background of 
colonial"Yucatan, Carnegie Institution of Washington, Publication 648 
(Viashinglxm, Í943), pp. 129-94. 

91. Stephens, Yucatán, II, 555. 

92. Human» Rambles, p. 234; he also thought (p. 233), "The glimpse the 
Indians have just caught of what they may do».¿nay probably stim- 
ulate them to malsB the jffort to free themselves from the bondage 
of tho whites,    ¿bay intelligent and well-informed men...fear this 
may ultimately be tho result."    See Stephens, Yuoatan, II, 551. 

95. See long explanation of why Campeche did not support a revolt in the 
east of 1845, Alvares, Anales, I, 566-69; the ayuntamiento of 
Campeche said it -would not; aid an attempt "retrogradar a Yuoatan a 
unos tiempos tan mol&noSlloos y ominosos," but held themselves to be 
"amigos del progroso y de la oivilisaoion." 

94.    Carlos It. lienéndes. La primera chispa de la revpluolon mexloanat    el 
movimiento de Valiadolid en 1910; estudio his'torlco-orltioo QJsrida, 
T9T9T        !  

96. See below. Chapters 5-7. 

96. 

97. 

Roys, Ebtun, pp. 12, 35, n.6; Plates 1-2; also his Indian background. 
p. ll, 69-64, 175-94, osp. Hap 4 (p. ISO); Villa R, Quintana Roo. 
pp. 7-8.    Possibly some of the lands of Etaab could be assigned to 
"Borderlands" but moat of them are here considered "Bast Colonial." 
The lands of Hunacti, Calotmul, Tsuoaoab and Peto shown by Roys 
(Map 4, Indian bao legro und) also would fall in Borderlands; those 
of nooaba would be allocated to "Old Colonial." 

Francisco de Cárdenas Valonóla, Relación historial eclesiástica de la 
froyjnoia de Yuoatan de la llueva España, escrita en el ano de 1689, 

iblioteoa histérica mexloana de obras Inéditas, III (Federico Gomes 
de Oroaoo, ed., Ifexioo, 1957), pp. 99-110; Carrillo y Anoona, 
fortines, pp. 49-60 ("Conventos y Casas de la serdfioa Provincia de 
San Jos6 de Yucatán, según ésta so encontraba en el ano de 1808"). 
In explaining the trl-partite meaning of the word provincia as used 
in Yucatan, Cárdenas mentioned that it meant (1) the whole peninsula, 
which was divided into five parts,(2) eaoh fifth was also oalled a 
Sroylnola, then (3) eaoh of the latter small provincias was aub- 

ivlded "otra ves en otrac que hay, aun mas particulares, lea 
cuales se componen de algunos pueblos que para su buen gobierno y 
administración los subordinan a otro pueblo que les sirva de 
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eabeoera, y éstos pueblos asi agregados llaman provinolas.».»" 
op. oit., p. 96»    The oonmon nemes of the "Provinees^pGa the 
latter senseJ, such as Beneficios Altos, Camino Keal Bajo eta. 
(shewn ill Table 5 above) were well-established by the end of the 
XTIIth oerrfcury, aooording to F. Malina Soils, Historia de YUoatán 
durante la dominación española (s vole.. Herida, 1904-13J, II, $90. 

98. Karl "Sapper, ^Geología de la peninsula de Yuoatán," Enololopedia 
Yuoa-banense, I, 19-28, esp. MRps 1-2; Alonso Fabila,' Bxplorao'ftn 
eoonCmloo-sqolaldel estado de Yuoatan (Msxico, nd. [ 1942 i), pp. 
8-25, esp. pp. 18, 28, ''zona de la SÍerra"j Boy», Jodian baoterpund, 
pp. 4-5 j C. L» Lundell, Preliminary skastoh of the pfayto<*eog'rapiy o? 
the Yuoatan peninsula, Carnegie Institution, Contributions to 
American Archaeology, II, 256-521 (Oct. 1984), 268-60, nap. 

99. Franolsoo üvrtínee de Arrendondo, "Bolonohontioul," Miseo Yuoatcoo, 
I (May 1841), 217-21 (also reprinted in Castillo, Dioolonarlo, pp. 
107-15)j Justo Sierra, "Xtaoumbllxunaan,* Registro YUoateoo, I 
(1846), 248-57J Stephens, Yuoatan, II, 146^ 
of 460 feet below the eurfaoe). 

100# Arrendondo, "Bolonohentioul," loo, oit», 218. 

[water was at a depth 

101. Angel Cuervo, "Yax-ha," Registro Yuoateoq, III (1846), 16-16. 

102. Stephens, Yuoatan, II, 141-45, 156. 

106. Arrendondo, "Bolonohentioul," loo, clt.^ 218.   One ranohero produoed 
"dies mil arrobas" (250,000 pounds) of brown sugar a year. 

104. "Erigiendo a Bolonohentioul en oabeoera de partido," Oot. 5, 1841, 
Aznar Peres, Coleoolgn, II, 157 j same for Hopelohen (displacing 
Bolonchen, Nov. 18, I84S, Ibid., II, 285i return to Bolonohentioul 
Oot. 21, 1846, Ibid», III, V6.   Arrendondo, "Bolonohentioul," 
loo, oit», 218-H97 

106. Pedro Baranda, "Tradiciones vulgares," Registre Yuoateoo, Hi (1846), 
467-65 reporting conversation with an auoient of Boloñchen, in whioh 
are given myths and beliefs about oaves there.    Author addresses the 
reactionary old fellow by rhetorical questions, suoh as "Have you 
not heard of the progresses of science....doean^t it please you to 
hear o£ the multiplication o£ railroads, rapid communications of 
oommoroe?    Don»t you Jcnow about tho establishment of eleotrio 
telegraphs," then tho query inserted above» 

106. "Privilegio exelusivo para la apertura y uso de un oamino," Oot. 29, 
1841, Asnar Peres, Colooolon,  II, 140-41} Arrendondo, "Bolonohentioul," 
loo, oit», p. 115| Pedro Baranda, "Hospicio de pobres," loo, olt». 
ifiS, mentioning that three leagues of road were constructed in 1846. 

107. Arrendondo,  "Bolonohentioul," loo» pit», p. 115» 

108. "Acta de la villa de Hopelohen," Apr. 9, 1868, Barbaohano and Carbo, 
Itaaorift, "Documentos," pp. 155-56.    See ibid., Aotas of Dslbalohen, 
Bolonohontloul,  Iturbide.    The best political map of Chañes and West 
Coast is that in tills Menoría, by H. Fremont (-1861), large icale. 

109. Felipe de Ibarra to Secretarla de Gobierno, June 4, 1842, Boletín 
Comorolal do Lérida y Campeche, #80 (June 20, 1842). 
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110*    Fabián Carrillo Suaste, "Fragmentos da un viaje hooho a la Sierra 
Alta en enero da 1846 y aaorito en el miau» ano»" [ Parta III» IV» V ] 
El Mosaico, I (1860), 204-209» 266-69» 361-66} unfortunately I 
háye been unable to see his "Fragmentos de un segundo viaje a la 
Sierra Alta a mediados de 1860," Revista Yuoatooa, I (1869)* 
Serapio Baquoiro, ttl* Sierra," Repertorio Plntoresoo, I (1862), 
491-94*    Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo» oítV, 2*66. 

111*    Cárdeme Valencia, Relaolón, p. 108.    "Jurisdicciones y pueblos," 
Archivo, I, 226) Rafael" "Carvajal (paeud. "Adolfo Eoarroa de Bollra"), 
"Iferia, hija del sublevado (leyenda hlstórioa)," Registro Yuoateoo, 
I (1846), 418.   Hegil and Peon, "Estadística." loo, oit.. S¿¿. '   ~ 

112*   Carrillo Suaste, "Fragmentos," loo, cit.i Stephens, Yucatan, Tí, 246-48. 

11S.    Regil and Peon, "Estadística,'1 loo, clt». 265.    Cf. later oharaoter- 
isation of lekax as "populous, rioh, 'lively,1* by H. C. Meroer, 
ühe Ilill Caves of Yucatan (Philadelphia, 1896), pp. 146-47. 

114. Stephens, Yucatan, I, 289, 34ft.   Sosa, Biografía yucateca, pp. 44-49j 
Castillo, piclolonarlo, p. 92. 

115. Stephens, Yucatan, II, 80-86. 

116. Stephens, Yucatan, II, 172-73, 207, 211-13.   At one tine 1,600 Ind- 
ians under 80 mayordomos were employed to clear the wells and aguada. 

117. Stephens, Yucatan, II, 214-17.    In 1842 only fifty souls lived there, 
as the system of cisterns was not fully developed* 

118. Decree, Aug. 21, 1846, Asnar Feres, III, 48.    Stephens, Yucatan, II, 
221-23, saying (223), "She situation of this rancho was on a fine 
open plains the land was good, and water abundant, though not yrmry 
near at hand...." 

119*   Agustin Zetina (pseud. MUn susoritor"), "Beeanohen, su origen, foro* 
ación y descripción," Registro Yuoateop, II (1846), 272-78. 
Stephens, Yucatán, II, 230-54| in Beeanohen Dr» Cabot treated an 
Indian who had iTTs hand torn off in a sugar allí.    "Se erige en 
pueblo el rancho de Beeanohen," Oct. 21, 1828, Peon and Gondra, 
Coleooión. II, 166. 

120. Joaquín Castillo Ferasa, "Beeanohen," Artículos sueltos futrida, 1899) 
pp. 39-43.    Perasa visited Beoanohen in 1852.    On p. 41 he lists 
several names of persons who held property there, in "nueva tierra 
de Promisión." 

121. "Se erige en pueblo del estado el rancho Dzibinooao, con el nombre de 
Iturbide," Dec, 18, 1841, Asnar Peres, Coleooión, II, 169. 

122. Stephens, Yucatan, II, 174; Art. 4, Lay, Deo. 2, 1826, Peon and 
Gondra, Colección, II, 37-36. 

123. Stephens, Yuoatan, II, 176-76, 178. 

124. Stephens, Yüoatan, II, 175, 177, 182-86, 208-206.    "We had not 
formed any vory exalted opinion of these people, and they did not 
rate themselves very high.    Don Juan told us that the Indians were 
all drunkards, and half the white people] and the other half had 
occasionally to tabs to the hommockj he said too they were all 
gamblers, and the aloalde, as he shuffled the cards, oonflmed it.... 
(204). 
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125*    "ifedidaa para reducir a poblado a las familias que viven dispersas 
en las montanas," Oot. 17. 1846, Aznar Peres* Coleoolón,  XII» 76* 
The order aimed at families «ho lived around Dsioaiehenj authori- 
ties were to make them "recognize tho Jurisdiction of the nearest 
town [Iturbidejand to subject them to all responsibilities for 
whioh they are obligated as Yuoateoans." 

126. Sotuta replaced Yaxoaba, Ceo* 1G, 1845, Aznar Peres»    Coleeci6n 
II, 488, but Yaxeaba regained its former authority Apr. 6, Í847, 
ibid..  Ill, 114. 

127. Bonaan, Rambles, pp. 126-28.    Cantaraayoo, four leagues south of 
Sotuta,1 was "a miserable town...occupied by half-breeds and Indians." 

128. Stephens, Yuoatan,  II, 277.    The town lay between Tekax and Peto. 

129. Kokobohen, ifer» 30, 1846, Aznar Pérez, Colooclón,  III, llj  Cholul, 
Nov.  IS,  1844,   ibid.,   II,  269. 

ISO.    Bartolomé del Granada Baeza,  "Informe dado por el cura de Yaxoaba... 
sobre el manejo, vida y oostumbrea de los indios»..Apr. 1, 1813," 
Registro Yuoateoo I (1845), 165-78.    Editorial comment on final page. 

131.    Stephens, Yucatan,  II,  277.    El Noticioso, #84 (Apr. 10, 1847).    Peto 
became cabecera Oct. 27, 1855, Aznar Peres, Coleooiín,  I, 248.    It 
replaoed Iohmul. 

152. "oficio informativo del ayuntamiento de la villa de Peto, 19 de abril 
de 1844," Exposición del gobierno do Yucatán al supremo de la 
Rep6blioa...[Juno 18, 1844], pp. 44-46. 

153. "Erigiendo a Peto en villa," Dec. 17, 1841, Aznar Peres, Colecoifin, 
II, 159.    Dzitnup, June 3, 1045, lbld.»  II, 405j  Nojoaoab, Dec 19, 
1845, ibid.,  II, 488,    The latter should not be oonfused with 
Nohoadab' in jurisdiction of Ticul, or the port of Progreso. 

154. M. Aoevedo, "Bacalar," Registro Yuoateoo,  IV (1846), 511-16.    See also 
J. J. de Torres,  "la montana Je Bacalar," loo, oit.j Joaquín Cas- 
tillo Perasn, "Bacalar," Artioulos sueltos, pp» 54^88. 

155. Aoevedo, "Bacalar," loo, olt., 512,  Lt. Janes Cook, Remarks on a 
passage from the River BafIse...to .aterida...in February anil Lferoh 
m& TLondbn, 176&). pp. 9-1S.         *  

Aoevedo,  "Baoale.r," loo, cit., 314. 1S6 

187 

158 

Aoevedo, "Bacalar," loo, olt., 515-14j Regil and Peon, "Estadística," 
loo, olt., 242. 

Aoevedo, "Baoalar," loo, pit., 316, "Tan solo hay que lamentar al 
mal estado que guarda el oamino prinoipal de aquella villa.•.para 
facilitar y dar impulso a aquel comercio de positiva utilidad y 
oonvenlenoia era de desearse que las personas a quienes corresponde 
dirigiesen una mano protectora...." 

139. Aoevedo, "Baoalar," loo, olt., 514} Torree, "Montana de Baoalar," 
loe, oit., 212, stating the monkey "prestaba servioios eon doeilidad 
• •'•con limpieza como un joven juicioso•"   Also states (p. 209) 
"No haoe mucho tiempo que en ella se han establecido oreoidos 
ingenios de acucar," referring to the distriot of Baoalar. 

140. T. Tí». F. Gonn, The Maya Indiana of southern Yucatan and northern 
British Honduras, Smithsonian Institution, Bureau of Amerioan 
Ethnology, Bulletin 64 (Washington, 1918), p. 18. 
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141. Seo above. Chapter 2, Hotos 87-00, 116•    J. J. Hernando* wrote in 
1846 that unless appropriate steps wore taJaen, "mientras continue" 
la misma rutina que hasta aquí, podemos asegurar, ain pretensiones 
de profetas, que nuestros indígenas so irán alejando mas y mas do 
las poblaciones, hasta confundirse con los salvajes que existen 
entro nuestro tex*ritorio y Honduras," in WE1 indio yuoateco," 
Registro Yucateoo, III (1846), 430. 

142. Stephens, YUoatan,"*!!, 3G, 69-71.    The inhabitants of Sohawill in 
the same neighborhood lived on traditional lands*    "They oonsider 
themselves better off than in the villages, whore tlw people are 
subject to certain municipal regulations and duties* or than on 
Iiaoiendas, whore they would bo under the control of masters, " 
ibid., II, 14j this was a community of 100 heads of families* 

143. StopTSha, Yucatan,  II, 244. 

144. Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo, olt., 327.    Picture* and 
desorlptiouc of various typeu of rura'l Tfagons in Jose He mande E 
Fajardo, "Historia de las artes menores," Enololopedia Yuoatansnse, 
IV, 838-56. 

146.    Regil and Peon, "Bstadlstioa," loe, oit., 282» S26| gives number as 
16,628, with standardised freight rate of 1 real per arroba» 
Stephens, Yucatan,  I, 122-25. 

146.    "Resumen de los establecimientos y productos agrloolas e industriales 
del Departamento de Yucatán," Expociol6n...1844, p. 25.    of the 
102,081 meeates of sugar, 72,801 (71.3^) were in partido of 
Hopolohen (10,028), Tekax (32,292), and Peto  (30,481); of 79 
distilleries, 42 (53.250 were in Tekax (13), Yaroaba (5), and 
Hopolohen (17). 

Chapter Five, #1 - #3 

1. Halph h* Soys, Pie Lidian background of ocíenla! Yucatán, Carnegie 
Institution of Washington, Publication 648 (Washington, 1343), pp. 
33, 34, 36-37.    Roys to Redfíeld, quoted in Robert Redfield, The 
folk culture of Yucatan (Chioago, 1942), p. 887, n. 26.    Caoao as 
a plantation orop seems to have been common among the tfeya; owners 
of such plantations took Ek Chuah as patron god, and sacrificed to 
him; for references, see A. u. Tor.rer,  I.anda»a Eelaol6n de las oowas 
de Yuoatan. a translation, edited with notes. Harvard University. 
papers of the l^abody Misetin, XVIII (Cambridge, 1941), Notes 179, 
495, 869. 

2. See above. Chapter 1, Notes 33-40; Chapter 2, Table 2, Notes 23-24; 
Chapter 3, Notes 84-86. 

3. Testimony of Fernando Soils, representing collective opinion of henequén 
producers,  Importation of Sisal and Hmlla Hemp, Senate Hearings, 64 
Congr. 1 Sees., Committee on agriculture and forestry (2 vols., 
Washington, 1916), I, 342.    See also II. T. Edwards, Produotlon of 
Henequén Fiber in Yuoatan and Campeohe, U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
allletin 1278 QVaahinptton. 1924j. 
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Chapter Five, #4 - #17 

4.    R. S. Platt,  "Chi-Chii    an hacienda in Yuoatan," Latin Amerioai 
country aides and united regions (Hew York* 1942), pp. 63-6¿. 

6.    Alonso Fabiía, Exploraolon eoonomToo-sooial del estado <te_Y"of>*fn_ 
(ttucieo, u.d. [1942] ), p. 51.    Sugar*B value was only #7ji in 1930. 

6. Joaquin Castillo Perasa, Artículos sueltos  (Herida, 1899), pp. 181-84, 
186-56, 169-61, 171-74. 

7. Redfield, Folk-lore, map frontispiecei  "Peninsula de Yucatán, Flora," 
(map, lSSe), Sria de Agricultura y fomento, Dpto. de oolonisación, 
VII Comisión oolonisadora, reprinted in Oabriel A. Meriendes,    ed.. 
Quintana Boop album monográfieo (itoxioo, 1956), p. 167| map in 
d. L. VJhite and E¡. J. Fosoue, '"Henequini    the green gold ot Yucatan," 
Journal of Geography, XXXVIII (Apr. 1989), 161-66. 

8. Isaiah Bowman, The pioneer fringe, Amerioan Geographical Sooie-ty, 
Special Publication 13 (New York, 1951), pp. 296-846} quot. on p. 805. 
Perasa in 1899 drew distinction between "old1* and "^odern" haciendas, 
"Laboree rurales," Artículos sueltos, pp. 159-42. 

9. G. M. McBride, The Land systems of Malxioo, Amerioan Geographioal 
Society, Research series Mo. 12 (Hew York, 1925), p. 40.    Cf. Preston 
S. James/"Latin Ajerice, (Kew'Yo'rk, 1942), p. 608, "The ownership of a 
hacienda...provides two things which vnry Uexioan desires but few 
can achieves    social prestige and economic security.    Beoause the 
owner is relatively free from land and labor oosts, he is able to 
profit from the sale of his products, even when transportation oosts 
are high.... The owners of ranchee do not share either the prestige 
or the eoonomio position of the large landowners." 

10. In modern IJexioan literature, one type of novel deals with haoienda 
life and various emotional conflicts arising from the mores conneoted 
with them.   For examples, see José Lopes Portillo y Bo Jas,' La parcela 
(Msacioo, 1896)I Gregorio Lopes y Fuentes, Tierra»    la revoluoitn     *"" 
agraria en Mexioo (Mexico, 1933), and cap, his Biasteoai    noveía 
mexicana (Mexioo," 1989)} Mauricio lügdaleno. Sunburst (irana. Anita 
Brenner, How York, 1944). 

11. MoBrido, Land systems, p. 40, repeating that "the sentimental value 
that attaches to these holdings is an influenoe in the life of the 
nation that far eclipses the eoonomio value of the properties•" 
Cf. ibid., pp. 28-29. 

12. HaBride, Land systems, pp. 38-40. 

13. MoBrido, Land systems, pp. 37, 79 (Table V). 

14. See Chapter 2, Note 22.    James, Latin America, p. 602. 

16. "Elementos para un establecimiento rural," Repertorio Pintoresco. 6 
misoelanea instructiva y amena (Biweekly, Marida), I (1861), 120. 

16. "Establecimiento rural," loe.' oit., 121-28. 

1-61| 

description summarized above on pp. 242-44. An excellent detailed 
exposition which lias little place in the novel. 
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Cliapter Five, #18 - #27 

16. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

281 

24. 

25. 

26. 

27. 

She hacienda described by Castillo, "Refugio," loo, olt., 241, 
purportedly WAS one that had existed for throe' hundred yeara, 
founded by ancestors who had obtained it "en premio de su lealtad 
y buenos servicios." Tho author had evidently pored over actual 
land documente, as ho oorreotly alludes to the usual eeranoxy by 
which suoh grants were given, wherein the recipients and the 
grantor follow the boundaries, "arrancando yerbas, trozando Arboles, 
dando gritos y arrojando piedras, en señal de dominio•" 

D. S. Oorbitt, "Haroedos and realengos! a survey of tho publio land 
system in Cuba," Híspanlo Amorioan Historical Review. XIX (Aug. 
1939), 262-  . Lib. ¿V of the Recopilación de leyes de los royaos 
de las indias (Madrid, 168li Srd edn., 5 vole., Itórid, 1774) deals 
ohlefly with land problems, but references are scattered throughout 
it} e.g.. Lib. VI, Tit. S, Lib. IX, Tit. SI, Leyes ix, xlii. Biblio- 
graphy in UoBrlde, Land system» is stranger on nineteenth oentury 
items than colonial or more recentj for a helpful bibliography of 
modern land praotice in Mexico, see E. K* Simpson, The Ejido, 
Mexico's way out (Chapel Fill, 1987). Handy collection for main 
features are documents reprinted In Franoisoo F. de la Isusa, 
Código do oolonisaoion y barrenos baldíosi do la República Maxioana, 
anos 1451 a Í892 (ilfexíoo, ld93). Surprisingly few msa. are listed' 
for Yucatan in the published index of the Remo de Tierras, Archivo 
General de la Nación, Boletín, II ff., which has oovered about 
half the collection.    ' 

Gerónimo Castillo, Ploolonarlo histórico, blografloo y monumental de 
Yucatán desda la conquista hasta el ultimo ano de la dominación ' 
española en el país (1 vol. only, A»E, Herida, 1866), p. 61. 

ItoB'ri'de, Land syytems, pp. 66-67} composlolén was generally Instituted 
by Hapsburgs, but become an effeotivo instrument under Bourbons, A 
study of tho prooesees and variations is needed, as doouaents I have 
seen for oexaoa indicate ooneiderable divergenoe from one period to 
another, and from one place to another. 

Justo Sierra, "Consideraciones sobre el origen, eausas, y tendenolas 
de la subleveoión de los indígenas, sus probables resultado*, y 
posible remedio," El Fénix (6 times monthly. Campeche), #5 ff.| 
ref. #47 (.June 20, 1549). 

Baltasar Ladrón de Guevara to Viceroy Manuel de Flores, Hov. 11, 1789, 
par. #69, reprinted in Fabian de Fonseoa and Carlos de Urrutia, 
Historia general de Real Hacienda escrita...por orden_del_vi: 
obra na'sta ahora inédita (6 vote., MPXIOQ, ÍMé-áJ),  IV. tí     . 

"Declaración sobre' las acotaciones heohas en terrenos baldíos," Nov.16, 
164S, Alonso Aunar pires, ed., Coleoolón de leyes, decretos y órdenes 
o acuerdos de tendencia general! del poder legislative del esredo 
llb're y soberano de YUoawi (5 vola», Marida, 1849-51J, II, 286. 

"Sob're arrondamientoB de Wrreuos baldíos y oomunee," Jan. 89, 1884, 
José liarla Peon and Isidro R. Oondra, Coleoolón de leyes, decretos. 
y órdenes del augusto oongreso del estado libre de Yüoatan (2 voís.. 
Morlda, leS¿), £ IMéT*     

"Aclaraciones*..sobro arrendamientos," Apr. 27, 1824, Rson and Oondra, 
Coleoolón, I, 100-101. 

"Ley de oolonisaolón," Dec. 2, 1825, Peon and Gondra, Coleoolón, II, 37-38. 
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Chapter Five* #28 - #44 

26.    "Aolaraoion a la ley de oolonicaoion de 2 de diciembre de 8264" 
Oct. 20, 1827* Peon and Qondra» Coleooion, II, 94*96*    The Urn of 
Deo. 2, 1825 «as not officially published until Apr. IS, 1826, 
and occasionally that date is used in referring to it* 

29.    "Declarando libre el uso de los terrenos comunes o baldíos," Apr*20» 
18S7, Asnar Perez, Colección, I, 260. 

SO* "Sobre el servicio militar de luneroa no indios," Nov. 28, 1849, 
Asnar Peres, Coleccjton, in, 294-95* See above. Chapter 2 for 
discussion of relation of ethnic to vocational categories. 

SI*    "Incorporación de encomiendas en la provincia de Yucatán y Tabaaoo," 
Archivo General de la Nación, Boletín, IX (Oct. 1988), 691-675, 
cited hereafter in this chapter as rinñomleñdas»   "Dictamen del 
Contador," Sept. 22, 1786, Ibid., 645, "Brtioion del Teniente." 
Oot. 50, 1786, ibid., 658-64V"" 

52*    "Reglamento provisional, o reflexiones instructivas, etc.," Encomiendas, 
loe* olt», 597-608, esp* Arts. 3-9, 28-24. 

S3.    "Testimonio de poder»" May 18, 1787, Encomiendas, loe, clt», 626-27} 
only 26 out of ninety haoendados signed the list, and royal offi- 
cials claimed they were not representative, but «ere merely dis- 
gruntled magnates whose enoomiendas had been taken» Ibid., 668* 

84*    "Testimonio," Encomiendas, Ico* oit», 669. 

56* "Interrogatorio»" Encomiendas, loe* olt», 684-86* 

86* "Dictamen del Contador," Encomiendas, loe* cit., 646* 

87. "Dlotamen del Contador," Enoomiendas, loe* clt., 646-47. 

38. NFetioi6n del Teniente," Encomiendas, loe, clt., 660-61* 

89*    Ibrris Steggerda, tstya Indiana of Yucatan, Carnegie Institution of 
Washington, Publication 581 Itiashlngton» 1941), pp. 117-24| In 
special milpa for experimental purposes» Steggerda found second 
year yield was nearer three-quarters than half the first» but 
whether this would be true of the Old Colonial section is still an 
open question.    Steggerda*s experiments were carried on in only 
one area of Yucatan» in the "maise" sons. 

40* "Petición del Teniente»" Enoomiendas, loo, clt», 661. 

41* "Que se oonfoxme la aprobación del reglamento»" Oct. 9» 1787» 
Enoomiendas, loe* olt*» 672-74. 

42. Bartolomé1 del Granado Baesa, "Informe dado por el cura de Yaxoabá».. 
sobro el manejo, vida, y costumbres de los indios," Apr* 1» 1818» 
Registro Yucatooo. I (1845)» 174-75. 

43. John L* Stephens» ""incidents of travel in Central America» Chiapas, 
and Yucatan (2 vois». New York, 1641J, Incidents of travel InYuoatan 
(2' vols». Hew York, 1848)* W* L. Herndo'n to Comaander Ú»  C. Any, 
Mar. 16, 1848, Senate Baooutlvc Documents, SO Congr* 1 Sees., VI, 
Ho. 43, p. 21. 

44. Stephens, Central America» II, 41445. 
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45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

49. 

50. 

51. 

62. 

58. 

Chapter Five, #45 - #69 

Stephens, Central Amerioa, II» 416-16•    Castillo* "Refugio," loo» oit., 
249*    "Declarando libre y reglamentando el trabajo de los sirvientes," 
Aenar Peres, Coloooion, II, 276-79. 

When maise sold for 2 f¿l»a a carga (4 medios), it «as discounted 
1 nedio if bought "in anticipation," Bassa,1* Informe," loo» oit», 
IT'S1,1 but he added "if the buyer is not wide awalus he usually does 
not collect all the maize he pays for."    Frioe of maise in 1846 
from Sable 6, José M. Regil and Alonso Ituuel Peon," Estadística de 
Yucatán," Sociedad mexicana de geografía y estadística. Boletín, III 
(1862-65), 287-840. —— 

m 1818, the average was 2 reales per oarga, rising to 12 in times of 
scarcityj in 1846, for export purposes at Cempeohe it was valued at 
ten reales per oargaf see previous note. 

Castillo, "Refugio," loo, oit», 260. 

Santiago MtndeE, "Noticia sobre las costumbres, trabajos, idioma, 
industria, fisonomía & o» de los indios de YuoatánN Oct. 24, 1861, 
Sociedad mexicana de geografía y estadística. Boletín, fipooa 2, 
tomo II (1870), 374-87.    Ibis seems to be a compilation, brought 
up to 1661, of several previous reporte) it follows the same wording 
as Baesa, "informe," loo, oit., and reprints verbatim [with exoislon 
of a long poem] for its section on "Women," the article Juan José 
Hernández, "Das indias de Yuoatán," Registro Yuoateoo, III (1846), 
290-98.   The Méndez artiole has been translated by ilarshall H. Seville 
under the title of "She Iftya Indians of Yucatan in 1861," laiseum ->f 
the Amerioan Indian, Indian Mates and Monographs, IX (1921), 145-95j 
because of minor discrepancies in translation t have preferred to 
use the original artiole, where section on luneros is found, pp.577-78. 

Castillo, "Refugio," loo, oit», 244-46. ———— 

Regil and ftoon," Estadística," loo, oit., 306i Stephens, Yucatan, II, 
171, "by furnishing them oonstant employment; Indians oan be pro- 
cured in any numbers at a real per day...." 

Pedro de Regil Peon, José Carola Zavala, and Manuel Donde," Informe," 
Emiliano Busto, Estadística do la Ropoblloa Lfaxloana (8 vols», 
Itoxioo, 1880),  III, 267. 

Baesa, "Infome," loo, oit», 174i Stephens, Yuoatan, II, 88-40. 

64. Stephens, Yüoatan, I, 367, 414. 

65. "Interrogatorio," Encomiendas, loo, oit., 634) "Testimonio," ibid.» 669. 

66. Istadez, "Indios," loo, oit., 378. 

67. Regil and Paon, "Estadística," loo, oit., 806. 

68. 

69. 

B. M. Norman, Rambles in Yuoatanj or, notes on travel through the 
peninsula, including a vis'i't to the remarlaable ruins (New Yoric. 
IU8| itVedn., 1Ó4S), pp. 71» 132.  

Méndez, "Indios," loe, oit., 878.    Juan Antonio Valora and Franoisoo 
Javier de Corres, "Discurso sobre la oonstituoion de las provincias 
de Yucatán y Cempeohe, 1766," F. V. Sobóles et al., eds., Documentos 
para la historia de Yüoatan (3 vols., Herida, 1936-88), III, 17. 
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Chapter Five, #60-#74 (coat»d) 

60.    M. Aoevedo, "B&oalar," Registro Yuoatooo, 17(1846), 314. 

61. 

62. 

63. 

64. 

65. 

Arthur l&relet. Voyage dans l*Amorlque Céntrale, l'llo de Cuba et 
le Yucatan (8 vola., Paris, 1857),  I, ¿22-25. 

Carl B. Heller* Releen in Ifexlko in den Jahron 1846-1840 (Leipsig, 
1853), p. 284 saying t^at loggers wim Bangs hSher stehen und beaser 
totalt sind...." than field workers* 

Desire1 Charnay, Cites et ruines amérloalnqs (Paris, 1865), p. 855 
gives description of vaqueroa in 1860j see above. Chapter 2, Note 96 
for references to period around 1840. 

Méndez, "Indios," loo, ojt», S78. 

I Icaow of no adequate study of the charro in Mexican literature. 
For interesting sidelights on the extension of cattle eoonomy from 
the ?*xioan northern areas to the American Southwest, see J. Frank 
Dobie,  3he Lpnghorns (Boston, 1941), esp. pp. 3-26, "The first 
Spanish cattle,,J wiHi bibliographioal notoB.    Pedro Henriques Drena, 
Literary currents in Híspanlo America (Cambridge, 1945), gives dis- 
cussion and bibliography of1 gaucho literature, pp. 144-47, 259 n.22, 
ao does W. Bex Crawford, A oentury of Latin American thought (Cam- 
bridge, 1945), pp. 44-47. 

66. Regil and Peón, "Estadística," loo, pit., 306. 

67. Simon Peon was trying to train a young emigrant Spaniard (who had 
worked as a waiter in Hew York's Delmonieo*s restaurant) to take 
over a general manager's job.    The boy failed to learn, and 
drifted off to Tabasco.    Stephens,  Central America,  II, 411-18, 
Yucatan,  X, 149-50. 

68. Castillo, "Refugio," loe, oit., 250. 

69. Castillo, "Refugio," loo, oit», 250| Baeea, "Infomie," loc. oit», 171. 
See above. Chapter 1, Hb'tes 40, 64. Congressional debate on status of 
fisoales. La Voz Publica, #8 (May 23, 1846). 

70. Stephens, Yuoatan, II, lol.    The blue cloth worn by one of the fisoales 
at the ball wae said to be actually one used by a oaoique of colonial 
times} fiscales would not have been allowed to usurp this prerogative 
of office, as their symbols were the whip and key. 

71. Stephens, Yuoatan, I, 161| cf. ibid., I, ISO, "The building was a 
mere rancho, erected only tor the residencie of a mayoral, a person 
inferior to a major-domo....1' "La hija del mayoral,11 in He mandes, 
"Indias," loo» oit., 293. 

72. Stephens, Central America, II, 405. 

73. Norman, Rambles, pp. 43, 104, 129-S0j Heller, Kelson, pp. 258,267* 
Stephens, Yuoatan, I, ISO, II, 158 et passim. 

74. Stephens, Yuoatan,' I, 143.    Cf. Central America, II, 405, "At this 
hacienda the major-domo was a young Mostiso, and had fallen into 
his nlaoe in an easy and natural manner by marrying his predeoessor'a 
daughter, who had just enough white blood to elevate the dulness of 
the Indian face...." Jean Fréderio TJudmilien, Baron de Waldeok, 
Voyage pittorosque et arohoologique dans la provinos d» Yuoatan 
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Chap-tor Five, #74(cont»d)-#86 

75. 

76. 

(Amérlque Contaralo) pendant les annáea 1834 et 1836 (flaris, 1838), 
p. 93, saying "sont ordinaireiaant lee h^ftards des raajordomes, dont 
lew ibnotions deviennent ainsl héreditaires."    I suspeot the ae- 
curaoy o£ this, but it is not impossible; stoat of the majordomoa 
I ever knew had plenty of legitimate offspring. 

Holler, Mm, pp. 266-67, saying "Da wir...keinen Orund hatten, 
diese Bosorgnisse fürniohtig su halton," espeoially sinoe "in 
der Nalie sohon mehrere Kxcesse stattgefunden hatten und aueh 
sohon frtther in Uxrnal o in weisser Mayordomo erschlagen worden 
war."    This was in the spring of 1647. 

Waldeck, Voyage, p. 95. 

77. Stephens, Central .America, II, 412* 

78. Castillo presents sorao typical oases, "Befugio," loo, olt., 250, as 
does Stephens, Central America,  II, 417-18. 

79. Vlaldook, Voyage, p. 93.    See above. Chapter 2, Mote 95. 

80. Stephens,  Central America, II, 406) the various haciendas owned by 
the Peon family were not often visited. Bee Stephens, Yucatan, I, 
199, 202, II, 62 et pass in. "*"" 

81. Stephens, liUoatan, 'JU&ij 'ibid., I, 143 saying that "the stately 
hacienda of Xoanohaken. • «showed that it was often subjeot to the 
master's eye...." 

82. Stephens, Yucatan, I, 191. 

83. Brief and unsatisfactory are discussions of money and banking of 
the period) eee Carlos Dies Eufoo, "The industrial evolution of 
Moxioo," Msxiooi    its social evolution, Justo Sierra (ills), ed., 
G. Seninon, trans. (2 vo'ls., Maxioo, 1900-04) II (Bart S), 138 ff., 
and H. H. Banoroft ot al». History of Maxiop (6 vola., San Franoisoo 
1883-88), VI, 620-22, each summarising annual reports which I have 
not seen. 

84. Begil and Poon, "Estadística," loo, olt», 306-307) of. for later 
period, re haciendas around ¿torida, "...labor was at a premium 
there.   All the planters had all the land they wanted — more than 
they required — but they did not have aa muoh labor as they wanted. 
Therefore the value of a plantation was largely determined by the 
number of workmen who lived there," Importation of Sisal Hemp, 
Hearings, II» 1661) the peonage system as it developed in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth oentury in Yucatan is set forth Ibid., 
II, 1356-63) tills balanced view was needed to eorreot the Joumal- 
istio account of the muokraker, Kenneth Turner, Barbarous Msxioo 
(Now York, 1911), oh. 1, "The slaves of Yucatan") the cruelty he 
noted was not in the economic self-interest of the majority of 
owners. 

86.    Castillo, "Refugio," loo, olt., 248) nearly every contemporary writer 
who discussed Indians pointed out with more or lees heat that they 
were unmovod by eoonomio rewards, and were unable to grasp the 
necessity for saving money.   This trait was variously labelled 
"fatalism" or "stupidity," and was object of muoh concern. 
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Chapter Five, #86 - #98 

86.    Castillo, "Refugioj" loo» olt», 248-49.    Fablla, Exploración, p. S3 
gives Information on riChan* and "nohoeh" cuentas* 

67.    "Ley de vagos," Oot. 5, 1827, Peon and Gondra, Coleooion, II, 81-84| 
"Sobre vagos" Sept* 15, 1836,A*nar PoreE, Colooolftn, I, 256-39. 

88»    In 1814 when there was a marked shortage of maise, tlhe Captain- 
General of the provino© ordered all who were oaught as vagrants 
to be put to milpa work, Francisco Alvares, Anales históricas de 
Canpeohe, 1812-1910 (2 vola., Marida, 1912), t, SA-SB. 

69*    "Aclaraciones sobre el reglamento para el manejo de hacendados, 
labradores, y jornaleros," Apr* 19, 1824, Pson and Oondra, 
Coleooion, I, 102-103» "Sobre asalariados y jornaleros," Oot. 12, 
1832, Asnar Pires, Coloooi&n, I, 39-40* 

90*    "Declarando libre y reglamentando el trabajo de los sirvientes," 
Oot* 30, 1843, Asnar Pires, Coleooion, II, 275-79} "Sobre sirvientes 
y jornaleros," Hay 12, 1847, lblcTr"lII» 135-561 and see "Sobre el 
servioio militar de los luneros no indios,"Hbv.26/1849(oited above, 
Note 4S), ibid.. Ill, 294-96. 

91. j. B. Molina Soils, Historiade Yüoatándurante la dominación esp- 
añola (S vols*, Iferída, J904-Í3J, í, 3l2» Roys, Indian baolc*rouad, 
p. 146-47, Ebtun, p. 48, saying that "the town was obliged to 
cultivate a milpa of sixty mecates," for the gobernador-eaoique» 
Written into YUoateoan law after independence, "Republioas de 
indígenas," July 26, 1S24, Art* 2, Pson and Gondra, Coleooion, I, 136* 

92. Steggerda, aya Indians, p. 117.    Cf. Alfonso Villa R, The Ifcyaof 
east central Quintana Roo, Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Publioation 669 (Washington, 1946), p. 59, "The difficulty of ob- 
taining the full cooperation of all the natives•••made it imposs- 
ible to determine precisely the total amount of maise****" 

93*    "Proclamation of Ifumel Ay and Hyacinth Canek, Sept* 3, 1847," 
livya text. Heller, Releen, p. 293, German translation, p* 286. 

94.   n. F. Cline, "tore and deities of the Iaoandon Indians, Chiapas, 
Ltoxioo," Journal of Ameriean Folklore, XLVII (Apr* 1944), 111, n.30. 
Cf. Redfield, Polk eulture, pp. 120-21, 163-64. 

96*   Roys, Indian background,' pp* 46, 67.   Apparently sanctioned was 
taking of stored maise, but not touohing growing crop*    "To the 
I*ya mind from time immemorial there has been something peculiarly 
saored about growing oorn," ibid», p. 46.    Cf • "Que se saquen a 
remate las milpas tumbadas por los sublevados en territorio que 
se recobre," llar* 26, 1849, Asnar Pires, Coleooion, III, 262-63* 

96*    Tosser, Landa, 96-97} Augusto Pires Toro, la milpa "Qlsrida, 1942), 
p* 44 et passim» Baesa, "Infonae," loo, olt», 168-71» Regll and Pson, 
"Estadística," loe* olt., 295-96» Robert Redfield and Alfonso Villa R, 

98. 

, Carnegie Institution of Washington, 

97. A 

Chan Kiom, a Msya village 
PUblloation 448 (Washington, 1934), pp. 42-46, 111-47, Villa, 
Quintana Roo, pp. 108-21» Redfield, Folk cultor», pp* 86-109. 
T. nanseñT"personal letter to Redfield, quoWd» Folk culture, 

p. 384, n.6. 
Gustavo Iblina Font, La tragedia de YUoatán (Mexico, 1941), pp. 106-107, 

"*..en la zona henequenera de Yucatan naaie siembra maix por espíritu 
de luoor. En general los indios mayas aveoindados en esa eona busean 
su subsistenoia en los trabajos agrícolas e industriales del henequén» 
y si hacen, además, una pequeña milpa (entre media y una hectárea) es 
mas bien por satisfacer una necesidad espiritual formada por una 
tradición milenaria," (p* 107). A hectare oontains about 26 meoates. 
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Chapter Five, #99 - #105 

99.    Peres Toro, La milpa, pp. 39-41.    One informant told him that "La 
milpa no esta haciendo para tenar dinero» es para alimentaoi6n,M 

and that by raising 40 meoatos he produced enough to support 
himself, his wife, 2 minor children, 5 hogs, ohiokensj another 
twenty mecates were raised for sale.    Cf • Redfield and Villa, 
Chan Kbm, pp. 62-57. 

ICO* F. G. Benedict and ibrris Stoggerda, The food of the preeent-day 
Maya Indiana of Yucatan, Carnegie ihst'iHarbion of Washington, 
Contributions to American Archaeology 10, 111 (Washington, 1986), 
15JÍ-88 present quantitative data ana bibliography• 

101. Regll and Paon, Estadística," loo, clt», 502-05| Stephens, Yucatan, 
I, 255-56} Heller, Rolson, pp. 215-17.    Msdem studies and des- 
oriptions include 0. P. Cook, "Milpa agrioulture, a primitive 
tropical system,N Smithsonian Institution, Annual report,..1919 
(Washington, 1921), pp. 507-26j C. L. Lundell, "The agrioulture 
of the Maya," southwest Review, XIX. (1955), 65-77} R. A. Emerson, 
nA preliminary survey of the milpa system of malee agrioulture as 
practised by the Maya Indians of the northern part of the Yucatan 
peninsula," mimeographed (Ithaca, N.Y., n.d.  [1955])j jamos E. 
Kempton, "Preliminary report of the agricultural survey of Yucatan 
of 1955," mimeographed,  (n.p., n.d., [Washington, 1955 j), and his 
"liaise j our heritage from the Indian," Smithsonian Institution, 
Annual report.«.1957 (Washington, 1958), pp. 586-408j E. R. Blaok- 
burn, "Primitivo moihods in use in Yucatan," Education, LX (1959), 
209-12; Stoggerda, "Maize production and animal husbandry," Maya 
Indians, pp. 89-127i Peres loro. La milpa.   The latter is also 
scheduled to write a stannary on milpa agrioulture for the Enci- 
clopedia Yucatanense, a discussion whioh I have not yet seen. 

102. Stoggerda, Ways. Indians, p. 127, using average figure of nine hrs. 
per bushelf this equals 6.2 lbs, per hr., or 15*1 lbs. per 94 lb. 
carga.    Pires Toro, La milpa, pp. 57-58, using 2 kg* (4.4. lbs.) 
per nr.j equal to about ¿i hrs. per carga.    For days, Stoggerda 
uses 8 working hrs.. Pires Toro uses i hrs ./day. 

105. Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo, olt», SOS, giving range of first 
yr. milpa as from 4 almudes {l/t carga) to 1 1/2-2 cargas per 
mecate.    Cf • Redfield and Villa, Chan Kom, p. 52, Villa, Quintana 
Boo, p. 60, Stoggerda, Maya Indians, Tables 9-12. 

104. Regir, Peon, Zavala and Donde, "inferné," loo, clt»,  III, 257, also 
mentioning that in 1879 proprietors tried always to get labor on 
oontraot basiB, rather than day-wage| but that "cada especie de 
trabajo se hace por jornal o por tarea, según lo tiene fijado la 
oos timbre y ésta es muy variada." 

105* Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo» oit., 296 n. lj "Contestaciones 
relativos a los pesos y medidas entre los Sres. Maro y Bustemante," 
Sooiedad mexioana de geografía y estadística. Boletín, VI (1859), 
71-96| Stoggerda, Maya Indiana, p. 94j Redfield an¿ Villa, Chan Kom. 
p. 45 n. 2} Pires Toro, La milpa, pp. 4, 40 — "en su sena hay 
«mecates* de treinta por treinta metros•• «y »cargas» de quince 
almudes para defraudar a los deshlerbadores y a los carreros 
re Bpeotivamonte•" 
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106. Heller* Re icen, p. 22G, quoting memoria of 104G.    The total given 
in Heller, «¡,682,057 is an ineorreot sun of the separate itezoaj 
the oorreot figure is 3,332,057. 

107. Rep,il and Bson, "Estadística," loo, olt., 303-04, stating 146 
square leagues*    See above, Cliapter 1, Note 11» 

108. See abovo, Cliapter S, pp. 

109. Stoggerda, Maya Indians, pp. 119-124, 139.    Steggorda assumes 
losses by animals,' etc. the same for each year, wheroas Regil 
and Paon, "Estadística," loo, oit., 296 not only include weeds 
and laok of ashes (no burnings) as factors, but the great number 
of ants and rats and worms attracted to a milpa after its first 
year as destructive agents reduoing its second and third year 
yields, espeoially as they uproot and destroy seed corn after 
planting» 

110. Direooi6n de Estadística, Cenoo Agrícola de 1930, cited and re- 
produced by Fabila, ¿&pploraul6n, p. 24j their figures showed that 
about 12$ of lands in the state of Yucatan were arable, and that 
52% were not able to produce subsistence crop (aside from forest 
lands, 15$ more)» 

111. Regil and Peon, "Kstadlstioa," loo, olt., 303j Baerson, "Survey," 
p. 11, "If tliis guess is not too wild to be credited, 15 to 20 
tines as much maise night be produced each year is now grown, 
thus supporting that many times as large a population*..."| 
Kempton, "Preliminary report," p. 4 suggests 4 or 5 tines present 
pop.| Steggerda, Maya Indians, 149 says "the land is capable of 
supporting eight times as many people as there are at present" 
(306,096 persons in 1930, Ibid., p. 2).    These estimates assume 
that every square unit of land could be made into a milpa, which 
is obviously impraotioal and impossible without drying up the 
swamps, clearing off all the forests, etc., and üict no ot&er 
orops would be raised*    Soil and olitiato factors should almost 
halve the maximum estimates, at least* 

112. Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo, oit., 292-93. 

113. Ricardo Malina, IAS Hambres de Yucatan, quoted and summarized by 
Molina Pont, Tragedia, pp. 37-4*). 

114. Stephens, Yucatan, Il7"288-B9. 

115. Regil and Peon, "Estadlstioa," loo, oit., 300 state 250,600 oargas, 
while 216,000 is given in "Apéndice..Vsobro coréales," Registro 
Yuoateoo. II (1846), 110-11. 

116. "llamoria"sobre cereales," loo, olt», 41-42| "Consocuencias de la 
buena cosecha de éste ano,w El ifotioloso, #61 (Nov. 24, 1846) 
pointed out that "Foodstuffs have beoome extra-enrdinarily dear, 
day wages the same, and difficulty of encountering wo risers has 
grown."    Ironio is the use of "good crop" in the title. 

117. Baesa, "Informe," loo, oit»» 174| MSndes, "Indios," loo, olt., 877. 
118. "Moooria sobre cereales," loo, oit», 45} Regil and Bson, "Esiadlstiea," 

loo, oit», 304} Heller, Releen, p. 284.    Prices xmver fell below 4 
reales the carga, and averaged from 6-8| slight shortages pushed oarga, 

icldy. them up quickly. In 1847, in addition to losses from an 
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extraordinary flood on June 30, 1846 (which washed out crops), 
exportation of 16,902 cargas lowered the supply} prices roce 
from about 0 reales to Í2 («July, 1847), la Yog P&blloa, #20 
(July 4, 1846), El Hotloloso, #187 («July 22, 1847). 

119. "Memoria sobre cereales,ti loo» oit., 43~60j "Apéndice...sobre 
cereales," loo» oit. 

120. Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo, oit., 505. 

121. José Jesus Castro,  "Agriculturas    estado de nuestros establecimientos 
rurales," El ífeaaloo, I (1850), 267-71 though fertilicen and deep 
plowing was an answer! Itogil and peon, "Estadística," loo» oit», 
297-99 insert various views.    2*>st agronomists now agree milpa 
techniques are best suited to Yuoatan (see quotation at head of 
this chapter). 

122. "Sobre arrendamiento de terrenes baldíos y comunes," Oot. 18, 1844, 
Asnar Pérez, Coleoolon, II, 552-55» 

122.    "Que los indígenas no paguen arrendamiento de tierras baldías o 
comunes," Nov. 12, 1845, Asnar Féres, Coleoolon, II, 484} "Qiu 
por labrar los ejidos de los pueblos no paguen arrendamientos los 
veoinos respectivos," Aug. 19, 1846, ibid.. Ill, 47» 

Chapter Six, #1 

1.    José M. Regil and Alonso Manuel Pson, "Estadística de Yucatán," 
Sociedad mexicana de geografía y estadlstioa. Boletín,  III (1852-65), 
257-540 (ref. pp. 554-56)} C. B. Heller, Releen in MaxiJap in den 
Jahren 1846-1848 (l*ipsig, 1855), pp. 225-26.    Ihe "líetadiEtl^aT" 
is primarily the* work of Regil, based on a summary Memoria he pre- 
sented In 1846 (which I liave not seen) which in turn borrows some 
data from earlier trea-Unents, eep. Fedro Manuel Regil, Maaprla 
instructiva_sobre oJL oomerolo general do la provincia de YyaCány 
partía 
Fénix 

bicular del puerto de Campeche (Madrid, 1814), reprinted in El 
Lx (Campeche, Peo. 1848 -Jan. 1849), and folioarpo Antonio "35" 

jjohánove et al., "Cuadro estadístico do Yucatán en 1814," El Fénix, 
#21-#29 (Feb. 10 - Mar. 20, 1849), reprinted as Apuntaciones para" 
la estadlstioa de la provincia de Yucatán que formaron de 8rden *" 
superior en 20 de mareo do 1814 los señores Calladilla, Echanove. 
Bollo y Zuasnavar (Marida, 1871} photostat copies in collections 
of1 Barrera Visques and of Lopes Mandes), and "Instrucciones que la 
diputaoion provincial de Yuoatán di6 a los Sres. diputados que 
eligió1 la provínola para concurrir a las cortes generales y ordi- 
narias de la monarquía en los anos de 1821 y 1822," El Penis, #50-#82 
(Mar. 25 - Apr. 6, 1849), and José Julian león. Crónica suo'inta de 
Yuoatán (1850} 2nd. edn.. Marida, 1901), as well as numerous pamph- 
lets, ^exposiciones," and artioles, some of which are olted below. 
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Chapter Six» #2 - #14 

6. 

6. 

7. 

"Bsglamento do comercio," Nov. 17» 1840» and similar laws Apr. 1» 
1841» Nov. 6» 1841» Oct. 6» 1846» Alonso Aunar Fires» Coloool6n do 
leyes, decretos, y órdenes o acuerdos da tendencia general del 
poder legislativo del estado libre y soberano de Yucatán (3""vó*la*, 
tErida, «45-61). i» 340-fid, II, 109-Í2, 148-44, 4l4-Vé. 

John L. Stephens» Inoldents of travel in Yucatan (2 vola*» New York» 
1843), I, 10.     ——————— 

Pedro de Regil Peon» José Garcia Zavala, and iftnuel Donde, "Infome 
quo presenta al Gobierno del Estado*•«para satisfacer el ouestenario 
del Ministerio de Hacienda*••«Herida» ifttrso 26 de 1878," in Bniliano 
Busto» Estadística de la República ifaxieana. Anea» afa« 3 a, la 
Uanoria de Baolonda del ano ooonfimioo de 1877 a 1878 (5 vols». 
Uaxioo, i860), III» 265-69, 410-16, esp. pp. 266, 413*    See above. 
Chapter 4, pp.     for Baranda»o Aurora Yucatooa. 

Juan Antonio Valora and Franoisoo Javier de Corres, "Discurso sobre 
la oonstituoion de las provinoias de Yuoatán y Campeche," Documentos 
para la historia de Yucatán (F. V* Sonóle* et al.» eds., 3 vola», 
liorlda, lflSé-SÓ), ill, 31-34, 71-72} Regll/lgoRa, p. 8) Eohánove 
et al., "Cuadro estadístico*..1814," pars. ¿8-41, El Fénix, #24 
(Feb. 26, 1849). 

El Hbtloloao, #29 (Feb. 12, 1847). 

Regil, Memoria» p. 3f Eohánove et al., "Cuadro estadístico***1814," 
pars. #BB. #97, El Fénix, #277727 (Mar. 10, 16, 1849).   Valora and 
de Corres, "Discurso*••1766»" loo* olt., 32» 62-63. 

0.    Regil and Peon» "Estadística»" loo, oit., 272, 302-04. 

9. Busto, Estadística, ITX, 29. 

10. Valere and de Corres, "Disourao...l766,H loo, olt», Gl-62j Regil and 
Peon, "Estadística," loo, clt., 281-82|HjSgiJ^rq Yucatooo, IV (1846), 
41| Pedro Almeida, Un M»jioánó"t El Pecado do Adán» Poema»»..(Marida. 
1888), pp. 7-8. Oswaldo Baquelro Anduse, I» ciudad herCloai historia 
do Valladolld (iferida, 1943), p* 240. -—-——---——— 

11. Regi!l and Peon» "Estadiatioa," loo, olt*, 282*    "Erposioion que elevé 
el Congreso Constituyente de Yucatán al Congreso «aoional, julio 6 
da 1824," El Fénix, #67 (Aug. 10, 1849).    J. F. Doble, The Longhorna. 
(Hew York* 1941J, pp. 3-26. 

12. Gerónimo Castillo, ün paoto y un pleito, in Registro Yuoatooo, 27(1846), 
247| see lbId. (1¿46), 416 n. '   ' 

13* Valora and de Corres, "Discurso...1766," loo, olt., 54-65. 

14* Valora and de Corres, "Discurso*..1766," loo, olt», 56| Regil, Memoria, 
p. 3j Eohánove et al., "Cuadro estadístico.•.1814," pars* 85, 102, 
El Fénix, #27, #28 (Mar. 10, 16, 1849)f Regil and Paon, "Estadlstloa," 
loo, o it., 284, 323.    Exportation in 1811 was 1,500 arrobas, the 
average in the deoade 1630-40 was 1,266 per year» in 1845 it was 
only 449.    "Resumen de los establecimientos y productos agrícolas," 
Exposición del Gobierno de Yucatán al supremo de la República, «epc 
pidiendo la derogación del decreto de 21 de febrero ultimo ["juno 18, 
1844 J(Herida 1844;, p. 25 shows that 3,150 of 3,511 arrobas produoed 
in 1844 oeme from Valladolld, which maintained 12 wax refineries. 
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16* "Comunicando al virrey de la N.E. del galeón que se fabricó en 
Campeche, 18 de aarso de 1651," Uto», Archivo General de la Nación 
(Mexico), Reales Cédula», Vol. 4, Exp. 10. The vessel was built 
for a private aooount. 

16. Valere and de Corres, "Discurso...1766," loo. olt.,47i "Observaciones 
que el alféres de frigate D. José Maria de lAns forma sobre la 
planta nombrada henequén»>.Octubre 16 de 1788," Registro Yuoateoo, 
III, 91-92. Keel measurements usually «ere in unit» of codos  "* 
(lit. "elbows"), oomposed of 4 "palms" of six "fingers" each for 
ordinary purposes* but S3 "fingers" for maritime measurement»! a 
maritime oodo is equivalent to about 1*84 feet (English). Usually 
tnro ordinary oodos (48 "fingers") equalled a Castillan vara. 

17. Valera and de Corre», nDisour»o,..1766," loo, oit»» 47-49| "Observa- 
oiones...de r*ns...l78S," loojoit., 81-96. Cf. Joaquín Castillo 
Perasa, "nuestras maderas," In his Artloulos sueltos (Herida, 1899), 
pp. 107-10. 

18. Regil and Peon, "Estadística," loo, olt.^ 517-18, Cuadro 1. 

19. Regil and Peon, "Estadística, loo, oit», 818-19. 

20. Jean Frederic Usximilien, Baron de Yíaldeok, Voyage pittore»que et 
arohéologique dans la province d«Yucatan (Ámerique Central»), pendant 
le» années 1&4 et l8g§ (fttrls. lftSÓ), p. 11.   UmBt  

21. Stephen», Yucatan, I, 10. Regil and Fson, "Bstadlstloa," loo, oit., 
319-22, Cuadro 1. 

22. Heller, Releen, pp. 283-86) Joaquín Hübbe, Belioe (C.R. Msnfndss, ed., 
Marida, 1940 [ 1880-81]), pp. 1-99 and aee also the several works on 
British Honduras-Yuoateoan relations oited in H. F. Cline, "Remarks 
on a selected bibliography of the Caste War and allied topics," 
Appendix C to Alfonso Villa Roja», The Maya of east central Quintana 
Roo (Víashington, 1946), pp. 174-76. 

23. Hübbe, Belioe, p. 12} Regil and Fson, "Estadlstioa," loo, oit.. 
Cuadros 5-12. 

24. Regil, Memoria, p. 3| Eohanove et al., "Cuadro estadistioo...l814," 
pan. 14, 96, El Fénix, #21, #2fl (Feb. 10, Mar. 16, 1849)» Regil 
and Poon, "Estadística," loo, oit»,  277-78, 314-17i Pedro de Regil 
y Peon, "informe," loo, oit», 413-14.    Cf• Valera and de Corre», 
"Diaourso," loe, oit., pp. 43-46. 

25. Eohanove et al., "Cuadro estadístico.•.1814," par. 96, loo, oit.i 
Regil and Peon, "Bstadlstloa," loe, oit», 315-16. 

26. Regil and Bson, "Estadístico," loo, oit», 517a José lArla Peon and 
Isidro Qondra, eds., Coleeolón de laye», deoretos¿ y ordene» del 
augusto Congreso del estado libre do Yucatán (2 vols.» Marida, 1832). 
ig l44-4TTooi. 35, late).  

27. Regil and Rson, "Estadística," loo, oit», 317j Eligió Anoona, Historia 
de Yuoatán desde la época mas remota hasta nuestros días (6 voís.. 
Marida, lÓ8Ó-Í9b¿). IV. 39Í.  

28. Valera and de Corres, "Dlsourso," loe, oit., 64-66| Regil, Memoria, 
pp. 3, 16-17) Eohanove et al., "Cuadro estadíatico...1814," loo, oit.. 
par. 98) Regil and Peen, wEstadlstioa," loe, oit., 269-70. 
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29. 

50. 

31. 

59. 

40. 

41. 

42. 

43. 

Fabián de Fonseoa and Carloe de Urrutia, niatorla general dp la 
Real nacienda. escrita por érdon del viroy Conde de Rovlllaglgedo 
(6 volis., Msxleo,' 1850-63),  IV, 62-75. 

"Orden, llar. 5, 1824," Peon and Gondra, Coloooion* I, 89; "Sobre 
enajenación y arriendo de los charcos de sal," Dec. 8, 1840, Asnar 
Peret, Coleooloii, I, 369*70, ibid., Sept. 17, 1846, loo, oit*, II, 
41S.   Tomás Ásñar Darbaohano añcTjuan Carbé, Memoria sobro la 
conveniencia, utilidad y noooaldad de erigir constifocionalmonto en 
estado do la"Confederación ittoioana el anticuo Distrito de Csmpoohd 
(¿toxico, 1861), pp. Si, Í28. 

Recil and Paon, "Estadlstioa," loo, oit., 270. 

82.    Valera and de Corres,   "Discurso," loo, oit., 66-69. 

35.    Pedro do Itogil y león, "3hfo«ne," loo», oit», 414. 

34. Woodrow Wilson Borah, Silk wising In colonial Mexico, Ibero^Amerioana 
#20 (Berkeley, 1943), eap. pp. 22-23. 

35. Justo Sierra, "Dr. Juan Antonio Frutos (Noticia Biográfica),"Registro 
Yucateoo, III (1846), 106-110j Francisco Alvares, Analea historióos 
do Campeohe, 1812-1910...doouaentos oficiales y de publloaolonas 
autorisadaa (2 vola., Herida, Í9l2),  I, 568; ¿ell and' Peon, 
"Butad'fotioa," loc. oit., 285. 

36»    D. A. Bando, "Sobre el' uso de café," El Espectador de JMéxloo* III, #13 
(Nov. 8, 1861); Mrtlee Ronero, "Artículos sobre el cultivo de oafé," 
Parte II, El Estado de Oaxaoa (Barcelona, 1886), 68-69, of. ibid.. 
Part III, pp. 149-212 indicating that even as late as 1876 no one 
area had on extended domination over coffee production. 

37. "Sobre oafé," Nov. 26, 1825, Peon and Gondra, Colección, II, 56-36. 

38. Busto, Estadística,  HI, 26, 29, 35. 

Juan F. lb lina Solio, Historia de Yucatán durante la dominación 
española (8 vols., Herida, 19Ó4-Í31), ¿I, 399. 

Baqueiro Anduse, Valladolld, p. 240; Velera and de Corree, "Discurso*.. 
1766," loo, oit., ¿5-54, 71| Eohanove et al., "Cuadro estadístico... 
1814," pars, fea, 104, loo, oit.; "Reglamento formado»•.28 de Mirso 
ultimo para la plantificación del comercio libre..." Apr. 5, 1814, 
Anoona, Historia, III, App., 499-608, Art* 18. 

Exposición que elevé al Congreso Constituyente de Yucatán al Congreso 
Baolonal* .julio 6 de 1824 (Ifrrida* 1624J; "Informe de la Juntade 
fomento de agricultura e industria del Distrito de Campeohe, abril 3 
de 1844," Exposiolén*«.Junio 18 de 1844, p* 36* A Yuoatecan diputado 
is quoted as saying Sept'. ¿6, 1824 that chief isjports from Cuba were 
"asacar, aguardiente y oafé," C. R. Msnéndss, L* huella del general 
D. Antonio LBpog de Santa Anna en Yucatán (Herida, 1935), p. 65. 

Ijool Poerr, cane eugari a textbook' oin 'the' agriculture of the sugar 
cana, <foo manufacture of cane sugar» and the analysis of sugar- " 
house products (2nd, edn., London, 192Í), passim, asp» 117-38. 

Regil' and Pson,"BstadÍ8tioa," loe, oit», 276; José Luis de Casaseea, 
"Memoria sobre las canas de asnear blanca, eristilina y ointa," 
Sooiedad Msxioana de geografía e estadíatloa. Boletín, TI (1868), 
101-46; Deerr, Sugar cane, pp. 47-62. 
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44*    "Iní'ome...de Campoohe," loo» olt», pp. 34*35• 

45»    Regil and Bson, "Estadíatioa," loo» oit.» S09| "Oficio informativo 
del Ayuntamiento ds la villa de Fsto, 19 do abril de 1844," 
Exposlolén.»«junio 18 de 1844, pp» 44-45. 

46»    "Exposición que los destiladores de aguardiente de la capital 
elevaron a la legislatura del estado* agosto 22 de 1849," El Fénix» 
#62 (Sept. 6# 1849). 

47.    "¿lítame de la Junta de fomento de agricultura e industria del dis- 
trito de Herida, marzo 22 de 1844," Exposición»..Junio 18 de 1844» 
pp» 28-29. 

48»    PBdro Ferriol, Noticia biográfica de D. Vicente Calero Quintana 
(Marida, 1S54); Alvares, Anales, Z, 38df Stephens, YUoatan, ÍI, 
172-73, 208-131 J. H. Valdes Aooata, A través de las oentJuriaa»». 
(3 vols», Iferida, 1923-31), II, 399-4¡0*CU    Cf. Heller, Kelson, pT"2S3. 

49.   Angel Cuervo, "Y&x-ha," Registro Yuoateoo, III (1846), 15-1(3. 

50»    "Exposioién que los destiladores•••elevaron," loo» olt. 

51»    Deerr, Sugar cane, p. 175j Eohánove et al», "Cuadro estadístico»•• 
1814," par. 102, loo» olt. 

52»    Regil and Reon, "Estadíatioa," loo, olt., 309j Asnar Barbaohano and 
Carbí, Memoria, p» 129| Psdro de Kegil y Ffeon, "Informe," loo» olt., 
263, 2¿o^ 

S3.    Charles Derosno,  "Mejoras introducidas en las fábrica* de asacar," 
lixBoa Maxloano,  7. (1843), 91-92, 105-07, 139-41} Rogil and flaon, 
,vEatadíatioa,v loe. olt., 309»    Deerr, Sugar cans, pp. 

54*    James K» HitohoooJc and E. S. Soripturo, "Noria de nueva Invención," 
La Vos Publica, #66 (Msrida, Nov. 7, 1846), p. 8. 

55. "Informe...de dampeohe," loo, olt», p. 84. 

56. "Sobre proteoolfin del cultivo de la cana," Oct. 13, león and Oondra, 
Coleoolén, X, 81-83. 

57. wLey de oolonisao5j$n," Dec. 2, 1825, ftoon and Gondra, Colección, II, 
37-38, esp» Art. 4. 

58. H4rden," Oot. 19, 1826, Jfeon and Oondra, Colección, II, 58.    José 
Tiburcio I/Spez, Mansage del Gobernador del Estado de Yuoatán pro- 
nunciado el día 5l' de agoBto, al abrirse las sesiones ordinarias 
de la legislatura del ano de 26 '(Ctaapeche, 1826J, p. 5» (Edhanis 
Collection). 

69.    "Sobre impuestos," Oot. 5, 1827, "Reglamentando el cobro de Impuestos 
sobro distilaciones," Feb. 23, 1882, "Sobre derechos a la miel de    • 
purga," Mar. 5, 1682, Pooa and Gondra, Colocóle»,  II, 79-80, 216, 288. 

60.    "Reglamento para la reoaudaoion del derecho inpuesto a las distllaoiones 
de aguardiente," june 5, 1883, "Supuestos*" Jan. 10, 1884, Asnar 
Pérez, Coleoolo'n, I, 120-22, 174. 

61»    Decrees of Sept» 25, Oot» 28, 1835, Atnar Peres, Colección, I, 
241-43, 248. 

62.    Regil and Boon, "Estadística," loo, olt», 810. 
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65. "Suprimiendo un impuesto," Feb. 12, 1841, "Re-estableciendo y 
modificando loe derechos sobre destilaciones," Deo* 17, 1841, 
"Sobre enagenaeión de terrenos baldíos," Apr* 5, 1841, Asnar 
Pires, Colección, II, 22, 158, 116-19* 

64*    "Aumentando los derechos de importación y estableciendo los de 
exportaoión," June 17, 184S, "Declarando libres del derecho de 
exportación loa géneros que expresan," Dec* 28, 1843, Asnar Pires, 
Colección, II, 250-62, 292»    "Oficio•••de Pato," loe» oit», 45* 

66. See above. Chapter One, Hotos 107-113• 

66. "Reglamento de comercio," Oct. 1, 1845, Art. 76, "Comercio," IJsy 8, 
1846, "Suprimiendo un decreto," June 1, 1846, Asnar Pires, Coleooi6n, 
III, 29-50, 36. 

67. Regil and Peón, "Estedletioa," loo, oit., 310|  "Suprimiendo el im- 
puesto sobre las destilaciones,w Apr. 26, 1847, Asnar Pires, 
Coleeoión, III, 123-26.    "Industrias    destilación del aguardiente 
de oana,rf lit Vos Publica, #82 (¿brida, Aug. 15, 1846), signed by 
"Varios ífebrioantes,'' sets forth the monopolists* arguments» 

68•    "Impuesto sobre destilaciones," Deo. 20, 1848, Asnar Pires, Coleeoión, 
III, 244-46. ——— 

69. "Erposlolón que los destiladores de aguardiente...elevaron a la 
legislatura," loe, oit.     She details of earlier tax struggles over 
sugar ware comprehensively reviewed earlier by Justo Sierra, 
"Destilación de aguardiente," El Fénix. #18, #19, #21 (jan. 26, 
Feb. 1, 10, 1849).    Cf. Woodrow W. Borah, "The oolleotion of tithes 
in the Bishopric of oaxaoa in the sixteenth century," Híspanlo 
American Historical Review, XXI (Aug. 1941), 386-409 for tax 
faming technique as opposed to dlreot collection. 

70. "Autorizando al gobierno para disponer el remate de destilaciones 
de aguardiente," Nov. 15, 1849, Asnar Pires, Coleeoión, III, 287-90. 
"Decreto de 14 de noviembre," El Fénix, #77 (Nov. 20, 1649). 

71»    Deoree, June 7, 1850, Asnar Pires*,' Coíéoclón, III, 308-09. 

72. Busto, Estadística, III, 27, 29, 35, Regil y Peon, "informe," ibid., 
266, stating that up to 1877 practically no sugar was grown»    Cf. 
Serapio Baqueiro, "IA Sierra," Repertorio Pintoresco, I (1868), 
491-92| Joaquín Castillo Parase, ''Cana de asnear,** "El ingenio Tabi," 
Artículos sueltos, 111-14, 176-80j Frederick Starr, In Indian 
ifexloo, a narrative of travel and labor (Chicago, 1909j, pp. SOS, 
3071 Chaaniag Arnold and F.J.I. Frost,1 The American Egypt, a record 
of travel in Yucatan, pp. 127-32 describing an establishment run by 
Cubans employing Korean labor. 

73. A. M. Tosser, Landa's Relación de las cosas de Yucatán, a translation. 
edited with notes, Harvard university. Papers of the Psabody Ifasem, 
WITT (Cambridge, 1941), pp. 89, 94 (n. 916;, 195| Ralph L. Roys, 

74. 

75. 

The Indian background of Colonial Yucatan, Carnegie Institution of 
bti —r-   :.. 

"Observa- 
Washington, Publication 548 (Washington, 1948), p. 47. 

Valora and de Óorro», "Disourso•.•1766," loo, oit., 60-61} 
clones«..sobro henequén," loo» oit», 84-96 (quot. from p. 91). 

Bohánove et al., "Cuadro estadístico••.1814," pars. 87-93, EL Fénix, 
#27 (UarTIoT 1849). 
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78.   Alvares, Aaalos.  I* 205-04* 

77. Paul C. Standley, "La flora," Knoiolopodla Yuoatanonao. I, 314-17. 
José A. Bolio, Manual práétioo do noncguon» su ouHiivo y oxplotaoiór 
(Marida, 1914), pp. 50-45. Rogll and Peon, "Estadística," loo. "" 
olt., 274»    Seo numerous rafe», Cline, "Bibliography" loo» cit.,p.l77. 

78. Alfonso Fablla, Exploración coonomloo-Bocial del estado do Yuoatan 
(Mexico, n.d. L1&42]), pp. 17, 52-82j B. Ví. Nelson, "iho agevesT 
c. remarkable group of useful plants," U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 
Yearbook, 1902 (Washington, G.P.O., 1902), pp. 313-20| H. T. 
adrords. Production of Henequén Fiber in Yuoatan and Campeche, 
U.S. Dopt. of1 Agriculture, Bulletin 1278 (Washington, Q.P.Q., 1924)i 
E. F. Castetter, VT. H. Boll, and' A. R. Grove, Ihe early utilisation 
and distribution of agave in the Amerioan Southwest, Univ. oi4 Hew 
Msxioo, Studies in the American SouthWtest, 0 (Albuquerque. 1958), 
esp. Introd. 

79. Baportatlpn of Sisal and Manila Keen?, Senate Hearings, 64 Congr., 
1 Sees., Comni'étee on agrloulturoand forostry (2 vols», Washington, 
G.p.o., 181Ó), Í, 559-44. 

60.    Gonsalo Cámara Zavala, Resena historioa de la industria henequenes* 
de Yucatán (Marida, 1956), pp. 36-58j Asael T. nansen, "the eoology 
oí a Latin Amerioan city," Race and Culture Contacts^ £• B. Router, 
ed.  (New York, 1054), pp. 132-55. 

81. Cañara Zavala, Industria henequenera, pp. 11-12| Mireya Priego de 
Arjona, "Indioe de las obras que 'tratan sobre el henequén existentes 
en la Biblioteca •Cresconoio Carillo y Anoona,»" Boletín de biblio- 
grafía yucatooa, #18 (Jul. 1945), 2-24 (esp. pp. 2-3).    PaesJmllo"" 
of Ú*> Reglamento of the first company, ibid», #5 (Mtr.-Apr. 1939), 1. 

82. Gerónimo CastUloir'Un pacto y un pleito, in Registro Yuoateoo, IV 
(1846), 245.  t= * *         "-b4  

83. Cámara Zavala,  Industria henequenera, pp. 24-26. 

84. James K. íütohoock and E. S. Scripture, "Calculo que manifiesta las 
ventajas quo produoo el raspar jenequán por medio de máquinas," 
La Vos Publica, #56 (Marida, ifov. 7, 1846)| an anonymous eorrea- 
pondent approved the calculations but thought the machine should 
be tried publicly, ibid., #67 (Nov. 10). 

86.    "Gastos do un plantel de 500 mecates de jenequén, considerado en su 
máximo valor desde su siembra hasta 20 anos después, en que se oree 
te minará," Repertorio Pintoresco, I, 74-78. 

86. Cámara Zavala,"*¿dustria henequenera, p. 12, fxom "doouoentoe origin- 
ales que tiene en su archivo D. José Vales Carola."   Hitchcock and 
Scripture, "Cálculo," loo, cit. 

87. "Importation of Sisal, i, 341-42. 

88. Boletín do Bibliografía yuoateea, #8 (Jul-Aug., 1939), 12-13.    The 
monopoly bears the date. August 23, 1830j it is noteworthy that Juan 
A. Frutos, also interested in silk and sugar (as seen above) was one 
of the "socios" who contracted with Graham. Cámara Zavala, Industria 
henequenera, p. 11 attributes founding to hopes plaoed on a loeal """ 
apparatus invented by Basilio Remires, who was a chief agent in 
forming the first henequén corporation* 
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89. 

90. 

91. 

92. 

9S. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

93. 

99. 

Cámara Zavala,  Industria heneguoncre, p. 11, naming Fr. Ceron as the 
inventor of 1783.    "Mandando librar patente de invención de una 
máquina para elaborar jenequén," Hay 29, 1633, Asnar Pérez, 
Colooclon, I, U6-17j "Sisal cultivation in Florida," U.S. Dept. 
of Agriculture, Secretary^ Report for 1890 (Washington, O.P.O. 
1890), p. 467; Helson,  "Agaves," loo, clt.,' 319. 

"Autorizando al gobierno para conceder un premio," HOT. 14, 1840, 
Acnar Pires, Colección,  I, 359, and "Facultando al gobierno para 
emplear a un extranjero," Jan, 0, 1841, ibid»,  II, 2.    Regil and 
Peon, "Estadística," loo, oit», S13. 

Janea K. üitchcock and £• L. Scripture, "Al pfiblioo," La Vos Publica, 
#58 (Nov. 4, 1846)} date of 1847 for arrival of Hitchoook and 
Scripture in Regil and Peon, "ifctadlstioa," loo, oit., 313*14 
is incorrect. 

Hitchoook and Scripture, "Caloulc," loo. cit. and anonymous reply, 
Nov. 10, ibid.    (See above. Mote 84*7)    Regil and Peon» "Estadística," 
loe, oit», 313-14. 

Cámara Zavala, Industria henequerxra, p. 29; Regil and Peon, "Esta- 
dística," loo, oit., 314. 

Cámara Zavala, Industria henequcnera, p. 30, lists as other inventors 
Basilio Ramiros, lüllet. Canto Sosaya. Espinosa Rondín, José 
Eleutorio Soils, liarle, "y otros."    Cf. Carlos R* Manéñdos, Noventa 
Anos de Iliatoria tie Yucatán, 1821-1910 (iferida, 1937), pp. 150, 347. 

Cacara Zavala,  industria henoquenera, pp» 30-31} Jlsnendes, Noventa anos, 
pp. 15, 404. 

Cañara Zavala, Industria honequenera, p. 31.    The original pamphlets 
on which his treatment rest are listed in Priego de Arjona, "índice... 
henequén," loo, cit., 3-4, as from 1869-76 Vlllamor and his lawyer» 
bombarded the public with data. 

Antonio G. ¡tejan, "Máquina do raspar jenequén," Repertorio Pintoresco, 
I (1861), 16-18, with illustrative plate. 

Cámara Zavala, Industria henequenera, pp. 33, 60 j Rejón, "inquina," 
loo. olt«< 17.    Alioe Dlxon Le plongeon, "Notes on Yuoatan, 1873," 
in Stephen Salisbury, ed». The Hsxloan Calendar Stone etc.,  (pri- 
vately printed, Worcester, Afees., 1879), p. 74. 

Pedro de Regil y Peon, "Informe," loe, clt., 264» A. Woeikof, "Raise 
durch Yuoatan und die sfldSstliohen Provinsen von Lfexiko," Potormanna 
Mittheilungon, XXV (1879), 203.    Cf. Frederick A. ober. Travel's in 
Italco and Life among the Maadoans (Boston, 1885), pp. 82-84. 
Seraplo Baqueiro, Reseña geográfloa, histórica y estadística del 
Estado de Yucatán desde los primitivos tiempos de la península 

100. 

101, 

(Uexi'ob", 1881), Doac. #3, in 1880 shows 899 raspers.    The "MoOormlok" 
reaper mentioned in text means the combine whloh employed self- 
binders (apparently invented by an Englistsian, Apple by) i MoCo miele» s 
basic reaper was invented around 1831, but oombines were not widely 
used until oa. 1875. 

Cámara Zavala,  Industria henequonera, pp. 26-28.    Valdés Aoosta, 
A través de las centurias,  II, 255j. Gustavo Itolina Font, La tragedia 
de Yuoatan (2nd edn., Maacioo, 1941), ipp» 81-82. 

Pedro de Regil y Peon, "Infoxme," loo, oit., 264.    Priego de Arjona, 
"Ihdiee," loo, oit», pp. 3-4. 
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102»    Cámara Zavala, Industria henequcnera, pp. 1S>14j Molina Font» 
Tragedia, pp. 61-71, 81-85j Pedro de Regil y Peon, "Informe," 
loo, olt., 265i Regil and Bson, "Estadística," loo. cit., 274, 
S1&-1S.   

IOS.    Regil and PBOSL, "Estadística," loo, clt», SIS. 

104. Ober, Travels, p. 64j Yucatan and an -American monopoly (n.p., n.d. 
[19ÍoTJ7TT» 6.    In 187S, about 5,000 tons were exported, Molina 
Font, Tragedla, p. 70, quoting Enrique IJ&nero, Exploración esta- 
dística de la produoolon henpquonora de Yucatán (whleh I nay not 
seen). 

105. Noticiosos do Ambos lamdpa  (New York),  I, #8, #10 (Feb. 18S6), 68, eO. 
I am indebted to Hioardo Lope* Usnde* for this reference. 

106»    Ptedro Regil y Peon, "Infome," loo, olt», 264-65. 

107»    John L. Stephens,  Incidents of travel in Central America, Chiapas, 
and Yucatan (2 vole.. New York,  1841),  II, 402-05.    Cf. Desire 
Charnay, Cites et ruines Amérloaines»    Mitla, Palenque,  Isamal, 
Chlohen-Itea, uamal (Paris, 186»), pp. 356-60.    Daquelro, Reseña, 
p. 146. 

108. Rejon, "Mauina," loo, clt., 71-72.    Daqueiro, Resena, pp, 116-17. 

109. Cámara Zavala, Induotrla henoquonera, pp. 35-36. 

110. Cline, "Bibliography," loo, oit., p. 173.    For details, see esp* 
C. R. Ifenendes, Historia del infame y vergonzoso oomerolo de indios 
vendidos a Ico esclavistas de Cuba, etc (Marida, 1928), and his 
Las Itoorlaa do D. Buenaventura Vivo y la venta de indios yucatecos 
en Cuba»    aptodloe a la hia&'r'ía de aquel infame y vergonzoso trafioo 
etc. (Marida, 1982)', and Joan Suare* y navarro, Informe sobre las    ~" 
oaueaa y oaráoter de los frecuentes cambios políticos en eí Estado 
de Yucatán (Mexico, 1861), pp. 19-22, 110-32) El F6nix, #24, #26, 
#27» #59. #43, #46 (Feb. 25 - Juno 10, 1849, passim).    R*A. Johnson, 
"Epanieh-Lfexican diplomatic relations, 1863-16^5," Híspanlo American 
Historical Review, XX (1940),  559-76, esp.  565-69. 

111. Cámara Zavala, 'industria henequenera, pp. 22-24. 

112. "Sobre ol servioo militar de los luneros no indios," Nov. 28, 1849, 
Asnar Pérez, Colección,,  III, 294-96. 

113. Pedro de Hegll y Peon, "Informe," loo, olt., 256-57, stating that 
mestizos were superior to Negroes for field work. 

114. Clino, "bibliography," loo, olt., 173-76} see esp. A. Garcia y Garcia, 
Historia de la guerra de oaatas etc. (Herida, 1865), Cresoenolo 
Carrillo y Anooña, Estudio hiatfirioo sobre la rasa indígena de 
Yucatán (Veracruz, Í86¿), Carl Sapper, "Die unabhangigen Ináian- 
erstjaaten von Yucatan," Globus, LXVII (llur. 1895), 197-201, with 
map, and F. [T/ jaldherre, "Ipo indios de Yucatán," Sociedad mexicana 
de geografía e estadística. Boletín, Ep. II, t. 1 (1869), 75-78. 

115. Lo Plongeon, "Itotoo," loo, olt., pp. 71-73, 75, 82-83.    Seo above. 
Chapter Three, Notes 4-7. 

116. Ober, Travels, pp. 28-31.    Cf. Channing and Frost, American Egypt, 
pp. 58-591. 
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117»    J. J. iteon. Crónica, p. 7. 

118.    Bantaleon Barrera ot al.. Observaciones sobro la actual situación 
política del dopartameiri» de Yucatan (Meacloo, 1845), p. 7» 

Chapter Seven, #1 - =/11 

1. I* unión, ,'/42 (Apr. 25, 1848), fide C. R. Ifenondes:, Historia del 
infama'y vergonzoso Comerolo "STltadlpa «to. (Lferida, 1928)» pp. 61-5». 

2. Alfonso Fabila, Exploraolón economico-sócial del Estado de Yucatán 
(Mexico, n.d. [ 1942 J), pp. 28-26. 

8»    José M. Regil and Alonso .'«usual Poon, "Estadística de Yuoatán,1* 
Sociedad Itexioana de Geografía e Estadística* Bolotln, III (1863), 
80S.   An mentioned elsewhere, this study is an elaboration of an 
official menoría presented by Regll in 1846*    Sierra to Buchanan, 
Apr. 3, 1848, 30th Oongr., 1 Sees., Senate Executive Doouaente, V, 
#40, p. 15. 

4. See above. Chapter 5, Notes 22, 23. 

5. "Quojn de los indios de Calkini por falta de tierras para labranza, 
1815," lis., Barrera visques Colleotlon.    The Indians of Dzibalohé 
wore unKTr the sub-delogado of Calkini for repartimiento.    Cf• the 
hoatod polemic reproduced by Ifenéndez, Comercio (pp. 7S-8S), Yuoatán 
a la consideración de los sensatos (ifeir Orleans, 1B50), p. 78. 

6. Justo Siorra o»Iíelily, ^Consideraciones sobre el origen, causas y 
tendonoiao do la sublevación do los indígenas, sus probables result- 
ados y ou posible remedio," El Fénix, #8 (Nov. 10, 1848) et scq», 
quot. from ¿¡48 (June 25, 1849). 

7*    José Haría Peon and Isidro Gondra, eds., Colección de leyes, decretos 
y ordenen del augusto congrego del estado libre de Yuoatán 12 vola», 
¡brida, 1332),  I.    Cf1. H. F. Cline, ''Cíe lerragueros of" Ouelatáo, 
Oaxaoa, Ifexloo," Acta Americana, IV (Jul-Sept. 1946), 161-84. 

8. "Ley de colonización," Deo. 2, Í826, Peon and Gondra, Colección, II, 
87-33*    José Tiburoio i/pez, Ifoneage del Gobernador del Estado de 
Yuoatán, pronunoiado el día 21 de agoste al abrirse las sesiones 
ord'Lnft'riao de la legislatura del ano de 26 (Campeche, 1826), p. 8. 

9. "Aolaracion a la ley do colonización de 2 de diciembre de 826," 
Oot. 20, 1827, "Heglaraonto de agrimensores," Oot. 17, 1827, Baon 
and Gondra, Coleooion, II, 94-96, 87-90. Justo Sierra, "D. José 
Martín y Espinosa de los Monteros," Registro Yuoateoo, III (1846), 64. 

10. "Se mandan devolver los títulos de terrenes," Oct. 26, 1827, "Sobre un 
terreno colonizado," Oct. 29, 1828, R>on and Gondra, Coleooion,  II 
97-98, 142. 

11. "Sobre loo decretos.•.que se declaran vijentes," Mar. 1, 1882, Pson 
and Gondra, Colooción,  II, 222-26, Art. 4.    "Declarando nulos los 
efectos del reglamento interior do los pueblos," Apr* 8, 1883, 
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12. 

IS. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

JB. 

1^. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

26. 

"Sobre tórrenos de cofradías," Feb. 24, 1882» Peon and Oondra, 
Coleooion, II, 217. Sierra, "Consideraciones," loe, olt., #41 
(ifcy 20, 1649). 

"Deolarando libre el corte de maderas en los -torreaos baldíos*" 
Apr. 19, 1835, "Dispensa de la ley de oolonisaoiin," leu*. 6, 1838, 
"Autorisaado al ayuntamiento de Junuomá para la venta de algunos 
solares y aplioaudo el fondo," Nov. 27, 1888, Asnar Peres, Coleooion, 
I, 100-01, 82, 151. 

"Regla para la venta de terrenos," Deo. 28, 1883, "Concediendo el 
dominio útil del terreno que expresa," Deo. 30, 1888, Asnar Perec, 
Coleooion, I, 156-56, 167. 

Sierra, ^Consideraciones,'1 loo, olt., #48 (June 25, 1649). 

"Sobre el ejerciólo de la caca y reducción de los indígenas a vivir 
en poblado," June 27, 1886, "Declarando libre el uso de los terrenos 
comunes o baldíos," Apr. 20, 1887, Asnar Fires, Coleooion, I, 257-69, 26a 

Pantaloon Barrera et al.. Observaciones sobre la actual eituaoion polí- 
tica del departamento de YAioatfa (Hsxioo, 1845),' pp. 7-8. 

Justo Sierra, wConsiderao¿ones,w El Fénix, #51 (July 10, 1849). 

"Sobre enagenaoiSn de terrenos baldíos," Apr. 5, 1841, Asnar Peres, 
Coleooion, II, 116-19. 

"AplioancETios terrenos baldíos a la amortisacion de la deuda del 
estado," Hbv. 17, 1848, Art. 2-2, "Sobre mensuras de los terrenos 
baldíos," Apr. 27, 1044, Asnar Peres, Coloooién, II, 288, 818. 

"Huevos premios de campana," Aug. 26, 1842, "Sobre adjudicación de 
tierras en premio de servioios prestados," July 14, 1845, "Que se 
adjudiquen las tierras ofrecidas en premio de servioios," Nov. 12, 
1846, Asnar Pérez, Coleooion, II, 216-16, 4071 HI. In 1845 and 
1846 the government stated it was acting as quickly as possible on 
applications for land for military eervioes. 

"Sobre el préstamo forsoso de 2 de dioiembre de 1842," Nov. 16, 1848, 
"Aplioando los terrenos baldíos a la amortisaoion de la deuda del 
estado," Itov. 17, 1848, "Aclaración del decreto de 18 de noviembre 
de 1848," Sept. 6, 1844, "Batifioando el Art. 7o de la ley de 5 de 
abril de 1841 sobro venta de terrenos," Oct. 28, 1844, Asnar Peres, 
Coleooion. II, 286, 288, 847, 858. Tbe "loan" levied a Z% oontribu- 
tion on everyone «ho had more than 100 pesos a year income. Ibid», 
281-83. The preliminary decree of Nov. 17 became law on Nov. Í8, 
1843, henoo the discrepancy in dates. 

"Que se admiten créditos por el valor que se expresa en pago de 
terrenos baldíos," Got. U, 1844, Asnar Peres, Coleooion, II, 851-52. 

"Sobre arrendamiento de terrenos baldíos y oomunes," Oct. 16, 1844, 
Asnar Pires, Coleooion, II, 362-58. See note 27, below. 

"Aoeroa de los ejidos de los pueblos y de los establecimientos 
situados en ellos," Oct. 8, 1844, Asnar Pires, Coleooion, II, 350-61, 
484. ——— 

See above. Chapter 2, for tho various distinctions between towns, 
hamlets, and the other toohnioal tonas (suoh as baldíos, ejidos) 
employed here. 
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27. 

28. 

29. 

SO. 

51. 

32. 

82. 

54. 

56. 

36. 

57. 

"Conoedlendo ejidos a unos ranchos, mandando reducir a poblado a 
otros* y sobre mensuras de terrenos baldíos," HOT. 4, 1844» 
Atnar lint, Colección, II* 555-55. 

"Sobre terrenos comunes," Nov. 15, 1844, Asnar Pires, Colaoplén, 
II, 568-69.    On Nov. 23, the old prescription «iat new cattle 
haoiendas or estanoias must lie at least a league from the near- 
ost existing one «as re-affinned, ibid», 569* 

"Sobre denuncias y mensuras de los terrenos baldíos," Dec 2, 1844, 
Aenar Paree, Coloooién, II, 571-72.    Even after a solicitant's 
first request was turned down beoause the community had shown the 
area to be communal or ejido property, he had a second ohanoe to 
prove by "una información" that the territory he wanted was in the 
state domain (Art. 5). 

José C. Valadis, KL Porfirismoi    Historia de un régimen, I (liexioo, 
1941| 2 other vols. in ins.), 245-44.    Pedro de Regil Peon, Manuel 
Donde, and Josi Carola Dorales, "Informe que presenta al Gobierno 
del Estado de Yuoatán la comisión que suscribe,** llar. 26, 1878, 
Eailiano Busto, ed.. Estadística de la Rapfiblioa tfexloana (5 -vols», 
lfexico, 18C0),  III, 2G8-69j tlie commission thought that there were 
2,000 leagues of fertile lands in the Borderlands held by Indian 
forces.    J. F. Molina Soils,  "Ejidos," Deo. 24, 1881, in his El 
Srimer obispado do la naoion mejloana«    artículos publicados sofero 

sta materia y sobre otros puntos de nuestra historia (florida, 1897), 
pp. ZÓ9-&4,   Cf. polemic treatment, Andrés Ifolina Enriques et al.. 
El ejido en Yuoatán (iswtioo, 1957). 

La Tos PBblloa, #5, #££ #20 (Merida, »y 5, 16, July 4, 1846). Sierra, 
"Consideraciones," El Fénix, #47 (June 20, 1849). 

Ralph L. Hoys, The titles pY Bbtun, Carnegie Institution of Washington, 
Publication 605* Washington, 11939), p. 12, fn. 59. 

"Títulos de la Hacienda Chiches.n MB., about 40 ff», copied by J. I. 
Ignaoio Rubio J*ne for the Carnegie Institution, Historical Divi- 
sion, which (through H. L. Roys) made then available for this study* 

John L. Stephens, Incidents of travel in Yucatan (2 vols.. Hew York, 
1843), II, 280-84, 288-89; B. U. Norman, Rambles in Yucatan, includ- 
ing a visit to the remarkable ruins (New York, Í84S)', pp. 105-07, 
129-55.   Desire Charnay, Cites et "Ruines Amérloainesi    Mitla, 

Chicheo-Itia. ganal (Paris, 1865J, pp. S44*-46. 
record of 

. .- .. loienda was 
absolutely abandoned in 1875 and 1876 when I* Plongeon worked there, 
living in the ruined church at Pisté, Stephen Salisbury, jr., "Dr. 
La Plongeon in Yuoatan, his account of discoveries," The Hayas 
(Worcester, IJass., privately printed, 1877), pp. 66-69} though Le 
Plongeon later became insane, this aooount of his travels is luold, 
graphic, and probably roxy accurate. 

"Títulos de la Haoienda Chichón."    (See note 53, above.) 

"Que los indígenas no paguen arrendamientos de tierras baldías o 
comunes," Nov. 12, 1045, "Que por labrar los ejidos de los pueblos 
no paguen arrendamiento los respeotivos vecinos," Aug. 19, 1846, 
Asnar Peres, Coleocion, II, 484, III, 47.    Ifenandez, Come rolo, p. 62. 

Palenque, Isemal, Chicheo-Itsa. ganal (Paris, 1865), PI 
Chaaning Arnold and F.J.T. Frost, The American Egypti    a 

travel in Yucatan (Mew York, 1909), pp. 86-87.    The hao 
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58.    Serapio Baqueiro, Ensayo hi«t6rloo aobre la» revoluciones do poetan 
desde el ano de 1840 hasta 1864 (2nd edn., 5 vole»» Marida, Í878-8^T)» 
I, 205.    wSobre enajenación de terrenos baldíos," Mar. 2, 1847, 
Asnar Peres, Coleoolén, III, 105-06 n. 

39. Baqueiro, Ensayo,  I, 207; "Derogando la Ley de 6 de abril de 1841," 
decree, Mar» 6, 1847, Asaar ftre*, Colooolon, III, 105-06 (text). 

40. lttlo» Register, LXXV (1848), 206j El Fenlx. £& (Aug. 18, 1849). The 
leader of the Araerioan troop claimed the Yuoatecan government owed 
him and his men lands to the value of $160,000. 

41. "Sobro propriedad, enajenación, y arriendo de terrenos baldíos,n 

Apr. 30, 1847, Asnar Peres, Coleoolon, III, 180-81. Authorities 
differ on whether átate publio lands became nationalised in 1864 
or 1667. 

42. Cresoenoio Carrillo y Ancona, Vida del v. Padre Fray Manuel tfcrtlnes 
oélobre Franciscano yuoateoo, 6 aeá estudio hlstérioo sobre la 
extinción de la Orden FranolBoana" on YUoatfcn y sobre sus oonse- 
ouenoias (Marida, 1888), asp, pp. 5-ü'l. 

48.    Baqueiro, Ensayo,  I, 86-87. 

44.    Jacinto Pat to Canuto Vela, Feb. 24, 1848, in "Cartas de los indios 
sublevados," Eligió Anoona, Historia de Yucatán desde la apoca mas 
remota hasta nuestros días (é vols.. Herida 1680-1906), IV, App. vil!. 
Alfredo Barrera Vasques has about 200 letters In itoya exohangod among 
the rebel Indians through the Caste Warj translation and publication 
of these is neoMeary before a new meaningful history of that strug- 
gle can be written. 

46.    Stephens, Yucatan,  I, 126-26, 210, 265-66, 288,  II, 82, 115-16, 889| 
Honaau, Ramble», p» 86) C.  B. Heller, Reisen in MBXUCD in den Jahren 
1846-1848 (LuipsiK, 1858), p. 254.    Cf. "Ligeros apuntes sobre la 
vida del K. ladre Fr. Vicente Amaldo," Registro Yucateco, II (1845), 
80-88. 

46. Valdés Acosta, A través de las_ centuria», I-III, passim. 

47. Anoona, Historia, III, 362. 

48. Justo Sierra, "Dr. D. Fedro Agustín de Estoves y Ugarte," Registro 
Yuoateoo, IV (1849), 429-44. 

49. Justo SjJe'rra,  "José María Querrá," Registro Yuoateoo, IV (1849), 444-46. 
José ¿feria Alpuohe y Infante, Exposición, o sea satisfacción que el 
Jue suscribe haoe al Supremo Gobierno de la Repoblioa oontra el 

espotlsmo del' Alio Clero Yuoateoo y Ms^ropolltano (ifcoiloo, 1¿87I 
Echanls Colleotlon), and his Carta...al nmlo Obispo de Yucatán y 
Tabasco, Dr. don José María Guerra y Rodrigues Por**0-» 6 ^B e"*ro °* 
1836, reprinted in Uanendoz, Noventa Ano», pp. 452-62.    Creaoenoio 
Carrillo y Ancona, El Obispado de 'Yuoatant " Historia de su fundación 
y de sus Obispos desde el siglo XVI hasta el ÜJX Uferida, l89gj, pp. 
989-1061, cap. pp. 898-1011} Alberto líarellla Lepes, Restben hi«tlr- 
ioo del Obispado de Campeche desde el descubrimiento y fundación df 

"JüB, oludad1 hasta el 2 de febrero de Í908 (Msrida, 1908), pp. 17-181 
Pedro Almeida, Un Majíoano.    El Popado de Adán. Poema, etc.  (Marida, 
1838), pp. 196-206, 256-57.    Campeche beoame a separate Bishoprlo 
in 1895. 
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50. Carrillo y Ancora, Obispado, pp. 1027-34. Manual Cresoencio Rejón 
accompanied Pardíó' to Venezuela for the oonaeoration. 

61. John I« Stephens, Incidents of Travel In Central America, Chiapas, 
and Yucatan, (2 vola.. Mew York, 1841), II, 401j Honnan, Rambles, p.50. 

62» Audmomaro ¿felina, loe Diezmos de YUoatánt Estudio histérioo y .jurídico 
(Marida, 1889), L5pen Mande* Collection. 

68,    See Chapter One, Notes 78, 87, 100, 103. 

54. "Reglamento para el cobro de diezmos," Got. 24, 1826, feon and Gondra, 
Coloooién,  n, 61-62.    Carrillo y Anoona, Obispado, p. 1021-22. 
Justo Sierra, "Informe sobre rentas eclesiásticas en el Estado de 
Yucatán," in Juan Suároz y Navarro, Informa sobre las causas y 
carácter do los frecuentes cambios políticos en el Estado de Yucatán 
(MMCÍOO, 'Í86Í), pp. 45-56, esp. pp. 46-47. 

55. "Sobre obvoncionee," iíov. 24, 1823,  "Sobro el oobro de obvenciones," 
Toe. 22,  1325,  "Declarando prohibido los servicios personales 
gratuitos llamadoa fajinas," Jan. 30, 1Ü32,  Boon end Gondra, 
Colección,  I, 316-17,  II, 19-20, 19Ü-200;  "Arancel de derechos de 
los curiales," Oct. 5,  1832, Aznar iteres, Coleooién,  I, 9-18. 
Carrillo y Anoona, obispado, pp. 1022-23. 

56. Baqueiro, Ensayo,  I, 36, and his Resena, p. 109j fierra, "Rentas," 
loo, oit., p. 47;  Carrillo y Anoona, Obispado, pp. 1019-20.    '''Re- 
duciendo' la obvenoión de los varones indígenas," Sept. 19, 1840, 
Aznar Pérez, Colocoion,  I, 316-17, 327 (Oot. 20, 1840). 

67. "Creación de una junta consultiva para el ramo de rentas eclesiásticas," 
Jan. 7, 1842,  "Abollando las obvenciones," June 17, 1843, Aznar 
Pérez, Colección,  II, 169-70, 249.    Barbaohano was in power at 
theco dates. 

68. Carrillo y Ancona, Obispado, pp. 1019-20; Justo Sierra," Rentas," 
loo, git., p. 48.    "ülotfeien de la comisión de negooios eclesiásticos," 
Jüne~9TT847, EL Hotioioso, #164 (June 29, 1847). 

59. "Msnsaje del Gobernador 'provisional,..el 24 de mayo de 1847," El 
Kbtioiosp, #134 (May 30, 1847). "Comisión de negooios eclesiásticos," 
loo, olt'r 

60. "Dictamen de la comisión de negooios eclesiásticos," El Noticioso, 
#165-166  (June 30, July 1, 1847). _____. 

61. "Comisión de negocios eclesiásticos," loe, oit., #166.    "Aboliendo 
lac obvenciones," loo, cit. 

62. El Noticioso, #161  (June 26, 1847). 

63. "Cartas do los indígenas sublevados," Anoona, Historia,  IV, appendioes. 
Stephens mentions that in 1639 a marriage ceremony cost "13 shill- 
ings "  (726 reales).  Central America, II, 417.    Supt. of Belize to 
Gov. of Yucatáan, DeoT 10, 1849, Archives of British Honduras, 
John H» Burdon, ed.  (3 vols., London, 1935),  III, 127-28.    See 
above. Note 44. 

64. Sierra, "Rentas," loo, oit., p. 47.    Cf• Barrera et al». Observaciones, 
pp. 8-10f Baqueiro, 'Reseña, pp. 110-11. 

65. Carrillo y Anoona, Obispado,' pp. 1026-27. Querrá also tried to re- 
establish the Jesuits, but none came; he had the Society of Jesus 
at Belizo take over part of Yucatan near Bacalar in 1845 (p. 1026). 
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66.    Seo osp. Chapter Oae, Notes 97-113j Chapter Two» Note 1 for the 
major primary souroes and secondary work».    Little has been 
added faotually to the investigations of Daquoiro, Ensayo , 
Ancona, Historia, III, both of whoa used eontemporary period- 
icals and especially loaned on Haon and Oondra.    Coleooién, and 
Aznur Peres, Colección, ac well ao Xoaás Asnar Barbachano and 
Juan Corb6, Maaorla sobre la convonienola, utilidad y necesidad 
de erigiroonetituoionalmente»>»el antiguo distrito de Campeche 
(láexioo, 1861;| a later synthesis vas that of Joaquín Baranda, 
Hooordaolonos históricas (2 vola»» ¿luacico, 1907, 1913)* Standard 
referenoe work is J. F» Molina Soils, Historia do Yucatán desde 
la independencia de España hasta la época actual (g vola». Marida, 
1921-27;•    The following account is based on these source* and on 
periodicals and pamphlets. 

67* Barbachano and Curbó, Memoria, pp. 69-70j Baranda, Reoordaqiones, 
II, 2-3j Valdés Aooeta, A través de las oenturias, III. 

68*    Stophens, Yucatan, I, 02-35} Honaan, Sembles., p. 50» 

69. Barrera ot al.. Observaciones; Piesas justificativas de la oonduota j 
política de Yucatan, al' observar la del gobierno de MMloo, re- í¡ 
apeoto de los convenios de 14 de diciembre de 1848 (Marida, 1846) 
given data to Mar. 7, 1845| José liburoio Lopes, támosloión del | 
Gobierno do Yuoatan al supremo do la Repóblioa, pidiendo la ij 
derogación del' decreto de 21 de febrero ultimo  (ifcrida, 1844). ¡i 
Manifesto del Gobierno Provisional a la Nación aoeroa de loe j( 
negocios de Yucatan tífexloo, 184S; Barrera V&aquea Colleotion) j! 
for Moxioau views •    El Vi jijante, #1 - #8 (Marida, Sept. 20 - ¡j 
Oct. 14, 1845) (pro-Barbaohano), El Voto Páblioo, #1 - #7 (Marida, |¡ 
Sept. 17 - Oct. 0, 1845)  (anti-Bal^aohunoj.   "HTes national ¡i 
Pxgister, LXI-UVIII (1841-45), pácela. - 

70. Justo Sierra, "Elecciones," El Fénix, ^41 - #46 (May 20 - June 15, 
1849) reviews politios froa 1021 - 1849. j! 

71. El Independiente, Ep. II, #1 - #6 (Jan. 6 - 25, 1846).    Alvares, í 
Anales,  I, 38¿-92.    Nllcc M&tlonal Register, LEi (1846) mention* 
that once again Yuoatan flow its own flag} in one plaee it is said 
to have had five stare  (p. 1C, Liar. 7, 1846), in another three 
(p. 273, July 4). 

72. Baqueiro, Ensayo, I, 140-47. 

73. Baranda, Reoordaoiones, II, 10-15 discusses this proposition and (i 
concludes (on negative evidence) that such a conference did not ] 
take place. 

74»   Baranda, Recordaciones,  II, 4-7.    Cf. Asmar Pérec, Colección, III, 
55-67, 82.    El Ifotloiosp, #02, #€4  (Nov.  28, Dec. 5, ¿346). 
Hile* national Register, IXLl (1846), 81, 144, 182, 196 (Nov. 28). 

75. Even pro-Campeohe Baranda wrote, "Ese pronunciamiento, el más funesto ] 
y odioso de lo* que se registran en los anales de la historia 
yuoateoa.*.," Hooordaoiones,  II, 9.    Cf• Baqueiro, Ensayo, I, 155, 
Anoona, Historia,  IV, 464. 

76. Baqueiro, Ensayo fl, 147-49.    Consistently mendeoietaa claimed 
Barbaohano was directed by a rich laorohont merely identified as 
"The Anonymous Power"j he was José Encarnación Cámara. 
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77*    Keller, Balean, p. 218 f Arthur More let, Voyage dan» l'Amerlgue 
Céntrale, l'«Ho de Cuba et LB Yucatan (z vole». Parla. 1867). 

78. Aimr Peres, Coleoolón, III, 95-103, 88-92.   A oolleotion of 
manifestos le owned"by Alfredo Barrera Vásques. 

79. EL Botloloso, #71 (liar. 26, 1847)} Baquelro, Bn»*yo* I» 186-90 
for Rovira missions Rovlra was eduoated In tae U.S.; brief men- 
tion aleo In Biles National Register» LXXII, 115.   For the Sierra 
Hiesion, aee (¿line, "bibliography," loo. olt., p. 175.    the baeio 
sources are U.S. Senate, Executive DoouaonEsT SO Congr., 1 Sees», 
V, VI, #40, #42, #43, #45, #49, and "Temporary oooupation of 
Yuoatan, Debate in the Senate," Apr. 29 - my 17, 1648, Congressional 
Globe, 30 Congr. 1 Seas.  (17?), 1847-48, Appendix, pp. 590-643. 
Yuoatecan aide appears in various «orlos by Justo Sierrai "Borrador 
de o fio lo 8 y oomunioaoiones oficiales. Comisión de YUoatán, 1847" 
MB., I¿pea Ijandes Colleotion, printed as appendices to Diario de 
nuestro viaje a loe Estados Unidos (la pretendida anexión de Yucatán), 
Hootor Peres itartlnes, od». Biblioteca Historióla Mexicana de Obras 
inéditas, 12 (Mexico, 1938)i""lmpreslonos de un viage a los Estadós- 
Uni'dos de America y al Canadá (i vola.. Campeche, 1850-filj L5pes 
lAndoz Colleotion).    Correct' in the main, but inaccurate in many 
details is M. W. Williams, "The seoessionist diplomacy of Yucatan," 
Híspanlo American Historical Review, IX (1929), 132-48*   See also 
J.D.P. Fuller, The movement for tno* acquisition of all Ifcxioo 
(Baltimore, 19&T, 

80. El Noticioso. #56 (Mar. 11, 1847). 

81. Decreto, Apr. 28, 1847, Aenar Pérez, Coloooion. III, 127-29.    Heller 
stated on Hay 22, 1847, "2a Lands hier war es nun siemlioh ruhig 
geworden*...   Releen, p. 272. 

82. Domingo Barret, wM»nsaje del Gobernador provisional de Yucatán a la 
asembla extraordinaria en su instalación en el pueblo de Tioul, el 
24 de mayo de 1847," El Hotioloso. #13l-#154 (Hay 27-30, 1847). 

83. "Dictamen de la comisión de hacienda," El noticioso, #161-#162 (june 
26-27, 1847). 

84. "Dictamen de la eomialon de hacienda, Pedro Escudero," El noticioso 
#163 (June 28, 1847). — 

85. "Dictamen de la comisión de hacienda, Pedro fiegil y Estrada," El 
Ifotloloso, #164 (June 29, 1847). — 

86»   See above. Chapter 1, "Sobre contribuciones personales," Apr. 30, 1824, 
Peon and Gondra, Colección, I, 108-10j "Dispensando la contribución 
personal a oiertos~3Lndigenas," Aug. 22, 1834, "Dispensando de la 
contribución civil y religiosa a los que se indiquen," Apr. 2, 1843, 
"Reduciendo la contribución personal," Dec. 11, 1846, Asnar Peres, 
Colección. I, 196, II, 242, III, 92-93. 

87.    "Troto de la menoría leída ante el congreso*..18 de setiembre de 1846 
sobre reducción de la oontribuoión personal y medios de oubrir el 
defioit que resulte," and "Voto consultivo del senado*..sobre 
reduooion de la contribución personal y eximiendo de ella a los 
ouerpos permanentes y locales que sean fieles al gobierno y 
sostongon la unlcr nacional," El Ifotloloso, #9, #10 (Jan. 10, 12, 
1847).    Ltonéndes, Noventa Anos, p. 151. 
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88. Budget» 1842, Atnar Fires, Coleoelon, XX» 170-76. Exposición que 
en su feoha [ July 6, 1824] flev6 el congreso constituyante do 
ühcatán »T"Con^reeo Haolonai (tterlda. 1824). 

89. Sierra to Buohanan» Apr. S, 1848» Senate Exec Poo.» loo, olt», 
V, ^«0» p. 15. • 

90. "Asamblea de Tieult dictamen de la comisión de guerra," El Motleloeo, 
#169 (July 4» 1847). —— 

91. Norman, Rambles, p. 31. 

92. Stephens, Yucatan, XX, 244-47* Nioolini to Perry, Feb. 1, 1648, 
Sen. EXPO. Doce.» loo, olt., VI, #43, pp. 9-U, and reports In 
Does. #43»' 49. Cf. esp. lioK&nney to Perry» undated» Ibid.» #45, 
pp. 12-18. Joaquín Castillo Paraca, "Aooifin horoloa," Artlouloa 
sueltos (itorida, 1899), pp. 30-53. 

93. El' Noticioso, #169 (June 24» 1847); "Dictamen de la oomiaion de 
negocios eclesiásticos»" ibid., #164 - #166 (June 29 - July 1» 1847). 

94. "Destinando fondos," July 2d, 1847» "Extinguendo la oontribuoion 
religiosa," Jan. 26, 1848» Asnar Peres» Coleoolon, XXX, 142-43, 182. 

96. "Segundo dictamen de la cemisión de hacienda» Tloul, junio 16» 1847," 
El Hotlcloep, #172 (July 7» 1847). 

96. Th'ís "summary Is based largely on Baqueiro» Ensayo, X, 243-342, 
Aneona, Historia, IV» 5-61» Barbaehano and Carbo» Menoría» pp. 
75-77} weekly reports appear In Revista Yuoatooa (Sept* 1» 1847 - 
Jen. 20» 1848)» and the appropriate legal data in Asnar reres, 
Coleoolgn. XXI. See also» Heller» Releen, 286-91j itindes formed 
a battalion of foreigners» in which Heller was forced to serve. 
W. P. Robertson, Visit to Mexico, by the West Indies, Yuoatan, and 
Mexico (2 vola.» London,' 1863), I, 149-56. Both these aooounts re- 
fleet information from Campeche. Cf. fictional treatment by 
Severo del Castillo, Cooello Chit novela hlatorioa yuoateea (1869j 
2nd ed.» Uarida, n.d.'llflBflJJ. 

97* Baqueiro» Ensayo» I» 226-36; all aooounts after Baqueiro follow his 
treatment» based on official reports» and eyewitness statements* 

98. Baqueiro» Ensayo, I, 235-59. Heller» Kelson, p. 286. 

99. Doc. #56, Baqueiro, Ensayo, I, 679-82. 

100. Baqueiro» Ensayo, X, 262-98. Gerónimo Castillo, "Pranoiaoo Uc y 
sociosi documentos relativos a la causa...." Miscelánea Instructiva 
I (1849), 196-98. Usnéndes, Comerélo, pp. 6-46. The Revista 
Yuoateoa said, "Difioil nos hacia oréer que un hombre como este*** 
hubiese' tomado parte en tan barbara y atroz oonspiraoi6n»" X (1847),18. 

101. Revista YUoatooa, x (Sept. 1647), 29. mies national Register, LXXIII 
(1847;, 5, 1Ó-11» 53 reports a "eonepiracy" in íUoatan thathad been 
maturing 17 years; no one knows how this figure was derived* 

102* Anoona, Historia» IV» 45-46; Baqueiro» Ensayo, I» 273-76; Heller, 
Roison» pp. ¿54» 286* In a long note» Baqueiro attempts to exculpate 
barbaohanistas, Ensayo, X, 316-17 n. 1; Ifenéndex» Comercio» over- 
states the culpability» Cf. Revista Yuoateoa, X, ls'9-44, 160. 

103. Revista YAioatooa, X» 12. "Re-eatableoiendo las leyes antiguas para 
el regimen de indios»" Aug. 27» 1847, Asnar Peres, Coleoolon, XXX, 
146-51. See above. Chapter 1, Dotes 36, 67, 95. 
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Chapter Seven, #104 - #108 

104.    Revista. Yuoatooa, I, 12-13, 74-75. 

106.    "aetinguendo la contribuoion religiosa," Jan. 26, 1848, Asnar Fires, 
Ooleoolefe, III» 182.   Beside* abrogating the 1 real fee. Arts. 
18-22 oi the earlier low wore repealed. 

106. Barbaehano and Carbfi, ifcmoria. Apéndices, #7, pp. 31-34| Baqueiro, 
Basayo, I, Doo. #31, pp. ¿66-71. 

107. Baqueiro, Ensayo. I, 178-84} Ancona, Historia, III, 468-72i it was 
said that cannibalism ooourred in the eight days of rapine, during 
which perhaps 84 victims ware killed.    Cf • Barbaohano and Carbo, 
Memoria, p. 74) Baranda, Recordaciones, II, 17-18. 

108. Holler, Keisen, p. 286} the original l*ya appears, ibid», p. 293. 
3n a note Heller states that Juan Visques «as an alcalde whoa the 
Indians killed, and afterwards «hose flesh they roasted and whose 
bone3 they burned (1847).    Heller*s German translation has the 
name ae "Juan Velasquez," but the f*ya version is "Vasquee." 



BIBLIOGRAPJIYt A Preliminary Mote 

The wide range of mate rials and tópica utilised is reflected la an 
accompanying écheme» Contrary to praetioe followed by aroheologiata 
and ethnologists* but in aooordanoe with historical usage» source works 
are separated from seeondary materials of various types» To facilitate 
reference to the writings of any one author» Part V of the Bibliography 
provides an alphabetical list of writers» editors» cartographers» and 
pseudonyms» 

Istauscript materials are not extensive» They represent oasual 
gleanings from the Arohivo General in Ibadoo» the byproduct of research 
along other lines» or they were especially called to attention by those 
who believed they might aid this study»  Little attempt» either» has 
been made to exploit the colonial chroniclers to the fullest» She body 
of the text essentially rests on the items listed under sections C 
through E of "Primary Souroes»" 

In addition» there is a respectable body of specialised writings 
which has not been synthesised recently» Section IX» which lists those 
used here in one way or another» makes no claim to oompleteneasi it does 
indicate the range and type of material which is now available for the 
social historian» Section III» in whioh still more general books and 
articles are listed» has a two-fold aim» to acknowledge the source of 
speoifio ideas and faots» and to drew attention of those in other dis- 
ciplines and oountries to some of the basio or recent historical treat- 
ments whioh might aid in their special investigations• The bibliograph- 
ical aids outlines in Section IV refer almost exclusively to Yucatan and 
its surrounding areas» with the exoeption of the final item» #581* I 
have not listed the standard tools» suoh as the Handbook of Latin American 
Studies» 

A few abbreviations have been employed. The chief ones are 

ABV    The collection of ifcya and Yuoateean materials owned by Alfredo 
Barrera Vaaques» Mexico City» Imny mas»» pamphlets» periodicals» 
and specialised linguistic works» with most standard historical 
works» Especially useful were complete files of La Vos Publica» 
and El Notioloeo. 

AON    Archivo General de la Nación» UBXíOO • D.F. A number of docu- 
ments appear in its Boletín» 

Eohanis Collection of over 2¿»00O items of liaxioana owned by G. M. Eohanis» 
UBXíOO» D.F. 

HCL    Harvard College Library» Includes not only the Viidener collection 
but also specialised ones at the Lew School (rich in oodea» pam- 
phlets)» and in Peabody Miseum» one of the most complete on the 
ifcya areas. 
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LC Library of Congress»   Washington» D»C.    Ifcterials are scattered 
through it* many collections.    Strong in pamphlets» 

Mena Brito — A •mail ooUeotion of valuable items owned by Coronal 
Barnardlno Mana Brito»    Itaocioo, D»F.    Though willing to exhibit 
them, the owner wae loath to plaoe them at the disposal of 
soholars.    Chief item is the complete file of El Fénix» 

RLU      A snail but 'valuable eolleotion of Msxioana and Yuoateean items 
owned by Ricardo Lopes Mandes, MBXíOO, D*F»   Especially strong 
in periodicals and in mss* of Lorenso Zavala and Juste Sierra 
O'Reilly»    Completely at the disposal of serious students»   A 
number of photostats and miorofilms supplement the books and mss» 

In addition to the above collections» I have used those in tita Hew 
York Public Library* Boston Public Library, and a small ooUeotion of 
material purchased by me at various times *    The major plaoea where add- 
itional data may be found would inolude the state laiseunx in llerida, the 
private collection in that city belonging to C. E. Uanéndes, the state 
library in Campeche, and scattered items in research libraries of 1ne 
United States, as listed in their catalogues»    Chief of these, perhaps, 
would be the items in Tulano-Uiddle Amerloan Institute, and in the 
Berendt Collection in the University of Pennsylvania laiseum»   When I 
was in Yucatan in 1959 I did not envisage the present study* but for- 
tunately covered some of the area touohed by it*    Later trips to Ifexioo 
brought me no nearer Yucatan than Chiapas and Xabasoo» 

Where available and advisable, I have tried to use the first edition 
of a work» The edition actually used is listed, as well as the plaoe and 
date of the first, when the latter was not used* 
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I.    PRIMARY   SOURCES    (Items £l-#276) 

A*   Manuscript Materials 

Colonial 
Poet-Colonial 

B»    Colonial Chroniclers 

C«    Printed Documentary Materials 

1* Offioial publications, Ordinances, Statutes 
2. Colleoted and edited documente 
8* Extended semi-official stsmaary reports 
4* Brief offioial and semi-official papers 
6* Projects, memorials, petitions, polenio pamphlets 

D.    Periodioal Materials 

1*    List of periodicals 
2*    Selected list of useful artioles 

E. Other Yuoatooan writings, 1880-1860 

P. Foreign Observers and Travelers, after 1766 

G. Contemporary Autobiography and Biography, to 1870 

H. Maps of Historical Interest, 1858-1896 

II. YUCATAN   is    THE    MAYA.    SPECIALIZED MATERIAL AND 1CH0GRAFUS. 
(Items #276-#464) 

A.   Historioal Works 

1. General synthesis 
2. Topical treafcaenta and collected essays 
S.    Fiction, with historioal information 

B»   Geography 

C.   Archeology 

D*    M»ya Indians and Hispano-Indian society 

E.    primary Creole Cultural Developments 
1* Biography of Yuoateoans 
2. Arts, Scienoes, Humanities and Welfare 
3. Hispano-MBya language 
4. Msrida de Yucatán 
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F. land Eoonomlos and History 

1. Subsistence and ejidos 
2. Camaeroial and haciendas 

III* GE HE RAL   WORKS    CITED    (Items #466-666) 

A*   M"* Spain and lta later subdivisions 

1*    Books and Monograph* 
2*   Artioles 

B.    The Híspanlo HJW World 

1, Books and Monographs 
2. Artioles 

C»    Concepta and Scholarly Disciplinary Materials 

1.   Bisoan Geography and allied topios 
2*    Sooial Relations 

IV. BIBLIOGRAPHICAL   AIDS   &    CRITIQUES 
(Items #667-#581) 

V. NAMES    CITED,  ITEMS #1 - #681 
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I    iltlI-WlY íiOUKCBB 

(Ifcm) 

10 

11 

12 

A*   fJaauoorlpt tutorials 

1.   Colonial (by dato) 

"Hará que en lae provincias do Yucatán se guardo lo contenido 
en tete earta oobre lae rollgloeos quo ha de haber en eaja 
monasterio oara la doctrina de loe naturales»" 1684* 
¿UBI. Tierras, Vol. 2948. Ift». 180. 

"Franolsoo de Apailnr oontra Ieonor de Agullor sobre nose- 
asaion y enooctlenda de loa publos de lüaa e ¡feto <¿vm tuvo 
el conquistador Feo* de Borrio."   1618 
AOH. Tierras.   Vol. 2969.    Kxp. 12. 84 tf. 

"Antonio afines naoheoo* oneaaendero« y OorSuten I/Jpos de 
Bobadllla, sobre dividirse los pueblos de la encomienda»" 1647* 
ACHÍ. Tierras.   Vol. 2988.   Fol. 8. 

"Otimmioando al Virey de la Il.E. del galeón que ee fabrica en 
Oaapoohe."    1661. 
AOH. finales Gfdulaa.   Vol. 4.   %p. 10. 

"Pleito entre obispo Awn Gone» de fferada y D. Antonio de 
Cortayro."   1784. 
AON. Tierras.   Vol. 8418.   licp. 6*   1-69 ff. 

"mra que se dejo a loo laturaloe las oantidadee indispens- 
ables a sus urgsnotea."   1788. 
AON. Tierras.   Vol. 2966.    I&p. 96. 

"Queja de los indios de Calldni por falta de tierras para 
labransa."   1816. 
AUV. 1-U ff. 

"I* Kepablloa de Indios dol pueblo de Ifopelehen solioita se le 
don del fondo de su eonunldad veinte y oinoo pe* pa. reparar 
su audiencia."   1816. 
ABV. 1-4 ff. 

2.   float Colonial (by date) 

"Títulos de la Haolenda Caloñen."   1784*1847. 
Copied fbr Carnegie Sastltutlon by J. I. Rublo í*nó and mads 
available to no through A. V. Sldder and fialph fioye.   Oon- 
tains 42 pp. typeeerlpt and 8 dlagsene. 

"mfbnoaoifin instruida en aberifiuoeifin del arribo a éste ¡tarto 
del laoao. Sr. ifcustro. •••oonlolonado por el Supoo. Oob. de 
la HMlfin, 0. Iorenso ¿abala y de su salida..."   Sisal» 
Oct. 6* 1829. 
ADV. VIO ff• 

Justo Sierra, "Apuntes y aerarlas para la historia do las 
revoluciones de YüoatBn» 1834.°   oa. 1886* 
mi. 1-6 ff. 

Justo Sierra* "Borrador de oficios y ooounioaolonoa oficialía* 
Canioioa de Yucatán* 1847* oonensado en Voraorus a 20 de Septro." 
lllii.   ttibliahod in Appondioos to Diario oto. (seo bolos,;;2O0A). 
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IS 

14 

Florentino Orna* Donlftwlo Novelo» Bonanoio POO» end ¿fenuol 
Anto. Gil» oomnumloations to Curo D* José Antonio Oeroia, 
January» X8Q0 ro a proposed peace* & l*ya. Ralph Boy*, 
(translator).   8 typesorlpt pp. 

"Censo de Yucatán eai 1064." 
Hohauis*   Apparently copied free official sources*   8 ff. 

10 

1G 

17 

10 

D.    Colonial Qironlqlers (toy Author) 

Cardenas Valencia» Franoiaco de» ftelaclon.historial ooloslástloa 
de la provincia do Yucatán de la Úuitvm. KsT*¿a^_oaorlta sin oT"" 
ano de" ^0.   Federico Gonce de oroECo» cd.» Biblioteca       *" 
!IWt¿rl!oa*£Ü»dLoana do obras inéditas» 3.    ¿talco*    1957. 

CoQolludo» Diego uSpoi do, Historta, de Yucatán.    ?<tadrid*   1680. 
3rd edn*» 2 vola*» ¿ferlda» 1067-08. 

londa'a 3«elaoi6n de las cosas de Yucatán* a translation» edited 

o7 
no tac 

oa* im: 

fctlon* « 
tty» W Alfred* *li* 3-ostor*   Harvard University» impere 

liiaeua. áVIH.   Coabrldco» 1941.   Firat written 

lasaña» Bernardo de» Historia de Yucatán* dovooiorarlo de Btra. 
Sra* de Isanal y conquistaespiritual. Valladolld ¿Spain)'*""" 
íé¿&,   2no" edn*» UaxDoo.   leas. 

C*    Printed Doovpentary i tutorials 

1.   qi'fioial publications» ordtoonpos^ Statutes» oto. 

19 

20 

21 

21A 

22 

2í> 

24 

26 

Anoona» Eligió» od.» Colección de leyes» decretos» 6rdonas 
)3Íolonea de tendenciajsanoral» expendidaa por e" 

.. alatlvo del oata&o dio" 
Aanar 'Persa» Alongó» oa.*' Ca 

o acuerdos do tendencia 

8" vola.' 
de 

ral del 
lloro y" aoborano de Yucatán*   5 vols*   Ito: 
Covera 1833-60. 

Busto» Villano» od.» Ketadlatioa do la 1 
_y_ análisis de loa infonaos' ronfl 

deorotosj 
laili ^m 

de Hacienda*   3 vola*   EsadLoo.   lflfioT 
caneo general do habitantes» SO do novice*» 

aonto de estadística nacional*   SI vola* 
Constitución po 

lioa Jtocioanai 
a la Secretarla 

=88 tica del catado de aicatán. 

re de 1921*   Doparta- 
JÍBXIOO. Ü926-28. 
sancionada en SI 

de nary» de ldjil*   Marida*   liBol» 
rtatlon o¿ kilaal and Muflía Hay» Senate Hearings» 64 Oongr. i Muflía 

culturaTend forestay.   2 vola*   GFO* 
•faportatlot 

1 bean*» dowititeo an 
V/aohington*   l9lé* 

"Instrucciones que la diputación provincial do Yucatán difi a loa 
Croo, dlputadoe que eligió la provino la para concurrir a las 
corteo conoraloo y ordinarias de la monarquía» en los anos de 
1021 y 1B22*"    Ul Fénix. «3KK88 (IJ&r* 26 - Apr* 6» 1849). 

Musa» Pranoiooo F. de la» ed.» CSdigo do ooloniaaciftq y torreaos 
baldíos de la liepfiblloa Iiaxloam» aaoa Í451 a 1892*   lxadjoo7~~ 
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26 

27 

20 

20 

30 

SI 

32 

53 

34 

56 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

Ordenanza ganara! formada de ¿rdan de su magostad»».para ql 
"gobierno e lnstruoolSn de jatondatrbea» aubdelegadoa y Semas 

empleados en indias»'   Madrid»    1803» 
Peen» Joae" Mu-la, and Isidro Gondra, ede.» Cqleoclo'n de laye», 

decreto»» y órdenes del auguato oongroao *3oí' estado libro de 
Yüoatftn»    2 vola»    Marida.» 1832»    Covers 1823-1832» 

Raoo'p!llftc'l6n do Leyes de loa EeynoB de laa Ihdias»    Madrid» 1681» 
3rd edn.', Antonio Paree de Solo» ed.» 4 vola»    Madrid•    1774. 

United States Senate» Exeoutivo Documenta» 30 Oongr» 1 Seas» 
Vola. V, VI.    Docs. #40» 42» 43» 43» 49.    GPO. Washington. 
1647-48.    Each Document is a collection oí* several papera by 
various authors» 

2.    Collected and Edited Materials (single documenta and collections) 

Alvarez» Francisco» ed.» Anales historióos de Campeche» 1812-1910, 
»««tomados de documentos oflgialoa y de publicaoionea autori- 
sadoa»' ' 2 volc.    Iterlda.    1912» ' 

Ancona Horruytlnar, Ignacio, od». Documento para la hiatoria da 
Yucatán.    San Juan Bautista Tabasco»    1896.    Secularisation 
of educational institutions 1857 ff. 

Antunoño, Estovan de» ed»» Documentos para la hiatoria de la 
industria moderna de Mfixioo» ' Maxieo»    1843»    Early milis» 

Burdon,' John II»» ed»» Archives of British Honduras»    3 vola* 
I/mdon.    1936» ' 

Castillo» Geronáno» ed»» "Franoisoo Uo y sociosi    documentoa 
rolativo8 a la oausa," Miscelánea Instructiva a amana» 1 
(1849)» 196-98. 

Castro» Juan IflLguel» Documentos e infonaea relativos a la 
¡rootada poblaoioirdel Progreso.    Marida»   185&.   2nd ed»» 

Chavas orotoo. Lula» ed». Un eefuerso de Mtxloo por la independ- 
encia de Cuba» Archivo historioo-diplomatioo mexloano» ZZXÍI. 
Maxiod»   ¿930»   Santa Anna*a projected invasion from Yucatan. 

Coleooion de documentoa Inéditos relativos al descubrimiento, 
oonqulsta» y organización de laa antiguas poaaaionea oapanolea 
"da"América y Oceania» sacado» de loa arohivoa del reino_y muy ' 
especialmente del de India»»   42 vola»   Madrid»   1864-89. 
L Conventionally oitied í)tt» ] 

Disposiciones complementarias a las Leyes da India»» Ministerio 
de Trabajo y Prevision» Publicaciones»»«de emigración» 
Estudios Historióos»    8 vols.    Madrid.    1930* 

"Division política de Mueva España» oonfoma a la Beal Ordenansa 
de Bitendentea," AQK Boletín, II (May 1981)» 334*41. 

"Diviaion politioa de Nueva España hasta la promulgaoi6n de la 
Real ordentosa da Intendentea, 4 de diciembre de 1786»" AON» 
Boletín. II (May 1931)» 828-34. 

"Documento Inéditot    preliminares para oonoeder el titulo de 
ciudad a la villa de S» Francisco de Campeche»" June 13» 1772» 
Registro Yuoateoo, III (1846), 66-66. 
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42 

45 

44 

46 

46 

47 

40- 

40 

00 

51 

62 

68 

54 

65 

5C 

"Docuuonto Inédito*    rolnoion hecha id cabildo eoleclaotioo 
por ol propfinito de la Caopania da Jeans» aeeroa do la 
suerte do Joointo Cen-Ek y 06010o»*1 ftenlatro Yuoatoeo. 17 
(1046), 00-108. 

"DoouioJitoc hlBtSriooB:    it>lacl6n oirounotonolada do 1A «ub- 
levaoion do loe ludios yuontoooe ou 1701," El Hueco Itoaricmm» 
IV (1044), 349-54. 

Ponocoa, Fabian do, oral Carlos do Urrntla, oda», lliatorla 
ineral do Hoal i|aol8ndtt, oBcrita por...6rdondaTViray Conde iwcr Cond 

• Itocioo. --__-- ffis»dW' obra ffife '¡¡feWinfcilta.   d voia. 
ÍB45-6V.'   A aorloo of offioini' ¡neíaortinda, to 1792. 

"Jftoiirfco Qaa-Efc.    Iioloolon del euooso do Quiotoil.    IJonuacrito 
inédito»" i ^.lutro Yüoatooo, I (1046), Ol-OC. 

((•Goman, K<fcmTKÍo, o3«, "Incorporación a la Keel Corona do la» 
onocirileiidaa do la rtoviiioia do Yucatán," AGE Doletln, IX 
(July 19S3), 4GG-6G9. 

—-*—*• 1 '   ' • • —    "InoorporaciBn do onaoalendaa en la 
i^wincia do Yucatán y Tabasco," AGü Boletín,  IK. (Oot. 1930), 
691-076. 

Roye, Pvtilph L., tmna» end od.. The titloa of artun, Clít, 
Publication 506, VJanhiivrfcon»    1939.    tend1 titles and aseo- 
eia<*>d «boumtmfcg. 

üiblo Lfeno, J. X., ed.. Archivo de la Hlatqrto. de YAioatán. 
Qrapeohe y Tabaaoo.   S vola*   íJOKíOO.   1042.    Cited hero AUT. 

Scholoa, WVi» «nd S. 3* Adane, oda., "Doouoenta relating to 
the LíironoQ expedition 1» tho interior of Yucatan," laya 
Koeoaroh,  III (1930), 153-70, S61-76. "•*" 

Aloaldo "Jvyor do Jftwatán I66I-I6661 
"¡Loa archivos de Me 

doouoantoa aaoadoa 
Biblioteca hiatfiriott do abroa ¿n- 

2 vola»    J toxico.    1958 
fíOlioloo, F. V., C. n. .'tanénrier., J. I. Rubio Ltoae and E. B. Adoas, 

oda., Dooir^ntoa pora la Hlatorla de Yucatán.    3 vole* Marida. 
1936-58.   Cited here 1Ü&T. 

^gomcjonoa do loa pucbloa de la Provínola de Yucatán portoen- 
""Iwlúm^pB ft loa ouüoaonderqa de la villa de San Franoiaóójde 

CoB\rgoite, heehaa jx>r la Itoii'íonolá de Santiago' do' Guatcoalla" 
on el' 'mee do fobraro 'do 1649»   Qobie'rao dol Sotado de Üamlpooho. 
Ó.tfvdoXTOo IX3!.    COeipoolio.    1942, 

YupatjttoyBollooi    Colooolfin de doouaantüfl laportantee age « 
refieren ed tratado de' 6 do julio do 1898.    .Mbrltku    1894. ABV. 

S.   íactondpd Ktmary Importe (usually with acoanpanyine dooiraenta) 

Asnar Dsroaohnno» Tocata, and Juan Garbo, JJaaorla sobro la 
oonyeniejioia, utilidad» y itooeoidad de eriicír eonc^-^lonal- 
Saabo,.^)! antlW¿ ¿iatritio de Cmapeohe, an»,   ¿fexlco. ' 1661. 
,rl)bíi¿íontr>8 Justifioativoo" are paginated separately (pp. 208). 

IgahAnovo, Polioarpo Atitonlc do, "Cuadro oatadletiao de Yucatán 
on 1814," SI Fénix. ¿21^80 (Peb. 10 - í*ir. 20, 1849). Omite 
enrao tablea. 
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EGA 

57 

68 

59 

60 

6QA 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

Partial type- 
Full photostat copies. 

[samo, variant title],Apuntaciones para la Estadística do la 
Provínola de Yucatan que formaron de 6rden superior en ¿0 
do nai'go do 1814 loe Señorea Calsadllla, Ekahtoove. Bollo, y 
Zuatnavar.    Obre, Inédita.    Marida»    1871.    Partial 
script furnichod mo by P. V. Sobólos. 
ABV,  ELM. 

IltBiboldt, Alexander do, Essai polltique sur lo royaaao de la 
Houvcllo-Espagno»    6 vola,    paria.    1G11. 

Peon, Jos* Julian, Cr6nloa sucinta de Yucatán.    Marida*    1851} 
2nd edn. lierlda.    lébl. 

Itegll, José liarla, and A. M» Boon, "Estadística do Yuoatán,M 

Cociodad mexicana de geografía o estadística. Boletín, ZZX 
(1852-53), 2S7-340. A fundamental work, based on Memorias 
and insertlnc long exoerpts fmau many sources. 

Hegil, Podro Lfcnuel, Manprla instructiva sobre el comercie 
fenoral do la provínola de Yucatán, y partioular del puerto 

e Campeche.    Madrid. ' 1814» 
[some, variant title], "i&anoria sobre el comercio general de la 

provínola do Yucatan, y partioular del puerto de Campeche, 
pawi Ian oortoe genéralos-»" El FenAat, #7-#12 (December» 1849). 
Lao!oB come tables. ' 

Suáros y Navarro, Juan,  Infome sobro las pausas y carácter de 
los frecuentes cambios polítions ocurridos en el estado de 
YucatáñT 

Valora 
Iiexioo.    1861. 

Juan, and Francisoo Javier de Correa* "Discurso sobre 
lu oorifltituulon de las provincias de Yucatán y Campeche," 
17CG, Documentoo para la Historia de Yucatán,  III, L-83. 
[ See above.  Item #52.1    J.  1» Rublo Mane, ed. 

4.    Briof or Special official and Seni-ufi'icinl Reports 

"Attomblea do Tiouli    diotainen de la comisión de guerra," 
El Noticioso, #169 (July 4.  1847). . 

Baranda, Pedro de, "Informo sobre la fábftroa de tejidos que 
tieno ontablocida en el Distrito de Valladolid," Iferoh 28, 
184-1, in Kxpoaloion (1844) [seo below,  Ítem #72] , pp. 46-62. 
History of' the Aurora Yuoatooa, first steam moved cotton mill 
in Mexico. 

Darrora, Pantaleon et al», Observaciones sobre la actual situa- 
ción polítioadel~"Departamento do Yuoatftn,    ?Jaxloo.    1845.    LC 

Barret, Domingo, "Ifenaaje dol Gobornador provisional do Yucatán 
a la Aoerablea extraordinaria en su instalación en el pueblo de 
Tioul, el 24 de mayo de 1847," El Noticioso, #131-54 (May 27-50, 
1847). " 

Bollo, Podro, and Polioarpo A, de Bohánove,    Resumen lnstruotlva 
do los fondos do modio real de ministros y comunidades do 
indios de la provincia de Yucatán, en su tesorería principal 
de Uérida, abril 22 de 1813," El Féniat (?June, 1849). 

Campos, Domingo, Kolaol6n que lia'oo do su viaje a Yucatán, y 
cuanta quo de al pffblioo de su piadosa comisión,    ftfexlco, 1849. 
(Shu'roh envoy sont to succor refugees oí Casto War.    LC. 
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Uauoourt» Alojo* and Juan. Uflibo, Dloteaen do la Junta general 
do «anidad dol estado de fooatáñ sobre «1 epidemia ohplera" 
BOAO."   Canpoobc»    ÍÜSo»' ' 

"ÚZoGnñon de Ib occisión de bacienda»" fll ifrtleloBO, ¿161-164 
(Jone 26-29, 1847). 

"Diotaaon do la coniaion do negocios eclesiásticos," Bl fflti- 
ojoso. ¿164-106 (Jims 2D - July 1» 1847). 

layosiclpn del Gobierno do *gUeatan al Sunrano de la iieodblloa 
prienda la dorpnaoian del decreto do 21, de ¿obrero_ttlttoo. 
Jut» 18, ¿844.   iJorídB'.'   1044.   Ooixoftins a message l? Wburcio 
l/5pee» and reports froa tho various Juntan de Fonento. 

]¿gx)gioiÜon quo dirige al, goborano Congreso ilaoional el gobierno 
ffft dofe'rti¿»n£> do ffiofttáa»    Juiío 7, 1¿4£«' ' Jioritíiu 1965»' '¿C. 

"l&potjioion quo oíévo oí Cou^roao GuMiAtuyente de "¿buiton al 
Congreso Haeional/ July 6» 1024, m ¿•1ente< i¡& (Aufí. 10» 1049)* 

Granado iteesa, üartolcrac' dol» "Xníüiiao ciado por ol cm-a do 
YteKoaba««*cm oewboatftciflft al interrogatorio do £6 preguntas* 
oiroulado por ol Eiiniuturto do ultran&r, Gobro el uanejo» vida 
y eoctinbroí. do Ion indios»" Apr* 1» 1013» Upgjatro Xuoatoop» 
1 (184b). 1G6-7G* 

Ibarra» Felipe de,  "Imbruu a la oaorowaria dul ost&oo»'' Juna 4T 
184J¿, boletín UiciorpiaJL do ¿¿rida y UtaiycJaa» -¿-SO (Juno 20» 
1842)* ' labor ooWittoiuT^r'-ubo Íü2¿U¿ it'róas.       Al»/. 

.lana» Joue Zliriu de» "observaoiuuoe»* «sobro la planta nombrada 
Iieneojafta» sus utilidades» y lo conveniente de su ftaronfeo» en 
outipliniOKxo da la oomiaiou ocaí que lo despacho' a Yaoatia para 
la iuspoeoion de la Jarcia ció ceta especie»••"     >ct. 15» 178S, 

ítñaxjwto doi OoSierop i^viflioaal a la Iteoion aoeroade> los 
"neaoo'ios de Yucatán.   Wioo»   104fe." te Sept» 19» 1D4#.   ABV. 

l&vurro y 'ikriega, Verrauído» "j.fccioria sobre la pobluoion del 
¡teiuo de lluevo «¡spana," Apr* iol4, Sociedad ruoxioaaa de £jeo- 
nrtalíi o estadluiioa» itolétln, Epooa II» ton*» 1 (1863)» 201-90. 

"])r.¡ñ.oiae do llueva iJopaúT en "¿¿OS publicadas por al I'ribunal del 
Gonttuludo," íiooiedad ¿auxioanu de ¿¿eo^rfeTla u eatodlatioa, 
Üolotln, IX (lo6I-6í¿), 3-41* 

ubaervaoipiiou cobro iaa iniciativas qua luai dirigida al Congreso 
(íenprél.^^ro^tlvaa a los Wioc.io.fl de' SUo&tam y por epenoioe* 
te» "qo'leoo'ign do los 'o'poxiculua y artículos se han publicado 
sobre'^ésSoT qieno aouarf» "¿i cT preoento ano*    .'iadoa* 1831» Iil¿i. 

J'ioeas '.T^stliSócri^BEc, 'do MJ^T epaduota polltloa de ^¡rAt$n^ 
" obaerva la del mbierno 'de' IJJdlfcg»" "rospooto' de loa oon-y 

'de 14 de drolémbro de 1Ü4B»   Jtorida*   10457" LC. 
idnolio» Crosoenoio Joe'¿, ItanilesteoiSn ele iloai actos actriinlntrativoa 

del ISxmp» Sr* (toboraador y discurso proWwiado "por el 'üacaoo* 
tír* \3oWndajite"^eueraI j)^ IíGBMIO Mas de la Vofla....» Awt» 7« 
lfloe.   üsrlda.   15687. HCL- ^^' ^^'! Sfie  

Prevo, Doooadio et al* "Iníoxne sobre la agrioultuza» i'^tado de 
Cwapoohe, 1077/' in Busto» Estadlstioa [ euo abovo» Itom ¿21 ]» 
III, 26-28. —— 
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ftogll [y] Peon, ftodro do, ot al., "Xnfoms quo proaenta al 
gobierno»•«para satiafooer el oueatenarlo del LOnistro de 
Hacienda*.."    IJaroh 26» 1870. Bust», Katnrtlstlna. Ill, 266-69, 
420-16*    (Seo above* Itera ¿21).   Author ^incorrectly spelled 
"RBU" in Busto. 

"iiegundo diotenen do la oamlalon do hadando» Tioul» junlo 15 
do 1047,** El ifotloioao. #172 (July 7. 1847). 

Sierro, Justo, wXn&ttt» sobro rentas ooleelAstioae en el Estado 
de Yucatán,"   opt. 18, 1889» in Suarea y ¡amurro» tofbaao, pp. 
48-68•    (Seo above, Itea t<>l.) 

7iburolo Iopoa, joaé, Uwaoarae del Gobernador del Estado do 
Yucatan, pronunciado oídía 21 do aeoatKu al abrlrae lag 
sesiones ordinarias de la legislatura del ano de 26V ' campeche. 
 •—• •—• ~HRaki«MiSf^ae>»aiBfte>^*aaeB»a*^ieaeaeiaa»aa»aiÉBaB»_ * 

nt fjwa Coi loáo.'   Earliest known imprint Itiuapooho.'   BoEEi*. 

5.    iToffeots^ Haaorlala, aatitione and Idéalo. 

Alpucho y mítuvbe, Joaé Haría, Bmpaloign, o sea aati) 
que el ene suscribe, haoo al dupgaoo'Ciooierno de la 
contra el áVáro tierno del Alto cloro 'xuoatooo y rjptropoilt¡ano. 
IJaxioo*   1057.   Échenla. 

AntuanAo, Estovan de, Diaeurao analítico»*«o aea ponaonlentos 
para un plan para an^aar la induatrla ne^jpam»   Puobja. 1854. 

'••'•••"'"   ••, Eoononla política en lihcjóo.   Puebla* 1840. 

"Exposición que loa destiladores de aguardiente de la capital 
elevaron a la legislatura de), eatado» acostó 22 do 1849," 
areal», íGZ (sept* 6, i849). 

I¿> r4onge3n* August» "Itaorinl presented to the Lbxloen Govern- 
ment and afterwards publiahod»" Jan* 27, 1876* In Sallabury, 
She Ifcya ato*    (See below» Item i, 3D), pp. 64-73. 

"jteioria acore- "la oanservaoifin de loe oerealea en íuoatán," and 
"Apéndice a la nenoria aobre la conservación de oerealea»" 
Roniatro Yuoataco, II (1846)» 41-60» 110-18. 

Maore, ideare i/./Xbrietf ayi»paia oí the dolnaa of the Saaaaa 
flay»»», Yíaahington.   1847. 

"Proyecto paro el arreglo do tallorea y eatableoiolonto de una 
enea de oorreolon en la capital del catado»" ¿lept* 25, 1849, 
El Itoaaloo, I (jan* 1660), 109-11 V. 

"Sroao do la tanorla leída onto ol Congreao**.18 de eetioobro 
de 1Q4C aobre reducción de la contribución personal y nodioo 
de cubrir el deficit que resulto," El Ifotloloao, #0 (Jan. 10, 
1847). 

Ulloo, Bernardo do, Rostableoinlonto de laa Pábrloaa y Coraarolo 
Eapanoli   errores guie so padecen en las oauaaa etc. oto. M^ maríA.   1740. 

"Voto conaultivo del senado•••oobre reducción de la contribución 
personal," S3, IiotioioaO| y 10 (Jan. 12» 1847). 

("YUoatan, a la oopidcraoion.de loa sensatos,    Uaa Orleans.    1850 ] 
Reprinted completely in íioMandea, ConorcSb (seo balo», iba» 
ÍS01), pp. 72-83. 
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D.   Periodical UttoriaJfi 

1*   iLlst of BarlodJoftlo 

SI Albtsa Itoinano. «vole*   ¿talco* 1049* 

a Apuntadori   wpaftrip da teatros^ 
variedades.   'lÜBdioo»'   i yol» 

EL Boletín T&sasroial de ajrlda 
1a¡í.01Seytm# llt»y<rt?i>a y 

. solatia Caaerolal de Herida y Otmpoohe»   1 issue only (#80, 
Juno SB, lfli¿). AkV.   W>olo fllolaoowr 1841^42.   Con- 
temporaneous advertlsoEients In other papers of 1846 indicate 
that a oaapleto filo was even then a rarity.   Should be a 
niño of data to oheol: findings of the present study* 

Boletín de la Sociedad Iteloana de geografía o Estadística. 
JMiB serial oited in Voló1.1 Í-Vii.   itodoo.   IflBB-M.   Ufei 

n difforont fom through other ports of the Bibliography» 
for materials after I860*   She included voluaee here are 
considered a very" useful source of oontonporary infonaation.] 

Don Pullo-Pullo»   periódico burlesco y de cxtravaganoiaa» 
2 vola. Usrlda.   1847.   lima Brito.   Lfoet valuable for oartoons. 

de la sociedad aedioo<»^tUMaoeutioa de 
        ma».   Jan. XM - WlgflU ' MU.  

K3, Kspcctador de Ifeloo.   4 vals.   TJexiao.   1860-52. 

El rfnixi    periódico político y sioroantil.   ¿-S-j^tt»   Omapeche. LC. 
in the ilana briio Collection I sew a oaaplete file* but «as 
not pexstltted to uso it.    3ne oocrpleto file oovsrs period 
from Itov. 1# 1848 to Oot» 20» 1861.   She Library of Oongress 
filo (#3W.'84) oovora a little over a year* Ifev# 1848 through 
December 1849. 

ia Independiente»   l^ordnsula do Yucatán»   II £p. ÍH«.   Usrlda. 
Jan. L&&. ifltf. !=a- 

Ü3, Lioao Itoinanp.   2 vols.   ifaxloo.   1844. 

TBSST 
nieplaood and was not available for this study) materials 
therein should give naterial to oheok and revise oonolusions 
here. 

tascelnnsat   periódico oongtituoional del comercio de ¡stride de 
' •Aioatfn1/ lérlde::   !Íov. ¿^'¿5. IsSg.'   AoWsAs. mOT  

ia 3J»saicot    periódico de la /oaflonlo do Ciencias y literatura 
mé*iWrMd &%o$Aia.   lvol.   Árida.   Ay 164¿T- B»o» léTO. » 
¡a ILseo ?Jsnciaano. o ÍUsoolatwa Pintoras» do alidades curiosas 

¥ instr^lyae.    5 vols".'' ifcgico.   Í84lJ-4o.   ÍBCL. 
El tfcsco ^uoateboi   poriflüioo científico y literario»   2 vols. 
1   tepeche'. ' jan. lotl - *sy. 1542V ' 'MUl/  
HOes Ifct&onal Koniator,   Vols. iyiX-UDi.HI.   1840-48.   Reprints 

" nurérouc items oí news on n rtoekty basis. 

RUI. 
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ISO 

EL HnrtjJaioso»   Sotado dp ymfitrtn.   ¿:'l^.l10ft«   Iferlda.   Jan* 1» 
1847-July 29, 1847.   Iiext to the RerJutro (MO xuxt Item) 
possibly the swot inportant single periodical source for a 
study of Yuoeteoan sooiety on tho evo of tho Casto Viar, 
runa through the troubled period that culalnetod in the 
outbreak on July SO» 1047.   JfflV. 

ljogistro YUoatocoi    periddjoo lltcrarloj redactado 
sociedad do enlgos*4 vols*2J»rlda an 

JES£ 
ioj£. sociedad do anígos*   4 vols.   iá>rlda and Oanpscho^   Vo  

X-XXX at Herido» 1046-46, IV, to pa&» 819. ¿brida, 184G| 
320 ff •» Cmipocl», 1840.   Deals with soaso!At different 
materials than Kl Hotloicsp, and in sos» respooto is more 
useful.   So© ¡toetíon ¿» betou» ¿'or citations* 

Iteportorio do literatura y Variedades*   3 vols.   Ltaxioo* 1041-42. 

El Kopertorio rliitorosoo* 6 lltooeljvuoa instructiva y «pena» 
1 vol.   JJsrldn.   AugV TbeY -' Jen* 1865.    ¿specially notable 
for lithographs* 

IA Iioyiata Ytioatooat   i»ri6dioo político y noticioso*   1 vol. 
lisrida* Sept. 1847 - Jan*' Í848\   h'íU.   Shou{^í gives zaore 
attention to international and Lfaxioan than to Yuoateean 
affairs, a broad ooveroQO of latter gives invaluable detail 
on tho ontoiol days when tho Costo v/er oight hove boon 
averted» eftor July 1847 to Ueoenber 1847* 

El Vidllanto»   , l-i,0 (coaplete file)*    Iferida.    Sept. 20 - 
Oct. 14, 184B.    ADV. 

HI Voto Pfiblloo. =, l-i,7 (couplet» file).    ¿ferida. £iopt. 17 - 

Jjii Vo» Pfiblloftt periódioo politico,   í 2-! 77 (last nuriber issued), 
liorida.   Jay 2» 104¿ - January "id, 1047.    3fcou£i there is sane 
overlap between this and 131 liotioioso, the latter oactied on 
the sane oovomoe, under tho sanio editors*   Roñarla about 
lil itotlpiqso [see above» ItoctillS] apply to the Vos. 

2.    ¿¡elected j^riodionl Artiolee (oitod in loxt) 

Abbreviations used in this section onlyt 

Bol* Boletín de la sociedad aaxjonna de fflOfi» e estad* Iten 
El noticioso*    Itea ,rU0 

IOS 

'• YUc.     Registro Yuoatoop.    Itaa i 110 
foy* Ant,   importarlo Pintoresco*    Iten ¿121 

"Acódenlo de dibujo*" Hsq» YOD.. 1 (1846)» 110-10. 

Aoevedo» M.» "Bacalar»" SUR» 3UO»    IV (1846)» 511-16* 

"Adías a Caopoehe," Liceo iirocioano» I (1844)» 383. 

"EL aeronauta D. José íJwrln Floros»" fop» Yup*» 1 (1846)» 168-66. 

"Agricultura," Itot.» i 129 (ifey 2ü» 1847). 
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144 
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140 

149 
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161 

162 

169 
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Anoona, Joaquín, "El algodonero*n Bep» Pint»» 174-77. 

Baqueiro» Serapio* "la Sierra*" Kep. Pint.* 491-94. 

Baranda, ledro* "Itocpioio do Botaos," Beg. Yuo». XV (1046), 161*66. 

''   •  , "Tradiciones vulgares*" Rog». YA»., HI (1046), 
467-66. 

"Eolito,11 Hot., ¿64 (¿Jar. 9, 1847). 

Bonilla, r. ü.p "Cuarta esposlolfin de agricultura 6 industria 
de idocieo*" El Espectador, III (¿ 12-16, Ifcv. 1061)» 286-80* 
609-12, 8SS-W, 5w-fi0. 

Caloro, Vioonte, "El Carnaval!," l<ar.. Yuo.. HI (1846)* 117*20. 

-, " Literatura»    reflexiones sobro la novela*" 
Beg. YUo.,  I (1045), 64*70. 

., "lieflexionos sobra lac difrentes esouelaa 
históricas," lieg. YUo», XX (1846), 165-64, 240*40. 

Caloro* Vioonte* "Visita a la penitencia de Filadélfia," Beg. 3uo», 
XX (1046), 440-60. 

, "Yalejou," Iteg. Yao,. m (1046)* 140-49. 

Cenadlo y í'.ulueta, Sebastian* "Daguerrotipo," lioso ¿faxionno. 
X (1044)* 570*80. 

Carrillo Suasto, Fabián* "Bibliografía," El Lbealoo, X (Jan. 
1060). 260*61. -*-*-——— 

Carrillo y Aneona* Cresoenoio* "aSrida, capital d-1 estado de 
Yucatán," Hep. Pint.* 11-16. 

Ctteasoea* Josf'luJjTde* "liertoria sobre las oaoas de asftoar blanca, 
orlstlliíA y elnta*" Bol., VX (1060)* 101-46. 

Castillo* Qerénizao, "Carácter, oostuobree* y condición de los 
indios en el Doparbaoonto de Yucatán*" El Uceo Hwcloono, 1(1044). 
49-61.    Koprintoú, Beg. YA*O». I (1048)* 231-37. 

Castro* José Jesús* '* Agricultural   estado de nuootroo estnbleei- 
nientoa rurales," El rtosaioo, X (I860)* 207*71. 

Cisneros, J. A., "u. Antonio Carola tAitierree," Sep. Pint.* 201-06. 

Cervera* Jbs6 '£•, "El gusano de seda," Itep. Pint.* 461*86. 

•* "Tratado sobre la olaslfloaolon de los ter- 
renos de Yucatán," top. Pint.* 219-24. 

"Contestaciones relativos a los pesos y modidoa," Bol., VI 
(1069)* 71-96. ""—" 

"Dos días en llohpat," BDK» »K>., II (1646), 261-72. 

"El daguerrotipo," ¡foseo YUoatooo, X (1841)* 160. 

"Daguerrotipo.'1 Repertorio de Uteratura, X (1044)* 166. 

"Daguerrotipo," Hog. YA»., X (1045)* 160. 
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Dorosne, Charles* "llejorae Introducidos on las f&brioos do 
ftjt&oar,'' HbsoaIbxlMt*, I (1845), 91-92, 106-07, 139-41. 

PíAS, Calixto* "DosoripoiBn aeogrlLfloa do la oosta quo per- 
teneoo si Departamento do raboseo," Bol»» I (1060-61), 341-44. 

"Don Antonio Oaroia rrutl6rrot,"AJmntodor7 I (1041), 145-46. 

"Elonentoe pora un establecimiento rural," Hop» Pint», 119-23» 

"Raderioo Waldeoto   ou obra ootá llena do oabustos y desnolortos»" 
BOA:» Itoo», IV (1846), 281-32. 

Figuoroa, ¿osé D» Rl-ooro, "Cfoapoohe," Hop» Pint», 06-90. 

., "iiisaV top. Pint.» 465-66. 

Cloróla &> ralee, José M., "Una biblioteca pAblioa on ¿¿ride," 
Ben, aw»,  III (1046), 133-96. 

Oondra, Icidro R«, "Cacipecho,n Albuoi Itoiionno, I (1849), 162-64. 

1 •   • -      -, "La isla do Cosuaol," Alba» ¿texioano, 1 
(1849), 238-39. 

Gil, Juan del Rosarlo, "isla do Canaan," Bol., ZZI (1862-63), 437-54. 

Itern&ndex, Juan José, "Coatunbros do las indios do Yucatán," 
Hog. Tiuo., ZIZ (1846), 290-90. 

—, nEl indio yuoatooo," Llooo itaiwm. I (1844), 

., and E.S. Soripture, "Oftleulo quo oanifieeta 
49-61} reprinted, 

lütoltooolc, Janes K, 
loo ventajas quo produce ol raspar jenequin por modlo do 
naquluas," Vos, , CC (Hov. 7, 1846). 
      '" • • i i i • .i- • i, "Noria do nueva in- 
vención Vo*, #56 (Hov» 7, 1846). 

"B^ortanoia 'do un smseo do antigSodades," Hiseo Ijuoatooo, I 
(Fob. 1841), 117. 

"I/mho do burm." friseo ftedoano, I (1843), 418. 

"ULooo do Kinoe," Bag. Yuo», III (1846), 367-68» 

"108 naquima do vapor," ijspootadpr, IV (#5, Jan. 3, 1852), 119-20. 

?J»rtlnes do Arredondo, Franoisoo," Bolonohoutioul, noticias do 
éste pueblo." aweo Suooteoo» I (üty 1841), 217-21. 

Halas, Hlgnel, "LÍerrotoro do 1» peninsula do ttioatán, de todos 
BUB oostas, islas, bajos, puertos y arrecifes.•.en el ano do 
1017«n »gg« *««« * (1046), 121-30. 

"Monetaria do loe PP. Connchoo.'1 Bog. Yuc», II (1846), 76-77. 

"El ÍJuoeo do los nadros CaraeeJios," Bog. 3uc», 1 (1845), 357-68, 
371-75. 

"ijovogooion por vapor," Res» Yuq., I (1845), 119-20. 

"iJoootildad do un nusoo," Itep. Suo», I (1846), 272. 
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jarosa, PranoSsoo U., "T/i lula do Coguoel," Bsg» Yuc., III 
(1846), 215-18. 

"loo Pr±»ro«,&ieayoe," ltoK. YUo.» III (1846), 875-76, 

nnndo, D. A., "Sobro el uso do oafs," Espectador, III (#15, 
lfov. 0, 1881). 301-04. 

Quintar* Roo, Andrea,, "oda," Apuntador, I (1841), 829-31. 

linolros, Joo6 F., "ESbrieci do tejidos dol lunol, o MUí apuntes 
pare la historia do la Industria mexicana...," Hisco üsxioano, 
I (1843), 121-23. 

liojSn, Antonio G., nl.tfquinfi de raspar Jenequon," Rap, Pint», 
16-18, 70-79, 

Rocero, José Clónente, " Perifollóos t    curiosa relación» por 
6rdeu aronolígioo, de todos los que se han publicado en 
Iferidn.,»," Kofi, guo., I (1846), 253-57. 

Cansares, «TooG MV,L Hu»prosion del dolor en las grandes opera- 
olonee quirarioas por tasdlo de la acción del vapor de éter," 
Itot., ¿147, f;lS0 (June 12, 10, 1C47). 

«ierra, Justo, "Doatilaoion do aguardiente," Penis, 7; 18-21, 
(Jan. 26 - íeb. 1, 104»). 
 -, "ojoada cobre ol ostableoiaionto británioo de 
Bollos y rofloxionos sobro ou futura Influencia," ten tac, £65- 
¿81 (Kept, - Doo. 1849). 

, ":>2t«iu«bilxiu»an," Kee. *uo.. I (1846), 348-67. 
- '••• -, "Sobre oduoaolrtn en Europa," Haaeo Yuoatooo, II 
(1842), 144*19. 

• • • ' " , "itMBSiiontoo pftblioos," flap, lao.> I (1846), 582-29. 

, "¡Jlocoiosios," Ponte, ¿41-46 (JUy 20 - Jane 16, 1849). 

"r;oolodndoB industriales." üiseo .'toxloano. 7. (1843), 118-80. 

opinóla, D. José, "El cielo actual," Rer,, YUo., II (1846)» 801-91. 

Sorras, J. J. de, "Costa do la Ascension," Ke$. Vuo», I (1846)598-04. 

 •"  "Jjoohe artlfioial de burras," Bog> «te., II 
(1845), 60-61. 

, ''¡Ha sobre Oosunel," iieg. Yuo.,  HI (1846), 218-22. 

, "íA montana de Bacelar," Beg. YUo.. I (1846), 
209-17. 

Vivé, Buenaventura, "El extranjero en lérlda," Her.. Yuo.. II 
(1846), 562-80. 

'   , "Un oolesio," Vos, #87 (July 28, 1846). 

"VOaliao9
u Albaa ?Jaxloano, I (1849), 507. 

"Tfrlfthau," Itofi. ttio., IV (1046), 262-06. 

¡lotlra, Augustln» "Jleoanohen-    su origen, fonaaoion y desoripoion,' 
ISBfí. Yue.. II (1846), 272-. 3. 
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Other Suoatqoan Y/rltjnge» 1020-1860 (exolueive of biography) 

202 

206 

206 

20(1/1 

204B 

SOS 

206 

207 

200 

209 

209A 

210 

211 
21U 
21113 

212 

21S 

214 

Aim»Ida» jfedro, Ua Ilojlocoo.   3SX RWt   Dooo  '  - -j-^r -r £00«dP *> Aden.      .,,..    —- 
Jornadas on dooo cantos,, eon nota» alusivas a log sucesos do 
la indepandanoia nojlaam on B«noy*i y rélatlmiouto a esta 

Wride.   i&ifc.   'iúü.   Bare end odd. 

Iterida.1042. 
Alpucho, Wonoesiao, ftwwica do p. Vfonooelao Alpuoho, 

noticia biografíen y aignnae observaciones,   iferia 
Gárrulo Ruaste* ífcbian, nETO&Ksjfo8 de un viaje hoeho a la 

Sierra Alta on enero de 1045 y escrito en el niooo ano," 
IJbe&loo, X (1800), 09-00. 99-103, 204-09» 266-69, 3G1-6C. 
 • -, [ "Fruyaentos de un secundo viaje a 
la Sierra Alta a nodiadoa de 1860," fievista axoatooa. I (1869). ] 
I did not eee this piooo. 

Colección Literaria,    !Jsride.   1881 •} 
Inoludee botli Ibera 204 and 204A, as well as ouoh data on tho 
intolleotual luto of ¡«trida followinc 1846.    í-tana Brito (2 
oopiee). J   Hot available for tails study* 

Carvajal, liafael (psoud. "Adolfo Eoarroa de Bollra"), "/«tria, 
la hija del sublevado (leyenda histórica)," Itefílatro Yuoatoop, 
I (1846), 394-422. 

Castillo, Gerónimo, "Un poeto y un pleitos    novela yuoateoa," 
IteKlatro YUottteoo, IV (1846, 1849), 7-429, pasein. 

ItogJJL i iVmn, A. de, and ti. Stnohes Uinaol, eos'», ftwtas yuoa- 
toooa y tabaaquonost ooleoeion de eus raedores produoolonos» 
iisrida.   lOdK   Wi. ' iaaeí K  

Hus, Joaquín, oraaátiea y»oateoa< fonaada jara la loatruooifin 
de los indígenas. tJorida.   lori.   A aaya tox^book to teaoh 
jnldjans te apeale their own language oorrectly»   HCL* 

sierra, «tasto, ^reeionos de un yiafie a los Estado-unidos de 
Anjsrtea y al Canada.   4 vola»    Caapeehe.   1860-61»   RLtí. 

•      ' •' • ~•—, Diarto de nuestro viaje a les Estados ueAefta; 
(la protondlda anexión de ' Ytaoa^en).   wProiog)" and* notes' by 
Itector irires jétrtlnes.   blbliotsoa meat loara de obras inéditas, 
12»    Mexioo.    1988»   Kee above, Zten #12» 

'• -" , "Consideraoionea sobre el origen, causas y ten- 
dencias de la sublovaeloh de los indígenas, sus probables 
resultados y posible ronedio," El Fénix, i;Z (Itov. 10, 1848) 
and nearly every subsequent nunbor.   Á review of the oolonial 
period, but with topical troatoont often extending to oon- 
tomporary timos i narrative to Independence.   A useful but 
polealo work. 

 •, Obras.   4 vole»   Ltoxieo.   1906-1908.   These in- 
clude (I, II>. \jn ano en el Hospital do s. lAsaro, [from 
Herlstro YUoatooo 1 (lÜ4o). 16 £ íV l\étó)Tmm'vmriax 1 
aníí {iñ, W), "i* hija del Judio," [fren £1 Fénix, $l ff.J 
See below, Xbm i 400. 

Zavala, Lorenso, ftioayo histórico de lao revoluciones de 
desde 1808 hasta IBg.   g vola.   I*ri«. tisw ferk.   léSl 

•'  '-' '  "• >» Idea dol estado actual de la capital de guoatan, 
Oct. 1820»   2nd edn., C. R. iJsnendes, od.,' ?terida. ' 1023. 

Horis.   1834.   W 
lapo a loa ifetadoe-Unldos del Itorto de America. 
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F.    travel Aooounts, cviter 1766 

216 

216 

217 

210 

210 

220 

221 

222 

226 

224 

¿26 

226 

227 

226 

229 

280 

2S1 

252 

253 

284 

Alien, B.» "SJastoh of the eastern coast of Central America*" 
Royal Geographical Society» Journal. XI (1641)» 76-89. 

Baronl» Aldo» Yucatán.   Ltoxioo.   xwr» 

Arnold* Channing, and Froderlok J. T. Frost» The Aaerioan firawti 
ft gaoord, of travel *n Mjoatan»   Haw York*   ¿909» 

Berandt, "b. n.» "Report of explorations in Central Anorioa»n 

Snithsonlan Institution of Washington* Annual Report (1867). 
pp. 420-26 • 

Calderón do la Baron, Francos Ersktne, Life in ilwioo .during a 
realdenoo of two years In that oountry»   2 vole» Boston. 16Í5. 

CuthoriaoocU frrank» views of ancient cnnuaonts in Central Aoorloa, 
Chiapas, andYucatan.   HPW"YorkV london» 1844» 

QKvrnayV Desire. Ci^es ot fatlnoe Aggrloainosi   Mtla» l-aJLoaguo, 
Isanal» Chiohon^Itaa,.    naris.   1866»' 

Cook (janeaJ» jjaaarka on a passage from tho Hivor Bolleo».»tp 
2JDrida»»»lp Tobruaryana iftroh 1706.    London» í'769.   Seo alao 
beloa» ¿tow iL&8¿*    lldL. 

Itrios, Jean B. 0»» "Los noauaanta do 1* Yucatan per U» la 
ühovalier Üsaonuel de Frlodoriohsthftl," Houvollec Amales dea 
yoyogea ot dos solonoss f^praphAQuee, TÍ ear» t»4 (¿ste;, (1841), 
2w,«*14«   An editoras ounaary of Frieaorioh8thal*B data. 

Vendor» Hoary» A narrative of a journey aeróse the unavnlorsd 
portion of British Honduras..., Bollse.   1./9. ' ilc. 

¡turn* iiiriol» od1»» Bsqarjsi on a paaaago from Jfoe River Ballse»». 
by Lt» Oookj a facsimile oi the originalwith perspective» 
llew Orleans,   lítóé.   See above» Xtan #222» 

ISellor, Carl B.» Itelaen In Uaadto la den Jahren 1646-1848. 
U»ip*l6»   1668»   A valuable and negjaqted" eouroo on tha offalru 
of Yuoatau» where Bailor spent touch tins and traveled widely. 

loPlongoon, August» "Description of tho Island of üaderes»" 
June 16» 1678a   In Salisbury» Unties» Calendar Stone «to.» pp. 
27-47.   6oo below» Ken ¿314» 

IftHanQOon» Alloo Dtaon» Here and Shore la Yuoatani njaoananjoo. 
mm York»   1086. 

•• • • • -, "notes on Yucatan."    In Salisbury,JJpadLoan 
Calendar Stone oto»» PI>» 68-88.   See below» Ibaa ^814» 

iteroer» Henry C.» ''Save Hunting in Yucatan»" Ifess. Institute of 
Toohnolofiy, Technology Quarterly. X (Doc» 1607)» 865-71.   Seo 
aleo. Item Y'.BDV. 

iSLUer» Villllaa» "A Journey from British Honduras to Santa Crus» 
Yucatan»" Royal Geographical Sooloty» Pronsodlnqs» n»o»» >:i 
(1688)» 28-28. 

Ibrelot» Arthur» Voyago dans l'Aaértoae Céntralo, l'llo do Cuba 
ot le Yucatán.   2 vols.   Harts»   il^T. 

Hbaaon» B. fa»» Banbloe in Yucatan, or retos of travels through tho 
peninsula» inolúding ft vialt to ta»ó"rwas^rkaDlo roiM»   Hew YofkT 
1642»   4th odn»   1844»   Spotty in accuracy and1 'iinprosoiona. 

fiber, Frederick A.» Travels in iffiioo and life oaonj» tho ifcudctuis. 
Boston. 1686» {Yuoatan, pp. ¿6-162.) 
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esc 

ase. 

287 

25(3 

239 

sao 

MI 

26S 

244 

246 

a»c 

247 

SCO 

248 

200 

201 

262 

263 

264 

norigay, Lsurloe do, "A trovero io Poten et le Yucatan," I* 
Cteograrfüe, XIII (1006). 402-66. ~" 

IfcwIrW, Joel Femando, Vla.lo a YUoatan. 1065*   C. R. ¿Janead 
od., iferlda.   1086•   I¿ 

Koberteon, William P., Vlalt to ttodoo, b   the Boat mato», 
Yucatan^ wad the Ublted states,   z VOIM.   tendon.   18¿B. 

Iioee'ro, fi*, "British hondurasi   its roaouroae and 
lAnaheoter OeoGrapbical iiooitrty, Journal, I (Jüly 1066), 197-221. 

Givers, 'Segar van* iteber í»delra un? dio Antillon naoh f&ttaft- 

Starr, Frederick, In , jodian Haaüuoot   a narratiVo of travel and 
labor.   Chicago• 

frtophene, John Haya, Ireldonto of Travel la Central Aaerloa, 
Ghlaptuj. and Yuoaten.    2 vola.   Hew York.   1041.   Vol. II. 
CK SSa, EW1. 

•••• '•••••' "••••• -, Pyldarrt» of ¡Travel in Yuoetaa.   2 vola* 
Hew York*   1Q4S.   Sha basic '¿ravel' work for Yucatan, supple~ 
carnted by Heller (see Itaa ?/226).   An accurate and intercstinc 
account. 

Vasconcelos, José, Ulisec orlql^lpí vida del autor, escrita por 
el «laño.   Gth eda.   ¿tecleo.'   i&SoV   in part dealt viüt hie 
eohooí days in Caapooho. 

.oldeok, Frederick de. Va 
la province d*Yueatan 

1086*   Highly erratic la parta*   Seo 
xa province a «Yucatan -,,_._--,      L     _r ._- 
1034 etXOffi*   aairle»   1080.   Highly erratic la parta* 

Uoeitof, A.» "Relee duren Yucatán und die sudSstllohea Province» 
von JJaxiko," rtertoBJcana mtthollunqen* JCíV (June 1879), 201-12. 

G.   Autobtogranhy and Biography^ written before 1870 

"Apunfcaaiouto bdocrtflooi   1). ¿Joauel Tlburolo Atoe Ida»" Reeietro 
Yuoateoo. I Í1846), 562-84. "" 

Iturauda» Joaquín» "Biografía del Doctor ¿tenuel Cajapoe," in hia 
Cfcraa» pp* 206-60*   See bolee* Itera %      • 

Calero? Vicente, "D* Juan do Dios Enriques," Begjatro Yuoetooo. 
IV (1046), 86-87. 
  •   •, "D. José Martines de la Pedrera," Registro 

Yuoatooo. III (1046), 863-66. 
-. "Pr. Estanislao Corrillo," Itegletso Yuoateoo. 

III (1846), 860-61. 
Castillo* GerflriluD, pteoloaarlo hlatflrieo,biográfico y 

de Yupatán, desde la ooamiMJja' hasta el nltlpa ano 
r        ai jpajft»   Yol» '&' ¿»B only.   IÍM__  
, Fabian,   «Ram Flo Pires, "teuria biográfica,'' 

»rida« 
Carrillo 
la Pío Peres, Piqclnaerlo, pp* aAH—dat* Bee below. Item -¿ vw < 

Corrillo y Anoona, Creseonolo, "Don Justo Sierra," Repertorio 
Pintoresco (1662), 496-602. 

"•'      •, "Besana biográfica de ífr. John 
Lioyd Stephens," Bapertorlo Pintorosoo (IOCS), 57S-7Ü. 
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266 

26C 

'¿m 

269 

260 

261 

262 

263 

264 

266 

2cr> 

267 

268 

26 8A 

Cosgaya» Juan do Dios, "Kolooion en quo extracto manifiesta la 
inatruoaián» conocimientos, aptitud» opinion* destinos* 
dasacipeno do éstos, méritos y servicios contraídos en ellos 
y otras ocupaciones que con utilidad oorafin y publica ha 
deatnaponatlo," Kenistro Yueatecp, IV (1846). 

"D. Juon Ufibbe, doctor en medicino y olragia," Kogistro Yuoateoo, 
III (1846), 386. 

Forriol, podro, SiotioiR bloKr&fioa de D« Vicente Calen) Quintana» 
iJsrida.    1064. 

Hernandos, Juan Joo6, "Signer Giovoni Franoosoo üayoli," 
Koglstro Yuoatoco. II (1845), 321*29. 

"Josí Liic-Grogor y Castro," iiaeoq Yuoateoo» II (1842 )» 39-40. 

Hiorra, Justo* "('ruloria de los Señores obispos de Yucatán," 
H»r,lstro Yuoateoo, I-IV» passip, treating eaoh froa Toral to 
(morra. 

«» "redro Guiñe do Baranda»" 1 ten i» tro Yuoateoo, IV 
(1046)» 187-96. 

—————, "i?. Jos6 liarla Loria," la/;iatro Yuoatooo, III 
(1846)» 232-36. 

» "Dr. ]). Juan Antonio Frutos»" l.e^lstrp Yuoateoo, 
III (1846)» 106-10 

•» "];• Joo6 librtln y i.o pinosa de los iJonteroB," 
Registro Yuoatooo, III (1U46), 62-66. 

"Dr. Juan (Jones (lo ¡airada»" Hefilstro Yuoatooo* II 
(1846)» 462-71. 

"Dr. Fr. Jooé Jlioolás de Jura (noticia biográfica 

1 

269 

270 

271 

272 

sobre éste oelobre yuoatoco)," ltei;lstro Yuoateoo, II (1846), 
01-100. 

¡k>sa, Franoisoo de P.» Itemal do Biografía Yuoateoa»    .íorida. 1066. 

(Vivo* Buenaventura» Itetorias do Muenaventuro Vivo» ijlnlstro de 
IJHloo en Ksnaua» durante !los anos 'de léc¿» 18S4, jy "ÍBoft. 
ifadrid.    1866» J   r>eprintáed in part as las IteaoriaB de D. Buena- 
ventura Vlv6 y la venta do indios yucatecos on Cuba... c. R» 
lionendez» ed.    ;teri!da.   l'&2. " 

•   Historical itootu 1838-1006, by dato 

Tordiou, /mbroeo, "Carte de la Provlnoe de Yucatan» 1858." Plato 1 
in T/aldeol:, Voyaee.    íleo above» Item ,244.   Ueoleos. 

lioller, Carl» ,J¡íorte van Yucatan» naoh dor handsohrlftliohen 
í'ivrto von Juan José do I/»on und andorsr» bearboitet» ver- 
bosoert, und gaseiahnot van Cari lioller, 1847."   See above» 
Xten i 226.   A vory cood pieoe of work. 

Hiera de Son Jtortln» íuntia.-o, "Plano de Yucatan» 1840."    In 
RogU and l*»n, "Estadística," and Salisbury, She layas» See 
Itera i 69 above» and Iton 7 313 below.   A basic 'docüaónCT 

Fremont, II., "plano del Justado do Cajapoohe, 1861, formado en la 
agencia dol i'JjiiBterio do Fanento,..."    In Barbaohano and 
GarbS, ,'jBtaoria (Itera ;,.55).    Inrc© scale» good detall. 
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zn 

274 

27G 

"Plano de la i>mtlnsula de Yucatán»••sacado del 
que trocé H« Fremont on el presente ano y del que hiso lUgra 
de toda la península en 1840.••1001," Barbaehftno and Carbo» 
Ifacipria (Iten £65). 

"iíartó der líalbiiieol Yucatán, hauptattahlioh naoh der «on 
Jbaquín Hífbbo und Andres Asmar ?6roz susasiaancestollcten und 
von C. Hermann Bororidt rovidirten und verachrten ¡Apa de la 
Península de Yucatán von 1678»" :^otoaaann*e ^Atteilunggp» ÍQV 
(June 1879)» Tafel 11*    In cante «ays still the' toot general 
mp of the area* 

"Knrto," Olobus, LXVII (liar. 1096), opp. p. 200.    Sapper's 
corrections to nap of 1870* describod by him in text* 

ii  iTiixiAUiiisp MID \ini«a&mic UAWIUL OH YUCAIAIJ AIIH T¡Uí íIAYA 

A.   Historical Treatments 

278 

277 

270 

279 

280 

281 

202 

288 

284 

288 

2U6 

2£37 

1*   Genaro! Xiorla (often include documents as appendices). 

Anoona, Eligió, Historia de Yucatán, desde la época pos raaota 
hasta nuestros ditas* " é TOÍS'*    ,'iari'do» 1689, 1906. 

Boquelro, Morapio» Ensayo histórico sotare las reTOluoiones do 
Yucatán desde el ono'¿0,1840 hasta 18¿fe¡    2 veis*    iierida." 1872. 
2nd edn. 5 «¿ole*    lé78-V9V 

itosena ftoonráfloa, histórica y estadística del 
jetado de Yucatán^ dosde los prtoltlvos tio&pos de la península. 
:teioo.    1881. 

Haquelro Anduse, asueldo» La ciudad hergioai    historie de Valladolld 
..brida.    194S. 

Blom» Frano, Slip Conquest of Yuoatan*    Boston*   1936. 

narunda, Joaquín» laoordaoionos hlst&rioas*    2 vols*    I toxico* 
1907, 1918* —-——------——— 

Corrillo y Ancana, Kl obispado de Yucatán»    Historia de su 
fundación y do sus Obispos desdo el siglo XVI hasta el XIX. 
iferida.    W&¿. 
 '•'••» Cateolgao de hiato ría de Yucatán*    Jerlda* 1887* --——----—-—-—--—— 

Chamberlain, ltobert S*, "Franoisoo de liontejo and the Conquost 
of Yuoatan, o. 1475-1546."    ífe. Doctoral dissertation. Harvard. 
1950. 

Knplalopedla YUoatanenae*    Carlos A* Eehánove, director.   8 vole* 
Ilaxieo*   '1944- I have seen Volumes I, II, IV, V (to Jan- 
uary» 1947)»    j'fonographio essays of oonolderable length (and 
depth)* 

Fanoourt, Charles £«» The history of Yucatan from Its ciaopvory 
to the olese of'the seventeenthoentuiy*    London,   ¡L864* 

Itvroliln iApes, Albort», fíesJumlan hlstSrioo del obispado do 
Contrecho desdo el desoJarlnionto y' fundación do la ciudad 
   ' el 2 de obrero de' IdttS.' iterída.   1360*  
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288 

209 

290 

291 

292 

29S 

29ft 

295 

290 

297 

298 

299 

500 

SOI 

502 

30S 

804 

SOS 

¡felina Soils» Juan F.» Historia col doooubriialcnto y oonculsta 
do Yuoatácj coa una ,*y«affi; «i» la hiato rift antlaia do fcrta 
Tien&tin¿X»   ijcri'daV ' 18&. ' 2nd oda», i vola.   aacloo.íSfc. 
.uoth edit ion» used* 

• • • —"» Historia deYtocatfa durante la dominación 
española»    3 vola,    'loriad, ' 1904*15• 

1 •- ' •• "    •» Historia de Yucatán desde la Independenola 
de España hasta la fpooa aptual»   s" TOIS'»'   aorida»   1921-27» 

orosa, blag, Jaime, Yüoatáat"   ¡panorama lilatórloo - -. "j   .->   -      J     i-..     JO« gcapr&íloo y 
oiütural*    «'iecrotaria' tío Ivduoaclon PBblioa, BloltotiBoa, Kiioi- 

Yüoatan. 
olopjÉldElka ;*>pular, ¿56»   tfaxioo.   1945 

Itoya» &¿ph' L»s ffio Indian Bacteround of Colonial Yuga 
Carnéelo Institution of Washington» i^t'biioatlon 548»' 
V/aaliinfíton.    1943. "" 

Iiiblo Jtoflo, Jor^o I** "Koocna hioto'rloa do Yuoat6n»w in Vega 
Bolanoc, Catálogo,  I, aoos-liU.    Seo bolow, Mera ,520. 

Collooted Lacaya and Uonopranhlo Treatment 

Aooreto, Albino, livoluolán histórica do las rolaclonea políticas 
entro Máxlcoy Yucatan»   ItodLoo»   Í907. 

Baranda» Joaquín, obras»   Biblioteoa de autores mexicanos» Ltoxloo. 
1900. — 

Cantío Koeado, Francisco, Jjusayos historióos, apologéticos y 
lltorarloe.    iferida»    1929» 

CarrilÜo "y Anoona, "Un península de Yueatáni    ojeada sobre su 
historia»" Heportorio i-lntoroaoo (1862), pp# 459-71.    Seo 
above, Iten ^12Í» 

Chamberlain, Itobert 5», "Spanish Methods oí conquest and colon- 
isation in Yuoatañ, 1527*50," Scientific ¿fratlfly, ¡LUX. (Sept., 
oot.» 1989), 227*44, 561-69. 

JIflbbo, Joaquín, Bellos»    18GO-81.    Collected and edited by C. P.. 
ifenondec.    Lbrlda»    1940» 

Tjanz Trueba, Estudios historióos»   aterida»   n»d» [19S8J. 

Itenánde*, Carlos K», iiigtqrla del lnftaao y vergonzoso ooaorclq 
de Indios vendidos a los osolavjgtag do Cuba por los políticos 
yueWteooe dosdolbéO' fiaste .. 
indlaona de 1847» clocjaaontos irrel 
Lferide.   Í925.    ¿eo above, Item 268A. 

-  •-"• •—» I» huella del general D» Antonio I/Spes de 
Santa Ana en Yucatán.   iJsrida.   Í956» 

tes que lo oempruebaa» 

"•  —•-• -, Noventa anos de Historia de Yucatán (1021* 
101,0)» lylaolgn slntatloa y oronoiogloa de ios aoonteoiñlentoa 
i^'nol^les..»» ifcrlda. 19S7» Arranged" by day of1 aontfa» *" 
v&V&úoufe regard 'for year. 
 •* '••" • '•» la prioera ohlspa do la revolución myloana 

el aovialonto do Valiadolid on lelo» estudio' lii^tfrrloo-or'itloo» 
tferida.'   1919. 

anAndez, G. A.,   ed., Quintana Koo; 
1986» 

album monopyafia.     Hoxicq. 
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SOG 

507 

SÜC 

509 

310 

Sil 

312 

SIS 

514 

SIS 

S1G 

517 

S16 

519 

520 

S21 

¿Jolina» j.udoiifxro, los djesmoa de Yucatán*,    estudio hjatfirioo y 
Airldloo.   LteridaT'ISéS.   HUÍ. * 

ttolina ¿olí», Juan F». El prtnor obispado de la nación raojloaaat 
artículos publioadoc aojbre eeta oatoria y agoró otros puntea 

üovoío»' Hrosn Huilino, ¡fanpflrafla de Pepita*    Marida.    194G, 

Perez Aloalfl, Follpe» GOBOE de anteBL»»    rooordaotonos históricos* 
iJorlda.    1010. 

•• "- "... i. ..., Enaoypai biografióos^ cuadros hlsto'rioqa, 
hoflas disnerawc.    Uorida.    1914* 

i^ornaa, Joaquín Castillo, /o-tlouloa sueltoa.    iJerida.    1699. 

Rubio íüño, J. I., El apparatiaoo de Yucatán,    .¡crida.    1936. 

Salisbury, fítepl»n, ¿r»» Sbp     r 
tory»   Dr. ljBPlon¡;eon to foca' 
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